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PROSPECTUS
OF A

NEW CHURCH HISTORY
OF THE

BRITISH EMPIRE,
FROM THE REIGN OF CHARLES THE SECOND TO THE PRESENT TIMES.

MR. BARHAM, the Editor of " Collier's Ecclesiastical History,"

begs leave to announce his intention of writing, by way of continuation.

The Ecclesiastical History of the British Empire, from the reign of Charles

the Second to the -present times. If the design meet with encouragement,

this work will consist of nine octavo volumes, to be published quarterly, at

the rate of 10s. Qd. per volume. As the publication of this work will

depend on the number of Patrons and Subscribers, those who feel inclined to

patronize and subscribe for it, will be good enough to communicate their

names to Mr. Straker, 443, West Strand, London ; or to anj'^ Bookseller in

town or country, as early as possible.

It is desirable to premise that this publication will be conducted on a prin-

ciple of catholicity, it being the Editor's wish to promote religious charity,

and mitigate, as much as possible, the hostilities of sects and parties. It will,

however, be composed not so much of original matter as selections from the

several authors who have already illustrated the subject. By thus bringing

to a common point of union the ecclesiastical fragments of distinguished

writers, and allowing them to speak for themselves; the work will combine a

certain authority and variety, not easily attainable by other methods. The

Editor is convinced that such a ^publication is a decided desideratum in sacred

literature, for at ^^re^se??/ there exists no indej^endent history of the British

Church of recent times. This defect has been eloquently animadverted on by Mr.

Dowling, in his excellent Introduction to the Study of Ecclesiastical History.

In the Preface of the Ecclesiastical and University Annual Register the same

deficiency is thus noticed :
—" Since the period of the Revolution 1688, the

affairs of our holy establishment have been treated with indifference and

neglect by all our historians." In attempting to supply the perpetual demand

made by the public for such a work, the Editor dares not flatter himself wath

any idea that his publication will exhaust a subject so interesting, so labo-

rious, and so complicated ; he will be satisfied if his volumes fulfil their own

design, as popular commentaries on the ecclesiastical aftairs of the nine more

recent reigns. If, in this regard, they be found to combine the best informa-

tion scattered over the pages of Echard, Burnet, Lingard, Hansard, Rapin,

Tindal, Harris, Warner, Fry, Haweis, Dodd, Butler, Hume, Smollett, Short,

Lathbury, Southey, Brown, Hallam, Mackintosh, Carwithen, Grant, Wade,

and various foreign writers, they will not be useless or unpleasing. And if

they shall prepare the way of ecclesiastical annalists who have more time to

devote to the critical investigation of such topics as are too lightly touched,

or altogether omitted, they will be entitled to more than one leaf from the

laurels of their successors.
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THE ADAMUS EXUL OF GROTIUS ;

OR,

THE PROTOTYPE OF PARADISE LOST.
NOW FIRST TRANSLATED FROM THE LATIN,

By FRANCIS BARHAM, Esq.

LONDON : SHERWOOD, GILBERT, & PIPER ; SIMPKIN & CO. ; WHITTAKER & CO. ;

AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" The 'Adamus Exul of Grotius,' of which a well-executed translation has just appeared

in the Monthly Magazine, is certainly well worth the attention of the literary world. Mr.

Francis Barham, the translator, has achieved an interesting object, by ascertaining a

genuine copy of this work ; and we have read with pleasure every line of a composition,

which so clearly establishes itself as the prototype of the noblest poem in the language,

Milton's ' Paradise Lost." Never did the genius of the blind old schoolmaster shine more
brilliantly, than when we contemplate the manner in which it soared and expanded itself

from the suggestive ground, which, from its importance and merit, ought certainly to be

separately published."

—

Literary Gazette.

" This work is one of the greatest literary curiosities of national interest which has

appeared for many years. Notwithstanding the extraordinary merits of the Latin original,

which received the highest suffrage from the first scholars in the age of Milton, the au-

thentic editions of the drama had become extremely scarce. Bishop Douglas and Dr.

Johnson, nearly a century age, sought in vain for this masterpiece of Grotius, long cele-

brated as the prototype of Milton's ' Paradise Lost.' At length Mr. Heber, who spent his

life and fortune in the collection of rare books, procured two copies dated 1601 . These
copies of the drama having fallen into Mr. Barham's hands, he translated it into English

blank verse, and published it in the Monthly Magazine, where it first attracted our attention,

and elicited our most favourable opinion. It is now republished in a distinct form, with

an historical introduction. On a re-perusal of Mr. Barham's translation, we feel ourselves

called upon to confirm our original statement as to its merits. Connected as this long-lost

work of Grotius is with the history of ' Paradise Lost,' and compelled to adopt the medium
of blank verse in its translation, a comparison with Milton's great epic forces itself upon
the reader ; but Mr. Barham passes triumphantly through the ordeal. We are necessarily

reminded of Milton, but not to the disadvantage of the translator, whose flowing periods,

force of language, and poetical diction, sustain him well in the dangerous current on which
he has perilled his fame. In a national point of view, also, this work must particularly

commend itself to our countrymen, who will read the chefd'oeuvre of Grotius with increased

pleasure, from its affording them a clue to the thoughts which inspired some of the noblest

flights of our immortal Milton."

—

Morning Herald.

" The first paper is one of the deepest interest to every admirer (we had almost said,

idolater) of John Milton—and who is not ?—especially of ' Paradise Lost ;' for it is the com-
mencement of the ' Adamus Exul of Grotius,' the renowned and often heard of ' Prototype
of Paradise Lost,' which has hitherto been a sealed book, except to scholars, but which is

' now first translated from the Latin' [into English blank verse] ' by Francis Barham,
Esq.' Thus English readers will not only have an opportunity of perusing a work long
well known to them by name, but of judging for themselves how far Milton was indebted
to any predecessor for the idea of his extraordinary poem. There are some very interesting

prefatory remarks to the translation, in the course of which it is observed, 'that it was not
to the ancients only that Milton was indebted ; he availed himself equally of the moderns,
and without doubt the 'Adamus Exul of Grotius' furnished Milton with that seed of

thought and passion, which afterwards bloomed out in that ' bright consummate flower,'

the ' Paradise Lost.' And in this translation, Mr. Barham has endeavoured, he declares,

to retain something of that Miltonic cadence in blank verse which has been so highly
eulogised by Elton. By the publication of this translation, the public will be enabled to

decide whether the tragedy of ' Adamus Exul' is not the more probable source of Milton's
Paradise Lost,' than 'Andreini's Adam,' an Italian drama, to which such honour has been

allotted by Voltaire and Hayley ; or the ' Paradiso Perso,' defended by Pearce, &c.
. • • • • The translation of the 'Adamus Exul' of Grotius, ' the Prototype of
Milton's Paradise Lost,' is completed, and many parts are distinguished by power of
thought and dignity of style. It is a work of great interest to the literary world, and to

those who are curious in tracing the sources from which renowned authors derive the plans
of their own productions, or borrow ideas and expressions."

—

Morning Advertiser.

Gilbert & Rivington, Printers, St. John's Square, London.
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Upon the death of king James, his only son Charles was, CHARLES
according to custom, proclaimed at Theobalds, in London, and v '^

,

elsewhere. The first thing we meet with in reference to the 783.

Church, is the king's regulation of the chaplains in ordinary. ^ ^'^S^'

Their number was retrenched, and their time of officiating

ascertained. And to make the regulation more perfect, Laud,

bishop of St. David's, was commanded to bring in a list of the

most eminent divines ; and to distinguish their persuasions by

the two capitals O. and P., the first standing for Orthodox,

and the other for Puritan.

And now the parliament and convocation being shortly to

meet. Laud was directed by his majesty to consult the learned

bishop Andrews upon the juncture : and to take his advice

what was fit to be debated upon the subject of religion, espe-

cially with reference to the five points settled at Dort.

The marriage agreed in the late reign between his present

majesty and the French king's sister, was solemnized by proxy

at Paris, May the 1st, old style. And on the seventh of this

month, king James was interred at AVestminster in Henry
VII.'s chapel. The king receiving advice of his queen's being fha queen

embarked at Boulogne, met her at Dover, and conveyed her to arrives at

London. But here Fuller mistakes in relating a chapel \\2& is conmyed

prepared for her in Somerset-house, with a convent of Capu- fo^o^j^^T

chin friars : for, first, tlie chapel then ready was not prepared

VOL. Vlll. B
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for her, but the lady Infanta ; it was built in the king's house

at St. James's, when the treaty with Spain was likely to suc-

ceed. Secondly, the articles of marriage make no mention of

the Capuchin friars, as Fuller reports. The priests who came

over with the queen were, by agreement, to be all Oratorians,

this order being likely to prove more inoffensive to the English,

as having given them no provocation. And to lay this matter

together, though happening at some distance of time, these

Oratorians being sent back to France in the year 1 626, the

Capuchins under father Joseph supplied their place. This how-

ever did not happen till after the rupture with France, the ex-

pedition at the isle of Rhe, and the loss of Rochelle. But some

time after the peace between England and France, the queen

prevailed the Capuchins might have leave to come over :
upon

this some lodgings were fitted for them in Somerset-house, and

a chapel built there for her majesty's devotions.

On the 18th of June the parliament met at Westminster.

The commons' first business was addressing the king with a

list of grievances, to the most of which a satisfactory answer

was returned. The lower house proceeded to concern them-

selves with matters of religion, and summoned INlontague

before them. Being brought to the bar, the speaker told

him it was the pleasure of the house the censure of his books

should be postponed some time ; that in the interim he should

be committed to the custody of the serjeant ; and afterwards

they obliged him to give the security of 2000^. for his appear-

ance. Montague being the king's chaplain, his majesty was

displeased with the proceedings of the commons, and looked

on it as an unprecedented stretch of jurisdiction : and now

Laud being apprehensive the Reformation might suffer if con-

troversies in rehgion were determined in the last instance by

the laity, applied to the duke of Buckingham to engage his

majesty in favour of Montague. Neither was this divine want-

ing to do his own part in his defence : to this purpose he

wrote to the duke of Buckingham. He entreats this great

minister to report to his majesty the hardships put upon him

by the commons. That they had no authority to prosecute

his person or censure his book : that what he had written was

])ublished by the late king's order, and authorized by his pre-

sent majesty. After this he makes a bold declaration, " that

in case he did not give a solid and full answer to every article
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objected from his book, he would willingly be given up to the CHARLES

pleasure of his enemies, and not importune his majesty or his > J

grace for any protection." Cabbala,

This application was seconded some few days after by a P* ^
*^*

letter of three bishops to the duke of Buckingham ; the words

t.i'e these :

—

nrce" May it please your Grace, Th

"We are bold to be suitors to you, in the behalf of the Church inhilXehaif

of England, and a poor member of it, Mr. Montague, at this ^^f^f^j!^^^

time not a little distressed. We are not strangers to his per- ham.

son, but it is the cause which we are bound to be tender of.

" The cause we conceive (under correction of better judg-

ment) concerns the Church of England merely ; for that

Church, when it was reformed from the superstitious opinions

broached or maintained by the Church of Rome, refused the

apparent and dangerous errors, and would not be too busy

with every particular school point. The cause why she held

this moderation was, because she could not be able to preserve

any unity amongst Christians, if men were forced to subscribe

to curious particulars disputed in schools.

" Now, may it please your grace, the opinions which at this

time trouble many men in the late book of Mr. Montague, are

some of them such as are expressly the resolved doctrine of

the Church of England, and those he is bound to maintain :

some of them such as are fit only for schools, and to be left at

more liberty for learned men to abound in their own sense, so

they keep themselves peaceable and distract not the Church.

And therefore to make any man subscribe to school opinions

may justly seem hard in the Church of Christ, and was one

great fault of the council of Trent. And to affright them

from those opinions in which they have (as they are bound)

subscribed to the Church, as it is worse in itself, so it may be

the mother of greater danger ^

" May it please your grace farther to consider, that when

the clergy submitted themselves, in the time of Henry VIII.,

the submission was so, that if any difference, doctrinal or other,

fell in the Church, the king and the bishops were to be judges

of it in a national synod or convocation, the king first giving

leave under his broad seal to handle the points in difference.

' Vide Blarkhvnne's f'onfessional.

1! 2
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ABBOT, " But the Church never submitted to any other judge, nei-

V

'^'.
^
™ '

ther can she, though she would : and we humbly desire your

grace to consider, and then to move his most gracious majesty

(if you shall think fit), what dangerous consequences may
follow upon it.

" For, first, if any other judge be allowed in matter of doc-

trine, we shall depart from the ordinance of Christ, and the

continual course and practice of the Church.

" 2. Secondly, If the Church be once brought down beneath

herself, we cannot but fear what may be next struck at.

" 3. Thirdly, It will some way touch the honour of his

majesty's dear father, and our most dread sovereign of glorious

and ever blessed memory, king James, who saw and approved

all the opinions in this book ; and he in his rare wisdom and

judgment would never have allowed them if they had crossed

with truth and the Church of England.

" 4. Fourthly, We must be bold to say, that we cannot

conceive what use there can be of civil government in the

commonwealth, or of preaching and external ministry in the

Church, if such fatal opinions as some which are opposite and

contrary to these delivered by Mr. Montague, are, and shall

be, publicly taught and maintained.

" 5. Fifthly, We are certain that all or most of the con-

trary opinions were treated of at Lambeth, and ready to be

published ; but then, queen Elizabeth, of famous memory,

upon notice given, how little they agreed witli the practice of

piety and obedience to all government, caused them to be sup-

pressed, and so they have continued ever since, till of late

some of them have received countenance at the synod of Dort.

Now this was a synod of that nation, and can be of no autho-

rity in any other national church, till it be received there by

public authority. And our hope is, that the Church of Eng-

land will be well advised, and more than once over, before she

admit a foreign synod, especially of such a chm-ch as con-

demneth her discipline and manner of government, to say no

more.
" And farther, we ai*e bold to commend to your grace's

wisdom this one particular. His majesty (as we have been

informed) hath already taken this business into his own care,

and most worthily referred it in a right course to Church con-

sideration. And we well hoped, that without further trouble
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to the state, or breach of unity in the Church, it might so CHARLES

have been well and orderly composed, as we still pray it may. >
"

'

These things considered, we have little to say for Mr. Mon-

tague's person, only thus much we know ; he is a very good

scholar, and a right honest man : a man every way able to do

God, his majesty, and the Church of England great service.

We fear he may receive great discouragement, and, which is

far worse, we have some cause to doubt this may breed a great

backwardness in able men to write in the defence of the Church

of England against either home or foreign adversaries, if they

shall see him sink in fortunes, reputation, or health, upon his

book's occasion.

"And this we most humbly submit to your grace's judg- 735.

ment, and care of the Church's peace and welfare. So recom-

mending your grace to the protection of Almighty God, Cabbala,

" We shall ever rest at your grace's service,

"Jo. ROFFENS.

Jo. OxON.

"2d Aug. 1625." GuiL. Meneven.

How far this letter engaged the duke of Buckingham, or

what regard it met with from the commons, is uncertain: how-

ever, Mr. Montague had no more trouble given him this August 12,

session, which was but short : for the plague being in London, xhe'parUa-

the parliament was adjourned to Oxford, and dissolved in memtdis-

August following. The reason which disposed the king to

part with them, was, because he found the commons began to

reflect upon some of the ministry, and were resolved against

granting su])plies till their grievances were first redressed.

The lord keeper Williams, who was now in his declension at

court, endeavoured to recover himself, but without effect. He
had disobliged the duke of Buckingham at the parliament at

Oxford. For when this nobleman expostulated with him for

breach of friendshij), he frankly replied, he was engaged with

AV^illiam earl of Pembroke, to endeavour a redress of griev-

ances ; and that he was resolved to stand upon his own legs : The hroad-

" If that is your resolution," says the duke, "take care you stand /,-o,« the

fii-m ;" and so they parted. Soon after this clash, the bishop 'jj^//^^^,'^''

was discharged attending at court; and on the 80th of October Rushwoitirf

following the broad seal was given to sir Thomas Coventry, ^"Jog''
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The king, to satisfy the late remonstrance in parhament

against the growth of popery, wrote to the two archbishops to

perform their part for discovering and apprehension of Jesuits,

and seminary priests, requiring them to proceed against popish

recusants by excommunication, and other censures of the

Church: but withal, the letter takes notice of another sort

of people, no less dangerous than the Papists, to the estab-

lished religion : that to prevent mischief from this quarter, the

two archbishops are commanded to send directions to the rest

of the clergy. That all of them might be particularly careful

in their respective stations, for the suppressing those disaffected

to the national Church : that none of these religious mal-con-

tents might have any countenance or shelter from any eccle-

siastics in authority : but that all proper endeavours might be

used to pull off the fucus, and expose the false reasoning of

those, who pretend to refine upon the Church establishment

:

and that his majesty could have no good opinion of those pre-

lates, who either encouraged their singularities, or so much as

connived at them.

Upon the receiving the king's letter, the archbishop of

Canterbury transmited copies to his respective suflFragans. But

here the king's order was partially executed by Abbot ; the

Roman CathoUcs were struck at, and the Puritans over-

looked.

The king, having summoned another parliament to meet on

the 6th of February, resolved to proceed to his coronation

before the session : the purification of the blessed virgin was

fixed on for this solemnity. And for the better adjusting

every part of the ceremony to the service and orders of the

Church of England, the king issued a commission to the arch-

bishop of Canterbury, and some other bishops. Laud being

one of the number, to settle the form. This committee having

compared the ceremonial used in the late reign with the public

rituals, it was agreed to make some alterations and additions

in the ceremony, and the prayers. For instance, the unction

was to be made in the figure of a cross, which was accordingly

done by archbishop Abbot. The supplemental part in the

form consisted chiefly in a prayer for the king, and a request

to him, in behalf of the clergy : the first sounds extremely

high for the regale ; and might serve very well at the conse-

cration of a patriarch. It stands thus :

—
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" Let him obtain favour for the people Hke Aaron in the Charles

tabernacle, Elislia in the waters, Zacharias in the temple ; v
\

,

give him Peter's key of discipline, and PauFs doctrine."

In the request made to him, these prelates were by some

thought to remember their character too far, and take too

much upon them : it follows the unction in these words :

" Stand, and hold fast from henceforth the place to which

you have been heir by the succession of your forefathers, being

now delivered to you by the authority of Almighty God, and

by the hands of us, and all the bishops, and servants of God

:

and as you see the clergy to come nearer to the altar than

others, so remember that in place convenient you give them
greater honour ; that the mediator of God and man may
establish you in the kingly throne, to be the mediator between

the clergy and the laity, that you may reign for ever with

Jesus Christ, the King of kings, and Lord of lords, who with

the Father and the Holy Ghost, hveth and reigneth for ever.

Amen."

And here the oath taken by the king being part of the

solemnity, it may not be improper to lay it before the reader.

" Sir (says the archbishop), will you grant, keep, and by The comna-

your oath confirm to your people of England, all laws and

customs to them granted by the kings of England, your lawful

and religious predecessors ; and, namely, the laws, customs,

and franchises granted to the clergy, by the glorious king St.

Edward your predecessor, according to the laws of God, the

true profession of the gospel established in this kingdom, and

agreeable to the prerogative of the kings thereof, and the

ancient customs of this land V
The king answers, " I grant and promise to keep them."

Archbishop. " Sir, will you keep peace and godly agreement

entirely (according to your power) both to God, the holy

Church, the clergy, and the people V
Rex. " I will keep it."

Archbishop. " Sir, will you, (to your power) cause justice,

law, and discretion in mercy and truth, to be executed in all

your judgments V
Rex. " I will."

Archbishop. "Sir, will you grant to hold, and grant to keep,

the laws and rightful customs which the commonalty of this
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ABBOT, your kingdom have ? And will you defend and uphold them to
Abp. C'ant.^

the honour of God, so much as in you liethf

Rex. " I grant and promise so to do.""

Then one of the bishops reads this admonition to the king

before the people with a loud voice. " Our lord and king, we

beseech you to pardon, and to grant, and to preserve unto us,

and the churches committed to our charge, all canonical privi-

leges, and due law and justice ; and that you would protect

and defend us, as every good king in his kingdom ought to be

a protector and defender of the bishops, and the churches

under their government f
736. The king answereth, " With a willing and devout heart I

promise and grant my pardon, and that I will preserve and

maintain to you, and the churches committed to your charge,

all canonical privileges, and due law and justice ; and that I

will be your protector and defender to my power, by the assist-

ance of God, as every good king ought in his kingdom, in right

to protect and defend the bishops and churches under their

o-overnment."o
The king ariseth, and is led to the communion-table, where

he makes a solemn oath, in sight of all the people, to observe

the premises ; and, laying his hand upon the book, saith,

" The things which I have before promised, I shall perform

Husband's and keep, so help me God, and the contents of this book."
Collections

J j^j^yg ^j^g rather transcribed this oath, because both the
Fhe oath not ^ ...
aiiered hy kin"; and Laud were afterwards charg-ed with altering it to the

or\Teking. disadvantage of the subject. But this calumny was effectually

Idem. silenced by his majesty's referring the objectors to the records

in the exchequer ; where they might see his coronation oath

Avas the same with that which had been customarily taken by

his predecessors \

In the other solemnities of the coronation, the abbots for-

merly, and after them the deans of Westminster, had a consi-

derable share. They had the custody of the old regalia,

—

that is, the crown, the sword, the sceptre, the spurs, &c., of

king Edward the Confessor. These royal curiosities are never

made use of excepting at a king''s coronation, or his going to

parliament. Williams, the late lord-keeper, was now dean

;

' This coronation service, illustrates the fact frequently noticed in the course of this

work, that the king combines in his own person the ecclesiastical with the laical

characteristics.
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but, being under the king's disfavour, had orders not to appear CHARLES

at this solemnity, but to depute one of the prebendaries to > ^ j

officiate in his place. This order put him somewhat to a

stand. He was unwilling to nominate Laud, then one of the

prebendaries, because he looked on him as his rival at court

;

but then, to have overlooked a bishop, and named another of a

lower rank, would have been too plain a discovery of disaffec-

tion. He therefore prudently sent the king the names and

distinctions of all the prebendaries, leaving the choice to his

majesty, who pitched upon Laud. Laud being thus nomi- Laudper

nated, did the dean's part in preparing for that pompous dean of

appearance. And finding the old crucifix among the regaha, ^g%"!^^ ^t

he placed it upon the altar, according to ancient usage. <^;« comna-

The duke of Buckingham, keeping on his misunderstanding

with the bishop of Lincoln, was a weight upon that prelate's

fortune, and kept him from emerging at court. He seems to

have lain under a particular hardship at this time ; for he had

not received his writ of summons to sit in parliament. This,

though with submission to his majesty's pleasure, he repre-

sented as unprecedented usage ; and that this privilege was

not denied to any prisoners, or condemned peers in his father's

reign. He therefore entreated the king for leave to make his

proxy, if not permitted to attend in person. He likewise

begged the king to soften the duke, and bring him off his

resentment ; who, though he had never received any real pro-

vocation from him, was not to be reconciled by any thing the

bishop could do, or suffer. And lastly, he humbly desires the

king's name might not be used to his disadvantage, and that

his reputation might not suffer by his absence from the par-

liament. He concludes with strong protestations of duty and

affection to the king ; stands boldly upon his innocence ; and

solicits for no protection against the charge of any subject

whatever.

And now the second parliament being met, a commission for A conwnttee

religion was settled, and Montague's " Appeal to Caesar" was^^.^^ap-"'"

again debated. This book l)eing referred by the commons to
^"J"'^'',^.*^

the committee abovementioned, Mr. Pym made his report of mon^.

several erroneous opinions extracted from it ; upon which the

house made this resolve :
" That Mr. Montague endeavoured

to reconcile England to Rome, and alienate the king's affec-

tion from his well-affected subjects." By the way, this is the
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ABBOT, first time we hear of a committee of religion in the house of

V '^"^ '^"
'j Commons. The articles exhibited against Montague were

drawn up in the form following.

Articles " That he, the said Richard Montague, in or about the

against twenty-first year of the reign of our late sovereign king James
Montague.

^^ famous memory, hath caused to be printed, and in his name

to be published, one book, called, ' An Answer to the late

Gag of Protestants." And in or about anno twenty-two of the

same king, he caused to be printed and published one other

book, entitled, ' A Treatise of the Invocation of Saints.' And
likewise in the first year of his majesty*'s reign, that now is, he

procured to be printed, and in his name to be published,

another book, entitled, ' An Appeal to Csesar."* In every of

which books he hath maintained and confirmed some doctrine

contrary or repugnant to the articles agreed by the archbishops

and bishops of both provinces, and the whole clergy, holden in

the convocation at London a.d. 1562, according to the compu-

tation of the Church of England, ' for avoiding diversity of

opinions, and for establishing consent touching true religion ;

"*

all which appears in the places hereafter mentioned, and in

divers other places and passages of the same books ; and by

his so doing hath broken the laws and statutes of this realm in

that case provided, and very much disturbed both the peace of

Church and commonwealth.

"I. Whereas, in the five-and- thirtieth article of the articles

aforementioned, it is declared, that the second book of homilies

doth contain a godly and wholesome doctrine ; in the sixteenth

homily of which book it is determined, that the Church of

Rome, as it is at present, and hath been for the space of nine

hundred years and odd, is so far wide from the nature of a true

Church, that nothing can be more. He, the said Richard

Montague, in several places in the said books, called, ' The
Answer to the Gag,"" and in his other book, called, ' The
Appeal,' doth advisedly maintain and affii^m, that the Church

of Rome is and ever was a true Church, since it was a

Church.

"II. Whereas, in the same homily, it is likewise declared,

that the Church of Rome is not built upon the foundation of

the prophets and apostles. And in the eight-and-twentieth

article of the said articles, that transubstantiation overthroweth
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the nature of a sacrament; and in the five-and-twentieth of CHARLES

the said articles, that five other reputed sacraments of the . ,; ^

Church of Rome are not to he accounted sacraments. Yet,

contrary and repugnant hereunto, he, the said Richard Monta-

gue, doth maintain and affirm in his book aforesaid, called,

' The Answer to the Gag,' that the Church of Rome hath ever

remained firm upon the same foundation of sacraments and

doctrine instituted by God.
" III. In the nineteenth of the same articles it is farther

determined, that the Church of Rome hath erred, not only in

their living, and matters of ceremony, but also in matters of 737.

faith. He, the said Richard Montague, speaking of those

points which belong to faith and good manners, hope and

charity, doth in the said book, called, ' The Gag,' affirm and

maintain, that none of these are controverted in their points,

meaning the Protestants and Papists ; and notwithstanding

that in the one-and-thirtieth article it is resolved, that the

sacrifice of masses, in which, as it is commonly said, the priest

doth offer Christ for the quick and the dead, to have remission

of pain and guilt too, is a blasphemous fable, and dangerous

deceit ; this being one of the points controverted between the

Church of England and the Church of Rome;—the said

Richard Montague, in his book called ' The Gag,' doth affirm,

and maintain, that the controverted points are of a lesser and

inferior nature, of which a man may be ignorant, without any

danger of his soul at all ; a man may resolve to oppose tliis or

that without peril of perishing for ever.

" IV. Whereas in the second homily, entituled, ' Against

Peril of Idolatry,' contained in the aforesaid book of homilies,

and approved by the five-and-thirtieth article aforementioned, it

is declared, that images teach no good lesson, neither of God

nor godliness ; but all error and wickedness : he, the said

Richard Montague, in the book of 'Gag,' aforesaid, doth

affirm and maintain, that images may be used for the instruc-

tion of the ignorant and excitation of devotion.

" V. That in the same homily, it is plainly expressed, that

the attributing the defence of certain countries to saints, is a

spoiling God of his honour, and that such saints are but dii

tutelares of the C entiles, or idolaters. The said Richard

Montague hath, notwithstanding, in his said book, entituled,

' A Treatise concerning the Invocation of Saints,' affirmed and
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ABBOT, maintained, that saints have not only a memory, but a more
V ^\

^

^" '' pecuhar charge of their friends ; and that it may be admitted,

that some saints have a pecuUar patronage, custody, protec-

tion, and power, as angels also have, over certain persons and

countries, by special deputation ; and that it is no impiety so

to believe : whereas in the seventeenth of the said articles, it

is resolved, that God hath certainly decreed by his counsel,

secret to us, to deliver from curse and damnation, those whom
he hath chosen in Christ out of mankind, and to bring them

by Christ to everlasting salvation ; wherefore they which be

endued with so excellent a benefit of God, and called according to

God's purpose, working in due season, they through the grace

obey the calling, they be justified freely, walk religiously in good

works, and at length, by God's mercy, attain to everlasting feli-

city. He, the said Richard Montague, in the said book, called,

' The Appeal,"" doth maintain and affirm, that men justified

may fall away, and depart from the state which once they had;

they may arise again, and become new men possibly, but not

certainly, nor necessarily. And the better to countenance this

his opinion, he hath in the same book wilfully added, falsified,

and changed divers words in the sixteenth of the articles be-

forementioned, and divers other words, both in the Book of

Homilies and in the Book of Common Prayer, and so misre-

cited and changed, the said places he doth allege in the said

book, called ' The Appeal,' endeavouring thereby to lay a

most wicked and malicious scandal upon the Church of Eng-

land, as if she did herein differ from the reformed Churches

beyond the seas ; and did consent to those pernicious errors,

which are commonly called Arminianism, and which the late

famous queen Elizabeth, and king James, of happy memory,

did so piously and diligently labour to sup2Dress\

" That the said Richard Montague, contrary to his duty and

allegiance, endeavoured to raise great factions and divisions in

this commonwealth, by casting the odious and scandalous name
of Puritans upon such his majesty's loving subjects as conform

themselves to the doctrines and ceremonies of the Church of

England ; under that name laying upon them divers false and

mahcious imputations, so to bring them into jealousy and dis-

' Montague liad moral courage enough, to defend what he conceived to be Catholic

orthodoxy, against the favourite prejudices and conceit of sects and parties, by whom
the truth was rent and torn to fragments.
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pleasure with his most excellent majesty, and into reproach and charles
ignominy with the rest of the people, to the great danger of sedi- > ^l ,

tion and disturbance in the state, if it be not timely prevented.

" That the scope and end of the said Richard Montague, in

the books beforementioned, is to give encouragement to

popery, and to withdraw his majesty's subjects from true reli-

gion established, to the Roman superstition, and consequently

to be reconciled to the see of Rome ; all which he laboureth,

by subtle and cunning ways, whereby God's true religion hath

been much scandalized, those mischiefs introduced, which the

wisdom of many laws hath endeavoured to prevent, the devices

and practices of his majesty's enemies have been furthered and

advanced, to the great peril and hazard of our sovereign lord

the king, and of all his dominions, and loving subjects.

" That the said Richard Montaoue hath inserted into the

book, called ' The Appeal,' divers passages dishonourable to

the late king, his majesty's father, of famous memory ; full of

bitterness, railing, and injurious speeches to other persons,

disgraceful and contemptible to many worthy divines, both of

this kingdom, and other reformed Churches beyond the seas ;

impious and profane in scoffing at preaching, meditating and

conferring, pulpits, lectures, Bible, and all show of religion
;

all which do aggravate his former offences, having proceeded

from malicious and envenomed heat against the peace of the

Church, and the sincerity of the reformed religion publicly

professed, and by law established in this kingdom. All which

offences being to the dishonour of God, and of most mis-

chievous effect and consequence against the good of this

Church and commonwealth of England, and of other his ma-

jesty's realms and dominions, the Commons assembled in par-

liament, do hereby pray that the said Richard Montague may
be punished according to his demerits, in such exemplary man-
ner, as may deter others from attempting so presumptuously

to disturb the peace of the Church and State, and that the CoikcHons,^

book aforesaid may be suppressed and burnt." ^°209

It does not appear this impeachment was laid before the

house of Lords, in what manner the Commons intended to

prosecute their charge, or how far they proceeded. Rushworth
having made a search into this matter, could not find that

Montague was brought to his defence, or that he returned any 788.
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ABBOT, answer to the articles: from whence we may conclude the

^_^J^. process was dropped by the Commons. Whether their im-

peachment of the duke of Buckingham might draw them from

business of lower consideration, or their distrust of making the

charge good, or the sudden dissolution of parliament, was the

occasion of this issue, is somewhat uncertain.

Before the ending of parhament, the bishop of Gloucester

preaching before his majesty, asserted the real presence in such

strong language, that he was suspected of going to an excess,

and coming too near the verge of popery. The discourse made
a great noise, and gave disgust both in town and country. The

Ejcceptions couvocatiou examined the exceptionable passages, but came
taken at the . . mi i • i • mt • p i •

hisiiop of to no decision. The king, being willing to satisfy himself and

serimm
" * the parliament, ordered archbishop Abbot ; Andrews, bishop

Wore the yf Winchester ; and Laud, bishop of St. David's, to make
April 12, a thorough inquiry into the bishop's discourse, and report their

opinion. They met accordingly, and after having perused the

sermon, and argued upon the meaning of those sentences which

gave offence, they returned the king this answer : " That some

things in that sermon had been spoken less warily, but nothing

falsely : that nothing had been innovated by him in the doc-

trine of the Church of England : but, however, they thought

very fit that Goodman should be appointed to preach again

before his majesty, for the better explaining his meaning, and
Cyprian. sliowiug liow, and in what particulars, he had been mistaken

Archbishop by his auditors." Goodman preaching accordingly before the

otary! king, had no farther trouble.

Montague's ^s for Moutague's busincss, W'ho had been charged with
ultSlTlBSS Tiot

moved in deserting towards Popery and Arminianism, by the Commons

'^anTwhy!^' of both parhameiits, the reader may possibly be somewhat at

a loss why the convocation took no cognizance of this matter.

For the articles exhibited were points of religion, and by con-

sequence proper to the decision of the clergy. Besides, the

king was plainly inclined to give the convocation their just

liberty, as appears by the letter of the three bishops above-

mentioned, to the duke of Buckingham. Here they acquaint

the duke, " that his majesty had taken that business into his

own care, and most worthily referred it in a right course to

Church consideration." But then, w^e are to remember, that

Laud had been lately sent by the duke of Buckingham to con-

sult Andrews, about what was tliought fit to be proposed in
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the convocation ; and whether it was seasonable to revive the CHARLES
. I

Quinqiiarticular controvei'sy. Now by the issue we may col- <
'^—*

lect, Andrews did not think it proper to refresh those disputes

at present. Those of ]\Iontague''s profession, it is likely, did

not think it safe to push the matter to a crisis : they knew the

archbishop, and many of the bishops and clergy, were rather

of the Oalvinian side ; and therefore it was more prudential to

let the cause sleep, than run the hazard of a debate in con-

vocation.

But though the convocation seemed to overlook, or stand

neuter in the contest, Montague was attacked in print by

Carleton, bishop of Chichester ; Sutcliffe, dean of Exeter ; by

Yates, Rouse, &c. And thus the clashing was kept on, and

the breach grew rather wider. To accommodate matters, a

conference had lately been held in York-house, the duke of

Buckingham, and some other temporal lords, being present.

The managers were Buckeridge, bishop of Rochester, and Dr.

White, dean of Carlisle, on the one side ; and Morton, bishop

of Coventry, and Dr. Preston, preacher at Lincoln's-inn, on

the other. They touched upon the five points, but the ques- ^"''' ''°"-

tion argued most at length was, " Whether it was possible upon titefive

for one elected to fall from grace." The advantage of the dis- p°"^/ii^

pute was given to either side, according to the variety of judg- ^^'''^•

ment or inclination in the audience. There was soon after a

second conference in the same place, and before the same

temporal lords, of which, Robert, earl of Warwick, and Wil-

liam, earl of Pembroke, were two. The divines were likewise

the same, excepting that Montague appeared in bishop Bucke- Fuller's

ridge's room. As to the event, it was not more successful than
ni's"'^'^

the former; they came to no accommodation, nor made any book il.
•' '

•' Archbishop
convei'ts oi each other. Laud's

His majesty, to prevent the controversy's growing warmer, Thekng's

and breaking the people into parties, by the advice of the ;'.''"''«"'«-

bishops, published a proclamation to keep both sides quiet, the dispHting

In this state-paper the king declares " his utter dislike of all tw»>
'"

those who, to show their parts, to please their humour, or play

their revenge, shall be so hardy as to propagate any new
opinions differing from the orthodoxal belief of the Church of

England ; that he is fully resolved never to admit any innova-

tion in the doctrine or discipline of the Church. And as he

shall always be forward to encourage his religious and well-

14
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ABBOT,
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affected subjects, so he is resolved not to forbear the punishing

, those who, out of sinister regards, shall presume to embroil

either Church or State. His majesty therefore commands all

his subjects (and more especially the clergy), both in England

and Ireland, that from henceforth they manage themselves

with such discretion and conscience, that neither by writing,

preaching, printing, conferences, or otherwise, they raise any

doubts, or publish any singularities concerning religion; but

that upon arguments of this nature they keep themselves

close to the doctrine and discipline happily established by

authority."

From hence, his majesty proceeds to charge " all arch-

bishops and bishops, all counsellors of State, judges, and

ministers of justice, to correct and suppress those mutinous

spirits that shall venture to break through this rule of sobriety

and obedience to his majesty, and forget the submission they

owe to the constitutions of the Church and the laws of the

realm." The proclamation concludes, " That in case of mis-

behaviour, his majesty will proceed against the offenders with

all the severity their crimes should deserve."

The articles of the commons against Montague encouraged

the Calvinians to draw out their force, and set upon him.

Besides those already mentioned, Grode, Featly, Ward, Wooton,

Pryn, and Burton, furnished pamphlets upon the argument.

Laud, and some bishops on the other side, supported by his

majesty's proclamation, endeavoured to suppress those books,

and stifle the controversy. In short, some of the pamphlets

were stopped at the press, some called in, and both the print-

ers and the authors questioned for engaging in an argument

prohibited by the government. Amongst f he rest. Burton and

Pryn were called before the High Commission. But when the

court was near their censure, they were served with a prohibi-

tion from Westminster-hall to stop their proceedings. This

was the hardiest stroke of the judges, and fell at the rebound

on his majesty"'s proclamation.

The commons' complaint of the growth of popery, and the

king's letters to the bishops and judges to prosecute recusants,

looked like a storm coming on that quarter. The pope re-

ceiving advice of this unexpected turn, sent a consolatory

letter to the English Roman Catholics. This pope, like Paul

Y., seems to mistake the purport of the oath of allegiance ; he
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takes it for granted this test means more than a security for ciiakles

loyalty and civil obedience ; that it strikes at the privileges of v .^l >

St. Peter's chair, and implies a claim of spiritual supremacy

in the crown. Notwithstanding this supposition, he recom-

mends submission and passive obedience in moving expres-

sions ; he lets them know they are not to apply to any expedi-

ents of violence ; and that prayers and patience are the only

defence Christian subjects are allowed to make use of \

And now to open the way, and make the Church history

more intelligible, I must touch a little on what happened in

the State. " The king of Denmark lately published a mani-

festo, setting forth, that at the instance of the kings of Great

Britain and Denmark, the elector palatine had offered a sub-

mission to his imperial majesty, and thereupon was in hopes of

being restored to the patrimony and privilege of his ancestors :

that, notwithstanding this offer of satisfaction, the emperor

continued his former hostilities upon the elector's country, and

had much damnified the Lower Saxony by the forces com-

manded by his general count Tilly.

" The country being thus distressed, the princes of the

Lower Saxony desired the assistance of him the king of Den-

mark to settle the repose, and preserve the liberties of Germany

;

that his Danish majesty was resolved to take the field for the

restitution of the elector palatine : and that the king of Great

Britain had entered into an engagement for the same purpose."

In the beginning of the year the war was prosperous on the

Danes' side, but towards the end of the campaign the battle

near Lutzen proved decisive for the emperor. In this action,

where count Tilly commanded against the king of Denmark, the

Danish infantry was entirely broken, the train of artillery lost,

and a great many general officers killed and made prisoners.

The king of England, advertised of this misfortune, found it

necessary to send out a fleet, and furnish a reinforcement for

his uncle the Dane. But the exchequer was not in cash for so

great an undertaking. The parliament, unless allowed to pro-

ceed in their impeachment of the duke of Buckingham, would

pass no subsidy-bill. Instead of granting supplies, the com-

mons had prepared a remonstrance. The king, thinking

himself ill used in their postponing the money-bill, and that he

' If the popes had always acted on this conviction, they would have been less fre-

quently execrated.

VOL. VlII, C
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was struck at in his minister, and not liking to be prescribed

to in the administration, dissolved the parliament on the 15th

of June. But the crown revenues were in no condition to

assist the confederates, and support the charge of a war : and

therefore to answer the necessities of the government, a loan

was pitched on as the best expedient. To dispose the people

to assist this way, the clergy were called on to recommend the

king's affairs. To this purpose, the king gave Laud, now
bishop of Bath and Wells, some minutes to fomi into instruc-

tions. This bishop's draught being approved by the council,

his majesty sent them to the two archbishops, requiring by his

letters, to disperse them among the clergy of their respective

provinces. To this end, besides transmitting the copies to the

incumbents within their own proper dioceses, they were to

send them to their suffragans, with orders to publish them in

the same manner. To give the reader somewhat of the sub-

stance of the instructions.

After having mentioned the king of Denmark's defeat in

Germany, the loss of the palatinate, and the excessive power

and ambition of the house of Austria, the clergy were to

remind the people, " that the last parliament in the late reign

addressed his present majesty to solicit the king his father

to break off the treaties with the emperor and the king of

Spain ; promising at the same time to enable the crown to

prosecute the war ; and that the subject could not desert his

majesty in this enterprise without reproach, and failure in

duty : for this war being commenced at the instance, and upon

the engagement of the parliament, the people are bound by

the laws of God and man to su2:)port the government in it."

This year the Roman CathoHcs in Ireland, finding the

government somewhat distressed for want of money, offered

to maintain five hundred horse, and five thousand foot, on con-

dition of a toleration. This proposal being somewhat inviting,

my lord deputy Faukland convened a meeting of both com-

munions to the castle of Dublin : but the project was dashed

by a protestation of the bishops against this indulgence. The

instrument, signed by the lord primate Usher and eleven other

bishops, was published at Christ-church before the lord deputy

and council, by Downham bishop of Derry, who preached

strongly against making religion subservient to state policy,

and preferring the interest of this world to that of the other.

14
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And the next Sunday primate Usher discoursed with the same Charles

freedom on this subject. This resolution of the bishops pre- » ,1 .

vailed with the government to waive the thoughts of a tolera- Ano'ilc"'

tion, and pitch upon some other expedient. p^
2'^,''-

About this time the most learned Lancelot Andrews, bishop of Usiicr,

of Winchester, departed this life. He was buried at St. "xkg ^J^^^

Saviour's in Southwark, the funeral sermon being preached by °f'^'^f^'°P

Tt • • p -r» 1 m 1 • Anareivs.

Buckridge, bishop of Rochester. To say somethmg more par-

ticularly of him : he was a great orientalist, and thoroughly

acquainted with the fathers, and other antiquities of the

Christian Church. He was over and above a very exemplary

person, had the mien and behaviour of a primitive bishop, and

was no less commendable in his life than in his learning.

While living, he only published in Latin his apology against

cardinal Bellarmine ; his " Tortura Torti," and a small tract,

entitled, " Determinatio Theologica de Jurejurando exigendo."

To these we may add a small volume of sermons in English.

As for the book of catechetical doctrine printed without his

consent, he expressly disowned it, as being no better than

some imperfect collections taken by an unskilful hand from

some discourses of his upon the Catechism in Pembroke-hall,

But after his death ninety-six of his sermons, collected by Laud,

then bishop of London, and Buckridge, bishop of Ely, were

published and dedicated to the king in the year 1628. And
the next year some other tracts of his in English and Latin

were printed by the same prelates. Cyprian.

The deanery of the chapel royal being void by the death of "^ "^740

bishop Andrews, Laud was preferred to that station ; and here

he observed an over-ceremonious custom had prevailed through

the late reign. When the king came into his closet to hear Archbishop

the sermon in the chapel, it was the custom to break off divine D^arl^). 37.

service and sing the anthem, that the preacher might go into

the pulpit. This was excessive respect, and looked as if the

king came into the house of God to be worshipped. The new
dean therefore entreated his majesty to be present at the

liturgy, no less than at the sermon ; and that at whatever part

of the prayers the king came in, the priest who officiated might

proceed to the end of the service. The king, without being

the least disconcerted, gave his consent, and thanked the

bishop foi' so pious a suggestion. As for the deanery of the

(• 2
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ABBOT, chapel, though an ancient office, it had been discontinued from
»

—

'-.y-l—J the year 1572 to the death of queen EHzabeth.

To return to the loan : notwithstanding the instructions

above-mentioned, not a few persons of figure declined contri-

buting this way, and were imprisoned for their refusal. How-
ever, several of the clergy did their part with earnestness

enough, and some went too far in their commission : for in-

stance, one Dr. Sibthorp, at an assize sermon preached at

Northampton, in February last, carried the prerogative to an

unwarrantable length, and was too much a court divine. His

text was Romans xiii. 7 :
" Render therefore to all their dues.*"

SMwrp In this sermon, amongst other exceptionable passages, he

thepreroffa- affirmed, "that as the prince is the head, and makes his
tive too Liy

. gQ^j,^ g^j^jj council, it is his duty to direct and make laws
:"

and in proof of the chief magistrate\s unlimited power, he cites

Eccles. viii. 3, 4 :
" The king does whatsoever pleases him.

And where the word of a king is, there is power, and who may
say unto him, what dost thou V But to argue from Palestine

to England, and make the Jewish constitution a standard for

all other governments, is slender reasoning, and shews the

preacher was very defective, either in his honesty or under-

standing.

To go on a little further with this sermon. " If princes,"

says he, " command any thing which subjects may not per-

form, because it is against the laws of God, or of nature, or

impossible : yet subjects are bound to undergo the punishment,

without either resisting or railing, or reviling, and so to yield

a passive obedience where they cannot exhibit an active one.

I know no other case," continues Sibthorp, " but one of those

three wherein a subject can excuse himself with passive obe-

dience ; but in all other he is bound to active obedience."

This doctrine is arbitrary enough in all conscience ; and were

it pursued through its consequences, would make Magna
Cliarta, and the other laws for securing property, signify little.

However, Sibthorp was by some courtiers commended for his

loyalty, and the sermon reported to the king as a serviceable

discourse : upon this his majesty sent it to archbishop Abbot,

with orders to hcense it ; but Abbot being shocked with the

passages above cited, not to mention other exceptions, refused

to give it a pass. It was afterwards sent to Laud, who, having
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qualified and corrected some crude assertions, approved of the Charles

rest. Upon this it was hcensed by Montaign, bishop of Lon- ' ;

don, and pubhshed under the title of " Apostolical Obedience." Hist. Coii.

As for Abbot, the king was much displeased with his re-
Anglic"

fusing to license this sermon. It was for this non-compliance, yht»ituu,ciu2^

as the lord Conway confessed to him, that he was suspended ^'^^^"'"'^'''^

from his archiepiscopal function. During this suspension, a Rusbwortii,

commission was granted to the bishops of London, Durham,

Rochester, Oxford, and Bath and Wells. The instrument

runs thus :

—

" Charles, by the grace of God, king of England, Scotland, ^d- l'^27-

France and Ireland, defender of the faith, &;c. To the

right reverend father in God, George, bishop of London ;

and to the right reverend father in God, our trusty and

well-beloved counsellor, Richard, lord bishop of Durham

;

and to the right reverend father in God, John, lord bishop

of Rochester ; and John, lord bishop of Oxford ; to the

right reverend father in God our right trusty and well-

beloved counsellor, William, lord bishop of Bath and

A\"ells, greeting

:

" Whereas George, now archbishop of Canterbury, in the ArMishup

right of the archbishopric, hath several and distinct archiepis- tJudcdT'

copal, episcopal, and other spiritual and ecclesiastical powers and

jurisdictions to be exercised in the government and discipline of

the Church, within the province of Canterbury, in the adminis-

tration of justice in causes ecclesiastical within that province,

which are partly executed by himself in his own person, and

partly and more generally by several persons nominated and

authorized by him, being learned in the ecclesiastical laws of

this realm, in those several places whereunto they are deputed

and appointed by the said archbishop ; which several places, as

we are informed, they severally hold by several grants for their

several lives ; as, namely, sir Henry Martin, knight, hath and

holdeth by the grants of the said archbishop, the offices and

places of the dean of the arches, and judge, or master of the

prerogative court, for the natural life of the said sir Henry
Martin.

" Sir Charles Cajsar, knight, hath and holdeth by gi'ants of
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ABBOT, the said archbishop, the places or offices of the judge of the

V
i'-^^°-, audience and master of the faculties, for the term of the natu-

ral life of the said sir Charles Caesar.

" Sir Thomas Ridley, knight, hath and holdeth by the grant

of the said archbishop, the place or office of vicar-general to

the said archbishop. And Nathaniel Brent, doctor of the

laws, hath and holdeth by grant of the said archbishop, the

office or place of commissary to the said archbishop, as of his

proper and peculiar diocese of Canterbury. And likewise the

several registers of the arches, prerogative, audience, faculties,

and of the vicar-general and commissary of Canterbury, hold

their places by grants from the said archbishop respectively.

" Whereas the said archbishop in some or all of these seve-

ral places and jurisdictions doth, or may sometimes assume

unto his personal and proper judicature, order, or direction,

^^l some particular causes, actions, or cases, at his pleasure. And
forasmuch as the said archbishop cannot at this present, in his

own person, attend the services which are otherwise proper for

his cognizance and jurisdiction, and which, as archbishop of

Canterbury, he might and ought, in his own person, to have

performed and executed in causes and matters ecclesiastical,

in the proper function of archbishop of the province ; we,

therefore, of our regal power, and of our princely care and pro-

vidence that nothing shall be defective in the orders, discipline,

government, or right of the Church, have thought fit, by the

service of some other learned and reverend bishops to be named

by us, to supply those things which the said archbishop ought

or might, in the cases aforesaid, to have done, but for this

present cannot perform the same.

" Know ye, therefore, that we, reposing special trust and

confidence in your approved wisdoms, learning, and integrity,

have nominated, authorized, and appointed, and do by these

presents nominate and appoint you the said George, lord

bishop of London ; Richard, lord bishop of Durham ; John,

lord bishop of Rochester ; John, lord bishop of Oxford ; and

William, lord bishop of Bath and ^Vells ; or any four, three,

or two of you, to do, execute, and perform all and every those

acts, matters, and things any way touching or concerning the

power, jurisdiction, or authority of the archbishop of Canter-

bury, in causes or matters ecclesiastical, as amply, fully, and
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effectually, to all intents and purposes, as the said archbishop Charles
himself might have done.

, ;

" And we do hereby command you, and every of you, to

attend, perform, and execute this our royal pleasure, in and

touching the premises, until we shall declare our will and plea-

sure to the contrary.

" And we further hereby will and command the said arch-

bishop of Canterbury, quietly, and without interruption, to

permit and suffer you, the said Greorge, bishop of London

;

Richard, bishop of Durham ; John, bishop of Rochester

;

John, bishop of Oxford ; and William, bishop of Bath and

Wells ; any four, or three, or two of you, to execute and per-

form this our commission, according to our royal pleasure

thereby signified.

" And we do further will and command all and every other

person and persons whom it may any way concern in their

several places or offices, to be attendant, observant, and obe-

dient to you and every of you, in the execution and perform-

ance of this our royal will and command, as they and every of

them will answer the contrary at their utmost perils.

" Nevertheless, we do hereby declare our royal pleasure to

be, that they the said sir Henry Martin, sir Charles Caesar,

sir Thomas Ridley, and Nathaniel Brent, in their several offices

and places aforesaid, and all other registers, officers, and mi-

nisters in the several courts, offices, and jurisdictions apper-

taining to the said archbishop, shall quietly, and without

interruption, hold, use, occupy, and enjoy their said offices and

places, which they now hold by the grant of the said arch-

bishop, or of any other former archbishop of Canterbury, in

such manner and form, and with those benefits, privileges,

powers, and authorities, which they now have, hold, and enjoy

therein, or thereout severally and respectively, they and every

of them in their several places being attendant and obedient

unto you the said George, bishop of London ; Richard, bishop

of Durham ; John, bishop of Rochester ; John, bishop of

Oxford ; and William, bishop of Bath and Wells ; or to any

four, three, or two of you, in all things, according to the tenor

of this our commission, as they should or ought to have been

to the said archbishop himself, if this commission had not been

had or made.
" In witness whereof we have caused these our letters to be
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ABBOT, made patent. Witness ourself at Westminster, the ninth day
Abp. Cant. n r\ ± ^ • ^ ^ • -, n •

^—
.,

' ot October, in the third year of our reign.

" Per ipsum regera.

""Edmonds."

licmarlcs

upon the

sequestering

the arch-

hishop's

jurisdiction.

Held in the

year 341.

Can. 4.

Beveridge,
Pandectae

(anonum.
HM A. D.
4.59.

Can. 12.

Theod.Hist.
Eccles. lib.4.

c. 34.

Ch. Hist,

book 11.

p. 127.

It must be confessed, this revocation of the powers of the

hierarchy, purely by the force of the regale, looks like a modern
way of proceeding. The discipline of the ancient Church was
conveyed through another channel. The council of Antioch

mentions a synod as a proper judicature for the trial of a

bishop ; neither does it so much as suppose there could be any

other. And by the council of Carthage it is decreed, that in

case a bishop is reported a criminal, and a synod cannot conve-

niently be called, he shall be tried by twelve bishops. By the

way, both these councils were held under Christian princes

;

and yet the fathers ordered the process against a bishop should

be managed by those of his own order. It was not then the

custom for princes to lay any penalties upon bishops, unless for

crimes against the State. But as to failures in their function,

ecclesiastics were only to take notice of such matters.

Thus, for instance, St. Chrysostom was deposed by a synod-

ical sentence. Arcadius, the emperor, though willing to be

rid of him, did not think fit to arrest his jurisdiction, or silence

his preaching, by exerting the regale ; such proceedings were

altogether unprecedented in that age. The Church at that

time of day would have been extremely surprised to see a

prince supersede a spiritual commission underived from him.

But supposing the spiritual authority lay never so much at the

pleasure of the crown, was it not somewhat of a hardship the

archbishop should be put under an incapacity, and barred the

execution of his office, without assigning the reason for this

correction, without bringing him to a hearing, and allowing the

common liberty of a defence ?

Fuller relates this suspension was drawn on the archbishop

for the casual homicide committed in the late reign. But this

is a mistake ; for.

First. He had a royal dispensation, already mentioned, to

shelter him against the canons. This must of course make

him " rectus in curia," so far, at least, as to cover him from

prosecution.

Secondly. This commission, granted by king Charles, is
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wholly silent as to Abbofs former misfortune, and only takes CHARLES
notice that "the archbishop cannot at this present in his own <

'^
*

person attend the services which are otherwise proper for his 742.

cognizance and jurisdiction," &c. And why could he not

attend them ? Because his majesty was displeased, and would

not permit him.

But, after all, the good king was misdirected into these

rigours, and believed himself in the right. The archbishop

complained the duke of Buckingham was his enemy. This

favourite was disappointed in the homage he expected : Abbot,

it seems, did not think it proper to make his court to the

duke, to treat him with submission, and compliment his standing Rushworth's

to the other's courtesy.
^o°l

^{^'

Besides, the king was embarrassed with the war, uneasy at

the conduct of the parliament ; and as measures were taken,

had no other way to retrieve his affairs but by borrowing

money. Now Sibthorp had laid out himself with a great deal

of zeal to set the loan forward ; and Abbot's refusing to re-

commend this discourse to the public, touched the king in a

tender part, and made him more liable to unfavourable im-

pressions.

The learned Heylin believes the king was swayed by another

motive. He thought Abbot was somewhat biassed towards

the Nonconformists, and too remiss in his government : that

for this reason he seized his jurisdiction, and put it in hands

more disposed to act for the advantage of the established
Cvprian

Church. Angjic.

This year a misunderstanding between the courts of Eng- T/ie Fn-uch

land and France began, upon some disputes touciiing the
^^"(^erfs'tii-

government of the queen's family. ]3y the articles of marriage it ""'?' **"^

was agreed her majesty should have a certain number of priests

to officiate in her chapel, together with a bishop, who was to be

allowed the full exercise of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Some
of these ecclesiastics enjoined her majesty a very odd penance :

it was "to go to Tyburn to perform her devotions, where

some Roman Catholic priests had been lately executed." Rusliwonh's

The king, resenting this discipline, and having been ill used Annals of

by the queen's family in other respects, complained of their |^'"g

misbehaviour to the French king. In short, the French part of

the queen's court were paid their salaries and sent home. And
though the king ordered his ambassador, the lord Carleton, to
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ABBOT,
Abp. Cant.

Cozens'

Devotions
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and ex-

eeptio7is
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Horarium
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thor! tate,
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represent the matter at length for the satisfaction of his most

Christian majesty, yet the excuse would by no means pass with

the French ; they remonstrated against this discharge as a

breach of the articles of marriage ; and, in a word, the two

crowns, on this occasion, came to an open rupture, which was

not closed, as has been observed, till the latter end of the next

year.

About this time there was a book published, entituled, " A
Collection of Private Devotions, or the Hours of Prayer." It

was written by Cozens, prebendary of Durham, at the request

of the countess of Denby, the duke of Buckingham's sister.

This lady being then somewhat unsettled in her religion, and

warping towards popery, these devotions were drawn up to re-

commend the Church of England farther to her esteem, and

preserve her in that communion. This book, though furnished

with a great deal of good matter, was not altogether acceptable

in the contexture. The title-page sets forth it was formed

upon the model of a book of " Private Prayers," authorized

by queen Elizabeth, in the year 1560. To give the reader

some part of it : after the calendar it begins " with a recital

of the Apostles' Creed in twelve articles, the Lord's Prayer in

seven petitions, the Ten Commandments, with the duties en-

joined, and the sins forbidden." Then follows " the precepts

of charity, the seven sacraments, the three theological virtues,

the three kinds of good works, the seven gifts of the Holy

Ghost, the twelve fruits of the Holy Ghost, the spiritual

and corporal works of mercy, the eight beatitudes, the seven

deadly sins, their opposite virtues, and the quatuor novissima.''''

And, after some explanatory prefaces and introductions, were

subjoined, " the forms of prayer for the first, third, sixth, and

ninth hours, and likewise for the vespers and compline,

formerly called the canonical hours." Next to these was " the

Litany, the seven penitential Psalms, prayers preparatory for

receiving the holy eucharist, prayers to be used in time of

sickness, and at the approach of death ;" besides many others.

This book, though approved by Montaign, bishop of Lon-

don, and licensed with his own hand, was somewhat surprising

at the first view ; and some moderate persons were shocked

with it, as drawing too near the superstitions of the Church of

Rome ; at least they suspected it as a preparation to further

advances. The top of the frontispiece had the name of Jesus
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in three capital letters, J. H. S. ; upon this there was a cross CHARLES
encircled with the sun, supported by two angels, with two v J >

devout women praying towards it. This representation, though
innocent enough, did not pass without censure. It was not

long before Pryn and Burton, two malcontents, appeared

against it.

Indeed, it is no wonder to find the " arriere ban ^ " of the

Puritans drawn out upon this occasion. Pryn called his per-

formance " A Brief Survey and Censure of Cozens, his cozen-

ing Devotions." And here, not distinguishing between popery

and primitive practice, he falls blindly on Cozens's book, and,

without either judgment or justice, condemns every thing in

the public devotions and offices of the Church of Rome. But
notwithstanding all this vehemence, and the clamours of the

party, the book gained ground, grew up into esteem, and was
approved by many of those who scrupled it at first.

On the 17th of March a new parliament met at Westminster. ^^- 1627-8.

This parliament, to show their concern for religion, brought ment meets.

in " A Bill for reformation of sundry abuses committed on the

Lord's-day," There was a statute to this purpose, made in

the first year of this reign. And here it was enacted, " That ' Sharks i.

no persons should come out of their own parishes on the

LordVday for any sports or pastimes whatsoever : nor that

any bear-baiting, bull-baiting, interludes, common plays, or

other unlawful exercises and pastimes, should be used by any
persons within their own parishes." But then the act does not

define what those other unlawful exercises and pastimes are.

Whether this omission was intended for a connivance at other

relaxations, is somewhat uncertain. To proceed, " those who
offended in any of the premises were to forfeit three shillings

and four-pence, toties quoties, for the use of the poor of the

parish." This act was fortified and extended to farther prohi-

bitions by the present parliament. And now " carriers, car- 3 Charles l.

men, and drovers, who travelled or followed their business on
'^'''''

"

Sunday, were to forfeit twenty shillings ; and butchers, that

Xi,
',,-

• killed or sold meat that day, six shillings and eight-pence for

every offence."

And by another statute, " Those who either went beyond

sea, or sent any person into foreign coimtries, to be trained up
in popery, were disabled from suing, from being executors or

' Arriere ban is a general proclamation, by which the king of France suuimons to

war all thai liokl uf liini.
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ABBOT, administrators, made incapable of any legacy, deed of gift, or

-^ \ ^ '< to bear any office within the realm ;" and over and above,

/43. " were to forfeit all their goods and chattels, all their lands,

cap. 2. tenements, rents, annuities, offices, &c. during life."

This parliament sat till the 26th of June, and was then pro-

rogued to the 20th of October. Some time before this proro-

gation, the commons brought in a charge against Dr. Man-
waring for preaching arbitrary doctrine. This divine had

lately, in two sermons before the king at Whitehall, delivered

himself very indiscreetly to this purpose :

—

Dr. Man- << That the king is not bound to preserve the subiects in
waring s

^ ... . .

ejrtravagant their legal rights and liberties ; that his royal will and absolute

command in imposing loans and taxes, though without the

consent of the parliament, ought to be obeyed by the subject,

under the penalty of eternal damnation ; that those who re-

fused to comply with this loan transgressed the law of God,

insulted the king's supreme authority, and incurred the guilt

of impiety, disloyalty, and rebellion ; that the authority of both

houses is not necessary for the raising aids and subsidies ; that

the slow proceedings of such great assemblies were not suitable

to the exigencies of the state ; and that, by going thus far

Rusiiworth's about, priuccs must of necessity be clogged and disappointed

vol. L
'

ij^ their business."

He is pro- This, without doubt, was extravagant divinity, subversive of

7he^Commons ^^6 Constitution, and preaching directly against a great part of
and censured i\^q Statutc-book. The declaration of the commons against
by the house

. .
^

ofLords. Manwaring was delivered to the lords by Mr. Pym, who
managed the impeachment with vigour and advantage enough,

April 21, This sessions, a bill was brought in for the augmentation of

martim's liviugs ; and the commons, having turned themselves into a
MSS. from committee of the whole house, a remarkable speech was deli-
Archbishop ,. ,. •Tl-'-ni TTT
Sancroft's vorcd upou tliis subject by sir Isenjamm Kudyer. He directs

See theTa^e ^^^ discoursc to Mr. Pym, then in the chair :

—

of Impro-
])riations,

&c. Append. " Mr. PyM,

Sir henju-
" I tlid uot think to have spoken again to this bill, because

minHucper's
J ^yg^g willing to believe that the forwardness of this committee

speech for o
the auff- would havc prevented me ; but now I do hold myself bound
mentatioti of

,

, , , , .
,

smalUivings. to. Speak, and to speak in earnest.

" In the first year of the king and the second convention, I
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first moved for the increase and enlarging of poor ministers'" CHARLES

livings. I showed how necessary it was to be done : how > .1 '

shameful it was that it had been so long neglected. This was

also commended to the house by his majesty. There were

then (as now) many accusations on foot against scandalous

ministers. I was bold to tell the house, that there were scan-

dalous livings too, which were much the cause of the other :

livings of five marks and five pounds a-year ; that men of

worth and of good parts would not be muzzled up to such

pittances ; that there were some places in England, which

were scarce in Christendom, where God was little better known
than among the Indians. I exampled it in the uttermost parts

of the North, where the prayers of the common people are

more like spells and charms than devotions. The same blind-

ness and ignorance is in divers parts of Wales, which many of

that country do both know and lament.

" I declared also, that to plant good ministers in good

livings was the strongest and surest means to establish true

religion ; that it would prevail more against papistry than the

making of new laws, or executing of old : that it would counter-

work court connivance and lukewarm accommodation ; that,

though the calling of ministers be never so glorious within, yet

outward poverty will bring contempt upon them, especially

among those who measure men by the acre, and weigh them
by the pound, which indeed is the greatest part of men.

" Mr. Pym, I cannot but testify how—being in Germany

—

I was exceedingly scandalized to see the poor stipendiary

ministers of the reformed Churches there despised and neg-

lected by reason of their poverty, being otherwise very grave

and learned men. I am afraid that is a part of the burden of

Germany which ought to be a warning to us. I have heard

many objections and difficulties, even to impossibilities, against

this bill. To him that is unwilling to go, there is ever a bear

or a lion in the way. First let us make ourselves willing, then

will the way be easy and safe enough. I have observed that we
are always very eager and fierce against papistry, against scan-

dalous ministers, and against things which are not within our

power. I shall be glad to see that we do delight, as well in

rewarding as in punishing, and in undertaking matters within

our reach, as this is absolutely within our power. Our own
duty is next, and other men's is farther off".
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ABBOT, " I do not speak this that I do raishke the destroying and
V ^.L/ ^ 'j puUing down of that which is ill ; but then let us be as earnest

to plant and build up that which is good in the room of it :

—

for why should we be desolate ? The best and nearest way to

dispel darkness, and the deeds thereof, is to let in light. We
say that day breaks ; but no man ever heard the voice of it.

God comes in the 'still voice:** let us quickly mend our can-

dlesticks, and we cannot want light. I am afraid this back-

wardness of ours will give our adversaries occasion to say, that

we choose our religion because it is the cheaper of the two ;

that we would willingly serve God with somewhat that should

cost us nought.

" Believe me, Mr. Pym, he that thinks to save anything by

his religion but his soul, will be a terrible loser in the end.

We sow sparingly, that is the reason we reap so sparingly, and

have no more fruit. Methinks, whoever hates papistry should

by the same rule hate covetousness : for that is idolatry, too.

I never like hot professions, and cold actions. Such a heat is

rather the heat of distemper and disease, than of life and

saving health.

" For scandalous ministers, there is no man shall be more

sincerely forward to have them punished than I will be. When
' salt has lost its savour,"* let it be cast out upon the unsavoury

place, the dung-hill. But, sir, let us deal with them as God
hath dealt with us. God, before he made man, he made the

world, a handsome place for him to dwell in. So let us provide

them competent livings, and then punish them in God''s name ;

but, till then, scandalous livings cannot but have scandalous

744. ministers. It shall ever be a rule to me, that, when the Church

and conlmonwealth are both, of one religion, it is comely and

decent that the outward splendour of the Church should hold a

proportion, and pai^ticipate with the prosperity of the temporal

estate : for why should we dwell in houses of cedar, and ' suffer

2Sam. vii.2. God to dwell in skins V

" It was a glorious and religious work of king James,—

I

speak it to his unspeakable honour, and to the praise of that

nation, who, though their country be not so rich as ours, yet

are they richer in their affections to religion,—within the space

of one year, he caused churches to be planted through all

Scotland and the borders, worth thirty pounds a-year a-piece,

with a house and some glebe belonging to them : which thirty
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pounds a-year, considering the cheapness of the country and Charles

the modest fashion of men's Hving there, is worth double as >
',

<

much as any where within an hundred miles of London. The
printed act and commission, whereby it was executed, I have

here in my hand, delivered unto me by a noble gentleman of

that nation, and a worthy member of this house, sir Francis

Steward.

" To conclude : although Christian religion be established

generally through this kingdom, yet, until it be planted more
particulai'ly, I shall scarce think this a Christian common-
wealth ; and, seeing it hath been moved and stirred in parlia-

ment, it will be heavy upon parliaments till it be effected. Let

us do something for God here of our own ; and, no doubt, God
will bless our proceedings in this place for ever after. And, for

my own part, I will never give over soliciting this cause as long

as parliaments and I shall live together."

To proceed : the commons, by their speaker, demanded June 13,

judgment of the lords against Dr. Manwaring : upon which,

the upper house gave the following sentence :

—

" First. That Roger Manwaring, doctor in divinity, shall be

imprisoned during the pleasure of the house.

" Secondly. He is fined a thousand pounds to the king.

" Thirdly. He is to make such submission and acknow-

ledgment of his offences as shall be set down by a committee,

in writing, both at the bar and in the house of Commons.
" Fourthly. He shall be suspended for the term of three

years from the exercise of the ministry ; and, in the mean
time, a sufficient preaching-minister shall be provided, out of

his livings, to serve the cure. This suspension and provision

to be done by the ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

" Fifthly. He shall be hereafter disabled to have any eccle-

siastical dignity or secular office.

" Sixthly. He shall be for ever disabled to preach at the court.

" Seventhly. His said book is worthy to be burnt ; and that,

for the better effecting of this, his majesty may be moved to

grant a proclamation to call in the said books, tliat they may
all be burnt accordingly, in London and both the universities,

and for the inhibiting the printing thereof upon a great id. p. 60.').

penalty."
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ABBOT,
Abp. Cant.

As for Dr. Manwaring's submission, it was prescribed by

a committee of the commons, and made by him in these

words :
—

Dr. Man- " May it please this honourable house, I do here, in all sor-

su/!nmsio7i TOW of heart and true repentance, acknowledge the many errors
at tfte bar of Q^j^^ iudiscretious wliich I have committed, in preaching: and
ine house 'y , . . .

Commons, publishing those two sermons of mine, which I called ' Religion

and Allegiance,"* and my great fault in falling upon this theme

again, and handling the same rashly and unadvisedly in my own
parish-church of St. Giles's-in-the-Fields, the 4th of May last

past. I do humbly acknowledge those three sermons to have

been full of many dangerous passages, inferences, and scanda-

lous aspersions, in most part of the same ; and I do humbly

acknowledge the justice of this honourable house in the judg-

ment and sentence passed upon me for my great offence ; and

I do, from the bottom of my heart, crave pardon of God, the

king, and this honourable house, and the Church, and this

commonwealth in general, and those worthy persons adjudged

to be reflected upon by me in particular, for these great errors

and offences.

St4.fm-ikm:/j. 2f(f.
" Roger Manwaring."

The Com-
mons'' re-

monstrance
with re-

ference to

religion.

About this time the commons addressed the king with a

remonstrance. They begin with thanks to his majesty for his

satisfactory answer to their " Petition of Right." After this

they suggest " a general apprehension of a secret design con-

certed for introducing a change in religion ; that these jea-

lousies were grounded upon matter of fact ; it was the visible

increase of popery, and the particular countenance those of

that persuasion received at court, which occasioned this jea-

lousy ; that the minds of his subjects were further alarmed by

his majesty"'s letters for stopping legal proceedings against

Papists, and by commissions under the great seal granted and

executed for composition to be made with these recusants, with

inhibitions both to the ecclesiastical and temporal courts in

their favour : all which, in their opinion, amounts to little less

than a toleration." They proceed to complain, " that the

hearts of his good subjects are no less perplexed by the daily

growth and spreading of the Arminian faction ; that this, as

his majesty well knows, is but a more covert practice for the
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bringing in popery ; that those who profess these opinions are CHARLES

no better than incendiaries and common nuisances, both in '^
'

Church and State, being Protestants without-side, but Jesuits

within ; that, notwithstanding his majesty's public dishke of

those persons and their opinions in his proclamation, they are

remarkably cherished and advanced to posts of honour and

trust ; and, to give some instances, Neile, bishop of Win-

chester, and Laud, bishop of Bath and Wells, are justly

suspected of unsound opinions this way ; that Arminianism

being now looked on as the most thriving persuasion, and the

road to preferment, many scholars are tempted to declare

themselves of that party ; that the books which maintain such

singularities are suffered to be printed, and those written

against them suppressed.

" That the fears of the commons are further increased by

some endeavours which have been used for removing the most

powerful means to strengthen the Protestant religion,—that is,

the instruction of the people has been discouraged by misrepre-

senting and laying uncreditable imputations upon pious, painful, 745.

and orthodox preachers.

" From hence they proceed to report the miserable condition

of Ireland, where, as they say, the popish religion is openly

professed ; where monasteries and other superstitious houses

are newly erected, furnished with religious of both sexes, and

plentifully maintained at Dublin, and many other great towns

in that kingdom." Rusinvorth's
^ Collect.

The rest of the remonstrance relating to the State shall be ^Z^m.

omitted.

This address, being presented with the subsidy-bill, was not

well received by his majesty, who thought it an unsuitable

return for his granting their " Petition of Right." However, June 2G.

the commons went on to draw another remonstrance against

tonnage and poundage. Upon which his majesty prorogued

them to the 20th of October, and from thence to the 20th of

January. And thus the presenting the second remonstrance

was prevented.

As to the first, the king published an answer to it. It was

drawn up by Laud, and so much of it as relates to religion is

to this purpose :

—

. . , . ^/'^ Idnifs
" First. The king takes notice the remonstrance begins with answer'.

try o
VOL. VIII. B
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^BBOT, religion, and the fears of a relapse into popery. To scatter

'
;—'-> these jealousies, the king would have his subjects recollect

what difficulties and dangers he met with, not many years

since, on the score of religion ; that his faith and resolution

was still the same ; and that he was no less careful to guard

against innovation than those who seemed so much disturbed

upon that head ; that the favour and relaxation granted to

some recusants was occasioned by the parhament's refusing to

supply the necessities of the government. However, upon an

exact enquiry into matter of fact, it will be found there is no

such increase of popery, nor any thing that looks like the pre-

tended toleration ; that the commission, so much complained

of, neither dispenses with any penalty, nor restrains the course

of justice against recusants. Their next fear arises from the

daily growth of the Arminian faction. This is called ' a cun-

ning way to bring in popery \"' But this charge the king looks

on as a very injurious reflection upon his person and govern-

ment ; that it is not fit his subjects should be led into a mis-

take by a parliamentary remonstrance, or by any other means ;

as if his majesty is either so ignorant in matters of religious

belief, or so indifferent in maintaining them, as that any singu-

lar opinion should grow up, or any faction prevail in his king-

doms, without his knowledge ; that this was a fancy altogether

without ground, and endeavoured to persuade the people the

king slept over the government ; that two eminent prelates

attending his person were much wTonged in being accused

without the least colour of proof produced against them

;

and that should either these bishops, or any others, attempt

the altering of religion, his majesty would quickly animadvert

upon them, without staying for the commons' remonstrance.
" To give a colour to their complaint, the people are made

to believe orthodox books have a restraint clapped upon them ;

but the king is very well assured, that since the late parliament

began, some whom the remonstrance calls orthodox had ven-

tured upon intolerable liberty in printing ; that his majesty""s

proclamation commanded both sides to acquiesce, and lie by

till the passions of men had time to cool and grow calm. Had
this order been duly obeyed, ' the nation had not been tossed

in the present tempest.' As for the discountenancing good

1 Arminianism has its faults; but to accuse it thus of being implicated with the pecu-

liar abuses of popery, was a cotnemptible ex-parte falsehood.
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preachers, his majesty knows none who can answer this cha- CHARLES

racter that lie under any such distress. Tliat it shall be his v '^ ,

majesty's constant care to provide his people with sufficient

guides for conscience and spiritual assistance. And as for the

Church preferments in the crown, he has always endeavoured

to bestow them upon industry and desert ; but then, as the

preferments are his majesty""s own, he shall make himself

judge of the merit of persons, and not be taught by a remon-

strance.

" Then with reference to Ireland, the king believes religion

in no worse condition in that kingdom than queen Elizabeth

left it ; that his majesty looks on the report of monasteries

and other superstitious houses, built in Dublin and other towns

of note, as a great disparagement to his government ; that his

deputy and council in that kingdom would not suffer such

hardy innovations, so dishonourable to God and the govern-

ment, without acquainting him with it ; and that he could not

endure his good people should be thus imposed on with

misrelations. And whereas the remonstrance lays some stress

on the circumstance of time, and sets forth that the true reli-

gion is undermined at home, and openly attacked in foreign

parts, at the same unhappy juncture ;—to this his majesty

replies, the Reformation is safe enough from any attempts at

home, if those who seem most concerned for its support are

not in a practice against it ; for while the interest of religion

is thus factiously pursued, the heat of the contest oftentimes

melts off the purity Avhicli it is intended to preserve ; and that

his majesty is well assured these violent distempered motions

are none of God's methods." Cyprian.

Angl.

Soon after the recess of the parliament. Laud was translated BklopLuud

from Bath and Wells to London, and Montague promoted to *£lldon!
'"

the see of Chichester. Before he was consecrated, an unex-

pected rub was thrown in the way. At the confirmation of August 24.

bishops, in the court of arches at Bow-church, in Cheapside,

there was public notice given, that if any persons could object

either against the party elected, or the legality of the election,

they are to come and offer their exceptions at the day prefixed.

This intimation being given, one Jones, a bookseller, attended

with the mob, appearing at the confirmation, excepted against

Montague, as a person unqualified for the episcopal dignity.

D 2
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ABBOT, And to be somewhat particular, he charged hmi with popery,

>

—

'^r^—j Arminianism, and other heterodoxies, for which his books had

aaainst"^^ been censured in the former parhament. But Dr. Thomas
Moutague in Rives, who then officiated for Brent, the vicar-general, disap-

Hon. pomted this challenge ; for Jones had made some material

omissions in the manner, and not offered his objections in form

of law. For instance, the exceptions were neither given in

writing, nor signed by an advocate, nor presented by any proc-

tor of the court. Upon the failure of these circumstances, the

746. confirmation went on. And to set Montague out of the reach

of these cavils, he was consecrated two days after at Croydon.

After the murder of the duke of Buckingham, who was

stabbed at Portsmouth by one John Felton, a lieutenant.

Laud seemed to fill his room in the king''s esteem, and had a

considerable direction of affairs both in Church and State.

To give an instance : This prelate, for silencing the contro-

versy between the Calvinists and Arminians, procured the

reprinting of the Nine-and-thirty Articles, with the king's

declaration prefixed at the head of them. This was conceived

the best expedient to lay the Predestinarian disputes asleep.

For by the statutes of the realm, all incumbents were obliged

to read the book of Articles at church soon after their institu-

tion ; and by the canons, all that took orders were bound to

subscribe them. As to the king's declaration at the head of

the Articles, the design of it w^as to guard them from miscon-

struction, and prevent their being wrested out of the obvious

and literal sense. The declaration runs thus :

—

" B^ the King.

The. hinq-s " Being by God's ordinance, according to our just title,

?r$^etto defender of the faith, and supreme governor of the Church
iiie Nine- within thoso our dominions, we hold it most agreeable to our
and-thirtt/ .

"
.

Articles^ kingly office, and our own religious zeal, to conserve and mam-
tain the Church committed to our charge in the unity of true

religion,- and in the bond of peace ; and not to suffer unneces-

sary disputations, alterations, and questions to be raised which

may nourish faction both in Church and common-wealth. We
have therefore, upon mature deliberation, and with the advice

of so many of our bishops as might be conveniently called

together, thought fit to make this declaration following :

—

That the Articles of the Church of England (which had been
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allowed and authorized heretofore, and which our clergy gene- ciiARiiES

rally have subscribed unto) do contain the true doctrine of the > ^', t

Church of England, agreeable to God's Word ; which we do

therefore ratify and confirm, requiring all our loving subjects

to continue in the uniform profession thereof, and prohibiting

the least difference from the said articles ; which to that end

we command to be reprinted, and this our declaration to be

published therewith.

" That we are supreme governor of the Church of England,

and that if any differences arise about the external policy con-

cerning injunctions, canons, or other constitutions whatsoever

thereunto belonging; the clergy in their convocation are to

order and settle them, having first obtained leave under our

broad seal so to do : and we approving their said ordinances

and constitutions, provided that none be made contrary to the

laws and customs of the land. That out of our princely care,

that the churchmen may do the work which is proper unto

them ; the bishops and clergy, from time to time, in convoca-

tion, upon their humble desire, shall have licence under our

broad seal, to deliberate of, and to do all such things as, being

made plain by them, and assented to by us, shall concern the

settled continuance of the doctrine and discipline of the Church
of England established ; from which we shall not endure any

variation or departingl in the least degree. That for the pre-

sent, though some differences have been ill raised, we take

comfort in this, that all clergymen within our realm have

always most willingly subscribed to the Articles established,

which is an argument to us, that they all agree in the true

usual literal meaning of the said Articles, and that even in

those curious points in which the differences lie, men of all

sorts take the Articles of the Church of England to be for

them ; which is an argument, again, that none of them intend

any desertion of the Articles established. That therefore, in

these both curious and unhappy differences, which have for

many years, in different times and places, exercised the Church
of Christ, we will that all further curious search be laid aside,

and these disputes be shut up in God's promises, as they be

generally set forth in holy Scriptures, and the general meaning
of the Articles of the Church of England, according to them.

And that no man hereafter shall cither print or preach to draw
the Article aside any way, but shall submit to it in the plain
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ABBOT, and full meaning thereof ; and shall not put his own sense or

I ''\
''^"

i comment to the meaning of the Article, but shall take it in the

literal and grammatical sense. That if any public reader in

either of our universities, or any head or master of a college, or

any other person respectively in either of them, shall affix any

new sense to any Article, or shall publicly read, determine, or

hold any public disputation, or suffer any such to be held either

way, in either the universities or colleges respectively ; or if

any divine in the universities shall preach or print any thing

either way, other than is established in convocation with our

royal assent, he or they the offenders shall be liable to our dis-

pleasure, and the Church's censure in our commission ecclesias-

tical, as well as any other ; and we will see there shall be due
Bibiiotheca execution upon them."
Regia, sec.3.

num. 4.

The Calvin- The Calviuiau party complained loudly of this declaration.
tsts complain

^ -i
• p- ^ • n ^ \

ofthede- J-hcy gavo out the design oi it was chieiiy lor the suppressing

"anTpnpare ortliodox books, for the discouraging godly ministers from
an address preaching the comfortable doctrines of man''s election to eternal
against it \ . ^ . ^ n k • • •

happiness, and for promoting the growth of Armimanism.

And to give these jealousies an appearance of probability, a

letter, pretended to be written to the rector of the Jesuits'-

college in Brussels, is industriously dispersed. And here his

correspondents acquaint him what care they had taken to plant

the " sovereign drug," as they call it, of Arminianism ; that

this would purge off the Protestant heresy ; that they began

to find the effects of it already ; and that, for preventing dis-

appointment on the Puritan side, the Arminians had possessed

themselves of the duke. The letter goes on in a resembling

strain of confidence, and was looked on by men of sense as no

better than a piece of forgery. However, notwithstanding its

romantic air, the paper gained belief, and helped to do busi-

ness. For now the Calvinists in and about London drew an

address to the king, which they intended to present for re-

calling his declaration. The petition sets forth " what a

restraint was laid upon them from preaching the saving doc-

747. trines of God''s free grace in election and predestination ; that

this had brought them under a very uncomfortable dilemma,

either of falling under the Divine displeasure, if they did not

execute their commission in declaring the whole counsel of

God, or of being censured for opposition to his majesty's
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authority in case they preached the received doctrines of the charles

Church, and attacked the Pelagian and Arminian heresies, ^
.^

/

both boldly published from pulpit and press." That therefore

they humbly intreat his majesty would be pleased to take the

fore-mentioned evils and grievances into his princely considera-

tion : and, as a wise physician, apply such sjieedy remedies as

may both cure the present distempers, and preserve the Church

and State from those plagues with which their neighbours had

not been a little distressed. bmvT
But this address was stopped in its passage, and never Doom.

reached the king : however, when the parliament met, some-

thing of this kind was resolved as the sense of the house : but

of this by and by.

To proceed ; in the interval between the two sessions. Dr. Manwar-

Manwaring''s sermons, entitled, "Religion and Allegiance," »«©«« sitp-

were suppressed by proclamation ; in which the king declared, ^^ocloLt^

that thouQ-h the grounds of the discourse were rightly laid to ^^^^^ «"^

persuade the subject to obedience lor conscience sake, there " Appeiio

Avere notwithstanding several exceptionable passages : that calkTin.

some of the doctor"'s inferences and applications clashed with

the laws of the land, and the proceedings of parliaments

:

that the doctor's ignorance of the constitution had misled him

to that degree, that he had justly drawn upon himself the

censure of the high court of parliament. That his majesty

being desirous to remove occasions of scandal, had thought fit

those sermons should be wholly suppressed. About the same Rushwoitirs

time bishop Montague's " Appello Caesarem'" was called in. vol. i.

'

The order sets forth, that this book had been the first occasion

of those disputes and differences, which had disturbed the

repose of the Church. His majesty therefore commands all

persons who had any of those books in their hands to deliver

them to the bishop of the diocese, or to the chancellor or vice-

chancellor of the universities, provided that they were found

in either of those societies. And that if any person by preach-

ing, reading, or printing, should revive those unnecessary dis-

putes, his majesty was resolved to make them repent their

presumption. On the other side, to secure bishop Montague

from further trouble, and relieve Manwaring a little under the

parliamentary sentence, they had both of them his majesty's

])ardon for all errors formerly committed in speaking, writing,

or printing. Montague's preferment, since his being harassed

by the commons, has been mentioned already : and as for
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ABBOT, Manwaring, notwithstanding the sentence of the lords had

V ^\
'^"

V disabled him from promotion, he was presented to the rectory

fmthpre- ^^ Stamford Rivers in Essex, with a dispensation to hold it

ferred. with his living of St. Giles's |in the Fields, and was afterwards

made bishop of St, David's. The preferring this gentleman,

who had recanted in form, and owned himself so remarkable a

criminal, was no serviceable conduct : this countenance looked

something like a partiality for the prerogative, made the par-

liament more warm at their next meeting, and the king lose

ground in the affection of his subjects.

But to give satisfaction another way, a proclamation was

issued for proceeding against popish recusants, and directions

sent to his majesty's commissioners for taking the forfeitures

of two thirds of their estates. But the rigour of the statutes

is said to have been mitigated by favourable composition.

This proclamation was seconded with another for apprehending

all priests and Jesuits, and committing them to gaol without

Prodama- bail or maiuprize. And here Richard Smith, bishop of Chal-

Iwr/iA^SoM ^^^O"^' '^^ particularly mentioned. He was sent hither by

ofchaice- the pope, with episcopal jurisdiction over the English Roman
Catholics. He wrote a book entitled, the " Prudential Ba-

lance," and was a person well esteemed by the laity and

seculars. But his character was by no means acceptable to

the regulars, who appeared strongly against him, and particu-

larly one Nicholas Smith. This titular bishop of Chalcedon

finding the country unfriendly, retired to France, and was

kindly received by cardinal Richelieu.

About Christmas this year, archbishop Abbot was restored

to his hberty and jurisdiction : he was sent for to court, kissed

the king's hand, and was ordered not to fail being at the

council board twice a week : after this he was no more put

under any restraint, but enjoyed the privilege of his station as

Exaiiien long as he lived.

JJ'*'"'- ,, , At the next meetino; the commons concerned themselves
Rushwortn s O in
Collect. with controversies of religion, pronounced upon the sense oi

the Nine-and-thirty Articles, and seem to clash with the king's

late declaration. This vow of the house of commons, as

Rushv^'orth calls it, stands thus :

—

vol.

The Com- " We the commons in parliament assembled, do claim, pro-

vions' de- test, and avow for truth, the sense of the articles of religion,
duration ' '

•
i i

•
i r

upon the wliicli wcre established by parliament in the thirteenth year ot
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our late qvieen Elizabeth, which by the public act of the CHARLES

Cluu'ch of England, and by the general and current expositions , >

of the writers of our Church, have been delivered unto us. ^'."f'"'T^'.
tliirty Arti-

And we reject the sense of the Jesuits, and Arminians, and des.

all others wherein they differ from us."

The commons being thus decisive in points of religion and

mystery, was somewhat surprising : it was thought the resolu-

tion of these matters, in which the most learned clergy were

so much divided, had been more proper for a provincial council

;

that the setting a rule for belief was foreign to the business of

the commons ; that their profession had not qualified them for

inquiries of this kind : and that they had neither character

or authority for settling the controversy. To instance, in one

clause of their declaration, " they vow for truth the sense of

the articles, which were established by parliament, in the thii*-

tcenth year of queen Elizabeth."

But, by the way, neither the sense of the articles, nor the

articles themselves, are established either in that parliament,

or in any other. We hear of no committee of religion ap-

pointed to examine the orthodoxy of these credenda, or any

resolution of the house upon their report. The design of the

statute, as has been already observed, was only to provide 13 Eiiz.

against non-conformity ; for which purpose the clergy are "^^p- '"•

obliged to subscribe the articles, and read them in their parish

churches.

The commons were by no means pleased with the adminis-

tration ; they insinuated Popery and Arminianism were in a

concert to undermine the constitution, and make way for arbi-

trary government. That the juncture called for an inquiry into 748.

the pardon that had been granted, and the ecclesiastical pre-

ferments bestowed since the last session : that the " w^ork of

the Lord" must not be " done negligently ;" and that the

business of religion ought to have the preference to that of

tonnage and poundage. And the committee being settled, Mr.

Pym spoke to the following effect

:

" Religion," he said, " was distressed with Popery and nei/ com-

Arminianism. As to the first, they ought to inquire into three
^li'^iolafiofis

things. First, The non-execution of the law's against Papists. *'* religion.

Secondly, How much these recusants had been employed and

countenanced. Thirdly, They were to take notice of the
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ABBOT, breach made upon the law by bringing in superstitious cere-

<—L.^ '"'
'> monies." And here he instances in the innovations pretended

to be practised at Durham, by Mr. Cozens : such as angels,

crucifixes, saints, altars, candles on Candlemas-day burning in

the church.

Now, if Pym meant invocation of saints and angels, and

worshipping the cross, or the altar, it was a downright

calumny on Cozens : but if this is not his meaning, his charge

is trifling, and nothing to the purpose. Then speaking to the

point of Arminianism, he passes the " Lambeth Articles" for

the doctrine of the Church of England : taking this for

granted, he would have a test for examining the late contrary

opinions : and moves that an inquiry may be made what men
have been since preferred, who have professed these heresies :

what pardons they have had for false doctrine : what books

have been prohibited that appeared against them, and how
much those on their side have been suffered to pass.

Pursuant to this speech, the committee excepted to the par-

dons of Montague and Manwaring, complained of Neile, bishop

Idem. of Winchester, for procuring them, and call an Arminian the

\^d'^'^1628'-9
spawn of a Papist. And thus the humour rising high against

Thepariia- the court in the lower house, the king dissolved the par-
' Tnent dis- t ,

solved. liament.

This year Toby Mathew, archbishop of York, departed this

life, and was succeeded by Montaign.

LeigJiton's Before the breaking up of the parliament, one Leighton, a
scandalous Scotchman, and doctor of physic, dedicated a scandalous book

to the two houses, entituled, " Sion's Plea." In this frantic

performance he solicits his patrons to " kill all the bishops, and

smite them under the fifth rib." His manners to the queen are of

the same extraordinary rudeness : for he salutes her majesty in

no better language than that of an idolatress, a Canaanite, and

a daughter of Heth. For these coarse liberties he was taken

A.n. 1629. ^'Pi brought into the Star-chamber, and sentenced to have his

ears cropped, his nose slit, his forehead branded, and to be

whipped. Between the sentence and the execution, he made

his escape out of the Fleet ; but was seized in Bedfordshire,

Cyprian. and Suffered the punishment'.
Anglic.

' The punishment of this Leighton has frequently been called unjustifiably severe
;

but surely his conduct was criminal and offensive in the highest degree, and perhaps

deserved still worse treatment.
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Laud, who had now the ascendant at court, being sensible CHARLES

the discipline and revenues of the Oliurch were mismanaged, ^ .^ '

and out of order, was intent in projecting a remedy. To this

purpose he consulted Harsenet, who succeeded Montaign in

the see of York : these two prelates threw their scheme into

ten articles, and presented them to the king. This draught

was signed by his majesty, and published under the title of his

" Instructions to the Most Reverend Father in God, George,

Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, containing certain Orders to

be observed and put in execution by the several Bishops in his

Province." The instructions are these following:

" Charles Rex.
The king's

"I. That the lords the bishops be commanded to their f«ff"c<j(ws
^

_
to the arcn-

several sees, there to keep residence ; excepting those which bisiiop of
, 1 , ^ 1

1

i Canterburu,
are at necessary attendance on the court. ^c.

"II. That none of them reside upon his land or lease that

he hath purchased, nor on his commendam, if he hold any

;

but in one of his episcopal houses, if he have" any such : and

that he waste not the woods where any are left.

" III. That they give charge in their triennial visitation, and

at other convenient times, both by themselves and their arch-

deacons. That the declaration for settling all questions in

difference, be strictly observed by all parties.

"IV. That there be a special care taken by them all, that

their ordinations be solemn, and not of unworthy persons.

"V. That they take great care concerning the lecturers

in their several dioceses, for whom we give these special direc-

tions following :

—

"1. That in all parishes the afternoon sermons be turned

into catechizing by question and answer, where and whensoever

there is not some great cause apparent to break this ancient

and profitable order.

" 2. That every bishop ordain in his diocese ; that every

lecturer do read divine service according to the Liturgy,

printed by autboi'ity, in his surplice, and before the lecture.

" 3. That where a lecture is set up in a market-town, it may
be read by a company of grave and orthodox divines near ad-

joining, and in the same diocese, and that they preach in gowns,

and not in cloaks, as too many do.
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ABBOT, " 4. That if any corporation do maintain a single lecturer,

V '^"^ ^°
'v he be not suffered to preach till he profess his willingness to

take upon him a living with cure of souls within that incorpo-

ration, and that he do actually take such benefice or cure, so

soon as the same shall fairly be procured for him.

" VI. That the bishops do encourage and countenance the

grave and orthodox divines of their clergy, and that they use

all means by some of their clergy, or others, that they have

knowledge how both lecturers and preachers within their

dioceses behave themselves in their sermons, that so they may
take order for any abuse accordingly.

" VII. That the bishops suffer none under noblemen, and

men qualified by the law, to have any private chaplain in his

house.

" VIII. That they take especial care that divine service be

diligently frequented, as well for the prayers and catechism as

sermons ; and take particular notice of all such as absent

themselves, as recusants or otherwise.

" IX. That every bishop, who by our grace and favour, and

good opinion of his service, shall be nominated by us to an-

other bishopric, shall not from that day of nomination presume

to make any lease for three lives, or one-and-twenty years, or

concurrent lease, or any way renew any estate, or cut any

wood or timber, but merely to receive the rents due, and so

quit the place ; for we think it a hateful thing that any man's

leaving a bishopric should almost undo his successor. And if

any man shall presume to break this order, we will refuse him

our royal assent, and keep him at the place which he hath so

abused.

"X. And, lastly, we command you to give us an account

every year, on the 2nd of January, of the performance of these

our commands."
Bibl. Regia,

sect. 3.

num. 7. About this time the king sent an order to the lords justices

of Ireland for improving the revenues of the Irish clergy : it is

in these words :

—

" Right trusty and well-beloved cousins and counsellors, we
Tiie idng's greet you well

:

Utter to tlie

lords-justices " Wlicreas our late dear father of blessed memory, did (by

in hehdfof his instructious for the good and welfare of holy Church in our
tlie ckrgy.

xQ,A\\\ of Ireland,) ordain and command that all such impro-
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priate parsonages as were his own inheritance, and held by CHARLES

lease from the crown, ever as the said leases expired, should >^
.',

be thenceforth let to the several curates and ministers of all

such churches that were to attend the cure of souls, and from

time to time should be incumbent upon the several parsonages,

they securing his majesty the rents, duties, and services re-

served upon such leases, which order we also, out of our own

like zeal to God's glory and advancement of true religion, have

likewise heretofore confirmed, by our royal letters of the Sth

of July, 1626, all which notwithstanding we are now, to our

great displeasure informed, that since the giving of our said

father's letters and our own, sundry leases of tithes, upon ex-

piration, surrender, or otherwise, have been again let to lay-

men, and not to the incumbents of the said churches, to the

wrong of our religion and breach of our commandment ;
"

whereof we shall not fail to take account in time convenient

:

but for your better assurance of such our pious and princely

grant unto the Church of that our realm in time to come, we

have thought good to declare, and by these our letters do

declare unto you, that our princely will and pleasure is, for us,

our heirs and successors, to give and grant the reversion of

all such reservations only as formerly have been expressed

irrevocably unto Almighty God, and to the particular churches

within tliat our kingdom, unto which such tithes did anciently

belong, and to the several incumbents which shall happen to

be in the said churches when such leases shall expire or other-

wise be determined, and to their successors for ever, giving

hereby the several incumbents and their successors, which

shall be when it shall happen the said leases to expire or

otherwise to determine, full power to enter into possession of

the whole tithes, paying only unto us, our heirs and successors,

such rents, duties, and service as ai'e now payal^le out of the

same respectively ; and charging our officers of our exchequer

in that kingdom, to receive the same in such manner and form

as now they are received, without any furtlier cliargc or ex-

action upon the said incumbents. And for the effecting this

our godly purpose and princely donation, we do hereby autho-

rize and recjuire you, that upon the sight hereof, you, by the

advice of our learned council there, do forthwith make out,

under the great seal of that our kingdom, such grant and

grants as shall be necessary and requisite for the settling and
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ABBOT, establishing of all such impropriate benefices upon the corpo-

< ^\ ^° '> ration of Dublin or Londonderry, within that our kingdom, as

shall be most convenient and available for the Church, to the

use of the said incumbents, and their successors for ever. And
our further express will and pleasure is, that whensoever it

shall happen the said leases, or any of them now in being do

determine, you our justices for the time being, or other deputy,

chief governor or governors that shall be hereafter, shall hereby

be enabled to present the then incumbent unto the same church,

by the title of the full rectory thereof, as unto other churches

of our patronage, reserving as aforesaid the rents, duties, and
Paper-office, servicc formerly reserved unto us. And these our letters, &c.

" Dated at Westminster the 30th of Jan., 1629."

And thus the impropriations remaining in the crown were

returned to the parochial clergy. The occasion was this :

Usher, lord primate of Armagh, being sensible of the ill con-

dition of the Church for want of a competent maintenance for

the clergy, solicited Laud to move his majesty for a grant of

his impropriations ; for this purpose Laud acquainted the lord

treasurer and the chancellor of the exchequer with this motion.

rbuUakoo. In fine, after a long debate, the king was pleased, at Laud's

Hist, of request, to pass the grant in the form above-mentioned.

Laud's*^°^
The Irish Roman Catholics being somewhat too sanguine in

Troubies,_ their expectations, and hoping the necessities of the govern-

ment would force the king to close with their proposal, and

grant them a toleration ; upon this prospect they overdrove

their business, and had the courage to set up some religious

houses in Dublin : besides this large step, friars appeared

openly in their habits, and gave a public affront to the mayor
and archbishop. His majesty receiving advice, despatched an

Jan. 21, order to the privy council in Ireland, " that the house where
A.D. 1629.

^Y\e seminary friars appeared in their habits and affronted the

archbishop and mayor, should be speedily demolished, and

made a mark of terror to the resistors of authority : and that

the rest of the houses employed there, or elsewhere, to the use

of superstitious societies, should be converted to houses of

correction, and to set people on work, or to other public uses

Regia.* ^^^ ^^^^ advancement of justice, or good aiis, or trade.

750. At this time the interest of the Reformation was but low in

Ireland, as appears by the account Dr. Beadle, bishop elect of
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Kilmore, transmitted to Laud : Beadle, at the instance of this CHARLES
bishop of London, acquainted him that the popish clergy were v

_^ >

more numerous than those of the Church of England ; that ^^^ T/fome

they had their officials and vicars-ffeneral for ecclesiastical i"^'"^ "/... Ireland
jurisdiction, and were so hardy as to excommunicate those tvHk respect

who appeared at the courts of the Protestant bishops ; that '" '* ''^"'""

almost every parish had priests of the Roman communion

;

that masses were sometimes said in churches ; that excepting

a few British planters, not amounting to the tenth part of the

people, the rest were all declared recusants ; that in each dio-

cese there were about seven or eight of the reformed clergy

sufficiently qualified ; but these being English, and not under-

standing the language of the natives, they could neither per-

form divine service, nor converse with their parishioners to

advantage ; and by consequence were in no condition to put a

stop to superstition. By the way, the reader is to observe, April,

that this relation of bishop Beadle refers only to the two dio-
^'^'

"
'

ceses of Kilmore and Ardagh.

Upon the death of William lord Herbert, earl of Pem-
broke, Laud was chosen chancellor of Oxford ; which, besides

other instances of service, gave him an opportunity of reforming •<<*/? ///-

the statutes of that university.

The next remarkable occurrence is the birth of prince

Charles, afterwards king Charles II. May 29,

To go back a little : in Lent this spring, Davenant, bishop Bishop

of Sarum, preaching before the king, happened to touch upon '^^"'7""'

the Quinquarticular controversy. The king, displeased with >'po>i the

his handling this prohiljited argument, ordered him to appear tkular con-

before the lords of the council. Here Harsnet, archbishop of ^cow-rind

York, put Davenant in mind of his obligations to the king, gives great

. . , . offence.

dilated upon the contempt of his majesty's late declaration,

and heightened the charge with smartness enough. The bishop

of Sarum's text was taken out of Romans vi. 23 :
" Eternal life

is the gift of God through Jesus Christ our Lord." The third

head of his sermon was, " that the godly are happy in the

manner of their reward, because the eternal life bestowed upon

them was, domim prafuifum, or free and unmerited bounty."

From this proposition he considered life eternal under three

respects ;
" that is, in the eternal destination thereof, which

we call election." This being the passage which gave offence,

the bishop's apology was, " that the doctrine of predestination

14
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ABBOT,
Abp. Cant.

His defence

at the coun-

cil-hoard.

Bishop
Davenant's
Letter to

Dr. Ward.
Fuller's

Ch. Hist.

This contro-

versy revived

at Oxford.

August 23,
A.D. 1G3].

was not forbidden by the king's declaration. This he endea-

i voured to prove :

—

" First, Because in the declaration all the Nine-and-thirty

Articles are established ; amongst which, that of predestina-

tion is one.

Secondly, Because all ministers are urged to subscribe the

truth of the article, and all subjects to continue in the profes-

sion, as well as of the rest."

From these grounds he inferred predestination could not be

reckoned amongst curious and forbidden doctrines. And here,

desiring the declaration might be produced, he appealed to it

for the inoffensiveness of his conduct. The lords of the council

neither produced the declaration, nor charged his discourse

with heterodoxy : they thought it sufficient to tell him it was

his majesty's pleasure these mysterious questions should not

be debated ; and that silence in these points was the best ex-

pedient to secure the peace of the Church. To this the bishop

replied, " he was sorry he misunderstood his majesty's mind

;

that had he been better informed, he would not have dipped in

the controversy, but treated an unexceptionable argument

;

and that for the future he should govern himself accordingly."

Upon this he was dismissed without further trouble, and after-

wards admitted to kiss the king's hand ; who told him this

doctrine of predestination was too big for the people's under-

standing, and therefore he was resolved not to give leave for

discussing this controversy in the pulpit, and that the preach-

ers' insisting on reformation and good life would be much more

serviceable to the audience. Bishop Davenant promised obe-

dience, and took his leave.

In the beginning of the next year this controversy was re-

vived at Oxford. Hill, of Hart-hall ; Hodges, of Exeter-col-

lege ; Thorn, of BalHol-college ; and Ford, of Magdalen-hall,

preached warmly at St. Mary's against the Remonstrant opi-

nions, called those of that persuasion Pelagians and Semi Pela-

gians, and fell foul on his majesty's declaration. For this

misbehaviour they were convented before Dr. Smith, warden

of Wadham, then vice-chancellor. They apjDealed from the

vice-chancellor to the proctors ; Brucli, of Brazennose-college,

and Doughty, of Merton. The appeal being received, the

vice-chancellor complained to his majesty, then at Woodstock,

where the matter was heard before the king and council. As
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for Hill, he had sometime before procured his pardon upon his CTIART.es

submission in the convocation. The other three were, by an >
',

>

order of the council-board, expelled the university : the proc- Wood, Hist.

tors for receiving- their appeals, contra formam statuti^ were
Lhifvers'^""'

sentenced to resign their office in the convocation-house ; and Oxon

Dr. Prideaux, rector of Exeter-college, and Dr. Wilkison, King

principal of Magdalen-hall, were reprimanded for abetting nl^l^^
'

'^

those preachers. Hodges afterward recanted publicly in St. Aichbisiiop

Mary's, but Ford refused to give that satisfaction. Diary.

This year, Usher, lord primate of Ireland, published his Aiid in

" History of Gotteschalcus." In this tract he undertook Vos-
"' ""'

'

sius, in some measure upon the Pelagian controversy ; and

here his pen ran out a little in defence of the predestinarian

scheme. Not long before, Downham, bishop of Derry, pub-

lished a discourse concerning perseverance : in this perform-

ance there were some passages that clashed directly with the

king's declaration. Usher's book being written in Latin, did

less disservice ; and besides, some regard was shewn to the

eminence of his station. However, to make the primate sen- August 24.

sible of the king's displeasure, he was commanded to call in

Downham's book, but his majesty's letters not coming to

Usher's hands till the middle of October, most of the copies

were dispersed and out of reach. However, for preventing

these prohibited sallies, Beadle, bishop of Kilmore, was ordered

to overlook the press, and keep it inoffensive.

This year Laud set forward the repairing St. Paul's : some- The repmr

what had been done in the two late reigns to recover it from "-^ '' "" *'

the lamentable condition it was reduced to by the fire which

happened in the beginning of queen Elizabeth's government.

Laud had no difficulty to dispose the king for encouraging so

pious a work : in short, a commission was issued under the

broad seal, to the archbishop of Canterbury, to the lord-keeper,

to the bishops of London, Winchester, and Ely, to sir Robert

Ducy, lord mayor of London, and several others. The pur-

port was, that all monies brought in for the repair of this 751.

cathedral should be paid to the chamber of London. That a

register should be kept of all subscriptions for contribution.

That the judges of the prerogative court, and all bishops' offi-

cials in England and Wales, should be put in mind to remem-

ber this Church, and set aside some pai't of the goods of intes-

tate persons, proper for pious uses. And, lastly, conunissions

VOL. viii. E
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ABBOT, of the like nature were to be issued through the whole king-
Abp. Cant. ,
V—1^ ) clom.

To break a little into the order of time, and dispatch this

matter at once. Before the year 1640, the contributions

brought into the chamber of London amounted to 113,000^.

and upwards. By these large supplies of money (of which the

king sent in more than 10,000?.), the whole body of the church

was finished, and the steeple scaffolded to the top. The

design was to take down the tower to the arches, and rebuild

it to a more magnificent height. There was likewise a stately

portico built at the west end of the church. It was supported

with pillars of the Corinthian order, and embellished with the

statues of king James and king Charles. But the rebuilding

the spire, and finishing the projected decorations, miscarried

by the misfortune of bishop Laud, and the breaking out of the

rebellion '

.

A.D. 1632. Upon the death of archbishop Harsnet, Neile was translated

from Winchester to York ; Curie was translated from Bath

and Wells to Winchester ; Pierce from Peterborough to Bath

and Wells ; and Dr. Austin Lyndsell, dean of Lichfield, was

made bishop of Peterborough.

]Mr. Francis Windebank, now secretary of state by Laud's

interest, offered two proposals to the privy-council at the

instance of this prelate. The one related to the state of reli-

gion in foreign factories and regiments ; the other suggested a

regulation of the Dutch and French Churches in London and

elsewhere in England.

With reference to the first proposal, we are to observe, the

English factory at Hamburgh, though allowed the privilege of

their own Church constitution, deserted to the Geneva disci-

pline and worship. They omitted reading the Common Prayer,

and managed their Church affairs upon Calvin's plan of elders

Cyprian. ^^^ deaCOUS.

p. 232. But most of those English who traded, or settled in Hol-

land, fell short of the liberties at Hamburgh, and were obliged

to conform to the religion of the State. To set this matter

in a fuller light, I shall give the reader the petition of the

' Inigo Jones was appointed to superintend the restoration of tlie old cathedral, and

the repairs were carried oo for many years ; but the building was so ruinated by the

great fire, 1666, that sir Christopher Wren found it necessary to begin the work de novo,

in 1675.
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English ministers of the Low Countries. It was presented to CHARLES
the late king in the year 1624. The address stands thus :— v

^-

,

" May it please your excellent Majesty,
Paper-office

" We, your highnesses humble subjects, the preachers of the Tiw petition

holy Gospel residing in the United Provinces, having to our &A minis-

unspeakable comfort and joy tasted of your royal favour and lowCom-
grace above three years since, in the princely approbation of '""*•

the present remedy then tendered, for redress of all enormities

amongst us ; as also having observed and felt the blessed and

admirable fruit ensuing upon the same, to the displacing divers

scandalous persons, and settling men more worthy in ; and in

an uniform and prosperous proceeding in all Christian consent

with the Churches with whom we live ; and due contentment

to those higher powers under whom we here administer all

that we undertake. And being now lately reassembled to the

same happy ends and purposes, notice being given of your

raajesty''s pleasure by your majesty's ambassador, either to set

over us a moderator of your majesty*" choosing, to be inspector

in the ordering our affairs, or presently to surcease all fur^

ther proceedings ; we fell to deliberate how to discharge our-

selves in this particular, so as we might be free from offence

to God, disloyalty to your majesty, and undutifulness to our

present governors. And perceiving (to our utmost apprehen-

sion) two things only, to offer themselves unto us in your

majesty's order, viz., either obedience to your majesty's motion

for nomination of a moderator, or else surceasing all further

synodal proceedings. And withal, finding the difficulty of

the first, we have done our best to satisfy your majesty's will

in the second, till we may understand your majesty's furtlicr

pleasin-e ; which good pleasure of your majesty, that it may be

happy to us, and our after proceedings in this respect, accord-

ing to our hopes and humble desires, wo have thought it

our duty, by information to your majesty of the inconvenience

of both these, and of the worthy benefit and advantage of our

former course, both to our persons and to the cause, most

humbly to entreat your majesty's favour for the continuance

and approbation of the same ; it behig (in our judgments) the

only safe way to give satisfaction both to Crod and yoi;r majesty,

and to the state wherein we live.

" The first being such a.s neither admits safely to attempt, nor

1-. 2
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ABBOT, possibility to attain the same ; because our primaiy and funda-

(
^ ^_^ mental liberty of erecting this ecclesiastical form of govern-

ment was limited expressly unto us both in the supplication of

the deputies of the synod of South Holland, who petitioned it,

and in the act of the illustrious lords, who granted it only with

condition of plenary and entire conformity to the Churches of

these provinces, according to the example of the Walloon

Churches, strangers as we are ; which said liberty we having

also embraced and subscribed accordingly, cannot without dis-

loyalty, or breach of fidelity, revoke or alter during our abode

and residence in these parts. As also because the ministry of

the Churches, who rejoiced in our unanimity with them before,

were greatly grieved at the first hearing of this command ; as

importing such mutation as carries with it insupportable

miseries and mischief in this state ; as by lamentable experi-

ence they have too lately found, that cannot yet be forgotten.

So that the said ministers do judge it more expedient for the

safety of their Churches, to suffer both ourselves and our

Churches wholly to dissolve and annihilate, than that a course

so strange to them should arise and take place amongst them.

Which dissolution, how easily and quickly they may effect with

the lords of the States, is evident to all who please to know

that every English and Scottish Church in these parts (two

only excepted) have their whole dependence, maintenance, and

being in all respects upon the said lords, the States, their

favour and supportation. And farther, because the suspicion

and fear of some such thing as now appeareth hath withholden

from us (and that by the consent, countenance, and support of

some principal assemblies) some of our reverend and beloved

752. brethren, and hath caused others to stagger, whose commu-

nion, as we much desire, so we nothing doubt of, if it may please

your majesty to relieve us in this particular ; for otherwise, if

the fear thereof could be so forcible to work in them this

disaffection towards us, what great evil may we justly fear the

acceptation thereof will produce, being such as is aforesaid.

" The second, to wit, our total dissolution, is such as cannot

fall either without apparent and undeniable attaint of ourselves

in the point of ingratitude and disregard, both of your majesty's

favour in approving, and the States in yielding us our liberties

thus far enjoyed ; or of an inexcusable imputation of impiety

against Cod in the neglect of his Church under our oversight.
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Seeing thereupon a ruin of former order, and the confusions CHARLES

(now in a good measure removed) will assuredly re-enter. And -

further, it cannot be without the neglect and contempt of your

majesty''s subjects, both ministers and people, in these pro-

vinces, whose honour and estimation began to grow great and

firm by this blessed band of union unto them, and communion
with them in these ecclesiastical orders (the chief, both colonels

and other officers amongst your majesty's subjects in these

parts concurring in our meetings by their personal presence,

and by their deputies ; and so receiving from and giving coun-

tenance to our course interchangeably) ; which must now
needs fade and consume in our disunion from them. And
therefore we have thought best, humbly to present to your

majesty that which (in our judgments) can only subsist, being

such as we take to be most free from all offence, and most fit

to give content to all sides ; both because it is well known to

be most acceptable to this State, and most profitable for their

Churches. And also because by ourselves it is the more com-

fortably embraced, in respect it is wholly harmless to the

Churches in your majesty's dominions, because of our public

declaration, and irrevocable protestation in the accepting

thereof, of our integrity towards them, acknowledging in our

souls and consciences that we have, and shall (by God's grace)

ever esteem them as the true Churches of Christ, precious in

his sight, with ourselves resolving still to hold communion with

them, notwithstanding any difference of external order. This

different practice being undertaken by us without any dis-

respect, censure, prejudice, separation, or condemnation of the

said Churches : reserving to them all due reverence, and per-

petually praying for and procuring (to our uttermost) their

happiness and welfare with our own.
" And farther ; we have found our poor essays and begin-

nings in this course to be seconded from heaven, with a rich

and happy success in these few sessions we have holden, that

the rooting which it hath taken cannot be torn up again with-

out danger of the spoil of this work of reformation which the

Lord has begun here in the Churches amongst us. AVhicli

causes, most gracious sovereign, besides a nmltitude more of

unavoidable inconveniences ensuing upon the least alteration

in our settled proceedings, we most humbly make tender of

that to your majesty, which Almighty God (we doubt not)

hath put into our hearts, viz., that it would please your high-
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ABBOT, ness, of your especial grace, not only to permit our comfortable

:
P", '^"

', proceeding in our former course, but also to encourage and

countenance us therein by your majesty's royal favour. And
to this our humble and dutiful desire, we are the more hope-

fully heartened by calling to mind your majesty""s public opinion

touching the equal power and freedom of all princes and poten-

tates in the external order and disposition of Church-discipline

within their particular territories ; and also because your

majesty is the only man whom the world may, and these lords

do, profess and bless, as the most honourable instrument of

quenching the consuming fires of schism which were lately

kindled amongst them by the A^orstian and Arminian faction

;

which apparently will be more dangerously revived now again

by this change between ourselves and the Dutch and French

Churches, with whom we converse, to the infamy and obloquy

both of our persons and all our precedent actions, and the

exposing of ourselves and our congregations to the aforesaid

perils, either of plenary dissolution, or such grievous vexa-

tion as we should not be able to endure : being thereby left

destitute of all comfortable order and government, and the

laudable means to make our lawful proceedings known so far

as the French and Dutch do, when they are required by their

superiors, and as we have done, and are ready still to do, by

their example.

" Wherefore, most mighty king, we, your majesty's subjects,

do here prostrate ourselves in the person of this our brother,

Mr. John Forbes, whom in all duty we send from amongst

ourselves to your majesty, beseeching your grace to shine now

again, and for ever upon us, to the renewing of our happy

hopes, the refreshing of our grieved hearts, and the rejoicing

of all with whom we converse, who jointly with us shall ever

praise the God of heaven for your majesty's experienced

favours past, and these at this present thus humbly desired

;

and shall pray together with us for all increase and accumu-

lation of all honourable fehcities upon your majesty's soul and

body, crown and posterity, for ever and ever.

" Your majesty's humble and obedient subjects,

" Thos. Barklei, preses.

" Thos. Scot, scribe in name, and at the

command of the rest of the synod."
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What answer these ministers received to their petition, I CHARLES
have not met with ; but by the scheme bishop Laud offered v ^' .

this year to the privy-council, for regulating divine service in

the English factories and troops abroad ; from this scheme,

I say, it is pretty plain the English clergy in Holland were

connived at both by the late king and his present majesty, and

suffered to act in synods by their own inclination, and manage

to the latitude of their petition.

Laud's draught for a regulation of these matters is digested

into ten articles.

" First. The colonels of English regiments in the Low f^^fX suq-

Oountries should entertain no clergy as preachers to their regi- yestions to

the T^fivy-'

ments, but such as should entirely conform to the Church o^ councilfor

England, being first recommended by the lords of the privy-
^confoi'mity

council, with the advice of the archbishops of Canterbury and ^'^''''^'-'^""''^

__ ,
•' avionqst the

lOrlt. English

" Secondly. That the merchants residing there, or in any ^y'"''^'^^-

other foreign dominions, shall admit no minister as preacher to

their company, but such as shall be qualified and recommended
as aforesaid.

" Thirdly. That if any clergyman has made use of any indi-

rect means to procure such a recommendation, and proves

afterwards a Dissenter, he might be obliged either to conform

within three months, or be discharged.

" Fourthly. [The fourth article, except that it obliges the

Scotch clergy officiating in factories, and regiments beyond

sea, to the same length of conformity, is coincident with the

first.]

" Fifthly. That if any minister or preacher, being the king"'s

born subject, should print, preach, or discourse, to the dis-

paragement of the doctrine or discipline of the Church of

England, notice should be given to the ambassador, and by

him to his majesty, that the person offending might be sent for

home, and answer for his misbehaviour.

" Sixthly. That no colonel or deputy-governor should per-

mit the preacher (when sick, or necessarily absent) to substi-

tute any person to preach or officiate for him, but such for

whose conformity he will be answerable.

" Seventhly. That no deputy-governor should be sent to

Delpli, or any other place of residence for the English
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ABBOT, merchants, but such as would engage to see the service of the

'^—

^

' Church of England exactly performed within the factory,

" Eighthly. That as often as the merchants shall renew

their patents, a clause for observing these instructions (or

at least so many of them as should seem necessary to the

lords of the privy-council) may be inserted.

" Ninthly. That all his majesty's agents beyond sea may
have these instructions given them in charge, and be obliged

once a year to give the board an account of the success of this

affair.

" Tenthly. That the English ministers in Holland, being his

majesty's natural born subjects, may not be permitted to hold

any classical meetings, but especially not to ordain ; for unless

they should be restrained from this last branch of ecclesiastical

authority, there would be a standing nursery for schism and

faction, which might sensibly affect the repose of this king-

dom."Cyprian.
Anglic.

p. 232.

Thus far with respect to factories and foreign parts. As to

the French and Dutch Churches in England, Laud's sugges-

tions to the privy-council went upon other heads.

His scheme

for regu-

lutinf) the

Dutch and
French
Churches in

England.

" First, He set forth the great piety and compassion of this

government in entertaining foreigners when persecuted at

home, and indulging them the liberty of their own religion.

Secondly, That it was never the intention of the government,

that after the first generation was worn out, their posterity,

born subjects of this realm, should continue in their ancestors'

separation from the English Church. That such a distinct

communion must of course make them disaffected to the state,

and apt to promote, or fall in with, any change more suitable

to their humour. He observed. Thirdly, That they kept them-

selves a separate body, and intermarried only within them-

selves ; that by this particular management, as they are now a

Church within a Church, they might in a little time grow up

to a commonwealth within a kingdom. Fourthly, That these

foreign bodies, thus divided from Church and State, are for

the most part settled in port towns next to France and the

Low Countries, which may tempt them to strike in with an

emergency, and make an unserviceable use of such a situation.

Fifthly, That the example of such an indulgence makes an ill
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impression on the English, and confirms them in their stub- CHARLES
bornness and nonconformity. And therefore, Sixthly, That ^^

.J
>

neither the French nor Dutch Churches should be tolerated in

this kingdom, unless the English residing in foreign parts

have the same liberty in doctrine, discipline, and worship."

The dangers and inconveniencies being thus set forth, the '^k qL
bishop proceeds to the remedies.

" And, First, He moves that the number of these foreigners

planted in this kingdom may be exactly computed, in order to

judge the better of the practicableness of bringing them to

conformity. Secondly, That for this purpose an order may be

issued by the government to take an exact list of them in their

i-cspective abodes : and that a certificate may be returned of

those of most interest and substance amongst them. Thirdly,

Provided they resolve to continue a separate body both from
Church and State, they should then lie under the common
disadvantage of strangers, have all duties doubled upon them,

and not be capable of the privileges of natives. Fourthly,

That when it shall be thought proper to bring them to the

same condition with other subjects, they should be warned in

an ecclesiastical way to frequent their parish churches, and
conform themselves to the service and worship established

:

and, in case of noncompliance, to proceed against them by
excommunication, and serve the writ excommunicato capiendo

upon them." Idem.

And to lay this matter more together, though happening at

some distance of time, I shall observe, that about three years

forward, when Laud was translated to Canterbury, he prac-

tised some part of these suggestions both in his diocese and
province. For instance : his vicar-general made the following

regulation for those foreign Churches at Canterbury, Sandwich,

and Maidstone ; and the same thing was done at Southamp-
ton and Norwich. This act, or order, was published by their

own ministers in their congregations.

" I am commanded to signify unto you, that it is not his

majesty's intent, nor that of the council of state, to dissolve

our congregations. And to that end his majesty is content to

permit the natives of the first degree to continue members of
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ABBOT, our congregations, as before : but the natives in this Church,

>

—
^'.^

^° '> after the first descent, are enjoined to obey my lord arch-

bishop's injunction ; which is to conform themselves to the

English discipline and Liturgy, every one in his parish, without

inhibiting them notwithstanding from- resorting sometimes to

our assemblies. And my lord archbishop of Canterbui-y means,

notwithstanding, that the said natives shall continue to contri-

bute to the maintenace of the ministry and poop of this

Church, for the better subsisting thereof; and promiseth to

Hist, of obtain an order from the council, if need be, and they require

ties of it, to maintain them in their manufactures against those that

Lalidl'pS. would trouble them by informations.

754. That queen Elizabeth kept these foreigners under a restraint,

and allowed them only the English Liturgy in their own lan-

guage, appears by a letter signed by her majesty to the lord

treasurer Pawlet.

Queen Eli- " ELIZABETH.

letterfor
" Right trusty and right well-beloved cousin, we greet you

regulating
^g}} Whereas in the time of our brother, and sister also, the

Churches in cliurcli of the Augustine Friars was appointed to the use of all

the strangers repairing to the city of London, for to have

therein Divine service ; considering that by an universal order

all the rest of the churches have the Divine service in the Eng-

lish tongue for the better edifying of the people, which the

strangers born understand not. Our pleasure is, that you shall

assign and deliver the said church, and all things thereto be-

longing, to the reverend father in God the bishop of London,

to be appointed to such curates and ministers as he Shall think

good, to serve from time to time in the same churches, both

for daily Divine service, and for administration of the sacra-

ments, and preaching of the Gospel ; so as no rite nor use be

therein observed contrary or derogatory to our laws. And
these our letters shall be your sufficient warrant and discharge

Ibid. in that behalf. Given under our signet, at our palace at

Westminster, the . . . day of February, the second year of

our reign."

Feofees con- In the latter end of this year, the feoffees for buying impro-

^tiTptriLns
pi'iations, were broken, and received judgment in the Exche-

/or6«^%8« quer-chamber. To begin the narrative of this matter : about

14
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six years since, when Preston was at the head of the Puritans, CHARLES

a project was formed by that party to set up lectures with the « J '

encouragement of a maintenance in market-towns. To this ^"y^^^'^"'*'

purpose certain feoffees were constituted in trust for purchas-

ing such impropriations as were remaining in the hands of the

laity : their business, as they said, was to set up a constant

preaching ministry : and, to make the scheme practicable,

they fornsed themselves into a kind of corporation ; they

formed themselves, I say, for they had neither any act of par-

liament, nor the king's letters-patent, for their warrant. The

names of the feoffees were these : William Gouge, Richard

Sibbs, 0. Offspring, T. Davenport, doctors in divinity ; Ralph

Eyre, S. Brown, barristers of LincolnVinn ; 0. Sherland, bar-

rister of Gray's-inn ; John Geering, Richard Davis, George

Harwood, Francis Bridges, citizens. To these Rowland Hey-

lin, alderman of London, was afterwards added, as treasurer,

for the convenience of a casting voice.

This design being well solicited, and having a strong appear- Rmim-ks
a ' , -I j_ j_- 11 j_ c upon this

ance oi piety, answered expectation ; and ihus great sums oi settlement.

money were raised in a short time. But notwithstanding these

specious colours, there lay a snake in the grass : for after all,

this extraordinary zeal and expence was only to strengthen the

interest of the Dissenters, to bring in the Geneva discipline,

and raise a battery against the Church. That this remark is

no excess of censure, may appear by considering. First, That

these feoffees were men of known disaffection to the established

discipline.

Secondly, Their way of management is a plain indication

of their intentions ; for the impropriations purchased by them

were not annexed to the churches or chapels to which they

originally belonged : had this been done, the business had

been commendable, and clear from suspicion : but this they

knew was the wrong way to serve the cause. Instead, there-

fore, of rescuing the parochial clergy from the hardships they

suffered, they parcelled out the purchased impropriations into

pensions of forty or fifty pounds per annum. With these sala-

ries they subsisted lecturers in market-towns. In these places

people have commonly most leisure, and by consequence are

further disposed to receive impressions from the pulpit, and

give into singularities. For when leisure has not a counter-
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^BBOT, balance of knowledge and judgment, it proves a temptation to

»—
L,,

^ run after novelties, and is a dangerous circumstance.

Thirdly, The views these feoffees went upon, may be further

discovered by the persons they made choice of. Now these

were generally Nonconformists, and sometimes such as had

been silenced by their ordinary, or the High Commission, of

Examen
whicli there are several instances, too long to insert.

Historicum, Fourthly, The same collection may be made from the pre-

cariousness of the salaries ; for these pensions were arbitrary

favours, revocable at pleasure ; and the lecturers had no inte-

rest in them during life, or for term of years. They were alto-

gether on their good behaviour, and hung entirely upon the

humour of their patrons. And thus if they happened to dis-

appoint the feoffees in their principles, if they managed lan-

guidly in the cause, and abated of their first fervour, the

pensions were withdrawn, and the men discharged.

From these observations, it is pretty plain that this scheme
See Hist, of had no friendly aspect either upon Church or State : for those

bies, &c. of who were scliismatical, with respect to the first society, were

LaiuVp.STS. commonly disaffected to the other. To what has been re-

marked, may be added, that to tie the lecturers faster to the

leading men in this new corporation, they allowed private

pensions to those who had been silenced or suspended in the

ecclesiastical courts ; and afterwards furnished somewhat of

a maintenance to their wives and children after their death.

These were powerful motives to engage the dissenting preachers

to their patrons' fancy, and make them " speak smooth things.'"

And thus, by drawing off their audience from the Church, and

reinforcing the faction, the elections were commonly swayed

the wrong way in corporations, and malcontents returned to

parliament. For these reasons the feoffees were prosecuted

by attorney-general Noy. The feoffment was cancelled in the

It is hroken Court of Exchequer, the impropriations purchased confiscated

in the Ex- to his majesty's use, and the penalties they had incurred re-

February
furred to farther consideration. Upon the feoffees receiving

A.D. 1632-3. sentence in the Exchequer-chamber, archbishop Laud makes
this remark in his Diary :

" These feoffees," says he, " were

Arciibishop the main instruments for the Puritan faction to undo the

Dry;p.47.Cll^"rch."

The next year the king went a progress into Scotland : the
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design of his journey, besides the solemnity of a coronation, CHARLES
svas to reconcile that nation further to the English Church, ^ ; >

and make way for the settlement of the Liturgy. To intro-

duce this conformity in both kingdoms, some preparatory mea-

sures had been taken in the late reign. For, in the year

1617, king James gave order the English service should be

read daily at the chapel royal in Holyrood-house. And, pur- Somc means

suant to the general assembly at Aberdeen, commissioners
/||/J"X;f

'^

were appointed to draw up a book of Common Prayer for./^'*f''''»'.'7.

Scotland. This book, when finished, was sent up to the king Scotland!

"'

by archbishop Spotswood, carefully perused by his majesty,

and afterwards reviewed by some Scotch bishops at the Eng-
lish court. And having passed this test, and received the last 75o.

improvement, the king returned it to the Scotch bishops, who
were to recommend it to the use of their own Church. But
this prince being embroiled in a war with the house of Austria,

and dying not long after, the business had no success. His

son, king Charles, equally embarrassed at his accession to the

throne, was for the first four years in no condition to revive

the undertaking ; but after the peace with France, being some-

what more at liberty, he reminded the Scotch bishops of their

duty, and ordered them to solicit this affair with the utmost

application. Upon this they dispatched Maxwell, a preacher

at Edinburgh, to the English court. This gentleman applying

to Laud, bishop of London, received the following answer,
" That if his majesty would have a Liturgy settled there dif-

ferent from what they had already, it was best to take the

English Liturgy without any variation from it ; so that the

same service-book might pass through all his majesty's domi-

nions." To this Maxwell replied, " That the Scotch would This design

be better pleased to have a Liturgy of their own, but such a

one as should come near the English, both in form and mat-

ter."" In short, the cause was brought before the king, who
having considered the arguments of each party, declared for

the English book. The main reason urged by the Scotch

bishops was, " That a Liturgy made by themselves, and in A.n. ic^s.

some things different from the English service, would be most

acceptable to their countrymen, whom they found very jealous

of the least dependence on the Church of England." And thus ^jIi/jJ/.

the matter rested till this present year. Anglic"

]}y the way, the Scots of the Kirk paii^y, who, either out of
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ABBOT, opinion or interest, were unfriendly to the hierarchy, had

»
^'. '^""-»

lately some opportunities to work their purpose. It had been
Tim Kirk \)^q manner of the Presbyterian ministers, for some time past,

point private to keep a fast on the first Sunday of every quarter; and here
fasts.

^^ Y^^ under shelter, and guard against the laws, they took the

precaution not to give any public notice of these humiliations

;

their method was only to give some private intimation to those

of their flock they could confide in. Upon the fasting days

they used to declaim against episcopacy, and give broad innu-

endoes of the danger the Reformation lay under from this

establishment. And to drive this doctrine deeper into the

audience, part of their prayer was for relief against this griev-

ance, and for a blessing upon all good means which Providence

should suggest for that end. These were popular topics, and

improved their interest with the burghers and peasantry. But

that which was more serviceable to the cause, was the coming

over of seven or eight of the nobility, who openly declared for

Guthrie's them.

p.8?l2.^' Another advantage was the want of good understanding

amongst the bishops ; the new bishops not paying a due re-

A commend- gard to tliose wlio had lived longer in that order. It was king

toulkingllie Jamcs's mcthod, when a bishopric fell void, to order the arch-

nomination bishoD of St. Andrew's to consult the rest of the prelates for
Of Inskops ^

p c ^ Aiiii'i
ciianged in naming three or four for the vacancy. And when the bishops

ts retfftt.

j^^^ pitched upon the persons, they laid the list before the

king, who made choice of one of them. And thus the elec-

tions passing under so serviceable a direction, the men best

recommended for life and merit, were generally preferred.

But king Charles had the misfortune, as bishop Guthrie re-

ports, to change this commendable custom. In this reign

churchmen were preferred to the sees in Scotland by the in-

id. p. 14. terest they had at court : now favourites and statesmen are

bishops" not always the best directors in these affairs. Besides, the

disad^^
*° young bisliops, as Gruthrie calls them, not being obliged to the

vantage, and old oucs for their promotion, abated of the customary observ-
^^ ^'

ance, and kept a kind of separate correspondence among them-

selves. And happening to fall into a close acquaintance with

Laud, they put him upon prescribing measures to the old

bishops, which were not well taken.

To proceed : the growing discontent among the ministers

was another advantage to the Presbyterians. The young
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bishops, it seems, treated the inferior clergy with too much CHARLES

loftiness and disregard. The old bishops were inoffensive, and v '^

managed this point with discretion. But those of this reign,

as this author relates, laid too much stress upon their charac-

ter, and steered with more sail than ballast. But that which

had the most weight in precipitating the Scotch bishops, was

the insincerity of the ministers of state. And here the earl of

Traquair, lord-treasurer, did them most disservice. It seems

he was under some apprehension the prelates intended to work

him out of the king's favour, and that they were in a concert

to bring Maxwell, bishop of Ross, into his post.

The juncture presenting thus fair for the Presbyterians,

they resolved to petition the king for a redress of grievances :

one main branch of the remonstrance was a complaint against

episcopacy. This instrument, subscribed by the party, was

put into the hands of the earl of Rothes, wlio was privately to

present it to the king. According to customary method and

form of law, the paper ought to have been given to the clerk-

register; but they thought it most advisable to sound the

king's inclination in the first place, and not run the risk

of a public disappointment. By the event it appears their

caution was not ill-grounded ; for his majesty, upon reading

the petition, commanded the earl of Rothes not to solicit any

further. The party receiving this check thought it proper to

acquiesce ; and thus the remonstrance was dropped for this Su-ji. Sj.

year.

About ten days after a solemn coronation, the parliament June 28,

sat. At this session there were several acts passed relating

to the Church, which I shall briefly mention. To begin with Charles i.

the act which declares his majesty's sovereign authority over cap. 3.

all estates, persons, and causes whatsoever, pursuant to a re- ^/''."^ "f'*

serabhng recognition made m parliament in the year l()06. ^/«! C7»«cA

In the latter part of this statute it is enacted, " that the power ^l^'^jaJj^-

of prescribing an habit to churchmen shall remain in his ma- '"^'pf . j

jesty and successors." This provision was a continuing the

branch of an act made in the year 1609, which determined

with the life of the late king. The passing this statute was

regretted by the Presbyterians, who were afraid the English

surplice might be forced upon them.

The next act " ratifies and approves all and whatsoever acts

and statutes made before, anent the liberty and freedom of the
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ABBOT, true Kirk of God, and religion presently professed within this

^ ^'^ ''"
i realm ; and ordains the same to stand in their full force and

effect as if they were specially mentioned and set down herein."

Id. cap. 4. This act, upon the score of its confirming the privileges of

episcopacy, being the present establishment, was a grievance

to the Kirk party. The next act makes a provision for secur-

756. ^"S legacies given to pious uses. The statute sets forth, "that

lands and sums of money lately bequeathed to colleges, schools,

hospitals, &c., had been mismanaged by the executors and

administrators, and applied to uses foreign to the will of the

](i. cap. G. testator."

To proceed : in the act of general revocation or resumption,

there is a clause which revokes and rescinds " all grants and

infeoflfments of erection of abbeycies, or other prelacies, granted

by his majesty at any time : and likewise all grants of abbey-

cies, priories, and nunneries, granted by his majesty's father,

or any of his predecessors, provided these abbeycies, &c., were

not erected into a temporal barony or lordship, are declared

Id. cap. 8. void and of no effect." By another act, a branch of the sta-

tute, made in the year 1587, concerning the annexation of the

temporalty of benefices to the crown, is confirmed : and here

it is further enacted, " that all grants made by his majesty,

his father, or his grandmother, queen Mary, of the right and

privilege of regality pertaining to whatsoever abbot, prior or

prioress, preceptor, or other beneficed person whatsoever, are

cassed, annulled, and rescinded." Then follow two provisos :

Id. cap. 13. by the first, " all heritable infeoffments of baileries and stew-

artries of the said regalities, granted by the said beneficed

persons, at any time prior to the date of erections of the said

abbeycies and priories into temporal lordships, are secured to

the heirs of the first grantees." Secondly, it is further de-

clared, " that these presents shall no ways be extended to the

right of regality of whatsoever lands and superiorities pertain-

ing to the archbishops and bishops of this kingdom, by virtue

of their gifts and provisions, granted to them or their prede-

cessors thereupon, which shall remain with them unhurt or

Id. cap. 14. prejudged by this present act.

The next statute mentions a general commission, dated at

Whitehall, January the 17th, 1627, which instrument contains

a general surrender " of the superiorities of all lands, baronies,

fortalices, manor places, &c., belonging to all abbeycies, prior-
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ies, prioresses, preceptories, and all other benefices erected CHARLES
into temporal lordships, baronies, or livings." The instru- v '^

;

ment, I say, contains a surrender of all these superiorities, and

other incidents, emoluments, and profits to the crown, upon

some conditions, and with some limitations too long to men-

tion. The statute concludes with this saving proviso, " that

no clause therein contained shall be extended to the superiori-

ties of whatsoever lands, baronies, and others, pertaining to

whatsoever archbishop, bishop, and their chapters : but that

the same shall remain with them and their successors unhurt

or unprejudged by this present act." Id. cap. 14.

Lastly, to mention but one statute more ; the act of " Com-
mission of Surrenders and Teinds," dated at Holyrood-house, Tehids or

the 26tli day of June, in the year 1627, is ratified and con- id."^^ap. 8.

firmed.

By this " Commission of Surrenders," &c., the maintenance

of the parochial clergy was somewhat improved, and the heri-

tors or freeholders had the liberty of buying their own tithes

:

and thus the bulk of the people were made more easy and in-

dependent, and rescued from being oppressed by the great men.

However, some of the nobility were unpleased with losing their Some of the

new homage, and parting with their jurisdiction, though ex- ^Mj(,'/„/Jiig

ceptionably acquired ; and from this time thev jrrew malcon- '^ommusion
i. J I

,
JO oj nurren-

tent, and waited an opportunity of revenge upon the crown : ders, ^c.

though, after all, the king had only consulted the general good
of the subject, done nothing but what was equitable in the

matter, and legal in the manner : for the surrenders, as has

been observed, were confirmed by act of parliament.

Before this was done, the king takes notice that many of his

subjects of Scotland, particularly the gentry and their tenants,

who paid their tithes to the nobility, and other lords of the

erection or impropriators, complained loudly that these lords

and lay patrons strained the utmost rigour of the law upon
them ; that they refused to set out their tithes when the

owners of the corn desired them ; and by their acting perfectly

at pleasure in this matter, the owners of the corn not being

suffered to take the opportunities of fair weather, oftentimes

lost the greatest part of their harvest. Neither was there any

remedy in the case ; for by the laws of Scotland the landlord

can carry off" none of the nine parts till the proprietary' of the

tithes has set out his tenth. This privilege, together with the

VOL. VIII. F
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ABBOT, superiorities of the abbey lands, was a terrible tie upon a great

«. ^\ ^"
j part of the subjects ; and by laying their fortunes thus at the

mercy of their patrons, their persons were so too in a great

King's Large measure.
Declaration.

Besides, as tiis majesty observes, the condition of the

ministers was lamentably slender and servile ; for instead of

receiving the tithes of the parish, originally settled upon the

cure, they had only some poor stipend paid by the lords of the

erections ; and this was sometimes left at discretion, and more

than they could command : and the clergy by being thus

meanly subsisted, fell under the utmost contempt, and lived

tied in a scandalous dependence. To disengage the subject

from this servitude, the king passed the " Commission of Sur-

renders of Superiorities and Tithes," and got them confirmed

in parliament. With this provision the nobility, and other lay

patrons concerned, seemed fully satisfied ; in regard the com-

pensation they received came up to the utmost value of what

they relinquished. And as for the heritors and ministers, they

were so sensibly obliged with these surrenders, that the first

made a public acknowledgment to the king that he had deli-

vered them from an intolerable bondage which themselves and

their ancestors had lain under ever since the Reformation.

The latter were no less transported with joy, and magnified

the king as the founder and protector of their Churches. But

notwithstanding the clergy, many of the gentry and heritors

had been thus signally relieved ; yet no small number of these

men rebelled afterwards upon their sovereign that rescued

them, abetted their arbitrary patrons, and seemed to court an

ignoble vassalage. And thus, besides making themselves

remarkable for their ingratitude, they proved false to their

interest, and discovered their treason and their folly at the

same time.

To proceed : the king, not unacquainted with the temper of

the faction, and perceiving things not disposed for bringing in

the liturgy, dropped that business. However, as far as his

prerogative would reach, he went on in making provision for

the benefit of the Church : for this purpose he erected an

Edhihurgk episcopal see at Edinburgh. This town lying in the diocese of

rit
'" '^^' Andrew's, Spotswood, archbishop of that see, was willing

to resign part of his profit and jurisdiction to the public in-

terest. And thus the whole county of Lothian, reaching from
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Edinburgh Firth to Berwick, was severed from St. Andrew's, CHARLES

and laid to the diocese of Edinburgh. And to subsist the « ,^ >

bishop with something towards a competency, part of the

lands belonging to the priory of St. Andrew's was purchased

of the duke of Lennox by the king, and settled upon this see.

Forbes, an exemplary and learned divine, was the first bishop ; 757.

and the church of St. Giles' assigned for his cathedral. And
to complete the establishment, and bring it up to the common
regulation, a dean and prebendaries were settled. Laud, Cypnan.

bishop of London, attending his majesty to Scotland, being ' "^

sworn privy-councillor for that kingdom, used his interest, as

may easily be imagined, for the founding this bishopric. The
parliament being dissolved, the king, after having taken a view

of some of the principal towns, returned to England, and came The Mng

to the queen at Greenwich on the 20th of July \ zlX!"

The remarks of Hume, on the character and policy of Charles I., in the early part

of his reign, are too noticeable to be omitted.

" W^hen we consider," says he, " Charles as presiding in his court, and associating with

his family, it is ditficult to imagine a character at once more respectable and more ami-

able. A kind husband, an indulgent father, a gentle master, a steadfast friend; to all

these eulogies his conduct in private life fully entitled him. As a monarch too, in the

exterior qualities, he excelled ; in the essential, he was not defective. His address and

manner, though perh.aps inclining a little towards stateliness and formality, in tliemain

corresponded to his high rank, and gave grace to that reserve and gravity which were

natural to him. The moderation and equity which shone forth in his temper, ' seemed'

to secure him against rash and dangerous enterprises : the good sense whicli he dis-

played in his discourse and conversation, ' seemed' to warrant his success in every rea-

sonable undertaking. Other endowments likewise he had attained, which in a private

gentleman wo\ild have been highly ornamental, and which in a gi'cat monarch might

have proved extremely useful to his people. He was possessed of an excellent taste in

all the fine arts, and the love of painting was in some degree his favourite passion.

Learned beyond what is common in princes, he was a good judge of writing in others,

.ind enjoyed, hirhself, no mean talent in composition. In any other age or nation, this

monarch had been secure of a prosperous and a happy reign. But the high idea of his

o^vn authority which he had imbibed, made him incapable of giving way to the spirit of

liberty, which ' began' to prevail among his subjects. His politics were not supported

by such vigour and foresight as might enable him to subdue their pretensions, and main-

tain bis prerogative at the high ])itch to which it h.ad been raised by his predecessors.

And, above all, the spirit of enthusiasm being universally diffused, disappointed all the

views of human prudence, and disturbed the operation of every motive which usu.ally

influences society.

" But the misfortunes arising from these causes were yet remote. Charles now
enjoyed himself in the full exercise of his authority, in a social intercourse with liis

friends and courtiers, and in a moderate use of those pleasures which lie most affected.

" After the death of Buckingham, who h.ad somewhat alienated Cluules fiom the

queen, she is to be considered as bis chief friend and favourite. Tliat rustic contempt

of the fair sex, which James affected, and which, banishing them from his court, made

it resemble more a fair or an excliange, than the seat of a great prince, was very wide of

the disposition of this monarch. But though full of complaisance to the whole sex,

Charles reserved all his passion for his consort, to whom he attached himself with un-

F 2
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ABBOT,
Abp. Cant.

The death

and cha-

racter of
archbishop

Abbot.

On the 4tli of August following, Abbot, archbishop of Can-

terbury, departed this life. To say something of him : he was

shaken fidelity and confidence. By her sense and spirit, as well as by her beauty, she

justified the fondness of her husband; though it is allowed, that, being somewhat of a

passionate temper, she precipitated him into hasty and imprudent measures. Her reli-

gion, likewise, to which she was much addicted, must be regarded as a great misfortune,

since it augmented tlie jealousy wliich prevailed against the court, and engaged her to

procure for the Catholics some indulgences which were generally distasteful to the

nation.

" In the former situation of the English government, when the sovereign was in a

great measure independent of his subjects, the king chose his ministers either from per-

sonal favour, or from an opinion of their abilities, witliout any regard to tlieir parlia-

mentary interest or talents. It has since been the maxim of princes, wherever popular

leaders encroach too much on royal authority, to confer offices on them ; in expectation

that they will afterwards become more careful not to diminish that power which has

hecome their own. These politics were now embraced by Charles ; a sure proof that a

secret revolution had happened in the constitution, and had necessitated the prince to

adopt new maxims of government. But the views of the king were at this time so re-

pugnant to those of the Puritans, that tlie leaders, whom he gained, lost from that

moment all interest with their party, and were even pursued as traitors with implacable

hatred and resentment. This was the case with sir Thomas Wentworth, whom the king

created first a baron, then a viscount, and afterwards earl of Strafford ; made him presi-

dent of the council of York, and deputy of Ireland ; and regarded him as his chief minis-

ter and counsellor. By his eminent talents and abilities, Strafford merited all the con-

fidence which his master reposed in liim : his character was stately and austere ; more

fitted to procure esteem than love : his fidelity to the king was unshaken ; but as he now
employed all his counsels to support the prerogative, which he had formerly bent all his

endeavours to diminish, his virtue seems not to have been entirely pure, but to have been

susceptible of strong impressions from private interest and ambition. Sir Dudley Digges

was about the same time created master of the rolls : Noy, attorney-general : Littleton,

solicitor-general. All these had likewise been parliamentary leaders ; and were men
eminent in their profession.

" In all ecclesiastical affairs, and even in many civil. Laud, bishop of London, had

great influence over the king. This man was virtuous, if severity of manners alone, and

abstinence from pleasure, could deserve that name. He was learned, if polemical know-

ledge could entitle him to that praise. He was disinterested, but with unceasing industry

he studied to exalt the priestly and prelatical character which-was his own. His zeal

was unrelenting in the cause of religion ; that is, in imposing, by rigorous measures, his

own tenets and pious ceremonies on the obstinate Puritans, who had profanely dared to

oppose him. In prosecution of his holy purposes, he overlooked every human conside-

ration ; or, in other words, the heat and indiscretion of his temper made him neglect the

views of prudence and rules of good manners. He was in this respect happy, that all his

enemies were »lso imagined by him tlie declared enemies to loyalty and true piety, and

that every exercise of his anger, by that means, became in his eyes a merit and a virtue.

This was the man who acquired so great an ascendant over Charles, and who led him, by

the facility of his temper, into a conduct which proved so fatal to himself and to his

kingdoms.
" The humour of the nation ran at that time into the extreme opposite to supersti-

tion ; and it was with difficulty that the ancient ceremonies to which men had been

accustomed, and which had been sanctified by the practice of the first reformers, could

be retained in divine service : yet was this the time which Laud chose for the introduc-

tion of new ceremonies and observances. Besides that these were sure to displease as

innovations, there lay, in tlie opinion of the public, another very forcible objection against

them. Laud, and the other prelates who embraced his measures, were generally well

instructed in sacred antiquity, and had adopted.riiany of those religious sentiments which
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bom at Guildford, in Surrey ; and bred in Baliol-college, Oxen, Charles
where, having lived fellow for some time, he was preferred to ^

^'

prevailed during the fourth and fifth centuries ; when the Christian Church, as is well

known, was already sunk into those superstitions which were afterwards continued and

augmented by the policy of Rome. The revival, therefore, of the ideas and practices of

that age, could not fail of giving the English faith and liturgy some resemblance to the

Catholic superstition, which the kingdom in general, and the Puritans in particular, held

in tiie greatest horror and detestation. Men also were apt to think, that, without some
secret purpose, such insignificant observances would not be imposed with such unrelent-

ing zeal on the refractory nation ; and that Laud's scheme was to lead back the Englisli

by gradual steps to the religion of their ancestors. They considered not, that tiie very

insignificancy of these ceremonies recommended them to the superstitious prelate, and

made them appear the more peculiarly sacred and religious, as they could serve to no

other purpose. Nor was the resemblance to the Romish ritual any objection, but ratlier

a merit, with Laud and his brethren ; who bore a much greater kindness to the mother-

church, as they call her, than to the Sectaries and Presbyterians, and frequently recom-

mended her as a true Christian Church ; an appellation which they refused, or at least

scrupled to give to the others. So openly were these tenets espoused, that not only the

discontented Puritans believed the Church of England to be relapsing fast into Romish

snperstition : the court of Rome itself entertained hopes of regaining its authority in this

island ; and, in order to forward Laud's supposed good intentions, an offer was twice

made him, in private, of a cardinal's hat, which he declined accepting. His answer was,

as he says himself, ' that something dwelt \vithin him, which would not suffer his com-

pliance, till Rome were other than it is.'

" A court lady, daughter of the earl of Devonshire, having turned Catholic, was asked

by Laud the reason of her conversion. ' 'Tis chiefly,' said she, 'because I hate to travel

in a crowd.' The meaning of this expression being demanded, she replied, ' I perceive

your grace and many others are making haste to Rome ; and therefore, in order to pre-

vent my being crowded, I have gone before you.' It must be confessed, that though

Laud deserved not the appellation of papist, the genius of his religion was, thouo-ji in a

less degree, the same with that of the Romish : the same profound respect was exacted

to the sacerdotal character, the same submission required to the creeds and decrees of

synods and councils, the same pomp and ceremony was affected in worship, and the same
superstitious regard to days, postures, meats, and vestments. No wonder, therefore, that

this prelate was, every where, among the Puritans, regarded with horror-, as the fore-

runner of antichrist.

" As a specimen of the new ceremonies to which Laud sacrificed his own quiet and
that of the nation, it may not be amiss to relate those which he w-as accused of employ-

ing in the consecration of St. Catherine's church, and which were the object of such

general scandal and oftence.

" On the bishop's ap])roach to the west door of the church, a loud voice cried, 'Open
open, ye everlasting doors, that the King of glory may enter in !' Immediatelv the doors

of the church flew open, and the bishop entered. Falling upon his knees, with ej'es

elevated and arms expanded, he uttered these words :
' This place is holy, the ground is

holy : in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, I pronounce it lioly.'

"• Going towards the chancel, lie several times took up from the floor some of the dust

and threw it in the air. When he approached, with his attendants, near to the commu-
nion-table, he bowed frequently towards it : and on their return, they went round tiie

church, repeating, as they marched along, some of the psalms : and then said a form of

prayer, which concluded with these words :
' We consecrate this church, .and separate it

unto thee as holy gi-ound, not to be profaned any more to common uses.'

" After this, the bishop, standing near the communion-table, solemniv pronounced

many imprecations upon such as sliould afterwards pollute that holy place bv musters of

soldiers, or keeping in it profane law-courts, or carrying burdens tlirough it. On the
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ABBOT, the mastership of University-college, and afterwards to the

>—L,
'^

'j deanery of Winchester. His next promotion was the bishop-

conclusion of every curse, he bowed towards the east, and cried, ' Let all the people say,

Amen.'
" The imprecations being all so piously finished, there were poured out a number of

blessings upon such as had any hand in framing and building that sacred and beautiful

edifice, and on s'.ich as had given, or should hereafter give to it, any chalices, plate, orna-

ment, or utensils. At every benediction, he in like manner bowed towards the east,

and cried, 'Let all the people say. Amen.'
" The sermon followed ; after which, the bishop consecrated iind administered the

sacrament in the following manner :

—

" As he approached the communion-table, he made many lowly reverences : and

coming up to that part of the table where the bread and wine lay, he bowed seven times.

After the reading of many prayers, he approached the sacramental elements, and gently

lifted up the corner of the napkin in which the bread was placed. When he beheld the

bread, he suddenly let fall the napkin, flew back a step or two, bowed three several

times towards the bread ; then he drew nigh again, opened the napkin, and bowed as

before.

" Next, he laid his hand on the cup, which had a cover upon it, and was filled with

w inc. He let go the cup, fell back, and bowed thrice towards it. He approached again

;

and lifting up the cover, peeped into the cup. Seeing the wine, he let fall the cover,

started back, and bowed as before. Then he received the sacrament, and gave it to

othci-s. And many prayers being said, the solemnity of the consecration ended. The
walls and floor and roof of the fabric were then supposed to be sufficiently holy.

" Orders were given, and rigorously insisted on, that the communion-table should be

removed from the middle of the area, where it hitherto stood in all churches, except in

cathedrals. It was placed at the east end, railed in, and denominated an Altar ; as the

clergyman who officiated received commonly the appellation of Priest. It is not easy

to imagine the discontents excited by this innovation, and the suspicions which it gave

rise to.

" The kneeling at the altar, and the using of copes, a species of embroidered vestment,

in administering the sacrament, were also known to be great objects of scandal, as being

popish practices : but the opposition rather increased than abated the zeal of the prelate

for the introduction of these habits and ceremonies.

" All kinds of ornament, especially pictures, were necessary for supporting that me-

chanical devotion, which was purposed to be raised in this model of religion : but as

these had been so much employed by the Church of Rome, and had given rise to so

much superstition, or what the Puritans called idolatry ; it was impossible to introduce

them into English churches, without exciting general murmurs and complaints. But

Laud, possessed of present authority, persisted in his purpose, and made several attempts

towards acquiring these ornaments. Some of the pictures introduced by him were also

found, upon inquiry, to be the very same that might be met with in the mass-book.

The crucifix too, that eternal consolation of all pious Catholics, and terror to all sound

Protestants, was not forgotten on this occasion.

" It was much remarked, that Sherfield, the recorder of Salisbury, was tried in the

Star-chamber, for having broken, contrary to the bishop of Salisbury's express injunc-

tions, a painted window of St. Edmund's church in that city. He boasted, that he had

destroyed these monuments of idolatry : but for this effort of his zeal, he was fined five

hundred pounds, removed from his office, condemned to make a public acknowledgment,

and be bound to his good behaviour.

" Not only such of the clergy as neglected to observe every ceremony were suspended

and deprived by the High Commission Court : oaths were, by many of the bishops, im-

posed on the churcli-wardcns ; and they were sworn to inform against any one who

acted contrary to the ecclesiastical canons. Such a measure, though practised during
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ric of Lichfield. From hence, after a few months, he was Charles

translated to London ; and from thence, within a year, to >

tlie rcigu of Elizabeth, gave much offence ; as resembling too nearly the practice of the

Romish inquisition.

" To show the great alienation from the Churches reformed after the Presbyterian

model, Laud advised, that the discipline and worship of the Church should be imposed

on the English regiments and trading companies abroad. All foreigners of tlie Dutch

and Walloon congregations were commanded to attend the Established Church, and in-

dulgence was granted to none after the children of the first denizens. Scudamore too,

the king's ambassador at Paris, liad orders to withdraw himself from the communion of

the llugonots. Even men of sense were apt to blame this conduct, not only because it

gave offence in England, but because in foreign countries it lost the crown the advantage

of being considered as the head and support of the Reformation.

" On pretence of pacifying disputes, orders were issued from the council, forbidding,

on both sides, all preaching and printing with regard to the controverted points of pre-

destination and free-will. But it was complained of, and probably with reason, that the

impartiality was altogether confined to the orders, and that the execution of them was

only meant against the Calvinists.

" In return for Charles's indulgence towards the Cliurch, Laud and his followers took

care to magnify, on every occasion, the regal authority, and to treat with the utmost dis-

dain or detestation, all puritanical pretensions to a free and independent constitution.

But while these prelates were so liberal in raising the crown at the expense of public

liberty, they made no scruple of encroaching themselves on the royal rights, the most

incontestible ; in order to exalt the hierarchy, and procure to their own order dominion

and independence. All the doctrines which the Romish Church had borrowed from

some of the fathers, and which freed the spiritual from subordination to the civil power,

were now adopted by the Church of England, and interwoven with her political and

religious tenets. A divine and apostolical charter was insisted on, preferably to a legal

and parliamentary one. The sacerdotal character was magnified as sacred and inde-

feasible : all right to spiritual authority, or even to private judgment in spiritual sub-

jects, was refused to profane laymen : ecclesiastical courts were held by the bishops in

their own name, without any notice taken of the king's authority : and Charles, though

extremely jealous of every claim in popular assemblies, seemed rather to encourage than

repress those encroachments of his clergy. Having felt many sensible inconveniences

from the independent spirit of parliaments, he attached himself entirely to those who
professed a devoted obedience to his crown aiul person ; nor did he foresee that the

1 ecclesiastical power which he exalted, not admitting of any precise boundary, might in

" time become more dangerous to public peace, and no less fatal to royal prerogative, than

the other.

" So early as the coronation, Laud was the person, according to general opinion, that

introduced a novelty, which, though overlooked by Charles, made a deep impression on

many of the bystanders. After the iisual ceremonies, these words were recited to the

king : 'Stand and hold fast, from henceforth, the place to which you have been heir by

the succession of your forefathers, being now delivered to you by the autliority of

Almighty God, and by the hands of us and all the bishops and servants of God. And,

as you see the clergy to come nearer the altar than others, so remember tliat, in all

places convenient, you give them greater honour; that the Mediator of God and man
may establish you on the kingly throne, to be a mediator betwixt the clergy and the

laity ; and that you may reign for ever with Jesus Christ, the King of kings, and Lord

of lords.'

" The principles which exalted prerogative, were not entertained by the king merely

as soft and agreeable to his royal ears : they were also put in piactice during the time

that he ruled without parliaments. Though frugal and regular in his exi)eusc, he wanted
' money for the support of government ; and he levied it either by the revival of obsolete

laws, or by violations, some more open, some more disguised, of the privileges of the
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ABBOT, Canterbury. He had passed througli prosperity and adversity

V

—

^\
^

^^ '< some very sensible instances. He has the character of a

good preacher, of an unblemished conversation. As to the

governing part, he was not altogether so happy : he was

apparently somewhat leaning towards the Puritan persuasion.

Under this disposition, he is reported over remiss in his disci-

pline. By holding the reins thus loose, the people were prac-

tised upon by the Dissenters, and gained over to Calvinism.

The ceremonies of the Church were neglected ; and thus, in

many places, the worship of God being left too much at

discretion, the pressing conformity afterwards was clamoured

Hamond. agaiust, and interpreted to rigour and innovation. Further :

Hist! of
° ' archbishop Abbot is taxed with unfriendliness to those of his

K. Charles.
q^^,j^ function ; that he browbeat the inferior clergy, and dis-

covered a partiality to the rich laity, in causes brought before

him. To defend himself against this imputation, his answer

was, " that he was so severe to the clergy on purpose to rescue

them from the severity of others, and to prevent the punish-

Ch. Hist, ment of them by lay-judges, to their greater shame."

^°128
^ But this excuse is a harsh reflection upon the conduct of

the clergy, and supposes them remarkably defective, either in

common honesty or common discretion. However, these sin-

gularities, together with his relaxation of discipline, are no

disproofs of integrity : his meaning might be good, though his

measures fell short of exactness. As for his benefactions, he

built a fair liospital at Guildford, and settled a plentiful

endowment.

After Abbot's death, the king was at no loss about a nomi-

nation. He had already resolved upon his successor ; and,

nation. Though humane and gentle in his temper, he gave way to a few severities in

the Star-chamher and High Commission, which seemed necessary, in order to support

the present mode of administration, and repress the rising spirit of liberty throughout the

kingdom. Under these two heads may be reduced all the remarkable transactions of

this reign, during some years : for, in peaceable and prosperous times, where a neutrality

in foreign affairs is observed, scarcely any thing is remarkable, but wliat is, in some

degree, blamed or blameable. And, lest the hope of relief or protection from parliament

might encourage opposition, Charles issued a proclamation, in which he declared, ' That

whereas, for several ill ends, the calling again of a parliament is divulged ; though his

majesty has shown, by frequent meetings with his people, his love to the use of parlia-

ments : yet the late abuse having, for the present, driven liim unwillingly out of that

course ; he will account it presumption for any one to prescribe to him any time for the

calling of that assembly.' This was generally construed as a declaration, that, during

this reign, no more parliaments were intended to be summoned. And every measure

of the king's confirmed a suspicion, so disagreeable to the generality of the people."
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when Laud—who travelled slower than the court—came off his CHARLES

Scotland journey, and waited on the king, his majesty saluted '
^..

'

him with this expression,—" My lord's grace of Canterbury, ceeds Mm
you are very welcome." In six weeks the customary forms "i-^^^J/g^

for the translation were gone through, and the archbishop ?""T

settled at Lambeth, where, at his coming, he made a splendid Sept. 19,

. . . A.D. 1633.
entertamment.

The first directions he received from court referred to the

business of ordinations. To secure the clergy from indigence

and dependence, it was provided by the canons, that none Can. 33.

should be ordained without a title. Now, a title for main-

tenance is thus settled by the Church. The person to be

ordained nuist either exhibit his presentation to some benefice

within the diocese of the bishop ordaining, or bring an unques-

tionable certificate of his being provided of a curacy in the

said diocese, or that he is assured of officiating as deacon

or priest in some cathedral or collegiate-church, or that he can

make proof of his being a fellow or chaplain in some college in

Cambridge or Oxford, or that he is five years standing master

of arts and lives in one of the universities upon his own charge,

or, lastly, the bishop who ordains him must engage to prefer

him shortly to some cure then void. Notwithstanding the

precaution of this canon, ordinations were sometimes passed to

slender qualifications, either of title or merit ; and thus these

clergy, being unfurnished with a maintenance, turned lecturers

or chaplains, and were frequently entertained upon terms of

disadvantage. By being supported in a precarious manner,

they lay more obnoxious to unhandsome compliance ; and,

when their patrons were factious or schismatieal, they were in

danger of deserting from their duty. By his majesty's instruc-

tions, in the year 1G29, it was ordered, that no lay-gentleman, Ibid,

not qualified by law, should entertain a chaplain. But it was

not long before this order was disregarded in several families

;

and therefore, to retrench the number of lecturers and house-

hold priests, it was thought fit to stop the source of this incon-

venience, and refresh the observing the canon above-mentioned

upon the bishops. To this purpose, the king, at the instance

of the archbishop, sent him the following letter :

—

" Charles Rex.
r; /• '

" Most reverend father in God, riglit trusty and right letter to the
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LAUD, entirely beloved counsellor, we greet you well. There is

\—.. ' nothing more dear to us than the preservation oi true religion,

touching as it is HOW Settled and established in this our kingdom, to the
ordinations, ^ouour of God, the great comfort of ourself and our loyal

people ; and there can nothing more conduce to the advance-

ment thereof than the strict observation of such canons of the

Church as concern those who are to take orders in their

several times, more especially of keeping that particular canon

which enjoins that no man be made a priest without a title

:

for we find that many not so qualified do, by favour or other

means, procure themselves to be ordained, and afterwards, for

want of means, wander up and down, to the scandal of their

calling, or, to get maintenance, fall upon such courses as are

most unfit for them, both by humouring their auditors, and

other ways altogether unsufferable. We have therefore thought

fit, and we do hereby straitly command, require, and charge

you to call such bishops to you as are now present in or near

our city of London, and to acquaint them with this our resolu-

tion. And further, that you fail not, in the beginning of the

next term, to give notice of this our will and pleasure openly in

our High Commission Court ; and that you call in to the said

court every bishop respectively that shall presume to give orders

to any man that hath not a title, and there to censure him as

the canon aforesaid doth enjoin, (which is, to maintain the

party so ordered till he give him a title,) and with what other

censure you in justice shall think fit. And our further will is,

that nothing shall be reputed a title to enable a man for orders

but that which is so by the ancient course of the Church and

the canon law, so far forth as that law is received in this our

Church of England. And, as you must not fail in these our

directions, nor in any part of them, so we expect that you give

758. us from time to time a strict account of your proceedings in the

same.
" Given under our signet, at our palace of West-

minster, September 19th, in the ninth year of our

reign, 1633."

The archbishop, pursuant to his majesty*'s order, convened

his suffragans in or near the town, acquainted them with the

scandal and danger of uncautious ordinations, pressed their

managing this affair by the strictness of the canon, and deli-

14
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vered them a copy of his majesty's letters. These letters were charles

likewise transmitted to the bishops in the country, and others v _'^—

;

of the same tenor sent by the king to the archbishop of

York.

About this time, the king published his declaration concern- Tiw judges
(it tfH' (CSStZCS

ing lawful sports. The occasion of it was this : some of the „t E.vcter'

judges had lately made orders at the assizes for suppressing all
'sot^rset-

revels, church-ales, clerk-ales, and bid-ales \ on the Sunday. *'«>« sup-

• •11 i-ii press wakes.

The publishing this order was enjomed the parochial clergy on cjc.

the first Sunday in February every year. These regulations

were thought to exceed the restraints of the statutes made in

the first and third years of this reign, for the better keeping

the LordVday ; and in this business sir Thomas Richardson,

chief justice of the King's Bench, was particularly active at the

Lent assizes in Somersetshire. The enjoining the clergy to

publish the judges" orders in their churches was looked upon as

an imposition, and an encroachment, over and above, on the

ecclesiastical courts. Laud, then bishop of London, complained

of this usage to the king, who commanded the chief justice to

discharge the order at the next assizes. Richardson was so

far from obeying his majesty, that he confirmed his former pro-

ceedings, and made them more menacing than before. This

hardy step was resented by the principal gentry of the country.

The king, likewise much displeased with Richardson's resolu-

tion, commanded the bishop of London to write to the bishop

of Bath and Wells for an account of matter of fact, and in

what manner the Vt^akes and other festivals were managed.

Upon the receipt of this letter, Bath and AVells sent for above

seventy clergymen of character, living in the country. These

divines certified under their hands, "that, on the festivals,

(which commonly fell on the Sunday,) divine service was most

solemnly performed, and the congregation fuller, both in the

forenoon and in the afternoon, than upon any other Sunday

;

that the people desired they might be continued ; and that the

clergy in most places were of the same sentiment. They

believed these annual solemnities serviceable for preserving the

memory of the dedication of churches, for making up differences

by the meeting of friends, for cultivating a good correspondence

among neighbours, and for refreshing the poor with the enter-

tainments made upon those anniversaries."' Whether these

reasons for keeping up the wakes, &c., were stronger than the

' Ale, .a iiicnv meeting used in fountiy places.— Warto/i,
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LAUD,
Abp. Cant.

Cyprian.
Anglic.

p. 257.

Rush worth's

Collections,

vol. 2.

p. 193.

77^6 Sabba-
tarian con-

troversy

revived.

objections against them, is what I shall leave undetermined.

However, upon the return of this certificate, the lord chief

justice Richardson was summoned again before the council,

where, notwithstanding he had endeavoured to justify his pro-

ceedings by alleging his order was made at the request of the

justices of peace, and with the general consent of the bench,

notwithstanding this defence, he was positively commanded to

reverse it. By the way, from the account which Heylin and

Rushworth give of this matter, it is plain the justices of peace

in Somersetshire were divided upon the point.

About this time, the Sabbatarian controversy was revived.

One Theophilus Bradburn, a clergyman in Suffolk, refreshed

this dispute. About four years since, he pubhshed a book

entitled, " A Defence of the most Ancient and Sacred Ordi-

nance of God, the Sabbath Day." In this tract^he maintains

the fourth commandment was absolutely moral ; that Chi'is-

tians, as well as Jews, were obliged to the perpetual observing

that day ; and, lastly, that the Lord's-day, or Sunday, is a

working-day ; that it deserves no preference ; and that it is no

better than will-worship and superstition to raise it to the

solemnity of a sabbath in virtue of the fourth commandment \

This Judaizing performance was dedicated to the king. His

majesty, much displeased with this resolution, ordered the pro-

secution of the author in the High Commission. Before the

cause came to a hearing, Bradburn was prevailed with by the

bishops to submit to a conference, where, his scruples being

happily disentangled, h*e was recovered to an orthodox belief.

However, these Sabbatarian mistakes had spread in some mea-

sure.upon the people. The justices of peace in Somersetshire

signed an address to the king, for suppressing church-ales,

clerk-ales, &c. But, before the petition was delivered, his

majesty, by way of prevention, published the late king's declar-

ation upon this subject, with a supplement of his own. His

present majesty's addition is in these words :

—

TTie hinci's

declaration

concernii/ff

sports.

" Now, out of a like pious care for the service of God, and

suppressing of any humours that oppose the truth, and for the

ease and comfort and recreation of our well-deserving people,

we do ratify and publish this our blessed father's declaration ;

' There are some modern Sabbatarians, who have modified this opinion, and keep two

Sabbaths; namely, Saturday the last day of the Jewish week, and Sunday the last day

of the Christian week.
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the rather because of late, in some counties of our kingdom, CHARLES

we find that, under pretence of taking a\Yay abuses, there hath v
'

,

been a general forbidding, not only of ordinary meetings, but

of the feasts of the dedication of churches, commonly called

wakes. Now, our express will and pleasure is, that these

feasts, with others, shall be observed, and that our justices of

the peace, in their several divisions, shall look to it, both that

all disorders there may be prevented or punished, and that all

neighbourhood and freedom, with man-like and lawful exercises,

be used. And we further command our justices of assize, in

their several circuits, to see that no man do trouble or molest

any of our loyal and dutiful people in or for their lawful recrea-

tions, having first done their duty to God, and continuing in

obedience to us and our laws. And of this we command all

our judges, justices of the peace (as w'ell within liberties as

without), mayors, bailiffs, constables, and other officers, to take

notice and to see observed, as they tender our displeasure.

And we further will, that publication of this our command be

made, by order from the bishops, through all the parish-

churches of their several dioceses respectively.

" Given at our palace at Westminster, October 18,

in the ninth year of our reign, 1633."

This declaration, whether upon the score of indulging too

nuich liberty or dispensing with a late act of parliament, was l Charles l.

not well received, and gave the people a further disgust at the
^^'^'

'

administration ; and some of the clergy, who scrupled the

reading of it in their churches, were suspended by their ordi- 759.

naries, and prosecuted in the High Commission. These

rigours, though not very frequent, heightened the complaint,

and dissevered the government, both in Church and State.

To go back a little, and report the condition of the Church

of Ireland, at the lord deputy Wentworth's coming thither.

For this purpose, I shall insert Dr. BramhalFs (afterwards lord

primate) letter to Laud, bishop of London. It runs thus :

—

" Right reverekd Father, Dr. Bram-

" My most honoured lord, presuming partly upon your ZLauT^

licence, but especially directed by my lord deputy's commands,
''//^"''^^"J"/'-

I am to give your fatherhood a brief account of the present o/thec/iurrh

state of the poor Church of Ireland, such as our short in- p.ipcr-officV.
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LAUD, telligence here, and your lordship's weightier employments

>

P^^_^ there, will permit. First, for the fabrics, it is hard to say

whether the churches be more ruinous and sordid, or the

people irreverent : even in Dublin the metropolis of this king-

dom, and seat of justice, (to begin the inquisition where the

reformation will begin,) we find our parochial church converted

to the lord deputy's stable, a second to a nobleman's dwelling-

house, the quire of a third to a tennis-court, and the vicar

acts the keeper. In Christ's-church, the principal church in

Ireland, whither the lord deputy and council repair every

Sunday, the vaults, from one end of the minster to the other,

are made into tippling-rooms, for beer, wine, and tobacco,

demised all to popish recusants, and by them and others so

much frequented in time of divine service, that though there

is no danger of blowing up the assembly above their heads, yet

there is of poisoning them with the fumes. The table used for

the administration of the blessed sacrament in the midst of the

choir, made an ordinary seat for maids and apprentices. I

cannot omit the glorious tomb in the other cathedral church

of St. Patrick in the proper place of the altar, just opposite to

his majesty's seat, having his father's name superscribed upon

it, as if it were contrived on purpose to gain the worship and

reverence, which the chapter and whole Church are bound by

special statute to give towards the east. It would seem the soil

itself, or a licence to build and bury, and make a vault in the

place of the altar under seal, which is a tantamount, passed to

the earl and his heirs, Credimus esse Deos ? This being the

case in Dublin, your lordship will judge what we may expect

in the country.

" Next for the clergy : I find few footsteps yet of foreign

differences, so I hope it will be an easier task not to admit

them than to have them ejected. But I doubt much whether

the clergy be very orthodox, and could wish both the articles

and canons of the Church of England were established here

by act of parliament, or state ; that as we live all under one

king, so we might both in doctrine and discipline observe an

uniformity. The inferior sort of ministers are below all de-

grees of contempt, in respect of their poverty and ignorance

:

the boundless heaping together of benefices by commendams

and dispensations in the superiors is but too apparent ; yea,

even often by plain usurpation, and indirect compositions, made

between the patrons (as well ecclesiastic as lay) and the in-
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cumbents ; by whicli the least part, many times not above CHARLES

forty shillings, rarely ten pounds in the year, is reserved for ^
',

»

him that should serve at the altar ; insomuch that it is affirmed

that by all or some of these means one bishop in the remoter

parts of the kingdom doth hold three-and-twenty benefices

with cure. Generally their residence is as little as their livings.

Seldom any suitor petitions for less than three vicarages at a

time. And it is a main prejudice to his majesty''s service, and

an hindrance to the right establishment of this Church, that

the clergy have in a manner no dependence upon the lord

deputy, nor he any means left to prefer those that are deserv-

ing amongst them : for besides all those advowsons which were

given by that gi"eat patron of the Church, king James, of

happy memory, to bishops, and the college here, many also

were conferred upon the plantations (never was so good a gift

so infinitely abused) ; and I know not how, or by what order,

even in these blessed days of his sacred majesty, all the rest of

any note, have been given or passed away in the time of the

late lord deputy. LordFidk-

" Lastly, for the revenues, how small care hath been taken

for the service of his majesty, or the good of the Church, is

hereby apparent, that no officer, or other person, can inform

my lord what deanery or benefices are in his majesty's gift,

and about three hundred livings are omitted out of the book of

tax for first-fruits, and twentieth parts ; sundry of them of

good value, two or three bishoprics, and the whole diocese of

Kilfannore. The alienations of Church possessions by long.'Wf&^.^^^/J'/?.

leases and deeds are infinite
; yea, even since the act of state

to restrain them, it is believed that divers are bold, still to

practise in hopes of secrecy and impunity, and will adventure

until their hands be tied, by act of parliament, or some of the

delinquents censured in the Star-chamber. The earl of Cork

holds the whole bishopric of Lismorc at the rent of forty

shillings, or five marks, by the year; many benefices that ought •

to be presentative, are by negligence enjoyed as though they

were appropriate.

" For the remedying of these evils, next to God and his

sacred majesty, I know my lord depends on your fatherhood's

wisdom, and zeal for the Church. JSIy duty binds me to pray

for a blessing upon both your good endeavours. For the pre-

sent, my lord hath pulled down the deputy's seat in his own
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LAUD, chapel, and restored the altar to its ancient place, which was
Abp. Cant

u^j-ust out of doors. The like is done in Christ's-church. The

jDurgation and restitution of the stable to the right owners and

uses will follow next, and strict mandates to my lords the

bishops, to see the churches repaired, adorned, and 2:)reserved

from profanation through the whole kingdom.
" For the clergy and their revenues, my lord is careful that

no petitions be admitted without good certificate and diligent

inquiry (thought a strange course here), and to enable himself,

and the succeeding deputies, to encourage such as shall deserve

well in the Church, his lordship intends, as well in the com-

mission for defective titles, as for the plantations, to reserve

the right of advowsons to his majesty, and as well by diligent

760. search in the records, as by a selected commission of many

branches, to regain such advowsons as have been usurped

through the negligence of officers, change of deputies, or

power of men ; and by the same to inform himself of the true

state of the Church and clergy, to provide for the cures and

residence, to perfect his majesty's tax, to prevent and remedy

alienations, to restore illegal impropriations, to dispose, by way

of lapse, of all those supernumerary benefices, which are held

unjustly, and not without infinite scandal, under the pretence

of commendams and dispensations ; and to settle as much as

in present is possible the whole state of the Church. This

testimony I must give of his care, that it is not possible for

the intentions of a mortal man to be more serious and sincere

than his in those things that concern the good of the poor

Church.
" It is some comfort to see the Eoraish ecclesiastics cannot

laugh at us, who come behind none in point of disunion and

scandal.

" 1 know my tediousness will be offensive, unless your lord-

ship's licence, and my lord deputy's command, procure my
pardon. I will not add a word more, but the profession of my
humble thanks, and bounden service, and so being ready to

receive your lordship's commands, I desire to remain, as your

noble favours have ever bound me,

" Your lordship's daily and devoted servant,

"Dublin Castle, "John Bramhall.
" August the 1 0th, 1 633."
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On the ] 4th of October, the king's second son, James, duke Charles

of York, was born, and christened by archbishop Laud the v
,^ ,

24th of November.

It has been observed, the remissness of Abbot introduced a Pf «''''^'-

,

.

, . , „ .
-r-.

. . . Inshop en-

neghgent latitude, not to say proianeness, m Divine service, deamurs to

The churches had neither ornament or decency, or so much as ^nlyl^lnceT

reparation bestowed on them ; and the sacraments were admi- "' Churches.

nistered where the people had most mind to receive them. Lord cia-

This profane indifference the archbishop was resolved to re- Hist. vol. I.

form, and called upon his suffragans for their concurrence.

The recovering of the churches from a condition of offensive-

ness and scandal, and bringing the circumstances of devotion

to an uniformity, was without question a commendable under-

taking : but whether through the obstinacy of the people, the

Gxpence of the execution, or want of temper in the manage-

ment, the design miscarried in some places, and made the dis-

contents against the hierarchy run higher.

And now to look over the affairs of the Church in Scotland.^/^, f/_

The king had observed the orders in the late reign for offici-

ating in the EngHsh liturgy at Holyrood-house had been

discontinued ; and being resolved to attempt the bringing the

whole island to an uniformity of worship, he conceived the use

of the English Common Prayer in the chapel royal might

prove a serviceable introduction. For the trial of this expe-

dient, he ordered Ballantine, bishop of Dumblain, and dean

of the chapel there, the following instructions for Holyrood-

house :

—

" Charles Rex.
" I. Our express will and pleasure is, that the dean of our Thekimfs

chapel that now is, and his successors, shall be assistant to the fmoffi.

right reverend father in God, the archbishop of St. Andrew's,
j^jll,'/'^,/"'

^'"^

at the coronation, so often as it shall happen. Liiuniyat

"II. That the book of the form of our coronation, lately Hohinmd-

used, be put in a little box, and laid into a standard, and com-
'''""^'^"

mitted to the care of the dean of the chapel successively.

" III. That there be prayers twice a day with the choirs,

as well in our absence as otherwise, according to the English

Liturgy, till some other coui'se be taken for making one that

may fit the customs and constitutions of that Church.

" IV. That the dean of the chapel look carefully that all

VOL. vin. G
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LAUD, that receive the blessed sacrament there, receive it kneeling

;

N

^'

,

'^"
'. and that there be a comniimion held in that our chapel the

first Sunday of every month.
" V. That the dean of our chapel that now is, and so suc-

cessively, come duly thither to prayers upon Sundays, and such

holidays as the Church observes, in his whites, and preach so

whensoever he preach there ; and that he be not absent thence

but upon necessary occasion of his diocese, or otherwise,

according to the course of his preferment.

"VI. That these orders shall be our warrant to the dean of

our chapel, that the lords of our privy council, the lords of the

session, the advocate, clerk, writers to the signet, and mem-
bers of our college of justice, be commanded to receive the

holy comnmnion once every year, at the least, in that our

chapel royal, and kneeling for example sake to the kingdom.

And we likewise command the dean aforesaid to make report

yearly to us how we are obeyed therein, and by whom ; as

also if any man shall refuse, in what manner he doth so, and

why.
" VII, That the copes which are consecrated for the use of

our chapel be delivered to the dean to be kept upon inventory

by him, and in a standard provided for that purpose, and to

be used at the celebration of the sacrament in our chapel

royal.

Oct. 8, " To these orders we shall hereafter add others, if we find

Bibi! Regia. others more necessary for the service of God there."
sec.

num. 4,

And the king, possibly being apprehensive Ballantine might

be warping toward the Presbyterian persuasion, gave the arch-

bishop a warrant in writing to correspond with this bishop of

Stth.j/3. 100- Dumblain, and transmit his majesty""s directions to him for the

Id. sec. 11. management of the chapel.

Notwithstanding archbishop Laud exerted himself for re-

trieving the usages of the Church, he found the Puritan

novelties very difficult to deal with. Calvin, and some others

of that complexion, were in many places the idols of the

people : insomuch, that to practise up to the primitive Church,

to worship God " in the beauty of holiness," and guard the

solemnities from contempt, was interpreted to be superstition.

To give an instance of the undistinguishing obstinacy of these

men. The parishioners of St. Gregory's, in St. Paul's Church-
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yard, had been at a considerable expence in ornamenting their CHARLES
church : amongst other furniture they had prepared a table for v

;

the holy eucharist. Now the dean and chapter of St. Paul's ^
/^o"'*^*'

•J i lieiirei'ii some

being ordinaries of the place, directed them to set it at the of the pa-

east end of the chancel, that by this situation it might recover ^^ G,-e(,ory

its ancient standing, and be conformable to the mother-church. ^"^ ^^^hapUr

About five of the parishioners contesting this order, appealed of^^- PauVs
GOOut fnQCi'HQ

to the dean and the arches ; and the dean and chapter, to the commur-

countermine them, referred the decision to the king. On the
'*'""'" ®*

8d of November the matter was brought before the council-

board, the king being present. After the cause had been

pleaded at length on both sides, his majesty, having first de-

clared his dislike of all innovation, gave sentence for the dean

and chapter : the parishioners had urged the eighty-second

canon to prove the liberty of placing the communion-table in a 761

.

situation of most conveniency. But here the king's decision

takes notice, " That this liberty is not to be so understood, as

if it was left to the direction of the parish, and much less to

the singular fancy of every humoursome person, to over-rule

this matter. To make this inference, was a wide misconstruc-

tion of the canons : for these circumstances, both of place and

time, were to be governed by the direction of the ordinary." Bibi. Reg.

This judgment in behalf of the dean and chapter was a ser- mim.M.

viceable precedent, and encouraged the ordinaries in other

dioceses to go through with the same regulation. Towards the

latter end of this year the king wrote to the archbishop for

encouraging the printing of Greek manuscripts : and because

the letter may not be unacceptable to the reader, I shall insert

it in the records. Farther, to promote the interest of oriental Num. lio.

learning, the following letter was sent to the Turkey mer-

chants :

—

" Trusty and well-beloved, we greet you well. Regist.

" We have of late taken into our princely care, how to fur- f/,f"i9^P"'"^'

nish the Greek press within our kingdom, that such of our ^'''"' /•%'«

subjects as are learned in that language might be able to set Turkey mer-

forth some of those divers manuscripts in Greek, with which
p]"J',['i^f{°^

our own library, and the libraries in our universities, are well f"'«"'<t^

furnished ; which course, if it be well followed (as we doubt

not but it will), must needs bring a great deal of profit and

honour both to Church and State. With the consideration of

g2
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LAUD, this concerning the Greek, we took into our care also a great
Abp.^Cant.^

difficulty, which yet we conceive may be well mastered, if it be

providently looked into. There is a great deal of learning,

and that very fit and necessary to be known, that is written in

Arabic ; and there is a great defect in both our universities,

very few spending their time to attain that, or any other of the

Eastern languages : which we impute not so much to the fault

of the students there, as partly to the great scarcity and want

of Arabic and Persian books, on which they might spend their

pains, and partly to their lack both of opportunity and means

to provide and furnish themselves with such books. While we

took this into our royal consideration, and withal how useful

and necessary the knowledge of those languages would be for

our subjects, we could not but think and advise which way

some better store of Arabic and Persian books might be gotten

and brought unto us. After a long deliberation, we could not

find any way so good, and likely to be successful, as the em-

ploying your service which trade thereabouts. And because

we would do it with httle or no burden unto you, we have thought

of this course, which we pray and command you to follow care-

fully, and with effect, namely, that every ship of yours, at every

voyage that it makes, should bring home one Arabic or Persian

manuscript book, to be delivered presently to the master of

the company, and by him sent or carried to the lord arch-

bishop of Canterbury for the time being, who shall dispose of

them as we in our wisdom shall think fit. And we doubt not

but you will be careful at all times readily to perform this

service, which so much tends to our own honour, the advance-

ment of learning, and the good of our people ; the value of one

book being not a considerable thing. And always provided

that they bring any other books besides the Alcorans, because

we have choice of them already.

" Given under our signet at our palace at Westminster,

the day of February, in the ninth year of our

reign."

The. death of This year Francis Godwin, bishop of Hereford, departed

hhhopof this life. He was son to Thomas Godwin, bishop of Bath and
Hereford, \yells. Francis was translated from the see of Landaff to that

of Hereford by king James. He was a considerable mathe-

matician, a good preacher, and an eminent antiquary, and
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wrote well in Latin. His principal works are, his book, " De CHARLES

Prsesulibus Anglise," and his " Annals" of the reign of Henry ^ ,j
<

VIII., king Edward VI., and queen Mary. Juxon, dean of

Worcester, and clerk of the closet, was nominated for his

successor. But upon Laud's advancement to Canterbury, he

was recommended to the king by that archbishop for the see

of London, and hither his majesty promoted him. And thus

the church of Hereford continuing vacant, Augustin Lyndsell

was translated thither, and Francis Dee, doctor in divinity,

and dean of Chichester, was made bishop of Peterborough.

This year William Pryn, outer-barrister of Lincoln's-inn, was P'wpro-

called to an account for his " Histriomastix.'" In this perform- censured in

ance the heat of his temper, and his puritanical principles,
^chamber.

carried him too far. He writes with no guard of discretion or

charity ; rambles extravagantly beyond his bounds ; and not

only falls upon masks and dancing without reserve, but flies his

satire against hunting, public festivals, keeping Christmas, bon-

fires, and May-poles. Rushwmth's

He is charged with insulting the court, reproaching the y°\_ 2.

'°'^^'

queen, and dropping some dangerous expressions against the p- ^"^^- ^'^^•

king and government. I^i^- P- 221.

Besides these misdemeanours, for which he was prosecuted

in the Star-chamber, attorney-general Noy cited several scan-

dalous passages in his book, of which the information took no

notice. The reason why these things were overlooked in the

matter alleged against him was, their being of ecclesiastical

cognizance, and proper for the High Commission.

To mention somewhat of this part of Pryn's invective. He
throws a general censure upon the bishops and clergy ; falls

upon them for making an over-expensive and foreign figure ;

and taxes them with scorning to feed the poor. He complains

of cringing and ducking to new-erected altars, and of dedicating

St. Paul's to Diana. He goes on in this coarse way of rally-

ing ; calls the Church music " a bleating of brute beasts.

Choristers (says he) bellow the tenor as if they were oxen ;

bark a counterpoint like a kennel of dogs ; roar a treble as if iwd. p. oa-i

they were bulls ; and grunt out a base like a parcel of hogs." for"p.^2->3^'

'

The lords of the Star-chamber, that delivered their opinion at

large, and harangued upon Pryn's misbehaviour, were the lord

Cottington, chancellor of the Exchequer, the lord chief justice

Richardson, the earl of Dorset, and secretary Cook. After
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LAUD, three days'" hearing, this sentence passed upon him :
" That he

-
^'^

"''^
*. should be expelled the society of Lincoln's-inn ; be degraded at

Oxford ; stand in the pillory at Westminster, and Cheapside

;

lose an ear in each place, with a paper on his head declaring

his offence,^—that he was punished for publishing an infamous

libel against both their majesties' state and government ; and

lastly, he was fined five thousand pounds to the king, and con-

demned to a perpetual imprisonment." By Rushworth's narra-

tive, one might conclude the rest of the court concurred with

the lords above-mentioned without making any speeches. Had
the archbishop heightened the charge, and delivered himself

with the acrimony and vehemence of lord Cottington and the

other three, we may reasonably imagine it would not have been

762. omitted by this collector. But notwithstanding this compara-

tive gentleness, Pryn is particularly piqued at Laud, sends

him a provoking letter, and misreports what the archbishop

had spoken when the censure passed in the Star-chamber.

Upon this, the attorney-general, by the king's order, sends for

Pryn, shews him the letter, and asks him whether it was his

hand 1 Pryn desired to read it, for that otherwise he could

not answer the question. The letter being put into his hands,

he tore it in small pieces, and threw it out at the window.

Notwithstanding this stroke of art, he was prosecuted for a

libel, and at last pardoned by Laud in the Star-chamber. This

Sf^jut'/i-ii-krA-
happened the next year ; but to give the story more unbroken,

I have mentioned it now.

I shall conclude this year with the archbishop's account of

the condition of his province, which he gave in to the king.

It begins thus :

—

" May it please your most sacred Majesty.
A.D. 1C33-4, " According to your royal commands, I do here upon the

LaVJs
"'^^ 2nd of January present my account of both the diocese and

annual ac- province of Canterbury, concerning all those Church affairs
count Of nts ^ , . . . ?
province to which are contained within your majesty's most gracious decla-

tng.
ration and instructions ; published out of your most princely

and religious care to preserve unity in orthodox doctrine, and

conformity to the government, in this Church of England.

"And first, for his own diocese of Canterbury, he acquaints

tlie king, his time has been so short, that he can only certify,

some of his peculiars in London are extremely out of order.
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" For the bishopric of London, it is certified, that the CHARLES

bishop had not received a complaint against any of his clergy v ,'^ >

since his coming to that see, which was at last Michaelmas.
" The bishop of Bath and Wells had taken a great deal of

pains, in his late visitation, to make all the king's instructions

observed. And particularly, he put down several lecturers in

market towns, who were beneficed in other dioceses ; because

he found that, when they preached factious sermons, they

retired into other counties, beyond the reach of his jurisdiction.

" In the diocese of Rochester, the town of Mailing, and

that whole deanery, were very much out of order. But the

archbishop, by the lord bishop's command, had settled them.
" And whereas his majesty's instructions require that lec-

turers should turn their afternoon sermons into catechising,

some parsons and vicars within the diocese of Peterborough

object against their being included within the order, because

lecturers, as they pretend, are only mentioned. But this

being no better than misconstruction, the bishop will quickly

take care to clear the doubt, and settle the practice accordingly.

" The bishop of Coventry and Lichfield complains, the

peculiars of his diocese (in which he has no power) are much
out of order. His lordship further certifies his having sup-

pressed a seditious lecture at Ripon. He had likewise put

down several monthly lectures, kept with a fast, and managed

by a moderator. He had also suppressed a meeting called the

' Running-lecture.' It was so called, because the lecturer

went from village to village ; and at the end of the week gave

public notice where they might find him for the next exercise.

" The bishop of St. Asaph acquainted the archbishop, that

the condition of his diocese was without exception, abating

the increase of Romish recusants in some places, which seems

to be encouraged by their superstitious concourse to St. Wini-

fred's Well.
" The bishop of Landaff certifies, that he has not so much as

one stubborn Nonconformist, or schismatical minister within

his diocese ; and that there are but two lecturers, and those

both licensed preachers.

" The lord bishop of Lincoln reports, that the company of

mercers in London, intrusted with the legacy of one Mr. Fish-

burn, has set up a lecture in Huntingdon, with an allowance of

forty pounds per annum. But then the establishment is
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LAUD, lodged with this proviso, that upon the company's dishke of

«—1^,
^ '/ any lecturer, he was to be discharged at a month or a fort-

night's warning ; neither was his diocesan or metropolitan to

interpose in this affair.""

[And here the archbishop intreats the king, that no layman

whatsoever, and least of all companies or corporations, may,

under any pretence of a benefaction to the Church, or other-

wise, have power to put in, or turn out any lecturei', or other

minister. To this request the king answers in these words

:

" Certainly I cannot hold fit, that any lay person, or corpora-

tion whatsoever, should have the power these men would take

to themselves. For I will have no priest have a necessity of a

lay-dependency."]

" To proceed. The bishop of Lincoln complains, it is the

custom of some in Bedfordshire to stroll from their parish

churches, and follow preachers of their own fancy ; and that

he had ordered his officers to take strict notice of their misbe-

haviour. And as for the placing of the communion-table in

parish churches, this prelate declares he takes care of it pur-

suant to the canon."

[These two last particulars, though not within the regal

instructions, the archbishop takes care to report, to do justice

to bishop Williams, and recommend him to his majesty's good

opinion.]

" The bishoprics of Hereford and Bangor were void, and no

certificates transmitted before the vacancy.

" The bishop of Ely certifies, that by the best information

he can get, none of his majesty's instructions are disobeyed in

his diocese.

" All these bishops," continues the archbishop, " agree, that

all other things (abating the singularities abovementioned) in

his majesty's instructions are carefully observed ; and particu-

larly that branch of them which relates to discourses upon the

' prohibited questions.'

" And lastly, the archbishop acquaints the king, that from

the dioceses of Salisbury, Norwich, Worcester, Oxford, Bristol,

Winchester, Chichester, Gloucester, and Exeter, he had as

Hist, of die yet received no certificates."

&c° o^Abp. And thus I have given the reader the most material pas-

Laud, p.525. sages in this report. By the way, the archbishop's giving the

king an annual account of his administration, and the condi-
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tion of his province, was altogether new (excepting Abbot's, CHARLES

last year) ; neither does it appear that Neile, archbishop of ^ ^' ^

York, followed the precedent. But from hence it must not be

inferred, that Laud was so far anErastian as to believe his epis-

copal authority derived from the crown \ No; he disclaims this

opinion at his trial. The report, therefore, of these matters,

was only to inform his majesty of the state of the Church ; to

engage his countenance, and dispose him to abet the spiritual

censures.

I shall now break off the history at home, and attend the

affairs of the Church in Ireland. On the 14th of July the

parliament met at Dublin castle. Before I proceed to the

statutes which concern religion, I shall give the reader part

of the convocation's address, for the better maintenance of the

rural clergy. It stands thus :

—

" To our dread Sovereign Charles^ ly the grace of God King of 763.

Great Britain^ France^ and Ireland :

—

" The humble petition of his highnesses most loyal and devoted

subjects, the archbishops and bishops of Ireland, assembled

in convocation by his majesty's special command, Papcr-officc.

" Showeth unto your sacred majesty,

" That, in the whole Christian world, the rural clergy have a.d. 1634.

not been reduced to such extreme contempt and beggary as in convoca-

tliis your highness's kingdom, by the means of the frequent
^]°"f f^'j^^

appropriations, commendams, and violent intrusions into their kiny.

undoubted rights in times of confusion, having their churches

ruined, their habitations left desolate, their tithes detained,

their glebes concealed; and, by inevitable consequence, an

invincible necessity of a general non-residence imposed upon

them, whereby the ordinary subject has been left wholly desti-

tute of all possible means to learn true piety to God, loyalty to

their prince, civility towards one another, and whereby former

wars and insurrections have been occasionally both ])rocrcatcd

and maintained : whereas, by settling a rural clergy, endowed
with competency to serve God at his altar, besides the general

protection of the Almighty, which it will most surely bring

' Had Erastus stated that episcopal authority is derivcd/rowj God throii(ih the crown,

lie would have been oithodox ; but lie carried his theory too far, and fell into heretical

sophistries.
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LAUD, upon your majesty and this kingdom, barbarism and supersti-

^

—

'^—J tion will be expelled, the subject shall learn his duty to God
and his sovereign, and true religion be propagated.

" Our most humble suit is, that your highness would be

graciously pleased, for God's cause and for his Church's cause,

and for the encouragement of others by your royal example to

so good a work, to perfect the pious intentions of your blessed

father and your sacred majesty, by establishing upon a rural

and resident clergy those appropriations which are yet in the

crown undisposed : so as the same may bring no diminution to

your revenue, nor considerable prejudice to the rights of the

imperial crown of this realm, as by a representation of the true

state of these benefices, made to the lord deputy and hereunto

annexed, may appear," &c.

drfthh If^vyQ- By this address, it is evident the king's letters-patent for

restoring impropriations were not fully executed.

To proceed : our Nine-and-Thirty Articles were received by

this convocation. In the year 1615, the Irish Church had

settled upon a different belief from the English Reformation, as

has been already observed. The lord primate Usher being now
Calvinistically inclined, and having a considerable ascendant

over the bishops and clergy, the ratifying the Irish Articles

was moved in both houses. This point would most probably

have been carried, had not the business been dexterously ma-

naged by some members of a different persuasion. The sugges-

tion was, that these Articles, passed in the year 1615, were

already fortified with all the authority that the Church could

give them ; and that a further confirmation would imply a

defect in their constitution. The blow being thus put by, they

advanced to a further step, and moved the primate, that, for

silencing the Papists' objections of disagreement amongst the

Protestants, and bringing the British and Irish Churches to a

closer correspondence,—to this purpose they moved the pri-

mate, a canon might be passed for approving the Articles of

the Church of England. The archbishop being gained to this

proposal, the canon was drawn up, and passed nemine contradi-

cente, a single vote only excepted. It seems one Calvinist had

looked deeper than the rest into the matter. The canon,

which approved and received the Articles of the Church of

England, was couched in the following words : viz.

—
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OTT ART P'^
" Cfthe Agreemeiit of the Clmrcli of England and Ireland i.

in the Profession of the satne Faith.

" For the manifestation of our agreement with the Church 7'% receive

of England, in the confession of the same Christian faith, and nine aIh-

doctrine of the sacraments, we do receive and approve the
c^ufcff'^

Book of Articles of religion, agreed upon by the archbishops England.

and bishops, and the whole clergy, in whole convocation, holden

at London, a.d. 1562, for the avoiding of diversities of opinions,

and for the establishing of consent touching true religion. And
therefore, if any hereafter shall affirm, that any of those Arti-

cles are in any part superstitious and erroneous, or such as he

may not with a good conscience subscribe unto, let him be

exconununicated, and not absolved before he makes a public

revocation of his error." Bibi. Reg.
sec. 3.

num. 13.

It has been affirmed, that the Irish Articles above-mentioned

were formally nulled by this convocation. But, in disproof of

this assertion, archbishop Ushers testimony is cited by a con-

siderable historian. However, this entire receiving the Nine- L'Estrange,

and-Thirty Articles, without the least reserve, implies a virtual Retgii of

abrogating their own : this, I say, is the necessary consequence, ^^- Charles.

as far as there is any inconsistency between the English and

Irish Articles : for this canon being the last act of the Irish Bishop

Church, it must, like a last will, stand in force against all prior w.e, by

declarations of a contrary import. '"' P*
'^^'

To go on to the parliament at Dublin : I shall begin with

the act for confirming eight entire subsidies, granted by the

prelates and clergy. The preamble of this grant, addressed to

the king, sets forth the miserable condition of the Church of

Ireland at king James"'s accession to the throne. And here,

after having represented the calamity of the clergy, much in

the same manner already mentioned in their petition, they pro-

ceed to this acknowledgment :
"" That now,"—to use their own Their ac-

words,—" by the piety and bounty of your blessed father, and J,f„" f^^iJ^^

by the gracious influence of your sacred majesty, being new ^"%-

enlivened, and beginning to lift up our heads out of darkness

and obscurity, do freely acknowledge, to your immortal glory,

before God and the whole Christian world, that as no Church

under heaven did ever stand more in need, so none did ever

find more royal and munificent patrons and protectors, than

14
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LAUD, the poor Church of Ireland. You have not only made restitu-

<— \
'^"

'- tion of that which the iniquity of former ages had bereft us of,

but also, as though you intended to expiate their faults, en-

riched us with new and princely endowments : all which great

favours do yet become more sweet unto us w^iilst we entertain

them as pledges of your future unexhausted goodness. And if

we do not seriously endeavour, throughout our whole lives, to

make unfeigned expressions of true loyalty and thankfulness to

your sacred majesty, we deserve to be condenmed by men, and

punished by God, as monsters of ingratitude. To which infi-

nite obligations, and many others, we may add your majesty"'s

inestimable goodness in providing for us our present deputy,

Irish Acts.
Thomas, viscount Wentworth, a governor so just, careful, pro- oV;>'

loch^iriesl. vident, and propitious to the Church."

Irish Ants Tliis parliament, at their next session, began, after proroga-

tL^Chirck. tion, on the 24th of March, passed an act against cursing and
760*. swearing. It is much the same with that made in England in

the twenty-first year of king James, cap. 20. Another provi-

id. cap. 1. sion with reference to religion, in the Irish parliament, is " An
Act to enable the restitution of Impropriations and Tithes,

and other rights ecclesiastical, to the Clergy, with a restraint

Id. cap. ?.. of alienating the same."" The next act, which is the last I

shall mention, provides " for the preservation of the inheritance,

rights, and profits, belonging to the Church and persons eccle-

siastical." By this statute, " all feofftnents, gifts, grants, leases,

alienations, &c., made or done after the Jst day of June next

ensuing, by any archbishops, bishops, deans and chapters,

archdeacons, prebendaries, parsons, vicars, masters and govern-

ors and fellows of colleges, and masters of hospitals, of any

manors, lands, tenements, &c., being parcel of the possession

of any archbishop, bishop, &c., shall be utterly void and of

Id. cap. 3. none effect." This statute has some provisos, which are too

long to mention.

To return to England : this year the city clergy petitioned

the king for the benefit of the law, and the due payment of

their tithes :

—

TheLotidon " Humbly sliewiug, that the benefices in London were a

f^nfor^hT hundred years since very great ; that the decree now in force

diiepaymtnt provides two shillings and ninepence to be paid upon every

iitkcs. • The pagination of four pages of the folio edition is here irregular : but the irregu-

larity is retained for convenience of reference.
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pound rent, without fraud ; that, notwithstanding the said CHARLES
decree, (the variation of times considered,) they are now very > .; ,

poor and mean, many of them not worth 40^. per annum, tlie ^'^^^^
-J^*^"'

most not 100^., only one—Christ-church, a city impropriation

—worth 850/. ; that the petitioners have not independent

maintenance, and for want thereof are daily thrust upon

dangerous and great inconveniences ; that this is because the

petitioners have no means assigned in the said decree for the

discovering of the true value of their said rents by the oath of

the parties ; and for that many London landlords (to the

defeating the petitioners and endangering their own souls)

have and daily do contrive double leases, or make provisos,

wherein they call some small part of the true rent by the name
of rent, and all the rest (which yet is quarterly paid) by the

name of fine, income, or the like, which practice in the year

1620 was signified to be unjust and sacrilegious, under the

hands of the reverend bishops and heads of houses of both

universities ; and, lastly, for that the lord mayor for the time

being is our ordinary judge, and the petitioners generally want

both ability and leisure to prosecute an appeal from him to the

right honourable the lord keeper, or otherwise to wage law

with rich and powerful citizens.

" May it therefoi-e please the great patron of the Church,

your royal majesty, to take into your princely consideration

these pressures and grievances of your poor clergy of London,

with the causes of the same ; and to take such course for

redress thereof as to your majesty's great wisdom and cle-

mency shall seem meet. Rusiiwoith's

" And your petitioners shall," &c. vol. 2.

'

p. 269.

This petition was graciously received, and several of the The maUer

privy council were appointed to consider it. About five months ti'ieprivy-

after, they came to a hearing, and the matter was referred by ^^"ksiherf

the parties to the king and council. But, in short, the busi- Idem,

ness sunk with the referees : prudential considerations, as they

are called, struck the cause dead ; and the board, it is probable,

was not willing to venture disobliging the city with a decision.

This year, the archbishop of Canterbury began his metropo-

litical visitation in the diocese of Lincoln. And, in the first

place, the bishop and the six archdeacons were suspended the

exercise of their jurisdiction, during the time of this visitation.
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LAUD,
Abp. Cant.

Contests

about

placinfi tlie

CO Iamunion-

table.

O'ffJ'.L .'24

The facto-

ries., <^c.

conform to

the English
Liturgy.

P-S5.

June, 1G34.

Bishop Williams at first refused to acknowledge this archiepis-

eopal privilege, and pretended a papal exemption ; but the busi-

ness being brought before the council-board, and the records of

either side examined, this plea was found insufficient. This

obstruction being got over, Brent, the vicar-general, went on

with the visitation, and, pursuant to his articles, enjoined the

churchwardens to remove the communion-table to the east end

of the chancel, and enclose it with a decent rail. He gave

them further in charge, that they were to return the names of

the lecturers in their respective parishes ; and whether those

lecturers and the rest of the preaching clergy observed his

majesty's instructions, published in the year 1629.

The bringing the communion-table into the chancel, which

situation had been long discontinued in several places, occa-

sioned a warm contest, both in this diocese and elsewhere.

As to bishop Williams, he seems formerly to have been

entirely in Laud's sentiment : for, in his own chajiel at Bugden,

the communion-table was placed at the east end, where the

altar stood before. The table stood in the same posture in

his cathedral of Lincoln, and in the collegiate church of West-

minster, where he was dean. But now he changed his opinion

in some measui'e, and gave orders for railing in the communion-

table in the middle of the chancel, and not at the east end.

And, to support his practice, he wrote two tracts upon the

controversy : one entitled, " A Letter to the Vicar of Gran-

tham ;" and the other called, " Holy Table, Name and Thing."

Both these performances were answered by Dr. Heylin.

And now, archbishop Laud had procured an order of council

for bringing the English factories and forces in Holland to a

conformity with the Liturgy. It was the same in substance

with the " Considerations " laid before the board, already men-

tioned. This order, gained the last winter, was executed this

year.

And the number of the English merchants being considerable

in Holland, and particularly at Delph, the archbishop wrote the

following letter to the factory there :

—

Archbishop " After our hearty commendations, &c., we are commanded

fo"tlffhctorv ^y ^^^ majesty to signify unto you, that this bearer, Mr. Beau-

at Delph. mont, chosen by joint consent of your company to be your

preacher at Delph, or where else you shall at any time reside.
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is a man, learned, sober, and conformable to the doctrine and Charles

discipline established in the Church of England, and that you >
'^ ,

are to receive him with all decent and courteous usage fitting

his person and calling, and to allow him the usual ancient

stipend, which Mr. Forbes lately, or any other before him,

hath received. And further, we are to let you know that it is

his majesty's express command, that both you, the deputy, and

all and every other merchant that is or shall be residing in those

parts beyond the seas, do conform themselves to the doctrine

and discipline settled in the Church of England ; and that they

frequent the Common Prayers, with all religious duty and

reverence, at all times required, as well as they do sermons

;

and that out of your company you do yearly about Easter, as

the canons prescribe, name two churchwardens, and two sides-

men, which may look to the orders of the Church, and give an

account according to their office; and Mr. Beaumont himself 761*.

is hereby to take notice, that his majesty's express pleasure and

command to him is, that he do punctually keep and observe all

the orders of the Church of England, as they are prescribed in

the canons and the rubrics of the Liturgy ; and that, if any of

your company shall show themselves refractory to this ordinance

of his majesty, (which we hope will not be,) he is to certify the

name of any such offender and his offence to the lord bishop of

London for the time being, who is to take order and give

remedy accordingly. And these letters you are to register and

keep by you, that they which come after may understand what

care his majesty hath taken for the well-ordering of your com-

pany in Church affairs. And you are likewise to deliver a copy

of these letters to Mr. Beaumont, and to every successor of his

respectively, that he and they may know what his majesty

expects from them, and be the more inexcusable if they disobey.

Thus, not doubting but that you will show yourselves very

respectful to these his majesty's commands, we leave you to the

grace of God, and rest your very loving friend,

" June 17, 16:34. W. Canterbury."

The same directions, as to the main, were sent to the

factory at Hambui'gh, and all other places of trade, and plan-

tations, where the English were settled : ambassadors' families

were likewise put under the same regulation for divine service. Anglic.
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LAUD, But notwithstanding this order was generally received in

>—

L

' the four great divisions of the world, New Eno-land was sonie-
T! y TV

conformists what of au oxceptiou. The Dissenters, who transported them-

E^r" I
selves thither, established their own fancy, and formed a Church

erect a Cai- tliis year upon Calvin*'s model.

^clmrch. As for the French and Dutch churches in England, they

nurif ITi
'^*' struggled for a spiritual independency ; but at last finding the

Jafo-5'(&-/tf7:disciphne and worship of the Church pressed strongly upon

them, they seemed to acquiesce ; and complied so far as to

publish the archbishop's injunction (already mentioned) in

their assemblies, through this whole province. Neile, arch-

bishop of York, held them to stricter terms, allowed no in-

dulgence to those of the first descent, and denied them the use

Cyprian. of any jurisdiction of their own establishment,

p. 280.' This year Thomas Cooke, bachelor of divinity, fellow of

Brazen Nose in Oxford, had, in a Latin sermon, exceeded the

bounds prescribed in the king's injunctions, and run out upon

the Quinquarticular controversy : for this misbehaviour he

made a public recantation : and notwithstanding his discourse

was bending toward the Puritan side of the question, he after-

wards stood clear of that bias, and died a very orthodox mem-
Wood's ber of the Church of England.

Ant^q^Uni- From the archbishop's report of the affairs of his province
vers. Oxon.

^jjjg year, I shall only observe his acquainting the king, that

in all the dioceses he had visited, the lamentable subsistence of

the poor vicars was a general grievance : and which was a

harder circumstance in this calamity, the vicars in great

market towns, where the congregations were very numerous,

had commonly the slenderest provision. By the rest of this

annual account, it appears, the province stood much in the

Jan. 2, same condition it was in the last year, and therefore I shall

A.D. 1634-5. QYuM the recital : only thus much may be observed, that con-

formity came forward, and the Church gained ground upon the

Hist, of the Puritan party.

&c° of Abp. To proceed, the metropolitical visitation was continued from
Laud.

ygg^j. ^Q year, till the whole province was gone through. The
vicar-general Brent having given the charge, and allowed the

church-wardens time for returning their certificates, left the

further management to their respective bishops. And here

the placing the communion-table at the east end of the chancel

was not every where understood ; particularly, this visitation
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article was not carried without contest in the dioceses of Charles

Lichfield and London : Pierce, bishop of Bath and Wells, ^
[,

'

had better success. To make this alteration pass smoothly, he

endeavoured to convince his people of the reasonableness of it.

He suggested " it was ordered by queen Elizabeth's injunc- a.d. i(i35.

tions, that the communion table should stand in the place of

the altar ; that there ought to be some difference between AndeM

placing the Lord's table in the church, and that of a common tUeved in

table for eating in our own houses : that it was not decent the
'//^^|!/'ff

''"^

people should sit above God's table, or above his minister the <-"td else-

priest, when he consecrates : that by this situation of the com-

munion table at the east end, the chancel would be enlarged,

and more room left for the communicants. That the priest

officiating upon an ascent would be seen and heard to more
advantage, than if the table stood upon a level in the middle :

that it was highly proper the parochial churches should conform

to the custom of their respective cathedrals. And lastly, that

being fenced with a rail in this situation, would be the only

way to secure it from profanation and common business."

And thus by convincing their understandings, before he

commanded their practice, he reconciled a great part of his

diocese to this commendable usage.

The archbishop went on to the regulation of cathedrals, for

a precedent to the rest. And here in one half of the sees,

want of force and full direction in the statutes occasioned

confusion. Of the twenty-six sees in England and Wales,

thirteen are founded in secular canons; and of these I have

given a recital in the former part of this work. These

Churches of the old foundation, as they are called, were well

furnished with statutes, and excepting Hereford, wanted no

assistance this way : the other moiety standing originally on Different

monastic orders, being dissolved by king Henry VIII., were ini]^''cathe.

new founded with a dean and chapter of secular priests. '''"/* '^f "^^

Under this last division, the churches of Canterbury, V^iw- foundatio^ts.

Chester, Ely, Worcester, Rochester, Norwich, and the four

new bishoprics of Oxford, Peterborough, Gloucester, and Bris-

tol, together with those of Durham, Carlisle, and Chester, in

the other province, are to be reckoned. For each of these

cathedrals of the new foundation, a body of statutes was

drawn, but neither carried to a full length, nor confirmed in

the forms of law. The measures of conduct lying thus un-

VOL. VIII. H
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LAUD, certain, occasioned frequent clashes between the dean and

> ^\ ^^ ' prebendaries ; the deans pretending to a more arbitrary go-

vernment than the chapters were wiUing to acknowledge. The

perfecting these regulations, and bringing the cathedi'als to a

better harmony, was projected by the archbishop : and in all

likelihood he had gone through with this worthy undertaking,

had he not been disabled by the public disturbances.

However, he made something of an essay, and lost no time

762*. while the season lasted : and to recommend his method, he

ffstaMes^ began his reformation with his own cathedral at Canterbury

;

providedfor and here he found things in a tolerable order : the table was

at Canter- placed at the east end of the choir, and bowing used towards
''^''^'

it, by the appointment of the dean and chapter. This decency

and devotion being thus far settled, he advanced another step,

and ordered new ornaments of plate and hangings for the fur-

niture of the altar ; and to keep things from relapsing into

negligence and disuse, he drew a new body of statutes for the

cathedral, and got them confirmed under the broad seal. By
one article in these statutes, the deans, prebendaries, and

officers, were obliged by oath to worship God, by bowing

towards the altar at their coming in, and going out of the

choir. Resembling regulations were made this year by the

vicar-general, at Winchester and Chichester ; where directions

were given to provide four copes, to rail in the communion

table, to place it in the altar situation, to bow towards it, and

contantly read the epistles and gospels at it. The statutes of

Hereford being imperfect, he threw them into a new form, and

sent them down fortified with the broad seal. "By this regula-

tion the prebendaries were bound to officiate on Sundays and

holy-days in their copes : to stand up at the creeds, gospel, and

doxologies : to bow at the name of Jesus, and towards the altar,

and not suffer any person to be covered in the church ; and

that the prayer before their sermons should be made pursuant

to the fifty-fifth canon." By these appointments we may
collect how far this cathedral had warped towards Puritanism,

and gone off from the rules of the Church. This reformation

was carried through other dioceses : and thus by degrees,

religion appeared more venerable, and the cathedrals were

recovered to their ancient splendour and solemnity.

After all, the archbishop was not singular in placing the

communion-table, and worshipping towards the altar : for Da-
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venant of Salisbury, and Morton of Durham, two bishops CHARLES
altogether unsuspected of any bias towards popery, were of the v '^

,

same sentiment. For instance, there happening a dispute be-

tween the parson and churchwardens, in Wiltshire, about P*"
^'i^^'^P^

> • 1 • 1111* PI Davenant
placmg the coramunion-table, the busmess was referred to ami Morton

bishop Davenant, who determined in favour of the incumbent : ti^hofT
'''

and, by a decree under his episcopal seal, ordered the table «'/""{"" "«

should stand in the place of the altar. In this decree there a^e dames.

two remarkable passages : " First, That by the injunctions o^Jhra^'f''^^^

queen Elizabeth, and by the thirty-second canon under king

James, the communion tables should ordinarily be set, and

stand with the side to the east wall of the chancel. And,
Secondly, That it is ignorance to think that the standing of

the table in that place does relish of popery." Arch-^

Further, for adoration towards the table, bishop Morton's Speech,

testimony is a sufficient purgation. This prelate, in a tract '^^'^^
^^'

against the sacrifice of the mass, founded upon the belief of

transubstantiation, has these words :
" The like difference,"

says he, " may be discerned between their manner of reverence

in bowing towards the altar for adoration of the eucharist only,

and ours in bowing, as well when there is no eucharist on the

table, as when there is, which is not to the table of the Lord,

but to the Lord of the table, to testify the communion of all

faithful communicants therewith, even as the people of God
did in adoring him before the ark, his footstool," Psalm xcix.

To take off some hard imputations upon the king''s declara-

tion, concerning lawful sports, two books were published

against the Calvinian party : one of them was written by
White, bishop of Ely, a learned prelate, who had signalized

himself against the Papists in defence of the Reformation

:

his book, going on the argumentative and scholastic part, was
entituled, " A Treatise of the Sabbath-day, containing a De-
fence of the Orthodoxal Doctrine of the Church of England
against Sabbatarian Novelty." The other tract, called " The
History of the Sabbath," was written by Dr. Heylin, pre-

bendary of Westminster : the design is to show the practice

of the Church through all ages. In his first part he takes his

rise from the creation of the world, and reports matter of fact,

to the destruction of the temple : his second part begins with

the history of our Saviour and his Apostles, and comes down
to the year one thousand six hundred and thirty-three, when

II 2
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LAUD, ^he reading the king''s declaration was enjoined the clergy,

^—^-. ' This book must be confessed a learned performance, but that

the author has not pushed the controversy towards an extreme

and encouraged too great a liberty, is more than I dare

determine.

A hook of About this time the Scotch bishops were employed in draw-
canons for . tip !/>• ti p ±i e
the Scotch mg a book 01 canons, and iormmg a library tor the use oi

fished^
^"'' that Church. The canons being finished in the first place, his

majesty was pleased to give these reasons, in his large declara-

tion, for setting them forth :

" First, He thought it necessary some book, comprising the

rules of ecclesiastical government, should be published : that

by this means there might be a fixed measure for stating the

power of the clergy, and the practice of the laity.

" Secondly, That the acts of their assemblies being only in

manuscript, would not reach the generality : besides, these re-

cords were so bulky and voluminous, that transcribing them

was almost impracticable : and thus few, even of the pres-

byters, could pronounce upon the authority of the copies, and

distinguish between genuine and interpolated passages ; be-

sides the removing of them from one custody to another, and

lodging them so uncertainly, they scarcely knew where to

apply for information.

" Thirdly, That by reducing these regulations to a lesser

compass, and laying them open to public view, nobody could

miscarry through ignorance, or complain of being overcharged.

" And, Lastly, That not one in that kingdom governed his

practice by the acts of those general assemblies.""

The canons being drawn upon this view, and presented to

his majesty, he signed a warrant to the archbishop of Canter-

bury, requiring him and Juxon, bishop of London, to examine

this draught; to alter and reform at discretion, and bring it as

Bibi. Reg. near as might be to a conformity with the English canons.

nam.Q. These two bishops having executed the king's orders, and pre-

pared a book for the press, the king confirmed it under the

These letters- gvQ2ii scal. The instrument scts forth, that ^ his majesty, by

d'atedar ^^^^ prerogative royal, and supreme authority in causes ecclesi-

Greemcixih, astical, ratifies and confirms the said canons, orders, and con-
May 23, . . 1 11 1 1 • • 1 • T

i63o. stitutions, and all and every thmg m them contamed, and
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strictly commands all archbishops, bishops, and others exer- CHARLES

cising ecclesiastical jurisdiction, to see them punctually ob- ^
"

'

served."
_

^^^^-
When these canons were published, the Scotch presbyters ^^,'?'

declared against them. Their objections were of two sorts :
yy^^ .^^.^^^.^^

they disliked the matter enjoined, and the manner of imposing; Ministers''

them. The canons rejected upon the score of the matter Mjainst tim

were chiefly these following. They neither understood the
'"""^'•

assertions of some, nor the injunctions of the rest. The canons

contested were,

—

" 1. That whoever should affirm the king's majesty had not

the same authority in causes ecclesiastical, that the godly

kings had among the Jews, (though without question the

ungodly ones had the same) or the Christian emperors in the

primitive Church ; or impugn in any part his royal supremacy

in causes eccclesiastical, was to incur the censure of excommu-
nication.

" 2. The like censure was to pass upon those who should affirm

the worship contained in the Book of Common Prayer, and

administration of the sacraments, or that the government of

the Church by archbishops and bishops, &c., contained any

thing repugnant to the Scriptures ; or was corrupt, supersti-

tious, or unlawful in the service and worship of God.
" S. That ordinations were restrained to four times of the

year, that is, the first weeks of March, June, September, and

December.
" 4. That every ecclesiastical person at his admission should

take the oath of supremacy, according to the form required by

parliament ; and the like oath for avoiding simony, required in

the Book of Consecration.

" 5. That every presbyter shall, either by himself, or by another

person lawfully called, read, or cause divine service to be done,

according to the form of the Book of the Scottish Common
Prayer, before all sermons ; and that he should officiate by the

said Book of Common Prayer in all the offices, parts, and

rubrics of it.

" 6. That no preacher should impugn the doctrine dehvered

by another in the same church, or any adjacent one, without

leave from the bishop.
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LAUD, " 7. That no presbyter should hereafter be cautioner or

V

—

^
\

'^'^

;

surety for any person whatsoever, in civil bonds or contracts,

under the penalty of suspension.

" 8. That the remainder of the bread and wine, prepared for

the communion, should be given to the poorer sort of those

who received that day, and was to be eaten and drank by them
before they went out of the church.

" 9. Presbyters are enjoined to administer the sacrament of

baptism without distinction of days in sickness and danger

;

and the people are required to receive the sacrament of the

Lord's Supper in a kneeling posture.

" 10. That in all sentences of separation, a thoro ef mensa,

there shall be a condition inserted, and security given : that

the persons divorced shall live regularly and unlicentiously, and

not marry again during each other's life.

"11. That no private meeting be held by presbyters, or any

other persons whatsoever, for expounding Scripture, or debating

matters ecclesiastical ; things of this nature being only to be

discussed in synods of bishops.

" 12. That, under the penalty of excommunication, no pres-

byter or layman, jointly or severally, shall be allowed to make
rules, orders, or constitutions, in causes ecclesiastical ; or to

add or take away from any rubrics, articles, or other things

now established, without the authority of the king, or his suc-

cessors.

" 13. That national or general assemblies are to be called

only by the king's authority ; and that the decrees of such

assemblies in matters ecclesiastical should bind the absent

;

and that it should not be lawful for the bishops themselves, in

such assemblies, or elsewhere, to alter any article, rubric, canon,

doctrinal or disciplinary, without his majesty's leave first had

and obtained.

" 14. That no man should be covered in time of divine

service, unless with a cap, or night-coif, in case of ill health ;

and that all persons shall reverently kneel at the reading the

confession, and other prayers, and stand up at the creed.

"15. That no presbyter, or reader, shall be permitted to

pray extempore, or use any other form in the public service,

than that prescribed, under the penalty of deprivation.

" 16. That all presbyters and preachers shall exhort the
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people to join with them in prayer, using some few and CHARLES
suitable expressions, and always concluding with the Lord's

^'

Prayer.

"17. That no person should teach either in public schools

or private houses, unless licensed by the archbishop of the pro-

vince, or by the bishop of the diocese, under their hand and

seal; and that none are thus to be licensed unless men of

orthodox belief, and conformity to the orders of the Church.

" 18. That none should be admitted to read in any college

without qualifying themselves by taking the oaths of allegiance

and supremacy.

"19. That nothing shall be printed, unless first perused and

allowed by the visitors appointed for that purpose ; the penalty

of contravention being left (as in all other cases where no

penalty is expressed) to the discretion of the bishops.

" 20. That no public fasts shall be appointed upon Sundays

(as has been customary), and that the appointment of such

humiliations be made by none but his majesty.

" 21. That for administering the sacrament of baptism, a

font shall be prepared and fixed near the church porch, accord-

ing to ancient usage ; that a fine linen cloth should likewise be

provided for this purpose, and all decently kept.

" 22. That a decent table for celebrating the holy commu- 764.

nion should be provided, and set at the upper end of the chan-

cel or church ; that at the time of divine service, the table

shall be covered with a handsome stuff carpet ; and, when the

holy cucharist is administered, with a white linen cloth ; and

that basons, cups, or chalices, of some fine metal, shall be pro-

vided to furnish the communion table, and used only for that

purpose.

" 23. That such bishops and presbyters, as shall happen to

die without issue, shall leave their effects, or a great part of

them, to pious uses ; and in case they had issue, they should

bestow some legacies, as a mark of their afifection, upon the

Church, and for promoting the interest of religion.

" 24. That no sentence of excommunication should be pro-

nounced, or absolution given, by any presbyter, without the

leave and approbation of the bishop ; and that no presbyter

should discover any thing told him in confession, to any person

whatsoever, excepting the crime is such, that by the laws of

the realm, his own life may be in danger by concealing it.
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LAUD, " 25, and lastly. That no person shall be admitted to holy
Abp. 'ant.^

Qj.j|gj,g^ jjqj. suffered to preach, catechise, administer the sacra-

ments, or perform any other ecclesiastical function, without

first subscribing the canons."

And now to instance some of the particular objections,

with reference to the twenty-five canons already recited. They

complained that the first, the twelfth, and the thirteenth

mounted the regale to an excessive pitch, and left the Kirk,

and by consequence the Christian religion, at the mercy of the

civil government ; that the second, fourth, fifth, and fifteenth

canons refen-ed to the Book of Common Prayer, which was

not yet finished, or at least not published. Now, the urging

subscription to a book not extant, and which they had never

seen, was tying them up too implicitly, and a hardship upon

conscience and understanding. By what was enjoined in the

sixth canon, they thought themselves obliged to resign too far

to the judgment and authority of the bishops. The tenth

canon, touching divorce, they conceived not well founded,

because it gave no preference to the innocent party ; but put

both the injuring and injured under the same restraints. They

disliked the sixteenth, pretending themselves bound to the

form of bidding prayer, prescribed in our fifty -fifth canon

;

which was, in effect, they said, to subject them to the disci-

pline of a foreign Church. Against the rest they remonstrated

in general, that the bishops were established in too absolute a

jurisdiction, and that papal idolatry was revived upon them.

In short, their exceptions were some of them with, and some of

them without reason. Thus far for the matter. But then, as

for the manner, they had stronger colours for complaint ; for

And the they never were publicly debated in their assemblies ; the

Impodng passing them was never put to the question, but imposed with-

these canons, q^^ their couscnt. This method of proceeding, it must be

said, was somewhat unprecedented, and contrary to the usage

of the Church. These measures were extremely shocking in

Scotland. In this kingdom the presbyters had formerly dis-

owned the king's supremacy in the extent maintained by the

canons : the ministers were so far from complying to this

length, that they asserted an independent power in the Church

for convening their assemblies ; and that the decrees made
there were binding without any confirmation from the crown.
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And therefore, to have points of behef prescribed, and rules of CHARLES

religious practice set them by the prerogative, was looked on ^
^'

>

as intolerable vassalage. But not to insist any further upon

these exceptions, it was thought by moderate people, that the

publishing the canons before the Common Prayer was begin-

ning at the wrong end ; that the requiring submission to

things unseen, alarmed the people to a jealousy of wild innova-

tion,—gave them time to improve their prejudice, and form

parties against the Liturgy when it appeared. Whereas,

had the Common Prayer come out first, it might have met

with a smoother passage, and the canons been less critically rlw-^.Z/i.

examined.

To go back to England. The last year, the archbishop ArMishop

receiving letters from the queen of Bohemia (as they called ,„""(« ^a"co^

her), about promoting a collection for the banished ministers ^ff'^"^{T-

of the palatinate, solicited so strongly with the king, that he ministers.

granted letters -patent to pass through the kingdom for this

j)urpose. Tliis brief being brought to the archbishop for

direction and conveyance, he excepted against the wording of

the following clause, which stands thus :
—" Whose cases are

the more to be deplored, for that this extremity is fallen upon

them for their sincerity and constancy in the true religion,

which we, together with them, professed, and which we are all

bound in conscience to maintain to the utmost of our powers.

Whereas these religious and godly persons, being involved

among other their countrymen, might have enjoyed their

estates and fortunes, if with other backsliders, in the times of

trial, they would have submitted themselves to the Anti-

christian yoke, and have renounced or dissembled the profession

of the true religion." Upon the reading this passage, there

were two things which embarrassed the archbishop.

First. The religion of the palatine Churches was affirmed to He excepts

be the same with ours. This assertion is what Laud could not cfauleH^he

digest. He knew the five points were held by these Reformers leUers-pa-

m the feublapsarian sense ; that these palatmes mamtamed a «%.

parity in the clergy, in direct contradiction to the doctrine and

government of the English Church ; and that their professor

of divinity, Parajus, formerly mentioned, asserts a power in the

inferior magistracy, to control and resist the prince ; and that

this divine passing imcensurcd in his own country, was sup-

posed to have delivered more than his private opinion. Now,
not to repeat the rest, the archbishop was well asured this last
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LAUD, doctrine was point blank against the homilies ; In which resist-

Abp^Cant
g^j^^g ^|. ^j^g supreme magistrate is condemned in the most

decisive terms imaginable ; and that without any exception or

reservation whatsoever. For these reasons the archbishop did

not believe this part of the clause defensible, " that the religion

of the palatines was the same with ours, and that we ought to

maintain it to the utmost of our power." To which may be

added, that the palatine ministers were in the same condition

765. with the Grenevians. They had no episcopal ordination, by

consequence are self-originated, and without any authoritative

mission ; and being thus essentially defective in their charac-

ter, what right can they pretend to represent our Saviour, and

seal covenants in his name ?

The other exceptionable passage In the letters-patent, was

calling communion with the Church of Rome " an anti-Christian

yoke." Now, this has the appearance of an intemperate cen-

sure, and is more than is determined in the Church of England.

Those who drew these letters-patent seemed not to have been

aware that the orders in the Church of England are derived

from the Church of Rome : if, therefore, the Church of Rome

Is an anti-Christian society, her authority is gone, and her pri-

vileges forfeited ; by consequence, she is in no capacity to con-

vey sacerdotal pov/er in ordinations. From whence the next

inference is, that the benefit of the priesthood and the force of

holy ministrations must be lost in the English Church \ Upon

these considerations, as may be reasonably conjectured, the

archbishop was shocked with the brief ; and therefore, to pre-

vent the mischief which might ensue, he acquainted the king

with these crude passages. His majesty, being satisfied with

Laud's objections, gave orders for expunging the clause in a

new draught. And now the letters-patent being couched in

Cyprian. defensible expressions, the archbishop promoted the collection.

-^"S^'.jr ^^ July, this summer, a proclamation was published against

1635.
' profane swearing and cursing, pursuant to an act in the late

cap.
20.^^ reign. An office was likewise erected for receiving the penalty

Penalties of ^^ ^j^g statute : the monies arising from thence were to be paid

swearing to the respective bishops, and distributed among the poor where
given to tlie ,, nn i i i^
poor. the offender dwelt.
Rusinvortb, rjij

j^j^^ contiuucd liis carc for recovering the clergy of
part I. o

. . ,

p. 299. Scotland to a competent maintenance, and retrieving the patri-

' These remarks are worthy the consideration of certain denominations of the reli-

gious world. ;
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mony of the Church ; but, to prevent hasty steps and uncau- CHARLES
tious management in that country, Laud wrote to the archbishop .. ^' ,

of St. Andrew's, to proceed warily, to wait for opportunities,

and not precipitate matters : for that, at present, things were

somewhat unripe, and not prepared for any free motion. w. p. 314.

In the latter end of this year, Juxon, bishop of London, was Ju.ron,

made lord-treasurer : it was by Laud's interest the staff was Z,'mL'f

put in his hand. This office, being a place of the greatest '""'''' ^"'''^'

benefit in the kingdom, and not executed by a churchman
since the reign of Henry VII., was grudged Juxon, and
heightened the great men's disgust against Laud. However,

the archbishop being well assured of Juxon's integrity, and
believing his being put in this post would be a service to the

exchequer and strengthen the Church's interest, he resolved to

stand the event of recommending to so invidious a preferment.

As for capacity to manage the business, Juxon was not ill

furnished : for Laud, who had lately been joined in commission

for the treasury, had given him instructions. And, as for the

conduct of this bishop, he was every way equal to the employ-

ment, and managed to great commendation. But whether the

archbishop found his account in bringing him to this place of

trust and profit, will bear a question ; for some great courtiers,

being disappointed in so considerable an expectation, disrelished

the bishops, and fell off to the Puritan party.

To conclude this year with the archbishop's account of the The arch-

state of his province to the king. As to his own diocese, he ''''^'^'^p^

' ^ ' anntidl ac-

complained "the French and Dutch Churches at Canterbury, coaw^ <//,«

Maidstone, and Sandwich, notwithstanding they made somej?"^'''^

show of conformity to his injunctions, had not complied so

thoroughly as might reasonably be expected. In the diocese

of London, Dr. Stoughton, rector of Aldermanbury ; Simpson,

curate and lecturer of St. Margaret's, New Fish-street ; John
Goodwin, vicar of St. Stephen's, Coleman-street ; and Viner,

lecturer of St. Lawrence, in the Old Jewry, were convented for

breach of canons. But, upon their promise of amendment and
submission, the bishop proceeded no further against them.

Most, if not all, of these men went into the rebellion afterwards,

and were remarkable for their misbehaviour.

" The bishop of Lincoln certified, that he knew but one

nonconforming clergyman in that large diocese. By the bishop

of Bath and Wells' certificate to the archbishop, it appeared
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LAUD, ^}^Q diocese was broug-ht forward to very ffood order. For
Abp. Cant. , •

i i .

'

V ' instance, there was no single lecture in any corporation, but a

combination of divines preached by turns ; and, over and above,

the afternoon sermons were turned into catechizing in all

parishes. Corbet, bishop of Norwich, being dead about half a

year since, there was no certificate returned from thence ; but

the archbishop, by his visitation, perceived the whole diocese

was much out of order, and more especially at Yarmouth and

Ipswich ; and that Ward, preacher at this last town, had been

censured in the High Commission Court, for preaching against

the Common Prayer Book, and other resembling misdemeanors.

The bishops of Oxford, Sarum, Ely, Chichester, St. Asaph, and

Bristol, certify an entire conformity of all the clergy, without

so much as a single instance to the contrary. The bishop of

Landaff found only two noted schismatics. Wroth and Erbury,

who misled a great many ignorant people ; but, to check them
in their course, articles were prefeiTed against them in the

High Commission. The clergy in the dioceses of Hereford,

Winchester, Peterborough, Rochester, and Exeter, were regu-

lar and well managed, and paid a due submission to his

majesty's instructions. The late bishop of St. David's (now

translated to Hereford) complains, that few clergymen in that

poor rmoete diocese were tolerably qualified to instruct the

people. The bishop of Gloucester informs his metropolitan,

that, upon the score of the great number of impropriations in

766. his diocese, the clergy are very slenderly supported, and that

their poverty draws them to popularity and faction. From the

remaining bishops of Coventry and Lichfield, Worcester, and

Hist, of the Bangor, the archbishop had received no certificate."

&c°"f Abp. The beginning of the next year, a contest happened between
Laud. iiiQ archbishop and the two universities, concerning the right

of visitation. The archbishop claimed a right of visiting, upon

the privilege of his see. The universities, on the other side,

alleged this jurisdiction was vested in the king, upon the score

Foi. 246. of his being their founder. The cause was brought before the

atHamp'ton- council- board, and stands thus reported in Laud's register:

—

court.

The arch- __. .... ., • i i t
bishop claims His iTiajcsty, Sitting in council, was graciously pleased to

visUboth ^QSiV and determine a difference and debate lately risen between
universities, i\^q jgrd archbishop of Canterbury his o-race, and the two uni-
''jure metro- . . » -n i i • i • i «...
politico.", versities oi England, concerning the riglit of visitmg the said
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universities jure metropolitico, in the presence of the lord arch- CHARLES

bishop of Canterbury, being also chancellor of the university of v '^
,

Oxon, and of the earl of Holland, chancellor of the university

of Cambridge, and of persons sent and authorized by each of

the said universities, and of the counsel of all the said parties.

" In the first place, it was of all sides acknowledged to be

the undoubted right of the crown to visit the said universities,

whensoever his majesty pleaseth ; and it was on all parts con-

fessed, that the archbishop, in right of his metropolitical

church of Canterbury, hath power to visit his whole province,

in which the said universities are situate, and are under the

same power, unless they could show privilege and exemption :

which they then oflPered to show, but were not such as did or

could give satisfaction. And his majesty, upon full hearing of

the proofs on botli sides, and great consideration had of them,

declared that by no papal bull they could be exempted ; and

likewise, that by none of their charters they were exempted.

And, lastly, the omission of the archbishops to visit since the

visitations showed unto his majesty, could no way, in this case,

be a prescription to bar the right of the metropolitical see.

But it appeared unto his majesty, for and in affirmance of the

right of the archbishop, that actually both the universities had

been visited by three of his predecessors fm^e metropoUtico,

and not by any legatine power ; and that the metropolitical

right coming in question, upon the resistance of the university

of Oxon to be visited by the archbishop, it was upon great

advice and full hearing of both parties adjudged for the

archbishop, by his majesty's predecessor, king Richard II.;

and afterwards, upon a like re-hearing and re-examination,

adjudged and affirmed by king Henry IV.; and both of their

judgments, upon a third and full re-examination, established by

act of parliament, 13 Hen. IV., now showed by the archbishop

under the great seal of king Henry IV. And the archbishop

produced before his majesty the original renunciation of all

privileges from any pope, by the university of Cambridge,

under the hands of heads of houses there; Upon which right,

so clearly appearing both by practice and resolution of the

kings and parliament, his majesty, with the advice of his juiUnmnt

council, declared and adjudged the right of visitin<j both the .f;"",/<"'

universities as universities, and the chancellors, scholars, their king ami

servants, and others, enjoying the privilege of the said univer-
'^^""" '
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LAUD, sities, to belong to the archbishop and metropolitical church of

V
^'

_

'^" '

Canterbury, by themselves or commissaries, and that they shall

be from time to time obedient thereunto ; whereupon the

archbishop made an humble motion to his majesty, first for

himself, that he would be graciously pleased that he might

have this sentence drawn up by advice of his majesty's learned

council, and put under the broad seal, to settle all differences

that might hereafter arise ; then, on the behalf of both the

universities, that, though they were to be visited by the arch-

bishop and his successors, yet that they should not be visited

by the bishop of the diocese or the archdeacon, but should

perpetually remain free and exempt from the visitation and

jurisdiction of the bishop and archdeacon of the places where

they are. But then, since it was declared his right to visit

metropolitice, and that it was not limited by law how often he

might visit, therefore (notwithstanding the late custom of

visitation semel in vita tantum) he might visit the universities

by himself or his commissaries as often as any great emergent

cause should move him thereunto ; provided that neither the

said archbishop nor any of his successors (after his first visita-

tion) shall visit on such emergent cause, unless the said cause

be first made known to his majesty and his successors, and

approved by him or them. All which was graciously granted

by his majesty, and so settled.

" And lastly : whereas it was alleged, that the chancellors of

either university were, and are like to be, persons of great

honour and eminency, and therefore it might be inconvenient

that they should be called to such visitations, it was declared

by his majesty that such inconvenience would easily be helped,

for that in course of law the chancellor would be allowed to

appear by his proxy.

" Exr. Ed. Nicholas."

This decision fortified the archbishop"'s character, and made

him more regarded in both universities : even in Cambridge,

where his authority was less, his measures for conformity were

better pursued ; the communion-tables in the university-church

and several college-chapels were railed in ; the ornaments were

richer, and the worship more solemn, than formerly. In Ox-

ford, where Laud was chancellor, he met with no difficulty

:

767. here his motions were smooth and strong, and everything

14
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answered to inclination. I have already just mentioned the CHARLES

^,^7 archbishop's drawing a body of statutes for this university. »- ~^ >

He found the old regulations grown unserviceable, partly by the

alterations in religion, and partly upon the score of long disuse.

Besides, they wanted consistency in the sense, and order in the

digestion. To remedy this obscurity and confusion, the bishop

directed their being reviewed, cleared of contradiction, and
thrown into a new form. When this was done, and the draft

received in convocation, he got them confirmed under the

broad seal. For this favour the university returned him thanks June 23.

in a Latin letter very handsomely penned, Abp. Laud,

To proceed : the reading the king's declaration about lawful
f^QQ^^'

"'

sports stuck with many of the clergy : their meaning, it is
*'''«'«'^' "/

likely, might be fair, but they were not sufficiently enlightened s% o/OMn

to master their scruples. Their being prosecuted in the con- ^aldlm.

sistories and High Commission, for their refusal, brought the fiP^!"^
"'J'^'^''>"

.

' o tlw. broad-
government and bishops under no kmd representation. Now, seal.

to clear the Church and State from imputations of rigour, the

bishops made a sort of defence for the crown and themselves,

and alleged the reasons for enjoining the clergy the reading

this declaration.

First, In justification of the king, they argued that the Thr hisimps'

orders of a prince, when not evidently repugnant to the Holy []]j'hiimi'thc

Scriptures, or the law of nature, (I think it might be added, ^^'^f^Al^}^'

or the laws of the realm,) are precisely to be obeyed. siports.

Secondly, That a possible and remote inconvenience, re-

sulting from compliance, is not a sufficient discharge. For
every good subject ought to suppose, that his prince, with the

assistance of his council, is in a better condition to foresee dis-

advantage, and guard against ill consequences, than himself.

Thirdly, By disobeying our prince, where the command is

lawful, we run oui'selves upon a certain sin ; but this is ruinous

obstinacy, and ought not to be ventured on for preventing in-

conveniences. Thus far the apology for the crown, if we may
call it so.

In defence of themselves, the bishops alleged, that they re-

ceived an order from the king, for publishing the declaration in

their parish churches. Now who could the bishop lay their

commands upon, for this purpose, excepting the clergy \ And
whereas it was objected, no penalty was laid upon the refusere:

to this it was answered, some penalty, though not expressed,

was evidently implied ; for that otherwise the order would be pre-
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LAUD, carious, and given to no purpose. And, lastly, it was urged,

V
P'

^ '^"h that there was nothing in the declaration, that was plainly

contrary either to the word of God, the canons of the Church,

the laws of the land, or the practice of the reformed in other

countries. That if some men's scruples suggested otherwise,

public regards, and the interest of society, would oblige them

to acquiese. That if it was lawful for private persons to in-

dulge their doubts, and suspend their obedience, the functions

of government would be lamentably embarrassed. And they

urged further, that a sheriff, by his office, is bound to publish

his majesty's proclamations, though it were for the apprehend-

ing his own father, or though it contained matter unserviceable

to the public. That a priest may, without wrong to his con-

science, pronounce an excommunication legally put into his

hands, notwithstanding he is convinced the party is unjustly

excommunicated. That when the emperor Mauritius made an

order that no soldier should be admitted into any monastery

;

and enjoined the publication of this edict upon Gregory the

Great : the pope, upon the score of his being the emperor's

subject, dispersed the order through his jurisdiction, notwith-

standing he believed it an unlawful command. But then, it

must be observed, that at the same time, when this pope pub-

lished the order in duty to his prince, he remonstrated to the

Greg. Mag. matter, and openly declared the unlawfulness of it. Lastly,

episrei. ^^- Austin, in his book against Faustus, the Manichee, gives

Cap. 75. a resolution which seems to fit the case, that a Christian sol-

dier, under a Heathen prince, may lawfully pursue his profes-

sion, and obey his superior officers, though he has no clear

proofs of the justice of the war, or the serviceableness of the

orders received. These reasons, though not without their

effect, fell short of giving general satisfaction \

Su.J3.8Z. 1.0 The king, as has been observed, designed to introduce the

English Liturgy in Scotland : to recommend it to that nation,

the daily reading of it was ordered in the chapel at Holyrood-

house. But Ballautine, bishop of Dumblain, proceeding neg-

ligently in this affair. Laud thought it necessary to provide

The Scotch another better disposed. And thus, when the see of Aberdeen

drawn up in ^^^ void, he got him translated thither, and procured his pre-

Scotland. femieuts for Dr. Weederburn, a Scotchman by birth, but

bred and beneficed in England : this new dean pursued the

' An exceedingly strong declaration in favour of the royal prerogative, and the obe-

dience due to it by ecclesiastical and civil powers.
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king's instructions, and might probably have succeeded, ifciiARLES

the rest of the Scotch bishops had fallen in with hira.
, But ^ _J j

these prelates moving for a distinct Liturgy, upon the reasons

abovementioned, his majesty commanded the archbishop of

Canterbury to assist them : Laud deferred concerning himself

in this affair, in hopes of prevailing with them to drop their

motion, and acquiesce in the English book. But perceiving

them fixed in their resolution, he contributed his assistance

:

to bring him forward, he was strongly solicited by letters

brought him by Maxwell, bishop of Ross, and signed by the

archbishops of St. Andrew's and Glasgow ; by the bishops of

Murray, Dumblain, and Brechin. The scheme of this per-

formance being first struck out, and filled up in Scotland, and

from thence transmitted to the court, his majesty referred the Revieti-ed hy

review to the archbishop of Canterbury, the lord-treasurer
flj^l^f^^f

Juxon, bishop of London, and Wrenn, bishop of Norwich : Cuntc-hury

but Juxon having his hands full of his own business, the imimp of

matter rested with the other two. Upon the perusal of the
°^^'^ '

book, they perceived that W'eederburn had worked by some
directions given him at London, and gone mostly upon the

model and form of the English service. There was likewise a

paper sent up, containing some alterations to be inserted,

provided they were approved by his majesty. To mention //o„, f^^ ,-^

some of them : it was proposed, "That the Mamiificat, i^xi^^» different

. . from the

the rest of the Hymns, together with the Epistles and Gospels, Em/Ush

should be printed according to the last translation in the reign pr^T^
of king James : and that this might be done pursuant to such 768.

directions as they had received for printing the Psalms of

David in the last translation. That for the better singino; of

those Psalms to the organ, a colon should be made in the

middle of every verse, as it stands in the English. That every

prayer, or office, through the whole Communion, should be

named in the rubric before it, that the parts of the service

might be better distinguished to the congregation. That the

Invitation, Confession, Absolution, Sentences, Prefaces, and
Doxology, should be set in the same order they stand in the

English Liturgy : and that the prayer of Humble Access to

the holy table might stand immediately before receiving.""

These suggestions for alterations were passed by the arch-

bishop and bishop AVrenn, and afterwards signed by his majesty.

Further, Weederburn acquainted the archbishop with some
VOL. viii. I
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Ah'^r^'
^^^^^^^ "^ ^^^^ Scotch ordinal

: as, first, that the order of

^
.,

' deacons was made no more than a lay office. And secondly,

in the admission to the priesthood, the essential words for

conferring orders were omitted. When the king understood

their book for consecrating and ordaining bishops and priests,

&c. was thus remarkably short, he commanded Laud to give

them the choice of this alternative ; either to admit the Eng-

lish book, or else rectify their own, in those two important

instances : and when the book was ready to be published, his

majesty sent the archbishops and bishops fuller instructions

Rushwoitii. upon this affair :
" First, he requires them to take care that

the proclamation for authorizing the service book should not

be drawn to the prejudice of his prerogative royal. Secondly,

that in their calendar they should retain such catholic saints

as were in the Enghsh book. That some of the Scottish

nation, eminent for their sanctity, especially those of the blood

royal, and some bishops, of the best distinguished and most

primitive character, should be inserted." The saints added

through the months in the Scotch calendar, are these: January

11th, David, king ; January 13th, Mungo, or Kentigernius,

bishop ; February 18th, Colman ; March 11th, Constantino

III. king; March 17th, Patrick; March 20th, Cuthbei*t; April

1st, Gilbert, bishop ; April 20th, Serfe, bishop ; May, none

;

June 9th, Columba ; July 6th, Palladius ; August, none

;

September 13th, Ninian, bishop ; September 25th, Adaman,

bishop; October, none; November 16tli, Margaret, queen;

November 27th, Ode, Virgin; December 4th, Drostane.

Oct. 18, To go on with the king''s instructions : the archbishops,

&c. are required, " that in their book of ordination, in giving

orders to presbyters, they should keep ihe words of the

English book without change, ' Receive the Holy Ghost,' &c.

Fourthly, That amongst the lessons, ordinarily to be read in

the service, the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth

chapters of Wisdom ; and the first, second, fifth, eighth,

thirty-fifth, and forty-ninth chapters of Ecclesiasticus, should

be put in the calendar. Fifthly, That every bishop shall have

the service read twice a day in his family ; and that all arch-

bishops and bishops shall oblige all universities and colleges

within their dioceses to the same frequency and form of devo-

tion. Sixthly, That the preface to the book of Common
Prayer, signed by his majesty, and the proclamation for

]636.
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authorizing the same, shall be printed in the book of Common charles

Prayer." ->

To go on with the remaining alterations : the word ' priest"'

in the English Common Prayer book, being offensive to the

Scotch Novelists, * presbyter,"* which is the same in sense, was

used instead of it\ In the office for public baptism, this

sentence inclosed in crotchets is added ;
" Sanctify this foun-

tain of baptism, thou which art the sanctifier of all things.''

By the rubric the water in the font was to be changed twice a

month at least ; and then those words were to be pronounced

by the presbyter.

The main alterations stand in the Communion Service, where

thei'e are several additions, transpositions, and one remarkable

omission ; I shall give them the reader in their order. After

the reading the Epistle, the rubric directs the people to stand

up and say, " Glory be to thee, O Lord." And after the read-

ing of the Gospel, the people in a standing posture are ordered

to say, " Thanks be to thee, O Lord," in the prayer " for

the whole estate of Chrisfs Church militant here on earth."

When the holy eucharist is celebrated, this sentence is added : When tUre

" And we commend especially unto thy merciful goodness, the mimionj,his

congregation which is here assembled in thy name, to celebrate *'

the commemoration of the most precious death and sacrifice

of thy Son and our Saviour Jesus Christ." Towards the end

of this prayer the English form is changed thus :
" And we

also bless thy holy name for all those thy servants, who having

finished their course in faith, do now rest from their labours :

and we yield unto thee most high praise and hearty thanks for

the wonderful grace and virtue declared in all thy saints, who
have been the choice vessels of thy grace, and the lights of the

world in their several generations ; most humbly beseeching

thee, that we may have grace to follow the example of their

stcdfastness in thy faith, and obedience to thy holy command-
ments, that at the day of the general resurrection, we, and all

they which are of the mystical body of thy Son, may be set on

his right hand, and hear that his most joyful voice. Come, ye

blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you

from the foundation of the world. Grant this," &c.

Immediately after the Doxology, " Therefore with angels

and archangels," &c. the Consecration Prayer foUoweth : where

' Priest and presbyter are not tlie same in sense, or in reality.

I 2

scntcnci: is

]HI Ited.
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LAUD, the rubric directetli the presbyter to stand at such a part of
Abp. Cant, iiiiii i

• ^ i
. ' the holy table, where he may with the more ease and decency

of Common- "SO botli his hauds. In the prayer, this ancient clause for

Prayer; and
jj^yQgg^^jj^g. ^]r^Q Holv Ghost is inserted: "Hear us, O most

see my ~
*'

remarks mcrciful," &c. ; " and of thy almighty goodness vouchsafe so

the first to bless and sanctify with thy Word and Holy Spirit these thy

tiieTeien'of 0^^^ ^^^ crcaturcs of bread and wine, that they may be unto

king Edw.6. us the bodv and blood of thy most dearly beloved Son."
* '^' The next which follows is that which the rubric calls the

Memorial, or Prayer of Oblation. It begins thus :
" Wherefore,

O Lord and heavenly Father, according to the institution of

thy dearly beloved Son, our Saviour Jesus Christ, we thy

humble servants do celebrate and make here before thy Divine

Majesty, with these thy holy gifts, the memorial which thy

Son hath willed us to make, having in remembrance his blessed

passion, mighty resurrection, and glorious ascension, rendering

unto thee most hearty thanks for the innumerable benefits

procured unto us by the same." The rest of this prayer is the

same with that of the English book in the post-communion,

which begins thus : " Lord, we thy humble servants, entirely

desire thy fatherly goodness mercifully to accept," &c.

After this Memorial or Prayer of Oblation, the Lord's Prayer

followeth. The next is the Collect of Humble Access, which,

though changed in the order, is the same in words with that

in the English Liturgy, which begins thus :
" We do not pre-

sume to come to this thy table, Lord," &c.

The Benediction, as the Scotch rubric calls it, or the words

pronounced by the presbyter at receiving or giving the con-

secrated elements, stand as they did in the first Liturgy made

in the reign of king Edward VI., viz. :
" The body of our Lord

Jesus Christ, which was given for thee, preserve thy body and

soul unto everlasting life. The blood of our Lord Jesus Christ,

which was shed for thee, preserve thy body and soul to ever-

lasting life." At the end of each of the benedictions, the

rubric requires the person receiving to say " Amen."

When all the communicants have received, this Collect of

Thanksgiving is said by the presbyter : it begins, " Almighty

and everliving God," &c. ; and is the same with that in the

English Liturgy. After this, the Gloria in Excelsis is said or

sung :
" Glory be to God on high, on earth peace," &c., as we

have it. The office concludes with the bishop or presbyter's
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blessing :
" The peace of God, which passeth all understand- CHARLES

ing," &c. And thus I have gone through the alterations. ^"

The rest of the book is the same with the En";lish Connnon
Prayer, only there is some difference in disposing what was
offered at the holy eucharist : the Scotch rubric assigning one-

half of this to the presbyter for providing him books of

divinity ; the other moiety was to be spent in furnishing the

Church, or relieving the poor, at the discretion of the pres-

byter and churchwardens.

The proclamation for authorising the book stands thus :

—

" Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great Britain, France, The king's

and Ireland, defender of the faith. To our lovits, mes- |j|,^/y"""'

sengers, our sheriffs in that part, conjunctly and severally,
lf)"^if"^

specially constitute, greeting.

" Forasmuch as we, ever since our entry to the imperial

crown of this our ancient kingdom of Scotland, especially since

our late being here in the same, have divers times recom-

mended to the archbishops and bishops here the publishing of

a public form of service, in the worship of God, which we
would have uniformly observed therein. And the same being

now condescended upon, although we doubt not but all our

subjects, both clergy and others, will receive the said public

form of service with such reverence as appertaineth : yet

thinking it necessary to make our pleasure known, touching

the authorising of the book thereof,

—

" Our will is, and we charge you straitly and command, that

incontinent these our letters seen, you pass, and in our name
and authority command and charge all our subjects, both

ecclesiastical and civil, by open proclamation at the market-

crosses of the head boroughs of this our kingdom, and other

places needful, to conform themselves to the said public form

of worship, which is the only form which we (having taken the

counsel of our clergy) think fit to be used in God's public

worship in this our kingdom, commanding also all archbishops

and bishops, and other presbyters and churchmen, to take a

special care that the same be duly obeyed and observed, and

the contraveners condignly censured and punished, and to

have special care that every parish, betwixt this and Pasch

next, procure unto themselves two at least of the said books of

Common Prayer for the use of the parish. The which to do,
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LAUD, we commit to you conjunctly and severally our full power, by
Abp. Cant.^

tlicso our letters, delivering the same by you duly execute and

endorsed again to the bearer.

Given under our signet at Edinburgh the 20th day of

December, and of our reign the twelfth year, 1636.

" Per actum Secreti Ooncihi."

It is gene-

rally cla-

moured
against by

the Scots.

Before this proclamation was pubhshed, the Scotch took the

alarm, clamoured every where against the book, and discovered

the strongest aversion ; prejudice of education, and ignorance

of primitive practice, made them easily imposed on. Besides

those who were misled by principle, there were not a few who

seemed governed by interested views. The late commission of

surrenders was hard of digestion ; for let the title be never so

objectionable, people oftentimes are unwilling to let go their

hold, and part with unjust acquisitions. These men had no

prospect of recovering their prey in times of public repose

:

this made them watch all opportunities to embarrass the ad-

ministration, and distress the Church and the crown : their

business was to inflame discontents, to make the fei-ment boil

over, and blow up the people to sedition. In short, these men
of design joining the Presbyterian party, made the generality

believe religion lay at stake, that Laud, and some of their own

bishops, had concerted a project to revive popery, and bring

the mass-book upon them. This report catched upon the

populace, heated them almost to madness, and brought them

entirely into the measures of the malcontents. Their under-

standings being thus seized, and their passions at the direction

of their managers, the suppressing the book was thought the

only expedient to prevent a commotion and bring them to

temper. The archbishop of St. Andrew's, and some of the

most prudent of his brethren, were of this opinion. They

WTote to the archbishop of Canterbury to solicit the king, that

the publishing the book might be postponed to a more season-

able juncture. This advice might probably have been followed

in case the Scotch bishops had been better agreed, and acted

unanimously : but some of those of this order lately preferred,

having an overbalance of heat and spirits, refused to concur

with their brethren of better experience. Instead of manag-

ing with this precaution, they went in with the earl of Tra-

quair's sentiment, and pressed for execution and despatch.
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By the way, tliis nobleman, who was lord-treasurer, had a CHARLES
deep design, which they were by no means aware of. His,^ .'

<

business was to promote unacceptable measures, to push things 770.

to extremity, and ruin the bishops. He was apprehensive, it oftkis"d^-^

seems, these men might grow too big for his interest ; and ^^'^•

particularly that Maxwell, bishop of Ross, endeavoured to

supplant him in his post, and grasped at the treasurer's staff: Gutlnic's

and believing the rest of the bishops inclined to second
^^•^"°""^'

Maxwell in his ambition, he proved a mortal, though a secret /u.i»,/»<}.

enemy, to the whole order. And now the opportunity pre-

senting fair, he prevailed with some of the most sanguine to

give him their letter to the archbishop of Canterbury. Thus
furnished, his lordship posted to court, told Laud there w^as

no reason to be apprehensive of danger ; that the old bishops

were men of phlegm, and overgrown with spleen and timorous-

ness. That if Laud could prevail with the king to trust this

earl with the execution, he would venture his life to go through

with the business, without any considerable ruffle. Laud not

suspecting the treasurer's integrity, especially being recom-

mended by letters from those bishops he confided in ; Laud, I

say, for these reasons, not suspecting any design, was much
affected with Traquair's report : and though he did not think

it proper this affair should be managed by a layman, yet he

procia-ed himself a warrant from the king to command the

Scotch bishops to go forward with the undertaking at the

utmost hazard ; threatening them withal, that in case they

moved languidly, and threw in unnecessary delays, the king

would remove them, and fill their sees with men of more zeal

and resolution. This order was executed ; but the report of Su.L.%o.

the event must be respited to the next year '.

In the mean time, it may be observed, that the manner of The manner

introducing; this Common Prayer was somewhat extraordinary, "^ i^p'vy'i/
°

. , , i ,. .
J ^ mtlui Scotch

and gave a plausible colour for disgust ; for it was never laid Common

before the representing part of the Church, nor passed in a acceptable'

general assembly. The Scotch presbyters could never be re-

conciled to this method, and thought the authority of the

Church would be entirely lost by thus resigning to the regale.

Further, they were not a little prepossessed against the use

of the liturgy : and more than tliat, they neither liked a

' Laud always rcmcmlicrctl the first clause of the axiom, " fortitcr in re—suavitcr in

niodo." Had he remciubcved tlic second, he might liavc saved the constitution.
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LAUD, form so resembling the English book, and much less the alte-
Abp. Cant. .

•

> f_ . rations.

These alterations being afterwards charged upon Laud by

the Scotch commissioners, I shall mention his defence of some

passages. First, he takes notice these commissioners fall

short in their proof that this affair was governed by his direc-

tion : having premised this, he proceeds to answer what was

objected from the matter. The commissioners urged that the

changes and supplements in the Scotch Common Prayer-book

are taken from the mass-book and other Romish rituals ; and

that by these the book is made to vary from the book of Eng-

land. In answer to these objections, the archbishop replies,

ArcUishop " that the Church is only burnished and refined by the Refor-

fenio/so'me mation, and not melted down and made a new one. That all

passages in regular and defensible reformation retrenches nothing but error

Liturgy. and wroug practice, and leaves unaltered whatever will bear

the test. That if these variations from the English service are

good, it is no matter whence they are taken. That every part

of the missal, or other popish rituals, are not corruptions.

That there are many good praycre in them, neither is any-

thing ill merely because it is there. That provided there is

nothing superstitious or unlawful retained, the less alteration

in the ancient service of the Church the better." To this he adds,

" that these variations were either taken from the first book

in Edward VL's reign, which is no popery ; or else from some

Hist, of tlie ancient liturgies, which stand clear from all such imputations."

&™of A^bp. The next thing which I shall mention, objected by these

LauJ,p.ii3. commissioners, is the Scotch book's inverting the order of the

communion in the English Liturgy. To this the archbishop

replies, " that changing the order, either in the Communion-

office, or any other part of the service, is no disimprovement

of the prayers, or any corruption of the worship. For, pro-

vided the prayers are all good, the method of their standing

cannot make them otherwise, unless where the order is essen-

tial to a right performance. For instance, if the Absolution

was read before the Confession, in such cases, changing the

order would affect the quality of the service."" And to come

closer, though he does not find fault with the order of the

prayers as they stand in the Communion-book of England,

(" for God be thanked," says he, " it is well,") yet if they will

press him to a comparison, he believes the Scottish Liturgy
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ought to have the preference : that this latter comes nearer CHARLES

the primitive Church ; and for this he appeals to the judgment v
,; ,

of the learned. From hence he infers a great deal of obstinacy

and weakness in calling this a new communion, only because

some of the prayers are removed from their former situation.

Thirdly, (which is the last objection I shall report) the

commissioners urged the oblation of an unbloody sacrifice, and

this they pretend is Bellarmine's doctrine. To this the arch-

bishop's answer is, " that if Bellarmine means no more by the

oblation of the body and blood of Christ than a commemora-

tive representation of that great sacrifice upon the cross, the

cardinal is in the right, as bishop Jewel freely acknowledges.

As for the oblation of the elements, that is fit and proper," as u. p. 124.

the archbishop continues, " and that he is sorry it is not in the

book of England \"

As to the unacceptable method of bringing in the Scotch

Common Prayer, it is rather to be charged upon the bishops

of that nation. For when the direction of this affair was de-

bated, archbishop Laud advised the Scotch prelates to move

with great precaution, to govern themselves by the advice of

the lords of the secret council, and do nothing that might

clash with the laws and constitution of that kingdom. But

these bishops, it seems, thought themselves obliged to run a

new course, and cross upon the custom of the Church. They

durst not trust their clergy with this affair, nor venture the

book with a general assembly.

The English Puritans, finding the Scotch disconcerted, Bastwick,

struck in with the humour, and played their libels upon the
j>''^l/'\\"-(f

hierarchy. ]3astwick, a doctor of physic, led the way in a ii'"i-\<igui"st

pamphlet, entitled " Flagellum Episcoporum Latialium ;''"'

in «/•%.

which he asperses the bishops' conduct, and taxes them with

an inclination for popery. But this book being written in

Latin, and therefore not likely to spread the infection so sue- 771.

cessfully, he recollected himself, and, like Rabshakeh, railed in

the vulgar tongue. However, this second pamphlet, called his isa. xxxvi.

" Litany," had nothing extraordinary in it but coarseness and

malice. And that Bastwick might not stand single in the

field, Pryn takes care to reinforce him in two tracts, published

this year: one is entitled "The Quench-Coal," in answer to "The
Coal from the Altar :" the other was called " The Unbishop-

ing of Timothy and Titus." The design of it was to disprove

• Vide Collier's tracts in his controversy with Spirkes.
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LAUD, the apostolical institution of diocesan bishops. Burton, parson
Abp Cant.^ of St. Matthew, Friday-street, London, came into the cause

with somewhat more force and equal assurance. This divine,

preaching in his parish on the 5th of November, took these

words for his text : " My son, fear thou the Lord, and the

Prov. xxiv. king, and meddle not with them that are given to change."

In this sermon he insulted the bishops in the most scurrilous

language, and accused them of the deepest prevarication. He
lays innovation both in doctrine and worship to their charge.

That they encroached upon the civil constitution, carried their

1 Edw. 6. jurisdiction over the laws, and broke through an act of parlia-

*^^P' ^' ment. That they had falsified the records of the Church, and

stuffed in the first clause of the twentieth article. In short,

he arraigns them for notorious oppression ; flourishes upon the

fortitude of those who have withstood their impositions ; ani-

mates the people to remonstrate against them, and seems con-

tented to run the utmost risk to undo them.

Being imprisoned by the High Commission for this scan-

dalous invective, he appeals to the king, justifies his sermon in

an apology, and afterwards addresses the nobility. In this

last application he exhorts all degrees of people to appear re-

solutely in defence of the gospel against the bishops. And,

lastly, he prints these discourses together, with a dedication to

the king. Here he endeavours to prepossess the king with an

ill opinion of the bishops"' conduct. He tells his majesty their

management tends only to create a misunderstanding between

him and his people ; to alienate the affection of his good

subjects, and draw an odium upon the government. That it

was the business of these factors of Antichrist to break the

public union, and subvert the constitution, that they might

erect the throne of Antichrist upon the ruins. That the sub-

version of the Gospel, the rebuilding Babel, and the bringing

in of popery, was the chief design of the prelates and their

party : and that all their innovations, encroachment, and dan-

gerous practice, were only introductive to this business. In

his sermon, which from the text he mis-entitles, " for Grod and

the king,'' he makes a tragical complaint of persecution in

Norfolk and Suffolk. " That in those counties (where Wrenn
was now bishop) they had made the greatest havoc of good

ministers, that had been known within the memory of man

:

that three-score were already suspended in that single diocese.

And that by Christmas next, betwixt three or four-score more
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must either take leave of a good conscience, or else be thrown Charles

out of their function and subsistence. And, lastly, that in all > J
'

queen Mary's reign, the faithful ministers of God were not

harassed to this degree (in so short a time) in any diocese, or

in the whole kingdom." Wrenn, to wipe off this calumny, and

rescue himself from so ugly an imputation, ordered his registers

to be examined : and upon inspecting the records of his court,

it was found there was not above thirty clergymen, lecturers

included, that lay under any sort of ecclesiastical censure.

That of these but sixteen were suspended ; and of these six-

teen, eight had their restraints discharged, and were referred

to a further time of trial. Burton's clamour of persecution

might be disproved through several other particulars : but this

may be sufficient to discover what credit is to be given to this

reporter. Cyprian.

Archbishop Laud, in his annual account of his province. Archbishop

informs the kinff, " that the Walloons, and other foreigners in -^""/^'« «"-

o' ' o 1/uul account

his diocese, especially at Canterbury, came orderly to their '/'«'*• f™-
• • viilCQ

parish churches, and conformed to his injunctions, within the

limitation allowed by his majesty. That in the diocese of

London the lord bishop acquainted him with three gross mis-

demeanours : that Dr. Cornelius Burgess was one instance of

this misbehaviour : that this divine, in a Latin sermon before

the London clergy, had thrown out several insolent passages

against the bishops and government of the Church, and re-

fused to give his diocesan a copy of the discourse." That one

Mr. Wharton, a minister in Essex, had made an indiscreet

and scurrilous discourse in the pulpit at Chelmsford : but that,

upon receiving a canonical admonition, he had been brought to

a submission.

The third misdemeanour, which the bishop of London

complained of, was the late dispersing of some factious and

malicious pamphlets against the government of the bishops,

and ecclesiastical constitution. And that his lordship further

certifies, he has good ground to believe these virulent libels

are written, or at least countenanced and dispersed by some of

the clergy of his own diocese.

The bishop of Norwich certifies he found a general defect

of catechising quite through the diocese ; but has now settled

that matter. That in Norwich, where there are thirty-four

churches, there was no preaching on Sunday morning, except-
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LAUD, ing in four ; the sermons being put off until the afternoon, and

>

^
\

'^^
'' catechising omitted ; but that he had broke this ill custom.

That lectures were very frequent in Suffolk, and many of

them set up by private gentlemen, without either consulting

the ordinary, or observing the canons and discipline of the

Church. That the bishop had brought several of these to a

due regulation, and particularly in Bury St. Edmund's. That

Mr. Ward, lecturer at Ipswich, standing censured in the High
Commission, and refusing to submit, the bishop was willing to

allow them another, upon application : but they resolved to

have Mr, Ward or none, in contempt, as it was thought, of

the censure.

The lecture at Yarmouth occasioned a great deal of mis-

understanding in that town : but now that exercise being

silenced, the place was quieted, and the orders of the Church

observed. As for the lecturers in the country, they generally

run riot, and live wide of discipline. However the bishop

treats them with temper, upon conformity. His lordship

(Wrenn) craves direction, what is to be done with such

scholars, some in orders, some not, which gentlemen of figure

772. entertain in their houses, under pretence of teaching their

children. He likewise complains that some beneficed divines

live in the houses of the rich laity, and not upon their cures.

As to this, the archbishop is of opinion the beneficed men
should be enjoined residence : and for the rest, his majesty's

instructions ought to be pursued, and none allowed to keep

chaplains, but such as are qualified by law. However, he

humbly refers the whole to his majesty's pleasure. To this

the king answers in these words ; "I approve your judgment

in this. I only add that care must be taken, that even those

qualified by law keep none but conformable men."

This annual account reports the rest of the dioceses in good

order; with this exception, that in the Welch dioceses, the

discipline of the Church was overborne by the court of marches.

And that from the sees of Rochester, Gloucester, Bristol,

Hist, of the Coventry and Lichfield, no certificates were returned.

&c°o?Abp. This year bishop Williams published his tract entitled, "The
Laud. Holy Table, Name and Thing," in answer to " The Coal from

' the Altar." In this book the author has some glancing strokes

against bowing at the name of Jesus, worshipj)ing towards the

east, and praying conformably to the canon ; and makes re-
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moving the communion table to the place where the altar CHARLES

stood, a step introductive to popery : and that these new re- ^-—,.,!
'

formers (as he calls those of Laud's sentiment), when they

had carried the outwoi'ks of religion, intended to attack

the main fort. The learned Heylin, by the king's order, a.d. 1637.

answered this book in a tract entitled, " Antidotum Lincoln-

iense." And some few months after published a reply to

Burton's libel : it is called, " A brief and moderate Answer to

the seditions and scandalous challenges of H. B," &c. About

the same time two other books appeared in defence of the

bishops' proceedings. One was a further answer to the bishop

of Lincoln's " Holy Table," «fec.; it was entitled, " Altare Chris-

tianum," and written by one Packlington, beneficed in Bed-

fordshire : the other, published against Burton, by Dow of

Basel in Sussex, had the title, " Of Innovations unjustly

charged," &c.

This year one Adams, preaching in St. Mary's church,

before the university of Cambridge, on these words, " Whose-

soever sins ye remit, they are remitted," &;c. asserted the Jolmxx. 23.

necessity of confession to a priest, in expressions somewhat

unusual since the Reformation. For instance, " That par- jdams's

ticular confession to a priest, of all sins committed after q"^j^'^\

baptism, so far as our memory reaches, is necessary to salva- touching

tion. That this is the doctrine not only of the schoolmen,

but of the fathers, and almost all antiquity. That such con-

fession is necessary, not only necessitate prcccept'i^ but also neces-

sitate medii : so that by the ordiimry revealed means appointed

by Christ, there can be no salvation without it. And that

where the juncture makes it impracticable, we are obliged to a

resolution of doing it at the next opportunity. That God,

having an aversion to all sin, will not pardon any breach of

duty, in case we willingly conceal it from the priest's know-

ledge. That confession is no less necessary to salvation than

the sacrament of baptism. That since our Saviour erected a

court, where sins should be dischai'ged or censured at the

discretion of his ministers, (as it is evident by the text he has

done) : the inference is, that it was plainly our Saviour's inten-

tion the faithful should be obliged to confess all their sins to

the priest, as far as their recollection could serve them ; and

that their pardon was suspended upon this condition. This

he conceived was the doctrine of the Church of England, con-
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LAUD, tained in her Liturgy." He maintained farther, " That eonfes-

V ^^_^ sion was a duty of far more antiquity and extent than popery.

That it was instituted by our Saviour, practised by the apostles,

by the holy fathers, and all the succeeding ages of the Church

:

and therefore, though the Papists use it, it cannot be called a

point of popery, as some would have it. What ! (says he)

shall the errors in some tenets prejudice the truth in this?

What ! shall we refuse the grape, because the stalk is with-

ered ? This were a puritanical novation-nicety. I never

heard of any thing but a foolish cock that ever refused a

gem, though in a dunghill.""

There being more passages to this effect. Dr. Ward, Dr.

Love, Dr. Brownrig, and Dr. Holdsworth, were disgusted with

the discourse, and convented Adams before the heads, who
perused a copy of the sermon. After this, the vice-chancellor.

Dr. Brownrig, drew up a recantation, enjoining the preacher to

speak it publicly, to take off the scandal he had given. The
form is as follows :

" Whereas, &c., on Sunday, the 25th of June last, in my
public sermon on these words (St. John xx. 23), ' Whose sins

ye remit, they are remitted, and whose sins ye retain, they are

retained,"* I delivered this doctrine : that a special confession

unto a priest (actually, where time or opportunity presents

itself, or otherwise in explicit intention and resolution) of all

our sins committed after baptism, so far forth as we do

remember, is necessary unto salvation ; not only necessitate

prwcepti^ but necessitate medii ; so that, according to the

ordinance, or revealed means appointed by Christ, there can

be no salvation without the aforesaid confession. Upon
more mature thoughts, and better information, I do find

that this doctrine then delivered was both erroneous and dan-

gerous, having not warrant from the Word of God, and crossing

the doctrine of our Church ; as may appear by her Liturgy in

the second exhortation of the Communion, and in the Visita-

tion of the Sick, and in the second part in the Homily of

Repentance. As therefore in general I do acknowledge, in

the words of the aforesaid homily, that it is most evident and

plain, that this auricular confession hath not its warrant in

God's Word, and that therefore, being not led with conscience

thereof, if we with fear and trembling, and with a contrite

heart, use that kind of confession which God doth command in
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his Word (namely, an unfeigned confession unto Almighty CHARLES

God himself), then, doubtless, as he is faithful and true, he » J >

will forgive us our sins, and make us clean from all our wicked-

ness ; so in the case of a troubled or doubtful conscience, I do

conform my opinion unto the direction of our Church, which in

her Liturgy doth exhort and require those whose consciences

are troubled with any weighty matter, to a special confession ;

so that they who cannot quiet their own consciences are to

repair to their own, or some other discreet and learned minister 773.

of God's Word, to open to them their grief, that so they may
receive such ghostly counsel, advice, and comfort, as their

consciences may be relieved, and by the ministry of God's

Word, the benefit of absolution to the quieting their con-

science, and the avoiding of all scruple and doubtfulness ; since

it is against true Christian liberty, that any man should be

bound to the numbering of his sins, as it hath been heretofore

in times of ignorance and blindness. This I do acknowledge

to be the doctrine of the Church of England, concerning con-

fession ; and to it I do, ex animo, subscribe, and am heartily

sorry for w'hatever I have delivered to the contrary."

Adams refusing to retract, and saying he was not conscious

of advancing anything contrary to the doctrine of the Church

of England, it was put to the vote by the heads of the univer-

sity, whether this recantation should be put upon him or not.

Dr. Ward, Dr. Bainbridge, Dr. Love, Dr. Holdsworth, and

the vice-chancellor, voted on the affirmative side of the ques-

tion ; but Dr. Collins, Dr. Smith, Dr. Cumber, Dr. Cosins,

Dr. Lany, Dr. INIartin, Dr. Stern, and Dr. Eden, voting for

the negative, Adams was dismissed without farther trouble.

The whole proceedings of this affair were sent up to the arch-

bishop of Canterbury, and found in his closet at the Tower,

endorsed with his own hand, signifying the date and subject-

matter, and that the account was transmitted to him by Dr.

Cosins. Rushwortb's

The archbishop's diary takes no notice of this remarkable pal-f

2^°^^'

narrative. This silence makes the story, or at least the expres- P- 1^78, &c.

sion of part of it, somewhat suspicious. However, I thought

fit to mention it, and leave it with the I'eader upon Rushworth's

authority.

In Trinity-term, this year, attorney-general Banks preferred ^!" i»forma-

an miorniation in the Star-cliamber agamst John Bastwick, Bastwkk,

8
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LAUD, doctor in physic ; Henry Burton, bachelor in divinity ; and
^

—

'^,—'> WilHam Pryn, barrister at law. These three defendants were

Prynin 'the prosccuted for publishing seditious, schismatical, and libellous

Star-cham- books, against the hierarchy and government. The defendants

Rnshworth, drew an answer, which it seems was so ruggedly worded, that
vo.-.p.

• ^ijgjj. counsel refused signing it. Upon this they petitioned

the court their answers might be received, signed by themselves,

pretending ancient precedents to justify their request. But

this motion being overruled as unreasonable, they exhibited a

cross bill against Canterbury and his confederates, as they call

them, charging them with the greatest part of those calumnies

with which their printed libels were stuffed. But this bill, being

likewise signed by none but themselves, was rejected bythe court.

But here it must not be forgotten that Burton's answer was

signed by Holt, a bencher of Gray's-inn. It was referred to

the consideration of the two chief justices, who were to expunge

what they thought scandalous and improper for the hearing of

the court. These judges, finding the answer a rough and

intemperate invective, struck it all out, excepting six lines in

the beginning and three or four in the latter end. Burton

demanded justice against this large deletion, alleging that

neither himself or his counsel were heard before the two chief

justices in defence of their answer. However, it was ordered

by the court, that, in case he refused to swear the expunged

answer, and answer to interrogatories, he must be in the same

condition with Bastwick and Pryn, and be proceeded against

pro confesso.

Burton's answer set forth the substance of his sermon. He
charges the bishops with the following innovations : First,

that, in the epistle for the Sunday before Easter, instead of

" in," they have made it " at," the name of Jesus " every knee

shall bow\" This alteration, he pretends, is directly against an

act of parliament. Secondly : that two places are changed in

the prayers appointed for the oth of November ; that the last

year's fast was enjoined to be without sermons, in London, the

suburbs, and other infected places, contrary to the order for

public humiliations in former times ; that Wednesday was

appointed for the fast-day ; and that this was done to make this

fast without preaching a precedent to suppress all Wednesday-

lectures in London ; that the prayer for seasonable weather

' The original is, iv -riZ ouofiUTi, "in tlie name," Phil. ii. 10.
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was expunged in this last book for the fast ; and that the CHARLES

deleting this prayer was one cause of wrecks and tempests ; v ..^ i

that a passage was left out in this book touching a dangerous

reliance on fasting with relation to merit ; that these words,

" Who art the Father of thine elect, and their seed," are changed

in the collect for the prince and the king's children ; and that

this alteration was made by the prelates to exclude the king's

children from the number of God's elect,

Bastwick's answer was scandalously coarse and downright

railing, without reason. He charges the prelates with invading

the prerogative-royal ; that they despised the Holy Scriptures,

countenanced profaneness, and made it their business to pro-

mote the growth of popery, and bring superstition and idolatry

upon the nation ; that they abused the king's authority to

injustice and tyranny ; that they managed without either wit,

honesty, or temper ; that they served under the devil, were

enemies to God and the king, and that everybody of probity

was their aversion : and all this, he had the confidence to say,

he was ready to maintain. ^'^'^"'•

Pryn's answer had more manners and moderation ; and,

whatever his dissatisfaction might be, regard to himself kept

him at present from such flights of distraction. However, he

moved his answer might be read, and offered to abide the

censure of the court, provided he failed in the proof. But the

answers not passing through the forms of law, nor coming

legally before the lords of the Star-chamber, the court pro-

ceeded to sentence, and fined each of the defendants. Bast-

wick, Burton, and Pryn, five thousand pounds each to the Their aen-

king, and adjudged the two first to stand in the pillory at

Westminster and lose their ears. As for Pryn, he had lost his ^ ^5-

ears four years since by a Star-chamber judgment. However,

he had no abatement in his punishment for that misfortune

but was sentenced to lose the remainder, and be marked on

both cheeks with great " S." and " L.," signifying a " seditious

libeller." By the way, the libel for which he was prosecuted

was entitled " The News from Ipswich." In this pamphlet he

calls the archbishop "arch-agent for the devil;" that "Beelzebub

himself had been archbishop ;" and that the bishops in general

were " Luciferian lord bishops," "execrable traitors," and
" devouring wolves." But enough of this.

On the 30th of June the sentence was executed, Burton 774.

VOL. vm. K
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LAUD, beinor first degraded. The punishing; men of the three most
Abp. Cant. .*',

n
^

• .,, ..^ ..^ ,,
'^

—

^ I emment proiessions m this ignommious manner was somewhat
shocking to many people of no ill meaning. When they had

suffered the sentence, they were committed : one to the castle

of Launceston, in Cornwall ; another to the castle of Lancaster

;

and the third to the castle of Carmarthen. But these places

being crowded with visitants who came to condole with them,

the government, to prevent the mischief of such a correspond-

ence, removed them to a more retired confinement. Pryn was

sent to the castle of Mont Orgueil, in the Isle of Jersey ;

Burton to Castle Cornet, in the roads of Guernsey; and

Bastwick to St. Mary's castle, in the Isle of Scilly.

The character of these three persons, especially of Pryn,

may be collected from the foregoing history. However, to

Somewhat tlirow in a word concerning the other two, " Bastwick," as the

Bastwick lord Clarendon describes him, " was a half-witted, crack-

TlfT''^'

'*
l^^'^"^6cl fellow, unknown to either university, or the college of

physicians." He had spent his time abroad between the

Lord Cla- scliools and the camp, and had gotten a doctorship and Latin.

Hist, of the And being thus furnished with language and malice, he pub-
Rebellion, ijgbed a scandalous invective against the bishops, as has been

already observed.

Burton, before he took orders, waited as closet-keeper upon

the king, when prince of Wales. He was ordained priest in

the latter end of the last reign, and thought himself neglected

in not being sent chaplain to the prince, then at Madrid.

Upon the death of king James, he expected to have been clerk

of the closet ; but this preferment being bestowed upon—or

rather, continued in—Neile, bishop of Durham, Burton had

not temper enough to conceal this disgust, but committed two

or three such weak and rude indiscretions, that he was for-

bidden the presumption of appearing any longer at court. His

ambition being thus balked, he turned lecturer and malcontent,

and, to revenge himself on the bishop of Durham, played his

spleen upon the whole order.

I shall now give the reader an abstract of archbishop Laud's

defence of himself and the rest of the bishops against the charge

of innovation, contained in the libels and answers of Bastwick,

Burton, and Pryn. This vindication the archbishop delivered

in a speech, when the court was ready to give sentence.

He opens his discourse with remarking how odious a method
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it was to make use of libels, even for the support of truth, and Charles

bring religion under the protection of railing ; and that the >~^ .! >

primitive Christians forbore this expedient when persecution j^X/'w^z-

was most rigorous and imaging. As for the order of bishops, he ^j'^'i^on of

maintained it to be jure divmo, though not in all the adjuncts tJ/e huhops

or circumstances of that function ; and that, from the time of X"w o/*

the apostles, the Church of Christ, through all ages and coun- innovation.

tries, had been governed by bishops ; and that lay-elders were

never heard of till Calvin's new-fangled device at Geneva.

And whereas it was objected by the defendants, that the

bishops'" claiming by divine right implied a commission inde-

pendent upon the State, and was by consequence an encroach-

ment upon the prerogative. The archbishop answers, this was

a mere ignorant invasion :
" for "—to use his own words

—

" our being bishops," says he, " by divine right, takes nothing

from the king's right or power over us : for, though our office

be from God and Christ immediately, yet may we not exercise

that power, either of order or jurisdiction, but as God hath

appointed us,—that is, not in his majesty's or any Christian

king's kingdoms, but by and under the power of the king given

us so to do." Arclibisliop

Whether this reasoning of the archbishop will hold or not, Spcecii in

I shall refer the reader to what has been observed in both the chamw
parts of my history upon this subject. Ju^e ic>

As to the innovations charged in the libels, he answers them

as they lie. First, touching the suppressing sermons in places

visited with the plague during the fast, and that this was con-

trary to the order of former times. To this he returns, that

the present age is not unalterably bound up to the precedents

of the former ; that it is no fault to avoid an inconvenience,

and grow wiser upon experience ; that the suppressing those

sermons was no act of the bishops, but an order of the privy

council, to prevent the spreading of the infection ; and, lastly,

that, as fast-sermons had been managed of late, the people were

much the worse for them ; that the government was arraigned

and the people heated towards sedition at such opportunities,

—and for this he mentioned Burton's sermon as a clear

instance. As to the AVednesday-fast without sermons : he

answered, that Wednesday was the usual day for such public

fasts ; that it was fixed by the lord-keeper Coventry, who was

apparently no friend to popery ; and, notwithstanding it was

K 2
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LAUD, pretended the day was changed for putting down the Wednes-
V

—

L^_!!Lj day-lectures, the present continuance of these exercises on that

day was a sufficient disproof of that surmise. Their objection

of leaving out the prayer for seasonable weather being a trifling

allegation, the archbishop''s answer shall be omitted.

To the omission of a clause in a thanksgiving-collect, for

God's delivering us from popish superstition, his answer is,

"that, though our forefathers had been delivered from such

superstitions, yet, blessed be God ! we were never in them, and

therefore could not properly be said to have been delivered."

And whereas a passage, relating to a reliance on the merit of

fasting, was left out in the late orders ; to this he replies,

" that, in this age and kingdom, there was no danger of over-

rating the significancy of fasting ; that, on the contrary, the

discipline of Lent and other stated times for austerity and

mortification were disused and treated with contempt, except-

ing such voluntary humiliations as some humoursome and

designing people called for, to carry on their own business."

The next pretended innovation I shall mention is, the expung-

ing " Father of thine elect, and of their seed," in the collect

for the royal family. To this it was answered, " that this col-

lect was not in the Common Prayer Book confirmed by law, in

the reigns of king Edward VI. and queen Elizabeth, neither of

those princes having any issue ; and that it was left out for some

775. years after his present majesty came to the crown ; and, lastly,

that the clause of ' Father of thine elect,' &c., was left out by

Abbot, his predecessor, altering the words in the epistle on the

Sunday next before Easter, and putting ' at ' the name of

Jesus, for ' in ' the name of Jesus." And bowing when the

name of Jesus was pronounced was another head of complaint

against the bishops. To this it was answered, " that bowing

at the name of Jesus was no innovation introduced by the pre-

lates now living, but enjoined by queen Elizabeth's Injunctions

at the beginning of the Reformation ; and, secondly, though it

is ' in ' the name of Jesus in the old editions of the liturgies,

it is ' at ' the name of Jesus in the translation of Geneva

printed in the year 1567, and in the new translation made

in the late reign." The bishops are further charged with the

alteration of two passages in the form of prayer set forth by

act of parliament for the 5th of November. The form stands

thus : " Root out the Babylonish sect which say of Jerusalem,
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Down with it,"&c. The other passage is this :
" Cut off those CHARLES

workers of iniquity whose religion is rebeUion,"''' &c. Both ^

which are thus altered in the books last printed :
" Root out

the Babylonish and anti-Christian sect (of them) which say,"

&c. ; and " Cut off those workers of iniquity who turn religion

into rebellion," &e. To this the defence was " that the prayers

for the 5th of November were neither made, published, or

enjoined by act of parliament, but only by the king's authority;

secondly, that being drawn up and ordered to be read by the

king's sole authority, his majesty might alter the form as far

as he thought proper, and that the archbishop had the king's

hand for those alterations."

The pretended innovation, in placing the communion-table

where the altar stood, reading the second service at it, and

bowing towards, or before it, was thus disproved :

First, The archbishop had practice and custom on his side

;

for the table had been placed in this situation in his majesty's

chapel, and several cathedrals, since the Reformation. That if

this way of standing was lawful in those places of devotion, how
could the same usage be exceptionable in other churches ? His

defence from authority and law has been mentioned upon an-

other occasion, and therefore I shall pass it over. Then as for

reading the communion service at the altar, it was the cus-

tomary practice as far as his memory could reach : that this

usage was first changed in the churches where the Puritans

preached, and therefore the charge of innovation must lie at

their door.

Secondly, That the reading Divine service at the communion-

table is required by the rubric. For instance : in the first

rubrical paragraph after the communion, it is appointed, that

on holy days (if there is no communion) all shall be said that

is appointed at the communion ; and in the last rubric before

the communion, the priest is ordered to stand at the north

side of the holy table, and officiate.

And, lastly, Bowing towards the table at their approaching

towards it, or entering into the Church, was defensible by the

practice of Moses, David, and Hezekiah ; and impUed in the

Psalm, " O come, let us worship and fall down," Szc. That

this sentence stood constantly in the front of the ancient

Liturgies, and thus it stands in ours : and that therefore the

people might as well refuse coming to church, as worshipping
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LAUD, when they came thither. To this the archbishop subjoined,

K '^\ '^"
'j " that by the statutes of the noble order of the Garter, the

knights were obhged to make their reverence towards the altar.

That this rehgious ceremony had continued ever since the time

of king Henry V. : that if there were any idolatry in it, neither

queen Elizabeth, who expelled, nor king James, who kept out

popery, would have suffered the practice." After this he argues

in a dilemma, that if it was a part of Divine worship, and no

idolatry, he ought to perform it no less than the Garter-knights.

But if it was a prohibited instance of adoration, and clashed

with the Decalogue, they ought to forbear it as well as himself.

Their heaviest charge, that the bishops had interpolated the

Church records, forged a popish clause, and tacked it to the

beginning of the twentieth article, has been sufficiently dis-

Vir/.y/ 37Z proved already, under the year 1562 ; and thither I refer the

reader.

The archbishop having gone through these heads of innova-

vation, acquainted the court there were some other remaining

exceptions in points of doctrine ; but that these should quickly

be satisfied in a tract for that purpose, meaning the answer to

Burton's book, already mentioned. In the close, he declines

giving sentence against the persons prosecuted, in regard he

was somewhat of a party in the information : and thus he

leaves them to God''s mercy, and the king's justice.

There was one considerable article, of which the archbishop

took no notice in his speech ; it is this :
" the prelates had

never applied for the king's letters-patent, under the great

seal of England, to authorize the keeping their courts, visita-

tions, &c. but that they acted in their own names, and under

Burton's their own seals, contrary to law." The force of this objection
Scmion, having been disabled by a solemn resolution already related,

I shall waive repetition ; only to what has been said, it may
not be improper to add, upon this occasion, that upon the 14th

of May, this year, the judges unanimously declared, that the

act of repeal of 1 Ed, VI. cap. 2. made in the first of queen

Mary, was still in force.

But to strengthen the security for the Church, and make it

serviceable to after ages, he humbly desired the king the case

might be put more at length, and that the resolution of all the

reverend judges might be taken fuller in form, and published

by his majesty. That by this means the governors of the
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Church may proceed more cheerfully in their functions ; and Charles
the laity be delivered from the prejudices they had received of •.

!'
;

the bishop's encroachment. His majesty condescending to this

motion, published the following declaration :

—

" By THE King.

" Whereas in some of the libellous books and pamphlets ^ vindjca-

lately published, the most reverend fathers in God, the lordbilhops'ejer-

archbishops and bishops of the realm, are said to have usurped
'^dktion'^in'

upon his majesty's prerogative royal, and to have proceeded in '''<'«' °'^^

the High Commission, and other ecclesiastical courts, contrary

to the laws and statutes of the realm : it was ordered by his

majesty's High-court of Star-chamber, the 12th of June last,

that the opinion of the two lords chief justices, the lord chief

baron, and the rest of the judges and barons, should be had
and certified in these particulars, viz. Whether processes may
not issue out of the ecclesiastical courts in the names of the

bishops ? Whether a patent under the great seal be necessary

for the keeping of the ecclesiastical courts, and enabling cita- 776.
tions, suspensions, excommunications, and other censures of

the Church ? And whether the citations ought to be in the

king's name, and under his seal of arms ; and the like for in-

stitutions and inductions to benefices, and correction of eccle-

siastical offences ? And whether bishops, archdeacons, and
other ecclesiastical persons, may or ought to keep any visita-

tion at any time, unless they have express commission, or

patent under the great seal of England, to do it ; and that as

his majesty's visitors only, and in his name and right alone ?

" Whereupon the said judges having taken the same into a rrsolnHon

their serious consideration, did unanimously agree and concur "(fiff'

in opinion ; and, on the first day of July last, certified under ^V ^'''« »'«<-

their hands as followeth : ' That processes may issue out of upori record.

ecclesiastical courts in the name of the bishops, and that a

patent under the great seal is not necessary for the keeping the

said ecclesiastical courts, or for the enabling of citations, sus-

pensions, excommunications, and other censures of the Church.

And that it is not necessary that summons, citations, or other

processes ecclesiastical in the said courts, or institutions, and

inductions to benefices, or correction of ecclesiastical offences

by censure in these courts, be in the king's name, or with the
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LAUD, style of the king, or with the king's seal, or that the seals of

^
'^"

^
"'"

'< the office have in them the king's arms ; and that the statute

1 Ed.VI. c. 2. which enacted the contrary, is not now in force ;

and that the archbishops, bishops, archdeacons, and other

ecclesiastical persons, may keep their visitations, as usually

they have done, without commission under the great seal so to

do."* Which opinions and resolutions being declared under

the hands of all his majesty's said judges, and so certified into

his court of Star-chamber, were there recorded ; and it was by

that court further ordered, the 4th of the said July, that the

said certificate should be enrolled in all other his majesty's

courts at Westminster, and in the High Commission, and other

ecclesiastical courts, for the satisfaction of all men : that the

proceedings in the High Commission, and other ecclesiastical

courts, are agreeable to the laws and statutes of this realm.

" And his royal majesty has thought fit, with the advice of

his council, that a public declaration of these the opinions of

his reverend and learned judges, being agreeable to the judg-

ment and resolution of former times, should be made known to

all his subjects, as well to vindicate the legal proceedings of

his ecclesiastical courts and ministers, from the unjust and

scandalous imputation of invading or inti-enching on his royal

prerogative, as to settle the minds, and stop the mouths of all

unquiet spirits, that for the future they presume not to censure

his ecclesiastical courts, or ministers, in these their just and

warranted proceedings. And hereof his majesty admonisheth all

his subjects to take warning, as they will answer the contrary

at their peril.

" Given at the court of Lindhurst, the 13th day of

August, in the thirteenth year of his reign, 1637."

Bjshop Wii- In Trinity term, this summer, Williams, lord bishop of Lin-

secutedTn colu, was prosccutcd afresh in the Star-chamber : a bill had for

tf^ Star- some time been preferred against him in this court for revealing
chamber for

. . .

suhornation, the king's sccrets, sir John Lamb and Dr. Sibthorp being the

I'c.
' informers. But here the bishop defended himself so well, that

attorney-general Noy grew weary of the cause, and slackened

the prosecution. But after his death the business was revived

by one Kilvart, proctor in the Arches. This Kilvart, per-

ceiving the bishop's defence rested most on the testimony of
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Prigeon, registrary of the court at Lincoln, endeavoured to CHARLES

disable the credit of this evidence : for this purpose, he laid a v^

bastard to his charge, and proved the accusation so plausibly,

if not with truth, that the justices of the peace, at the quarter-

sessions at Lincoln, made an order for obliging Prigeon to

keep the child. The bishop, to clear Prigeon's reputation,

procured two of his countrymen, Owen and Powel, to give in

counter-evidence, and swear the bastard upon one Boone
;

U})on this Kilvart, taking his advantage, drops the prosecution

against Prigeon, and exhibits a new bill against the bishop for

subornation of witnesses. Williams, being either conscious

of some wrong step, or suspecting his judges unfriendly, en-

deavoured to compound with his majesty, and offered to pur-

chase his quiet with a considerable sum. This overture was

afterwards urged against him as an argument of guilt. In

short, he was fined eight thousand pounds to the king, sus-

pended a henejiciis et officiis, and imprisoned during the king's

pleasure. The sentence was accordingly executed in every

part ; the money was all exacted, he was sent to the Tower,

and his jurisdiction fell to the archbishop. Laud concurred in

the censure with the rest of the Star-chamber, and harangued

with great vehemence and length upon Williams's offence.

Amongst other things, he set forth, that the world was above

three thousand years old before it was depraved to the com-

mission of so great a wickedness : that Jezebel was the first

in Scripture who stands marked for subornation ; and that

her witnesses are described in the strongest terms of infamy,

and called the sons of Belial : that notwithstanding he had

been five times on his knees to the king on the bishop's behalf,

yet now, upon further recollection, he could solicit no longer

for a Q-entle sentence. J''^^'';"."^^'^" _
_

llist. King
The bishop's secretary, Walker, and Powell, his steward, ciiaiks i.

were fined three hundred pounds each ; and Lund, another of mc'
''*^' *^^

his servants, a thousand marks, all defendants in the same i^"s''"0''tii.

cause
; yet none of them were imprisoned, except Lund for a few

weeks, neither was their fine ever demanded. This favour was

interpreted by the bishop to bribe them to Kilvart's pleasure,

and list them in his service.

To make the history of this matter more entire, the reader

may observe, that in the year 1640, when AVilliams was dis-

charged out of the Tower, and restored to his place in parlia-
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LAUD, ment, he complained of the illegahty of the prosecution. To

V—^^^ make his complaint good, he alleged,

^iiimms First, That his adversaries, despairing of success, dropped

complains o/ their first information about " revealing the king's secrets,"

l^twn!"' changed their battery, and prosecuted him for subornation

;

whereas he conceived all accessaries and incidentals ought to

sink with the principal charge.

Secondly, That he was barred the advantage of excepting

against the testimonies of sir John Lamb and Dr. Sibthorp, and

proving a conspiracy upon them ; and that they lay covered

upon the score of their being king's evidence. And thus those

witnesses which were most serviceable for the defendant, were

set aside by the court.

777^ Thirdly. That Kilvart menaced those who were to appear in

behalf of the bishop, committed some of them, and overawed

Fuller's the rcst into silence. The bishop urging several other
Church instances of hard usas'e, the lords were so far satisfied with hisoil
book 2. plea, that they ordered the records in the Star-chamber,

relating to that process, to be all razed.

He/alls To return to the time before us. Bishop Williams fell

under a under a second censure in the Star-chamber upon the following
second can-

i i i s?
sure in the occasion. Mr. Osbaldstou, schoolmaster, and prebendary oi
^ar-c m-

^gg^jj^jj^g^er, sent a letter to Williams two years since, in

which there was this passage:—"The little Vermin, the

Urchin, and the Hocus-pocus, this stormy Christmas, are at

true and real variance with the Leviathan." The bishop com-

municating the contents of this letter, was prosecuted for

divulging libels upon privy-councillors ; the bill setting forth,

that the archbishop of Canterbury was meant by the Urchin,

and the lord-treasurer Weston by the Leviathan ; and that

the bishop ought to have put this scandalous letter into the

hands of some justice of peace, and not dispersed it.

The bishop's defence was, that he did not remember the

receiving of any such letter ; and farther, that he was not sen-

sible the law obliged any person to trouble a justice of peace

with riddles and unintelhgible descriptions. And to second the

bishop's plea, Osbaldston declared his letter was clearly mis-

construed ; and that Hocus-pocus stood for one Dr. Spicer,

a civilian, and Leviathan for the chief-justice Richardson. It

seems there was some resemblance in the stature of these
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gentlemen, which might make this construction pass. But CHARLES

these allegations were found evasive ; for Kilvart produced a ' J '

letter written by Williams, to his secretary Walker, at the

time when the misunderstandings happened between Laud and

Weston. The letter is this :

—

" Here is a strange thing. Mr. Osbaldston importunes me
to contribute to my lord-treasurer's use some charges upon the

little great man, and assures me they are mortally out. I have

utterly refused to meddle in this business ; and I pray you

learn from Mr. S. and Mr. H. if any such falling out be, or

whether somebody hath not gulled the schoolmaster in these

tliree last letters, and keep it unto yourself what I write unto

you. If my lord-treasurer would be served by me, he must

use a more near, solid, and trusty messenger, and free me
from the bonds of the Star-chamber, else let them fight it out

for me."

The mystery thus discovered, they both fell under the sta-

tute of " Scandalum INIagnatum," which drew another fine of

8,000/. upon the bishop. Osbaldston's sentence was a fine of

5,000/., the loss of all his Church preferments, to have his ears

fastened to the pillory in the Palace-yard ; and both of them

were adjudged to pay costs to archbishop Laud. These were

looked on as harsh proceedings ; but the archbishop, as it is

affirmed, had a favour in reserve for Osbaldston, and resolved

to throw himself at the king's feet, that the corporal punish-

ment might not be executed. That this was his intention, Rushwortii.

seems probalile, by Osbaldston's not being immediately con- Aiigilc"

fined, but suffered to make his escape.

These rigours, as they were construed, of the Star-chamber,

prosecuting the clergy for not reading the declaration for

sports, and falling short of compliance in ceremonies, gave an

umbrage to the Scots, filled them with jealousies, made them

more implicit to Presbyterian suggestions, and an easier pro-

perty to the politicians of that kingdom. This gave the mal-

contents a handle for practice, and a stronger aversion to the

Common Prayer. Their disaffection to the hierarchy was

pushed farther by the faction in England, who were not with-

out a correspondence with the Scots. These men being highly

disgusted with the publishing the book for sports, removing
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LAUD, the communion-table to an altar situation, suppressing lectures

\

—

'^ J and afternoon sermons, and forbidding preaching or printing

in defence of Calvinism, carried their complaints to the

remotest parts of the island, and alarmed the Scots with ap-

prehensions of being reduced to the same condition. They

believed their own prelates acted by concert with Laud and

his party, raising their jurisdiction upon the ruins of pres-

bytery, and bringing the Church to the English model. This,

beside their particular exceptions to the new service, made
them strongly prepossessed against this affair.

Ju.f}.j/P. The bishops, pursuant to his majesty's commands, ordered

intiiuation to be given in the pulpits at Edinburgh, that the

next Sunday, July the 23rd, the Service-book would be read

in all the churches. The ministers dilated upon the benefits

of the Common Prayer, and exhorted the people to compli-

ance.

A.D. 1G37. Accordingly, on the 2Srd of July, the dean of Edinburgh

Common began to read the book at the cathedral of St. Giles's ; but the

atEdh^'^ devotion was quickly disturbed by a mob of women, who out-

hurgh, and raged the dean with clamour, and other instances of rudeness.
insulted.

^ • ^ f t-i tUpon this the bishop of Edinburgh, stepping into the pul-

pit, put them in mind of the place, and the business, and
endeavoured to recover them to decency and temper ; but

admonition serving only to enrage the more, they threw stools

at the dean and bishop, and attempted to pull them out of the

pulpit and desk. The ministers who read the Common Prayer

in the other churches met with the same treatment, and made
their escape with great difficulty. The lord chancellor and
the secret council, to prevent the repetition of this insolence,

appearing well attended in the afternoon, the book was read
L'Estrange, without disturbance. However, the bishop going to his house

of King was in danger of being murdered in the streets ; but by good

p^'f53
^ ^" providence, the earl of Roxburgh coming by, took him into his

Guthrie's coacli and outdrove the rabble. This bold sally, though it

carried the face of a rash unpremeditated riot, was, in reality,

the result of a consultation held at Edinburgh in April last.

Here the lord Balmaranoch, sir Thomas Hope, advocate, and
Mr. Alexander Henderson, with some others of conduct and
figure, being in the concert, engaged the women to begin the

attack upon the book, giving them an assurance the men would .

support them, and go on with the quarrel.
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Notwithstanding this inauspicious beginning, the archbishop CHARLES

of St. Andrew's charged this Henderson, and Mr. James ^-—

'

Bruce, beneficed in Fife, to read the book under the penalty of ^'^"*

"horning." These two ministers addressing the lords of the '^or«%'/s

council for a suspension of this order, were so far considered, treason.

as to have a month's respite ; during which time these lords 778.

wrote to the king for further instructions.

The bishops expected the council would have discounte-

nanced these ministers in their petition, and punished the

rioters at Edinburgh in an exemplary manner ; but when they

found themselves disappointed in both, they began to distrust

their lord-treasurer, when it was too late. /a/. /;

9

The countenance Henderson and Bruce met with at the

council encouraged the rest, and several of the nobility, with

no small number of the ministers and burgesses, declared

openly for the cause, and addressed the board in form against

the Common Prayer. Gutinie.

If we inquire into the reasons of this unhappy miscarriage. Some rea-

the earl of Traquair's being too much confided in by the
^^fl^J;r,fa(e

English and Scotch prelates, and their resting the whole affair qftMs

upon the conduct of this nobleman, had no small weight upon

the disappointment. I have already observed, that this earl

jL))3. being apprehensive of a rivalship in intei-est from the bishop of

Ross, grew disaffected to the rest of his order. That he was

no friend to the bishops, appears further by his letter to the

marquis of Hamilton, upon the subject before us. He The earl of

desires the marquis " to suggest to his majesty, that if he is
^J"riZ7fs

i)leased to send for any of the Scotch clergy to report the con- <''« Scottisfi

%. . p 00 • 11 -1 • 1
hisliopsto

dition 01 anan's, or employ them m the present juncture, he rfc«rf-

would choose some of the best qualified with temper and dis-
'^'""'"^*-

cretion ; for, as for some leading men amongst them, they

were defective in judgment, and extravagantly violent and for-

ward ; that their want of understanding to manage things of

this niceness and weio-ht embarrassed the council with a ffreat

many difficulties ; and that their rashness and folly, both in

discourse and business, were the occasion of fears and jealousies

among the people, and made the government misconstrued.

That the bishops complained their revenues and jurisdiction

were seized by the Reformation ; and that the woi'ship of God Memoirs of

was not in all circumstances exactly settled." From hence it P'li^^ "<"

I 1 i' 1 • 1 111 Ilniiiihon,

appears the earl was not pleased the bishop should remember p. 41.
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LAUD, encroachments upon religion, move for redress, and endeavour

'^
'*'

^

^° 'j restoring the Church to a primitive condition.

To return : the postponing the reading the Liturgy from

Easter to July was another wrong step : by this delay the

Presbyterians had time to form counter-schemes, and make

parties against it : they had leisure to alarm the people with jea-

lousies, stating that the purity of religion must suffer, and that

superstition and popery would be forced upon them. And thus,

when they had surprised their understandings, misreported the

Church and State, and worked themselves to a confidence with

their party, it was then in their power to govern almost at

pleasure. It was thought the Scotch bishops made some other

mistakes : for, not to repeat their declining getting the book

passed in a general assembly, they fell into another error, by

making their first trial in a town where they might reasonably

expect most opposition : instead therefore of executing the

Liturgy at Edinburgh, they should have made their essay in

remoter dioceses, where the people were less indisposed.

Some of the Scotch bishops are likewise blamed for not pre-

acquainting the lords of the council, and others of the nobihty,

with the design : had these great men been at first applied to

for their concurrence, and courted into the interest, it is be-

lieved no small numbers of them might have been gained : this

was the archbishop of Canterbury's advice, when the Common
Prayer-book was under the first digestion. Some of the Scotch

bishops likewise complained of their not being taken into

the consultation ; this was censured as an excess of secrecy :

for which way could these prelates, who knew little or nothing,

exert themselves, and work their clergy to compliance?

Besides, there was no care taken to make the ministers

;

nothing promised to take off the leading men, and bribe them

to their duty : and lastly, the public intimation of reading the

book a week before might probably disserve the undertaking

:

for what was this notice, but a kind of summons to the mal-

contents, to rendezvous the mob, and prepare them for mutiny

and insult ? And thus much for the mistakes prior to the ex-

periment. To proceed to some other following instances.

First, when the Scotch bishops found the book ill received,

and the rabble rise upon it, they consulted apart, sent the king

word of what had passed, without pre-acquainting the temporal

lords, or reinforcing the cause with that interest. Next, their

14
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leaving Edinburgh, and retiring all to their dioceses, excepting CHARLES

the bishops of Galloway and Dumblain, was remarked as ..

another error : for, as Canterbury, in one of his letters to

Traquair, expostulates, they must needs imagine the adverse

party would make an advantage of their absence, and clog the

undertaking with new difficulties.

But to this it may be answered, the bishops might reason-

ably conclude themselves unsafe in this town : for neither the

lords of the council, or the magistracy, had given any orders

to seize the chief incendiaries, and bring them to justice : this

impunity looked either like fear or favour, and encouraged to

further insolence : had the sword of justice been seasonably

drawn on some few, it is probable it might have prevented a

great effusion of blood, and secured the repose of that king-

dom : but those who managed the administration seemed

to have other views, or at least different thoughts, of the

issue ; for instead of punishing the rioters, they suspended the

Liturgy.

It is true, the Edinburghers being apprehensive the English

fleet might distress them, by blocking up their haven, endea-

voured to bring his majesty to a better opinion of their con-

duct. To this purpose, in their letter to the archbishop of August J,o.

Canterbury, they declared their abhorrence of the late tumult,

protested their innocency, and appealed to the lords of the

council for their vindication : to this they subjoined their rea-

diness to assist the bishops and ministers for settling the

service book ; and that they would do their utmost to promote

this affair, and protect those that engaged it. And to give

their application a stronger appearance of reality, they seized

some of the mutineers, and made inquiry after others : and

whereas the city ministers desired to be excused reading the

book till security was given them against the rabble ; the

magistrates and common-council of Edinburgh signed them a

safeguard in form, and over and above settled a maintenance.

And now liarvest coming on, the frenzy of the populace

seemed to cool, and business was some intermission to sedi-

tion ; but after this season was over, the Presbyterian faction

drew together again, and appeared at Edinburgh in formidable 779.

numbers. And now the burghers began to lay aside the mask,

and discover their inclination. Instead of exerting tlicir former

zeal for the Common Prayer, they presented an address to the
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LAUD,
Abp. Cant,

lords of the council that the book might not be pressed upon

them until the king's pleasure was further known. The secret

council perceiving the city disaffected, and apprehensive of

some dangerous consequence, issued out three proclamations.

The first to discharge their meeting with reference to Church

affairs, commanding them all to repair to their respective

October 17. liomcs, excepting those who could show the board sufficient

reasons for their staying. The second was for removing the

session or term from Edinburgh to Linlithgow. The third,

published about three days after, ordered the calling in and

burning a seditious pamphlet, entitled " A Dispute against

the English Popish Ceremonies obtruded upon the Kirk of

Scotland." These proclamations enraged the people, and

brought great bodies of women upon the former enterprise.

And the next day the bishop of Galloway going to the council-

house, was pursued all along with reproaches ; and had in all

likelihood been torn in pieces had he not been rescued with

great difficulty. The earl of Traquair receiving advice of this

outrage, forced his passage through the rabble, and gained the

council-house. But being got in, he found his condition no

better than the bishop's ; for the place was immediately beset,

and the lords within terribly menaced. Upon this the assist-

ance of the provost and common-council was desired, to dis-

engage the lord-treasurer and the bishop ; but answer was

returned they were under the same circumstances, and no less

formidably invested than themselves : that under this ex-

tremity of duresse they had been forced to sign a paper to

adhere to the mutineers, in opposition to the service-book

;

and to restore Ramsey and RoUock, two silenced ministers,

and one Henderson, a silenced reader.

The noise of the Edinburghers having joined the addressors

against the Common Prayer, made such an impression upon the

boroughs, that notwithstanding the former neutrality of most

of them, they came now all into the cause, Aberdeen excepted.

And, to shew their heartiness, pushed forwards with the great-

est fury imaginable ; so that neither the clergy, or any others

of a different sentiment, could live amongst them.

When the council sat at Dalkeith, the noblemen and com-

missioners of the faction presented a declinator against the

bishops ; for the ministers had lately signed a remonstrance

against their prelates ; complained of them as betrayers of

L'Etrange.
Guthrie.

Dec. 19.
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religion, and desired they might be brought to justice. The CHARLES

bishops being thus, as it were, impeached, and lying under a '^
'^

criminal character, these petitioners did not think it reason-

able they should be allowed the privilege of judges, and vote at

the council table. And here the lord-treasurer Traquair, sir

James Carmichael, treasurer-deputy, or chancellor of the ex-

chequer, sir Thomas Hope, advocate, and sir John Hamilton,

justice-clerk, opened themselves more than formerly, and dis-

covered their inclination to the petitioners. And, in short,

none of the board spoke heartily for the bishops, excepting sir

John Hay, clerk-register, or master of the rolls. Guthrie's

To proceed : the lords of the council, having procured a pro-
®"""'''''

tection for themselves from some of the malcontent nobility,

published a proclamation for preventing such disorders as had

lately happened ; but the government had lost the ascendant

:

for the burghers sent some of their body to the council table

to demand the restoring the ministers to their places, and the

performance of other extorted articles. Not long after, the

council was solicited with another petition against the liturgy

and canons. This address came strongly supported, counte-

nanced by all degrees, and signed by noblemen, barons, minis-

ters, burgesses, and commons.

This petition being sent up to the king, he replied to the

substance in a proclamation, in which his majesty "acquaints

them with the piety of his intentions in sending them the

liturgy ; that he meant nothing less than the maintenance of

the true religion professed amongst them ; that there was

nothing in the service-book but what had been perused and
approved by himself before it was printed ; that the book
would be a guard to their religion, and for this he did not

question to give them satisfaction in due time ; that he should

overlook what was past, upon condition of better behaviour.

His majesty proceeded to forl)id the like tumultuous meetings

upon pain of treason. And the term being now removed to

Stirling, he conmianded that no strangers should r;epair thi-

ther : and that all persons, unless particularly licensed, of what
degree soevei% being neither lords of the council or session, nor Feb. 19,

inhabitants of the town, should, within six hours after this '^•"* ^^^^"'

publication, quit the place under the forfeitures of treason.""

The proclamation concludes with this gentle sentence, " that

his majesty would not reject their petition upon this, or any
VOL. VIII. L
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p. 147.
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780.

Ha nmond.
L'E traiige.

Gut irie.

Kin ,''s Large
Dec aratioa.

other subject, provided neither the matter or form was dero-

gatory to his regal authority."

Immediately after the reading this proclamation, the earl of

Hume, the lord Lindsey, and others, pursuant to what had

been preconcerted, protested against it in form. And now the

party broke out into open defiance : and being resolved to go

through with the enterprise, in despite of the government, they

posted to Edinburgh ; where, after having consulted Hope, the

advocate, and some others of that profession, they set up a

counter-authority, consisting of four tables. The nobility

made one ; the barons another ; the burgesses a third ; and

the ministers a fourth. These four were to prepare and digest

matter for the general table, formed of several members dele-

gated from the rest. And here the last and binding resolu-

tions were taken.

The first business of these tables v/as renewing the ancient

confession of the Kirk already related. To this there was a

band annexed, suited to the design in hand. By this band

they solemnly engaged for the maintenance of their religion

then professed, and the preservation of his majesty's person.

But both by the tenor of the instrument, and their own ex-

planation, it is evident their meaning was otherwise. For by

the band they obliged themselves to defend each other, against

all persons whatsoever, the king himself not being excepted.

AVhereas the engagements of this kind in the late reign had

an express clause for the defence of the king's person and

authority. Besides, there was another great disparity between

this confession or covenant, and those subscribed in the late

reign : the former being either signed by the king or by the

lords of the council, at the request of the general assembly

;

whereas this covenant was subscribed, and the subject en-

joined to swear it without any face of authority, either in

Church or State. And further, under the general names of

popery, heresy, and superstition, then solemnly renounced, not

only the ^'ommon Prayer-book and canons, but episcopal go-

vernment, and the five articles of Perth, though confirmed by

parliament, were comprehended. While the covenanters were

thus enterprising at Edinburgh, the lords of the council con-

tinued at Stirling, and were little regarded.

Spotswood, lord chancellor, and archbishop of St. Andrew's,

finding the country too troublesome, withdrew to London,
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where he died the next yeai'. The rest of the bishops, who Charles

knew themselves most mahgned, made for the same shelter ; ^
.'

•

only four of them continued in their country. Three of these,

Alexander Ramsey, bishop of Dunkeld, George Graham, bishop

of Orkney, and ,James Fairly, bishop of Argyle, rescued them-

selves from persecution, by deserting their station, and publicly

renouncing their order : but the fourth, John Guthrie, bishop

of Murray, endured the storm with great resolution ; and not-

withstanding he fell under the discipline of the Presbyterians,

lost his liberty, and suffered in his fortune, he maintained ihoJu^k-^^^/Tf-

lawfulness of episcopacy to his dying day. G'uthric's

To return to England : the Roman Catholics were not

negligent in soliciting the queen, and improving their interest

at court. About three years since, Panzani, the pope's agent, Panza7ii
and (^oit

came to London, and made his application to the lord Cotting- lujeuh thr

ton and secretary Windebank. Part of his business was to ^Emiiand^

discover whether the king would permit those of his commu-
nion a Catholic bishop of the Enghsh nation : and to make
the motion pass the better, they were contented this bishop

should be nominated by his majesty, and not exercise his func-

tion but under such limitations as should be set him by the

prince. Upon this request a query was put to Panzani, " whe-

ther the pope would allow the nominating such a bishop as

held the oath of allegiance a lawful engagement : and whether

his holiness would give the English of his communion leave to

take the oath T Panzani, finding himself somewhat embar-

rassed with the question, declared he had no commission to

speak to that matter. Upon this disappointment he went

lower in his request ; and by some correspondence at court,

moved the king that the queen might be permitted an agent

from the pope for directing her affairs in religion. The king,

by the advice of his council, condescended to the motion, upon

condition that the person sent should be no priest. iiaiiiniond.

This Panzani, after having pursued his instructions in Eng- liisi^'icl'ifg

*

land about two years, tempted some of the court clergy to no <-"'»=" l^s l-

purpose, and brought the seculars and regulars to a tolerable

accommodation, returned to Rome, and left seignior Con, a

Scotchman, in his post.

This agent of the pope's arriving in England last summer,

brought a great many relics, medals with the pope's effigies,

and other recommending curiosities, to be distributed among
L 2
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LAUD,
Al)|). Cant.

The aixli-

hishnp re-

monstrates
at the coun-

cil-tahle

against the

liberties

taken hy the

Tloman
Catliolics.

the ladies of that persuasion. And being a person of dexterity

and address, he worked himself into a conversation with some
of the ministry. The king was not displeased with his corres-

pondence ; his majesty being not without hopes this Con might

prove a serviceable instrument at the court of Rome, and make
the restoring the elector palatine more practicable. Con, per-

ceiving the archbishop of Canterbury had no small direction of

the public affairs, endeavoured to make an acquaintance with

liim ; but Laud having no good opinion of the man, or his

business, kept himself aloof, and would not so much as admit

of a visit of ceremony. However, by the king's connivance,

and the queen's favour, the Papists came somewhat forward,

appeared in greater numbers at court, and frequented their

devotions at Somerset-house with more freedom than formerly.

This being observed, and probably magnified beyond matter of

fact, the blame was chiefly laid upon Laud. Several libels

were scattered in London, in which the archbishop was aspersed

as an encourager of mass, and little better than the pope's

pensioner. It must be confessed Walter Montague, a younger

son of the earl of Manchester, and sir Toby Matthews, son to

the late archbishop of York, had been very active in their

mission ; and, amongst other successes, had lately proselyted

the countess of Newport, related to the duke of Buckingham.

Now, the archbishop finding himself attacked with calumny,

took this opportunity to disprove the imputations ; and being

at the council table, he addressed himself to the king, and in a

full discourse acquainted his majesty with the growth of the

Roman Catholic interest ; that the Papists met frequently at

Somerset-house ; that Montague and Matthews had taken

unsufferable liberties, practised upon his majesty's subjects,

and particularly upon those within the verge of the court

:

humbly beseeching him they might be under some restraint,

and either quite barred coming to court, or else obliged to be

inoffensive in their behaviour. This speech being well received

by the king, Montague and Matthews were ordered to retire.

The queen at first was much displeased with this remonstrance,

and discovered it in her face whenever the archbishop hap-

pened to see her. But within a few^ months, after some expos-

tulation, she seemed to drop her resentment.

And now to touch a little upon the archbishop's annual

account of his province to the king. He acquaints his majesty,
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that " at Biddenham in Kent he suspended one Warren, a CHARLES

schoolmaster, for refusing to subscribe the articles, and take <
^^ ,

the oaths of allegiance and canonical obedience. This precisian
^,',!^li^ihg

had a strange humorsome conscience. He would read nothing annual ac-

but divinity to his scholars. He could not so much as recon-

cile himself to Lillie's Grammar, except Mars, Bacchus, Apollo,

Pol, and iEdepol were expunged.

"In the diocese of Lincoln, now under the archbishop's care,

he complains of a great many Nonconformists in Buckingham-

shire and Bedfordshire ; and that there were a great number

of very poor and miserable vicarages and curateships in this 781.

large diocese.

" The bishop of Norwich certifieth, that in his diocese

several towns are depopulated, no houses left standing but

the manor-house and the church, and that turned to the lord's

barn, or a worse use. In other towns the churches lie in

rubbish ; and the inhabitants are thrust upon neighbouring pa-

rishes, where they pay few or no duties.

" From the diocese of Exeter, it was certified, that several

captives in Morocco being ransomed and returned home, the

bishop was somewhat at a loss with what penance and form

these people, who had renounced Christianity, might be re-

admitted into the Church ; and, having acquainted the arch-

bishop with this deplorable case, they agreed upon a fonii,

which was approved by the bishops of London, Ely, and Nor-

wich, and afterwards confirmed by his majesty. See Records,

" The rest of the dioceses, from whence certificates were ""™" ""

returned, came forward in conformity, and were in tolerable

good order." Hist, of tiie

Laud, to silence the clamour of his being popishly affected, &c. of
'

procured a proclamation for calling in a popish book, written
A^ciii"siiop

in French, by Francis Sales, bishop of Geneva, translated into

English, and entitled " An Introduction to a Devout Life." ^^'« iramia-

This book, brought for a license to Haywood, the archbishop's Sates-s " /«-

chaplain, was returned expunged in several unorthodox pas- '^fc«//ec^'

sages. Notwithstanding this precaution, the deletions were *"•

})rinted. For this foul practice the printer was apprehended,

the translator searched for, the book was called in, and the

copies seized and publicly burnt. But that which did the

archbishop most service, in his reputation, was liis reprinting

the conference between him and Fisher, with enlargements. \.u. i(j;]8.

This was so considerable a [)erformanco, that sir Edward
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LAUD, Deering, one of his greatest enemies, had the justice to
Abi..Cant.^

confess, that, in this book, " Laud had muzzled the Jesuit,

Deerinffs and would Strike the Papists under the fifth rib when he

Tionof"'^'" was dead and gone; and, being dead, that, wheresoever

Land.
i^ig grave should be, Paul's would be his perpetual monu-

Deeiiiig's ment, and his own book his epitaph."

rfSec'crc'^
The archbishop was no less solicitous to suppress the

p. 5.' ' growth of heterodoxy of a different complexion, and to prevent

the Socinians and Puritans from gaining upon the Church and

disturbing her repose. To this purpose he procured a Star-

A decree of
chamber decree for regulating the press. By this order, none

the Star-
13^^; master-printers were allowed to print, under the penalty

'refUdating" of being sct in the pillory, and suffering such other punishment
the press.

^g ^|^g court shall appoint; that none of the master-printers

should print any book in divinity, law, physic, philosophy,

or poetry, without a licence ; and that no person should

reprint any book without a new licence ; that no merchant,

bookseller, or other person, should import any printed books,

without giving in a catalogue of them to the archbishop

of Canterbury or bishop of London for the time being ; and

that they should not deliver or expose to sale any imported

books till the chaplains of the said archbishop or bishop,

or some other learned person appointed by them, together

with the master and wardens of the company of stationers,

or one of them, shall take a view of the same, with power

to seize all schismatical and offensive books ; and, lastly, that

no merchant, bookseller, &c., should print any English books

beyond sea, nor import any such into this kingdom.

By the advantage of this order, he prevented the spreading

of Socinian and Puritanical books. It had been the custom of

people disaffected to the doctrine and discipline of the Church,

to print their heterodoxies beyond sea in our language, and

import them into England. To stop this mischief, there was

a particular provision in the Star-chamber decree. A book

entitled " Disquisitio Brevis " was published about this time.

Some Socinian tenets were covertly couched in this tract

:

they were pretended expedients for drawing the controversy

between the Churches of Rome and England into a less

compass. Hales, of Eton, a man of considerable learning

and parts, was supposed the author \ There was likewise

• Vide " Golden Remains of the cvei memorable Mr. John Hales of Eton College."
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a discourse in manuscript concerning schism handed about CHARLES

at the same time : the design of it was to indulge private v
',

<

reason, to the prejudice of the Church's authority. Hales

being reputed the author of both these unserviceable books,

the archbishop sent for him to Lambeth, and, after some

hours' conference, brought him off his singularities, and gained

him to the Church.

By the archbishop's care, seconded by his suffragans, the Lectures >-c-

lecturers were either retrenched or recovered, and brought irou,/iit

under a due regulation. Those who refused reading Common ""^'jj^^_

Prayer in their hoods and surplices were disabled from preach-

ing by the king's instructions ; and thus many of the single

lecturers dropped off. As for those lectures v/hich were

furnished from a combination of the clergy, these men were

generally nominated by the bishops, tied to the canonical

prayer in the pulpit, and reading the second service at the

communion-table in hood and surplice ; and thus the rigid

Calvinists were forced to quit the pulpits in market towns.

However, the people, having been connived at, and gone

loose as to ceremony some time, took check at the pressing of

conformity. When they found their lectures struck off, and

the parochial clergy of their persuasion not well able to stand

the test of a visitation, they began to grow weary of the

country. Under this discontent several families, in maritime Some Non-

towns especially, transported themselves. The Dutchmen led 'InMerf

them the way, who chose rather to quit the kingdom and """^/"'"^'''<''«

• 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 • • •
/nti/sport

return home, than comply with the archbishop s injunctions. (/i<-msc/res

Goodwin, Nye, Burroughs, Bridges, and Simpson, were some
]''„"fi^

of the first nonconformist ministers that left the kingdom.

These men, with sonie of their party, settled in Hcjlland.

Soon after their arrival, their congregations swelled to so

considerable a number, that it was thought proper for them

to part, and settle at wider distance. Thus Goodwin and

Nye went off to Arnhcim, in Guolderland ; leaving Rotterdam,

in Holland, to Simpson and Bridges. These men, neither

liking the strict discipline of the Presbyterians, nor the lati-

tude and license of the Brownists, projected a temper, and

settled upon Robinson's model. They struck out a co-ordinate

scheme of Church government ; and thus they formed a sort

of spiritual association for countenance and correspondence, 782.

without anything of superiority and command. This seems
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LAUD, to have been the rise of the Independents. But this loose, ,'

Abp.Cant. . i i i , • « , !

^ -^ ' precarious ponty made them toeak mto farther subdivisions.

Bridges was forced to quit Rotterdam ; and Ward, who suc-

ceeded him, found no good quarter. At Arnheim they had

a better understanding amongst themseh'es. Here they

seemed to strain for apostohc usage and higher perfection

than the rest. To this purpose they had hymns and pro-

phesyings, not received in their sister Churches. They hke-

wise revived the office of widows, the holy kiss, and extreme
Cyprian. UUCtion.

Gang'rena. To go back to the beginning of the year, and take a short

^•'^/- survey of the condition of the Church of Scotland. The
hierarchy being outraged, the Common Prayer Book sup-

pressed, and the faction engaged in a covenant in the manner
above-mentioned, the prelates who stayed in Scotland sent up

a list of their grievances to the archbishop of St. Andrew's,

and the rest of the Scotch prelates in London. They com-
The bishops plain, " the Covenanters had changed the moderator of the
complain ^

.

°
.

aqainst the prcsbytcry at Edinburgh, and were carrying on that pretended

reformation through the whole kingdom ; that the council of

Edinburgh had made choice of Mr. Alexander Henderson to

be an assistant to Mr. Andrew Ramsay, and intended to admit

him without the bishop"'s consent ; that the ministers of Edin-

burgh, who refused subscribing the covenant, were cursed and

reviled to their faces, and their stipends detained ; that all

non-subscribing ministers were treated with the same ill usage

;

and that the rakish part of the mob are raised for this service,

Memoirs of and let loosc upon honest men."
Duke of ,_ ,.,..,,.
Hamilton, ihc king, being willing to compose matters and prevent the

May," 1638. "^0 of extreme remedies, sent the marquis of Hamilton down
The marquis \{\^^ Commissioner to settle that kingdom. At his coming

sent down to Dalkeith, four miles from Edinburgh, his commission was

misshnerfor Opened ; but the Covenanters paid him no attendance, or took
Scotland, any notice of his character. But not long after, upon his

coming to Edinburgh, some of the heads of the faction waited

upon him ; and, being demanded first what they desired of the

king for redress of grievances, and, in the next place, what

security they would give for returning to their duty and

renouncing the covenant, to the first they replied, that nothing

short of a general assembly and a parliament could give them

satisfaction ; to the second their answer was, that hitherto .
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they had not failed in any part of loyalty, therefore there was CHARLES

no occasion to insist upon a return to it. And as for the v J 1

covenant, they were so hardy as to declare, " that they would

sooner renounce their baptism than this engagement ; that this

])roposal was so harsh, that they would never endure to hear

the mention of it repeated." L'E*'™?8*^'

, 1 . 1 . Hist. King

By the way, there was a proclamation penned m strong Charles ]

.

terms for recanting tlio covenant, in which " all those are

declared traitors that shall refuse disclaiming the said bond or

bonds, within so many days mentioned in the proclamation."

This instrument was drawn by the earl of Traquair ; but the

marquis of Hamilton, finding the faction resolved against

going this length of submission, stopped the publishing this

paper, and drew up another in a softer form, in which the

denouncing clause was omitted. Memoirs of

In the mean time the Covenanters went boldly on in their to^.

^™'

"

revolt, and blocked up the castles of Edinburgh and Stirling,
^'j^^' J^;

Of these disorders the marquis sent the king an account, tions oftiie

acquainting him with the desperate obstinacy of the faction ; i^ p. 55.

and that in all likelihood nothing but force could bring them

to a sense of their duty. But here the marquis suggested

some motives to clemency, and put the king in mind, that

these disorders were " the madness of his own poor people."

To this the king answers in his letter to Hamilton, that he

was of the commissioner's opinion, that the obstinacy of the

Scots was past curing by gentle applications. However, he

thought the gaining of time a prudential expedient ; and

that it was most advisable to forbear the publishing the latter

and more disgusting part of the declaration, until his fleet had

set sail for Scotland. He gives his commissioner leave to The king's

sooth the faction, and keep them from flying out into further
lff/iJ.^Cove.

excesses. But all this caressing was to be within a rule : for ^""f-

he was not to humour the revolters so far, as to consent to the

calling a parliament, or a general assembly, until the covenant

was openly disclaimed. His ma,jesty owns his regret, for

being forced to come to these extremities with his own people:

but adds, the last necessity compels him to these measures

:

that his crown lies at stake ; that his honour must be lost,

and his character disabled for ever, if this insulting his autho-

rity should go unpunished : and that, to use his majesty""s ''""'',IL

words, '" He will rather die. than yield to those impertinent, id. p.
55.'
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LAUD,
j^j^(j damnable demands; for it is all one, as to yield to be no

Abp. Cant.
^ .

' ./

'
N ' king in a short time."

June 25. In another letter to the marquis, he calls the confederacy

"a damnable covenant :" that as long as this covenant was in

force (either with or without an explanation) " he should have

no more power in Scotland, than as a duke of Venice, which

he would rather die than suffer." This resentment of his

majesty was necessary and just : there was courage and policy

Id. p. 60. in it. Had the king held firm to this resolution, and not com-

plied with the rebelhous Covenanters, himself and his kingdoms

had been happy. Whether the marquis of Hamilton did not

afterwards prevail with the king, to go too far in his conde-

scensions, is somewhat of a question. Some considerable

historians do not stick to affirm, this nobleman forgot his

Guthrie's representation, and gave the Covenanters pi-ivate encourage-

^
emons,

^^q^-^ j^q pusli the enterprise.

Lord cia- rpj-^g
Covenantors insisting peremptorily upon a parhament

Hist, of the and general assembly, the commissioner desired time to go to

court, for enlarging his instructions. Upon his return he

acquainted the faction, he was empowered to convene a par-

liament, and a general assembly, provided they would acquiesce

in these ten preliminary articles.

The com-
"1- "^^^^^ ^11 ministers deposed or suspended by presbyteries,

missioners- gincc the first of February last, without warrant of the ordi-

to the " nary, should be restored until they were legally convicted,
fadw?i. ^J2_ That all moderators of presbyteries deposed since that

733, time without such warrant, be restored, and all others chosen

in their stead, to desist from acting as moderators.

" 3. That no minister admitted since that time without such

warrant shall exercise the function of the ministry.

"4. That all parishioners repair to their own church, and

that elders assist the ministers in the discipline of the Church.

" 5. That all bishops and ministers have their rents and sti-

pends duly paid them.

"6. That all ministers attend their own churches, and none

come to the assembly but such as shall be chosen commis-

sioners from the presbyteries.

"7. That every moderator be appointed to be a commis-

sioner from that presbytery whereof he is a moderator, accord-

ing to the act of the assembly, 1606.
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" 8, That bishops and others who shall attend the assembly, CHARLES

be secured in their persons from all trouble. » ,!

—

»

" 9. That no lay person meddle in the choice of commis-

sioner from presbyteries.

" 10. That all convocations and meetings be dissolved, and

that the country be reduced to a peaceable posture."

These articles being accepted no otherwise by the Cove-

nanters, than that they should be referred to a general as-

sembly, the commissioner contracted his ten propositions

into these two :

—

"I. If the lords and others will undertake for themselves

and the rest, that no laics shall have votes in choosing the

ministers to be sent from the several presbyteries to the general

assembly, nor none else but the ministers of the same presbytery.

"11. If they will undertake that the assembly shall not go

about to determine of things established by act of parliament,

otherwise than by a remonstrance to the parliament, leaving

the determining of things ecclesiastical to the general assem-

bly ; and things settled by acts of parliament to the parlia-

ment."

Upon these two conditions he promised to convene a general

assembly forthwith, and soon after a parliament.

The Covenanters gro\\'ing angry at these proposals, gave im-

mediate orders for a general assembly : but upon recollection

they cooled in their rashness, and were contented to wait till

the commissioner could return from the king with further an-

swer : they gave him to the 2 1 st of September, and promised

not to proceed to the election till after that time.

The commissioner finding the king at Oatlands, returned Sei)t. 17.

within the limited term with new powers : and having sum-

moned the council, he delivered them a letter from the king,

in which his majesty had set down the measures he intended to

pursue for composing the differences in Church and State.

After this, the king''s declaration was read at the cross of

Edinburgh, for nulling the Service Book, the Book of Canons,

and the High Commission; the five articles of Perth were
7.;,^ ^.^-^^ ,^

declared void. It was farther granted, that all persons, eccle- wncessions

siastical or civil, should be liable to the jurisdiction and cen- tion.
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Ab ^cSi't
^"^^ ^^ parliament and general assembly ; that no oath should

V—
1.^

'j be put to ministers at their admission but what was required
by act of parliament. That the ancient confession of faith,

with the band annexed, should be renewed and signed, pur-
suant to the practice in the late reign. That a general assem-
bly should be held at Glasgow in November following, and a
parliament at Edinburgh on the 15th of May next year.

And, lastly, all instances of disloyalty and misbehaviour were
pardoned.

??1638.
Immediately after the pubHshing of this declaration, the

confession of faith was read, and signed by the marquis and
the lords of the council. An act of the council was likewise

proclaimed, requiring a general subscription of the confession

of faith, and appointing commissioners for receiving that

security.

This declaration was received with great satisfaction by the
Gutiuie. moderate party; and now it was thought the Covenanters

would acquiesce : but the leading men, who governed the rest,

having a further design, went boldly to the Market Cross, and
protested against the king's concessions, as not coming up to

reasonable expectation. They conceived the subscribing the
confession to the old band tied them too close to the govern-
ment, and therefore would not endure the coming under such
a restraint. And here James, earl of Montrose, who proved
so brave a royalist afterwards, protested in form in behalf of

the nobility, and was at present misled, or disobliged out of his

duty.

The commissioners having given orders for the meeting of a
general assembly, the Covenanters were busy in getting such
members returned as they could confide in. And here the
tables at Edinburgh took care to over-rule the ecclesias-

tical constitution, and form the assembly in an unprecedented
manner. For this purpose, the brethren of each presbytery took
an oath of secrecy, not to discover the directions of the tables.

Notwithstanding this precaution, these private instructions

were produced by the commissioners, and publicly read. I shall

give the reader some of them :

—

il'sl-Ictims
" ^' ^^^^^^ ™"^* ^^ taken that none be chosen ruHng elders,

for ma- but Covcuantcrs, and those well affected to the business.

dectio,!sT
" -• That where tlie minister is not well affected, the
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ruling elder be chosen by the commissioners of the shire, and CHARLES

spoken to particularly for that effect. »
[,

;

" 3. That they be careful no chapel-men, chapter-men, or

minister, justice of peace, be chosen, unless they have publicly

renounced or declared the unlawfulness of their places.

" 4. That the ruling elders come from every Church in equal

number with the ministers ; and if the ministers oppose, put

themselves in possession, notwithstanding any opposition.

" 5. That the commissioner of every shire cause to be con-

vened before him the ruling elders of every kirk, chosen before

the day of election, and enjoin them upon their oath, that they

give voice to none but those who are named already at the

meeting at Edinburgh.
" 6. That where there is a nobleman in the bounds of

the presbytery, he be chosen ; and where there is none, there

' be chosen a baron, or one of the best quality, and he only a

Covenanter.

"7. That the ablest man in every presbytery be provided to

dispute. ' De potestate supremi magistratus in ecclesiasticis,

prsesertini in convocandis conciliis.," Prodama-
•* tion.

Rushworth,

Notwithstanding this article for learning and ability, some p°377

members of the assembly could neither write nor read : and

yet these men were judges of heresy, and had an authority to 784.

condemn Arminianism. This packed conventicle, fearing some
j)|;™e°'„7

"^

disturbance from the character and learning of the bishops, Hamilton,

endeavoured to exclude them from voting. To this purpose

they»addressed the commissioner, to award a citation of the

archbishops and bishops to appear at the assembly as criminals.

This motion being refused as unprecedented, the Covenanters

apjilied to the presbytery of Edinburgh. These ministers

answered their request, and gave them a warrant for the most A scandal-

scandalous summons that was ever heard of in Christendom. ,-,,.4e(;/,,/ ^/^e

In this libelling citation, all the bishops are charged with
''"fp^'l^l^

heresy, simony, perjury, incest, adultery, fornication, and hurgh.

breach of the Sabbath. To this tliey added the term " respect-

ive," done, as was supposed, to amuse the vulgar, and make

them believe the prelates were guilty through the whole

imputation. !''• P- ^^^

The bishops made what effort the juncture would allow to

assert their authority, and keep their standing. Thus, when
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LAUD, the assembly met, they put a declinator into the commissioner's

'^

'*'"

. ^

'"' '> hands,—that is, they protested against the legality of this

assmibiyat Pretended assembly, and pleaded in bar to their jurisdiction.

aiaxi/otv. The title of the remonstrance is called, " The Declinator and

Protestation of the Archbishops and Bishops of the Church of

Scotland, and others their Adherents, within that Kingdom,

against the pretended General Assembly, holden at Glasgow,

The King's November the 21st, 1638."

ciaiation, Their reasons for protesting are as follows :

—

248.

T/ie Mshops' 1 . Bocause the usurped authority of the tables sent instruc-

^Jgahlfit.^ tions to all the presbyters to elect members for the assembly,

about a week before his majesty had issued out his warrant for

summoning that meeting.

2. Their second exception was, because the assembly con-

sisted of great numbers of the laity, who were allowed a deci-

sive vote no less than the clergy, whereas such persons were

legally disabled from acting under such a character.

S. Even those who pretended themselves ministers of God"'s

word and sacraments were unqualified for being members of

the assembly, in regard they had neither subscribed the arti-

cles of religion, nor taken the oaths of allegiance and supre-

macy, before the archbishop or bishop, &;c., as the law required.

And, further : they had lately protested against his majesty's

gracious declaration ; kept up their tables, discharged by

authority ; refused to subscinbe the band enjoined by his ma-

jesty and the lords of the council ; and adhered to their own

engagement of " mutual defence against all persons whatso-

ever." That, by behaving themselves thus disorderly, they

had relapsed into the condition they were in before the king's

pardon, and forfeited their claim to his majesty's promise of an

assembly, which was only given on condition of dutiful beha-

viour.

4. Supposing—but not granting—the members of the as-

sembly were capable of the authority they pretend to, and

that the presbyteries were empowered to elect commissioners

for that purpose, yet now, by deposing the moderators ap-

pointed by the bishops to preside in their synods, and substi-

tuting others in their place, they had forfeited that privilege.

In proof of this exception, the bishops cite an act of the

assembly at Glasgow, 1610; and an act of parliament, 1612.

14
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By these acts the bishops are constituted moderators at these CHARLES

ineetino;s ; and, in their absence, the minister nominated by ^
'^

the bishop.

5. To prove the nulhty of the elections, it is alleged in the

protestation, that the covenanting-presbyteries have taken in a

lay-ruling elder, as they call him, out of every session and

parish. Now these lay-elders being commonly lords of the

manor, or persons of the biggest interest within the precinct,

the electors are overruled both by the bulk and number of

these men; by their number, I say, which frequently amounts to

a majority : for the ministers being some of them absent, and

others put in a black list, and disclaimed, the remaining part

fall short of the proportion of the ruling-elders : and thus the

representatives of the clergy are in effect chosen by the laity,

contrary to all order, decency, and customary practice : and

for this, besides the usage of the universal Church, they cite

the acts of assemblies in Scotland ; in one of which the famous

Presbyterian Andrew Melvil was moderator. Actof As-

6. It is urged in the declinator, that the members of this st. Au-

meeting have thrown themselves out of all pretensions to an ^'p,"i*o4

ecclesiastical assemblv, by their notorious misbehaviour, of ^•"- ^•^'*--

, . , ,
. "^ . 'Act of Ab-

which they give several mstances. sembiv at

First, these ministers, by seditious sermons and pamphlets, ^ 'J,"
]^5f)7

have reproached the king, arraigned the government, and

harangued the people towards rebellion ; and to debauch the

subjects from their allegiance, have affirmed that all sovereign

authority is originally in the collective body, and from thence

derived upon the prince : and that in case of mal-administra-

tion, the king forfeits his authority, and the pov.er escheats to

the people. The bishops allege farther, that the members of

this pretended assembly are schismatical and perjured persons;

that they have sworn obedience to their ordinary, and yet made
no conscience of so solenm an engagement. That they are

either actually under the censures of the Church of Ireland or

Scotland, or at least deserve to be convented before their

ordinaries, for the scandalous liberties they have taken. For

instance, for declaiming in their pulpits against the adminis-

tration and laws of the kingdom : for reproaching people by

name in their sermons, without any notoriety of fault : for

holding meetings without his majesty's know ledge or consent

:

for invading other men's pulpits without call or authority : for
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LAUD, presuming to convent their brethren, and proceed against them
«

'P" "" 'j to the censures of suspension and deprivation : for pressing the

people to subscribe a covenant, not allowed by authority, and

opposing the signing another covenant, enjoined by his majesty

and the lords of the council. That most of these irregularities

Acts of As- stood condemned by general assemblies of their own nation.

Ecihiburgh Besides this misbehaviour of the assemlily ministers against

i^wv
""' ^^^^ Church and State, it was in the bishops"' power to charge

Acts of As- them with a great many personal blemishes, which in charity

v7n\l
""* they forbore to mention.

M.iyi,i.59G. 7_ "jiig declinator resumes the bishop''s exception against

laymen's having a decisive vote in a general assembly : but

then they throw in a reserve of privilege for the king or his

commissioner. But in other cases they declare it an invasion

upon the pastoral office, and contrary to the practice of anti-

quity ; and here they cite several authorities in proof of their

assertion : but these testimonies, and several others, having

been already mentioned in the course of this history, need not

be repeated.

785. 8. The commissioners of this pretended assembly, or, at

least, the greatest part of them, have already declared them-

selves against episcopacy, and, by consequence (by being pro-

fessed enemies), are by no means qualified for judges ; that it

was upon this score of being precondemned, that the reformers

protested against the council of Trent ; that prejudice and

disaffection was reckoned a sufficient excuse for Athanasius'

not appearing at the councils of Tyre and Sardica.

9. The bishops complain loudly, as they had reason, of the

scandalous summons abovementioned, issued by the presbytery

of Edinburgh. By the way, this infamous libel was read in

the college church of Edinburgh after the connnunion, and

ordered to be read in all the churches of Scotland, which was

Memoirs of douc accordingly. Besides the calumnies in this charge, they

HamUt'on ^ct forth the rudeness and illegality of proceeding in this

p. 88. manner (especially against their superiors), from several

claiation, topicS.

'' ' 10. The declinator dilates upon the injury done to the epis-

copal character, by excluding the prelates from voting in the

assembly ; and that their not allowing an archbishop or bishop

this privilege, unless elected by their presbyteries, is contrary

to general practice, and without piecedent in the earliest and
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best ages of the Church. And further, barring the bishops a Charles

precedency in ecclesiastical assemblies is a breach of the acts v /^ >

of parliament of their own kingdom ; and here they cite two

statutes enacted in the years 1606 and 1609.

Lastly. The declinator sets forth what a contradiction it is

to reason and primitive practice, that archbishops and bishops

should be judged by presbyteries ; and, which carries the

absurdity further, by a mixed company of presbyters and laics.

That by the canons of the ancient Church, bishops are to be

tried by none beneath their own order. After this the bishops Concii.

wave this primitive privilege, and sink themselves to moderncan.il.

constitution ; declaring, that for any charge relating to life or
Q°"t'j,'!j'

doctrine, they are willing to abide the trial of a general assem- ^- d. 419.

bly, lawfully constituted, or of his majesty''s high commissioner.

They conclude with a solemn protestation, that this declinator

is not made use of out of any consciousness of immorality or

misconduct in their function ; and therefore they humbly

intreat his grace the commissioner for a free and lawful

general assembly. This instrument is signed by the following

prelates, though at different places, and dispersed by the per-

secution : Large De-
clanitioii,

p. 264.
Jo. Sancti Axdr.e Arch. Tho. Gali.ovidien.

Pa. Glasgow. Jo. Rossen.

Da. Edinburgen. Walterus Brechinen.

Notwithstanding this protestation, the covenanting synod

went on. Alexander Henderson was their moderator, and

Archibald Johnston their clerk or registrar. The lord com- t/h',sJo^«-

missioner sat about a week with these men, in hopes to bring d^rk^o/Hwir

them off their extravagant demands : but finding the reducino-
'^'/i'!''-'

"^

,

them to order and customary form wholly impracticable, and Hushwoith,

that they were unalterably resolved to exclude the bishops, he ^ "" ^'

dissolved the assembly by proclamation, and commanded th.Q Tiw com-

members to retire under pain of treason. This dissolution Ztvesl/ie^'

was publicly protested against by several hundreds, and instru- ?f*^"*2^-

ments taken in their names by the earl of Rothes. 1638.

Notwithstanding this discharge, the assembly sat every day Memoirs!

for several weeks ; neither did they break up till they had gone '^^-^"'^ *«''*

through their aflfiiirs, and were pleased to dissolve themselves, standing.

The main things transacted were these :
—" All general assem-

VOL. VIIT. M
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LAUD,
Abp. Cant.
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blies since the year 1 605 were declared void ; the Common
Prayer-book, the Book of Canons and Ordination, the High

Commission, and the Articles of Perth, were all nulled and

condemned ; and the covenant allowed by king James, in the

year 1580, was declared the same in substance with that they

had now taken, and that episcopacy was abjured in the former."

After this, they proceeded to depose the bishops, and excom-

municated all of that order who refused to submit to their

authority. A great many of the presbyters were likewise

deprived. They appointed commissioners also to sit in several

places, after the recess, for ejecting and deposing all those they

found untractable. Their last business was a resolve, that a

letter should be sent to the king to intreat his royal assent

to every thing that had been done in this pretended assembly.

And thus these Covenanters, having succeeded in their mutiny,

and outraged the constitution in Church and State, broke up

their meeting on the 20th of December. When their com-

missioners, or triers, came to Edinburgh, they found little

business with the ministers ; for all the clergy had retired from

that town for fear of persecution. All of them, I say, except-

ing Ramsey and Rollock, who, being both zealous Covenanters,

had no reason to be apprehensive of hardship.

These Covenanters, to strengthen their party, and draw the

English mal-contents into the confederacy, kept an agent at

London, to transact with the Nonconformists. To proceed.

Upon this defiance of the government, the commissioner left

Scotland and came to court. The king being apprehensive of

these consequences, from the nature of the engagement, we

need not wonder his majesty expressed his aversion in such

strong language. Indeed, he could expect nothing but disobe-

dience of the most provoking kind ; for there was scarce any

instance of rebellion which might not be justified by their

principles. To mention some of their treasonable tenets, as

they lie in the king's large declaration, penned by Dr. Bal-

canquel.

" To begin. The Covenanters hold, that if a law is inter-

preted by the government in a sense disliked by the majority

of the people, the body of the kingdom, for whose benefit the

law was made, may fairly overrule such a construction, and

redress the grievances suffered by it.
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" 2. They maintain, it is lawful for subjects to form an charles

association without the king, and to enter into a covenant for > .\ -

mutual defence ' against all persons whatsoever.'' The univer-

sality of which proposition implies hostility and treason against

the king ; and therefore, to prevent the effect of this danger- james 6.

ous implication, all those who enter into such criminal engage-
^gf

'p*^'

ments, are capitally punishable by the laws. Q- Mary,

"3. If any subjects are summoned before the king and act. 75.

council for any misdemeanour, if those who are thus to make « 86.

their appearance conceive the business for which they are ques-

tioned, ' concerns the glory of God, or the good of the Church,

it is then lawful for them to appeal from his majesty and the

board to the next general assembly and parliament ;' and that,

hanging the appeal, they may disobey the government. Though,

as his majesty observes, those ministers who appealed from his

royal father and his council were indicted and found guilty of

treason.

" 4. That applying to the king for calling a general assem-

bly is rather matter of ceremony and interest, than duty ; and

in case they are refused by the crown, they may convene them-

selves.

" 5, If either the king, or his commissioner, present at an

assembly, shall refuse to give his assent, upon a persuasion

that the thing is unjust, and clashes with the laws of the

realm : in this case, if the matter happens to be carried by a

majority of the members, the king is then obliged by the law

of God to execute such an act of the assembly : and provided

the ministers of state or the magistracy shall refuse to do their

part, they must then be liable to the highest censures of the

Church, and by consequence incur the forfeiture of their places

and estates.

" 6. The Covenanters assert, ' that an assembly may repeal

acts of parliament, and supersede the obligation of the laws, pro-

vided they any ways intrench upon the business of the Church."'

" 7. The subjects protesting against the laws, whether the

protestation is made coram judice or non judice, discharges the

protesters from their obedience to such laws : and by the

Covenanters' doctrine the people are thus disengaged before the

legality of their protestations are tried by competent judges ;

nay, though they are disclaimed by the council and the minis-

ters of justice when they are made."

M 2
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LAUD, Their last position which I shall mention, by which they
^—^ * support their practice and justify their revolt, is very extra-

ordinary. " The majority of the kingdom," say they, " being

upon the score of their numbers the most considerable division,

have the liberty of making use of any expedient which they

conceive serviceable to the glory of God and the good of the

Church, any laws or statutes to the contrary notwithstanding :

and that this majority, especially when represented by an

assembly, may, without the authority royal, and, which is more,

against the express command ofthe king and council, and against

the declared oj^inion of the judges, elect some few noblemen,

barons, ministers, and burgesses ; who, under the distinction

of a committee from the general assembly, may lawfully sit,

transact, and settle business touching Church and State, as if

The Large there was neither prince, council, nor iudcje in the realm."
Declaration. . .

' J &
Some scan- The bishops' decliuator having charged the covenanting

saqesVilhe i^inisters with their scandalous licence in their sermons and
Covenanters' pravcrs, I sliall givc somc instances of this misbehaviour ; one
sermons. « , i> ^ i

•
y ^ ^ o • TiTMi-

01 these men refused to pray m the church tor sir William

Nesbit, provost of Edinburgh, when lying upon his death-bed,

only " because he had not subscribed the covenant." Another

prayed God " to scatter them all in Israel, and divide them in

Jacob, who had counselled us to require the confession of faith

to be subscribed by the king's authority." Many of these

ministers refused to admit those to the Lord's Supper who had

not signed the covenant : and, which is more remarkable, in

their exhortation before the holy sacrament, they expressly

range these non-compliers in the same class with adulterers,

slanderers, blasphemers, «fec. One of them preached, " that

all non-subscribers of the covenant were atheists ;" and thus

all the lords of the council, and all the lords of the session,

were brought under this vile denomination. Another preached,

" that as the wrath of God was never diverted from his people

until the seven sons of Saul were hanged up before the Lord

in Gibeon ; so the wrath of God would never depart from that

kingdom till the twice seven prelates (the number of the

Scotch sees) were hanged up before the Lord there." An-

other delivered in the pulpit, " that though there were never

so many acts of parliament against the covenant, yet it ought

to be maintained against them all." Another held forth with

this sentence, " let us never give over till we have the king in
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our power, and then he shall see how good subjects we are."' CHARLES

Another declaration of one of these zealous Covenanters was, «
.'^

>

"that the bloodiest and sharpest war was rather to be endured

than the least error in doctrine and discipline." Another in

his sermon wished " that he, and all the bishops in that king-

dom, were in a bottomless boat at sea together ; for he could

be well content to lose his life so they might lose theirs '." King's Large

The Covenanters being furnished with such principles and p. 40V., 404.'

such preachers, we need not be surprised at their breaking out

into the last disorder : and now the king finding it necessary

to apply to force, published a declaration to justify his expedi- The Mnyy

tion against them. To this purpose his majesty sets forth, andim ex-

" that he had endeavoured to recover the Scots to their duty pe^^i^on
'' aqatnsi trie

by gentle methods, but that his clemency had been thrown Scots.

away upon them ; that notwithstanding the pretences of reli-

gion, rebellion was at the bottom. That it is plain their

design was to insult the prerogative, and dissolve the monarchy

into a commonwealth : that some of the Scotch had made it

their business to pervert his loyal subjects of this realm : that

to carry on this treasonable design, they had dispersed muti-

nous pamphlets, talked seditiously at public meetings, and re-

proached the king and his government : that now they had

broken out into overt acts of rebellion, drawn his subjects toge-

ther, run to arms, besieged his castles, levied taxes upon the

people, and menaced his loyal subjects with violence and mili-

tary execution. That now the question is not whether a ser-

vice-book is to be received ? Whether the government of the

Church shall be episcopal or Presbyterian ? But whether his

majesty is their king or not ? That notwithstanding his pa-

tience has held thus long, he would not have them, or any of

his subjects, think he can, or will, admit the abolition of epis-

copal government : a government of the Church best recom-

mended in itself, and established by many acts of parliament in

that kingdom."

His majesty further declares, " that by sending the service-

book amongst them he never designed to make any change in

their religion, but only to bring both kingdoms to an uni-

' Tlie Scotch Covenanters were doubtless zealous, and perhaps sincere ; but they
exhibited an amount of religious bigotry, political rebellion, and sectarian onesidedness,

which would be incredible, did wc not know that jiarty sjiirit is capable of producing the
most enormous follies and vices.
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formity in divine worship. And whereas they have spread a

report that some persons of power in the hierarchy of England

had sohcited his majesty to levy an army against the Scots,

and disturb them in their religion ; he clears all the English

bishops of this imputation ; that not one of them had taken

the least step in these affairs but by his royal direction and

command. And as for suggesting the expedient of war. it

was notoriously known to all his majesty's council then pre-

sent, that the English bishops solicited for peace and accom-

modation, and used all their interest to prevail with his ma-

jesty for that undeserved lenity with which the Scots had been

hitherto treated."

And to prevent his subjects being poisoned with these re-

bellious libels, he commands those who have any of them to

deliver them to the next justice of peace ; to be transmitted

from the justices to the secretaries"' office. And, lastly, it is

ordered, that this proclamation should be read in time of

divine service, in every church of the kingdom ; that all the

people may be convinced of the notorious misbehaviour of

these men, and see the justice and clemency of his majesty""s

proceedings.

By the archbishop's report of the state of his province this

year, it appears things continued much in the same condition

as formerly ; the Church rather gaining ground upon the Dis-

senters than otherwise.

In the beginning of the spring, the king marched his army

against the Scots. His forces had a very promising appear-

ance, and were much superior to those of the Covenanters.

The earl of Arundel was general, the earl of Holland general

of the horse, and the earl of Essex lieutenant-general of the

foot. These troops were furnished with experienced com-

manders, and well provided with ammunition and artillery.

There were likewise several regiments aboard the fleet, com-

manded by the marquis of Hamilton. This admiral's business

was to cruise upon the coast of Scotland, to block up their

havens, to distress them in their trade, and debark his land

forces for further service, as occasion required. But it seems

he had made an ill choice of his ships for this expedition ; the

bulk of them being too great to give chace, to come close to

the shore, and do execution upon the enemy. However, this

misfortune would not have broken the king's measures. He
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was well prepared to have given the Scots battle, and in all Charles

probability might have reduced them to an entire obedience. ^ .] >

But the Covenanters, as they had reason, fearing the event of

a contest, petitioned for a treaty. And thus, after the two

armies had encamped within view of each other, and done

little, a pacification was signed at Berwick. By the way,

before the treaty came on, Essex secured the town of Berwick,

and did his part with advantage enough ; but Holland and I'lem.

Hamilton performed beneath expectation.

The articles of the pacification, relating to the Church were, ^"'^ '««^«

" That his majesty should confirm what his commissioner had rkeabiepa-

already promised in his name : that a general assembly should '^^^wkk
"^

be held at Edinburgh on the sixth of August next ensuing,

and a parliament on the twentieth of August at the same

place. And the Covenanters on their part were to disband

their forces, break up the tables, and hold no meetings or con-

sultations, but such as are warranted by act of parliament."

And not to mention the rest of the articles, the king's good

nature seems to have made an omission in one point :
" for the

Scots were not obliged to disclaim the proceedings of the pre-

tended assembly at Glasgow." And yet by the boldness and

disorder of that meeting, the government of the Church had

been reversed, the people heated to sedition, whereby the king's

honour suffered extremely. And over and above, by capitulat-

ing with a rebellion in form, he brought the revolters too much
upon a level with himself, fleshed them in their insolence, and

encouraged them to a new insurrection. And besides the over

indulgence of these concessions, his majesty is thought to have

relied too much upon the good faith of the Covenanters.

Had the king done no more than withdrawn his army to a

farther distance from the borders : had he held his hand until

he had seen the issue of the next assembly and parliament, he

might probably have secured the repose of both kingdoms.

But by disbanding his forces before the Scotch had done their

part in executing the treaty, he disheartened his loyal subjects

in that kingdom ; and left them, in a manner, at the mercy of

the covenant. To which we may add, the English gentry,

who made no small part of his army, were balked in their

expectation ; shocked with a treaty so dishonourable to the

crown, and sensibly disobliged by being thus suddenly dis-
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LAUD, charged : and that without any thanks returned for their for-
Abp. Cant. , • i

• • ^ i

v_J_^___( wardness m his majesty s service.

The Scots The Scots finding the king had parted with his forces, and

puidic de- disabled himself for revenging an infraction upon the treaty

:

^i"''^^ 2/
""^ perceiving the king, I say, in this unguarded condition, " they

rence to their resume the old Spirit of mutiny, and declare their resolution

and cove-
^ of adhering to their late proceedings ; and particularly they

nani.
declare themselves resolved to stand to the covenant, and

general assembly at Grlasgow : thai, they are obliged by their

former oath and protestations to maintain it as a most lawful,

free, and general assembly of that Icingdom : and that all acts

and censures, and especially the censures of deprivation and

excommunication of the pretended archbishops and bishops,

are agreeable to the discipline and (constitution of the Kirk of

Scotland. Further, they protest themselves unalterably re-

solved to adhere to their solemn covenant with God, as de-

clared in the assembly, in which the office of archbishops

and bishops is adjured : that the pretended archbishops and

bishops, who usurp the office and title abjured, and contemn

the censures of the Church, have boen malicious incendiaries,

and mis-reported this kingdom to his majesty. And in case

they return hither they shall be looked on as excommunicate

persons, delivered up to the devil, and treated as heathens and

publicans. And, lastly, that all those who entertain and

July 1, support the excommunicated prelates, shall be prosecuted to

Bibiiotheca excommuuication, pursuant to the acts and constitution of the

K^8t, ' Kirk."
sec. 11. , • 1 !• • •

p. 377. After this protestation, they pubhshed a paper containing

' °^-
. the heads of the late pacification ; but this account was so

represent the partially penned in favour of themselves, and so much to the

*p^int.

^^ king's disadvantage, that it was ordered to be called in, and

burnt by the hangman. And now, being conscious how deeply

his majesty must resent these indignities, they continued their

meetings as formerly ; maintained their garrison at Leith, the

port to Edinburgh ; kept their officers in full pay, for the next

occasion ; and harassed all those of a different sentiment.

Guthrie's This misbeliaviour being seconded with a riotous assault upon
Memoirs.

gQjjjg ^f i\^q lords of the council and session, the king altered

his resolution of going into Scotland to their parliament and

assembly ; and thus, having constituted the earl of Traquair
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high commissioner, he returned to London. What the purport charles

of the earFs commission was, the reader may see in the v
J^ ,

rppnrrles See Records,
recorub.

^ ^^^^^ j,^^

On the 12th of August, the general assembly met at Edin- 115, ilG.

burgh ; the commissioner and the lords of the council being

every day present. And here the late proceedings at Glasgow The general

were all confirmed : episcopacy was declared unlawful, and Edlnimrjh

contrary to the Word of God ; and the covenant was approved,
^^"£'JJ^^ f

®

and ordered to be sworn and subscribed by the whole king- at Giasgoiv.

dom ; and—which is somewhat extraordinary—the commis-

sioner Traquair lent them the force of his character, and gave

his assent to all this.

If we inquire into the reason why the bishops liad so many The motives

enemies, of all degrees, in Scotland, it may be observed, that %^nl}f^Q

one prejudice against them was their abetting the Arminian Scottku

• 1 • 1 1 J
• TT 11 T 11 1 • bishops.

Side m the late controversy m Holland. iJut this cannot rea-

sonably be interpreted to be any approach towards popery : for

the Protestants of the Augustine confession hold the questions

the same way. Further : the Scotch ministers and people had

a very scrupulous regard for the observation of the Lord's-day,

insomuch, that the morality of this festival was generally

reckoned an article of faith. Now, the bishops, not going

along with them to all the lengths of this opinion, lost their

esteem. Besides, their declaring themselves so forward for the

liturgy and ceremonies of England drew misconstructions upon

them : for the ignorance of many of the Scotch zealots was

such, as to account this form of worship no better than

popery. The ministers thought themselves ill used by their

bishops, for putting a new oath upon them at their admission

to a cure, by virtue of which they were obliged to own the

articles of Perth, and conform to the liturgy and canons.

They pretended likewise the prelates carried their authority

too far, and encroached upon the presbyter's jurisdiction. As for

the nobility, they seemed to grudge them their interest with the

king ; complaining that favours were bestowed on their recom-

mendation ; that they were preferred to places of the greatest

dignity and trust in the civil government ; for Spotswood,

archbishop of St. Andrew''s, was lord chancellor, and nine For m%

of the bishops were privy-councillors. But that which galled ^sn-craipre-

them most, was an apprehension the bishops might recover <^*'<^''«<«-

something of the patrimony of the Church, which was seized
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LAUD, in the disorders of the Reformation. They had lately gotten
Abp. Cant^

oiie Learnmonth, a minister, presented abbot of Lindoris

;

and seemed not without hope that the rest of the abbacies,

with the estates and jiu'isdiction annexed, might be recovered

into the hands of churchmen. They are likewise said to have

projected an attempt, that the College of Justice, pursuant to

its first institution, should be half ecclesiastics. The nobility

and barons, who had enriched themselves with the spoils of the

Church, were probably very uneasy at the thoughts of restitu-

tion, and that the government should return in some measure
Memoirs of to its ancient constitution. Thus people that are wTonsred are
Duke of ...
H^imiiton, commonly hated by those who gain by the injury ; and it is

•' " ' oftentimes an unpardonable provocation to move for equity and

justice.

To proceed : the next business of the assembly was to

furnish the universities with professors of their own com-

plexion. The Anti-covenanters, it seems, finding these places

too hot for them, had retired, and left the chairs empty.

Now, since the generality of the Scots were not a little

governed by the pulpits, the assembly found it necessary

to provide a set of proper directors ; that, by this precaution,

the young divines might be serviceably seasoned, and bred

true to the cause. Neither was this reinforcement more than

necessary : for many of the old ministers began to see through

their designs, and desert the covenant. But these young

Gutiuie. divines were very seasonable recruits : nothing could be more

blind and bold, more furious and enterprising, than these

men.

However, the disloyal part of the covenant was somewhat

disabled by an explication of the band of defence, passed in

these words by the assembly :

—

" We do swear, not only our mutual concurrence and assist-

ance for the cause of religion, and to the utmost of our power,

with our means and lives, to stand to the defence of our dread

sovereign and his authority, in the preservation and defence of

the said true religion, liberties, and laws of this Kirk and

kingdom; but also, in every cause which may concern his

majesty's honour, we shall (according to the laws of this

kingdom and duty of good subjects) concur with our friends

and followers, in quiet manner, or in arms, as we shall be
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required by his majesty's council, or any having his autho- charles
rity." v__J_>

„ .
Riisliworth's

J3ut then they reiused to subscribe the declaration proposed Collections^

by the high commissioner, which barred resistance, and tied
^"^' ^-v- oo.

them close to their duty. The remarkable clause is this :

" All the subjects of this kingdom, for vindicating themselves

from all suspicions of disloyalty, or derogating from the great-

ness and authority of our dread sovereign, have declared this

covenant to be one in substance with that which was subscribed

by his father (of blessed memory), in the years 1580, 1581,

1590, and often since renewed."''' W- p- 962.

Upon the 31st of August the parliament met, and confirmed And the.

all the acts of the assembly, changed the old form of choosing confirms the

the lords of the articles, erected a third estate of lairds or
'^j:^Ufh!!rlh

barons in the room of the bishops ; and, to all these bills, and ussemUij.

several others derogatory to the crown, the commissioner

assented.

To come back to England : much about this time, by the

encouragement of archbishop Laud, the English Liturgy was

translated into Greek by one Petly, as it had been into French

by king James''s order for the use of the Isle of Jersey. And,

to secure the hierarchy from being overrun by the covenanting '
°*^*

Scotch, and English Puritans, who acted in concert with them,

he thought it necessary to raise some further defences.

To this purpose, he prevailed with Hall, bishop of Exeter, lUship

to compose a treatise of " The Divine Right of Episcopacy ;" drangidof

this was to serve as a counter-battery upon the late Presby-
Y-a^H^^f^,

terian assemblies at Glasgow and Edinburgh. Exeter having; Divine Ryht

struck out the lines of this scheme, sent them up to the arch- pavy."

bishop, to be altered as he thought fit. The two main propo-

sitions he designed to make good were :

"• First, That episcopacy is a lawful, most ancient, and

divine institution, (as it is joined with imparity and superioi'ity

of jurisdiction ;) and therefore, where Providence has settled

it, it cannot be thrown off by human power, without manifest

violation of God"'s ordinance.

" Secondly, That the Presbyterian government, though

challenging the glorious distinctions of Christ'^s kingdom and

ordinance, has no foundation cither in Scripture, or the prac-

tice of the Church for the first fifteen hundred years. And
14
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LAUD, though (to speak in bishop Hall's own words) it may be of use

* ^\ ^^ 'j in some cities and territories, wherein episcopal government,

through iniquity of times, cannot be had, yet to obtrude it upon

a Church, otherwise settled under an acknowledged monarchy,

is altogether incongruous and unjustifiable."

To make good these two propositions, he laid down some
postulata, as he calls them, to superstruct his reasoning upon.

These principles, which he concludes cannot be contested, are

as follows :

—

" 1. That government, which was of apostolical institution,

cannot be denied to stand upon divine right.

"2. Not only a government, which was expressly commanded,

but that which was practised and recommended by the Apostles

to the Church, ought in reason to pass for an apostolical

institution.

" 3. A government set up by the Apostles, by Divine in-

spiration, was designed for perpetuity, and not only for the

benefit of the age in which they lived.

" 4. The universal practice of the Church immediately suc-

ceeding the Apostles, is the best comment both upon the

practice and writings of the Apostles.

" 5. We ought not to entertain so ill an opinion of the holy

Fathers and primitive Martyrs of the Church, as to suppose

that they, who immediately succeeded the Apostles, had either

inclination, or hardiness enough, to set up an exceptionable

government, or so much as to change the kind that they had

received.

" 6. Supposing their presumption had been of this size, yet

it would not have been in their power to have carried their

novelty so universally through all parts of Christendom, in so

short a time.

" 7. That ancient records of the history of the Church, and
the writings of the first Fathers, are of better authority for the

primitive form of Church government, than those of this last

age.

" 8. That those condemned for heretics by the ancients, are

no good vouchers for Church government.
" 9, That the accession of privilege and honourable titles

does not aflFect the substance of the episcopal function.

" 10. Those places of Scripture, upon which a new form of
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government is founded, had need be very clear and unquestion- CHARLES

able, and carry a more demonstrative and indisputable evidence ^ .^ >

than those texts from which the old rejected hierarchy is in-

ferred.

"11. If that order, which they (the Presbyterians) say

Christ established for the government of the Church, and

which they call the kingdom of Christ ; if this order is single

and clearly distinguished, then they would have been agreed

long before this time about the form and conditions of this

institution.

" 12. If this, as they (the Puritans and Dissenters) pre-

tend, is the kingdom and ordinance of God ; then in case it

happens to be defective in any essentials, it will follow that

Christ's kingdom is not set up in the Church.
" 13. Christian polity requires nothing impossible or absurd.

" ] 4. Those tenets, which in many essential points are new
and unheard of, ought to be suspected.

" 15. To revolt from the practice of the universal Church

from the apostles to Calvin, and run into a modern scheme,

can be no less than a scandalous singularity."

This sketch, sent up to Lambeth, was in the main approved

by the archbishop : some part of the draught notwithstanding

he thought capable of being mended. And since bishop Hall

had submitted the censure entirely to his metropolitan. Laud

made some alterations in his main propositions, and assigned

the reasons for taking this freedom. The archbishop, in his The arch-

letter to Hall, takes notice that this prelate, in his first head, animadver-

had affirmed episcopacy an ancient, holy, and divine institu- 'jo.«»" "P°'^

tion. Now Laud conceived these words ancient and holy were

expressions of abatement, and diluted the strength of the

assertion ; and therefore " thought it more advisable to give

the passage fewer epithets, and affirm it more categorically of

divine institution. In the next place. Hall defined episcopacy

by joining it with imparity and superiority of jurisdiction : but

this," says Laud, " seems short ; for every archdeacon''s post

has this advantage ; and that Henderson's chair at Glasgow

was higher than the rest. And therefoi'e, to do right to epis-

copacy, we must define it by a distinction of order. I draw

the superiority," continues the archbishop, " not from any

jurisdiction vested in bishops, jure posifivo ; not from any right
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LAUD, granted them by princes or canon law ; but from the intrinsic

Abi). Cant powers resulting from their character, and consequent upon

their consecration." The archbishop shall speak the rest of

his remarks in his own person. " You say where episcopacy

has been settled, it cannot be discharged without a violation of

God's ordinance. This proposition, I conceive, is inter minus

habentes, and wants compass ; for there was never yet any

Church where this form was not originally settled. And there-

fore, wherever episcopacy is not settled at present, it is certain

it has been thrown off. For in the beginning it was evidently

there,

790. " In a second head you grant Presbyterian government may
be of use where episcopacy cannot be had. First, I desire you

would consider whether this is not an unnecessary and danger-

ous concession. Next, I am of opinion there is no place where

episcopacy is impracticable. Thirdly, since, as you observe,

they are so bold in their claim, and carry their pretensions so

high ; since they obtrude their Presbyterian fiction for Christ's

kingdom and ordinance, and throw off episcopacy as an oppo-

site and unwarrantable government,—we must not use any

mincing terms, but unmask them plainly, and expose the delu-

sion ; we must not embarrass ourselves, and compliment away

truth, for fear of displeasing Amsterdam or Geneva with this

plain dealing.

" As to your postulata," continues the archbishop, " I desire

you would allow me the same freedom ; your first two are true,

but too narrowly expressed : for episcopacy is not to be so

confined to apostolical institution as to bar it from a further

ascent, and from deriving it originally from our Saviour him-

self ; though perhaps the apostles might superstruct some-

thing with respect to form and circumstances. And here give

me leave to enlarge a little : the adversaries of episcopacy are

not only the furious Arian heretics, amongst which we may
reckon the Scottish novelists : besides these, there are others

of a more specious alloy, both in the Genevian and Roman
faction. The latter division will be contented episcopacy

should be juris divini mediati, by, from, and under the pope,

leaving him the privilege of a spiritual monarch over the whole

Church. But these controversy writers of the court of Rome
will not allow episcopacy to be juris divini itmnediati, which

makes the Church (as Laud goes on) aristocratical in the
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bishops :" though, with due submission to his authority, I Charles

humbly conceive the immediate divine right of episcopacy sup- ^
^'

>

poses an original independency amongst those of that order ;

and that all privilege and preference of one see above another

was the result of subsequent compacts and concessions of the

episcopal college. To return :
" this distinction oi juris clivini

mediati^'' continues the archbishop, " is the Italian rock ; of

which the Genevians, to give them their due, stand clear.

Some of these men will not deny episcopacy to be juris divini,

without the above-mentioned distinction : but then they throw

in qualifying terms of another kind, it is ut suadenfis vel appro-

hantis^ sed non imperantis : they will needs have this kind of

government stand upon courtesy, and leave it to the discretion

of the people. And thus, by the help of this reserve, they

may cither admit or renounce it, as interest or fancy happens

to suggest : nay, unless my memory very much fails me, (I

speak in the archbishop^s name,) Beza himself is said to have

owned episcopacy to be juris dimni imperantis : but then he

comes in with this salvo of non universaliter imjyerantis ; and

that it was instituted citra considerationem durationis. And
thus by fencing with these distinctions, and going a little at

large, Geneva and Scotland may escape censure, give them-

selves a dispensation from Catholic practice, live under bishops

in one age, and without them in another. This is the great

rock in the lake of Geneva, which hitherto you seem not to

have sufficiently marked. In your ninth postulatum you affirm

the annexing honourable titles or privileges makes no differ-

ence in the substance of the calling ; I suppose you mean titles

of archbishops, primates, patriarchs, &c. But then I entreat

you would take care to guard your meaning from misconstruc-

tion ; for otherwise it is probable the faction may make an

advantage of the assertion ; they may pretend it is possible

that a bishop implies no more than an honourable distinction,

and that their order and powers are the same with that of a

priest. As to the eleventh postulatum, it must be managed
with great ciution, for fear of a saucy answer, which is a great

deal more ready with them than a learned one." Ruslnvoith,

After this the archbishop desires Hall would send him up
^"'

each head, or postulatum, as they were finished, for further

consideration ; and concludes with a ceremonious excuse for
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LAUD, the frankness of his remarks. By these reflections the reader

V L,
'' may perceive the archbishop was a person of a primitive spirit,

and of great judgment and penetration : that the learned

bishop Hall had this honourable opinion of him, appears by his

Hall alters governing his performance upon Laud's animadversions. When
upoiTtiie this book, entitled " Episcopacy by Divine Right," &c. was
archhishop-s finished, the author laid the manuscript before Laud for his
COTTCCiiOTlS

'

last review. And here, amongst other things, the archbishop

took notice that the Sabbatarian rigours were too gently

touched. He remarked further, that Hall had waived the dis-

cussion of this question, " Whether episcopacy be an order or

degree V as not much material : whereas those learned men
the archbishop consulted thought the main controversy turned

upon this point. He therefore desired the bishop to recollect

himself for some alterations in this part of the arg-ument. But

the most shocking passages were. Hall's calling the pope Anti-

christ in such undisguised and decisive expressions. This

rugged usage of a Christian bishop was not defensible, in Laud's

opinion : and in this a great many learned Protestants con-

curred with him. However, before he came to any resolution,

he acquainted his majesty with the business. How the matter

was settled by the king and the archbishop, will appear by his

letter to the bishop of Exeter ; which I shall transcribe as it

lies before me.

" The last (with which I durst not but acquaint his majesty)

is about Antichrist, which title, in three or four places, you

bestow upon the pope positively and determinately ; whereas

king James (of blessed memory) having brought strong proof

in a work of his, as you well know, to prove the pope to be

Antichrist ;
yet being afterwards challenged about it, he made

this answer, when the king that now is, went into Spain, and

acquainted him with it :
' That he writ that not concludingly,

but by way of arganient only; that the pope, and his adher-

ents, might see there was as good and better arguments to

prove him Antichrist, than for the pope to challenge temporal
•^'*""^^>j jurisdiction over kings.' The whole passage being known to

40. me, I could not but speak with the king about it, who com-

manded me to write unto you, that you might qualify your

expressions in these particulars, and so not differ from the
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known judgment of his pious and learned father. This is easily CHARLES

done with your own pen ; and the rather, because all Protest- ^-.
',

,

ants join not in this opinion of Antichrist."
A'lfrHc"'

p. 4G0."

The bishop of Exeter, swayed by the reasoning and autho- 791.

rity of this letter, softened some of his expressions, and ex-

punged others, to the king's and archbishop's satisfaction.

In the archbishop's account of his province this year, he
J!'^,

^^S^'

acquaints the king, " that in his diocese near Ashford, several account of

Anabaptists, and other Separatists, stood out so obstinately '* P'"^"'"^'

against the censures of the Church, that there was no other

way of dealing with them, but by having recourse to the

statute for abjuration, or applying some other way to the

assistance of the temporal courts. But whether this remedy

was proper, or not, at this disturbed juncture, is referred to

his majesty."

From the diocese of London it is certified, that the last

year there was a w^arm contest in the pulpit between Mr.

Goodwin, vicar of St. Stephen's Coleman-street, and some

other city ministers : the subject of their dispute was touch-

ing the act of believing, and the imputation of Christ's righte-

ousness in the justification of a sinner : the people, it seems,

were very much entangled, and uneasy in this controversy.

The matter had been taken up by the bishop and chancellor,

and the parties had promised to be quiet : but this year Good-

win broke his engagement, revived the contest, and preached

the people into their former scruples and ferments : however, Hist, of the

the lord bishop did not despair of a good issue \ Troubles,

The diocese of Norwich was quiet, and conformable, as any Archbisiiop

part of the kingdom. This, by the way, was a great reforma-

tion, brought on by Wrcnn and Montague, in a few years.

The bishop of Ely certified, that sir John Cutts, of Chil-

derly near Cambridge, kept a chaplain, though unqualified by

la\v. The case, as the ai'chbishop acquaints the king, was
this:—There were anciently two parishes in Childcrly; the one

had been long since lost, the other remains presentative. But
now, excepting the knight's house, the whole town is depo-

pulated ; the church is tumbled into rubbish, and upon the

remaining part of the walls a stable, a brew-house, and other

' John Goodwin (says Granger) made more noise in the world than any other person

of his age, rank, or profession. A very questionable assertion.

VOL. VIII. N
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LAUD, offices are built. Upon this rectory the knight always pro-

:
' vides a titular incumbent, who receives none of the tithes.

But then he has a chapel, which, as he says, was consecrated

by bishop Heton. He entertained a stipendiary chaplain

under the colour of being the parson''s curate : but that in

fact he was neither appointed, nor paid by the incumbent.

In short, by this means a good rectory was swallowed, and

that almost within view of the university.

The bishop of Ely certifieth further, that in Emanuel,

Sidney, and Corpus Christi colleges in Cambridge, the rooms

they used for chapels w^ere never consecrated.

It was likewise presented to this bishop (Wrenn), that

about forty years since, one sir Francis Hind pulled down the

church of St. Ethelred in Histon, being a vicarage presenta-

tive, and forced the parishioners to go to another small church

in that town, to their great inconvenience : and that the lead,

timber, stones, bells, and all other materials, were sold by the

said sir Francis ; or made use of for the building his house in

Madingley.

The bishop of Peterborough certifies, that some knights,

and other secular gentlemen, entertained scholars in their

houses for conversation ; or gave the vicar his board, where

the endowment was small : and this they alleged was not

keeping a chaplain, forbidden by the king's instructions.

However, most of these scholars performed the office of a

chaplain, that is, they said prayers, but not the Common
Prayer appointed by the rubric. This bishop acquaints his

metropolitan, that few of the laity are factious, but where

the clergy misled them. And this observation Laud is afraid

will hold in most parts of the kingdom.

In the diocese of Exeter, one Coxe preached a sermon upon

Hosea iv. 4. to prove the Church of England did not maintain

the calling of bishops to be jure divino : this sermon made an

ill impression upon a great many people in those parts. But
the bishop of Exeter having discoursed with this Coxe, sent him

Jan. 2. up to the archbishop ; where, receiving full satisfaction upon

the question, he went home, and of his own voluntary motion,

made a handsome recantation, and recovered the people he

W. had formerly misled.

The bishops of Bath and Wells, Sarura, Worcester, Glou-

cester, Rochester, St. David''s, Landaif, and Bangor, certify,
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that his majesty's instructions were punctually observed in charles

their dioceses; and that in other respects they were likewise * \
>

in a regular condition : the bishop of Chichester's certificate

is much to the same purpose : only he adds, that this diocese

is not so much troubled with Puritan ministers, as with

Puritan justices of peace ; of which it seems there were a

great many : the rest of the dioceses returning nothing re-

markably amiss, I shall pass them over.

This was the last annual information the archbishop sent

the king. Now, if we consider the condition of the Church

at Laud's coming to Canterbury, we shall find him very suc-

cessful in his administration : and had not the rebellion come

on, and thrown him out of his seat, he would, in all likelihood,

either have converted, or crushed, the Puritan sect, and re-

covered his province to an entire conformity.

But now the English faction being animated by the king's

late indulgence to the Scots, the times grew disturbed, and the

government was much embarrassed. To relieve his majesty

under these difficulties, the earl of Strafford, lord deputy of

Ireland, the archbishop of Canterbury, and the marquis of

Hamilton, advised the calling a parliament ; it was likewise Hist, of the

resolved at the board to give the king an extraordinary assist-
^'J*"*^'^*'

ance, in case the houses should prove incompliant, and refuse Archbishop

the passing of subsidies *.
Diary, p. 59.

' The divine theory of kingsliip, set forth in Scripture and illustrated by the Fathers,

was unhappily little understood in the times of the Stuarts. That divine theory com-

bines all that is true in the doctrines of Filmer on one side, and Locke on the other.

It supposes that king and people are alike parts of one political system,—the head and

members of one political personification. As such, both king and people possess not

only certain united, but certain distinct rights, which must be mutually respected in

order to projluce syncretic harmony, so warmly eulogized by Cicero in his treatise

" De Republica." The king, as supreme head, is doubtless to be reverenced and obeyed

under Ood with every possible submission consistent with the conscience of the subject.

So far Filmer is right. But there always exists a possibility that kings may exceed

their office, and command things that are notoriously opposed to the laws of God and

nature, or impossible in themselves. Now, in such case there may be many who think

themselves as subjects bound to obey the constitutional power at all risks, believing

tliat the moral responsibility of wrong orders rests with the sovereign from whom they

emanate. But there will likewise be many for " quot homines tot sententiae," who
.ngree with Locke, and think their own consciences bound to an act of discrimination,

and feel themselves obligated to resist all commands opposed to their private convictions

of right. Both these classes of men take their stand upon the text, "it is better

to obey God than the monarch," when their injunctions can be proved irreconcileable.

But questions are continually arising between them in critical predicaments, whether

the law of God and the monarch are reconcileable or not, and how f;ir one involves and

implies the other. In this dilemma, the divine or biblical theory comes to our aid, and

shows us that the rights of conscience, in king and people, are reciprocallv to bo

N 2
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LAUD,
Abp. Cant.

Tlie parlia-

ment meets at

Westminster,
and, j/ot

givini satis-

factio7i, is

quickly dis-

solved.

A.D. 1640.

Upon the thirteenth of April the parhament met at West-

minster. Soon after the opening of the session the king sent a

message to the lower house, to put them in mind of supplies

;

reporting the intolerable usage he had received from the Scots;

and declaring, tliat provided they granted him an aid suitable

to the occasion, he would give up his claim of ship money, and

satisfy all other reasonable demands : but the commons, as

things were managed, were in no disposition for compliance

;

they insisted upon farther securities for property, for better

settlement of religion, and for privilege of parliament. Now
the question was, whether the king's message, or the commons'

request, was first to be considered ? After several conferences

between the two houses, the lords voted a preference for the

king's business, and the commons for that of the subject : but

this dispute was quickly ended, no less unfortunately than it

began : for secretary Vane being ordered to acquaint the

commons in what proportion tlie king desired to be assisted,

respected; that both must be allowed to exert their proper influence in their respective

spheres ; and that neither can violate the other with impunity. The New Testament

frequently enforces this sublime philosophy. It shows that there exists a miiversal

intermembership in all social constitutions : that the head cannot say to the members,

I have no need of you ; nor the members to the head, "We have no need of 30U. The

application of this doctrine, in the form of a fable, once saved the Roman empire from

ruin. But in tlie time of the Stuarts, the quiet voice of truth was drowned in the dis-

sonance of polemics, and Britain fell a sacrifice to the madness of her sects and parties.

The biblical system of mutual charity, mutual concession, and reciprocal toleration, was

kept out of sight. The king on one side wished to be absolute, and the parliament on

the other wished to be absolute. That holy and blessed syncretism, which endeavours

to combine all that is truest and best in every sect and party, without indifferentism,

and without confusion,—without partiality, and without hypocrisy, was trampled in the

dust, by tyranny on one side and rebellion on the other. That admirable maxim,
" Live and let live," which might have proved the salvation of the nation, was oblite-

rated from the memory of men by exacerbated bigotry and exclusivenesss ; and so

universal conflict and revolution ensued. I am the more anxious to take the initiative,

in restoring tlie divine theory of government, which reconciles the respective verities of

Filmer and Locke; for the country is even now threatened with many of the calamities

that obtained in the days of the Stuarts ; and if our sects, parties, schisms, and factions,

proceed in their virulent altercations, the integrity of the Biitish empire will he once

more demolished. In attempting to produce this reconciliation between Filmer and

Locke,—both of them men of admirable worth and sagacity,—it will probably be found,

that Filmer is far nearer to the truth of monarchical politics than his antagonist, though

he exaggerates many arguments in the ex-parte spirit of an advocate. Locke's books on

government, though invaluable as counter-pleas on the other side of the question, neces-

sary to balance the reason of the student, and restore the equipoise of his judgment

;

yet taken by themselves apart, are fraught with sophistry and danger. Hence those

men who swear by Locke as their sole authority, not only become party men, but party

men peculiarly dangerous to a monarchical constitution, should they get the ascendancy.

They are so because, taking only a one-sided view of the case, they sacrifice the royal

prerogative without compunction ; call that independence which is, in fact, rebellion
;

and liurry all the institutions of society into revolution iind anarchy.
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proposed twelve subsidies ; whereas, it was said, he had ex- CHARLES

press orders to mention no more than six : this being looked > .'^ >

on as an excessive demand, shocked the commons, and threw '
"2.

IVIav 5

them off their t'^mper: and thus proceeding to some unaccept- a.d. iko.

able debates, the king, despairing of any good issue, by the

advice of his council, dissolved the parliament.

To o-ive some account of the convocation : this provincial ff
couvoca-

o
_

Hon at i>t.

synod met April the 14th, at the chapter-house of St. Paul's. Paul's.

The sermon was preached by Dr. Turner, residentiary of that L'Estian'gc,

church. His text was Matt. xvi. 16, "Behold, I send you ^'^^j^^^.j^g

forth as sheep in the midst of wolves." In the close of Lord cia-

the sermon, he took notice, that all the bishops did not Hist, of the

hold the reins of discipline equally strait ; that some of them Rebellion,

were too remiss and indulging ; that though, by this popular Rnshworth's

bias, they might gain the reputation of gentle governors, part 2.

they disserved the rest of their order, and made them pass gynodus

for men of rigour. He therefore exhorted them to act up Angiieana,

, . . . . p . Append.
to the rubric and canons, and insist upon a strict conformity.

After sermon. Dr. Richard Stuart, clerk of the closet, and

dean of Chichester, was presented prolocutor. When this r% receive

matter was settled, and the customary ceremonies over, the ^i^nmldpr

archbishop produced a commission, under the broad seal, ena- tJi^ l'>-p('d-

bling the two houses to consult and agree upon the explanation altering the

or altering any canons then in force, or for the making such ^"^l^;^ ^e,<,

new ones as should be thought convenient for the government *'"'^*-

of the Church. The commission was to remain in force during

the present session of parliament, and no longer. By a remark-

able clause in this instrument, nothing could be done without

the archbishop's being a party at the consultation. Cyprian.

The latitude of this commission was very acceptable to the p. "4^23^."

majority ; and, by way of acknowledgment for the trust his ^^"v'^*

majesty had lodged with them, they granted him six subsidies,/^^,/</>fc<^,.-

at the rate of four shillings in the pound, to be paid within %\yJ}*f-'''**^f'J^'

years. After this, the archbishop brought in a canon " for

suppressing the farther growth of popery." This was put into

the hands of the prolocutor, with directions that the lower Smm new

house might enlarge and alter it as they thought proper. But
afterwards. Laud, considering this canon proceeding wholly

from himself might wipe off some aspersions and prove ser-

viceable to his reputation, recalled the paper into his own
hands, and, after a review, returned it to the lower house in
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LAUD, the same form it stands at present. While this matter was
^'.

"" '. setthng, a canon was drawn " for the better keeping the day

of his majesty's inauguration," Another canon was levelled

against the spreading the Socinian heresy. The next pro-

vision was a restraint of sectaries. By this canon it was

decreed, that all those proceedings and penalties, mentioned

in the canon against popish recusants, should, as far as they

are applicable, stand in full force and vigour against all Ana-

baptists, Brownists, Separatists, Familists, or other sects

whatsoever, who refuse repairing to their parish-churches for

hearing divine service and receiving the holy communion.

Thus far the convocation had gone when the parliament was

unfortunately dissolved ; and possibly this ecclesiastical meet-

ino- had broken up the next day, according to customary prac-

tice, if one of the lower house had not acquainted the archbishop

with a precedent of queen Elizabeth's time, to encourage them

to continue their session. This precedent, entered upon the

convocation-records, was an authority that the clergy might

grant a subsidy, and levy it by the force of synodical acts,

without a parliamentary confirmation. From this instance,

the majority, inferring an independency of the convocation

upon the parliament, adjourned themselves several times, with

a design to enter upon business and enlarge the number

of their canons. However, not a few of the members were

surprised at this resolve, because their continuing the meeting

was plainly crossing upon common usage ; and, besides, the

powers granted in the commission above-mentioned were to

expire at the recess of the parliament. To remove these

scruples, it was alleged, on the other side, that the writs

for calling a parliament and convocation were couched in

different forms, and no way depending upon each other ; and

—which reinforced the argument—the present convocation-

writ, and the commission enabling them to make canons, were

distinct instruments. From whence the inference is, that,

though the commission determined with the dissolution of

the parliament, yet, by virtue of the writ, they were to remain

a convocation till dissolved by another writ. This reasoning had

Synod. its effect upon several of the members. However, to give far-

Appeud" t.her satisfaction, the king put the question to the most eminent

p. 33. lawyers then at court, who delivered their resolution in these

Mav ]4. words : " That the convocation, called by the king's writ, is to

]4
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continue till it be dissolved by the king's writ, notwithstanding CHARLES
the dissolution of the parliament." This opinion was signed <

,'.
<

by Finch, lord keeper ; Manchester, lord privy seal ; Littleton, f^'l^^^se^c.

chief justice of the Common Pleas ; Banks, attorney-general ;
raio/tiw

and Whitfield and Heath, two of his majesty's council, learned declare the

in the law. To fortify this resolution, a new commission was IZni'iaio-^

sent the two houses, to remain in force during the king's -^";.^''-'^*?

.

'

T^ -r.
after the

pleasure. JNotwithstandmg this encouragement, Dr. Brownrig, dissolution

Dr. Hacket, Dr. Holdsworth, Mr. Warmistry, with others, to UaiZid!^'

the number of thirty-six, protested against the continuance of

the convocation. But, in regard the session was warranted by Fuller's

so many considerable persons of the long robe, these dissenting bo„'k
2!^'*

members neither withdrew from the house, nor entered their p- ^^''

protest in scriptis, or form of law.

And now the convocation, somewhat reassured, went on

with their business, though, it must be said, the prospect was

dark, and the juncture very discouraging: for five hundred of May 11.

the mob had lately made a midnight march to Lambeth, and

attacked the archbishop's palace two hours ; but, being disap- Archbishop

pointed in their malice, and forced to retire, they resolved to Dhu-v.*

assault the convocation. The king, being informed of the

danger, ordered them a guard, consisting of some companies

of the trained bands of Middlesex, commanded by Endymion
Porter, groom of the bedchamber, a loyal and well-affected

gentleman.

The canons passed in this convocation being in Sparrow's

collection, and easily met with, I shall neither transcribe nor

abstract them. It may be sufficient to add the titles of those

already unmentioned. The second, third, fourth, and fifth

have been already related. The first is entitled, " Concerning

the Regal Power." This canon carries the regale to a remark-

able height, and declares strongly for passive obedience. The
title of the sixth stands thus : "An Oath enjoined for the

Preventing of all Innovations in Doctrine and Government."

And because this oath was so loudly declaimed against, and so

much battered in the next parliament, I shall insert it at '^ushwortirs

length. It stands thus :

—

pan. 2.

p. 1337.

" I, A. B., do swear, that I do approve the doctrine and ^,
,'^'

,..,. ii'ii'i ^-11 1 n I Iw o<.Un so

disciphne, or government, established m the Church of Kng- much e.r-

land, as containing all things necessary to salvation : and that f,X'^^s<.
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LAUD, I will not endeavour by myself, or any other, directly or indi-
Abp. Cant.

,i , i • • • ^ \ • , , . ,
'

-. ' rectly, to bring in any popish doctrine contrary to that which

is so established : nor will I ever give my consent to alter the

government of this Church, by archbishops, bishops, deans,

and archdeacons, &c. as it stands now established, and as by
right it ought to stand ; nor yet ever to subject it to the

usurpations and superstitions of the see of Rome. And all

these things I do plainly and sincerely acknowledge and swear,

according to the plain and common sense and understanding of

the same words, without any equivocation, or mental evasion,

or secret reservation whatsoever. And this I do heartily,

willingly, and truly, upon the faith of a Christian. So help me
God in Jesus Christ."

To go on with the titles of the canons. The 7th is entitled,

" A Declaration concerning some Rites and Ceremonies.

8. Of Preaching for Conformity. 9. One Book of Articles of

Enquiry, to be used at all Parochial Visitations. 10. Con-

cerning the Conversation of the Clergy. 11. Chancellors'" Pa-

tents. 12. Chancellors alone not to Censure the Clergy in

sundry Cases. 13. Excommunication and Absolution not to

be pronounced but by a Priest. 14. Concerning Commuta-
tions, and the disposing of them. 15. Touching concurrent

Jurisdiction. 16. Concerning Licenses to Marry. 17. Against

vexatious Citations."

Besides these canons, which were all unanimously subscribed

by the convocation (the bishop of Gloucester excepted), there

were some other things proposed, which either fell in the de-

bate, or miscarried by the distraction of the times. For in-

stance, one Griffith, a member for one of the Welch dioceses,

moved for a new edition of the Welch Church Bible : the

Bible had been about sixty years since translated into that lan-

guage by the assistance of bishop Morgan ; but this perform-

ance suffered considerably in the press. For instance, verse

twenty-three, of the 12th of Exodus, where the angel is said to

" pass over the door sprinkled with blood," is omitted, which

maims the sense of the chapter. And in Habakkuk, the second

and the fifth, the words "he is a proud man," are left out.

Further, there was a design to draw an English pontifical, and

get it passed by the convocation : this pontifical was to take in

Anglican, the form of king Charles's coronation, and serve as a prece-
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dent for future solemnities of this kind, A form for consecrat- CHARLES
ing churches, churchyards, and chapels, was likewise to be j

inserted : to these an office was to be added, for reconciling

such as had either done open penance, or apostatized to Ma-
hometanism. These three forms, together with the Office of

Confirmation, and the Ordinal now in force, were to make the

whole book ; but the public discontents growing higher, it was

thought advisable to postpone this matter till the times were

better settled : many of the members excepted against tying

up preachers to use the prayer before the sermon prescribed by

the fifty-fifth canon. To relieve them under this grievance, as

some counted it, a short prayer, comprehending the matter of

the canon, was drawn up : this form, it was said, would have

been well received by those who scrupled the direction of the

canon. But the archbishop thought it better to keep close to

the old rule, than run the risk of a new experiment : and thus

the motion was dropped without going further.

Before the canons were offered to the houses for their sub- May 29.

• ...i ii<>jii» !• M The ctmons
scription, they were read before tlie kmg and privy-covmcil ; approved

the judges and other eminent persons of the long; robe being; *-^ if>e pnvp-
^ o 1 o o council and

present. And here they were approved by the whole audience, judges.

the king giving the archbishop thanks for bringing things to so

good an issue. After this solemn approbation, they were sub-

scribed in the upper house by the bishops and the rest of the

clergy ; none refusing to put their hand but the bishop of

Gloucester. This prelate's firmness to the Reformation had

been formerly questioned, which suspicion was increased by

this refusal ; for it was thought the strictness of the third

canon, for suppressing the growth of popery, was the only

reason which made him stand off. He was first argued with,

and then required to acquiesce, by his metropolitan ; and these

methods proving ineffectual, he was suspended ah officio et

heneficio by both houses. This sentence being put into form,

signed by the archbishop, and publicly pronounced, the king

ordered his commitment. But this durance was but short ; •'"'i^- '^T-

for on the 10th of July he acknowledged his misbehaviour

before the lords of the council, and took the oath enjoined by

the sixth canon. Upon this compliance he recovered his

liberty. liut whether this submission was not made with some

reserved latitude, is not altogether so clear ; for in his last
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LAUD, sickness he declared himself in the communion of the Church of

^

—

-^ ^
.
J Rome, and ordered his will to be drawn accordingly '.

The canons of this convocation were transmitted to York,

and signed unanimously by that synod, without debating upon

matter or form. And after the national Church had thus

given them their authority, they were confirmed by the king's

letters-patent under the broad seal.

Exceptions But all this couutenancc and regular proceeding was not
aqainst them on • , i_ j_ii» o ii
aLivered. sumcient to screcn them irom censure, home were unpleased

with the seventh canon, intituled, " A Declaration concerning

some Rites and Ceremonies." This canon recommends bowing

towards the communion-table, or altar. However, it is couched

in very inoffensive terms, and lays no penalty upon the omission

of this ceremony ; and, which is more, all persons are desired

to manage by the " rule of charity," and neither blame the

practice or omission. However, notwithstanding the indif-

ferency the matter seemed to rest in, some thought those who

forbore the ceremony would be looked on as short in their

conformity, and stand with disadvantage in the opinion of the

prelates.

But nothing occasioned more clamour than the oath enjoined

by the sixth canon, which was pelted both from pulpit and

press. The ' fcc."' in this engagement was reckoned a dark

abbreviation, and that the meaning of it was not to be reached.

But to this it was answered, that in the five preceding canons,

made some time before, there was a particular recital of all the

persons vested with ecclesiastical jurisdiction ; that is to say,

archbishops, bishops, deans, archdeacons, deans and chapters,

and other persons having peculiar and exempt jurisdiction. All

these distinctions, having been particularly set forth in the

first five canons, were in the first draught of this oath cut off

with this ' fcc."" to avoid repetition. However, it was intended

to engross the canons in the whole length of the enumeration,

and then the exceptionable ' fcc' would have been thrown out,

of course ; but the king being tired with the charge of keeping

a guard for the convocation, and the clamour occasioned by

this extraordinary security, sent several messages to the clergy

I This bishop of Gloucester was Godfrey Goodman, formerly dean of Rochester. He

came into his bishopric in 1624, and died a Papalist in 1655 ; after which the see of

Gloucester remained vacant five years.

794.
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to press them upon dispatch. The houses being thus some- CHir\RLES

what hurried, sent the canons to the press, and forgot to ^ ,^l /

expunge this ' &c.' It was answered.

Secondly. That the ' (fee.' in the oath is so Hmited and

explained by the following words, viz., "as it stands now
established," that there can be no reasonable fear of a danger-

ous meeting. It was farther objected, that the requiring an

oath not to consent to the alteration of the present Church

government, by archbishops, bishops, deans, archdeacons, deans

and chapters, &c., was a confinement of the civil and ecclesi-

astical legislature ; and tying the Church and State down to

the decrees of a convocation. To be sworn out of liberty in

this manner was reckoned the more unreasonable, because

some of the orders specified in the oath, particularly deans and

archdeacons, have no pretence to a divine right, and conse-

quently cannot prescribe against alteration. To this it was

replied, that the convocation never intended this oath for a

restraint of their own authority, or to bar the clergy complying

with such alterations, as might be afterwards lawfully made ;

therefore, these words, " I will never give my consent to alter

the government of the Church," &c., imply no more, than

that the clergy bind themselves not to be in a practice against

the present ecclesiastical establishment, nor attempt an altera-

tion in the Church, without the consent of those who govern.

Lastly. It is objected, the person is to declare " he takes

the oath willingly ; " tliough, after all, there is no refusing it,

without incurring the penalties of suspension and deprivation.

But this pretended rigour is defended by a parallel instance in

the oath of allegiance ; for here the party is obliged to swear he

makes this recognition " heartily, truly, and willingly."" And
yet, notwithstanding the compass of this acknowledgement,

the taking the oath is required under very severe forfeitures.

Thirdly. The canons were charged with " encroaching upon

the property of the subject." But this objection shall be post-

poned to the next pai-liament.

But after all it was thought the main exception against the

convocation was their drawing the first canon so much to the

service of the crown, and flatly condenming resistance of the

government upon any pretence whatsoever. It is true in this

they advanced no other doctrine but what was warranted by

the laws, and assorted at length in the Homilies. But not-

withstanding they went plainly upon the authority of Church
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LAUD, and State, some people were much unpleased to have their

'
^/ ' memory refreshed with this doctrine. This resentment, though

smothered at first by the EngHsh malcontents, was spoken out

by the Scotch commissioners. These Covenanters, amongst

the rest of their articles of impeachment, " charged the arch-

bishop with making canons against their just and necessary

defence ; and that he had obliged the clergy to preach such

doctrine four times a year as was not only contrary to their

proceedings, but to the doctrine and proceedings of other re-

formed Kirks, to the judgment of all sound divines and law-

History of yers, as tending to the utter ruin and enslaving of all estates

bies, &c. of and kingdoms." From hence it appears that the guarding the

Laud^**'
°^ government, the pinning the subjects so close to their duty,

Cant's and declaring so strongly against rebellion, was the great

A.D. 1640. grievance in these canons. To go back a little and touch upon

the affairs in Ireland : in this kingdom a parliament met on

the 20th of March, and sat till the 17th of June. At this

Irish acts iri sessiou two acts passcd for the benefit of the clergy. The

Churchf ^
first statute, entitled "An Act for Endowing Churches with

Glebe Lands," is as follows :

—

" Whereas all beneficiaries with cure, especially vicars, are

bound to perpetual residence ; and yet, through the war and

confusion of former times in this kingdom, the ancient glebes

in many places are so obscured that they cannot be found out,

by which means the incumbents are necessitated to perpetual

non-residence ; be it therefore enacted by the king's most ex-

cellent majesty, the lords spiritual and temporal, and commons
in this parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same,

that it shall be lawful for any devout person, without licence of

mortmain, to endow churches having no glebes, or not above

ten acres of glebe, with new glebe, provided the glebe of

any one church so endowed do not exceed forty acres at the

I5c'h^ks 1. 3Most, and that the said lands be not holden in capite^ or by
cap. 11. knight's service."

By the next statute, the penalty of deprivation incurred by

the incumbent, for not paying the twentieth part of his living

^j
to the crown, is lessened to a forfeiture of only the treble

i5Ciuuicsi. value of the said twentieth part : this was the last parliament

of that kingdom during the earl of Strafford's lieutenancy.

This summer the Covenanting Scots levied another army
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against the king, invaded England, overran the country to the CHARLES

Tyne, forced the lord Conway to retreat, and seized Durham v /^ ;

and Newcastle. The king marched against them as far as J^vST^^
York, and was not unprovided to give them battle : but having England.

reason to suspect some of the officers and centinels were

tainted in their loyalty, and disinclined to fight the Scots, he

consented to a treaty at Rippon : where, after some debate,

the English and Scotch commissioners agreed to a cessation of The treaty
^ '^

^
at Kippon.

arms. Secondly, that the Scotch army should be allowed eight

hundred and fifty pounds a day during their quartering in

England : which contribution was to be raised in the counties

of Northumberland, AVestmorland, Durham, and the town of

Newcastle. Thirdly, the river Tees was to be the barrier to

both armies : and as to the main articles, they were to be re- JuL /aP.

ferred to a farther treaty at London. AVhitiock's

When the king was upon his expedition against the Scots,

archbishop Laud received information out of Holland of a

plot against his majesty : that this treason was carried on in

England by Seignior Con and his confidants : that these con-

spirators finding the archbishop resty as to any alterations in

religion, resolved to dispatch him first : and that when this

obstacle was removed, they did not despair of working the

king's humour. The first discoverer of this plot was one Hist, of

Andreas Ab-llabernsfeikl, a Bohemian gentleman, physician biVs of"

to the lady Elizabeth, who married the Paltzgrave ; this gen-
Laud^'*''"^

tleman sent a friend of his with a narrative to sir William

Boswell, his majesty's agent in Holland : Habernsfeild's friend Hammond,

having sworn sir William to secrecy, it was agreed betw'een His't'of"^*''

them, that the papers should be sealed, and sent by an express J^'"e

to the archbishop of Canterbury ; Laud took care to have Jiuhems-

thom put in the king's hands. His majesty at the beginning -^ojlj^y/"^

of the next parliament, nominated a committee of lords to 795.

examine this matter. In short, all the papers were read before

the king and the committee. But it seems the narrative was ''The. pope's

, , (ir/eiits ( as it

somewhat perplexed, and the proofs defective. That Laud did fs said) plot

not give nuicli credit to this relation, appears by the manner |^c.""'''

of his reporting; this plot at his trial, and by his omitting fl'^t. of the

• 1 • T • 1-1 1 • /• 11 TrouWos,
the mention of it in his diary ; m which, things oi much less &c. of

importance are taken notice of. The learned Wharton like- Lami,'p.i6;).

wise questions the matter of fact in his preface to the " His- ^J-^'^j'/'"*

tory of the Archbishop's Troubles," &e. And since there p. Xw.
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et deinc.

was no prosecution upon the narrative, and the marks of

truth were not sufficiently legible, I shall enter no farther into

the story.

To proceed : the king having lately marched against the

Scots, a paper was dropped in Covent Garden, to encourage

the apprentices and soldiers to attack the archbishop ; but

one of the mob having been executed for a late attempt

at Lambeth, they had not courage enough to renew the

enterprise. But, not long after, when the High Commission

sat at St. Paul's, about two thousand Brownists insulted

the court, pulled down all the benches in the consistory,

and cried out they would have no bishops nor High Com-
mission. Thus the king, by this tumult, was put to the

expense of ordering a guard for St. Paul's, as he had done

before at Westminster, for the protection of the convocation.

On the 3rd of November, the long parliament, which proved

so fatal to the king, met at Westminster. At the opening

this session, the commons made speeches against tlie crown

and the Church, in a very remarkable manner, and gave early

indications of what followed. What they delivered against the

bishops discovers a great deal of heat and disaffection, gives a

strong countenance to schism, and charges popery at random.

In short, there is much more satire and declamation than

solid proof in these remonstrances. These gentlemen, that

harangued with so much vigour, seemed to be angry with

the bishops for their revenues and authority, and grudged

them the benefit of the constitution. I • shall pass over the

exceptions some of the members made against insisting upon

conformity, against the High Commission, against a power

in the bishops to license books, and the clergy being put

into posts of civil jurisdiction. I shall waive the recital, I

say, of what was delivered upon these heads, because they are

mostly made up of invective without argument. But from

Bagshaw, one of the long robe, something more of law and

logic might have been expected.

To give the reader the substance of this learned member's

speech upon episcopacy. In the beginning of his discourse, he

supposes an episcopacy of two sorts : the first, in statu puro,

as it stood in the primitive times ; the second, in statu corrupto,

or in its modern declension. This latter condition he applies

to the English hierarchy, and endeavours to prove that epis-
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copacy, in this state of degeneracy, encroaches upon the crown Charles

in the four following particulars. ^ ,; j

His first instance is in bishop HalFs late book, wherein it is
f"^^^"^'^^

asserted, that episcopacy, both in the office and jurisdiction, «'««ne<^-

is jure dwino ; and that, in matters purely spiritual, this is no

more than truth, I have fully proved in the first volume of

this work. But to go on with Mr. Bagshaw, who pretends

this assertion is directly contrary to the laws of England.

His first proof is brought from the statute of Carlisle, 85 Ed.

I., where it is said, as sir Edward Coke reports, that the Coke's

Church of England is founded in the state of prelacy, by panT^Cau-

the king of England and his progenitors. But that these '''t's case.

words relate to revenues and endowment, may partly be col-

lected from what follows, where it is said the design of this

foundation was to enable the bishops to keep hospitable

houses, and relieve the poor. Further : that the first Saxon

kings—to mention no other—did not pretend to convey the

powers in the episcopal character, nor so much as to fill the

vacant sees, is sufficiently shown in the first part of this

history. His next proof is taken from Magna Charta, cap. 1,

where the king declares, " Concessimus Deo et Ecclesise Angli-

canse omnes libertates," «fec. To this it may be answered, in

the first place, that Magna Charta was commonly supposed to

be nothing more than a confirmation of the subjects' right.

Secondly, it is said, " Concessimus Deo,"—we have granted to

God. Now, could Bagshaw suppose the king would pretend

to grant God any new power or jurisdiction? It is plain,

therefore, the charter must be understood of secular privilege

and jurisdiction. And, when these things are settled upon

the Church, they are said to be given to God, because they

are designed for the support of his worship, and the encourage-

ment of those who represent him. His third argument, from

37 Hen. VIII. cap. 17, has been considered already in the

reign of that prince, and thither I refer the reader.

For his second encroachment of the liierarchy upon the

crown, he only produces a common saying,—" No bishop,

no king ; no mitre, no sceptre." But this is only fighting

a phantom and pursuing his own shadow, and requires no

further consideration.

His third instance of the hierarchy " trenching upon the

crown," as he calls it, was the maintaining the bishops a
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LAUD, third estate in parliament ; " and, therefore, the king and

.—-".
^

'^"
'j parhament could not be without them." This he utterly

denies, and makes the king one of three estates. But, not-

withstanding this categorical language, the archbishops, bishops,

and clergy, are expressly declared to be one of the " greatest

8 Eliz. states of this realm." And that the bishops are essential to
^^^'

' the legislature no less than the temporal lords and commons.
Coke's jg o-ranted by sir Edward Coke.
Inst, part 4.

~

foi. 1. The fourth pretended encroachment is the bishops holding

ecclesiastical courts in their own names, and not in the name
of the king, nor by commission from him, contrary to the

statute 1 Edw. VI. cap. 2. But this objection, having been

already answered, shall be passed over. Bagshaw, in the

conclusion of his speech, makes a further discovery of his

disaffection to episcopacy, and declares, that, had he lived in

Scotland, France, Geneva, or the Low Countries, he should
Rushwoith's have been for Presbyterian Church government.

part. 2. The lord Dio-by thou(>;ht the late convocation misbehaved

themselves, and harangued strongly against their proceedings.
Lord Dig- jjg conccivcs their taxing the clergy an invasion of the sub-
tly i' speech. ...

,
.

jects right, and calls their benevolence a malevolence ; and

the levying this benevolence by synodical acts, and under the

penalties of excommunication and deprivation, is complained of

as intolerable oppression, and an encroachment upon the civil

legislature. But, notwithstanding these tragical expressions,

tha clergy had always the privilege of taxing their own body.

• Neither from Magna Charta until the thirty-seventh of Henry

VIII. is there any parliamentary confirmation of subsidies

Statute- given by the clergy. For what reason this custom was after-

wards altered is not easy to account for. It is possible it

might be for the benefit of the crown, and for the better

796^ securing the payment of the money granted ; for, since the

Reformation, the jurisdiction of the Church was much sunk,

and her censures less regarded. Now the convocation could

proceed no further than spiritual penalties. They had no

authority over the secular magistrate, neither could they com-

mand the justices of peace to levy their subsidies by distress

;

and therefore, that the crown might not be disappointed of the

money granted by the convocation, their subsidies from the

thirty-seventh of Henry VIII. downwards, were generally con-

firmed by act of parliament. But that the clergy's granting
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the king a benevolence without such confirmation, exceeded Charles
their power, is more than is proved. Had the convocation v \ ,

pretended to tax the laity, the objection had been good. But
to contest their authority for raising money upon their own
body, is to cross upon custom and known privilege : neither

could the clergy without doors reckon this a grievance, for

they had already given their consent for this purpose in their

procuratorial letters ; for in this instrument, signed and sealed

by the electors for convocation, they engage themselves to

allow and abide by the proceedings of their clerks and proc-

tors. Besides, there was a precedent in queen Elizabeth''s Se ratum

reign in defence of this practice. For in the year J 585, the acuptHm

convocation granted a subsidy or benevolence, and levied the ^'^^^J^-^J"^'

money by synodical authority, without any confirmation horn P^o'^^^^atores

the parliament ; neither was this at all complained of. This fecerint, vet

instance was suggested to the archbishop of Canterbury in
'sefihe''^''^'

May last, and the convocation record appealed to for the truth Appendix to

n .\ n J.
I^r. Atter-

Ot the tact. bury's

On the 4th of November the convocation met at St. Paul's
; Powers &c

the sermon was preached by Bargrave, dean of Canterbury. °^ ^ Convo-

The lower house chose their old prolocutor, and adjourning to The amm-

king Henry VII.'s chapel, the archbishop made a speech: he TuuiueJ^'

lamented the unhappiness of the times ; put them in mind of "o^^'"'9-

the storm rising upon the Church ; exhorted them to perform

the duty of their respective places, and stand their ground with

resolution. There was nothing of moment transacted in tliis

convocation. But Warmister, one of the clerks for the dio-

cese of Worcester, made a motion which must not be for-

gotten ; it was, that according to the direction of the Levitical

law, they should endeavour to cover the pit which they had

opened : that is, they should prevent their enemies, and null

the offensive canons which had passed in the last convocation.

But the house seemed to have a better opinion of the canons,

and rejected the motion. However, Warmister being disap-

pointed, published a long speech upon this subject, and ran a

satire upon some of the canons. But all this remonstrance

was not reckoned merit enough to protect him afterwards from

sequestration.

About a week forward, Williams, lord bishop of Lincoln, BUhop

was discharged from his imprisonment in the Tower ; the ^''''^""'*

house of Lords having applied to the king for this purpose. ifWlj-'i^*)-

VOL. VTII, o
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Dec. 11.

The next day being a public fast, this prelate was brought into

the Abbey-church at Westminster by six bishops, and offi-

ciated as dean there. The commons, according to custom,

went to St. Margaret's church ; and here, while the second

service was reading at the communion-table, the audience be-

gan to sing some of Hopkins'* metre, and disturbed the office.

This breaking in upon the prayers was somewhat surprising

;

but the commons, it seems, had a mind to acquaint the people

with part of their design.

The earl of Strafford, who commanded the English army,

came up to London at the king's instance, and ventured him-

self with the parliament. This, both by himself and his friends,

was thought a step somewhat too hardy. But the caution was

overruled by his majesty, who promised his protection, and re-

fused to dispense with his absence at the council-board. How-
ever, this nobleman's apprehensions of danger were too well

founded ; for upon his appearing in the house he was im-

peached for high treason by the commons, committed to the

black rod, and sent to the Tower soon after.

The government being now in a visible declension, Burton

and Pryn got loose from their confinement, and made a pom-

pous entry into London, being attended from Brentford by

several thousands of horse and foot, with rosemary in their

hats. Thus the king's courts of justice, which had censured

these men, were openly insulted ; and the criminals were ad-

mitted to the house of commons to prefer petitions against the

prosecutors.

By this countenance the Puritan faction was further ani-

mated to attack the Church. And alderman Pennington, with

a retinue of some hundreds, came to the house of commons

and presented a petition, subscribed by fifteen thousand Lon-

doners, though not in the name of the corporation. This

paper exhibited a strong complaint against the ceremonies and

discipline of the Church of England ; but containing too much
matter for sudden despatch, it was postponed to a time of

more leisure.

Upon the 15th of December the commons attacked the late

convocation in form ; and resolved, nuUo contradicente—

oftZT'mn- "1- That the clergy of England, convened in any convoca-
mons against

^j^j^ ^^ svuod, or Otherwise, have no power to make any con-
the canons. ^ ' ' i •*
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stitutions, canons, or acts whatsoever in matter of doctrine, Charles

discipline, or otherwise, to bind the clergy or laity of the land, v ,'^ >

without common consent of parliament.

"2. That the several constitutions and canons ecclesiasti-

cal, treated upon by the archbishops of Canterbury and York,

presidents of the convocation for the respective provinces of

Canterbury and York, and the rest of the bishops and clergy

of those provinces, and agreed upon with the king's majesty's

licence in their several synods, begun at London and York,

1640, do not bind the clergy or laity of this land, or either of

them."

The next day the same subject being resumed, it was re-

solved, mdlo contradicente—

" 1. That these canons and constitutions ecclesiastical,

treated upon by the archbishops of Canterbury and York,

presidents of the convocations for the respective provinces of

Canterbury and York, and by the rest of the bishops and

clergy of those provinces, and agreed upon with the king's

majesty's licence in their several synods begun at London and

York, in the year 1640, do contain in them many matters

contrary to the king's prerogative, to the fundamental laws

and statutes of this realm, to the rights of parliament, to the

property and liberty of the subject, and matters tending to

sedition, and of dangerous consequence.

" 2. That the several grants of the benevolences or contri-

butions granted to his most excellent majesty by the clergy of

the provinces of Canterbury and York, in the several convo-

cations or synods holden at Canterbury and York, a.d. 1640, 797.

are contrary to the laws, and ought not to bind the clergy." Rusinvoitii

part 2.

.
' P- ^365.

The makmg these canons was afterwards urged against the

archbishop at his trial, with all the aggravations already

mentioned. But I find no proof produced to support the iioubics,

charge. '^*^i°/ i

The next day, Mr. Denzil Hollis was sent up from the lower Laud,
i> 154 "^fi"?

house to the lords, with an impeachment of high treason against rhearch-

archbishop Laud. And to give a stronger colour upon the prose- CanFeitunj

cution, the Scotch joined him in the charge with the earl of o>n{tfie earl

Strafford, as a public incendiary. Upon this impeachment he impeachld

o 2
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LAUD, was committed to the black rod, and continued under that re-

>

—
^\

'^" '

straint till the first of March, when he was sent to the Tower.

idikm-'' ^o^ ^^ow the discipline of the Church sinking with the arch-

doMes bishop, about fourscore Anabaptists meeting at a house in St.

1640-41'. Saviour's, Southwark, preached that the 35th of Eliz. en-

joining the use of the Common Prayer, was no legal statute,

because the bishops concurred to the making it. From hence

they advanced upon the crown, asserting that the king cannot

make a good law, because not " perfectly regenerate :" and

that he is only to be obeyed in matters relating to the state.

Upon their being brought before the lords, they confessed

Fuller's the articles, but were dismissed without punishment.

Cvprian. The speeclics of several members in the house of com-
Aiigiic. mons against the bishops, were followed with petitions from

several counties ; one of which was signed by seven hundred

presbyters. This remonstrance against the hierarchy being

well entertained by the parliament, the king made a speech to

both houses to this effect :

—

The king's He told them " he could not but take notice of some very
ipeech in .... . , „
defence o/t/te surprising ipetitions, sent up m the name of several counties,
nsiops.

against the present establishment of the Church: that the

bishops were menaced with being reduced to an utter insigni-

ficancy, if not wholly set aside. Now (continued the king) I

must acquaint you, I make a difference between reformation

and alteration of government : and though I am for the first,

I cannot give way to the latter. I will not say but that

the bishops may have over-strained their authority, and en-

croached upon the temporal jurisdiction. If you are disposed

to check such irregular motions, and reform the abuse, I am
p.iishwortii's ready to concur with you. Nay further, if you can demon-

pal t 3.
° strate the bishops have an over- weight of temporal authority ;

if you can show me that they have some branches of jurisdic-

tion inconvenient to the state, and not necessary for the sup-

port of their order, I shall not be unwilling to persuade them

to resign. But by this concession you must not understand, I

can consent to the taking away their votes in parliament. Of

this privilege they have been possessed under many of my
ancestors, before the Conquest to the present time : and a

right they have enjoyed, without interruption, for so many
hundred yeai-s, I conceive myself bound to maintain, and look
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upon it as fundamental to the constitution." The rest of his CHARLES

majesty's speech being foreign to the Church, shall be omitted. >
,,] /

L'Estiange's

And now the commons sent a message to the lords by Glyn,

to desire they would join with them in an address, to be in-

formed who solicited the king to reprieve Goodman, a sexm-<^t/Jj./i?S''

nary priest, in the face of the parliament. The king sent

them word by the lord privy-seal, that Goodman being found

guilty of no crime, but his character, the reprieving him was

no more favour than had formerly been shown to Roman
Catholic priests by his father and queen Elizabeth. The com-

mons, not being satisfied with this answer, had another con-

ference with the lords : and here they agreed upon the follow

ing remonstrance :

" That considering the present juncture, they conceived the Tim Com-

strict execution of the laws against recusancy more necessary monstrance.

than formerly.
' J'^°- '^'^^

" 1. Because by divers petitions from several parts of the

kingdom, complaints are made of the great increase of pope y
and superstition.

"2. They complain of the great number of priests and
Jesuits ; and that they appear publicly with such assurance, as

if there were no laws enacted against them.

"3. It appears to the house that of late years, about the

city of London, priests and Jesuits have been discharged out

of prison, many of them being condemned for high treason.

" 4. The parliament is credibly informed, that at this pre-

sent the pope has a nuncio, or agent, resident in the city, and
they have good reason to believe the information.

" 5. The Papists go as publicly to mass at Denmark-house,

at St, James''s, and the ambassadors' chapels, as other people

go to their parish churches.

" 6. It is found this Goodman had been twice before com-
mitted and discharged, and was formerly a minister of the

Church of England : therefore they humbly desire the said

John Goodman may be left to the justice of the law." ^'^*""-

To this remonstrance the king replied :

" That the increase of popery and superstition (if any such Thekimfs

thing had happened) was contrary to his inclination. And that
'*"*'"''
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LAUD, to take off all occasion of complaint, he shall order the laws may
'—^„ ' be put in execution.

" That he is resolved to set forth a proclamation, to com-

mand Jesuits and priests to depart the kingdom within a

month : and, in case they either fail, or return, they shall be

proceeded against according to law.

" As touching the pope's nuncio (Rosetti) his commission

reaches only to keep up a correspondence between the queen

and the pope, in things relating to the exercise of religion

:

that this correspondence comes within the compass of full

liberty of conscience, secured her by the articles of marriage.

However, since Rosetti's character happens to be misunder-

stood, and gives offence, he has persuaded the queen to con-

sent to his being recalled,

" Further, his majesty will take special care to restrain his

subjects from going to mass at Denmark-house, St. James's,

and the chapels of the ambassadors.

" Lastly, touching Goodman, he is contented to remit him

to the pleasure of both houses , but then, in case they resolve

to press the law close upon this priest, he desires they would

consider the inconveniences which may be drawn upon his

subjects, and other Protestants in foreign countries : for that

which looks like necessary justice at home, may probably be

Idem. interpreted as severity abroad."

Riishworth, Tliis Goodman was said to have been so generous and re-
^'''^^- ^- signed, that he petitioned the king he might be treated like

Jonah the prophet, thrown overboard to lay the tempest, and

Fuller's sacrificed to the public repose.

i7ooi< \T.' I li^-ve already mentioned the treaty at Ripon was to be

Va ^''-^- drawn out to further articles, and perfected at London. For
on p. 190. , .

^
. .

this purpose the king issued a commission to the sixteen lords,

formerly employed in this affair, or any ten of them, to treat

with the Scotch commissioners, to receive their demands, and

settle the differences on foot.

Amongst the articles granted, I shall mention only some

few relating to the Church.

Ariides To begin, therefore, with the third demand of the Scots,

%Tscots^ which was, " That Scotchmen, within his majesty's dominions

of England and Ireland, may be free from censure for sub-

scribing the covenant, and no more pressed with oaths and

ys.
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subscriptions, unwarranted by their laws, and contrary to Charles

their national oath and covenant, approved by his majesty." ^—.J
>

The substance of this demand was granted them.

In their sixth demand, '• they desire reparation for the

losses which the kingdom of Scotland hath sustained, and

the vast charges they have been put to, by occasion of the

late troubles.'"—That is, they desired to be well paid for their

rebellion. And so they were : for the houses granted them

300,000^. for their "brotherly assistance," besides the 850^. a-day

which they had been allowed for subsisting their troops.

Their seventh article was, " that all proclamations and books,

which censured their invasion and called them rebels, might be

revoked and suppressed." This demand was likewise granted.

And thus they were not only pardoned for insulting the

government and drawing the king's sword against him, but

applauded and caressed : for part of this article was, that

the "loyalty, integrity, and faithfulness of his majesty's sub-

jects of Scotland, towards his majesty's royal person and

government, was to be published in all parish-churches through

his majesty's dominions \" L'Estiangc's

About this time, Pocklington and Bray, doctors in divinity,
^]^^.i.jii,'f^n

were brought undier censure by the parliament ; the first was «'«/ ^^'"y

chaplain in ordinary to the king, the other to the archbishop the'house if

of Canterbury. Pocklington's crime was preaching a visitation
^'-"<'*'

sermon before the bishop of Lincoln, and publishing it under

the title of " Sunday no Sabbath." His other obnoxious book

was called " The Christian Altar," in which he had maintained

several things contrary to his diocesan's opinion upon that

subject. These books were both licensed by Bray. Williams,

upon the death of Neile, was made archbishop of York, and,

standing fair with the parliament, moved that these two di-

vines might be brought to a recantation. The house of lords,

believing the bishop a proper judge in the controversy,

—

though, by the way, he had been a party,—remitted the

collecting the exceptionable propositions to him. This prelate,

having examined the tracts, moved that Bray might recant

seven erroneous propositions in the first, and twenty-four in

the second. As for Pocklington, a recantation would not

serve his turn : he was to be deprived of his preferments.

' This passage affords an illustration of Collier's wit ; which Dr. Johnson calls

"in the highest degree keen and sarcastic."
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Fuller will have it that both these doctors died soon after the

execution of the sentence ; and that either shame for being

mistaken in print, or want of fortitude to maintain their

opinion, proved mortal to them. But Heylin reports, from his

own knowledge, that Pocklington lived more than two, and Bray

above four, years after this censure ; and that the misfortune

had not the least visible effect upon their health or temper.

Soon after, one Smart, a prebendary of Durham, complained

to the parliament against Dr. Cosins, prebendary of the same
church, and dean of Peterborough. Cosins was charged with

superstition, and illegal proceedings against the complainant.

The articles of superstition suggested that Cosins set up a

marble altar, with cherubims, in the cathedral of Durham

;

that this, with the appurtenances, cost two thousand pounds ;

that this ornamental furniture, which he calls appurtenances,

was a cope, the representation of the Trinity, and God the

Father in the figure of an old man. There was likewise said

to be a crucifix, with a red beard and blue cap. The dean was

further accused for lighting two hundi^ed wax candles about the

altar on Candlemas-day ; for forbidding the singing any psalms

before or after sermons ; for making an anthem to be sung of

the " Three Kings of Cologne, Caspar, Balthazar, and Mel-

chior ;" and for procuring a consecrated knife only to cut the

bread at the communion ; that Smart above-mentioned de-

claimed with some vehemence in the pulpit against these

innovations,—his text was, " I hate all those that hold of

superstitious vanities, but thy law do I love ;" that, for this

freedom, he was imprisoned by the High Commission at York,

and kept under durance four months before any articles were

exhibited against him ; that from hence he was removed to the

High Commission at Lambeth ; and that, after having been

harassed a long time, he was remanded to York, fined five

hundred povmds, committed, and ordered to recant ; and that,

refusing to make this submission, he was further fined, excom-

municated, degraded, and deprived. This complaint, formed

into a bill, was laid before the house of commons, and after-

wards carried up to the house of lords ; that Smart was

called the " proto-martyr of England in these later days of

persecution," by Rouse, who carried up the bill to the lords

;

and that a large reparation was made to the complainant.

Thus far Fuller. But that this historian was misinformed,
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appears by his own letter to Dr. Oosins, in which he owns his CHARLES

mistake, and promised to make the dean satisfaction in his >

^
>

next print.

I shall give the reader matter of fact from Dr. Cosins's a vindka-

letter upon this subject. To be brief. When Smart's bill o^^coJnsfrom

complaint was carried up by Rouse, a member of the house oiFuller-s

11 pii/^- • en niisrcpre-

commons, to the house oi lords, Cosms put m a lull answer sentation.

upon oath ; that his answer was entered upon the rolls of par- Am'u'e

liament, made ffood before the lords both by himself and by the |?'^'^-

very witness that Smart and his son-in-law produced against Histor.

him; that, upon this, Glover, Smart's lawyer, told him, at the Seine"
"

bar of the house of lords, he was ashamed of his complaint,

and could in conscience plead no longer for him ; that, after

this, the cause came on no more ; that many of the lords

declared publicly that Smart had abused the house of com-

mons with a groundless complaint against Cosins ; and that,

by an order from the lords, delivered to him by the earl of

Warwick, he had the liberty to go where he pleased, and

never heard any more of them. The answer Cosins gave in

upon oath, and made good before the lords, was to this

effect :

—

1. That the communion-table in the church of Durham,
which the bill of complaint calls the marble altar w'lih cheru-

bims, was not set up by Cosins, but by the dean and chapter,

many years before he was prebendary of that church ; and that

Smart was then one of that chapter.

2. That, by the public accounts standing upon the register,

the charge did not amount to above the tenth })art of what was

px'etended.

3. That the copes used in that church were furnished long

before Cosins's time ; and that Smart, the complainant, was
prebendary when they were bought, and allowed his share of

the charge.

4. That Cosins never approved the picture of the Trinity, or

the image of God the Father, in any figure ; and that, to his 799.

knowledge, there was no such representation in the church of

Durham.

5. That the crucifix, with a blue cap and a golden beard,

mentioned in the bill of complaint, was nothing but the top of

bishop Hatfield's tomb, which had stood in the church above
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LAUD, two hundred and fifty years ; and that there was no such

v__£1.^_!!!J; figure upon any of the copes as is reported in Fuller's history.

6. That, by the statutes of that church, to which Smart was

sworn no less than Cosins,—by these local statutes, the trea-

surer was to provide a sufficient number of wax-lights for the

service of the choir during the winter season ; that there was

never above two fair candles set upon the communion-table
;

that there were no more candles used upon a Candlemas-night

than in the Christmas-holidays ; and that the number of them
was lessened or increased in proportion to the congregation.

7. That Cosins never forbade singing the metre Psalms in

the church, but used to sing them himself with the people at

morning prayer.

8. That he was so far from directing the singing an anthem

to the three kings of Cologne, that, at his first coming to

Durham cathedral, he ordered this superstitious hymn to be

cut out of the old song-books belonging to the choristers'*

school : that no such anthem had been sung in the choir

during his being there, nor—as far as his inquiry could reach

—for three-score years before, and upwards.

9. That the knife used for cutting the bread at the commu-
nion was never consecrated.

10. That, in Smart's sermon, there were several propositions

not to be reconciled either to the laws of God or his Church,

or the statutes of the realm ; that Cosins reported some of

these passages, and appealed to the lords for the justice of the

censure passed upon him.

11. And, lastly, that the complainant had swelled the ac-

count of what he suffered ; that he never paid his fine ; that

the value of his Church preferments, lost by his obstinacy, was

over and above made good to him by the contributions he

received upon the score of his lying under censure ; but that

the parliament gave him no damages, nor ordered Cosins or

any other person Smart complained of to pay him a farthing by

way of reparation.

A hill passed On the 10th of March a bill was brought into the house of

of Commons comnious, and passed, " That no bishop should have any vote
fortakii.g -^^ parliament, any judicial power in the Star-chamber, or any

hisiwps\voies authority in temporal affairs ; and that no clergyman should be

fulii'sfc. in commission of the peace." This bill had many abettors in
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the house of lords, where it was afterwards thrown out. The CHARLES

earl of Essex and other malcontents observed, that they seldom < ^l

could carry any thing which crossed directly upon the king's

interest, by reason of the overbalance of the bishops, who

generally voted unanimously for the crown. Notwithstanding

the bringing in of this bill, the bishops were not without friends

in the lower house. To take off these, the other party sug-

gested the impossibility of supporting the hierarchy in its pre-

sent condition ; that there was a great combination throughout

the kingdom against the government of the Church ; that the

Scotch were in a concert with the English for this purpose ;

that they publicly declared a firm peace between the two

nations was impracticable, unless the bishops were taken away.

That, notwithstanding these menaces of the Scots, if this bill

were once passed, the majority of both houses would be so well

satisfied, that the violent party would never be able to carry

their point. These reasons, it seems, made an impression

upon a great many members well affected to the Church, and Lord c\a-

brought their vote for the bill. But of this more afterwards, HistmVof

Five days forward, a committee for religion was settled in !''f,.'^"^"

the upper house ; it was formed of ten earls, ten bishops, and A committee

ten barons. And thus, as archbishop Laud remarks in j^jg-
"' "^

'i'*'"'-

diary, the lay votes shall be double to the clergy. " This com-

mittee," continues the archbishop, " will meddle with doctrine

as well as ceremonies, and call some divines to them to consi-

der and countenance the business."" That this was their inten-

tion, might be collected from a letter sent by the bishop of

Lincoln to some clergymen to attend this service. Upon the

whole, the archbishop was of opinion this committee would put

on a more solenm face, and pass for a national synod, to the

great dishonour of the Church. Hist, of the

At the same time the lords appointed a sub-committee to &c. of

prepare matters. They had likewise an authority to call
f^:'[i'(i|'p.''G5'.

several bishops and divines to their assistance to consult upon
a reformation of what was amiss, and bring things to a better

settlement. Williams, bishop of Lincoln, was chairman in

both these committees. Tliose who assisted were. Lusher,

bishop of Armagh, Morton, bishop of Durham, Hall, bishop of

Exeter, Dr. Samuel Ward, Dr. John Prideaux, Dr. ^^'illiam

Twisle, Dr. Robert Sanderson, Dr. Daniel Featlye, Dr. Ralph

Brownrig, Dr. Richard Holdisvvorth, Dr. John Hacket, Dr.
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LAUD,
Abp. Cant.

Fuller's

Ch. Hist,

book 2.

800.

Cornelius Burges, John White, Stephen Marshal, Edmund
Calamy, and Thomas Hill. These prelates and divines met in

the Jerusalem-chamber at the dean of ^Vestminster''s, and

spent six days in debate. The greatest part of the company

being Calvinists, either in doctrine or discipline, it is no wonder

to find them remonstrate against the management of Church

matters.

Some complained that all the tenets of the council of Trent

had been preached and printed, excepting some points of state-

popery, where the king's supremacy was touched, and the

statutes made the doctrine treason. Amongst these pretended

heterodoxies (for certainly all of them were not so) they

instanced the affirming "the significancy of good works

towards justification ;
private confession, by a particular recital

of the penitent's sins ;" and that this was a necessary condi-

tion ;
" that the oblation of the consecrated elements is a true

sacrifice ; that prayers for the dead and monastic vows are

defensible ;" and, to swell the charge, they added the holding

the Five Points the Arminian way, with some advances

towards Socinianism.

Secondly. They inquired into some excesses, as they call

them, and innovations in discipline. Amongst these grievances

they reckoned setting candlesticks in parish churches upon the

altar in the day-time ; making canopies over the communion-

tables, with traverses of curtains before it. This some of these

scrupulous divines blamed, as an imitation of the veil of the

temple. They likewise objected against the credenda, or side-

board, where the bread was placed before it was brought for

consecration to the communion-table. The enjoining the

canonical prayer was another exception ; to which they added

the carrying newly-baptized children to the altar, and present-

ing them there to God Almighty.

Thirdly. They consulted about reforming the Common
Prayer-book. And here the debate was, whether some legen-

dary and some questionable saints, with some superstitious

remains, were not to be thrown out of the calendar ? Whether

it was not proper the lessons should all be taken from canonical

Scripture 1 Whether the Epistles, Gospels, Psalms, and

Hymns, were not to be read in the new translation ? Whether

times prohibited for marriage were to be continued ? Whether
it was not advisable to make an order, that none for the future
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should have a hcence, or their banns published, unless they CHARLES

brought a certificate from the minister that they understood j

their catechism? And whether the rubric was not to be

altered and explained in several particulars? And, lastly,

they began to enter upon a regulation of ecclesiastical govern-

ment. But this was dropped, because the bishop of Lincoln

had made some progress upon this head, and promised to

brino; in a scheme when more at leisure. This consultation

held on to the middle of May, when the bill against deans and

chapters occasioned a misunderstanding amongst the divines,

and broke the meeting.

The earl of Strafford's trial is the next remarkable occur- tj^^ gari of

rence. And notwithstanding the main of this narrative may
f^^f^''^'^

be the business of a state historian ; yet some part of it con-

cerns the Church, and therefore must not be unraentioned.

An impeachment of high treason, branched into twenty-eight Jan 30, a. d.

. 1640-41
articles, was drawn up by the house of commons, and carried

by Pym to the upper house. To go on with the charge more

effectually, it was voted by the temporal lords that no bishops

should be of the committee for inspecting materials, taking

depositions, and forming the preparation for the trial. This

being a cause of blood, it was suggested the bishops were

barred by the canons from having any share in it.

That the bishops' peerage is entire no less than that of the The entire-

temporal nobility, I have already proved in my former volume, lfsf,ops^^^

from the history of Becket, Stratford, and Arundel, archbishops peerage.

of Canterbury. And in ArundeFs case the bishops were al- P- 544. 601,

lowed their lay proxy to sit with the temporal lords, and give

sentence upon the archbishop. There are several other in-

stances of this kind upon the parliament rolls, in the reigns of . „
Edward III., Henry V., Henry VI., and the present reign; Roger de

where the bishops are joined with the temj)oral barons, either in cas°e.

™" ^

pi'eparatory committees, or giving judgment in cases of treason. j^,,^''j"
^"

To proceed to the earl's trial at AVestminster-hall ; where Borkeley's

I shall only mention that part of the charge which relates to 3" Hon. 5.

the Church. frT",'"^,the Earl of

The ninth article sets forth, " That assuming to himself a pambiidge.

power above and against law, he gave a general warrant, em- huhe of

powering the lord bishop of Down and Connor's chancellor, faiaHes 1

and under officers, to attach and arrest the meaner sort, who ^'""^ °f

after citation should refuse either to appear before them, or case.
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LAUD, submit to the order and decrees of their courts." To this the

- 5^^J^ earl repHed, " that such authorities had been usually granted

to the bishops in Ireland by former deputies ; that, however,

being not fully satisfied with the convenience of this way of

proceeding, he seldom granted any such warrants ; but receiv-

ing information that several in the diocese of Down were some-

what refractory, he assisted that bishop in this manner ; hear-

ing, however, of some disorders in the execution he recalled

his warrants."

In the nineteenth article the earl is charged with framing a

new and unusual oath in favour of arbitrary government : that

this oath was pressed upon the Scotch planters in Ireland ;

that those who took it were bound not only to acknowledge

his majesty's supremacy, but to own the lawfulness of the

ceremonies and government of the Irish Church.

The earl To tliis tlio carl replied, "that the oath was not compulsively

significani put upou the Irisli Scots, but drawu up in compliance with
dc/cnce.

their own express petition ; that this petition is mentioned in

the proclamation as the leading motive ; that the same oath

was enjoined not long after by the English privy-council ; and

that he had a letter under his majesty\s hand for making it a

test of loyalty." Lastly, it was urged against the earl of Straf-

ford, that he had preferred popish and infamous persons as the

bishop of Waterford, and others, to the highest places in the

Church of Ireland. To this the earFs answer was, " that he

never preferred any but those he believed honest and consci-

entious persons ; that he could not insure people's manners, nor

prophesy upon their future behaviour : and as for the bishop of

l/Estrange's Watcrford, lie had already satisfied the law."

KChaiies 1
'^^^^ article which lay hardest upon the earl was his advising

p. 221. 245. the king, as it was pretended, to bring over the Irish army to

reduce this kingdom to obedience: these words were said to be

spoken at the council-board when the dissolution of the last

parliament was resolved : sir Henry Vane was the evidence,

who being secretary of state, had taken some imperfect notes

of what passed upon that occasion : for disabling this testi-

mony, I shall wave the earPs defence, and only report part of

the lord Digby's speech in the house of commons. This lord,

when the bill of attainder was debating, declared that secretary

Vane was thrice examined upon oath by the preparatory com-

mittee. That at his first and second examinations, made at

14
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.some distance of time, when the article concerning; the Irish CHARLES... I
army was put to him, he gave this positive answer, " I cannot >

^^ <

charge him with that, I can say nothing to that."

The lord Digby goes on, and observes, that the juncto, that

is, the cabinet, denying they heard the lord Strafford say any

such thing, it was thought fit, after several weeks'* interval, to

examine the secretary once more. And now he recollected

himself to purpose, and deposed that Strafford suggested the

king might " employ the Irish army to reduce this kingdom,"

or words to that effect.

But this is but a single evidence, contradicted by the rest of

the cabinet ; and which is more, by this secretary himself,

who had twice deposed upon oath he knew nothing of the

matter.

The lord Digby, though one of the committee for preparing

matter, and managing the trial against the earl, was so affected

with the disproof of this grand article, that he solemnly washed

his hands of Strafford's blood, and refused to concur with the

bill. Rnsli worth,

As to the whole charge, the earl made a very handsome p.'-226.

defence, and behaved himself to all imao^inable advantao;e. ^f
^°"'

' ~ o vol. J.

To give this part of his character in Whitlock's words, whop-''^^' i^^-

was one c^the managers against him. " Certainly," (says

this gentleman) "• never any man acted such a part on such a

theatre with more wisdom, constancy, and eloquence, with

greatCT reason, judgment and temper, and with a better grace

in all his words and gestures, than this great and excellent

person did." Whitiock's

In short, the commons distrusting the force of their evidence, p. 43. ' '

and being apprehensive the earl would be acquitted by his
H'^.J^f"''

peers, changed their battery, and proceeded by way of attain- «//"««< h
der ; it was thought none of the crimes marked for treason by taindcr.

the law could be proved upon him. However, the famous cap^l"
^

statute upon which the prosecutions for treason are grounded, 801

.

has this clause, " that because some species of treason might

then be forgotten, the justices, before they proceeded to give

judgment, should bring doubtful and supposed treasons before

the king and his parliament, where the matter was to be de-

cided, whether the crime was treason or not." This clause

was thought serviceable to the present purpose, and might

give a colour to the bill of attainder. And now, amongst other
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LAUD, things, it was debated whether the bishops were to vote upon
•> ^\

^

^" '> the bill. This gave occasion to a great many bitter invectives

and personal reflections upon that order ; not without the in-

termixture of threatening in case the spiritual lords should

insist on their right of being an essential part of the legisla-

ture. However, the temporal peers were saved the trouble of

declaring themselves further upon the point, for bishop Wil-

liams stood up, and moved in behalf of himself and his breth-

T/te bishops ren, " that they might be excused being present at the trial

;

^excused
^ ^^^^ ^hat since they were ecclesiastical persons, they might not

voting at hs
^jg concerned in matters of blood."" These, and such other

trtal.

resembling reasons, were suggested by Williams ; which, as

the lord Clarendon judiciously observes, are of no great weight.

This prelate, finding the commons very desirous of being dis-

encumbered from the bishops'" votes, applied strongly to their

fears, endeavoured to terrify them with what they might suffer

for making the late canons, and never left soliciting till he had

prevailed with them to remove the disfavour of the parliament,

by requesting to be excused before an order was passed for

their absence at the trial. The bishops waving their right thus

unseasonably, and abandoning the earl, who had deserved so

well of the Church, was looked on as an excess of caution ; and

probably made some of the temporal lords less solicitous in ap-

}:»earing for them, when their own privileges were further ques-

Lord Cla- tioned, and themselves stood in need of a defence.

Hist" of the
^^^ short, the bill passed with the commons, but found more

Rebellion,^ Opposition in the upper house : however, the mob being coun-

tenanced by the earl of Strafford''s enemies, came down to the

Theparlia- parliament-liousc in formidable numbers, insulted the lords, by

lourtT!^
crying "Justice ! Justice !" and thus either frighted them from

suited hy the the liousc, or ovcrawcd the majoritv into a compliance : the
rabble. . .. „ . •'^ii-iii-iiikmg contmumg firm agamst passmg the bill, the rabble came

down to Whitehall, repeated their insolent clamour, and me-

L'Estrange, uaccd higher than before. The privy-council and judges being

called to suggest an expedient for suppressing this treasonable

riot, seemed low in their spirits, and gave very mysterious

advice ; they told the king there was no other way for pre-

See 13, 14 Serving himself and family but by passing the attainder : that

cap!'29^ " t;he necessity of the case ought to overrule all other considera-

where this tions : that his majesty was obliged to be more tender of the
attainder is

• o y o i •

repealed public Safety than of any one person, how mnocent soever.
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The king replied, that the compliance proposed was directly CHARLES

contrary to his conscience, and therefore, to make his majesty ^
^ '

easy, they desired him to consult the bishops. The bishops of

London, Durham, and Carlisle, Williams, archbishop of York,

and Usher, primate of Ireland, were sent for upon this occa-

sion. In order to resolve the case, they state the question to

the king in these words :
" whether, as his majesty refers his

own judgment to his judges (in whose person they act) in

courts of oyer and terminer, king''s-bench, assize, and in

causes of life and death, and it lies on them if an innocent man
suffer ; so why may not his majesty satisfy his conscience in

the present matter, that since competent judges in law had

awarded that they found guilt of treason in the earl, that he

may suffer that judgment to stand, though in his private mind

he was not satisfied the earl of Strafford was so deeply criminal,

and let the blame lie upon them who were the earl's judges."

Four of these bishops. Usher, Williams, Morton, and Pot- TheMnp.not

ter, declared for the affirmative side of the question, as bishop ]teUa, puts

Hacket reports from the mouth of three of them. ^^"^ "?*f
'"

'-

, , , ^ the biihops.

Another considerable historian relates, that the question Bisiiop^

being put to the bishops whether the king might lawfully pass Life of

the bill, they answered, " that his majesty was to distinguish ^-'1'/;^',^''°^

between matter of fact and law :" as to the first, his majesty part 2.

being present at the whole trial might qualify him to pro-

nounce whether the articles of impeachment were pi'oved home
or not : and in case he believed the evidence came short, he

would be obliged in conscience not to sign the bill. As to

matter of law, whether any of the articles amounted to treason

or not ; the judges, they said, were obliged by their oaths to

inform his majesty. L'Estrange,

There was a writing, indeed, as this historian continues, Kl^charies,

put into the king's hand by archbishop AVilliams, but with the P- "'^•^•

contents of this paper the other bishops were not acquainted

:

but that this paper related to a foreign subject, and was
charged with no unfriendly advice against the earl of Strafford, Bishop

is affirmed by an historian who had it from archbishop Wil-
Lif^'o®/'^

liams himself. To mention the contents, the paper Williams Arciibishop

.. ii'iii T • • • 1
Williams,

put mto the kmg s hand was a dissuasive against passing the part 2.

bill for continuing the session during the pleasure of both LordCla-

houscs : this was admirable advice, and had it been taken, ""cnJon's

might probably have prevented the rebellion. Rebellion.

VOL. VIII. p
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LAUD, The lord Clarendon, who, one would think, could not be
"^

—

'^^ ^ better informed than tlie historian last-mentioned, makes a

lamentable casuist of ai'chbishop Williams : he reports this

prelate told the king, " there was a private and a public con-

science ; that his public conscience, as a king, might not only

dispense with, but oblige him to do that which was against his

private conscience as a man ; and that the question was not

whether he should save the earl of Strafford, but whether he

should perish with him ? That the conscience of a king to

preserve his kingdom, the conscience of a husband to preserve

his wife, the conscience of a father to jireserve his children

(all which were now in danger), weighed down abundantly all

the considerations the conscience of a master or a friend could

suggest to him for the preservation of a friend or a servant."

But to leave this matter with the reader, the bishops' opin-

ion, as far as it appears, was founded upon the resolution of

the judges ; who, being consulted by the king, had declared

the earl of Strafford guilty of high treason upon the whole

matter : but being pressed to justify their opinion by statutes

Whitiock. and authorities of law, they declined producing their proof.

Pan^'s^Life Notwithstanding these motives the king could not prevail
of Arch- ^yj^}^ himself to pass this bill : to set his maiesty''s conscience
bishop i- J

Usiier, p. 45. at liberty, the earl very generously wrote him a letter to per-

Strqford's suadc his Compliance, and, amongst other things, declares him-

^kluf'
^° ^^" ^^'^ willing to resign his life rather than keep up a misunder-

standing between the king and his subjects. Upon this the

king gives a commission to the lord privy seal, the lord cham-

berlain, and several others, to pass the attainder ; and at the

same time the king signed another destructive act for con-

tinuing the session as long as the two houses should think fit

:

and thus the parliament had some colour, though not any law,

to push things to an extremity, and levy men and money

against the government. Had not this act been passed, the

802. king might have scattered them at discretion ; and in case

they had been so hardy as to have sat after a dissolution, they

would have wanted a varnish to cover their coarse complexion,

and the revolt would have been more legible and uncontested*.

The earl of Strafford being to suflPer the next day, desired

to speak with the archbishop of Canterbury : the lieutenant of

' This remark of Collier respecting the long parliament is confirmed by the testimo-

nies of our best political writers.
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the Tower told him that matter was impracticable without an CHARLES

order from the parliament. Upon this the earl told primate ^
',

'

Usher, then with him, what he intended to have said in case

the liberty had been granted :
" My lord," says he, " pray

desire the archbishop to assist me with his prayers to-night,

and give me his blessing when I go abroad to-morrow ; and

desire him to be in his window, that I may thank him for this,

and all his former favours." The primate immediately deliver-

ing the message, the archbishop replied, " That he should not

fail serving the earl in the first part of his request, but was

afraid his infirmity and concern would put him out of condi-
u^t^'of"^^

'^

tion to take his last leave of his lordship :" however, the next K.Charics].

morning, when the earl came by, the archbishop appeared at

the window ; the earl, making a low reverence, said, " My
lord, your prayers and your blessing." The archbishop, lifting

up his hands, gave him both ; but being immediately overcome

with grief and tenderness, swooned, and fell down : the earl,

bowing again, took his leave, and said, " My lord, God pro-

tect your innocency." The archbishop quickly recovering

himself, and imagining this behaviour might be interpreted to

want of fortitude, told the company, " that when his own ex-

ecution came on, he hoped God would enable him to manage
liimself with more firmness and unconcern,"

The earl of Strafford went on to the scaffold, and behaved Hk exwre-

himself with all imaginable marks of resignation and courage :

the lieutenant of the Tower desiring him to take coach, for

fear the mob should rush in, if he walked, and pull him in

pieces. He told him, " No, he was not afraid to look death

in the face, and the people too. Have you a care," said the

earl, "I do not escape ; and whether I die by the hand of

the executioner, or the fury of the people, is to me perfectly

indifferent."

In his speech upon the scaffold he declared, that through

the whole course of his employments his intention was always

to promote the joint interest of the king and his subjects :

that he was so far from being an enemy to parliaments, as had

been charged upon him, that he thought the English govern-

ment the happiest constitution upon this score ; and that par-

liaments were the best human means for the prosperity of king

and people. That "in the intentions and purposes of hi.^i

heart," he was not guilty of what he died for, and prayed God
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Ak'^r-'^V would forgive those who contrived his death. That he died a
Abp. Cant. o

^^

V ' true son of the Church of England, and prayed for the peace

and prosperity of it. Then turning to his brother, sir George '

Wentworth, he desired him to charge his son to continue in

the same communion, and never seize any part of the Church's

L'Estrange's patrimony, for that would prove a cancer to his estate.

Andcha- This uoblemau was a person of extraordinary natural parts,

racier. improved by business and education : he had a lively and

penetrating genius ; his thought reached a great way, and his

manner of delivering himself was clear and moving : he was

without question an accomplished statesman ; and as he was

happy at the designing part, so he wanted no courage to go

through and execute : and as for loyalty and affection to the

king, no man possessed that quality in a higher degree : neither

was he only thus well furnished for the public service, but his

private life was likewise regular and unblemished ; but, in

short, he was undone by his zeal for his master, and the

weight of his merit sunk him : had his advice been taken, the

Scottish invasion must in all likelihood have miscarried : this

made the Covenanters implacable, and never give over till they

had prosecuted him to the scaffold. Had he been false or in-

different to the crown, those few inequalities of his government

would probably have been overlooked, and he might have lived

to the end of his constitution ; but he was too great a terror

to rebeUion'to be endured at this juncture.

About a week before this nobleman suffered, the house of

commons took an oath, called the " Protestation ;" part of it

runs thus :

—

" I, A. B., do, in the presence of Almighty God, promise

vow, and protest, to maintain and defend, as far as lawfully I

may, with ray life, power, and estate, the true reformed Pro-

testant religion expressed in the doctrine of the Church of

England, against all popery and popish innovation within this

realm, contrary to the said doctrine ; and according to the

duty of mine allegiance, I will maintain and defend his majesty""s

royal person, honour, and estate.""

Rushworth, This protestation had a meaning in reserve, not friendly to

p^24t. the Church of England, as will appear by and by. f^'"

To proceed. A design was now forming in the parliament
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for lopping the revenues of the Church, and suppressing the CHARLES

deaneries and chapters. The Churchmen endeavouring to ^ .', -

break this project, ordered one in each cathedral to come up,

and solicit their friends in either house : they drew a petition

to the lords and commons, but it was never presented : they

likewise retained counsel, and instructed them with heads to

plead on. But being informed the house would not allow them

the benefit of the long robe ; and that if they had any thing

to suggest, they must appear, and plead their own cause ; the

matter standing thus, they made choice of Dr. John Hacket,

prebendary of Paul's, and archdeacon of Bedford, for their

counsel. This gentleman being admitted to the bar of the

house of commons, made an argument to the following effect.

He began with craving a favourable construction in regard

of the double disadvantage he lay under.

" First, Upon the score of his being straitened in time ; Dr.Hackefs

the business being put upon him but the afternoon before. YheiMuseZf

And, Secondly, Because he had no certain information q{ commons in

1 1-1 • hehalfof
what was objected agamst deans and chapters ; that he had deans and

only heard a flying report of their insignificancy ; that he ^'"P*"''^'

should endeavour to disprove this charge under two heads, that

is, with respect to things and persons.

" To make good the first point, he observed, that to supply

the defects of private prayer, it was fit devotion should be

publicly performed in some place of distinction : and that this,

in imitation of primitive practice, was constantly done in

cathedrals. And whereas some complained the exquisiteness

of the music made the service offensive, and that the spright-

lincss and bending of the notes took too much hold of the

imagination ; to this he answered, that himself, and the rest

of his brethren, wished the entertainment might be reformed,

and made less affecting : and here he dilated in commendation

of Church music, when well suited to the solemnity of the

occasion.

" From hence he went on to show the benefit of preaching in

cathedrals : tliat the statutes of most of these mother-cluu-chcs

required sermons on the week-days ; and that this practice had

been the custom ever since the Kcformation.
*' He urged how serviceable the catliedrals appeared for the 803.

advancement of learning ; that each of them was a sort oi'

university in little ; that here people were trained up to eon-
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L^UD, troversy, and furnished with abihties to defend the Church,

—

»
.,

' and he offered to produce a hst of those dignitaries who had

signaUzed themselves this way ;—that the taking away these

encouragements would disserve the commonwealth of learning,

and dishearten young students ; that the bare prospect of this

misfortune had occasioned slender admissions in the universities

already, and struck a damp into the booksellers' business ; and,

lastly, he took notice there was something remarkable in the

buildings themselves, and that cathedrals were the most
^'' ancient monuments of Christianity.

" From things he passed on to persons, and observed that

the maintenance of many thousand persons depended upon this

establishment ; that all these, by the dissolution of deaneries

and chapters, must be reduced to starving. His next instance

was, how much the tenants to deans and chapters would suffer

by such alienations ; and that these men, being sensible of the

advantage of their tenures, had petitioned the house that their

old landlords might be continued. Lastly, he suggested that

the towns where these cathedrals stood, being many of them

but slenderly furnished with trade, were enriched by the hospi-

tality of the clergy, and the frequent resort of strangers.

" From hence he proceeded to urge, that the endowments of

deaneries and chapters were a handsome provision for many
younger brothers, and encouraged to industry and learning.

" And since it was remarked by travellers, that aU degrees of

the English laity lived more to plenty and fashion than in other

countries, he hoped the clergy might be allowed a share in the

common advantage, and not be distinguished in poverty and

disregard, and be made like Jeroboam's priests,
—

' the lowest

of the people
.""

" That the bigoted Papists would be much pleased to see the

Church of England thus disfurnished ; and that Saunders him-

self seems to complain, that queen Elizabeth had left these

Dc Schism, cathedral promotions standing in the Reformation.

" From hence he advanced to show, that the lands belonging

to these foundations were particularly serviceable to the public

;

and that their first-fruits, tenths, and subsidies, exceeded the

proportion of other estates ; and that, in case they were called

upon, they were ready to contribute to the necessities of the

State, and assist their country in an extraordinary manner.

" And, to conclude, he put them in mind that the interest of

And
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religion and the honour of God were deeply concerned in the CHARLES

subject before them ; that those structures and estates were a ^

'

-

sort of homage paid to Heaven, and consecrated to divine wor-

ship ; and that, for this reason, they were guarded against

alienation with most dreadful imprecations. He observed, that

the censers of Corah and his faction were declared ' hallowed,"*

and made plates for the altar, because they had been employed

in God's service : neither was the wickedness of the men a

sufficient reason for bringing what they had consecrated to

common use. And that this was no Levitical particularity,

mio-ht be collected from the text in the Proverbs :
' That it is

a snare to the man who devours that which is holy."* To this Prov.

he added that remarkable question put by St. Paul :
' Thou r

that abhorrest idols, dost thou commit sacrilege V He con- M;iy 12,

eluded, that nothing but ignorance could be expected from ^^^^ '*^'^^'

withdrawing the encouragements of learning ; and that igno-

rance would carry us to profaneness and confusion."

This speech, being thus significant in the sense, and hand-

somely delivered, made an impression upon the house : inso-

much, that had the alienation of those lands been then put to

the question, it is thought it would have gone in the negative

by a majority of one hundred and twenty. Fuller's

In the afternoon, Dr. Cornelius Burges appeared at the bar book iiV

of the house of commons for the Puritan party, and made a
f^"';^*

violent invective against deans and chapters, endeavoured to <';« other

set forth the unprofitableness of their corporations, and dilated

upon the immorality of those who sung in the choirs. But,

notwithstanding all this satire, he declared himself strongly

against alienating these endowments to secular use and private

advantage.

A petition to the same sense, in favour of deans and chapters, Rushwoitii,

was presented to the parliament by both universities. ^^''^ ^•

Dr. Hacket's argument being supported by addresses fi'om

the universities, there was a warm debate in the house : the

episcopal party alleging, that, by the late protestation, they

had engaged themselves to defend the Church as by law esta-

blished. This motion brought the house to a further explana-

tion of the protestation ; and the point being put to the

question, it was carried by a considerable majority, that, by Thepro-

these words,—" the time reformed Protestant religion expressed 'Xdmd
^^'

in the doctrine of the Church of England against popery and
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LAUD, popish innovations in this reahn,"—by these words, the house

^ ^\^
^" 'j declared, " that they only intended to comprehend the public

doctrine professed in the said Church ; and that the said

words are not to be extended to any form of worship, dis-

Rushworth's ciplino, or government, nor of rites or ceremonies."
Hi^st^Coii. (jiq

proceed : a bill was brought up from the commons to

p. 273. the lords, against bishops and clergymen, which, consisting of

several branches, was voted by parts. The branches were,

—

1. That they should have no votes in parliament.

2. That they should not be in commission of the peace, nor

judges in temporal courts.

S. That they should neither sit in the Star-chamber nor be

privy-councillors.

Williams, archbishop of York, made a long and learned

speech against all the parts of this bill : particularly, as to the

latter heads, he endeavoured to prove the clergy's being con-

cerned in temporal affairs was both lawful and serviceable to

the public, and supported his argument with good reasoning

and authority. But, having had occasion to treat this subject

Supplement in botli the volunies of this history, I shall omit the arch-

Dictionar/, bisliop's discoursc. The reader, if he pleases, may see the

^tr.'.'f,'.^ abstract of it in another performance.
\\ uliams.

_

^
,

This viscount Howcvcr, the viscount Newark s two speeches in the house

^wanh earl upou tliis occasiou must uot be altogether umnentioned.

%^^^"f^°'^'
In his first speech, this noble lord argues against the bishops

May 24. being deprived of their votes in parliament.

Neirark's lu the first placc, he takes notice of their being possessed of

fe/efcelf ^^^^ privilege for many hundred years. He " does not think

the bishops their assisting in parliament any inconsistency with their
c erffi/.

^g. ^g . ^^^ ^Y-^^i they have time enough to serve their country

in the legislature, and discharge their spiritual employments."

And for this he appeals to experience.

From hence he proceeds to the ill consequences of the bill.

He conceives, " dangers and inconveniences are best prevented

at a distance ; that this precedent, though it strikes directly

upon the bishops, may reach the temporal lords at the rebound.

For what right and dignity is secure, if bare affirmation passes

for proof? And what lord can be assured of continuing a

804. member of the house, when six-and-twenty are thus unexpect-

edly struck off together."

He desires their lordships " to recollect in what condition of
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disadvantage the bishops must be left, if the bill passes. The Charles

meanest commoner is represented in the lower house, but the ^ J -»

bishops will be thrown out of this common benefit. Now,

what justice can tie them to the keeping those laws, to the

making of which they never gave any consent V
He desires their lordships to consider, " that, by proceeding

in this manner, the Church must suffer in her principal mem-
bers, and lose the honour she has enjoyed for so many ages

through all Christendom : and that even the heathen, whether

polished or barbarous, have always paid a great regard to reli-

gion, so that this universal practice seems founded upon the

principles of common reason and nature itself."

His second speech refers to that part of the bill which

strikes out the clergy from intermeddling with temporal

affairs. And here his lordship observes, " that the lawfulness

of the clergy's concerning themselves this way is plainly as-

serted in the bill : for the universities, and such persons as

shall have honour descend upon them, are excepted in this

restraint. Now, circumstances and chance cannot alter the

nature of things, nor weaken the force of an universal proposi-

tion." He takes it for granted, that, by the English constitu-

tion, the bishops and clergy have a right to engage in secular

business ; and secondly, that the law of God, at the lowest,

leaves this matter at liberty. From hence he goes on to

argue briefly from four topics : first, he considers the clergy

only as men ; secondly, as parts of the commonwealth ; thirdly,'

he reasons from the best manner of the legislature ; and, lastly,

from the practice of all times and religions.

Under the first head his lordship conceives, " that those

who were farthest improved are best qualified for public

service : for knowledge and conscience often go together

;

whereas ignorance has seldom any force of principle, or any-

thing for precept to take hold of. Now, why should we throw

people out of that capacity they are bred and born to, and bar

them an employment they are so well prepared for ?

" The body politic," as he continues, " has some resemblance

to the body natural : every part contributes something to the

benefit of the whole. Now to be part of a body, and perform

no function, is to serve no purpose. To make this reasoning

bear, he argues that the commonwealth subsists by the legisla-

tive and the executing part. Those, therefore, who have
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Euscb. Vit.

Constant.

lib. 4.

cap. 56.

neither head in the making, nor hand in the executing the

laws, can be looked upon as no better than persons insignificant

to the constitution.""

This lord having repeated somewhat in his former speech,

proceeds to answer objections.

"1. As to the text, ' That no man that wars entangleth

himself with the affairs of this life.' This makes nothing

against the clergy, except it can be proved that meddling and

entangling are words of the same force and meaning. Besides,

though the apostle writes to an ecclesiastic, the advice reaches

the laity no less than the clergy, as is unanimously agreed by

the best expositors,

2. It was by some objected, that engaging in temporal

affairs was inconsistent with the spiritual office. To this his

lordship replies, " That grace in many cases agrees with

nature, carries it to a higher improvement, and fits it for

those great functions of Providence, making laws, and doing

justice. It is plain, therefore, there is nothing resulting from

a solemn character which can any way disable a man from

these things."

But notwithstanding there is no strict inconsistency, it is

possible such engagements may be a clog upon a holy calling.

To be better prepared for this objection, " he declares strongly

for preaching ; but thinks there is not the same necessity for

such instruction as there was in the primitive times : for God
forbid that sixteen hundred years of Christianity should make
us no better acquainted with the Gospel. He observes,

further, that the business of a churchman does not consist

wholly in preaching ; that they are not altogether without

leisure for serving the public ; that the bishops are seldom

called to parliament above once in three years ; and which way

can they be better employed than in appearing at such solemn

assemblies, and promoting the joint interest of Church and

State V And here his lordship cites a testimony from Eusebius,

that Constantino the Great had bishops in his camp, and con-

sulted them in military affairs.

" And whereas it is said, rewards have a great stress in

business, and that bishops may be tempted by such motives to

give their conscience a loose. Granting all this, does not this

exception come with equal force against the laity? Are

ecclesiastics the only persons of flexible tempers and unguarded

1
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honesty ? Or has the crown no honour or offices for any but CHARLES

the clergy? To affirm this is wrong in the fact, and uncha- >
^'

,

ritable in the supposition. If we reason this way, he conceives

the bishops have the advantage of the comparison. The know-

ledge of their duty, the solemnity of their calling, the gravity

of their age, and their neighbourhood to the other world, are

all motives to regularity and strict conduct.

" But some of them have misbehaved themselves. That is

no argument to punish the order. Some of the judges, some

of the other magistracy and officers, have failed in their duty ;

must we therefore have no judges, no inferior ministers of

justice, nor any officers in camp or court ? The punishment

ought not to be stretched beyond the crime, nor one man suffer

for the fault of another'."

This speech was not without its effect in the house ; con-

firmed the bishops'* party, and helped to keep them on their

bench for some time.

The university perceiving the cathedrals in danger, and the

encouragement of learning struck at, addressed the parliament

upon this subject. Sec Records,

The storm beginning to gather, and the tide running high

against the Church, Juxon, bishop of London, resigned his

treasurer"'s staff, and the place was managed by conmiis-

sion.

A bill for taking away the High Commission, of which the june 24,

Puritans had so loudly complained, was sent up to the house
j^^^^fj-jg

of lords, passed there, and was soon after signed by the king, o/the High

]3y this statute it is enacted, that, "After the first day of and Sktr-

August, no archbishop, bishop, or any spiritual or ecclesiastical
^^yutdoivn

judge, or any other person exercising spiritual or ecclesiastical

power by any commission from the king, or by any power or

authority derived from his majesty, his heirs or successors, or

otherwise, shall award, impose, or inflict any pain, penalty, fine,

amerciament, imprisonment, or other corporal punishment,

upon any of the king's subjects, for any contempt, misdemean-

our, crime, offence, matter, or thing whatsoever, belonging to

spiritual or ecclesiastical cognizance, or jurisdiction ; or shall

ex officio, or at the instance or promotion of any other person

• The amount of learning and political philosojiliy which ennobled many of the par-

liamentary speeches in the time of the Stuarts, may surprise those who read only the

senatorial debates of our own times.
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whatsoever, urge, enforce, tender, give, or minister unto any

churchwarden, sideman, or other person whatsoever any corpo-

ral oath, whereby he or she shall or may be charged, or obliged

to make any presentment of any crime or offence, or to confess

or accuse himself or herself of any crime, oflFence, or misde-

meanour, or any neglect, matter, or thing, whereby or by rea-

son whereof he or she shall or may be liable or exposed to any

censure, pain, penalty, or punishment whatsoever, upon pain

and penalty, that whosoever shall offend contrary to the sta-

tute, shall forfeit and pay treble damages to every person

thereby grieved, and the sum of a hundred pounds to him or

them who shall first demand or sue for the same.

" It is likewise further enacted. That no new court shall be

erected by his majesty, his heirs, or successors, with the like

jurisdiction or authority as the said High Commission Courtj^Ag^/

now hath, or pretends to have." 'miJUH^ r^n^

The court of Star-chamber was likewise put down this^vf/^/j^i /^

session.
^

%^:j^
Williams, archbishop of York, brought a bill into the My^^xtuM"*''^''^

house for the regulation of bishops and their jurisdiction. ^\^UtU/u,/l,ni?s

scheme takes in ten articles.

1. That every bishop being in his diocese, and not disabled

by ill health, should preach once every Sunday, or pay five

pounds to the poor, to be levied by the next justice of peace,

and distress made by the constable.—This, had it gone for-

ward, would have been a very humoursome piece of reforma-

tion, and made the justice, in some measure, the bishop's

metropolitan.

2. That no bishop shall be justice of peace, excepting the

dean of Westminster in Westminster and St. Martina's.—Here

the archbishop hedged in a little privilege for himself, for he

was then dean of Westminster.

3. That every bishop should have twelve assistants (besides

the dean and chapter) for jurisdiction and ordination. Four

of these twelve were to be chosen by the king, four by the

lords, and four by the commons.—But here the bill neither

tells us whether they should be clergy or lay, nor assigns them

their business.

4. That in all vacancies these assistants, with the dean and

chapter, should present to the king three of the best qualified
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divines in the diocese, out of which number his majesty was to CHARLES

choose one for a bishop. v
'^

.

5. That deans and prebendaries should be non-resident at the

cathedrals but sixty days in the year.

6. That sermons should be preached in these mother

churches twice every Lord's day, once every holy day, and

a lecture on Wednesday, with a salary of an hundred marks

per annum.

7. That all archbishops, bishops, collegiate churches, &c.

shall be obliged to give a fourth part of their fines and im-

proved rents, to buy in impropriations.

8. All double beneficed men should pay the value of half the

living to the curate.

9. No appeal should be made to the court of Arches, or

court of Audience.

Lastly, It was suggested in the bill, that canons and eccle-

siastical constitutions might be drawn up and suited to the

laws of the realm, by sixteen learned persons ; six of them
to be nominated by the king, five by the lords, and five by the

commons. By this article the clergy in all likelihood would

have had none of their own body to represent them in the

spiritual legislature. Fuller's

Church
Hist.

This bill was dropped after once reading. For notwith- ^""'^ ^^•

standing the oddness of the scheme, it fell short of satisfaction

:

there was now a deeper project on foot ; the ecclesiastical

constitution was to be dissolved, and the Presbyterian govern-

ment set in its place. However, this design was not spoken July 17.

out at present, though the commons came pretty near it in

their debates about a new form of ecclesiastical jurisdiction,

where they agreed, " That every shire should be a several The com-

diocese, a presbytery of twelve divines in each shire, and a Touching

*

president, as a bishop, over them ; and he, with the assistance Church-
' J- '

\
^

_
government.

of some of the pi'csbytery, to ordain, suspend, deprive, degrade

and excommunicate. To have a diocesan synod once a year,

and every third year a national synod, and they to make
canons, but none to be binding till confirmed by parliament." wiiitiock's

Usher, primate of Armagh, is said to have offered an ex- p.
45°"^*'

pedient for bringing presbyteiy and episcopacy towards an ^''*'°*'

accommodation, and for abating the distinguishing character,

and jurisdiction of the latter. The commons, pursuing their
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LAUD, project of Church reformation, drew up an impeachment of
Abp. Cant^.

^YygQj^^ bishop of Ely, digested into five-and-twenty articles :

Wren bishop
j^ ^^^g carried to the lords by sir Thomas Widdrinton, who

Of Jbh/, tin-
. , . .

peached hy delivered it with a satirical speech. The substance of the
commons.

g^j.^jgjgg amounted to no more than that the bishop pressed

conformity, and exerted the discipline of the Church. But

this, at that time, was enough for the commons to vote him
" unworthy and unfit to hold or exercise any office or dignity

in church or commonwealth.*" After this they desired the

lords to concur with them in an address to the king, that this

prelate " might be removed from his place and service." In

short, they carried their point, and Wrenn was committed to

August 10. the Tower.

The king was now resolved to make a progress into Scot-

land for quieting the discontents in that kingdom. Not

long after his majesty's setting forward, the two houses

adjourned to the 20th of October, and settled committees for

transacting business during the recess. And here it may not

be improper to mention, that notwithstanding the late clamours

against profaning the Sunday, by the king's declaration con-

cerning sports, the two houses took the liberty to sit, and do

business upon this day. About a week before the king took

his journey, an impeachment of thirteen bishops by order of

the house of commons was sent up by serjeant Wild, and

delivered at the bar in the lords' house, with this introductive

speech.

" My Lords,
" The knights, citizens and burgesses of the commons' house

of parliament, being sensible of the great infelicities and trou-

bles which the commonwealth hath sustained by the exorbitant

courses of the bishops, and knowing well what the wise man
saith, ' That if sentence be not speedily executed against an

evil work, the hearts of the sons of men are set upon further

mischief,' (the timely redress whereof doth better become the

wisdom of a parliament, than a too late woful repentance,)

have commanded me to represent unto your lordships, that

Walter bishop of Winchester, Robert bishop of Coventry

and Lichfield, Godfrey bishop of Gloucester, Joseph bishop

of Exeter, John bishop of St. Asaph, William bishop of Bath

and Wells, George bishop of Hereford, Matthew bishop of

14
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Ely, William bishop of Bangor, Robert bishop of Bristol, CHARLES

John bishop of Rochester, John bishop of Peterborovigh, ^
^^

,

Morgan bishop of Landaff, together with William archbishop

of Canterbury, and others of the clergy of that province, at a

convocation or synod for the same province, begun at London

in the year J 640, did conceive, make, and promulge several /'/-f/

constitutions and canons ecclesiastical, containing in them

divers matters contrary to the king's prerogative, to the

fundamental laws and statutes of this realm, to the rights of

parliament, to the property and liberty of the subjects, and

matters tending to sedition, and of dangerous consequence.

" And to add more weight and efficacy to this their mon-

strous design, they did at the same synod, under a specious

and fair title, grant a benevolence or contribution to his

majesty, to be paid by the clergy of that province, contrary

to law. It rested not there, for tliough this had been enough

to have affrighted and terrified the king's people with strange

apprehensions and fears, yet that these might not seem to be

contrivances of the brain, or fancies only, they were put in

execution, and were executed upon divers with animosity and

rigour, to the great oppression of the clergy of this realm,

and other his majesty's subjects, and in contempt of the king,

and of the law^

" Whether those persons, my lords, that are culpable of

these offences, shall be thought fit to have an interest in the

legislative power, your lordships' wisdom and justice is able to

judge.

" But for these matters and things, the knights, citizens,

and burgesses of the commons' house of parliament, in the

name of themselves, and of all the commons of England, do

impeach the said bishops before named, of the crimes and mis-

demeanours before expressed ; and do therefore pray that they

may be forthwith put to their answers in the presence of the

commons, and that such farther proceedings may be had

against them as to law and justice shall appertain." Rnsinvorth's

part 3.

The bishops impeached desired time till Michaelmas term to ^" ^^^'

put in their answer. This motion being strongly opposed by

some temporal lords, two questions were put

:

First, Whether the bishops should sit in the house, though
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diict.

The first question was carried for them in the affirmative.

And as to the second, they had time given them to the 10th

of November for putting in their answer. The bishops made
choice of Warner, bishop of Rochester, to solicit in the cause.

This prelate retained sergeant Jermin and Mr. Chuite for

counsel ; Jermin refused to plead without a warrant from the

house of commons. The bishops thinking the demand unrea-

sonable, this lawyer was laid by ; but Chuite was more just

and generous : for being asked by the temporal lords whether

he would plead for the bishops, he replied, " Yes, as long as he

had a tongue to plead with." This gentleman soon after drew

up a demurrer in behalf of the bishops to prove what they had

done in the late convocation could not amount to a praemunire.

This defence was shewed to archbishop Williams, and com-

mended for an impregnable performance. In short, the

strength of the plea was probably the reason the prosecution

slept, and that the bishops heard no more of the impeachment.

The king was now at Edinburgh, and made a very unfor-

tunate affair of his journey. At the parliament now sitting

there, he signed several acts extremely prejudicial to the pre-

rogative ; but these being somewhat foreign to this history,

shall be mostly unmentioned. However, it may not be impro-

per to observe, that what was expected would have been par-

doned in an act of oblivion, was couched in a form of justifica-

tion of the Covenanters"" misbehaviour : for instance ; their

first tumults and erecting their tables in opposition to the

government ; their suppressing the justice court and the ses-

sion, and the acts and orders of their tables, are declared to be

the effects of their duty to his majesty, and according to the

law of the land. And thus all those loyal persons who had

opposed these mutineers in defence of the government, and

stood authorized by his majesty's commissions, were made cri-

minals. These royalists were the only persons excepted from

pardon, and barred the benefit of the indemnity.

And as to the Church, the seditious acts of that assembly

which had expelled the bishops and the canonical clergy, dis-
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owned their spiritual governors being members of their body, charles

and affirmed a power in themselves to stretch the censures of v
_j ,

the Church upon the crown, were declared " to be lawful, and

according to the constitution of the kingdom : that the govern-

ment of the Church by archbishops and bishops was repugnant

to the word of God : that the prelates were enemies to the

propagation of the true reformed Protestant religion ; and

that for this reason their order was to be suppressed, and their

lands given to the king, his heirs and successors. i^ord Cia-

The slender remains of the Church's patrimony being vested inst. of the

in the crown, the king gave it all away to the Covenanting '.^^^'^'^['^'°"j'j

party. In short, his majesty, by abandoning his friends, and Bisiiop

caressing his enemies, not only sunk his interest in that king- Memoirs.

dom, but gave great encouragement to the faction in England.

The enemies of the Church now concluded their business in a

good condition. And since the king had signed an act in Scot-

land that the Church government by archbishops and bishops

was against the word of God, they did not question bringing

him to the same compliance in his AV^cstniinster parliament \

To mention somewhat of their courage and expedition in

this affair ; and here I am to acquaint the reader, that about

half a year since, the lords, to stop the irregular zeal of some
over-forward people, published an order, " that divine service j^ order of

should be performed as it is apijointed by the statutes of this *^^ ('"*.
^

.
against vn-

realm ; and that all such as shall disturb that commendable nm-ating in

order shall be severely punished according to law ; and that
"^ ''^'''"'

the parsons, vicars, and curates in their respective parishes,

shall forbear introducing any rites or ceremonies that may give

offence, otherwise than those which are established by the la\\s

of the land." This order was made upon the Ifith of January

last ; and upon the 9th of September, the day upon which

they adjourned, it was resolved upon the question, that the

above-said order should be printed and j)uljlislicd. The lords

desired the concurrence of the commons ; but the lower house,

thinking the strict execution of the laws unseasonable, voted

their dissent to both the orders, and published a short decla- Rusiiwoitli'a

ration, in which they gave the kingdom an expectation of
i^'^'- ^"i'-

makino; a considerable reformation in matters of relijsjion. vol. i.

To be somewhat more full upon this matter ; the commons

' King Charles I. will probably seem to some of the readers of Collier an illustration

of a couinion proverb, " Quern Deus vult perdcrc, prius demcntit."

VOL. VI II. <1
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had lately revived the debate touching innovations in the

Church, and passed several votes against them. The lords at

the same time repeated their declaration for the observation

of the Common Prayer, without omission or alteration. These

votes, which looked like clashing, occasioned a conference be-

tween both houses ; at which the commons desired their lord-

ships to consent to the following declaration. To this the

lords returned no answer ; and which further disgusted the

commons, they resolved upon the question, that their order

above-mentioned, on the 16th of January, should be printed

and published.

The commons' declaration, to which they desired the con-

currence of the upper house, was as follows :

—

" Whereas divers innovations in or about the worship of

God have been lately practised in this kingdom, by enjoining

some things and prohibiting others, without warrant of law,

to the great grievance and discontent of his majesty's subjects:

for the suppression of such innovations, and for preservation

of public peace, it is this day ordered, by the commons in par-

liament assembled, that the churchwardens in every parish-

church and chapel respectively do forthwith remove the com-

munion-table from the east end of the church, chapel, or chan-

cel, into some other convenient place ; and that they take away

the rails and level the chancels as heretofore they were before

the late innovations.

" That all crucifixes, scandalous pictures of any one or

more persons of the Trinity, and all images of the Virgin

Mary, shall be taken away and abolished ; and that all tapers,

candlesticks, and basons, be removed from the communion-table.

" That all corporal bowing at the name Jesus, or towards

the east end of the church, chapel, or chancel, or towards the

communion-table, be henceforth forborne.

" That the orders aforesaid be observed in all the several

cathedral churches of this kingdom, and all the collegiate

churches or chapels in the two universities, or any other part

of the kingdom ; and in the Temple-church, and the chapels

of the other inns of court, by the deans of the said cathedral

churches, by the vice-chancellor of the said universities, and

by the heads and governors of the several colleges and halls

aforesaid, and by the benchers and readers in the said inns of

court respectively.
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" That the Lord's-day shall be duly observed and sanctified: Charles

all dancing or other sports, either before or after divine ser- .
'^ ,

vice, be forborne and restrained ; and that the preachinff of , /

God's word be permitted in the afternoon in the several«j'^i7J^.7j/.y>«^/>r^.

churches and chapels of this kingdom, and that ministers and

preachers be encouraged thereunto.

" That the vice-chancellors of the universities, heads and

governors of colleges, all parsons, vicars, churchwardens, do

make certificates of the performance of these orders : and if

the same shall not be observed in any of the places before-

mentioned, upon complaint thereof made to the two next

justices of peace, mayor, or head officers of cities or towns

corporate ; it is ordered, that the said justices, mayor, or other

head officer respectively, shall examine the truth of all such

complaints, and certify by whose default the same are com-

mitted : all which certificates are to be delivered in parliament

before the 30th of October next, 1641."

Thus the usages of antiquity, the orders of the l)ishops, the

canons of the Church are superseded, and the clergy enjoined

obedience to this extraordinary declaration : one would almost

have thought so peremptory a decision must have come from

the apostolic synod at Jerusalem, or, at least, from one of the

four general councils. But this, after all, was no more than

an order of the lay-commons, and that without consulting

the convocation, without the concurrence of either lords or

sovereign. In short, these secular gentlemen interposing

thus in the government of the Church, serves only to sap

the foundation, and sink the credit of religion ; gives libertines

a handle to disbelieve Christianity, and look upon the creed

as a trick of state policy. However, Pym, the chairman

of the committee, sent down the declaration into the coun-

try after the recess, enjoined the reading it on the parochial

clergy, and executed the order with more than patriarchal

authority.

The design of throwing the bishops out of the house of

lords going on, notwithstanding the late disappointment, it

was thought fit to batter their reputation, and try to make
them look little in common esteem. To this purpose the lord Tic hKimps"

Brook published a pamphlet against the bishops, represented ^mi^rpparfed

them as persons meanly born, and by their way of study alto- ^y*hcAor^

gether unqualified for barons in parliament. This pretended

ci 2
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LAUD,
Abp. Cant.

807.

Fuller's

Ch. Hist,

book 2.

disadvantage of birth being no better than downright cahimny,

WilHanis, archbishop of York, Morton, bishop of Durham,
Curie, bishop of Winchester, Cook, bishop of Hereford, and

Owen, bishop of St. Asaph, proved themselves men of descent

and wealthy families. Juxon, bishop of London, had a credit-

able education at Oxford and Gray's-inn. And as for the rest

of the order, they were most of them either extracted from

clergymen or lay gentry : it is plain, therefore, lord Brook's

charge proceeded from unbenevolent humour ; the disaffection

was remarkable, but altogether wide of matter of fact.

Another argument the temporal lords were contriving, to

part with the bishops, was the treating them with unusual

neglect in the parliament house. For instance, they were

joined in committees with the temporal lords in under propor-

tioned numbers : the clerk of the parliament, in reading the

bills, turned his back to the bishops with uncustomary disre-

gard ; and on their going to church on a solemn fast-day, the

temporal barons gave themselves precedency of the bishops.

This being altogether new, the lord Spencer, afterwards earl

of Sunderland, made a remark upon it : "Is this," says he,

" a day of humiliation, wherein we take so much pride in taking

place of those to whom our ancestors ever allowed it."

The bishops'' interest giving way in the upper house, the

commons resolved to push the opportunity : for this purpose

Mr. Pym, at a conference with the lords, made the following

speech :

—

October 23.

Pyni's
speech

(ifiainst Ulc

bishops.

" My Lords,
" The parliament, the fountain of justice, ought to be pre-

served pure from corruption, and be free from partiality, which

will add not only lustre, reputation, and honour, but authority,

to what is done in parliament ; all men's estates and liberties

are preserved under the safe custody of parliament ; this

moveth us to be careful of any thing that may prejudice the

parliament, in point of freedom and integrity.

" Therefore the knights, citizens, and burgesses, of the

house of commons, have commanded me, with my colleague, to

represent unto your lordships two propositions, which they

hold of very great importance, and necessary to be put in

execution at this time.

" First, That those thirteen bishops which stand accused
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before your lordships for making the late Book of Canons, and CHARLES

putting them in execution, may be exchided from their votes in ^ ,'^ ^

parhament.
" Secondly, That all the bishops may be excluded from

having any vote in that act, sent from the house of commons

to your lordships, entituled, ' An Act to take away the Bishops'*

Votes in Parliament,''
"''' &c.

After this member had gone on some length in declaiming

against the bishops, he was seconded by Mr. Solicitor St. John,

who urged several reasons and precedents for excluding the .

bishops voting in the bill last mentioned.

First, In regard they have no such inherent right of assisting SoKator St.

in parliament, as the lords temporal have, because they do not ,„',',',"
"al'jaimt

assist there as a representative body. the bishops'

But this argument disables the temporal lords no less than

the spiritual from sitting in parliament ; for these represent no

further than tlieir own persons.

Secondly, Mr. Solicitor argues the bishops have not an equal

inherent right of peerage with the temporal lords, because their

power is not of the same extent. For instance, they have no

liberty of voting at the trial of a peer ; which privilege could

not be taken away by any canon, if the right of it was (as he

calls it) inherent.

That the bishops"' peerage is entire, has been already proved,

and need not be repeated. See first and

Thirdly, If the bishops represented the clergy, and ofTilis Hist.

amounted to a third estate, no act of parliament could be good

without their assent : to disprove this, he observes, the bishops,

in the first of queen Elizabeth, disagreed to the bill for estab-

lishing the Common Prayer ; and yet the statute has always

been reckoned binding.

To this it may be answered, first. That by the custom and

constitution of parliament, the loi'ds spiritual and tem])oral are

reckoned as one body in giving their votes ; and therefore the

house is always concluded by a majority, without regard to any

distinction of character in the members. As to the rest of his g^^ ^^^^^

argument, T shall refer the reader to what I have already '" *^i'e fi'st

. • *' year of
written. queen Eli-

Further, That the bishops are a third estate, is evident from yvL^)i,i^/w„s

the records of parliament : to mention some of them. o'"' '^/^^"^
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LAUD, By the Parliament Roll, 1 H. IV. it appears, that king

V
—^" ^

"'"
'' Richard II. appointed two proxies to declare his resignation of

hipariia-^^ the crown " coram omnibus statubus regni ;" who these estates

me7it. were appears afterward, when they were called, " Pares et pro-

ceres regni Anglise spirituales, et temporales, et ejusdem regni

communitates omnes status ejusdem regni representantes."

By this authority, it is evident the bishops are not only a

third estate, but peers of the realm.

In the Parliament Roll, 1 R. III. it is recorded, that before

his coronation certain articles were delivered to him in the

name of the three estates of the realm ; that is to say, in the

name of the lords spiritual, the lords temporal, and the com-

mons.

Rot. Pail. 1. To proceed: 3 H. VI. the record mentions the three estates

^' ^' assembled in this present parliament ; and in explaining the

extent of the duke of Bedford's protectoral power, it is said,

it was advised and appointed by the authority of the king,

assenting the three estates of this realm : from whence it is

Cotton's plain, the king was not reckoned one of them.

i^eS^of The 11th H. VI. the duke of Bedford appeared in parlia-

^
i?j;''^', . ment, and assigned the reason of his coming, " coram domino

p. /lO. 714. ' o
. 1 •

Eot. Pail, rege, et tribus statubus regni," before the kmg and the three

niinf."i9.' estates of the realm : and in the twenty-third year of the same
G Hen 6.

j-eiffn, the Parliament Record runs " Presente domino rege
nu

et tribus statubus in presenti parliamento existentibus." And
in another year, " Domino rege et tribus regni statubus in

23 Hen. 6. pleno parliamento comparentibus."
'"»""• 11- 28- To go back to one instance in the first year of this reign,

num. 9. the queen dowager in her petition mentioning an order of par-

liament, made 9 H. V. declares it was not only sworn by the

king, but by the three estates of the kingdom of England,

1 Hen. 6.
" C'est assavoir, les prelatz, nobles, et grands, et par les com-

muns de mesm le royalm d'angleterre."

From all these records it appears, that the three estates are

fundamental to the constitution of parhaments, and that the

See Grand bishops are one of them.
Question, rjij^^

solicitor St. John argues, that the king may hold his

parliament without calling the bishops to it : for this he cites

the opinion of the judges in 7th Hen. VIII. ; but this case I

have considered already under that year, and therefore shall

add nothing further.
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It is insisted on, Fifthly, That in the 25th Ed. I. a parha- CHARLES

ment was held at St. Edmund's Bury, excluso clero : that not- v

withstanding this, many good laws were made there. Rushworth's

To this it is answered. First, That to argue from a single pait 3.

instance against customary and general practice, is no good P- ^^^^' ^^^

logic ; and over and above, if one of the three estates may be

set aside at discretion, why not another 1

Secondly, The bishops in this parliament were not excluded

the session by the king, and the other two estates, but by their

own choice : the occasion of it was a bull of Boniface VIII.

;

by which the clergy were forbidden giving any more subsidies. 808.

And whereas it is affirmed, many good unquestioned laws were

made in that session, it is plain by the rolls, that nothing of

this kind was done in that parliament, except the temporalties

granting a twelfth to the king. Ardibisiiop

To proceed : the bishops were not only struck at in their Discourse in

parliamentary privilege, but in their spiritual character. To Epi^cmwcy

do them justice in this point and support the government of

the Ohui-ch, archbishop Usher published a seasonable tract to

combat the " Root and Branch Bill," and prove episcopacy of TJie meaning

,. ,. ... . Ai'f» ^ I [• ,^ • p"li- of the '' Root
apostohcal mstitution. A briei abstract oi the mam ot this and Branch

performance may not be unacceptable to the reader.
^j^^ abolish-

To begin : to make good that those whom our translation "^ff <-pisc.'j-

11 1 1 IT 1 1 • 1 1
pucy^and

calls elders were subordmate to the bishop, he proves that introdmimj

those whom St. John, in the Revelations, calls the angels {^rian^qo-'

of the Churches, were bishops both in name and authority :
vemmetd.

particularly, that St. Timothy was bishop of Ephesus ; and

that one of those angels St. John writes to was his successor.

This he proves, first, by the list of bishops of the Church

of Ephesus ; and, secondly, by the testimony of St. Ignatius

and others.

For the first point, it was publicly declared by Leontius,

bishop of Magnesia, at the fourth general council, 'Atto tov S?"f''-

ayiov Tifxouiov fii^pi vvv HKoaiiTrra tTTtcricoTrot tyivovTO' rravreg act. 2.

£ir 'E^£<r<j) txupoTovifOrtaav. " That, from Timothy, and there-

fore by inevitable consequence from the time of the apostles,

there had been a continued succession of twenty-seven bishops,

all ordained in Ephesus."

That Bcza, in his commentaries, confesses that Timothy had

been some time the TrpoEtrrwci or president of the Ephesian

presbytery ; that Justin Martyr calls him that presides in the
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LAUD, ecclesiastical assemblies Trpofcrrwci who, by the other Fathers,

V

—

'^—J is called a bishop '
. That St. Timothy was ordained bishop of

the Church of Ephesus, is further confirmed by the testimony

Hist Eccies. of Eusebius, and likewise by two tracts, of considerable anti-
lib. 3. cap. 4. . . 1 r. ri m- 1 p ii

quity, concernmg the martyrdom oi St. Innothy : one oi these

is anonymous, and mentioned in Pliotius''s " Bibliotheca ;" the

other is said to have been written by Polycrates, who was

himself bishop of Ephesus, and born within thirty-seven years

after St. John wrote the Revelations.

That Onesimus was bishop of Ephesus, and consequently

the angel of that Church, to whom St. John wrote the Epistle

in the Revelations, primate Usher proves from Ignatius. " Now
Ignatius, whom Theodoret, Felix III., and Johannes Antio-

Theod. clienus reported to have been ordained at Antioch by St. Peter,

Felix 3. in was, witliout all questiou, bishop of that see when St. John

fenoi/im- wroto that letter to the angel of the Church of Ephesus : for

perat. Reci- g^. John wroto his Revelation towards the end of Domitian's
tat. in V. .

Synod, c. P. reign, as Irenscus affirms, or in the fourteenth year of Domi-

Cond/°™
"'

tian's government, as Eusebius and St. Jerome relate. From

C;,?-\. .. this period there are but twelve years to the tenth of Trajan,

Johan. when St. Ignatius was carried to Rome to sutler martyrdom,

Chronic.^"' and wrote another letter to the Church at Ephesus, in which
lib. 10. MS.

]jg n^akes mention of Onesimus as their bishop, and puts them

in mind of their duty to him."

The primate advances further, and affirms, "that St. Poly-

carp was bishop of Smyrna when St. John wrote to the angel

of the Church of that city. Now, Irenseus, who reports this,

was not only acquainted with St. Polycarp's successors in that

see, but was present when that saint himself discoursed of his

conversation with St. John, and related several remarkable things

he had heard from those who had seen our blessed Saviour : Kal

Tlo\{)KupTrog, says Irenseus, Si ov fiovov virb 'ATToaroAwv naBr]-

rtu^eU"? Ktti (TVvaaTpa(})iig, iroXXo'ig roXg tov Xptorov lojpaKOcriv,

&c. : i. e.
'' St. Polycarp was not only a disciple of the apostles,

and conversed with many persons who had seen Jesus Christ,

but was also ordained bishop of Smyrna by the apostles them-
lien. lib. 3. ggives. This St. Polycarp I saw myself when I was young, for

vers. Hoeres. he lived to a great age before his martyrdom.''

"

' To this title irpoia'TU}^, lexioograpliers suppose that the Latin v/ovd prcesfes, and the

English viord priests are allied in etymology and signification : the bishops seem to have

been always priests, but not always presbyters.
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The lord primate cites another testimony of St. Irenseus, to CHARLES

prove the apostoHcal sviccession of the bishops of his time ; and '
.

'

that they taught no other doctrine than what they received

from those inspired missionaries. His words are these :
" 'Ha- 1*^- ''^i'^-

bemus annumerare eos qui ab apostoHs instituti sunt episcopi

in Ecclesiis, et successores eorum usque ad nos
;

qui nihil

tale docuerunt neque cognoverunt quale ab his deliratur.' We
can reckon those who were ordained bishops by the apostles,

and carry down their successors to our own time."

Tcrtullian's authority comes next. This learned Father, in

his " Prescriijtion against Heretics,"' writes thus : " ' Sicut ^'^ PicsMip.

cup, *2i'2,

Smyrnseorum Ecclesia Polycarpum ab Johanna coUocatum

refert ; sicut Romanorum Clementem a Petro ordinatum edit

;

perinde utique et caeterse exhibent quos ab apostolis in episco-

patum constitutes, apostolici serainis traduces habent.' As the

records of the Church of Smyrna prove St. Polycarp their first

bishop,—as the register and tradition of the Church of Rome
make it appear that St. Clement was ordained bishop there by

St. Peter,—so the rest of the Churches have authentic records

to show what bishops were placed there by the apostles, to

continue the succession, and propagate the faith, first delivered

to the saints."

And this may be sufficient to give the reader somewhat of

an idea of the learned primate's performance.

To proceed : notwithstanding the king's passing the bills

for putting down the courts of Star-chamber and High Com-
mission, signing a restraint upon the council-board, and other

large concessions,—notwithstanding, I say, he had thus re-

markably lessened his prerogative,—the commons were pre-

[)aring to entertain him at his return from Scotland with

a lai'ge recital of grievances and mal-administration. This

remonstrance was strongly contested in the house of commons.

The debate lasted from three in the afternoon till three in the

morning ; and, after all this struggle, it was carried but by a

few. In short, the members seemed tired, and overwatched

into a compliance, which made them say the remonstrance

looked like the " verdict of a starved jury." I shall mention

some part of this complaint which relates to the Church.

The remonstrance sets forth, that the promotion of all the

mischiefs recited are,

—
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LAUD, 1. The Jesuited Papists, who hate the laws, and aim at the
Abp. Cant. i • p t •

V L,^ , subversion oi religion.

mmiThi'tiieir
^- '^^^^ bishops and corrupt part of the clergy, as they call

remon- thoiii, are ranged in the second place. These ecclesiastics,

charge the they pretend, cherish formality and superstition, as the natural

tmomiZli effects and most probable supports of their tyranny and usur-

pation.

8. Some counsellors and courtiers had, upon mercenary

views, engaged themselves with these encroaching churchmen ;

that the business of this combination was to suppress the

purity and power of religion, and those best affected to it,

that they might remove the greatest obstacles to the change

projected by them.

817'. That this faction of courtiers and churchmen, as these

objectors will have it, countenanced the Arminian party in

those points wherein they agree with the Papists ; that they

widen the difference between the common Protestants and

those they call Puritans ; and introduce such opinions and

ceremonies as most tend to an accommodation with poper5^

And that their design was to increase ignorance and encourage

Rusiiworth's liberty and profaneness in the people.
Hi^t.^Coii. They proceed to desire the king that the consciences of men
p. 438. jjiay be unburthened of needless and superstitious ceremonies

;

that innovations may be suppressed, and the monuments of idol-

atry emoved. And for the more effectual carrying on their in-

tended reformation, they address for a general synod of the

most grave, pious, and judicious divines of this island ; that these

churchmen may be assisted with some foreigners professing the

same religion ; that they may consider all things necessary for

the peace and good government of the Church, and report

the result of their debates to the parliament. That their raso-

lutions being confirmed by the legislature, may be the better

Id. p. 450. acquiesced in ^nd obeyed.

This expostulating address being presented to the king at

Hampton-court, his majesty's answer, as to the Church part,

is as follows. He observes their petition concerning religion

consists of several branches ; to all which he applies an answer.

To give the reader his majesty's words.

' The pagination of the folio edition is again incorrect in this place ; for convenience of

reference, however, it is retained.
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" We say, that for preserving the peace and safety of this CHARLES
kingdom from the design of the popish party, we have, and v

will still concur with all the iust designs of our people, in a ^''''^ ''^"'^'*

«' °^ . .
answer.

parliamentary way. That for the depriving of the bishops of

their votes in parliament, we would have you consider, that

their right is grounded upon the fundamental law of the king-

dom, and constitution of parliament. This we would have you

consider ; but since you desire our concurrence herein in a

parliamentary way, we will give no farther answer at this time.

" As for the abridging of the inordinate power of the clergy,

we conceive the taking away of the High Commission court

hatli well moderated that ; but if there continue any usurpa-

tions or excesses in their jurisdictions, we therein neither have

protected nor will protect them.
" Unto that clause Avhich concerneth corruptions (as you

style them) in religion, in Church government, and in discipline,

and the removing of such unnecessary ceremonies as weak con-

sciences might check at ; that for any illegal innovations which

may have crept in, we shall willingly concur in the removal of

them. That if our parliament shall advise us to call a national

synod, which may duly examine such ceremonies as give just

cause of offence to any, we shall take it into consideration, and

apply ourself to give due satisfaction therein ; but we are very

sorry to hear, in such general terms, corruption in religion

objected, since we are persuaded in our conscience that no

Church can be found upon the earth that professeth the true

religion with more purity of doctrine than the Church of

England doth, nor where the government and discipline are

jointly more beautified, and free from superstition, than as

they are here established by law ; which, by the grace of God,

we will with constancy maintain (while we live) in their purity

and glory, not only against all invasions of popery, but also

from the irreverence of those many schismatics and separatists,

wherewith of late this kingdom and this city abounds, to the

great dishonour and hazard both of Church and State ; for the

suppression of whom, we require your timely aid and active

assistance." Rushworth's
Hist. Coll.

part. 3.

The latter part of this answer disgusted the commons, who, jltf\
notwithstanding this disappointment, resolved to follow their Keg- sect. 4.

blow, till they had made themselves master of the enterprise.
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LAUD, The bill for taking away the bishops' votes was brought in for

.
''• '"^^

'j another trial. And here the earl of Bristol appeared nobly in

defence of the Church. He observed to the lords, "that accord-

ing to the rules and custom of parliament, a bill once thrown

out could not be brought in again the same session ; that this

was the case of the present bill ; and therefore that the going

upon it this session would be plainly breaking in upon the

settled orders of parliament." This plea, since it could not be

disproved, was overruled, and the house carried it for excluding

the bishops. This rough expedient was the last remedy, and

would have been waved, had the bishops been more resigned

and flexible. To escape the odium of innovating thus remark-

ably upon the constitution, and discharging the first of the

three estates from any share in the legislature, some endeavours

had lately been used by the earl of Essex and the lord Kim-

bolton, to persuade the bishops to gi'atify the importunity of

the commons, and give up their right of voting in parhament.

To prevail with them for this cession, they gave them an assur-

ance that the temporal lords would be bound in honour to

support them in all the essentials of their character. But the

bishops had too much discretion and courage to betray their

interest and throw up the peerage. But this business, though

now in agitation, was not finished till two months forward.

In the mean time, to succeed against this repulse, and batter

the resolution of the lords spiritual, the apprentices were

di'awn down to Westminster, to assist the faction and overawe

the honest party. These auxiliaries came to the parliament

doors in great bodies, and cried, " No bishops !
" And for a

farther reinforcement, petitions to the houses came up from

several counties, setting forth, that the bishops were a common
nuisance ; that the decay of trade, the clogging and disappoint-

The hishops iug of all busiuess in parliament, was occasioned by the bishops.

lu rabble in
Fi'om heuce tlicy advanced to downright railing and insulting

(loinij to their persons, and throwing stones at them, so that they could

mcni-house. not come to the lords' house, either by land or water, without

apparent hazard of their lives. The rabble, thus fleshed and

encouraged, made their next assault on AVestminster abbey

;

some of them spake out, their design was to pull down the

organs and deface the monuments. Archbishop Williams, to

prevent this horrible ravage, and secure the regalia from being

seized, made fast the doors, and maintained the abbey against
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them. However, the refoi'niing mob pressed on, and endea- CHARLES
voured to force their entrance ; but were beaten off with stones ^'

>

from the leads by the scholars, the choir, and the officers.

And in this skirmish one sir — Wiseman, a Kentish knight,

who headed the rabble, was killed by a tile from the battle-

ments. 13ut the assailants being not yet broken, some of the

archbishop's retinue sallied out, and with sword in hand forced

them to retire and disperse.

The houses taking no notice of this outrage, the tumult con- 81 8.

tinuing in the same frenzy and numbers, and the bishops going

to the parliament being altogether impracticable, they met at

the dean of Westminster''s lodgings, and subscribed a protesta-

tion for preserving their right of sitting in parliament. It was

drawn up by archbishop Williams in the form of a petition,

and was to be presented to his majesty in the house of peers.

Five of the sees being vacant, and some of the bishops gone

into the country, it was signed only by twelve ; viz., the arch-

bishop of York, the bishops of Durham, Lichfield, Norwich,

St. Asaph, Bath and Wells, Hereford, Oxford, Ely, Gloucester,

Peterborough, and Landaff. The protesting petition stands

thus :

—

" Whereas the petitioners arc called up by several and re- Their peti-

spective writs, and under great penalties, to attend the par- ^protTstation.

liament, and have a clear and indubitable right to vote in bills

and other matters whatsoever debatal>le in parliament by the

ancient customs, laws and statutes of this realm, and ought to

be protected by your majesty quietly to attend and prosecute

that great service. They humbly remonstrate and protest

before God, your Majesty, and the noble lords and peers now
assembled in parliament ; that as they have an indubitable

right to sit and vote in the house of lords : so are they, if

they may be protected from force and violence, most willing

and ready to perform their duties accordingly. And that

they do abominate all actions or opinions tending to poi)ery or

the maintenance thereof, as also all propension and inclination

to any malignant party, or any other side or party what-

soever ; to the which their own reason and conscience shall

not move them to adhere. But whereas they have been at

several times violently menaced, affi'ontcd, and assaulted by

multitudes of people in their coming to perform their services
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LAUD, in ti^at honourable house, and lately chased away and put in

'
; ' danger of their lives, and can find no redress or protection

upon sundry complaints, made to both houses in these par-

ticulars ; they humbly protest before your majesty, and the

noble house of peers, that saving unto themselves all their

rights, and interests of sitting and voting in that house at

other times, they dare not sit or vote in the house of peers,

until your majesty shall farther secure them from all affronts,

indignities, and dangers in the premises. Lastly, whereas

their fears are not built upon conceits, but upon such grounds

and objects as may well terrify men of good resolutions and

nmch constancy, they do in all humility and duty protest

before your majesty, and the peers of the most honourable

house of parliament, against all laws, orders, votes, resolutions

and determinations, as in themselves null and of none effect,

which in their absence, since the 27th of this instant month
Decern. 29. of December, 1641, have already passed: as likewise against

all such as shall hereafter pass in that most honourable house,

during the time of their forced and violent absence from the

said most honourable house. Not denying but if their absent-

ing of themselves were wilful and voluntary, that most honour-

able house might proceed in all their premises, their absence

or this protestation notwithstanding. And humbly beseeching

your most excellent majesty to command the clerk of the house

of peers, to enter this their petition and protestation among

his records.

They will ever pray God to bless, &c.

Hacket's

Life of

Archbishop
Williams.
Rushwovth.

The bishops'

protestation

fa
,

This protestation was put into the lord keeper Littleton''s

hand, but not to be read till the king, at the bishops'" instance,

defmded. came into the house of peers. But the lord keeper, contrai-y

'tijuu. to direction, communicated the petition to some uniriendly

members of both houses, before the time. This lord keeper,

it is said, had made himself obnoxious to the censure of par-

liament, by some stretches in his management. And therefore,

as it is thought, he struck in against this protestation to pur-

chase an indemnity, and cover himself: for immediately upon

the reading the paper in the upper house, the anti-episcopal

lords desired a conference with the commons. In short, the

bishops"" petition being put into their hands, the lord keeper

Rushworth. declared the " protestation contained matters of high and
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dangerous consequence, and intrenched upon the fundamental Charles

jjrivileges and being of the parhament." But which way can '
.

'

this charge be made out ? The bishops, as has already been

proved, are one of the three estates, and by consequence,

essential to the legislature. Since therefore they had been so

outrageously insulted, since the violence was not removed, nor

any protection afforded upon their complaint to both houses

;

what could they do less, than appear with their protest for

securing their right I If the temporal lords or commons had

been under the same menacing and danger, and had moved for

redress to no purpose ; they would, we may reasonably believe,

have made the same remonstrance. And since the lords spi-

ritual are equally a third estate with the other two, why should

they not have the same liberty to guard their privilege?

Besides, the bishops declared the nullity of what passed

during their absence, no longer than the force was upon them,

no longer than their coming to parliament continued imprac-

ticable : and therefore their remonstrating against the legality

of what passed in their absence, was by no means claiming a

negative vote like the king. It is farther objected, that the Lord cia-

bishops desiring the king to command the clerk of the house H"st"oniie

to enter their protestation upon record, was derogatory to the Rebellion.

rights of parliament. But to warrant their proceeding in this p. 354.

manner, the bishops have a clear precedent in the reign of

king Richard II.

The case was this : Courtney, archbishop of Canterbury,

foresaw some peers were likely to be tried for their lives in

parliament ; and knew the bishops were barred by the canons

from concerning themselves in cases of blood ; upon this

prospect he presented a protestation in his own name, and

the rest of the lords spiritual, for assei'ting their peerage, and

saving their rights and interest in parliament : and at the

delivering this instrument, he desired the king it might be

entered upon the parliament rolls, which was done accordingly. See the first

Secondly, it was objected farther, that the nulling of all History. '

*

laws made at that time, when Ireland was in danger, was a

sort of conspiring with the rebels to destroy that kingdom.

To this it may be answered, that if the bishops had a right to

protest in this manner, the inconveniences consequent upon

their using it, can amount to no crime : for what fault can it

be for a man to make use of the privilege the law allows

14
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LAUD, him ? Besides, when the passage was open and undisturbed

^\ "" 'j to the parhament house, as it was when the petition was read

;

for then the bishop of Winchester and some other prelates

appeared there : when things were thus somewhat quieted, the

bishops recalled their protestations, and desired both houses to
Hackett. accept their revocation.

But the commons resolved to seize the opportunity, and
819- make use of the pretended advantage. Thus, within half

an hour after the instrument was put into their hands, they

sent up to the lords, and, without farther debate, impeached

Lord Cla- the twclve bishops who signed the protestation of high treason.

Hist°Coii. This charge being carried to the upper house by Mr. Glyn, the

i'^'2o7^' black rod was immediately ordered to go in search of the

bishops, and bring them forthwith before the lords in parlia-

ment. They were brought to the bar that evening accordingly.

Jov'sSa Upon which an order passed in these words : "That the lord

Thc'ushnps archbishop of York, his grace the lord bishop of Durham, the

^amtsmUo ^^rd bisliop of Norwich, the lord bishop of St. Asaph, &c.,

r ^''^
JT^'i^

being charged of high treason by the house of commons, shall

>^ forthwith stand committed to the pi'ison of the Tower, until

the pleasure of this house be farther known." But, by an

order of the same day, the bishops of Durham and Coventry

and Lichfield, in regard of their age and ill health, had the

favour of being remitted to the custody of the gentleman-
I'l usher. The bishops committed had some time given to put in

their answer ; and, at their request, the lords ordered Mr.

Lane, the princess attorney ; sir Thomas Gardiner, knight,

recorder of London ; John Hearne, Chaloner Ohuite, John
Fountain, Matthew Hales, and Ai'thur Trevor, to be of

counsel for them. The lord Clarendon, notwithstanding his

surprise at the rigour of this usage,— notwithstanding he

objects nothing against the legality of this protestation,—

-

notwithstanding he believes " a violence offered to the free-

dom of any one member is a violation to all the rest," and

makes all their acts as " void and null as if they were locked

in and kept without meat till they altered their judgments,"

—

notwithstanding this fair length of concession, he censures the

protestation as " proceeding from a transport of passion in

archbishop Williams ;" and that the other eleven were ill

advised in going into these measures, and suffering themselves

to be "precipitated to so hasty a resolution." But, with due
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regard to this noble historian, the bishops' conduct seems CHARLES

fairly defensible. Had they done less, they had fallen short ^
'^ >

of that fortitude which might justly be expected from them :

for, since their going to the house was utterly impracticable,

—

since their complaint to the lords and commons had been dis-

regarded,—which way could they maintain their station, and

secure their peerage, but by entering their protestation ? To
hope for either favour or justice at this juncture was too san-

guine an expectation ; they had reason to conclude the '' root-

and-branch work "" would certainly go forward ; and, therefore,

to have been silent under such outrage would have been unsea-

sonable caution, and looked like cowardice. When the pro-

spect is thus menacing, and a man is almost certain to be

undone, the most creditable expedient is to spend himself in a

blaze, and flash to the last grain of powder. To go out in

smoke and smoulder is but a mean way of coming to nothing

:

to creep and crawl to a misfortune, is to suffer like an insect.

A man ought to fall with dignity and honour, and keep his

mind erect, though his fortune happens to be crushed '. This

was the bishops' case and meaning : they were willing to save

their privilege and support their character ; and, for making so

handsome a retreat, they seem to have obliged their memory,

and ought to stand commended upon record. About a fort-

night after their commitment, they were severally brought to

the bar of the lords' house, and put in their answers to the

impeachment in the following form :

—

-, bishop of such a place, saving to myself all

advantages of exception to the insufficiency of the said impeach-

ment, for myself say, that I am not guilty of the treason charged

by the said impeachment, in manner and form as the same is

therein charged." la. p. 497,

After this answer, the bishops petitioned the house of lords

for trial or bail. Upon which the lords assigned them the

25th of January for their trial, but remanded them in the

mean time to their former confinement, where they continued

till the beginning of ISIay the next year, at which time, without

making any application to the commons, the lords admitted The luhops

them to bail. In short, they Hved where they pleased, without (^'f^^'
'"'''

brotiglU to

' This passage is a first-rate specimen of Collier's terse and pointed stvle.
'"* "

VOL. VIII. R
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LAUD, ever being called upon for their trial, vvhieli is another clear

« ^\
,

'^°
'/ evidence they had done nothing unwarrantable by law : for,

had they been any ways obnoxious, their enemies would not

have failed in the prosecution. And here, Wren, bishop of

Ely, had harder fortune than the rest : for, some few months

after his enlargement, he was seized by a party of soldiers, at

his house at Dunham near Ely, and carried back to the Tower,

where he continued till the end of the year 1659, without any
Cyprian. charge brought against him.

Naison, And uow the ferment began to boil over, the mask was laid
Collect.

aside, and the faction appeared more in their colours. For

instance, petitions from the counties of Sussex and Essex, of

Oxford, Lincoln, and Northampton, were delivered to the house

of commons, praying that the popish lords and bishops' votes

might be taken away. This bill, already mentioned, against

the bishops, passed the houses in the beginning of February.

And here it was thought the king would have made a stand, and

refused his assent. His majesty's first answer was, that the

passing this bill was a matter of great concernment, and there-

jfore he would take time for consideration. His delay, though

a farther answer was promised, was looked on as a denial ; and

the prevailing members, being conscious their reformation in

Church and State would be clogged unless the bishops were

excluded, sent the same day to the king, then at Windsor, to

press for his consent. Their reasons were, " that the subjects

suffered by the bishops exercising temporal jurisdiction and

making a party in the lords'" house ; that general satisfaction

and a happy conjunction of both houses would be consequent

upon the bishops being excluded ; and, lastly, that the signing

this bill would be a comfortable pledge of his majesty's gracious

assent to the future remedies of those evils which were to be

Lord cia- presented to him."

This message from the parliament was seconded by those of

greatest trust about the king, who, notwithstanding they wished

well to his majesty's affairs, seem to have been unacquainted

with the constitution, and not to have looked through the

designs on foot. These courtiers suggested, that the passing

this bill was the only way to preserve the Church ; that the

combination against the bishops, in this particular, was irre-

sistible ; that, provided the houses w^ere satisfied in this point,

they would acquiesce ; but that the crossing this humour would

rendon.
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drive them to extremities, make them attempt the extirpation CHARI.ES

of episcopacy, and demohsh the whole fabric of the Church, v
,^!

>

They represented farther, that the passing this bill might pre- 820.

vail with the parliament to lay down their importunity for

another of much worse consequence to the crown ; and that

was a bill for modelling and disposing the militia at the direc-

tion of the two houses. These arguments, though urged by

those the king thought friends to the Church of England,

would never, it is probable, have prevailed with his majesty,

had not the queen solicited to the same purpose. This princess

was made to believe her preservation depended upon the king's

consent to the bill ; that, in case his majesty refused it, her

journey into Holland would be stopped, and her person possibly

endangered either by the mutineers at London or the insur-

rection of the country in her passage to Dover ; whereas the

using her interest with the king would lay a popular obligation

upon the kingdom, and make her acceptable to the parharaent.

These discourses proving persuasive with the queen, she made
use of her ascendant, and wrested the king's resolution from

him ; so that, in short, he signed the bill at Canterbury, The idnp

whither he accompanied the queen in her voyage to Holland. l-aUeii ^m
To give the reader the act : the preamble begins thus :

—

I'^/f

"*' ^^'*

" Whereas bishops, and other persons in holy orders, ought

not to be entangled with secular jurisdiction (the office of the

ministry being of such great importance, that it will take up

the whole man). And for that it is found, by long experience,

that their intermeddling with secular jurisdictions hath occa-

sioned great mischiefs and scandal, both to Church and State:

his majesty, out of his religious care of the Church, and souls

of his people, is graciously pleased that it be enacted, and by

authority of this present parliament be it enacted, that no

archbishop or bishop, or other person that now is, or hereafter

shall be in holy orders, shall at any time after the fifteenth day

of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand six lum-

dred and forty -one, have any seat or place, suffrage or voice,

or use or execute any power or authority in the parliaments

of this realm ; nor shall be of the privy-council of his majesty,

his heirs or successors, or justice of the peace of oyer and

terminer, or goal-delivery, or execute any temporal authority

by virtue of any commission, but shall be wholly disabled

;

R 2
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and be incapable to have, receive, use, or execute any of the

said offices, places, powers, authorities, and things aforesaid.

" And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid,

that all acts from and after the said fifteenth of February,

which shall be done or executed by any archbishop or bishop,

or other person whatsoever in holy orders, and all and every

suffrage or voice, given or delivered by them, or any of them ;

or other thing done by them, or any of them, contrary to the

purport and true meaning of this present act, shall be utterly

void to all intents, constructions, and purposes."

That there is nothing of cogency in this preamble, either as

to reasoning or fact, is sufficiently evident from what has been

observed upon this head in the foregoing part of this history.

But the king giving way to unreasonable demands, encouraged

the party to farther importunities, disserved his character,

and weakened his interest. His majesty was afterwards sen-

sible it was a wrong step, and repented his compliance ; as

appears by a passage in one of his prayers. " Was it," says

he, " through ignorance that I suffered innocent blood to be

spilled, through a false pretended justice ? or that I permitted

a wrong way of worship to be set up in Scotland \ or injured

the bishops in England V From hence the inference is, that

the injury done to the bishops in England, lay little less heavy

upon the king's conscience, than the other two remarkable

instances of human frailty '.

At this time, when libels and calumny had free course, there

was great clamouring against the bishops' conduct. They
were charged with laying aside the use of confirmation : that

they had wholly neglected the duty of preaching, under pre-

tence of being more at leisure for the governing part of their

function : and that even in this they managed to insignificancy,

and transferred their jurisdiction upon their chancellors, and

under officers. That none of them used to sit in their con-

sistories for hearing complaints, or doing justice either to

clergy or laity : but turned over the people to registers, proc-

tors, and apparitors, who drew their money from them against

equity and law, and used them almost at discretion. That few

or none of them made their visitations in person : thus the

' That Charles was the author of the " Eikou Basilike" is still asserted by respectable

writers; but the majority of critics deny the supposition.
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greatest part of the clergy and the bishops were strangers to CHARLES

each other ; that this was a discouragement to godly and pain- ^
'

>

fill ministers, and countenanced those who were irregular.

That few of them living in their episcopal cities, the poor were

disappointed of the relief, and the better sort of the hospi-

tality, they had reason to expect ; and that by this absence

Divine service was hurried, and ill-performed in the cathedrals,

for want of the bishop's presence and inspection. That in-

stead of giving orders at the mother-church, they made use of

the chapels of their private houses, or some obscure country

churches ; not requiring the assistance of their deans and

chapters upon such solemn occasions, as they ought to do
;

tliat they exerted the censures of deprivation and degradation

in too monarchical and arbitrary a manner; not calling in the

deans and chapters for any share in the administration : and

that, by this absolute method of governing, they had made
those capitular bodies in a manner useless. And lastly, since

they did nothing upon the matter but receive their rents, in-

dulge their ease, consult their grandeur, and loi"d it over the

rest of their brethren, the best way was to discharge their

function, and turn their estates to more serviceable uses.

This was the substance of what was objected by some secular

men of condition, and industriously spread among the common
people. That a great part of this charge was swelled beyond

truth, need not be questioned : but, supposing the whole had

been matter of fact, the inference was quite wrong ; for there

is no reason an office should suffer for personal miscarriage :

that corporations should be dissolved, and apostolical institu-

tions set aside for the faults of particular men. To turn people

out of their estates without proving them guilty of any legal

forfeiture, and merely because they do not spend them as reli-

gion directs, would make wild work : this reasoning, if urged

home, I say, would carry to unintelligible justice, and make
a strange revolution in the fortune of the laity.

As the liierarchy had a great many enemies, so there were 821.

some friends who stood in the breach, and endeavoured to re- frar/TLh-

pel the attack. Besides arch1)ishop Usher, already mentioned, '^'><;^ifor

the bishop ot Jiixeter appeared m prmt tor the cause. This ephmpacy.

prelate presented an humble remonstrance to the parliament

in behalf of the liturgy and episcopacy. His tract was quickly

undertaken by a book, entitled " The Original of Liturgy and
Episcopacy discussed." This answer, furnished 1)y a club of
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LAUD, five Presbyterian ministers, had " Smectymnuus * " standing for

^

—

^'

\
^° '^ the author : this word taking in the initial letters of the Chris-

tian and sirnames of the five ministers. Their answer received

a vindication from the bishop, to which " Smectymnuus" pub-

lished a rejoinder. During this combat, while the bishops and

the faction were drawing their pens upon each other, sir

Thomas Ashton, knight and baronet, printed a discourse in

two parts : the first was entitled, " A Survey of the Incon-

veniences of the Presbyterian Discipline, and the inconsisten-

cies thereof with the Constitution of this State." His second

part is called, " The Original Institution, Succession, and

Jurisdiction of the Ancient and Venerable Order of Bishops."

This performance was quickly supported by " The History of

Episcopacy," under the name of Theophilus Churchman : and

to mention some other tracts upon the same argument, though

a little distant in time. The next year Dr. Taylor's " Epis-

copacy Asserted," and the " Aeriomastix " of John Theyer,

appeared in print. To which may be added several petitions

to the king and parliament : but of this more afterwards.

Before yve take leave of this year, it may not be improper to

mention the vacancies which happened in several sees. For

instance ; Neile, archbishop of York, died some few days

before the meeting of this parliament : Montague, of Norwich;

Bancroft, of Oxford ; Davenant, of Salisbury ; Potter, of Car-

lisle : and Thornborough, of Worcester ; survived Neile but a

The vacant few montlis. Thcse sees were filled by preferring Williams,
seesjj e

.

^^^ j^^^ been observed, to the archbishopric of York ; Winnif,

dean of St. PauFs, was made bishop of Lincoln ; Duppa was

translated from Chichester to Salisbury ; and King, dean of

Rochester, was promoted to the see of Chichester ; Hall,

bishop of Exeter, to Norwich ; and Brownrig, master of

Catherine-hall, in Cambridge, to Exeter ; Skinner, of Bristol,

was removed to Oxon ; and Westfield, archdeacon of St.

Alban's, promoted to Bristol ; the bishopric of Carlisle was

given in commendam to the primate of Ireland, during the

commotions in that kingdom ; and the see of Worcester was

filled with Prideaux. These divines were all of them persons

of learning and distinction, and stood well in the opinion of the

generality. After this, there were no more changes until the

' The -vvoid " Smectj-mnuus " is formed from the initial letters of the following

names : Stephen Marshall, Edmund Calamy, Thomas Young. Matthew Ncwcomen,
nnd William Spurstow.—Vide Svmmons's Life of Milton.
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abolition of episcopacy by an ordinance of the two houses in CHARLES

the year 1646. There were no more changes, I say, except- i.

ing that Frewen, clean of Gloucester, and president of St.

Mary Magdalen-college, in Oxon, was consecrated bishop of

Coventry and Lichfield, upon the death of Wright, in the

beginning of the year 1 644 ; and Howell, prebendary of

AVindsor, was promoted to the bishopric of Bristol, upon the

death of Westfield, before the end of the same year.

The king, forced by tumults from Whitehall, went into i;P-}^'^'^-

Yorkshire, and prepared for defence. During his stay in this rrtires into

country the remarkable nineteen propositions were sent him ^XeZTe^'

by the two houses : eight of these propositions relating to »«ccircs ihe.

J
_

<= .11111 nineteen fro-
the Church, desired " that his majesty would be pleased to positions.

consent to such a reformation of the Church government and

liturgy as both houses of parliament should advise ; and that

for this purpose they intended to consult with divines, as was

expressed in their declaration." It was likewise desired "that

his majesty would contribute his best assistance for raising a

sufficient maintenance for preaching ministers throughout the

kingdom ; and that he would be pleased to give his consent to

laws for taking away innovations, and superstitions, and plu-

ralities, and against scandalous ministers." Husband's

For satisfaction to this demand, the king repeated his answer p'^og.

to their i-emonstrance, already mentioned ; and after this, put ^'^ '""'''"''

,
"^ ^1)1 s answer

them in mind of part of his message sent them on the 14tli of to the ei(//u

February, when he passed the bill for taking away the bishops'
^^''"^°^' ""'*'

votes in parliament. The passage was this :
" that his majesty

had observed great and different troubles to arise in the hearts

of his people concerning the liturgy and government of the

Church ; and that therefore he was willing to refer the whole

consideration to the wisdom of his parliament, which he de-

sired them to enter into speedily, that the present distrac-

tions about the same might be composed ; that he desired not

to be pressed to any single act on his part, till the whole was

so digested and settled by both houses, that he might clearly

see what was fit to be left, as well as what was fit to be taken

away." M- p- 329.

To this his majesty adds, " that he had the better hopes of

a good issue, to the general satisfaction of his people ; because

they seemed, in their proposition, to desire only a reformation,

and not :i destruction of the present discipline and liturgy :
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^LAUD, though for a year and a half last past, nothing less than a—^.
'> total suppression of the ecclesiastical establishment had been
preached in the conventicles throughout the kingdom." His
majesty continues, " he should most cheerfully give his assist-

ance for settling a sufficient maintenance on preaching minis-

ters in such a manner as might be most for the encouragement
of piety and learning : as to the bills and consultation they

mentioned, he knew nothing of the matter of the one, nor the

manner of the other, excepting by common fame, to which he
gave little credit ; and wished his subjects believed reports no
faster than himself. Having therefore received nothing cer-

Cyprian. tain on these heads, he could return no answer."

p.Tos!' It has been already hinted that not a few petitions were

leSifo/'^
presented from several counties to the king and both houses,

episcopacy in behalf of the Church establishment : some belong to the

^Common last, and some to the present year. To begin with the county
Prayer. ^f Rutland ; where, in their petition to the high and honour-

able court of parliament, they argue in defence of episcopacy.

To mention some of their considerations, as they call them :

—

Tiie petition " We Consider," say they, " whether there can be a Church

t/Rutlan/ or not without bishops : this very important question is main-

^thecimrch
^^^^^^ ^"^ ^^^^ negative by apostolical men, by primitive martyrs,

and by the greatest part of Christendom ; and that those few

of a different opinion are most certainly not infallible. Since,

therefore, so great a majority of Christendom, both with

respect to time and place, declare for the necessity of episco-

pacy, it is much safest to retain that government, for fear we
separate from the Church, the pillar and ground of truth."

The petition observes

—

" Secondly, That no ordination was ever perfomied without

a bishop ; and if any presbyter gave imposition of hands for

822. this purpose, unless in conjunction with the bishop, he was
reckoned an usurper by public and unquestionable authority."

From hence their inference is, " that without bishops there

can be no presbyters, and by consequence no absolution, no
consecration of the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, and that

it is impossible to give an equivalent for these defects by any
compensation whatsoever.

" Thirdly. Imposition of hands has never been the custom
for presbyters or priests, upon bishops. From hence the dis-
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parity of their function is evident, and that a bishop has a CHARLES
character which cannot be comminiicated but by one of the .

^'
,

same distinction.

" Fourthly. Without bishops, confirmation, called in Scrip-

ture imposition of hands, must be impracticable ; and, which

ought to be observed, St. Paul reckons confirmation a funda- Ueh. vi.

mental point. The Church has always used it, and made it a

peculiar branch of the episcopal function. And to justify this

practice, we have the example of the apostles in the case of

the Christians of Samaria, converted by the evangelist St.

Philip." Actsviii. 17.

This petition urges several other arguments from the laws of

the realm, from the interest of learning, and from the late pro-

testation recommended to the kingdom by the house of com-

mons ; that by this engagement they had tied themselves to

maintain the established doctrine of the Church of England.

And here they very pertinently urge, that the thirty-sixth arti-

cle of our Church approves and confirms the ordinal for conse-

cration of bishops ; and therefore, unless they appeared in

behalf of episcopacy, they should fail in adhering to their late

solemn protestation. This petition was signed by eight hun-

dred of the gentry and freeholders, not reckoning the clergy Nelson's

within the number.
_

^' a^cfkc.

About a month after, the county of Huntingdon petitioned ^^'•'- ^8,

the lords and commons to the same purpose. Farther, the id. p. 720.

address to the parliament from Somersetshire, in behalf o^ uom^Jfthis

episcopacy and the liturgy, was signed by knights, esquires, ^"*"'^-

divines, gentlemen, freeholders, all Protestants, to the number

of fourteen thousand three hundred and fifty. The Cheshire id. p. 726.

address, delivered to the house of lords in behalf of the present ^^^j
"'

form of Church government, was subscribed by four noblemen;

baronets, knights, and esquires, four score and upwards

divines, three score and ten ; gentlemen, above three hundred

;

freeholders and other inhabitants, above six thousand. id. p. 7.>9.

To this I shall subjoin the petition of the diocese of Canter-

bury ; it is particularly remarkable, and sets forth,

—

" That, notwithstanding this kingdom hath, by the singular

providence of Almighty God, for many years last past, happily

flourished above all other nations in the Christian world, under

the religion and government by law established ; yet hath it
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LAUD, been of late most miserably distracted, through the sinister

V
^
\

^^ 'j practices of some private persons ill affected to them both ; by

whose means the pi'esent government is disgraced and tra-

duced, the houses of God profaned, and in part defaced, the

ministers of God are contemned and despised, the ornaments

and many utensils of the Church are abused, the Liturgy and

Book of Common Prayer depraved and neglected, that absolute

model of prayer, the Lord"'s Prayer, vilified, the sacraments of

the Gospel in some places rudely administered, in other places

omitted, solemn days of fasting observed and appointed by

private persons, marriages illegally solemnized, burials uncha-

ritably performed, and the very fundamentals of religion sub-

verted by the publication of a new creed, and teaching the

abrogation of the moral law. For which purpose many of-

fensive sermons are preached, and many impious pamphlets

printed. And in contemning of authority many do what

seemeth good in their own eyes only, as if there was no king

nor government in this our Israel ; whereby God is highly pro-

voked, his sacred majesty dishonoured, the peace of the king-

dom endangered, the consciences of the people disquieted, the

ministers of God's word disheartened, and the enemies of the

Church emboldened in their enterprise."

This petition was signed by twenty-four knights and baron-

ets ; esquires and gentlemen, not reckoning divines, above

three hundred ; to which may be added, eight hundred free-

Collect, of holders and subsidy-men. Besides these, the counties of

^
e^Mons,

Qornwall and Devonshire, of Nottingham, Stafford, Lancaster,

Oxford, and Hereford, and one county in North Wales,

addressed for the continuance of the Church establishment.

All these petitioners, who were persons of condition and sub-

stance, amounting to near fifty thousand. And upon this

occasion the lord Faukland observed to the house, that the

strength of the Church party was not barely to be compared

by the list of subscribers, there being vast numbers of the

same sentiment who chose to lie by, " as being secure in the

goodness of the laws, and the wisdom of the law-makers ; and

that it was not usual to petition for what men have, but for

Cyprian. what they have not."

ThlreMiioji ^ud uow, the two houscs having seized the magazines and
breaks out. places of strength, the war opened and tlie rebellion flamed

14
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out. And after several skirmishes, the parhanient forces Charles

fought the king with some disadvantage at Edgehill. Imme- v ^ ,

diately after this battle, the king took Banbury castle, marched

towards London as far as Brentford, and, after some successes,

countermarched to Oxford for winter quarters. Before the

king took the field again, some propositions for accommodation

were sent him from the members at Westminster. One of the

articles was,

—

" That his majesty would be pleased to give his royal assent Proposition

for taking away superstitious innovations, and sign the bill for

the utter abolishing and taking away all archbishops and

bishops, their chancellors and commissaries, deans, sub-deans,

deans and chapters, archdeacons, canons, and prebendaries,

and all chanters, chancellors, treasurers, sub-treasurers, suc-

centors and sacrists, and all vicars choral and choristers, old

vicars or new vicars of any cathedral or college-church, and all

other their under officers out of the Church of England,"

They likewise desired " his majesty's assent to the bill against

scandalous ministers ; to the bill against pluralities ; and to

the bill for consultation with godly, religious, and learned

divines ; that his majesty would be pleased to pass such other Feb. 2,

bills for settling of Church government as, upon consultation
^'^*' "' '

with the assembly of the said divines, shall be resolved on by

both houses of parliament, and by them to be presented to

his majesty."

The settling this article was referred to the following treaty

at Oxford. But here the king found the parliament commis-

sioners so bound up to their instructions, and straitened in

time, that the coming to any good understanding was utterly

impi'acticable.

But notwithstanding the two houses had no concession from ^« ordi-

the king to warrant their proceedings, they passed an ordi- sequestering

nance to sequester the bishops'' and other delinquents' estates.
'^X/^^/^"^*

By delinquents, they meant those who declared for the king, (M/nr/uents'

and refused to join the rebellion. Thus the rents and profits 823
of tlie sees and capitular bodies, which lay within the reach of Scnbell's

the parliament army, were seised, and the rest of the loyal Arts'^ami"

clergy were sequestered under the character of scandalous ?p''("]"37^'

ministers. And now most of the silenced lecturers and other

preachers, who within the last ten years had left the kingdom,

either for nonconformity, debt, or intemperate behaviour.
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LAUD, returned at the invitation of the juncture. These men were
Abp. Cant. "'

^ ; ' preferred to the sequestered benefices ; but then, to keep

them servile and true to the cause, they were but, as it were,

" tenants at will," and held their livings only durante hem

placito.

The king, acquainted with this oppression and these illegal

proceedings, published his proclamation against them.

May 15, " His majesty takes notice in the first place, that several

The king's of the clergy eminent for their piety and learning, were forced
prociama-

^youx their curcs and habitations, or otherwise silenced and
non against ^

'

it. prohibited the exercise of their function, for no other reason

but because they would not break the laws, and act counter to

their consciences, because they would not pray against him

and his assistants, because they refused the publishing illegal

commands and orders, for fomenting the unnatural war raised

against him. That these unexceptionable clergy, being thus

turned out of their livings, many factious and schismatical

persons intruded upon them : that these men made it their

business to sow sedition, and draw his majesty's good subjects

from their obedience, contrary to the word of God, and the

laws of the land : that the intruders had an assignment of part

of the profits of the said benefices, and that the rest was con-

May 15, verted to the supporting the war against him : that therefore

his majesty straitly commands all his good subjects to desist

from such illegal courses against any of the clergy aforesaid,

and to pay their tithes to their respective incumbents, or their

assigns, without fraud, notwithstanding any sequestration, pre-

tended ordinances or orders whatsoever, from one or both

houses of parliament. And this they were to do under the

penalty of being apprehended and proceeded against accord-'

ing to law, and of having their lands and goods in the mean

Bibiioth. time seized and sequestered.*'''

Keg. pt. 1

.

sect. 4.

p. 325. This proclamation, though it showed his majesty's care to

protect the loyal clergy, had no effect to stop the persecution.

And that they might seem tc^leserve what they suffered, a

lewd pamphlet, licensed by White, chairman of the committee

for religion, was published, under the title of " The First Cen-

tury of scandalous and malignant Priests," &c. The royalists

offered to return the reproach with much more force upon the
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Puritan party, but the king, who thought common Christianity CHARLES

might suffer in the contest, refused to give leave for such an ^ .1

undertaking.

Besides their attacking the liierarchy in their reputation,

the two liouses played a more effectual battery against the

Church, and executed their design, already mentioned, of con-

sulting godly, religious, and learned divines. For this purpose

they did not think fit to wait his majesty's pleasure, but upon

the return of their commissioners, from Oxford, convened an

assembly by their own authority. The convocation, though

summoned by the king's writ, was not sitting: the times were

too much disturbed, and the place too much in the enemy's

power for that business. Neither were the two houses willing

to venture their cause with such a regular body. They were

so far from resting the matter upon that foot, that they refused

to refer the choice of their assembly men to the beneficed

clergy, according to the customary methods of provincial

synods. This power of electing, they reserved to themselves,

and gave the nomination to the knights of shires : for we are

to observe, these assembly men were not chosen as formerly,

with regard to the diocesan divisions, but two or more out of

each county, the whole number amounting to a hundred and

twenty. To give this extraordinary meeting the face of autho-

rity, an ordinance was passed in form by the lords and com-

mons : the preamble setting forth the occasion, runs thus

:

"Whereas among the infinite blessings of Almighty God An ordi-

upon this nation, none is or can be more dear unto us, than ^convlning

the purity of our religion ; and for that as yet many things ff>e assemf,!!/

remain in the liturgy, discipline, and government of the

Church, which do necessarily require a further and more
perfect reformation than as yet hath been attained : and

whereas it hath been declared and resolved by the lords and

commons assemljled in parliament, that the present Church
government l)y archbishops, bishops, their chancellors, com-

missaries, deans and chapters, archdeacons, and other eccle-

siastical officers depending uj^i the hierarchy, is evil, and

justly offensive and burthensome to the kingdom, a great

impediment to reformation and growth of religion, and very

prejudicial to the state and government of this kingdom, and

that therefore they are resolved that the same shall be taken
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LAUD, away, and that such a government shall be settled in the

>—^^_^ Church as may be most agreeable to God's holy word, and

most apt to procure and preserve the peace of the Church at

home, and nearer agreement with the Church of Scotland,

and other reformed churches abroad : and for the better effect-

ing hereof, and for the vindicating and clearing of the doctrine

of the Church of England from all false calumnies and asper-

sions, it is thought fit and necessary to call an assembly of

learned, godly, and judicious divines, to consult and advise of

such matters and things touching the premises as shall be

proposed unto them by both or either of the houses of par-

liament, and to give their advice and counsel therein to both

or either of the said houses, when, and as often as they shall

be thereunto required."

June 12, Those who stand foremost in the list of these learned and

T/fhiemhers E^^^J diviues, are Algernon earl of Northumberland, William

of this meet- earl of Bedford, Philip earl of Pembroke and Montgomery,

William earl of Salisbury, Henry earl of Holland, Edward

earl of Manchester, William lord viscount Say and Sele,

Edward lord viscount Conway, Philip lord Wharton, Edward

lord Howard, of Escrick ; the next are Selden, Rows, Pri-

deaux, both the sir Henry Vanes, Pym, sir John Clottworthy,

Maynard, Bulstrode Whitlock, and several other members of

the lower house.

824. Those of the assembly who were in orders, or pretended to

be so, may be ranged under three divisions. The episcopal

men were James Usher, primate of Ireland, Brownrig, bishop

of Exeter, Westfield, bishop of Bristol, Dr. Featly, Dr. Holds-

worth, &c.

The chief of the Presbyterian party were these following :

—

Scobeii's Dr. Hoyle, divinity professor in Ireland.
Collect, of

Riisiiwoith, CAMBRIDGE. OXFORD.
P'"'' ^- Dr. Gouge, of Blackfriars. Dr. William Twisse.

Dr. Smith, of Barkway. Dr. Cornelius Burgess.

Oliver Bowles. Dr. Stanton.

Thomas Gataker. Mr. White, of Dorchester.

Henry Scudder. Mr. Harris, of Hanwell.

Anthony Tuckneirs. Edward Reynolds.
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Stephen Marshall. Charles Herl. Charles
John Arrovvsmith. Mr. Corbett, of Merton college, v ^',

,

Herbert Palmer. Mr. Conant.

Thomas Thoroughgood. Francis Oheinell.

Thomas Hill. Obadiah Sedgewick.

Nathaniel Hodges. Mr. Carter, senior.

Mr. Gibbons. Mr. Carter, junior.

Timothy Young. Joseph Caryll.

Richard Vines. Mr. Strickland, &c.

Thomas Coleman.

Mathew Newcomen.

Jeremiah Whitaker, &;c.

The third division consisted of those who had lately trans-

ported themselves to Holland, to avoid the penalty of noncon-

formity. These dissented from the assembly in several things,

and at last settled in independency. Amongst this number
we may reckon, Thomas Goodwin, Sidrach Sympson, Philip

Nye, &c.

By virtue of the ordinance, these assembly-men were to Tkepoicers

meet at Westminster, in king Henry VII.'s chapel. Any ItrJnu of

forty of them, clergy or lay, are declared a sufficient number, '^^ «•'•'"''«%•

and em}X)wered to act. They were to consult and debate mat-

ters relating to the liturgy, discipline, and government of the

Church of England, and to vindicate the doctrinal part from

all such misconstructions as shall be proposed to them by either

or both houses of parliament. They were to deliver their opi-

nions concerning these matters, in such manner as shall be

required by either or both of the said houses, and not to

divulge their resolutions, by printing, writing, or otherwise,

without the consent of either or both houses. Dr. Twisse was
constituted their prolocutor ; and in case he happened to die,

or was otherwise disabled, his successor was to be chosen by
both houses of parliament. And provided any disagreement

fell out amongst the members of the assembly, the parties

were to represent the reasons of their different opinions to

either or both houses of parliament, that such farther direction

might be given them as the occasion required.

And to encouage their business, the ordinance allows them
four shillings a day, and secures them against the forfeitures of

non-residence. Farther, the assembly was to be dissolved at
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LAUD, the direction of both houses of parhament ; and in ease any of

V

—

!^_J!!!j the members died before such dissohition, the two houses were

to nominate the persons for supplying the places of those

deceased. And lastly, it is provided, that this assembly shall

not exercise any jurisdiction, or ecclesiastical authority, except-

ing what is particularly expressed in this ordinance.

There were some farther general rules given these divines,

by the lords and commons in parliament.

Getieral " 1. That two asscssors be joined to the prolocutor, to sup-

assemhh/.
'^

P^J ^^^^ place in casc of absence or infirmity,

j!*]'-^' 1*643 " ^' "^^^^ scribes to be appointed to set down all proceedings,

and these to be divines, who are not members of the assembly,

viz., Mr. Henry Rowberry and Mr. Adoniram Byfield.

" 8, Every member at his first entrance into the assembly

shall make a serious and solemn protestation not to maintain

any thing but what he believes to be truth, and to embrace

truth in sincerity, when discovered to him.

" 4. No resolution to be given upon any question on the

same day wherein it is first propounded.

"5. What any man undertakes to prove as necessary, he

shall make good out of the Scriptures.

" 6. No man to proceed in any dispute after the prolocutor

hath enjoined him to silence, unless the assembly desire he

may go on.

" 7. No man to be denied to enter his dissent from the

assembly, and his reasons for it in any point after it hath been

first debated in the assembly ; and thence (if the dissenting

party desire it) to be sent to the houses of parliament by the

assembly (not by any pax'ticular man or men in a private way),

when either house shall require it.

" 8. All things agreed on, and prepared for the parliament,

to be openly read and allowed in the assembly, and then

offered as the judgment of the assembly, if the major part

assent ; provided that the opinion of any persons dissenting,

and the reasons urged for it, be annexed thereunto (if the dis-

senters require it), together with solutions (if any wei-e) given

in the assembly to those reasons."

Now follows the oath.

" T, A. B., do seriously and solemnly, in the presence of
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Almighty God, declare that (in this assembly whereof I am a CHARLES

member) I will not maintain any thing, in matters of doctrine, '
-

but what I think in my conscience to be truth, or in point of

discipline, but what 1 shall conceive to conduce most to the Dugdale^s

glory of God, and the good and peace of his Church."
j,. 908.

The summoning this assembly by the two houses was a new The king

provocation to his majesty, and an unprecedented encroachment^^gj^,* ""

upon the prerogative royal. And over and above the illegality

of the meeting, it was mostly made up of persons disaffected to

the Church ; and which was a farther reason for just exception,

the divines were intermixed with secular men, and in case of

any difference, the two houses were the last judges of the con-

troversy. Upon these considerations, the king published his

proclamation before the sitting of this extraordinary synod,

" prohibiting all persons mentioned in that pretended ordi- June 22.

nance the assembling for that purpose ; declaring the assembly

illegal ; that no acts done by them ought to be received by the

subject ; and that the allowing the assembly-men wages by a

tax upon the public was an unheard-of presumption." Biblioth.

Notwithstanding this proclamation, sixty-nine of the persons ^^' ^'

nominated were so hardy as to meet at the time and place

appointed ; but of the episcopal men very few appeared, and

scarcely any of them continued with the assembly, excepting

Dr. Featly.

Upon the 1st of July, pursuant to the ordinance, these

divines met in king Henry VII. \s chapel. The assembly was

opened with a sermon preached by their prolocutor. Dr. Twisse,

both houses of parliament being present. The clerks or actu-

aries were Henry Roborough and Adoniram Byfield. And 82.^.

now the city preachers prayed for a blessing upon their de-

bates, and books were dedicated to them in the style of the

" Most Sacred Assembly \"

One of their first public acts was a petition to both houses

for a solemn fast. The matter and expression in this address

being somewhat extraordinary, I shall lay it before the

reader.

' A very interesting and somewhat pungent parallel might be drawn between the

synod of Dort and this assembly of divines. It is remarkable that these divines, in

their zeal for religion, forgot that loyalty is its indispensable rorrclative : but the sin of

rebellion is like the sin of witchcraft.

VOL. VI TI. S
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LAUD,
Abp. Cant. " To the Right Honourable the Lords and Commons assembled

in Parliament.

" The humble petition of divers ministers of Christ, in the

name of themselves and of sundry others,

The assom- u Humblv sheweth,
biy petition

. .

thetioo " That your petitioners, upon serious consideration, and

fo^t
"^ ' deep sense of Grod"'s heavy wrath lying on us, and hanging over

our heads and the whole nation, and manifested particularly by

the two late sad and unexpected defeats of our forces in the
July 19. north and in the west, do apprehend it our duty, as watchmen

heaten in tie for the good of the Church, to present to your religious and

Unq; '^and prudeiit Consideration these ensuing requests, in the name of
lord Fairfax^ Jesus Christ, your Lord and ours.
in the North ' •'

Newcdtie! " First. That you would be pleased to command a public

and extraordinary day of humiliation this week, throughout the

cities of London, Westminster, the suburbs of both, and places

adjacent within the weekly bills of mortality, that every one

may bitterly bewail his own sins, and cry mightily unto God,

for Christ his sake, to remove his wrath* and to heal the land,

wath professed and new resolutions of more full performance of

the late covenant for the amendment of our ways.

" Secondly. That you would vouchsafe instantly to take it

into your more serious consideration how you may most speed-

ily set up Christ more gloriously in all his ordinances within

this kingdom, and reform all things amiss throughout the land,

wherein God is more specially and more immediately disho-

noured : among which we humbly lay before you these par-

ticulars :

—

"1. That the brutish ignorance and palpable darkness

possessing the greatest part of the people, in all places of

the kingdom, whereby they are utterly unfit to wait upon God
in any holy duty, (to the great dishonour of the Gospel and

the everlasting endangering of their poor souls,) may be reme-

died by a speedy and strict charge to all ministers constantly

to catechize all the youth and ignorant people (they being

commanded to be subject to it) and all sorts to be present at

it, and information to be given of all persons who shall with-

stand or neglect it.
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" 2. That the grievous and heinous poUution of the Lord's CHARLES

supper, by those that are grossly ignorant and notoriously pro- ^
^' »

fane, may be henceforth with all Christian care and due cir-

cumspection prevented.

" 3. That the bold venting of corrupt doctrines directly

contrary to the sacred law of God and religious humiliation for

sin, which open a wide door to all libertinism and disobedience

to God and man, may be speedily suppressed everywhere ; and

that in such manner as may give hope that the Church may be

no more infected with them.
" 4. That the profanation of any part of the Lord's-day,

and the days of solemn fasting, by buying, selling, working,

sporting, travelling, or neglecting of God's ordinances, may be

remedied by appointing special officers in every place, for

the due execution of all good laws and ordinances against the

same.
" 5. That there may be a thorough and speedy proceeding

against blind guides and scandalous ministers, by whose

wickedness people either lack or loathe the ordinances of

the Lord, and thousands of souls perish ; and the removal of

the ark from among us is (to the trembling of our hearts)

evidently threatened. And that your wisdoms would find out

some way to admit into the ministry such godly and hopeful

men as have prepared themselves, and are willing thereunto,

without which there will suddenly be such a scarcity of able

and faithful ministers, that it will be to little purpose to cast

out such as are unable, idle, or scandalous.

" 6. That the laws may be quickened against swearing and

drunkenness, with which the land is filled and defiled, and

under which it mournoth.
" 7. That some severe course be taken against fornication,

adultery, and incest, which do greatly abound, especially of

late, by reason of impunity.

" 8. That all monuments of idolatry and superstition, but

more especially the whole body and practice of popery, may be

totally abolished.

" 9. That justice may be executed on all delinquents, ac-

cording to your religious vow and protestation to that pur-

pose,

" 10. That all possible means may be used for the speedy

relief and release of our miserable and extremely distressed

s 2
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Ab^c?nt
^^sthren who are prisoners in Oxford, York, and elsewhere,

'
-. ' whose heavy sufferings cry aloud in the ears of our God ; and

it would lie very heavy upon the kingdom should they miscarry,

suffering, as they do, for the cause of God.

" That so God, who is now by the sword avenging the

quarrel of his covenant, beholding your integrity and zeal, may
turn from the fierceness of his wrath, hear our prayers, go

forth with our armies, perfect the work of reformation, forgive

Rushwortii's our sins, and settle truth and peace throughout the kingdom.
Hist. Coll,

' 1 & fo

p^344" " And your petitioners shall ever pray, &c."

This petition was well approved ; a public fast was ordered

upon Friday following ; and both houses agreed to take the

other particulars into speedy consideration.

To proceed : amongst other calunmies upon the king, the

rebels misrepresented his religion, and reported him inclined

to popery. This, they knew, would prove a significant asper-

sion, and disincline the people to his service. His majesty,

therefore, to undeceive his subjects in this particular, made a

solemn declaration of his belief : for, being ready to receive the

holy eucharist from the hands of the lord primate Usher, he

rose from his knees, and, giving the archbishop a sign for

a short pause, spoke these words :

—

826. " My Lord,
The king's << I ggpy Iiqyb many resolved Protestants, who may declare

at Christ's- to the world the resolution I do now make. I have, to the

OT/ord" utmost of my power, prepared my soul to become a worthy

receiver : and may I so receive comfort by the blessed sacra-

ment, as I do intend the establishment of the true, reformed,

Protestant religion, as it stood in its beauty, in the happy

days of queen Elizabeth, without any connivance at popery.

Id. p. 346. I bless God, that in the midst of these public distractions, I

have still liberty to communicate : and may this sacrament be

my damnation, if my heart do not join with my lips in this

protestation."

That this purgation was no more than seasonable, may, to

mention nothing farther, be collected from a pamphlet lately

published by one Saltmarsh, a Puritan minister, where, amongst
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other directions, he advises to " cherish the war, under pre- CHARLES

tence of combating popery : for that this was the surest means ^ ,\ >

to engage the people." His other two suggestions mentioned
^^l'-^'^^'''

'

by Whitlock, were, " First, That all means should be used to

keep the king and his people from a sudden union. Secondly,

If the king would not grant their demands, then to root him

out and the royal line, and transfer the crown upon somebody

else." This dcspei-ate advice was read in the house of com- Whitiork's
Memorials,

mons. p. 68.

The successes of the king's arms struck such a terror in the

revolters, that the leading members were preparing to retire

beyond sea. Had the earl of Newcastle, instead of sitting-

down before Hull, marched into the associated counties ; and

had the king at the same time omitted the siege of Gloucester,

and made for London, the war in all likelihood had been at an

end. But the two houses gaining time by the misconduct of

the Royalists, applied to the Scots. The Presbyterian part of

that nation promised the English their assistance, upon condi-

tion of their taking the covenant. They had ah-eady been

trying to pass this solemn iniquity upon the English : for the

last summer, when they found the revok broke out with

strength, and likely to do business, they sent a form of their

Kirk-government to the parliament at Westminster. This

was to be the plan the English were to work by. It was re- August 4,

commended to the establishment by the Scotch assembly : and

soon after followed with a declaration " of their affections to

the Reformation in Church and State ; letting them know that

they expected England would now exert herself, and extirpate

the prclatical hierarchy ; offering their assistance at the same

time, to make the undertaking more practicable and easy." August 26,

The articles of confederacy being agreed between the Husband's

English and Scotch revolters, both houses, with the assembly ^^^^^
^"^'"

of divines and Scotch conmiissioners, met in St. Margaret's, The solemn

\\T , • t ii • 1 -1 \\T^ -1 • • ,,
leamie and

Westmmster. At this solemnity, one vVlntc, a minister or covenant

the assembly, prayed an hour for preparing them to take the
lf^'gf^(f

covenant. After tliis, Nye, another famous i)rcacher, mounts "«"' '"^''"
*i/

the pulpit, and makes some remarks upon tins engagement ; revolters.

endeavours to justify it from Scripture precedents, and shows

the benefits the Church has received from such combinations.

This discourse was seconded by Henderson, one of the

Scotch commissioners, who dilated upon the advantages their
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LAUD, nation had received from covenants of this kind ; and then

.—— ''"
'> proceeded to set forth how much the king was governed by ill

a!d! 1643. counsel, and that the states of Scotland had resolved to assist

the parliament of England. When Henderson had done, Nye
read the covenant in the pulpit, and all the audience held up

their hands as a mark of their assent. And the covenant being

engrossed in parliament, the lords and commons subscribed it

in their respective houses : it was likewise signed by the

Whitiock's assembly of divines, and the Scotch commissioners. The tenor

J,

70°'''* *' of this covenant shall be postponed to the year 1647 : at which

time the reasons of the university of Oxford against it, shall

be annexed. In the mean time, I shall only observe, that the

king, looking on it as a dangerous confederacy against the

Church and State, published a proclamation, forbidding all his

subjects either to tender, or take this seditious and treasonable

covenant, as they will answer the contrary at their utmost

Bibiioth. peril. But this proclamation, dated the 9th of October, came
Re|^^ part 1. Qu^ somewhat too late. For not only the lords and commons
p. 662.

^ . .

•'

at Westminster, but the city of London, and the army quar-

tered there, had already gone through this rebellious test.

The Scotch, over and above passing their covenant upon

the English, had several other encouraging conditions : for

instance, the Scotch commissioners were taken into a share of

the administration : Gillespy, Henderson, &c. with an equal

number of their ruling elders, sat at Westminster, with the

assembly-divines. Besides this, an hundred thousand pounds

was advanced to them to forward their expedition. Upon this

encouragement, the covenanting Scots entered England with a

great army, and reinforced the rebellion : but this was not done

till the latter end of the year.

In the mean time the commons at Westminster passed an

order, that the assembly divines should be moved to write to

the reformed Churches of Zealand and Holland, and to the

Protestants in France, Switzerland, &c. to inform them "of
the great artifices and disguises of his majesty""s agents in these

November, parts," and of the true state of their affairs. The Scotch com-
A. D 1643. missioners, and the committee of the lords, were likewise
Rushworth s ,.-.., ,, ii/. ^• ^ •

Collect. desired to join the commons and the assembly for settling this
part 3. 1
'

331 business.

Pursuant to this order, they drew up a letter, the greatest

part of which shall be translated.
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" Right reverend and dearly beloved in our Lord Jesus charles
Christ, , ^; .

iiPT- 11 1 -^ letter of
" We, the assembly ot divnies and others, convened by the the assembly

authority of both houses of the parliament of England, with %„uo"tTe

the commissioners sent from the general assembly of the ^^"^'f*/"'";

y .
•' Chiirchcs in

Church of Scotland, salute you heartily in the Lord. Holland,

" We doubt not but the lamentable reports of the miseries
'"'"^'^^•

under which the Church and kingdom of England lies bleeding

and ready to be swallowed up, (the cup which the righteous

Lord has given us to drink,) have reached you long since.

And it is probable the same instruments of Satan and Anti-

christ have endeavoured to represent us as black as it is pos-

sible to you : it is their method to carry on their interest by

calumny and lying, to disguise their bloody designs with spe-

cious pretences ; to reproach our contest for a more thorough

reformation, and be.stow hard language on the just defence of

our lives and liberties against violence and cruelty. And we
sometimes doubt whether we have not been wanting; to our

own innocency and your satisfaction in being thus long silent. 827.

But pardon us, dear brethren, if this cup of trembling where-

with our spirits have been filled to amazement, and our strug-

gling with extreme difficulties, have prevented us from doing

this part of our duty. And now be pleased to give us leave to

discharge a little of our grief by communicating our condition.

For now we sliall give you a narrative of the ravage and deso-

lation carried on by an Antichristian faction, who have all

along made it their business to check the Reformation and

cherish popery ; and have now prevailed against us to that

degree, that if the Lord, whose judgments are unsearchable,

and whose mercies are infinite, does not speedily interpose for

our rescue, we must be utterly undone.
" How instrumental this treacherous and bloody generation

has been in harassing other reformed churches, in ruining the

palatinate, and in the loss of Rochelle ; and how by counterfeit

embassies and treaties for their relief, they have underhand

supported a contrary interest, and made things worse than

they found them, are so fully known and so sensibly felt by

some of yourselves, that we need not say any thing of them.

And to make their aversion to you still more demonstrable,

abundance of these men have refused to own any of you for a
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LAUD, Christian Church : for being not prelatically constituted, they
Abp.Cant.^

conceive your ministers want a lawful mission, which is essen-

tial to church governors. And as for ourselves, we are sadly

sensible that in all these three kingdoms they have prevailed

so far in promoting popery and discouraging religion, that it

would require a volume rather than a letter to relate all the

particulars." And here they go on to a considerable length of

libelling upon the Church and State. After this they proceed

to give a narrative of what was done in Scotland. They ac-

quaint the reformed abroad that this Antichristian faction, as

they call them, "imposed a new popish book of service of

rites and ceremonies upon the whole Scottish nation : that

when the piety and zeal of that kingdom refused submission to

this usage, they prevailed with his majesty to proclaim them

rebels and traitors : and had not the Lord by his blessing upon

the Scotch army, by the calling of this parliament, by their

godly care to vindicate the innocence of their brethren, and

by the treaty of peace soon after concluded, prevented it, the

two nations had long since been imbruing their hands in each

others'* blood.

" But though through the goodness of God and his blessing

upon the public councils, the English and Scotch were brought

to a better understanding and more closely united : and though

God had raised up such a spirit throughout this whole king-

dom, ' to mourn after the Lord, to lament our backslidings,

and to desire a perfect reformation ;"" and had so inclined the

hearts of the honourable members of parliament, ' to repair

the house of the Lord among us,' that we verily believed, as

they go on, our winter was past, and the time of our refresh-

Ho8. V. 12.
jjjg ^^ [jj^nd : yet, alas ! we find it quite otherwise. Our God,

who before was a moth and rottenness, is now turned unto a

lion to us. We know our sins have deserved all this ; and if

we all perish, we acknowledge the Lord is righteous ; to his

hands we submit, and from him alone we expect deliverance.

However, we must say, it is the same Antichristian faction

that brings these new miseries upon us : and the rage and

diligence of these men rises and runs higher since the begin-

ning of this parliament : and which is more, their success has

in some measure answered up to their malice. They have

raised a bloody rebellion in Ireland ; they have alienated his

majesty's affection from his good subjects ; advised his sur-
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prising some members of both houses in a hostile manner ; CHARLES

prevailed with him to withdraw himself from the parliament >
,'. ^

and levy an army. At first it was pretended his majesty

would muster none but Protestants : but the Papists, both

here and beyond sea, knowing the design of these forces,

prayed for their success. And over and above gave out they

were not to appear till the Protestants were engaged beyond

retreat ; and that then they were to own the cause, which has

happened accordingly. For as soon as a great many seeming

Protestants, the most part of which were obnoxious for public

misbehaviour, and had been prosecuted for treason and high

misdemeanours ; as soon as these men had declared for the

king, and drawn out into the field, upon pretence of abetting

the prerogative, the privileges of parliament, and the Protes-

tant religion ; presently, the Papists, who had all along been

used with distinguishing favour by the king's forces, had arms

put into their hands, and were furnished with military com-

missions : and being thus reinforced with the whole body of

the Papists, and provided with ammunition and money from

other parts, they range up and down the kingdom, plundering

and killing all those who stand firm for religion and the par-

liament.

"And notwithstanding, that the parliament, perceiving these

wicked instruments had prevailed with the king to levy forces

to protect them from justice, and enable them to carry on

their designs ; and its members, apprised of this, endeavoured

to secure the navy, and places of strength, and provide for the

defence of themselves, of their laws, their liberties, and reli-

gion ; notwithstanding this precaution, the arbitrary faction

have disguised their intentions to that degree, and laid such a

varnish upon their practice, that now they have increased their

party, and carried the sword almost through every part of the

kingdom. And to complete our misery, they have at last pre-

vailed with his majesty to own the bloody rebels in Ireland,

so far as not only to call them his Roman Catholic subjects

now in arms ; but to grant them a truce for a year, with

liberty to send messages, or come over to his majesty ; and

under this encouragement many of tliem have transported

themselves and joined our enemies'.

' This stedfust adherence of the Roman Catholics to the crown is worthy of the

highest praise.
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LAUD, " In this deplorable condition we remain at present ; and
Abp. Cant

un^gj. ^\^{q Jark prospect the honourable houses of parliament

have convened this assembly to assist them with our best ad-

vice for the reformation of the Church, for the purging off

error and superstition, and retrieving the purity of religion

:

and here they require us to make God's word the standard ;

to work by the Pattern in the Mount ; to endeavour the near-

est conformity to the best reformed churches, and to bring

the three kingdoms to an uniformity in belief and worship.

828. ' And this is the business we are now upon, though the enemy

> has stirred up the heart of our dear and dread sovereign

against us. However, through the good hand of God upon

us, we have made some comfortable beginnings : the work

is his, who commands us not to ' despise the day of small

things.'

" Thus (reverend and dear brethren) we have given you

the substance, or rather a faint shadow (for the true image is

beyond description) of our miserable circumstances in Eng-

land : our civil liberties are in danger of being lost ; our

estates ai'e harassed, our house plundered, and our blood

poured out in every corner. If our God will make us as the

dust under their feet, and lay our bodies as the ground, the

will of the Lord be done. Might our blood be accepted as a

sacrifice, avert the Divine displeasure, and preserve the rest of

the saints from anti-Christian fury ; we would gladly offer it

upon this service. But the most afflicting consideration is,

the apparent danger which surrounds all the Protestant

Churches. We are very sensible the rage of these men is

implacable, and that it is not our blood that will satisfy them.

It is not our being sinners which raises their aversion : it is

our being engaged in the defence of the true religion : it is

our panting after a thorough reformation, which makes them

so unalterably our enemies. And if the Lord should once

deliver us as a prey unto their teeth, what confusion and dark-

ness must overspread these three kingdoms 1 What bondage

and persecution must all those endure, who refuse receiving

the mark of the beast ? Neither will this calamity rest only

upon the kingdoms of Britain and Ireland ; but these men

will endeavour to transport their barbarity, and carry the

desolation through all the reformed churches in Europe.

Your own thoughts may easily suggest with what ' rage the

]4
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beast that came out of the bottomless pit, and the woman CHARLES
who has thus long drank the blood of the saints ;"" you may v '^

,

easily imagine with what rage these are swelled, ' against the

virgins that follow the Lamb.''
"

And having represented the Church and kingdom of Scot-

land's enterinjj into a mutual leao-ue and covenant with the

English ; and their resolution of assisting their brethren with

an army, and flourished a little upon the wisdom, piety, and

learning, of their assembly ; they proceed to acquaint them

with their request.

And here in the first place, they desire they would pro-

nounce favourably on their condition : not arraign their in-

nocency, nor misconstrue their necessary defence. Thus the

reader may see they were terribly afraid the mask should be

pulled off; and that they should be accounted rebels as they

were. They rail plentifully upon the royalists ; and pretend

they are mightily injured, in being charged with revolting

from their allegiance ; and endeavouring to wrest the govern-

ment from the crown, and bring anarchy and confusion upon

Church and State. From these foul aspersions, they make no

question, their solemn league and covenant will clear them ; a

copy of which they inclosed in each of their letters.

Secondly, They desire these foreign Protestants would sjtu-

pathize with their sufferings : that such returns of compassion

would be something of support, and revive their drooping

spirits.

Lastly, They suggest, that as all the anti-Christian faction

abets their adversaries, (meaning the king) and maintains the

quarrel as their own ; so these assembly divines desire the

foreign Protestants would concern themselves in their interest,

and look upon their condition as the common cause. For that

if these Covenanters miscarried in England, the calamity

would shortly overtake those in other countries, of the same
persuasion. As to the way and manner of their being owned,

they leave it wholly to the conduct of these foreigners ; ex-

cepting only in the assistance of their prayers. From hence

we may collect, they would have been very glad if the Protes-

tants abroad would have furnished them with forces or money

to fight against the king, and destroy the Church.

These divines acquainted the foreigners that they wrote to
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LAUD, them by the direction of the house of commons, and take

>—i,.
'' their leave thus:

—

" Your most affectionately devoted brethren in Christ,

" Jo. Maitland,
A. Johnston,

Alex. Henderson, ! Commissioners of the Church

Sam. Rutherford, [ of Scotland.

Rob. Bailye,

Geo. Gillespie,

William Twisse, Prolocutor.

Cornel. Burges, ) .

-. ,-- > Assessors.
Jo. White,

j

Henry Roborough, \ gcHbes
"

Adoniram Byfield,J

Their superscription stood thus : "To the reverend and learned

pastors and elders of the classes and churches of the province

of Zealand, our nuich honoured brethren." Their letters to

the pastors and elders of Holland, East Holland, Guelderland,

Overyssel, Utrecht, Friezland, and Groningen ; to those of

Geneva, Bern, Zurich, Basil and Schafhausen ; to those of

Hesse, Anhalt, Hanaw and Paris, are superscribed in the

Rush worth's same form.

pan 3. p. 37. The taking the covenant was now pressed close through all

^The^coveimnt
*^^ parliament quarters, which brought a terrible persecution

pressed upon the loyal clergy. Those who refused to comply, were

parimment tumcd out of their houscs, and not suffered to compound

andth7con- ©ither for personal or real estate : this rigour forced great

sequent per- numbers of the clergy to quit their benefices, and retire to
secution of -, n ^ • i , • ^ l^
the loyal placcs Under the king s protection : these vacancies were

^^' partly supplied by those Presbyterians who had formerly been

lecturers, or chaplains : partly by young unqualified students

from the universities. To which we may add, some refugees

from Scotland and New England ; who came in for their share

of preferment. And some of those Puritans, who had for-

merly declaimed so much against pluralities, were now recon-

' We may observe that republicans, who make the loudest boast of their own liberty,

are often most intolerant of that of other people. Witness the unrelenting severity of

certain Americans towards their slaves ; who, in fact, are as good as themselves.
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ciled to the holding two or three hvings. As for the honest CHARLES

clergy, who refused to join the rebellion, or revolt from the ^ J ->

Church, they were sequestered and imprisoned ; and almost

every way harassed and undone. From the year 1641, to six

years forward, there were a hundred and fifteen clergymen

turned out of their livings, within the bills of mortality ; most

of these were plundered, and their wives and children set in
829.

the streets. By these barbarities at London, the reader may AeVius Re-
di ' ^

P-
conjecture the greatness of the calamity in the rest of the p_"'545\^'

kingdom. They had another way of reaching the orthodox

clergy beside the covenant : some of them were sequestered

and ejected upon pretence of scandal and immorality. But

to show the iniquity of their proceedings upon this head, it

may be observed first, that some of the crimes charged upon

them were capital : and therefore since the forfeiture of their

lives was not taken, we may reasonably believe the proof was

defective. Secondly, the depositions against them were seldom

taken upon oath, but bare affirmation went for evidence.

Thirdly, many of the complainants were apparently factious

;

men who had deserted the Church, and professed an aversion

to the hierarchy. Fourthly, many of these pretended crimi-

nals, were ignorantly if not maliciously charged with delivering

false doctrine : for instance, some were prosecuted for preach-

ing that "Baptism washes away original sin." And lastly,

many were outed for malignancy ; that is, for being true to

their allegiance. In short, it is observed, there were more Fuller's

turned out of their livings by the Presbyterians in three years, jj-g"''^'^

than were deprived by the Papists in queen Mary's reign ; or ^'^°^^-

had been silenced, suspended, or deprived by all the bishops,

from the first year of queen Elizabeth, to the time we are

upon'. And that this might be done with some colour of

justice, they set up a " Committee for plundered ministers,"

under pretence of providing for such godly ministers, as had

either suffered in their effects by his majesty's forces, or lost

their benefices for adhering to the two houses. Aerius

To proceed : his majesty, being scandalously misreported Rcdivivus.

in the assembly's letters, as if he designed the introducing of

popery, thought it was necessary to wipe off" the aspersion by a

declaration addressed to the reformed beyond sea. In this //•, majes-

manifesto, the king avows his steady adherence to the religion
'i^f^"/'"fi

settled by English synods and confirmed by acts of parliament; Protestants

beyond sea.

' A statement well worthy tlic attention of Presbyterians and Dissenters.
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LAUD, " that he had educated his children in this behef, and, for

V '^"., ^ '' farther streno-thenino; the Protestant interest, married his

daughter to the prince of Orange ; that the most eminent

Protestants in Germany, France, Denmark, Switzerland,

Bohemia, and Holland, not excepting the synod at Dort,

have publicly approved the Liturgy and government of the

Church of England ; and, lastly, that he was resolved to live

and die in the communion of this Church, and protect it in all

See Records, parts of the Constitution to the utmost of his power."
num. 118. rji^

return to the assembly : these divines, though mostly

agreed, fell short of universal harmony. Five of their members

—Goodwin, Nye, Bridge, Simpson, and Burroughs—were of

the congregational persuasion, afterwards called Independents.

The rise and Tliesc men, as has been observed, transported themselves into

"^ilTjnde- " Holland for liberty of conscience. They had proselyted several
pemk-nts.

yyealthy families of merchants and others, who went along with

them. The states of Holland gave them a friendly reception,

assigned them churches to meet in, and subsisted the ministers

with a competent maintenance. Some of these English refu-

gees, as has been related, settled at Rotterdam, and some at

Arnheim, in Guelderland. Being thus encouraged by the

Dutch government, they advanced to the forming their Church

discipline. And here, to speak in their own language, they

consulted the Scriptures without any prepossessions : they

looked " upon the Word of Christ as unpartially and unpreju-

dicedly as men of flesh and blood are like to do in any juncture

of time that may fall out : the place they went to, the condi-

tion they were in, and the company they went with, affording

Apoiogetical uo temptation to any bias."
Narrative, rpj^^

principles upou wliicli they founded their Church govern-

ment were, first, to confine themselves to Scripture precept

and precedent, without any supplemental intermixtures of

ancient practice or novel invention ; secondly, not to be con-

fined to their present resolutions, without room for alteration

upon farther views and inquiry. They thought it was not

impossible time might inform them better in several particulars,

and that it was by no means prudential to tie themselves up

from improvement. Pursuant to these grounds, they held a

middle course between presbytery and Brownism. The first

they counted too arbitrary and decisive ; and the other too

loose, floating, and undetermined. Their main distinction

declared against the dependency of Churches. For instance,
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they disallowed parochial and provincial subordinations, and CHARLES

formed all their congregations upon a scheme of co-ordinacy. v
] ;

Some sort of ceremonious preference was allowed to the elder

Church, but without any addition of authority.

As to the manner of their service, they prayed publicly for

kings and all in authority ; they read the Scriptures of the Old

and New Testament, and expounded the lessons upon proper

occasions ; they administered the sacraments of baptism and

the Lord's supper ; they used singing of Psalms, and made
collections for the poor every Lord's-day. Their public officers

were pastore, teachers, ruling elders (which were ecclesiastics), id. p. 8.

and deacons.

As for Chui'ch censures, they lay all within the compass of id. p. 9.

admonition and excommunication ; and, notwithstanding these
^I'-l^s Ji''^'"

few branches of discipline, the latter was never exerted during ^ynodis de-

their stay in Holland. Farther: they reckoned synods an mn peragt,'

useful expedient, and necessary in some cases, but would not jo.*^v!ton

allow them any binding force : they were to declare the truth, p- ^'^•

they said, but had no authority to enjoin obedience and govern

practice. The Presbyterians charged these Independents with

an ambulatory, uncertain religion : to which they answered,

they only kept themselves upon the reserve for farther disco-

veries of truth. The misunderstandings among themselves at

Rotterdam have been touched already. The congregation at

Arnhcim, where Goodwin and Nye were pastors, were better

united. Here, besides the Church ordinances above-mentioned,

they proposed the receiving tlio holy kiss ; prophesyings in the l Cor. wi.

congregation, when any of the audience thought themselves qua- fco,. ^iv 2

lifted to speak ; honouring of widows * ; and extreme unction, f-?},]-
"' ^^\

, II !Tn. V. 3.

All this they thought sufficiently recommended by Scripture Joim v. u.

authority. But, before they came to a resolution upon these

points, they had a prospect of better business in England : for

now the hierarchy was broken, the inclosures of discipline pidled

up, and the Puritan party encouraged by the two houses at

Westminster. The juncture being thus inviting, the Congre-

gationalists quitted Holland, and came for England. At their

arrival they immediately practised upon their scheme, and ga-

thered Churches. The Presbyterians looked upon this prose-

lyting as no better than encroachment. They complained their

flocks were perverted and their settlement disturbed. They ex- 830.

pected the Independents should resign their singularities, and

' • Honour widows that arc widows indeed."— I Tim. v. 3.
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LAUD, come under the Scotch regulation, now countenanced by the par-

>—^,
'j hament. On the other hand, these men excepted to the Gene-

vian plan, refused to be concluded by a majority, and moved for a

toleration. This motion being rejected by the assembly, Good-

win and the other four members already mentioned addressed

the parliament with an "• Apologetical Narrative." And here

they only petition for indisturbance in their own countiy, not

knowing, as they say, to retreat elsewhere to any tolerable

convenience. How the controversy was banded between the

Presbyterians and Independents on this head, shall be related

|9, 537 afterwards.

What success the assembly's letter had among the foreign

Protestants, is more than I can account for, excepting in the

Netherlands. Here the Dutch divines made no difficulty to

close with the English rebellion. They sent an answer to the

address they had received, in which they express their satisfac-

Whitiock's ^^°^^ '^'\\h. the proceedings of the parliament touching the cove-

Memoiiais, nant, and desire their admission into that engagement.

The committees for sequestration of delinquents' estates had

an oath sent down to them by an ordinance of the lords and

commons. They were to tender it to all persons of one-and-

twenty years of age ; and, in case they refused it, two-thirds

of their estates, real and personal, were to be forfeited. The
oath was in the form following :

—

" I, A. B., do abjure and renounce the pope's supremacy

and authority over the Cathohc Church in general, and over

myself in particular ; and I do believe that there is not any

transubstantiation in the sacrament of the Lord's supper, or in

the elements of bread and wine, after consecration thereof, by

August 19. any person whatsoever ; and I do also believe that there is not
^'^'

' any purgatory, or that the consecrated host, crucifixes, or

images, ought to be worshipped, or that any worship is due

unto any of them ; and I also believe that salvation cannot be

merited by works ; and all doctrines in affirmation of the said

points I do abjure, renounce, without any equivocation, mental

reservation, or secret evasion whatsoever, taking the words by

me spoken according to the common and usual meaning of

ScobeFs them.
Collect. &c.

t. o u 1 r< J "
foi. 50. So help me God.

Aug. 28. The same month another ordinance passed, that " all monu-

mwe
' ments of superstition oi- idolatry should be removed and demo-
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lished." But this, being much the same with the order sent CHARLES

down by Pym and the parhament-committee about three years v—_'
'

since, needs not be repeated. This ordinance, in the beginning 3i''»«e«fe

of the next summer, was reinforced with another of a resera- <^'!^ super-

. . . stition,

bhng purport. By virtue of this latter provision, " all repre-

sentations of any angel or saint, in any cathedral, collegiate,

or parish church or chapel, or in any open place, was to be

taken away, defaced, and utterly demolished ; the chancel-

ground of every church or chapel, raised for any altar or

communion-table, was to be levelled ; no copes, surplices,

superstitious vestments, roods, or holy water-fonts " (as they

called them), " were to be used ; no cross, crucifix, or repre-

sentation of any angel or saint, was to remain upon any

place or other furniture belonging to the worship of God ; and

all organs were taken away, and, with the other superstitious

vestments above-mentioned, utterly defaced." IJ. f»i 69.

The next ordinance of the two houses commands a stricter

observation of the LordVday. In this pretended act, the

" kinq-'s declaration concernincf lawful sports to be used, and April (7,

'^ o 1 ^^p_ ]()44,

all otlier books and pamphlets, that have been or sh.i.11 be

written, printed, or published against the morality of the

fourth commandment or of the Lord's-day, shall be called

in, seized, and publicly Ijurnt, by the justices of peace." It is

likewise ordained by the lords and commons, " that all and '„anc^

^'

singular ^lay-poles shall be taken down by the constables, <^9««'w'

o J 1 -i ' May poles.

churchwardens," tfcc, " and none suffered for the future." id. foi. 68.

This summer, after the fight at Marston-moor, in which the

king's forces were worsted, the assembly of divines communi-

cated a letter to the parliament, which they received from the

Kirk of Scotland. It was a sort of remonstrance against the

dilatory proceedings in settling the Church government in

England. This expostulation was not without effect : for,

soon after, the assembly had leave to draw up a form for

ordination of ministers and debating the settlement of the

Church. And the question being put by the assembly, whe-

ther presbytery \?i,jure divino, hoping to carry it in the affirma-

tive, one of the lay-members stood up, and objected that though

government in general was Jnre divino, yet whether presbytery,

episcopacy, independency, or any other form of Church govern-

ment, was Jure divino, was a disputalile point. Therefore, he

thought it advisable for the assembly to forbear declaring their

vol.. VI n. T
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judgment : for, if this government was not jure divino, no

decision of any council could make it so ; and, if it had the

privilege of being jure divino, it would continue so still, though

the assembly declared nothing upon the point. He therefore

thought it prudential for them to go lower in their resolution,

and make their report to the parhament, that, in their opinion,

" presbytery was most agreeable to the Word of God, and most

fit to be settled in this kingdom f and that, if they put it no

higher, he believed they might have a settlement upon this

footing.

In October following, an ordinance was passed touching

ordination. By this provision, some assembly-men of dis-

tinction, and certain London ministers, or any seven or more

of them, were empowered to " lay their hands " on such

persons as they found qualified for the holy ministry. To

this a clause of privilege was added, that all persons so

ordained should be reputed ministers of the Church of Eng-

land, sufficiently authorized for any office or employment

in it, and capable of all advantages appertaining to the same.

To show the invalidity of these ordinations, a learned tract

was pubhshed by Dr. Bohea, chaplain to Houson, bishop of

Oxford.

Archbishop Laud, having been three years imprisoned, his

jurisdiction and patronage seized, and his estate sequestered,

was now impeached of high treason before the lords. The

commons, who drew the impeachment, exhibited their charge

in one and-twenty articles. The archbishop put in his an-

swer, where, to cover himself from the thirteenth article,

setting forth, " that he had mahciously and traitorously plotted

and endeavoured to stir up war and enmity between his ma-

jesty's two kingdoms of England and Scotland, and to that

purpose has laboured to introduce into the kingdom of Scot-

land divers innovations, both in religion and government," &c.

—to cover himself from this article, he pleaded the act of

oblivion passed this parliament : not that he was conscious

of any guilt, but, considering the disadvantage of the times and

the strength of the faction, he did not think it fit to part with

any legal advantage.

When this trial came on, the commons ordered serjeant

Wild, Brown, Maynard, Nicholas, and Hill, for the managers,

and Pryn was employed to provide and prompt the evidence.
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The trial was carried on, by intervals, through twenty days' CHARLES

hearing, from the 12th of March to the 29th of July. Some v
.\ ^

part of the charge pressed by the Scotch commissioners has

been already mentioned. As for his whole defence, it is partly

foreign to my purpose, and much too long to insert. However,

something farther upon this subject may not be amiss. To

begin.

The archbishop, after his twenty days' hearing, having

moved for the liberty of repeating an abstract of the articles,

with his answer to each of them ; the lords sent him word to

be ready with his recapitulation against the 2nd of September.

And about this time it was resolved in the house of commons,

that he should enjoy the benefit of the " Act of Oblivion," and

not be charged with any thing relating to the troubles of Scot-

land. Hist, of the

The archbishop, brought to the house of lords at the day &c°"f Abp.

appointed, desired their lordships to remember, in the first ^-"^j"''

216

place, the generality, and, by consequence, the uncertainty of 411.

almost every article of the impeachment ; that the charge being

thus unbounded, and lying at random, put him to great diffi-

culties in making his defence.

2. He desired their lordships would be pleased to consider

how far he was straitened in time, insomuch, that the inter-

vals between each hearing were sometimes so short, that he

had not leisure to peruse the evidence, and much less to

review his answers, and fortify them if occasion required. For

these reasons, amongst others, he desired his counsel may be

heard as to matter of law, before their lordships proceeded to

sentence.

3. He desired the lords would be pleased to remember the PartofUs

hardships put upon him since his confinement. And here he '^^^*"'^'

reminded them, that the key and use of his study at Lambeth,

both books and papers, were taken from him. Secondly,

that his apartments in the Tower were searched by Pryn, and
one-and-twenty bundles of papers, prepared for his defence,

seized and carried off", and not three bundles restored ; that

this search was made before the impeachment was formed

into any particular articles ; that his pockets were examined,

his diary and Prayer-book taken away, and afterwards used

, against him ; that in some instances all this was done,

not to prove a charge, but to make one. Thirdly, that all

T 2
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—
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' net-office, his own registers, and the registers of Oxford and

Cambridge, had not only been thoroughly inspected for matter

against him, but he had likewise been denied the perusal of

these records, and that this restraint was a disadvantage to his

defence.

In the fourth place, he intreated their lordships would recol-

lect, that his benefactions and services to the public had been

objected as crimes against him. And here he instanced in the

repairing of St. Paul's, and settling the statutes of the univer-

sity of Oxon.

Towards the latter end of this summary defence, the arch-

bishop takes notice, that the managers confessed, " the parti-

culars m'ged against him were not treason, singly considered,

but that the result of them altogether amounted to this

crime."

To this the archbishop answered, that if no particular

charged upon him was treason, the result from them could not

be treason. This argument he makes good from the following

reasons :

—

" First. The result must be of the same nature and species

with the particulars out of which it is formed. That this reason

holds in nature, in morality, and in law. In nature, and that

both for integral and essential parts ; for neither can the body

of a bear and the soul of a lion result into a fox, nor the legs of

a bull, the body of a horse, and the head of an ass, result into a

man. In morality, and this may be proved both in virtues

and vices : for neither can many actions of liberality, meek-

ness, and sobriety, rise up into a result of fortitude ; neither

can many actions of malice, drunkenness, and covetousness,

result into treason. This reasoning holds in law too : for let

the crimes be never so many, there is no law in this kingdom,

nor any where else that I know of," continues the archbishop,

" that makes the result of different crimes treason, where none

of the particulars are treason by law. In short, this imaginary

result is a monster in nature, in morality, and in law ; and if

once allowed, will destroy all the civil securities of the subject.

And since life, liberty, and interest, are so deeply concerned,

he hopes their lordships will be proportionably cautious not to

give precedents against them." And after having answered

some objections upon this head, he refers himself to the laws
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of the realm : " that this pretended result must be something CHARLES

within 25 Edward III., or some other known statute, other- ^ \ ,

wise it cannot be treason. And yet no proof at all has so

much as been offered that this result is treason by any law."

In disproof of his endeavouring to introduce popery, he

mentions a list of above twenty Roman Catholics he had

recovered to the Church of England ; and several of these

were persons of condition and quality. And as for his whole Rushworth's

defence, Pryn, notwithstanding his disaffection and the sour- p.,i.t 3.

ness of his temper, is so frank as to confess, " that he made as P- *^^^-

full, as gallant, as pithy a defence, and spake as much for him-

self as was possible for the wit of man to invent ; and that Canter-

with so much art, vivacity, and oratory, without the least poo,^

acknowledgment of guilt in any thing." p- 462.

Upon the 11th of October following, the archbishop's coun- Archbishop

oil. Hern and Hales, barristers of Lincoln''s-inn, and Gerrard, ms marginal

of d'ay's-inn, attended with the archbishop at the house of
'1°^^^^^'f]^(^^

lords. The argument agreed amongst them was delivered by though Hem

Hern. To give the reader some part of it. In the intro- the argu-

ductive part of their plea, they declare the archbishop had ™^^^/; j
""**

received no assistance from them in the course of his trial, and Hales, after-

that his defence was w^hoUy his own. justice, and

They reduce the whole charge to three general branches :— ffj j/^'f^ ^J*
the lord-

. 11/. chancellor
" 1 . A traitorous endeavour to subvert the fundamental Finch.

laws of the realm, and to introduce arbitrary and tyrannical Troubks^
^

government. ^< °f ^^p-

A • 1 ^ n ^^, •
Laud,

" 2. A traitorous endeavour to subvert God s true religion p. 422.

by law established, and instead thereof to set up popish super-

stition and idolatry.

" 8. That he laboured to subvert the rights of parliament, 832.

and the ancient course of parliamentary proceedings, &c."

With reference to these three general heads, they crave

leave to propose the debating two questions :

First, Whether the constitution makes any thing treason,

excepting what is declared such by the statute 25 Edward III.,

or enacted by some subsequent statutes ? This question they

hold in the negative.

Secondly, ^Vhether any things charged in the articles of

impeachment contain any of the treasons declared by that law,
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or enacted by any subsequent statute ? This they humbly

conceive may be reasonably denied. And for the clearing

both these points, they affirm that an endeavour to subvert

the laws, religion, and the rights of parliament, are not trea-

sons within the 25 Edw-ard III. cap. 2, or any other subse-

quent statute.

2. That not any of the particulars instanced in the rest of

the articles are treason within 25 Edward III., or any other

statute.

To make good their opinion upon the first question, they

argue, that before the making this statute of 25 Edward III.,

treason was dangerously undefined and uncertain : that almost

any crime was by way of inference extended to treason : that

killing the king's messenger was treason : encroaching on the

royal power was likewise made treason in the house of lords.

The commons being sensible how destructive it w^as to the

subject for the highest crime to lie thus at large and undeter-

mined, petitioned it might be better distinguished and brought

to a clearer state. This request of the commons, with the

inconveniences above-mentioned, occasioned the statute of 25

Edward III. And here the archbishop's counsel observe,

" that in all successive reigns this statute has been the fixed

rule for judgments in cases of treason."

From hence they proceed to make a recital of the treasons

declared by the statute of 25 Edward III., which are these

following :

—

First, Compassing and imagining the death of the king,

queen, prince, and declaring the same by some overt act.

Secondly, Murdering the chancellor, treasurer, &c.

Thirdly, Violating the queen, the king's eldest daughter, or

the prince's wife.

Fourthly, Levying war against the king.

Fifthly, Adhering to the king's enemies within the realm,

or without, and declaring the same by some overt act.

Sixthly, Counterfeiting the seals and coin.

Seventhly, Bringing in counterfeit coin.

This recital was to furnish the lords with a test for trying

the articles exhibited against the archbishop, whether any of

them were marked for treason by this statute.

14
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In the next place, these learned gentlemen of the long-robe CHARLES

laid down for a ground that this act ought not to be construed ^ ; ,

by equity or inference.

1. Because it is a declarative law, and no declaration ought

to be surcharged with another declaration.

2. This law was provided for a security in life, liberty, and

estate : but to admit constructions and inferences upon it,

must by consequence destroy the intent and force of the pro-

vision.

8. It has been held, both in parliament and judicial debates,

that this act must be literally construed, and not stretched to

inferences.

From hence the counsel go on to their second question,

whether any part of the charge against the archbishop con-

tains any of the treasons declared by 25 Edward III., or

enacted by any subsequent law ? To make good the negative

side of this question, they argue, that an endeavour to subvert

fundamental laws is not treason by any law in this kingdom.

Their reasons are :

—

1

.

Because it is not comprised within any words of 25 Ed-

ward III. ; neither, as has been already observed, may it be

brought within it by any construction or inference.

2. Because an endeavour to subvert laws is of so great a

latitude and uncertainty, that every action, not warranted by

law, might by this means be strained to treason.

To fortify this reasoning they cite an authority from sir

Edward Coke. The case is this :
" A conveyance was made Coke's

in tail, with a proviso, that if the tenant did ' go about,' or pan'e.^'

' attempt"" to discontinue the entail, the same should be void : Miidfmays

now it was resolved by the judges that the proviso was void, case

The principal reason was, that these words ' attempt,' or ' go bctt's case,

about,' are uncertain terms, and void in law."" AMiat follows R°povts,

in the report is very observable, viz. : " God defend that in- *»'• ^^'^^

heritanccs and estates of men should depend upon such uncer-

tainties :" that " misera est servitus ubi jus est vagum, et quod

non definitur in jure quid sit conatus :" and therefore the rule

of the law decides this point, " non efficit conatus nisi scquitur

effectus;" and the law does reject "conations and goings about

as things uncertain, which cannot be put in issue." Thus far
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Ab'^r^'
^^^^ I>ook. And if estates are thus well guarded, it is hoped

^
V ' the instance will hold stronger in cases of life.

Having- despatched these generals, the counsel apply them-

selves to the other articles, which they conceived were insisted

on as instances of the general charge. And here they suggest

that if the generals fall short of treason, the particular in-

stances must do so too : and on the other side, if the instances

come lower than treason, the application to those generals

cannot mount to any such malignity. And here they single

out two particular articles of greatest force against the arch-

bishop.

The first stands in the tenth article, viz. :
" that he has

traitorously endeavoured to reconcile the Church of England

with tlie Church of Rome." To disable this article, they re-

ply, " that if this is any treason, it must be a treason within

5 James, cap. 4 ; where it is enacted, ' that if any man shall

put in practice to reconcile any of his majesty''s subjects to the

pope or see of Rome, he shall incur the forfeitures of treason."

But the charge in the article is clearly without the compass of

this statute. For,

1. The article only charges an endeavour, whereas the sta-

tute mentions a putting in practice.

2. The article sets forth an endeavour of reconciling the

Church of England with the Church of Rome ; but the statute

mentions reconciling some of his majesty's subjects with the

see of Rome. Now there seems a wide difference between

these two expressions : for reconciling with, may as well im-

port bringing the Church of Rome to the Church of England,

as the Church of England to the Church of Rome.

Their second instance is in the seventh additional article, in

which the archbishop is charged " with wittingly and willingly

receiving and harbouring divers popish priests and Jesuits,

namely, Sancta Clara and monsieur St. Giles," To this the

833. counsel replied, " that the harbouring priests and Jesuits is

27 Eiiz. made felony and not treason ; and that the statute extends
cap. L.

Qj^]y ^Q priests born within the English dominions, which

Sancta Clara and the other are not charged to be."

And now having gone through the heaviest articles, and

proved them clear of any treasonable matter, they argue such

articles cannot be heightened to treason by inference or parity

of reasoning. They grant the crimes, as they stand in the
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charge, are great and many. However, since they fall short CHARLES
of treason by the laws of the realm, their number cannot make v /^ >

them exceed their nature. And if they are but misdemeanors

taken apart, they cannot be swelled to treason by putting

them together.

Unless this reasoning is allowed, the 25th Ed. III. so much
insisted on already, must be a vain and insignificant provision.

For if after all the exactness and particularity of that statute,

any number of misdemeanors should produce a treason, purely

by mixture and complication : if this were the case, the statute

could give no relief to the subject ; because the law makes no

mention of treason by emergency, or complication of lesser

crimes : it neither informs us what number, or what nature of

crimes below treason, should make a treason, nor that any
number of offences should operate thus far.

They observe farther, that there is a clause in the statute

25th Ed. III., that when the judges found the case perplexed,

they were not to give judgment till the cause was brought be-

fore the parliament. From hence it may seem to be inferred,

there are treasons unmentioned in the statute, which may be

declared in parliament. To this objection they answer, that it

is expressly provided by the clause, that it was to be declared

in parliament, " whether the crime ought to be adjudged

treason or felony." From whence it appears, the offence should

at least be felony at the common law ; and that no crimes,

beneath felony, were ever intended to be stretched to treason

by this statute. And in the latter case of the earl of Strafford,

there is a treason within this law charged in the bill of his

attainder, to have been proved upon him.

And to fortify their argument, it may be observed, that as

to the clause last mentioned, a petition was preferred by the

lords in the reign of king Henry VIII., to have all treasons

limited by statute. And in the parliament an act was made. Hen. 8.

whereby the salvo in 25th Ed. III. was repealed, and nothing *^^''" "*

reckoned treason but what was literally comprehended in the

statute 2oth Edward Til. They urge other things upon this <> Hm R.

head, which may be omitted : and through the whole argu-
'^"^' "

ment they confine themselves to the nature and degree of the

crimes exhibited in the articles, without meddling with matter ^''''' "'"'''s

of fact, or whether the particulars of the charge were proved <Scc. of Abp.

r^r »r.+ Laud, p. 423,or not.
^j j^j'^^_

'
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Abf CMt
^bout a fortnight forward, a petition was handed through

"-

—

y—r' ^1^6 city and suburbs, for bringing delinquents to justice : and

A petition some of the preachers animated the people to exert their zeal

^dl^in tice "P°" *^^^^ occasion, letting them know the glory of God, and
cityf.jr the good of the Church, would be promoted this way. This
brintjing the . . . , . ,

^ "

archbishop petition, m wliich uo pcrsous were named, except the arch-
tojustice. bishop of Canterbury and the bishop of Ely, was signed by

great numbers, and delivered to the house of commons. And
here the archbishop observes, that neither the lord mayor, or

the sheriffs, gave any check to this illegal and sanguinary

method; though the business was publicly known, and the

Id. p. 431, people exhorted to subscribe in their parish churches. The
archbishop afterwards delivered the substance of his defence at

the bar of the house of commons.

After the trial was over, the houses thought fit to proceed

by way of attainder : the bill passed with the commons No-
vember 1 6, but it was much longer before the lords were satis-

fied. In the mean time great care was taken to push them to

a concurrence. For instance, Stroud was sent with a message
from the commons to quicken them in this business : he took

Id. p. 441. the freedom to tell them, " That they should do well to agree

menaced in the Ordinance, or else the multitude would come do\Mi and

Turm"' ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ *o ^^•" Notwithstanding this menacing, when the
with the articles of impeachment were put to the judges, they unani-

iouching the mously declared, that nothing charged upon the archbishop,
attainder.

^,^g trcasou by the laws of the realm. And the lords, at a

conference with the commons, owned themselves of the same
opinion. And now, to smite more solemnly " with the fist of

wickedness," a fast was ordered for Christmas-day. If the

two houses had been Jews, they could hardly have put a more
open affront upon Christianity.

To proceed. The lords, at last, with a very thin appear-

ance, went through the bill ; there being not above twelve, or.

Lord cia- as One historian reports, only seven in the house. Six of this

Hist of the number were, the earls of Kent, Pembroke, Salisbury, and
Rebellion, Bolingbroke, the lord North, and the lord Gray, of Wark.
p. 752. To stop the consequence of this attainder, the archbishop

Anglic"' pleaded the king's pardon under the great seal, signed about

a^d" 1644^5
^^^'^ years since. But this protection was over- ruled by both

houses. 1. Because it was granted before conviction. And,
rendon. 2. If it had been subsequent, yet in this case of " treason
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against the kingdom," (as they called it) it could signify CHARLES

nothing. < .'^—

'

And now the archbishop having notice of his execution, Memorials!

breaks off his history, and prepares for death : and the day •^""' ^^^

being come, mounts the scaffold with an air of resolution and Hnhop con-

cheerfulness. His speech begins with a text : " Let us run ffHi^ g/lig

with patience the race that is set before us, lookino- unto TjTI'/'^'^a:^^

Jesus," &c. And here I shall only give the reader the sub- J«nuaru.

stance of some part of what he delivered.

After having made an analogy between his sufferings and T/te arch-

the Israelites passing through the Red Sea, he puts the com- spLch^and

pany in mind, " that when God"'s servants were forced, as it
^fg'H'^^^utimi

were, into this refuge of the sea, their enemies were drowned

in the pursuit. He was well assured God was able to deliver

him from this violence, as he did the three children from the

furnace ; and that by our Saviour's assistance, his resolu-

tion was the same with theirs : they refused to " worship

the image the king had set up," neither would he idolize

the imaginations of the people, nor forsake the temple and

truth of God, to follow the bleating of Jeroboam's calves

in Dan and Bethel. As for the people, they were miserably

misled, (God in his mercy open their eyes) for now the

'blind lead the blind:' and if they go on, they will both ffJ,^ ;';f

'

certainly ' fall into the ditch.' He was not only (as he *«i '^^'^ V^^'^^

.
./ V ofilie lords

continues) the first archbishop, but the first man, that ever and com-

died by an ordinance in parliament. Yet some of his prede- Z°itho'>d tL

cessors had been forced into the other world, thouffh in a dif- ''{^'^ ^fi^ff ,

n T-i . .
Signed by the

ferent manner. For Elphegus lost his life by the Danes, at king.

the sacking of Canterbury ; and Simon Sudbury was dispatched ^'^^•

in the insurrection headed by Jack Straw and Wat Tjler.

Before these, St. John Baptist had his head danced off by a

scandalous woman ; and St. Cyprian, archbishop of Carthage,

was brought to the block by Decius the emperor. That the usage

tliese great men met with, was matter of support to him ; and

that he hoped his cause would appear in heaven with a different

complexion from what was put upon it here. That his charge,

as foul as it is pretended, looks like that of the Jews against

St. Paul. For this apostle was accused as a great criminal '^<^'s xxv. 3.

against the law and tiie temple. St. Stephen was likewise '^•^'^ ^'- ^^

arraigned for ' breaking the ordinances which Moses had deli-

vered ;' that is, for endeavouring the subversion of the laws
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LAUD, and religion of the country. And here, to prevent miscon-

» '^^—^ struction, the archbishop declared he did not pretend to draw
a parallel between these saints and himself, nor affirm an

equality in the cases : but that these holy men being misre-

ported, and struck at, there was some resemblance in the

comparison."

The next thing I shall mention is his clearing the king of

being popishly affected. " A calumny," saith the archbishop,
" hath passed upon his majesty, as if he designed to bring in

popery ; but, on my conscience, (of which I shall give God a

very present account,) I know him to be as free from this

charge as any man living ; and I hold him to be as sound

a Protestant (according to the religion by law established) as

any man in this kingdom ; and that he will venture his life as

far and as freely for it ; and I think I do, or should, know both

his affection to religion, and his grounds for it, as fully as any

man in England."

From hence he proceeds to complain " of the riotous beha-

viour of the populace in the city, and of their clamouring for

justice at the parliament-house ; that this was the way to draw

the guilt of blood upon their heads, and, it may be, a judgment

upon the city ; that this mutinous disorder was unchecked by

the magistracy ; that engaging the people was the method
taken in the martyrdoms of St. Stephen and St. James, and

Acts vi. & the apprehending St. Peter." And here he endeavours to

isa. i. 10. affect them with the danger of such sanguinary courses, and
Psai, ix. 12. q\Iqq very awakening texts to this purpose.
Jer. XXVI. •' o r r
15. He " laments the calamitous condition of the Church of

proofof this England ; that she is become like an oak cleft in pieces with

^asnfedful
wcdges made out of her own body ; that iniquity and profane-

the arch- ncss stalks Under the pretence of godliness ; that the substance

will, desires of religion is lost; and that the Church, which stood firm against

^harhk*"''' ^^^ Jesuits' attack, is terribly battered by her own party."

book agaiyist YoY his owu belief, lic dcckres himself of the communion of

Jesuit'may the Churcli of England, established by law ; and, notwith-

\ltoTatin'^ standing the unreasonable clamours raised against him, has all

that foreign- along livcd in that persuasion.
ers may the ^ p -i

• ^ ^ •> • •

letterjudge As to the charge 01 high treason, he protests his innocency,

H(/ion!^' and declares his abhorrence of the crime : " that, though this

j^'^'- °f^"* protestation was rejected at the lords' bar, he hopes it may be

&c p. 457. admitted upon the scaffold, and that people will have the charity
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not to think him a dissembler at the point of death. And CHARLES

whereas he had been accused as an enemy to parhaments, he ^ j

professes his regard for this part of the constitution ; and that

he conceived them a happy circumstance in the government.

He does not deny his dishking the management of some parha-

ments, and thinks his exception well founded : for ' corruptio

optimi est pessiraa/—the best things, by misapplication and

abuse, become the worst. Thus, the parliament being the

highest court, from which there is no appeal, when this last

resort is misinformed or misgoverned, it is turned to the most

fatal grievance : for, in such cases, the subject is left without

remedy."

After this speech, the archbishop made a very pious and

affecting prayer, and then moved towards the block ; and,

finding the passage crowded with people, he desired them to

make way, and give him " room to die." While he was pre-

paring himself for the executioner, one sir John Clotworthy

—

remarkable for his share in the rebellion—gave him a very ill-

natured interruption. He asked him what text of Scripture

was most comfortable to a dying man \ The archbishop an-

swered, " Cupio dissolvi, et esse cum Christo." Sir John,

going on in his barbarity, told him, " there must be an

assurance to found that desire upon." The archbishop re-

turned, "that assurance was to be found within, and that

expression could not reach it." Clotworthy, pressing farther,

said, " it is founded upon a word, though ; and that word

would be known." Laud replied to this effect :
" that it was

the Word of God concerning Christ, and his dying for us."

And, finding this gentleman might prove farther troublesome,

he turned to the executioner, and, kneeling down, had his

head, after a short prayer, severed at a blow."
H^st' Cdf

'

Besides what has already occurred touching his character, it part 3.

may be observed, he was of a lively and penetrating genius, of Cyprian.

a sociable temper, and inoffensively pleasant upon occasion. If
^^^f^^'

we consider his function, he had passed through almost all the His cha-

employments of a chui'chman : and, how much he was a master thmed.

in his profession, is sufficiently evident from his book against

Fisher. He was a person of unblemished integrity. Money

was no part of his inclination : for, notwithstanding the large-

ness of his revenues, his fortune was almost exhausted by his

benefactions to Oxon and Reading. His piety was no less
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L-^UD, exemplary and distinguished : he was constant at his chapel

'
^. ' and private devotions. His warm loyalty and zeal for unifor-

mity brought him to his end. And, though he was far from

warping towards popery, rightly understood, it is possible he

might believe a good settlement capable of improvement ; that

some part of the Reformation might be burnished, and brought

to a more beautiful and primitive state. That this was his

opinion, may be collected from the preference he seems to have

given the Scottish Liturgy, and from his wishing the foreign

reformed Churches might be like the Church of England, " and

Hist, of tiie as much better as God should please to make them."

&c° of Abp. To proceed : the earl of Clarendon describes his temper some-

what sudden, and says that his passion was too soon kindled

;

that he failed in a plausible application, neglected address,

and believed bare honesty and vigorous pursuit sufficient to

carry him through. Notwithstanding this abatement, the noble

historian treats his memory with great regard at taking leave.

He reports him a person of eminent learning and piety ; that

he behaved himself with great Christian courage and mag-
835. nanimity on the scaffold ; and that his good qualities were

obtained " by a very few, and the greatest of his infirmities

Lord cia- common even to the best of men." The archbishop died in

Hist!"of tiie the seventy-second year of his age. Amongst his public bene-
Rebeiiion,

factions, besides those already mentioned, may be reckoned his

p. 474. annexing commendams to the small bishoprics of Bristol,

Peterborough, St. Asaph, Chester, and Oxford. He procured

a charter for Oxford, to confirm their ancient privileges, and

enlarge them to an equal extent with those granted to the

university of Cambridge. He settled two hundred pounds

per annum upon a hospital at Reading, in Berkshire. By
the way, the archbishop was born in this town, where his

father was a clothier, of good substance and esteem ; his

mother was Lucy Webb, sister to sir William Webb, lord

mayor of London. To go on with his benefactions : he

founded an Arabic lecture in Oxford, and settled the impro-

priation of Cuddesden on that bishopric. He procured a new

charter and a body of statutes for the college of Dublin. The

rest of his benefactions shall be omitted. And, besides what

Troubles*
*^ was finished this way, he had several other things in project.

^''- ,"/. , Amongst the rest, he resolved to find out a way and provide a
Archbishop ^ '

. » . i /• t
Laud, p. 63. fund for the augmentation of poor vicarages, and for settling
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the tithes of London between the clerg-y and city. He was Charles

buried in Barking church, near the Tower, with the office v
^;

appointed by the Liturgy. This was somewhat extraordinary,

considering the same day the lords agreed to the arclibishop's

attainder they passed an ordinance that the J3ook of Common
Prayer should be laid aside, and the Directory used instead of Rushvorth's

it. This Directory, drawn by the assembly of divines, was paiVs.
° '

transmitted in parts to the parhament, where, after a debate in p- ^^^•

both houses, it was confirmed, with some small alterations.

The ordinance sets forth,

—

" That the lords and commons assembled in parliament. An ordi-

taking into serious consideration the manifold inconveniences ^setting aside

that have arisen bv the book of Common Prayer in this kino;- '/f
Common

,
•'

. .

' '^ I rayor, and
dom, and resolving according to their covenant, to reform eMahihJdng

religion according to the word of God, and the example of the rectory.

best reformed churches ; have consulted with the reverend, jjious,

and learned divines, called together for that purpose ; and do

judge it necessary that the said book of Common Prayer be

abolished, and the Directory for the public worship of God,

herein after mentioned, be observed in all the churches within

this kingdom."

After this they pretend to repeal the statutes by which the

Common Prayer stood established. In the preface to their

Directory they take notice, " It is evident from long and sad

experience that the Liturgy, notwithstanding all the pains

and religious intentions of the compilers, has proved offensive

both to many of the godly at home, and the reformed abroad :

that injoining the reading all the prayers, heightened the

grievance. That the number and quality of the ceremonies,

made them unprofitable and burthensome : that they have

occasioned much mischief ; disquieted the consciences of many
godly ministers and people ; deprived them of the ordinances

of God, which they could not enjoy without conformity

;

thrown them out of their function and subsistence, and ruined

their families. That the prelates and their faction have put

too great a value upon it, as if God was to be worshipped no

other way but in the service book ; that in consequence of this

opinion, the preaching of the word was much hindered and

depreciated.
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" That the Papists made their advantage this way, boasted

that the Common Prayer came up to a comphance with a

great part of their service ; and by this means were not a Httle

confirmed in their superstitions.

" That the Liturgy has given great encouragement to an

idle and unedifying ministry ; who choose rather to acquiesce

in forms made to their hands, than to exert themselves in

exercising the gift of prayer ; a gift, with which our Saviour

Christ furnishes all those called by him to that office.

" For these, and many other resembling considerations,

they have agreed to set aside the Common Prayer, not out of

any affectation of novelty, not with any intention to disparage

our first reformers, of whom they make honourable mention,

but that they may, in some measure, answer the gracious pro-

vidence of God, which now calls upon them for farther re-

formation : that they may satisfy their own consciences, and

come up to the expectation of other reformed churches : that

they may make many of the godly among themselves easy, and

give some public testimony of their endeavours for uniformity

in divine worship, pursuant to what they had promised in their

Scobei's solemn league and covenant."

Actsr&c? -^"^ ^^''^ ^^^^ reader may observe, that this Directory of

fol 75. theirs gives only general rules, prescribes in minutes, and

A hrief poiuts out the licads for worship and pastoral function : so

aeDi- that, in short, the ministers were left to a great deal of dis-

redori/. crctionary latitude in filling up the lines, and beating out the

form. To mention somewhat briefly the particulars. The
Directory forbids all salutations and civil ceremony in churches

:

this is a commendable regulation : for the Church is the pre-

sence : and therefore, according to the custom in princes'

courts, no signs of submission or regard should be paid to

any but the sovereign. The reading the Scriptures in the

congregation is declared part of the pastoral office : however,

those who design themselves for this calling, may read the

word, and exercise their talent in preaching, provided they

are allowed by the presbytery. All the canonical books of the

Old and New Testament (but none of the Apocrypha) are to

be publicly read in the vulgar tongue : and for this purpose

the best allowed translation is to be used : but which that is,

they do not tell us. How large a portion is to be read at

once, is left to the minister. When the minister judges ex-
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pounding necessary, he has the Hberty of that exercise : but Charles

then it must not be done till the chapter or psalm is ended. > .\ <

And over and above, care must be taken, that neither preacli-

ing nor any ordinance may be strait rned, or grow tedious.

For the prayer before sermon, the heads are struck out to

a considerable length ; part of the prayer for the king was, to

"save hira from evil counsel f likewise to pray for the conver-

sion of the queen, and for a blessing upon the high court of

parliament then in open rebellion.

For managing the sermon, these rules are delivered. The

introduction to the text must be short and clear, drawn from

the words, or context, or some parallel place of Scripture. In

dividing the text, the minister is to regard the order of the 8S6.

matter, more than that of the words. Not to burthen the

memory of the audience with too many parts, nor perplex their

understandings with logical language and terms of art. If

any difficulty arises from Scripture, from the nature of the

discourse, or the prejudice of the hearers, it will be requisite

to disentangle the knot, to reconcile the seeming contradiction,

and remove the grounds of mistake ; otherwise the starting

and answering unnecessary objections, is rather a hindrance

to edification. It is sometimes requisite to give some notes of

trial for the congregation to examine themselves upon, whether

the}^ have attained those graces, or performed those duties to

which they are exhorted : whether they are guilty of the sin

reproved, in danger of the judgments threatened, or qualified

for the privilege and comfort held forth. The minister is to

decline an unprofitable use of learned languages, uncommon
phrases, affectation of cadences and words : and seldom to

make any citations from any ecclesiastical or other human
writers, either ancient or modern.

In the prayer after sermon, some of the most useful heads

thereof are to be turned into petitions, that what has been

delivered may prove serviceable to the hearer.

The use of the Lord's Prayer is Ukewise recommended as a

pattern and most comprehensive form of devotion.

As baptism is not unnecessarily to be delayed, so neither is

it to be administered in any case by any private and unor-

dained person ; neither is this sacrament to be administered

any where but at church, in the face of the congregation.

The child is to be offered to baptism by the father, or some
vor,. VIII. u
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friend, in case of his necessary absence. And here the minister

is to declare, that outward baptism is not so necessary as to

bring the infant in danger of damnation through the want of

it. At the receiving the Lord's supper, the table, being

decently covered, is to be so placed that the communicants

may sit about it ; but the posture of the minister, or the

order when he is to communicate himself, is not prescribed.

Upon the Lord's-day, the intervals betw^een public worship

and the time after evening worship are to be spent in reading,

meditation, repetition of sermons, catechizing their families,

holy conferences, prayer for a blessing upon the public ordi-

nances, singing psalms, visiting the sick, and relieving the

poor.

The dead are to be buried without any prayers or religious

ceremony. However, they had the moderation to allow the

use of escutcheons, and such other distinctions, suitable to the

condition of the deceased. Matrimony, visitation of the sick,

fasting, and thanksgivings, have little particular and extraor-

dinary in the appointment, excepting that the forms in most of

them are left to the minister*'s discretion.

Jan. .30, The latter end of this month, commissioners were sent

from Oxford and the two houses at Westminster to endeavour

an accommodation. The treaty opened at Uxbridge, in Mid-

dlesex. I shall only mention that part of it which relates to

religion. The king's instructions to his commissioners upon
Thekings

|.|-jjg head are thcsc : "And here"—to speak in his maiesty's
msfructions '

.

to his com- persou and w^ords—" the government of the Church will be the
missioners at , . „ ,. i .. .,. , , -ii
Uxirvige. chiei questiou, wherem two thmgs are to be considered,

—

conscience, and policy. For the first, I must declare unto

you," says the king, " that I cannot yield to the change of the

government by bishops, not only because I fully concur with

the most general opinion of Christians in all ages in episco-

pacy's being the best government, but likewise I hold myself

particularly bound by the oath I took at my coronation not to

alter the government of this Church from what I found it

;

and, as for the Church's patrimony, I cannot suffer any dimi-

nution or alienation of it, it being, peradventure, sacrilege, and

likewise contrary to my coronation oath. But whatsoever shall

be offered for rectifying abuses, if any have crept in, or for the

ease of tender consciences, (provided the foundation is not

indamaged,) I am contented to hear, and willing to return
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a gracious answer. Touching the second,—that is, the point CHARLES

of pohcy,—as it is the king's duty to protect the Church, so v ^ >

the Church is reciprocally bound to assist the king in the

maintenance of his just authority. Upon this view, my prede-

cessors have been always careful (especially since the Reforma-

tion) to keep the dependency of the clergy entirely upon the

crown, without which it will scarcely sit fast on the king"'s

head ; therefore you must do nothing to change or lessen this

natural dependency." ^'b- K^gw.

The day before the treaty began, one Love, a parliamentarian ]> 338.

divine, preached a scandalous and seditious sermon, reflecting
ii°jli^ sermon.

upon his majesty''s honour and the integrity of his intentions,

telling the audience that those lords and others, sent thither by

his luajesty, " came with hearts full of blood, and that there

was as great distance between this treaty and peace as between

heaven and hell," with sevei"al other mutinous expressions for

raising distrust and disaffection to his majesty. The king''s

commissioners complained of this usage, but received no other

satisfaction than that Love's behaviour should be reported to

the lords and commons at Westminster. Rnsiiwortii's

The demands of the commissioners sent from Westminster vol! 3.

were these :

—

P-
'''^'*-

" That a bill might be passed for abolishing and taking rhepropo-

away all archbishops, bishops, &c., pursuant to the proposition j^f^r^fg^''"

sent to the king at Oxford, already mentioned. commis-

mi 1 ji T • ii 11- 1 • • sioners, sent
'• ihat the ordmances concernmg the calling and sittmg ot />,/ the par-

the assembly-divines be confirmed by act of parliament ; that
'"""^"'•

the Directory for public worship, and the propositions con-

cerning Church-government, hereunto annexed, and passed by

both houses, be enacted as a part of reformation of religion

an|l uniformity.

" That his majesty take the solemn league and covenant, i<i. p 8fi5.

and that an act of parliament be passed in both kingdoms for
gilon'' view

enjoining the taking it by all the subjects of the three king- ^^c- p '37,

doms."

Their paper annexed explains the nature of their Church-

government, and moves for his majesty's assent, that it may be

settled upon the plan proposed. The contents are as fol-

lows :

—

u 2
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" That the ordinary way of dividing Christians into distinct

congregations, and most expedient for edification, is by the

respective bounds of their dweUings.

" That the minister and other Church-officers in each parti-

cular congregation shall join in the government of the Church

in such manner as shall be established by parliament.

837. " That many particular congregations shall be under one

presbyterial government.

" That the Church be governed by congregational, classical,

and synodical assemblies, in such manner as shall be esta-

blished by parliament.

" That synodical assemblies shall consist both of provincial

and national assemblies."

To shew how much inclined his majesty was for quieting

the public distractions, he empowered his commissioners to

make the following concessions :

—

Concessions " We are willing," say they, " that freedom be left to all

"uf^^Vrt persons, of what opinion soever, in matters of ceremony; and
missioners.

^j^^t all the penalties of the laws and customs which enjoin

these ceremonies be suspended.

" Secondly, That the bishops shall exercise no act of juris-

diction or ordination without the consent and counsel of the

presbyters, who shall be chosen by the clergy of each diocese,

out of the learnedest and gravest ministers of that diocese.

" Thirdly, That the bishop keep his constant residence in

his diocese, except when he shall be required by his majesty to

attend him on any occasion. And that if he be not hindered

by the infirmities of old age or sickness, he shall preach every

Sunday in some church within his diocese.

" Fourthly, That the ordination of ministers shall be always

in a public and solemn manner, and very strict rules observed

concerning the sufficiency and other qualifications of those men
who shall be received into holy orders ; and the bishop shall

not receive any into holy orders without the approbation and

consent of the presbyters, or the major part of them.

" Fifthly, That competent maintenance and provision be

established by act of parliament to such vicarages as belong to

bishops, deans, and chapters, out of the impropriations, and

according to the value of those impropriations of the several

parishes.
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" Sixthly, That for the time to come no man shall be eapa- CHArle

ble of two parsonages or vicarages with cure of souls. v '^ >

" Seventhly, That towards the settling of public peace,

100,000^. shall be raised by act of parliament out of the

estates of bishops, deans, and chapters, in such manner as

shall be thought fit by the king and two houses of parliament,

without the alienation of any of the said lands.

" Eighthly, That the jurisdiction in causes testamentary,

decimals and matrimonials, be settled in such manner as shall

seem most convenient by the king and two houses of parlia-

ment ; and likewise that one or more acts of parliament be

passed for regulating visitations, and against immoderate fees

in ecclesiastical courts, and the abuses by frivolous excommu-

nications, and all other abuses in the exercise of ecclesiastical

jurisdiction, in such manner as shall be agreed upon by his

majesty and both houses of parliament. Bibi. Regia,

" And if your lordships shall insist upon any other thing p. 33.0.

which your lordships shall think necessary for reformation,
Hist'^coii'

^

we shall very willingly apply ourselves to the consideration p^'t
f

thereof.^'
P' '^'-

The king''s commissioners desired they might receive an
answer in writing ; and that for the better understanding each

other, this method might be held through the whole treaty.

This motion being contested for some time, it was resolved on

both sides to hear the divines of either party. Dr. Steward, The divines

clerk of the closet, was one of the king's commissioners in Zuimtrmty.

things relating to the Church. Mr. Alexander Henderson
appeared with the same character for the parliament. Dr.

Sheldon, afterwards archbishop of Canterbury ; Dr. Lany,

afterwards bishop of Ely ; Dr. Fern, afterwards bishop of

Chester ; Dr. Potter, dean of Worcester ; and Dr. Hammond
;

all of them the king's chaplains, were sent by his majesty to

assist in the dispute, and support Dr. Steward as occasion re-

quired. On the parliament side, besides the commissioner,

Mr. Alexander Henderson, Mr. Marshall, and Mr. Vines, the

first beneficed in Essex, and the other in Warwickshire, and
Mr. Cheyncl, formerly fellow of Merton College, in Oxon, ap-

peared as auxiliaries.

Henderson, instead of close reasoning, argued in a de- in'inZT/f^

claniatory manner. He endeavoured to shew the necessitv of ".'/'."'"*'

•' I'piicopacif.
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changing the government of the Church for the preservation

of the State. "That the public repose could not be recovered

any other way, and that therefore this expedient ought in con-

science not to be declined. That the supporting the civil and

ecclesiastical government upon the present footing was imprac-

ticable ; and therefore that episcopacy ought to be resigned

to the interest of the State. That now the question was not

whether the government of the Church by bishops was lawful,

but whether it was so necessary that Christianity could not

subsist without it : that this latter question could not be

affirmatively maintained without condemning all the reformed

churches in Europe, in which there were no bishops, England

only excepted. That the parliament, which best understood

what was serviceable for the nation, had found episcopacy a

very inconvenient and corrupt government : that the hierarchy

had been a public grievance from the Reformation downwards:

that the bishops had always abetted popery, kept on many
superstitious rites and customs in their worship and govern-

ment ; and over and above, had lately brought in a great

many novelties into the Church, and made a nearer approach

to the Roman communion ; and all this to the great scandal

of the Protestant Churches of Germany, France, Scotland,

and Holland : that the prelates had embroiled the British

island, and made the two nations of Scotland and England

fall foul upon each other : that the rebellion in Ireland, and

the present civil war in England, may be charged upon them

:

that for these reasons the parliament had resolved to change

this inconvenient mischievous government, and set another in

the room of it, more naturally formed for the advancement of

piety : that this alteration was the best expedient to unite all

Protestant Churches, and extinguish the remains of popery ;

and that he hoped the king would concur in so commendable

and godly an undertaking: that he conceived his majesty"'s

persuasion could not be urged against such a compliance ; for

by his consenting to the suppression of the prelacy in Scot-

land, it is evident the king''s conscience was not bound up to

838. episcopacy, neither could he believe that form of ecclesiastical

rcndon's government absolutely necessary."

Rcbriiion''^ Dr. Steward, addressing the commissioners, replied, " He
book 8. knew their lordships were too well acquainted with the consti-

ards reply, tution of the Cliurch of England, and the basis upon which it
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stood, to imagine it could be shaken by the force of Mr. Hen- CHARLES

derson's rhetoric : that though he was firmly of opinion, that v ,; i

a government which from the first planting of Christianity in

England, had continued here without interruption : that a

g'overnment, under which Christianity had spread and flourished

to a remarkable degree, could not have any thing vicious or anti-

christian in its frame : notwithstanding this opinion of his, he

could expect no less than that those who had sworn themselves

to an al^olition of this primitive constitution, and came hither

to persuade their lordships and his majesty to a concurrence,

would not have gone lower in their argument than the unlaw-

fulness of the government they pressed so strongly to remove.

That though in their sermons and prints they gave episcopacy

an antichristian addition, Mr. Henderson had prudently de-

clined charging so deep, and only argued from the inconve-

niences of this government, and the advantages which would

be consequent upon alteration. But of this no judgment

could be made, till they had given in a scheme of the govern-

ment they intended should succeed it. And in regard the

union with the Protestant Churches abroad seemed to be the

main reason for so remarkable a change, he desired it might

be declared what foreign Church they designed for a pattern.

That he was well assured the model in their Directory had no

strong resemblance to any foreign reformed Churches. And
though he would not enter upon a censure of those Protest-

ant communions, yet it was well known, that the most learned

men of those Churches had lamented a defect in their reforma-

tion : and that the want of episcopacy, which the state would

not suffer, was an unhappy circumstance. That they had

always paid a particular reverence to the Church of England, and
looked on it as the most perfect constitution, upon the score of

its having retained all that was venerable in antiquity. From
Ixence he proceeded to enlarge upon the apostolical institution

of episcopacy, and endeavoured to prove that without bishops

the sacerdotal character could not be conveyed, nor the sacra-

ments administered to any significancy.

" As to his majesty's having consented to the putting down
episcopacy in Scotland, he would presume to say nothing;

though he knew his majesty's present thoughts upon that sub-

ject : only this might be observed, that the king was farther
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obliged in this kingdom, than in the other ; that in England

he was tied by his coronation oath to maintain the rights of

the Church : and that this single engagement was a restraint

upon his majesty's conscience, not to consent either to the

abolition of episcopacy, or the alienation of church lands."

This argument was debated by the rest of the divines on

each side, for almost two days together. At the close of the

dispute, the king's commissioners desired those for the parlia-

ment to acquaint them in writing, whether they believed epis-

copacy plainly unlawful : but to this question they could never

get a clear answer.

While the business of religion was imder debate, one of the

king's commissioners asked an acquaintance of his, deputed by

The Creed the parliament, why their Directory makes no mention at all of

cw»««S." the Creed, or the Ten Commandments? By the way, this

ments7iot question was put when the commissioners were not sitting in
imt in the ^ ^

. , r • i

Directory, their public character, but conversmg m a room as triencls.

Fdb.'S' The earl of Pembroke, over-hearing what was softly pro-

A.D. 1G44-5. nounced, answered aloud, with his customary passion, " That

himself, and many others, were sorry the Creed and Decalogue

were left out in the Directory : that this point had been

debated several hours in the house of commons ; that the

leaving them out was carried by eight or nine votes : and that

upon this account the house of peers did not think fit to insist

upon inserting them." This was an odd discovery in lord

Pembroke ; and looked like extraordinary zeal in the members

at Westminster, that the Creed and Ten Commandments

should be put to the question, and have it carried against

jj them. After several days' debate, the commissioners coming

to no agreement either in Church or State matters, the treaty

broke up.

The Westminster lords and commons, flushed with their

'^"^Tfifs^'
^^*® victory at Naseby, repeated their oidinance for putting the

Asecofid Directory in execution, with penalties upon those who refused

fore^tMisTi- to comply, or made use of the Common Prayer. If any per-

/ubip^"^^^^ ^j^^^ son preached or printed against the Directory, he was to for-

puuingdown feit sucli a sum of moucy as those who tried him thought fit

PmylT."^''"' to impose ;
provided the sum was not less than five pounds,

CoHect'of nor n^oi'® than fifty. And those who read the Communion
Acts, foi. 97. Prayer, either in churches or their families, were to forfeit five
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pounds for the first offence, as they called it ; ten pounds for charles
the second ; and suffer a year's imprisonment, without bail or >

^]
,

niainprize, for the third.

The king, in November following, published a proclamation, 77^ j-^^^y^

counter to this pretended ordinance ; in which the use of the Pr^ci^^ma-

. . -. . . , ^ . tvj7i ayamst
Common Prayer is strictly enjoined, and the Directory charged it.

with opening a liberty to ignorance and faction. That it is

likely to mislead people into wickedness and rebellion : and

that, supposing the ministers well intentioned, it must of

necessity break the uniformity in God's service, and occasion Bibiiotheca

divisions in the Church. scc^'4!

The Independents moving for a toleration, and publishing P- ^i^-

their Apology, has been already mentioned. The clashing be-

tween the Presbyterians and this party being now grown Papers and

higher, a committee was appointed for accommodation. tiie*i)Vsse°it-

At this committee the Independents request, " they may
!",j^i"^""^*^"

not be forced to communicate as members in those parishes Committee

where they dwell : that they may have the liberty to form con- scmbiy of

gregations of such persons as give good testimony of their fbi'Accom-'^

godliness, and voluntarily offer themselves for such religious in'>dation,•,•1,1 i» 1 • • . . *', printed at

societies ; the tenderness 01 their consciences not giving them London,

leave to communicate in their parishes." D(^f 4

The assembly-divines, before they came up to a direct Theinde-

answer, insisted upon the following preliminaries : j^hafor

First, that whatever indulgence they shall agree to, they ^° ^''"^*'"^*

take it for granted upon what has been already offered by their

Independent brethren, that the same Directory for worship,

and the same confession of faith, shall be equally imposed upon

both parties : and therefore,

Secondly, \Mioever falls short of coming thus far towards 839.

an uniformity ; whoever refuses to assent to the substance of

divine worship held forth in the Directory ; whoever disallows

the confession of faith, or dissents from the doctrines of the

reformed Churches, contained in their confessions and writings,

must not expect the benefit of this toleration. And,
Thirdly, If any one shall clash with the Directory, in his

practice, and write or argue against the confession of faith, he

must expect to suffer the same penalties the Presbyterians

would incur upon such misbehaviour. Having premised this,

the assembly divines answered, that the Independents'' request

was not to be granted for the following reasons.
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"1, Because it imports a plain and total separation from

the rule ; as if it was not to be complied with in any point,

The Pres- ^^^ ^^^® Presbyterian Churches to be communicated with in

hyterians' any thinff which infers Church conniTiUnion. More than this,
reasons - o
against it. Say they, could not be objected against false Churches,

" 2. This request supposes the lawfulness of gathering

Churches out of true Churches ; and over and above out of

such true Churches, as are endeavouring a farther reformation

:

and that in countenance of this liberty, there is not the least

example in all the holy Scriptures.

" 3. This would encourage perpetual schism and division in

the Church, always drawing some off from the Churches under

the rule : that the result would end in misunderstandings and

animosities between those who went off, and the rest that

kept their ground : and the same consequence would happen

between the Church deserted and the congregations new
formed."

Dec. 23. To these reasons the Dissenting brethren returned a reply.

For satisfying the first reason, they argue :

" That forming congregations of such members as can-

not out of tenderness of conscience go through all the con-

ditions required in these Churches ; to form such congregations

for the pure enjoyment (as these Independents believe) of all

ordinances, yet still maintaining communion with the Presby-

terians, as Churches; this, they say, is far from separation. It

is not setting up Churches against Churches, but only retiring

to a neighbourly situation, and constituting sister Churches of

a different judgment.
" 2dly, They cannot be charged with an open and total sepa-

ration from the rule, unless they disagree in every thing, and

constitute their society upon regulations wholly diflFerent with

respect to worship and government. But such a distance is

far from their intention : they design to practise towards an

uniformity, and retain the most substantial things prescribed

by the rule itself.

" Sdly, They declare themselves willing to maintain occa-

sional communion with the Presbyterian churches ; not only

in hearing and preaching, but occasionally in baptizing their

children in their Churches, and receiving the Lord's supper

there."
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These were large advances : they professed their agreement Charles

with the Presbyterians in the main things : they own them for >
'.

,

true Churches, and offered to maintain occasional communion
with them. However, all this concession was not sufficient to

acquit them of the imputation of schism in the opinion of

the assembly divines, who make their rejoinder to this effect.

"1. They argue, that though tenderness of conscience may
oblige to forbear or suspend the act of communion in a case

scrupled, and supposed unlawful
; yet it does not bind people

to a practice repugnant to the will of Grod ; of which kind

they conceive the gathering separate Churches out of true

Churches to be an instance.

" 2. It is one thing to remove to a congregation under the

same rule, and another to a congregation of a different con-

stitution from the rule : in the first case, a man retains his

membership, but renounces it in the latter. That this is done,

appears from the different judgments he makes touching the

very constitution of the respective Churches : for it is the

difference of qualities and regulations which make him quit one

society and retire to the other.

"3. They reply, that if a Church requires that which is evil

of any member, he must forbear compliance, but yet without

separation. Thus those both in England and Scotland, who

thought kneeling at the communion unlawful, did not separate

or renounce membership on this score. On the contrary,

some of them defended the constitution of the established

Church, against those of the separation. And whereas the

Independents had argued upon a supposition of an indulgence

from the State, for gathering Churches : to this the Presby-

terians answer,

—

" 4. That the notion of separation is not to be determined

by the civil legislature ; not by acts of State, but by the word

of God. Now by this rule, the standing off with dislike from

any Church, and refusing all ordinary communion, is to separate

from such a Church.

"5. They insist, that a total disagreement from Churches,

is not necessary to make a total separation. For the most

rigid Separatists hold the same rule of worship and govern-

ment with the Presbyterians. And therefore were this lati-

tude allowed, Novatians, Donatists, and all those that stood

14
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off from Catholic communion, might shelter themselves from

the imputation of schism.

" 6. The Presbyterians argue, that if the Independents can

occasionally exercise these acts of communion with them, once

or twice, or thrice, without sinning, they cannot see any reason

why they cannot always communicate with them, without sin

:

and if so, separation and Church gathering would be unne-

cessary. To separate from these churches ordinarily and
openly, with whom we may occasionally join without sin, seems

a most unjust separation.""

To their second reason, the Dissenting brethren replied,

first, " That it was founded on this supposition, that nothing

is to be tolerated which was unlawful in the judgment of those

who are to grant the toleration." This the assembly divines

denied, and said, " they argued upon the supposition of un-

lawfulness of tolerating gatherings of Churches out of true

Churches, which the Independents have not endeavoured so

much as to prove lawful."

2. These Dissenting brethren urge farther, "that if after

all endeavours, men's consciences are unsatisfied as to com-
munion with a Church, they are then under no obligation

to continue in that communion : neither are such scrupled

Churches bound to restrain them from going off" to more unex-

840. ceptionable Churches, or if there happens to be none such, to

form a new spiritual society of their own.

To this the divines of the assembly replied, first, " that this

reasoning opened a gap for all sects to challenge the same

liberty; and, secondly, that this latitude of practice was denied

by the Churches of New England."

The Independents rallied the cause, and argued, first, " that

the abuse of the word ' schism ' has done the Church a great

deal of harm ; that the signification of it was not yet settled

by the State, nor debated by the assembly."

To this the Presbyterians return, " that if the word ' schism'

had been left out, the reasoning upon the case would have con-

tinued in the same force ; that the principle of the Independ-

ents gives countenance to perpetual divisions in the Church,

still drawing away Churches from under the rule. And what

is countenancing an unnecessary and unjust separation but

countenancing a schism ?—especially when the grounds of this
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separation may be pleaded by any erroneous conscience what- CHARLES

ever. And thus, by the same equity and parity of reasoning, v ^—

»

the Church may be broken into as many subdivisions as there

are different scruples in the minds of men."

The Independents come on once more, and insist " that this

indulgence will give countenance only to godly people*'s joining

in other congregations for their greater edification, who cannot

otherwise, without sin, enjoy all the ordinances of Christ

;

that, by such going off, they do not censure the Churches they

retire from as false, but esteem them as members of the body

of Christ, and join with them in all duties of worship as far as

they are able. And this conscientious practice, they conceive,

can neither be called schism, nor countenancing it ; and that so

deep a censure cannot be justified by Scripture, or any good

ecclesiastical authority.'"

To this the assembly-divines answered, " that this indulgence

desired is no better than a licence for perpetual division in the

Church ; and a constant revolt from the rule must be the

consequence of it : for, upon the same pretence, those who

scruple infant-baptism may withdraw from the Independent

Churches, and go off into another congregation ; and, in this

new shelter, some danger may be apprehended, and carry the

scrupling persons to a farther distance. And are these subdi-

visions and fractions in Church-government as lawful as they

may be infinite ? Or must we give that regard to erroneous

consciences as to satisfy men's scruples by so unbounded

a liberty ? Does not this plainly import that error in con-

science is a protection against schism 1

" 2. The not condemning our Churches as false," continue

the Presbyterians, " extenuates the charge of separation but a

very little : for several of the iJrownists, who have totally

separated in former times, have not condemned the Churches

they quitted as false. However, though they do not pronounce

an open and decisive sentence, their practice amounts to little

less : for the very separating supposes error and impurity in

the Churches from which they depart.

" 3. Though the Presbyterians do not pronounce all differ-

ence in judgment or inconfonnity in practice schism, provided

communion is preserved, yet they affirm that joining in con-

gregations of another communion is a plain rupture, splits a

society, and amounts to formal schism. And, if the apostle
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calls those divisions of the Church schisms, where the Chris-

tians did not disagree so far as to separate into distinct and
opposite communions, the separation desired by the Independ-

ents will lie fuller under that imputation.

" 4. They affirm, in decisive language, that scruple of con-

science is no good plea against the charge of schism. To
make the defence unexceptionable, the motives must have

more weight in them ; and the grounds of separation must
be justified from the nature of the thing'."

An ordi- To go somewhat backwards : the lords and commons at

suspending Westminster gave directions, in an ordinance, for suspending

persfmfrom
scaudalous pcrsous from the Lord's supper. The crimes are

the sacra- too loug to mention,—onlv, it may be observed, rebellion is

none of them. Persons of ill fame in any of the particulars

were to be examined by the eldership of every congregation,
Oct. 20 This ordinance concludes with a proviso, that the members of
A.D. 1645. 1 , ,

both houses, who are now members of the assembly of divines,

or any seven of them, shall be a standing committee to pro-

nounce upon the causes of suspension from the Lord's supper
Rushworth's not mentioned in this ordinance.

part 4. Some few weeks forward, we meet with another ordinance
P"

• touching the ordination of ministers.

The person to be ordained was to address himself to the

presbytery of his class. By the way, London was divided into

twelve classes of ministers ; and these divisions in the country

were proportioned to the extent of the shires.

An ordi- To go ou : the candidate for orders was to brino; the presbv-
nance tuvch- . • ^ n ^ • ^ • i

ivg ordina- tcry a testimonial of his having taken the covenant of the three

*miniiers. kingdoms, of his diligence and proficiency in his studies, what
degrees he has taken in the university, and how long he has

continued there. His age was likewise to be inquired into,

which must reach to four-and-twenty years at least. And, to

conclude, his morals and regularity of behaviour must be

particularly regarded. The rules for examining him are

these :

—

Nov. 8,
^

"1. The party examined must be dealt with in a brotherly

Id. p. 212! way, with mildness of spirit, and with special respect to the

gravity, modesty, and quality of every one.

• It was fortunate for the Church that the schism of the Presbyterians was weakened
by the schism of the Independents, and that the mischief of division was mitigated by

that of subdivision.
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" 2. He shall be examined toueliing his skill in the original Charles

tongues, and that trial to be made by reading the Hebrew and v
.

;

/

Greek Testaments, and rendering some portions of them into

Latin ; and inquiry also shall be made after his other learning,

and whether he hath skill in logic and philosophy.

" 3. What authors in divinity he hath read, and is best

acquainted with ; and trial shall be made of his knowledge in

the chief grounds of religion, and of his ability to defend the

orthodox doctrine contained in them against all unsound and

erroneous opinions, especially those of the present age ; of his

skill in the sense and meaning of such places of Scripture as

shall be proposed unto him in cases of conscience, and in the

chronology of Scripture, and of the ecclesiastical history.

" 4. If he hath not before preached in public, with approba-

tion of such as are able to judge, he shall, at a competent time

assigned him, and before the presbytery, expound such a place

as shall be given him.

" 5. He shall in a competent time also frame a discourse 841,

in Latin, upon such a common place or controversy in divinity

as shall be assigned him, and exhibit to the presbytery such

theses as express the sum thereof, and maintain a dispute upon
them.

" 6. He shall preach before the people ; the presbytery, or

some of the ministers of the word appointed by them, being

present.

" 7. The proportion of his gifts in relation to the place unto

which he is called shall be considered.

" 8. Besides the trial of his gifts in preaching, he shall un-

dergo an examination in the premises two several days or

more, if the presbytery shall judge it necessary."

After the ordination sermon, the minister that preached
was to require the person ordained to make a profession of

his belief, and the integrity of his intention in entering upon
the holy function. After this, the presbytery, or the ministers

deputed by them, were to lay their hands upon the candidate, jj. p ojo

with a short prayer or benediction.

It was resolved by the lords and commons in February
following, a choice should be made of elders throughout the

kingdom of England and Wales. On the 14th of March this An ordi-

resolution was formed into an ordinance. These elections 'Xcal"'
were to lie made by the congregation, or the major part of '''^«'»-
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such as had taken the national covenant : these electors were

neither to be minors nor servants. There was likewise a set

of persons authorized by this ordinance, called triers, who

were empowered to hear and determine all exceptions against

the legality of these elections : and here it was farther

ordained,

—

That all sentences pronounced by the majority of the triers

present (provided the number is not under seven) in each

classis, shall pass as the act of all the triers of that classis.

That the committee of the lords and commons appointed

for the judging of the scandal, shall have power to constitute

Id. Scobel's triers within the province of London, where need shall require.

fof^iel}
^^' The majority of these triers are laymen throughout the

twelve London classes. If any person under censure thought

himself injured, he had the liberty of appealing from the con-

gregational to the classical, from the classical to the provincial,

and from thence to the national assembly.

And here it may not be improper to observe that this

scheme of religion is drawn upon Erastian principles ; for the

ordinance sets forth that the congregational, classical, pro-

vincial, and national assemblies, were all of them to be subor-

dinate to the parliament.

The two houses having spent several months in drawing

proposals to be sent to his majesty touching a peace, the

Scotch commissioners excepted against part of the draught.

I shall mention only their objections relating to religion.

The Scotch As to the ordinances of the two houses concerning Church

^Mtihltwo government, they agree with them in the main : only they

houses at dcsirc that no godly minister may be excluded from being a

in'^semraV^ member of classical, provincial, and national assembhes. They

'Churcif hkewise desire the time for the ordinary meeting of the

government, national assembly may be fixed ; with a reserve of power to

the parliament to convene them when they please, and with

a liberty to the Church to meet oftener upon necessary occa-

sions.

The Scotch commissioners agree with the lords and com-

mons upon the rules concerning suspension from the sacra-

ment of the Lord's Supper ; only they desire the congrega-

tional eldership may have power to judge in cases of scandal

not expressed. This they conceived cannot be construed

lodging an arbitrary power in the Church. On the other side,

the appointing such provincial commissioners as are settled in
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the ordinance, will occasion disputes, create a disconformity CHARLES

between this and other churches ; and is a mixture in Church ^
'^ ,

government altogether without precedent. This business,

therefore, they conceive may be better managed by assembhes

of ministers and ruling elders. They likewise agree to the

ordinance for ordination of ministers ; excepting that whereas

this provision is only temporary for a twelvemonth, they desire

it may be made perpetual.

Farther, the manner of subjecting Church assembhes to the

controlment and decision of the parhament, they conceive very

liable to mistakes : the seeming exemption likewise of some

distinctions of persons from ecclesiastical censures : the ad-

ministering the sacrament to some persons against the con-

science of the ministry and eldership : these and some other

particulars are more than they understand, and may be easily

altered to a general satisfaction. As for the remainder re- April,

lating to the perpetual officers of the Church, together with ^'°' '

their respective functions ; the order and power of Church

assemblies, the directions for public repentance, the rules for

excommunication and absolution ; all these they desire may be

settled pursuant to the covenant, and with the joint advice of

the divines of both kingdoms. Rasinvoi ti).

Notwithstanding this remonstrance, the two houses were p'^OoS. et

unwilling to come under any restraints, or part with their '^'^'"'^•

spiritual empire. This aversion appeared sufficiently by a

declaration of the commons, in which they acquaint the two

kingdoms they could by no means consent to the granting an

unlimited jurisdiction to near ten thousand judicatories : that

such arbitrary sway was inconsistent with the fundamental

laws of this nation, and by necessary consequence excluded the

pai'liament from having any share in ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

Thus the two houses seem to have been afraid of the Scotch

discipline, and of being fettered too much in their interest,

their pride, or their pleasures. However, the king now broken

in the field, retiring to the Scotch array, and casting himself

upon the duty and honour of that party, the two houses

thought it necessary to come towards a compliance. The June 5.

Scotch having the advantage of the king's person in their

army, wei'e not to be too much provoked. The juncture

therefore proving somewhat unfriendly, they passed an ordi- a^i ordi-

nance for the " present settling of the presbyterian govern-
^^/f„{'^''

VOL. VIII. X
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ment without delay."" This settlement, notwithstanding,

menL"^^"^' was to Continue but three years, unless the houses thought
Whitiock's g^ ^Q prolong the term. But though this government looked
Memorials, i o on
p. 213. but somewhat precarious and short-lived, the London minis-

ters resolved to exert themselves, and practise upon the

scheme : to this purpose they published a paper, entitled,

" Certain Considerations and Cautions agreed upon by the

Ministers of London and Westminster, and within the Lines

of Communication, June the 19th, 1646, according to which

they resolve to put the presbyterial government in execution,

upon the ordinances of parliament before published.*'"'

The two houses, who resolved to go through with root and

branch work, and settle at the greatest distance from the

Church of England, ordered the assembly divines to examine

842. the Nine-and-Thirty Articles. This summary, it seems, was

thought to resemble the primitive systems too much ; or not

to come close enough to Calvin's institutions. These divines

The assem- carried their review through fourteen Articles, and with some

review^ome alterations brought them to a conformity with their own no-
qftheThirty- ^jons. But finding the rest too stubborn for their purpose,
mneArtides, o

_ ,

but break of they gave over the attempt, and pitched upon a different

takinff. scheme. They thought it more practicable to form a new

^arf'4™'^'^'
confession, than reconcile the old one. In this performance

Tkei/ make a they decree the morality of the Sunday Sabbath, pronounce
coTifcssio n

andttvo
' the popc "Antichrist," the "Son of Perdition," and the "Man

of Sin." The Calvinian rigours of absolute predestination,

irresistible grace, and the impotency of the will, are likevi'ise

intermixed. But as to the Presbyterian pretensions to eccle-

siastical authority, they fall much short of the Scotch claim.

They are so frank as to yield the civil magistrate a povA-er of

convening Church assemblies, and of superintending their pro-

ceedings, that every thing may be done agreeably to the will of

God : and thus the magistracy or civil legislature seems to be

made the last judge of controversy. But as to the indepen-

dency of the Church, the divine right of the presbyteries, and

the setting Christ upon his throne, they are altogether silent.

By their dropping these privileges, they had in all likelihood

handled the pulse of the two houses, and found their veins beat

too high to come under such a regimen.

This confession, though imperfectly drawn, was offered by

way of " humble advice to the lords and commons," for the

catechisms.
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sanction of an ordinance : that being thus fortified, it might CHARLES

pass for the doctrine of the Church of England. These v ^ ;

assembly-divines published another composition of their belief.

It is called the " Larger Catechism," and is upon the matter

little more than giving another dress to their Confession ; it

is put in the form of questions and answers, to make it pass,

it may be, for something new under this disguise. But being

somewhat too bulky to be taught in schools, and possibly too

difficult for children to deal with, it was afterwards contracted

to an epitome, called the " Lesser Catechism," and recom-

mended to public use as more instructive than that in the

Common Prayer. He^viin.

It has been already observed, the two houses spent some divivus,

time in drawing proposals, to be sent to the king at Newcastle. P' '^^^

When this business was finished, the earls of Pembroke and

Suffolk, with four members of the commons, were made com-

missioners. I shall only mention two or three of the articles.

The king was desired to swear and sign the solemn league and

covenant, and enjoin the taking of it in all his dominions :

that a bill might pass for abolishing all archbishops, bishops,

&;c. : that the assembly of divines might be confirmed, and

reformation settled on the foot of the covenant. The king

demurring to these points, Henderson above-mentioned came
If"*^'^?'^]^'*

to Newcastle, and importuned his majesty to satisfy the two part. 4.

houses. The king alleging his conscience would not give him 'rhe'k'ing

leave for such a length of concession, there passed some
Xtsmi''dc

papers between them on the subject of Church government. f>ate the cm.-

To give the reader part of the argument. amrch

The king in his first paper declares, " that no one thing gave
^i^^scverai^

him a greater reverence for the reformation of his mother the papers.

Church of England, than that it was done according to the First Paper,

Apostles' practice, ' neither with multitude nor tumult.' That j^g]^
"^'

it was managed within the forms of the constitution, and ^^ts xxiv.

governed by those whom his majesty conceived ought to have

the conduct of such an affair : that this advantage, amongst

many other reasons, made his majesty believe the work was

perfect as to essentials : and as to Church government, his

majesty observes the English Reformation has kept close to

apostolical appointment, and the universal custom of the pri-

mitive Church. That therefore the adhering to episcopacy is

of the last importance : that by altering the form of the

x2
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hierarchy, the priesthood must sink, and the sacraments be

administered without effect. For these reasons his majesty

conceives episcopacy necessary to the being of a Church : and,

over and above, he is bound by his coronation oath, to support

the Church in the condition he found it. And, lastly, he de-

sires to know of Henderson ' what warrant there is in the word

of God, for subjects to endeavour to force their king's con-

science ? or to make him alter laws against his will V
"

Henderson's Hondersou, after some introduction of respect, answers

June iT^'
" what the king offered from his father's example, and his own

^^'^^- '

education, by putting him in mind of a saying of St. Ambrose,

' Non est pudor ad meliora transire ;" that it is neither sin

nor shame to change for the better. That Symmachus, in his

harangue for the Pagan religion, argues from the topics of an-

tiquity and the constitution: that resembling reasons were

urged by the Jews against Christianity, and may be made use

of by the court of Rome against the Reformation." Hender-

son, being sensible the king might take this for begging the

question, endeavours to come a little closer. " He wishes re-

ligion was always, when occasion required, reformed by the

civil magistrate; and not left either to the prelates or the

people. However, he will have it, that when princes are neg-

ligent, God stirs up the subject to perform this work. He

allows that Jacob reformed his own family ; that Moses de-

stroyed the golden calf; that the good kings of Judah reformed

the Church in their time. But that such reformation was

perfect, he will by no means allow. And for this point he

instances the imperfect essays of Asa, Jehosaphat, and Heze-

kiah, compared with what was carried on by their successor

Josiah. From hence he proceeds to arraign the Reformation

of king Henry VIII. That it was extremely defective in the

essentials of doctrine, worship, and government; that the

supremacy was transferred from one wrong head to another.;

and that all the limbs of the antichristian hierarchy were

visible in the body. He cites a saying of Grosted, bishop of

Lincoln, that reformation was not to be expected, ' nisi in ore

gladii cruentandi ;' he calls this a hard saying, but not without

some reserve of approbation. That the Laodicean lukewarm-

ness in the English Reformation, had been the constant com-

plaint of many of the godly in this kingdom : that it had

occasioned more schism and separation than was ever heard of
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elsewhere ; and been matter of unspeakable grief to other Charles

Churches. That it is hoped the glory of this great work is re- ^
[^

,

served for his majesty : and his soul trembles to think

what the consequence may be, if this opportunity should

be neglected. And here he takes the freedom to glance a

menacing text in Esther upon the king. XZ
" As to the king's argument, that the force of the priest's 843.

character, and by consequence the benefit of the sacraments,

must be lost in the abolition of episcopacy, he replies, first,

that episcopacy cannot make out a claim to apostolical ap-

pointment ; that, when the apostles were Hving, there was no

modern difference between a bishop and a presbyter, no ine-

quality in power or degree, but an exact parity in every branch

of their character ; that the apostles, describing the functions

of Church-officers, make no mention, either expressly or by

implication, of a pastor or bishop superior to other pastors

;

that, in the ministry of the New Testament, there is a beauti-

ful subordination, one kind of ministers are placed in degree

and dignity before another, as the apostles first, the evangelists,

pastors, &c. ; but, in offices of the same rank and kind, we do

not find," continues this gentleman, " that one had any odds of

power or preference in degree before another. For instance,

no apostle is constituted superior to other apostles, no evange-

list is raised above another evangelist, nor has any deacon

a priority above others in that order. Why, then, must we

suppose a particularity in the character of a pastor, and that

one pastor should have some essential prerogatives and juris-

diction above another \ That, in matters of discipline or

Church-censures, our Saviour's direction, ' Tell it to the

Church,' refers to the congregation, and not to the bishop.

" Farther : he humbly desires his majesty to take notice,

that arguing from the practice of the primitive Church and the

universal consent of the Fathers is not without a fallacy ; that

the Papists support their traditions by such reasoning ; that

the law and the testimony must be the rule ; besides, the

practice of the universal Church for many years cannot cer-

tainly be known ; that Eusebius, as this divine misrcports

him, confesses as much ; that, in the apostles' time, Diotre-

phcs moved for the pre-eminence, and the 'mystery of iniquity

beoan to work ;' that, afterwards, ambition in some and weak-

ness in others made way for a change in Church-government

;
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but that all the learned and godly in those early ages gave in

to such an alteration, is more than can be proved.

" This divine takes it for granted his majesty will not deny
the lawfulness of the ministry and the due administration of the

sacraments in the reformed Churches, in Churches where there

are no diocesan bishops ; that it is not only evident from
Scripture, but confessed by many of the strongest champions
for episcopacy, that presbyters may ordain presbyters ; and
that baptisms, administered by a midwife or a lay-person, and
by a presbyter not ordained by a bishop, are by no means one

and the same thing."

To disengage his majesty from his coronation-oath, as far as

it relates to the Church, he conceives the formal reason of the

oath ceases, and by consequence the obligation is discharged.

To make this reasoning bear in the application, he observes,

" that when an oath has a special regard to the benefit of

those to whom the engagement is made, if the parties inter-

ested relax upon the point, dispense with the promise, and
give up their advantage, the obligation is at an end. Thus,

for instance, when the parliaments of both kingdoms have

agreed to the repealing a law, the king's conscience is not

tied against signing the bill, otherwise the legislature would be

bound to the present establishment, and the altering any law

would be impracticable. But if the king objects the matter of

the oath is unchangeable, he refers his majesty to what has

been offered upon the former head."

The King's The king, in his second paper, " conceives Henderson's

Paper, precedents from the Old Testament are no evidence that

1646^' ^^y reformation is lawful, unless under the conduct of the

regal authority ; and that Henry VIIL's reformation being

imperfect, is no proof of any defects of that carried on by

king Edward and queen Elizabeth ; that Henderson cannot

prove ' God has ever given the multitude leave to refomi the

negligence of princes f and that this divine must grant there is

a great difference between permission and approbation ; that

Henderson has failed in his promise, and not assigned any

reason for refining upon the Reformation since queen Eliza-

beth's time : that it was well he called Grosthead's sentence a

hard saying, for the doctrine held forth in it has a very ill

complexion ; that his comparing our Reformation to the Laodi-

cean lukewarmness, and citing remonstrances in proof of it, is
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but an unhandsome way of begging the question ; for his busi- CHARLES

ness was, first, to make out that those men had reason to v ;

complain, and that the schism was to be charged upon the

conformists ; that he ought to have left the apostolical institu-

tion of episcopacy to have been made good by his majesty.

However, if he could have proved the presbyterian government

practised in the primitive times, the performance had been

considerable. On the other hand, the king denies this Church-

government was ever set up before Calvin's time, and leaves

the proof of the affirmative to Henderson ; that it was his

majesty's business to show the lawfulness, the uninterrupted

succession, and by consequence the necessity, of episcopacy

;

that, in order to this, the convenience of books, and the

assistance of such learned men as his majesty could trust,

would be requisite ; and that, therefore, Henderson's decUn-

ing a conference with divines nominated by the king might

prove a loss of time.

" And whereas Henderson pretended a fallacy in reasoning

from the ' practice of the primitive Church and the universal

consent of the Fathers ;' his majesty conceives his exception

indefensible : for, if the sense of a doubtful place of Scripture

is not to be governed by such an authority, it will necessarily

follow that the interpretation of the Inspired Writings must

be left to the discretion of every private spirit ; that this

liberty contradicts St. Peter's doctrine, is the source of all "- ret. i. 20.

sects, and, without prevention, will bring these kingdoms to

confusion ; that the affirming an argument faulty because the

Papists use it, or to justify a practice because it is the custom

of the reformed Churches, is no satisfaction to his majesty,

unless Henderson can prove the latter infallible and always in

the right, and the former always in the wrong; and that

Diotrephes's ambition (who directly opposed the apostle

St. John) can be an argument against episcopacy, was alto-

gether unintelligible."

His majesty proceeds, and urges, " that it was Henderson's

part to make good that presbyters without a bishop may law-

fully ordain other presbyters. As to baptism, though his §44.
majesty conceives nobody will affirm a woman can lawfully

administer this sacrament, yet, when it is done, he believes

the performance will have its effect. And, as to the holy
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eucharist, Henderson cannot deny a lawful presbyter's being

absolutely necessary for that celebration.

" As to Henderson"'s discourse concerning the obligation of

oaths, the king is contented to allow his principles, and be

governed by his rule. But then he proves this divine is mis-

taken in stating the case and applying the general reasoning

:

for, if it is inquired for whose benefit the clause touching

religion in the coronation-oath was made, the answer must be,

it was made only to the Church of England. And, for the

truth of the fact, the king appeals to the record ; that it is not

in the power of the two houses of parliament to discharge the

obligation of this oath ; that this Church never made any sub-

mission to the two houses, nor owned herself subordinate to

them ; that the Reformation was managed by the king and

the clergy, and that the parliament assisted only in giving

a civil sanction to the ecclesiastical establishment. These

points being all clear to his majesty, it follows, by necessary

consequence, that it is only the Church of England, in whose

favour he took the oath, that can release him from it ; and

that, therefore, when the Church of England lawfully assem-

bled shall declare his majesty discharged, he shall then, and

not till then, reckon himself at liberty."

Henderson's Hcndcrson, in his reply to this second paper, lays it down
Paper, for a principle, with respect to reformation, " that the prime

1646. reforming power is in kings and princes ; that, in case they

fail, this authority devolves upon the inferior magistracy ; and

that, upon their failure in this duty, the right descends upon

the body of the people ; that this principle stands upon the

supposition that a reformation is necessary, and that the

people''s superiors will by no means give leave to the progress

of it ; that it is granted such a reformation is more imperfect

with respect to the instruments and manner of process, and

yet commonly more perfect and refined with reference to the

product and issue ; that the testimonies of Jewel and Bilson,

tW'O famous English bishops, might be produced to prove that

the tumults in Scotland, at the time of the Reformation, were

to be charged upon the opposition of the Papists, and not

upon the nobility or people who appeared against error and

superstition ; that, whether the English Reformation was

begun in king Henry VIII. 's time or not, it was left unfi-
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nished by queen Elizabeth ; the father stirred the humours CHARLES

of the disease, but neither the son nor the daughter discharged > ^^ j

them thoroughly,

" He attempts to make good the exceptions in his first

letter, that the government of the Church of England is not

' built on the foundation of Christ and the apostles,' He
argues, this cannot be denied by those who confess Church-

government mutable and ambulatory ; that the majority of

the English bishops were formerly of this opinion ; that they

were contented to act under the authority of princes ; and that

the jure divino privilege was not pleaded till lately by some

few ; that the English Reformation ' has not perfectly purged

out the Roman leaven ; that it has depraved the discipline of

the Church by conforming to the civil polity ;"* that it has

added many supplemental Church-offices to those instituted by

the Son of God ; that such additions are no less unlawful than

the suppressing offices warranted by divine institutions,

" Henderson insists, that in his Answer to the King's First

Paper, he brought several reasons to prove that a bishop and

presbyter were terms equivalent in Scripture ; and that by

consequence, there was no difference in the office. And
whereas the king averred, that Presbyterian government was

never practised before Calvin's time ; he endeavours to disable

this assertion, by the answer given by the reformed to a

question commonly put by the Papists. For when those of

the Roman Communion ask the Protestants, where their

Church was before Luther I one part of the answer is, that

' it is to be found in Scripture.' The same may be affirmed

of Presbyterian government. In proof of this point, the

assembly of divines at AVestminstcr have made it evident,

that the primitive Church at Jerusalem was governed by a

presbytery. In order to the proof of this, they made it

appear,

" First. That the Church of Jerusalem consisted of more
congregations than one : that this is evident from the multi-

tude of believers, from the number of apostles, and other

preachers there, and from the diversity of languages among
the faithful.

" Secondly. That all these congregations were combined

under one Presbyterial govei-nment : that with reference to

government, they made no more than a single Church ; that 26.

*
"' " "
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this Church was governed by elders of the same body, who
met together for functions of authority : and that the apostles

themselves, in the Church assemblies, acted not in the quality

Acts XV. of apostles, but only as elders : that they stated the question,

argued on the level, and waved their apostolical privilege. That

the same Presbyterian government was settled in the Churches

of Ephesus, Corinth, Thessalonica, &c. living the apostles.

That this form of government continued many years after :

and that at last, when one of the presbytery presided over the

rest with the style of bishop, even then, as St. Jerome affirms,

' Churches were governed with the joint consent of the pres-

bytery ; and that it was custom, rather than Divine appoint-

ment, which raised a bishop above a presbyter.'

" To his majesty's argument, that where the meaning of the

Scripture is doubtful, the practice of the primitive Church and

the general consent of the Fathers ought to determine the

sense ; that, unless this rule is admitted, the interpretation of

Scripture must be left to private spirits ;—to disentangle this

difficulty, Henderson replies, that, notwithstanding the decrees

of general councils and the resolutions of the Fathers upon any

point, a liberty must be left for a judgment of discretion

;

that this assertion is sufficiently proved by bishop Davenant,

not to name any others, in his book ' De Judice Controver-

siarum ;' that, notwithstanding all the pretensions from the

Fathers, a bishop's having the sole power of ordination and

jurisdiction can never be found in the earliest antiquity. To
this he subjoins, that many of the Fathers, not knowing what

they did, brought that anti-Christ to the birth which was con-

ceived in the apostles' time ; that, for this reason, they are by

845, no means qualified to pronounce upon the hierarchy ; and that,

on the other side, there have been great discoveries of truth

since the Reformation ; and that many mysterious things

concerning anti-Christ and his train have been brought to

light.

"To prove presbyters may ordain other presbyters, without

1 Tim. iv. a bishop, he cites St. Paul's advice to Timothy :
' Neglect not

the gift that is in thee, which was given thee by prophecy,

with the laying on the hands of the presbytery.' And here he

observes, that in the New Testament, the word presbytery

always signifies the persons, and not the office. And granting

the functions of bishop and presbyter were distinct, it does
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not follow that the authority and force of the presbyter's eha- Charles

racter was derived from the bishop. For were not the Evan- v ; ,

gelists inferior to the Apostles? However, notwithstanding

this disparity, they received their commission from Christ, and

not from the Apostles. The same may be affirmed of the

seventy disciples, who were immediately authorized by our

Saviour. It is true, St. Jerom puts the question with some

advantage to the bishop where he says, ' quid facit, excepta

ordinatione, episcopus, quod non facit presbyter V But then Epist. ad

this Father proves in the same place, from Scripture, that

episcopus and presbyter are equipollent terms ; and therefore,

when he makes ordination the bishops'* peculiar, he refers to

after-custom, and the innovations of succeeding ages.

" Upon the head concerning the king's coronation oath, this

divine declines dilating any farther : he is likewise unwilling to

enter upon the question concerning the seat of ecclesiastical

supremacy. But, after this reservedness, he makes no scruple

to declare, that such a headship as the kings of England have

claimed ; such a supremacy as the two houses of parliament

insist on ; i. e. an authority to receive appeals from the eccle-

siastical judicature, upon the score of their being paramount

to the Church in things purely spiritual ; such a supremacy as jj^ ^^Hg ^

this he utterly disclaims. After this, upon recollection, he ]'!
'^'« fa'""

returns to the oath. And here he cannot conceive how the ordination.

clergy of the Church of England are, or ought to be, princi-

pally intended in the coronation oath : for granting they were

then reckoned the representative Church, yet, even under this

notion, they ought to be governed by the interest of the

Church collective : for the maxim of salus populi being suprema

lex, will bring the point to this resolution. And, upon this

principle, the alterations were made in the Church of Scotland.

And if nothing of this kind can be warrantably done without

the assent of the clergy, what reformation can be expected in

France, in Spain, or in Rome itself ? It is not to be imagined

the pope, or the prelates, ' will consent to their own ruin.""

"

His majesty had taken occasion to say, " That if his father,

king James, had been consulted upon the question of force and

resistance, he would have answered, that ' prayers and tears are

the Church's weapons.' Granting this thing, replies this

divine, it is neither acceptable to God, nor serviceable for

princes, to force the Church to make use of those arms. And
14
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here he takes the freedom to deelai'e, ' he could never hear a

reason to prove a necessary defensive war, a war against

unjust violence, unlawful.''

"

To the king's question, What warrant there was in the

w^ord of God for subjects endeavouring to force their king"'s

conscience ? He answers, by flourishing with several distinc-

tions, unnecessary to mention, and at last concludes, " That as

long as a man''s conscience is mistaken, he lies under a neces-

sity of doing amiss. The way therefore to disentangle himself,

is to get his understanding better informed ; not to move till

he has struck a light, and made a farther discovery. For that

such an erroneous conscience is part of the old man, which we
are commanded to put off"."

The King's The king, in his answer to this second paper, " dissents from

Paper, Hcndersou touching the seat of the reforming power. His ma-

1646
' jssty grants, where a general council cannot be had, independent

kingdoms may reform themselves : and that this truth is fully

proved by archbishop Laud, in his book against Fisher. But

that the inferior magistracy and people have any such autho-

rity, is more than Henderson has proved. If this point can be

proved by Scripture, his majesty is ready to submit. But
Henderson's instances out of the Old Testament rather con-

firm the king in his own opinion : all those reformations being

made by princes : that if God had approved a reformation in

subjects, there were occasions enough in Palestine, from the

immorality of several kings, to have brought on such prece-

Cap. xvi. dents. But the history in Numbers is a clear evidence of

God's disapproving such methods. That this pretended power

of the people must either be w^arranted by direct commission,

or subsequent approbation : that when God Almighty's plea-

sure in favour of the people's reforming can be proved, his

majesty will acquiesce : but that all other arguments are wide

of the purpose. That private men's opinions, disjoined from

the general consent of the Church, signify httle. That ' rebels

never want writers to maintain their revolt.' That though his

majesty has a regard for Jewel's memory, he never thought

him infallible : as for Bilson, he very well remembers what

opinion the king his father had of the bishop ; and that he

showed hira some favour, in hopes he might retract his sin-

gularities.

" As to episcopal government, his majesty is ready to prove
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it an apostolical institution ; and that it has been handed CHARLES

down through all ages and countries till Calvin's time. And he >^
'^ >

offers either to make good this point, or yield the argument,

as soon as he is furnished with books, or such divines as he

shall make choice of. That Henderson has fallen short in

proving the Church of England ' not built upon the foundation

of Christ and his Apostles."* For supposing the English

bishops had confessed Church government mutable and ambu-

latory, Henderson's inferences would not follow. And, se-

condly, the king is confident it cannot be proved that most

of these prelates maintained this walking position : for their

being contented with the constitution of the Church, and the

authority and munificence of princes, falls much short of evi- So Hender-

dence. That the charge of our retaining the Roman leaven, is pressed Mm-

nothing; but bare affirmation. That the accommodating; the *^^-^'",^**

... . . . . .
Secojid

Church discipline to the civil constitution, should imply a de- Pajjer.

praving it, his majesty denies : and avers, on the other hand,

that without some degree of such conformity, the flourishing

of the Church would be impracticable. His majesty proceeds,

and tells Henderson, he would do well to show where our 846.

Saviour has prohibited the addition of more Church officers

than those named by hira. And more than that, he is not

apprized that the Church of England has offered at any supple-

ment of this kind : for an archbishop is only a distinction in the

order of government, and not a new officer : and the same

may be affirmed of the rest. And of this kind there are seve-

ral now in Scotland, which Henderson will not condemn ; as the

' Moderators of Assemblies,' and others.

" The king denies that bishop and presbyter always import

the same thing in Scripture : and that when they do, it must

be remembered it was in the apostles' time. Now his majesty

believes himself able to prove the order of bishops succeeded

that of the apostles : and that the title was altered, and the

name of apostle dropped, chiefly in regard to those who were

immediately chosen by our Saviour. As for the antiquity of

Presbyterian government, his majesty is surprised the assem-

bly divines should understand the history of this matter better

than Eusebius. And here he puts Henderson in mind, that

in his first paper it was affirmed, the records of the primitive

times were dark, and that it was very difficult to come at

matter of fact. But it is objected there were several congre-
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gations in Jerusalem. What follows from thence V continues

the king: "are there not a great many parishes in one diocese?

But the apostles met those of inferior orders for acts of

government. AVhat then? do not the deans and chapters,

nay, do not the inferior clergy, many times, assist the bishops ?

The king presses farther, and takes it for granted, that Hen-
derson will not be so hardy as to affirm an equality between

the apostles and other presbyters : and yet unless this point

can be made good, the arguments for Presbyterian parity are

inconclusive. And if this divine can say no more for the

Churches of Corinth, Ephesus, Thessalonica, &c. than he has

done for that of Jerusalem, it will make no impression upon

his majesty. As for St. Jerome, it is well known he was no

great friend to bishops : however, take him altogether, he

makes a plain distinction between the power of a bishop and

a presbyter, by the confession of Henderson himself. The
truth is, this father was of a warm temper, and angry with

those who seemed to maintain a parity between deacons and

priests.

" The king, for settling the sense of controverted places in

Scripture, had appealed to the practice of the primitive

Church, and the general consent of the fathers. That Hen-
derson ought either to submit to the authority of these judges,

or find out better. That he has done neither, nor yet shown

how by declining these authorities, the mischief of interpreting

Scripture by a private spirit can be prevented. The king

confesses, that in case he cannot prove from antiquity, that

ordination and jurisdiction are peculiar branches of authority

belonging to bishops, distinct from presbyters, he shall then

begin to suspect the truth of his principles. As for bishop

Davenant's testimony, he refuses to be determined by that

prelate. And to Henderson"'s exception to the fathers, he

takes it for begging of the question. And those great dis-

coveries of secrets, unknown to former ages, he looks upon as

no better than fancy, and modern invention, till they are

farther proved. As for Church ambition, the grasping at the

papacy is not the only instance of it. An endeavour to be

independent of kings, is, in his majesty's opinion, no argument

of humility. And it is possible that papal privilege and pre-

tensions in a multitude, may be as dangerous as when lodged in

a single person.
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" And whereas Henderson had nrged the precedent of CHARLES

foreign reformed churches in favour of presbytery ; the king <
',

'

answers, that as he is no judge over these reformed societies,

so neither does he undertake to censure them : that necessity

may excuse many things, which would be otherwise unlawfuh

But for a clearer answer to this matter, he makes no scruple

to declare, that he does not value any thing the more for its

being done by a particular church : but esteems that church

most, which makes the nearest approach to the primitive doc-

trine and discipline : that he believes the Church of England

stands recommended with this advantage, which is the reason

he has so great a regard for her communion. His majesty

proceeds to observe, that Henderson has failed in proving that

presbyters may lawfully concern themselves in ordinations

without a bishop. That it is plain from the New Testament,

that St. Paul had a share in St. Timothy"s ordination. That o Tim. ,. i.

notwithstanding the seventy had their power inmiediately from ''•

Christ, it is evident our Saviour makes a plain distinction

between the twelve apostles and the rest of the disciples. Mark iii. 1.5.

^
. Ill- Luke VI. 1,1.

" As to the obligation of the coronation oath, the king

replies, that though the design of this solemn engagement was

for the benefit of the Church collective : does it therefore

follow he can be dispensed, without the consent of the repre-

sentative body ? This can no more be done, than the laity

without doors can discharge him from any oaths taken for

their advantage, without the concurrence of the two houses.

As for the pretended irapracticableness of reformation upon

the king's principles, his majesty thinks it sufficient to let him

know, that ' incommodura non solvit argumentum.' To the

point of a defensive war against the supreme magistrate ; as

his majesty owns it a great sin for any prince to oppress the

Church, so on the other side, he holds it absolutely unlawful

for subjects to make war (though defensively) against their

lawful sovereign, upon any pretence whatsoever : and that

nothing less than plain proofs from Scripture, can make him

depart from this opinion. And that in discourses upon this

head, instances, no less than comparisons, are odious."

" Mr. Henderson, in his third paper, waves most of the Henderson's

points of controversy discussed before, desires to change the p!["g^

method a little, and settle the rule for determining the debate -^''ne 2,

touching Church polity. And here he lays down his raajesty*'s
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principles, that is, the practice of the primitive Church, and

the universal consent of the fathers : these grounds of anti-

quity, perpetual succession, general consent of the fathers, and

the universal practice of the primitive Church, are his ma-

jesty's grounds for maintaining episcopacy, and interpreting

doubtful places of Scripture. And here the king falls in ex-

actly with St. Austin, where he very reasonably infers, ' quod

universa tenet ecclesia, nee a concilio institutum sed semper

retentum est, non nisi authoritate apostolica traditum, rectis-

847. sime creditur.' Henderson allows that the colours of truth lie

very strong upon this argument at the first view ; and does not

wonder at its making an impression upon a modest temper.

But Avhen it is thoroughly examined, he conceives it will be

found of no great weight. For, in the first place, he affirms

there is no such primitive testimony, no such universal con-

sent, in proof of the modern episcopacy ; there being a great

number of the fathers who assert that a bishop and presbyter

This asser- are of the same order. After having premised this, he offers
iioit Of ti€^i~

dersons is a scvcral Considerations to combat the principle, and disable the
nmtace.

authority of the primitive Church. He pretends the adhering

to St. Austin's rule, resting so much upon ancient practice.

Catholic tradition, and the writings of the fathers, has opened

a passage to many dangerous errors, and proved a mighty

hinderance to reformations.

" He proceeds, and observes, first, that some lay down two

rules for determining controversy, the word of G-od, and anti-

quity. These two grounds, called canonical authority and

Catholic tradition, are received with equal veneration by the

Papists : others make Scripture the only rule, and antiquity

the authentic interpreter. Now he thinks this latter division

of Christians most mistaken ; for the Papists bring tradition

no farther than to an equality of regard with the inspired

writings. Bnt the others set up a ground of belief even above

the Scriptures ; for the interpretation of the fathers must be

the Storf, the very formal reason why we believe the Scripture

interpretable in such a sense : and thus, contrary to the

Apostles' doctrine, ' men shall have dominion over our faith

:

, and our faith must stand in the wisdom of men, and not in the

2 Cor. i. 24. power of God.' And Scripture must be of private interpreta-

^^ ."'
„^ tion : though St. Peter assures us, ' prophecy came not in old

21.
' time by the will of man.' And, by this reasoning, as Tertul-

'
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lian speaks, ' nisi homini Deus placiierit, Deus non erit :' God CHARLES

must stand to man's courtesy for his deity. ^
\

,

" Secondly, That Scripture cannot be authentically inter-

preted but by Scripture, is plain from Scripture itself. Thus

the Levites (as this gentleman argues) made the law its own

interpreter, and had recourse only to one part of Scripture for

expounding another. Neh. vin. 8.

" Thus our Saviour, for a precedent against error, detected

the devil's abuse of the inspired writings, and gave the true

sense of Scripture, by explaining one text by another : ho

compared Scripture with Scripture, without alleging the

authority of the Rabbins. This was likewise the Apostles' Matt. iv. 4.

method : and thus St. Peter exhorts us to compare the clear

light of the apostolical writings with the more obscure disco-

veries of the prophets : and when we apply for direction to the 2 Pet. i. 19.

fathers, we had need be very cautious not to charge the Scrip-

tures with obscurity or imperfection.

" Thirdly, The fathers themselves maintain that Scripture

is not to be interpreted but by Scripture. But for this point

he only cites a single testimony from TertuUian :
' Surge, Veri-

tas, ipsas Scripturas tuas interpretare quam consuetudo non

novit ; nam si nosset, non e.sset.'

" Fourthly, He pretends some errors have passed under the

shelter of antiquity and tradition ; and here he offers seve-

ral instances : for example, the error of free-will began witii

Justin Martyr, and continued till the Reformation ; though

he grants it was rejected by St. Austin : and so, as he goes

on, was the divine right of episcopacy contradicted by others.

Farther, it was universally held by the ancients that tlie saints

departed were not admitted to the beatific vision till the re-

surrection : the same may be said of the Millennaries' doctrine.

And, which, he thinks, comes closer to the question in hand,

the ancients were lamentably mistaken touching Antichrist :

and that tlic mystery of iniquity, though the fathers seem not

sen.sible of it, began to work in the Apostles' days. Many
other instances, he thinks, may be brought to prove the uni-

versal practice of the Church no safe ground to rely on : and
particularly that the ancient ceremonies in baptism and the-

liturgies ; the forming of the spnholum aj)ostolicum, the ob-

serving annivensary and weekly festivals and fasts, are all un-

VOI,. VIII. Y
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2 Chron.
xii. ].

Gal. i. 6.

warranted by the Apostles. To take off the surprise of so

sudden a defection in the primitive Church ; to give a more
intelHgible account of their going off thus early from aposto-

lical purity, he endeavours,

—

"In the fifth place, to give parallel instances in the Old

Testament. He observes the Israelites, in the short interval

of Moses' absence, debauched their religion, and fell into hor-

Exod.xxxii. riblc idolatry. Thus, soon after the death of Joshua and his

contemporary elders, the next generation revolted from their

Judges ii. 7. law, ' and did evil in the sight of the Lord.' Soon after the

building of the temple, and settling the priests' courses by

David and Solomon, the worship of God was polluted with

idolatry. ' When Rehoboam had established the kingdom, and

strengthened himself, he forsook the law of the Lord, and all

Israel with him.' And thus in the New Testament the

Apostle expostulates with the Galatians, ' and wonders they

are so soon removed unto another Gospel.' From all these

instances, he infers we have no reason to be surprised there

should be a sudden defection in matters of discipline ; espe-

cially since this mischief began to operate in the Apostles'

time. He grants it is commonly believed the Church was
most remarkable for purity and perfection in those centuries

which came nearest the apostolical age : but thinks this opin-

ion not well supported.

" Sixthly, He insists that the universal consent and prac-

tice of the primitive Church is impossible to be known : that

many of the fathers were no authors ; that many of their

tracts are lost, which might possibly have disagreed with those

extant ; that many performances which go under their names
are counterfeit, especially upon the subject of episcopacy : and

that the rule of St. Austin, above-mentioned, favours tradition

too much, and is not to be admitted withovit caution and

restraint."

His majesty, in his answer to this last paper of Henderson,

closes with his method, and " agrees with him in beginning

with the settling of the rule. He puts him in mind of his

offering a judge to determine the controversy ; but that Hen-
derson had neither agreed to the reference, nor directed to a

better umpire. As for Scripture, though no man can rever-

ence it more, or resign farther to it than his majesty ; yet

The King's

Fourth
P.aper,

July 3,

1646.
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when Henderson and himself differ about the interpretation of CHARLES

a text, it is necessary for them to apply to some rule to settle ^ .1

the sense. And that without compromising the matter thus 848.

far, it is impossible the dispute should be determined. For

instance, the king charges Henderson with misapplying

2 Cor. i. 24. His majesty cannot imagine how his principles

give other men dominion over his faith, when he makes them

only serviceable to support his reason. And which way

1 Oor. ii. 5, can be turned to this purpose, is farther than he

understands. For here St. Paul's design is only to mark the

difference between human rhetoric and the demonstration of

the Spirit : as for interpreting Scripture, this Apostle gives no

directions for that through the whole chapter. It is true St.

Peter does. But here the king conceives the advantage lies 2 Pet. i. 20,

on his side. For since no prophecy or Scripture is of private

interpretation, his majesty infers,

—

" 1. That Scripture is to be interpreted, otherwise the word

private would have been omitted by the Apostle.

" 2. That the Catholic Church being the surest guide, and

the most public authority, ought to be appealed to when the

meaning of the Holy Ghost is contested.

" And though Scripture is best interpreted by itself, when

parallel places occur, and the case will bear it, does it follow

from hence that all other methods are unlawful i And thus,

since the king and Henderson differ about the meaning of the

Scripture, his majesty concludes there must be a rule, or a

judge between them, to give force to their proofs, to make
their arguments bear, and put an end to the controversy."

Thus far his majesty's fourth paper. In his fifth he

engages Henderson's " Six Considerations," and disproves his

reasoning.

" To the first his majesty answers, that overflourishing the His Ma-

authority of tradition is no argument against the serviceable- ^l

ness of it : for, though some ignorant fellows should assert the ^q^,
'''

power of presbyters too far, and overstrain their character,

would this be a good reason for lessening the regard due

to them ? By parity of inference," continues the king, " why

may not I safely maintain the interpretation of the Fathers a

most excellent support of my opinion l ^V'^hy may not I

depend thus far upon the ancients, though some extravagant

Y 2

esty's Fiftli

aper,
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people exceed in their reliance, and resolve their faith into this

principle 1

" Henderson's second and third considerations, that Scrip-

ture ought to be interpreted by Scripture, hath been answered
already.

" To the fourth his majesty replies, that to charge the

practice of the universal Church with error, is a verv bold

undertaking : and, unless the article can be made good by
clear places of Scripture, Henderson is much to be blamed for

this freedom : that this divine mistakes matter of fact, and
that the controversy touching free-will was never yet decided

by any general council ; that, to call the customs and dis-

cipline of the Catholic Church errors, is an unpardonable

presumption, unless the charge can be proved from Holy
Scripture ; and that it is not sufficient to say such rites

in baptism, forms of prayer, observation of festivals, &c., are

not expressly warranted by the apostles. This is no good

exception. Those who object to these ancient rites and

customs must prove such usages are plainly unlawful by the

apostles' doctrine : otherwise, if the objections come short

of this evidence, the practice of the Church is enough in

all reason to warrant the custom. And, upon this ground

of the Church's tradition, his majesty will believe the Apostles'

Creed was formed by those inspired writers, till other unques-

tionable authors can be assigned.

" To Henderson's sixth consideration his majesty opposes

the axiom of ' A posse ad esse, non valet consequentia,' or

that there is no good reasoning from possibility to matter

of fact ; that the instances of defection, brought both from

the Old and New Testament, were marked at their rise,

and complained of when they appeared.

" Farther : his majesty denies it is impossible to discover

the universal consent and understand the practice of the

primitive Church ; and that all the reasons advanced to the

contrary prove no farther than caution, and are only motives

against over-forward belief. His majesty concludes with re-

peating this remarkable sentence, that, notwithstanding he

never esteemed any authority equal to the Scriptures, yet

he believes the unanimous consent of the Fathers, and the

universal practice of the primitive Church, the best and most
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authentic interpreters of God's Word ; and, by consequence, CHARLES

the best qualified judges between himself and Henderson." » ^l .

Reliquiae

Sacra! Ca-

Thus I have reported the substance of the debate ; and, on '"'j^"'^'

which side the victory lies, shall be left to the reader. By his dcinc.

majesty""s manner, one would almost have thought he had lain

under no mortification ; that the rebellion had been crushed

;

and that his affairs had been in the easiest posture imaginable.

He discovers no marks of dejection or disturbance. He lays

down solid principles, looks through Henderson's discourse

with great penetration, attacks him in his main strength,

and argues with force and perspicuity ; and all this without

being furnished with common convenience, without books

or divines to assist him. Besides, his majesty engaged no

ordinary champion : for, to give Henderson his due, he was a

person of learning, elocution, and judgment ; he made the best

of his way, and seems to have been the top of his party. It was

credibly reported, as the learned Heylin relates, that Hender- Henderson

son's being worsted in the controversy, threw him into a deep ^EdMnirgh,

melancholy, which ended in a mortal distemper. Some say he '^^^^^^'^
b

died a convert to his majesty, and that he did him the justice P- 477.

of an extraordinary character in managing a debate of this

nature. The English commissioners being informed how well

his majesty had performed against Henderson, declined engag-

ing in any dispute, and only desired his answer to their propo-

sitions ; but these were so unreasonable, the king could give

them no satisfaction.

In October following, the two houses at Westminster made An onii-

an ordinance for abolishing the name, dignity, and function oVc^i^^iWing

all archbishops and bishops, alienating their lands, and settling
^[^'I'/ff'"^''^)

them in trustees ; and, not long after, ordered them to be «'//% their

sold for the payment of debts, and discharging the public

faith. And thus the Presbyterian preachers, who had mis- Scoi.cirs

reported the king in their pulpits, given thanks for sham foL ;lo, lool

victories, and encouraged the people in their rebellion, gained ^^^•

little at the foot of the account. They expected, it is likely,

to have raised their fortunes upon the ruins of episcopacy, and

have had their .livings augmented with deans and chapters

lands ; but now they found themselves disappointed, the aliena-

tions transferred to secular uses, and the plunder lodged in
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other men's coffers. Besides, the two houses had bought

the king of tlie covenanting Scots for 200,000^., and wanted

to be furnished for paying the purchase-money '.

849. After the rendition of Oxford to tiie rebels, a set of visitors

A^iJ l'647
^^^^ empowered by an ordinance, to inquire into the mahg-

nancy of the university. Before these Reformers came down,

a convocation was held, and the occasion opened by Dr. Fell,

June 1, the vice-chancellor. At this meeting it was unanimously
^'^'

agreed, that the sense of the university, touching the solemn

)»-5^7- league and covenant, the negative oath, and the Directory,!

should be drawn up. I shall translate an account of this matter

from Wood's History, revised by bishop Fell. The covenant

sworn by all degrees in the three kingdoms, is branched into

six articles, and omitting the preamble, begins thus :

—

The sense of " That according to our respective places and offices, we

\uy^of 0x0)1
^^^^^ sincerely, seriously, and constantly, endeavour to maintain

touching the the reformed religion established in the Church of Scotland,
CO'VG7l(Xi7lt tflB

negative' with regard to doctrine, worship, discipline, and ecclesiastical

iheDT government, against the common enemies thereof : and to re-

redort/. form religion in the kingdoms of England and Ireland, in

doctrine, worship, discipline, and government, pursuant to the

word of God, and the example of the best reformed Churches.

The cove- We will likewise endeavour to bring the Churches of God in

these three kingdoms to the closest union, agreement, and

uniformity, possible ; in the confession of faith, in the form of

ecclesiastical government, in the Directory, Catechism, and

worship : that ourselves, and our posterity, may live in the

same profession of faith, and maintain a friendly and Christian

correspondence, and that the Lord may delight to dwell in the

midst of us."

The remaining articles shall be transcribed in the Cove-

nanters'" words :

—

" We shall in like manner, without respect of persons, en- '

deavour the extirpation of popery and prelacy ; that is, Church

government by archbishops, bishops, their chancellors and

commissaries, deans, deans and chapters, archdeacons, and all

other ecclesiastical officers depending on the hierarchy, super-

' The keenness of this remark has excited considerable resentment among our

northern neighbours.

nant.
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stition, heresy, schism, profaneness, and whatsoever shall be CHARLES

found to be contrary to sound doctrine and the power of god- v
'

>

liness, lest we partake in other men's sins, and thereby be in

danger to receive of their plagues ; and that the Lord may be

one, and his name one, in these three kingdoms.

" We shall, with the same sincerity, reality, and constancy,

in our several vocations, endeavour, with our estates and lives,

mutually to preserve the rights and privileges of the parlia-

ments, and the due liberties of the kingdoms, and to preserve

and defend the king's majesty, his person and authority, in the

preservation and defence of the true religion and liberties of

the kingdoms, that the world may bear witness with our con-

sciences of our loyalty, and that we have no thoughts or inten-

tions to diminish his majesty's just power and goodness.

" We shall also, with all faithfulness, endeavour the disco-

very of all such as have been, or shall be, incendiaries, malig-

nants, or evil instruments, by hindering the reformation of

religion, dividing the king from his people, or one of the king-

doms from another, or making any faction or parties amongst

the people, contrary to this league and covenant, that they may
be brought to public trial, and receive condign punishment, as

the degree of their offences shall require or deserve, or the

supreme judicatories of both kingdoms respectively, or others

having power from them, for that effect, shall judge convenient.

" And whereas the happiness of a blessed peace between

these kingdoms, denied in former times to our progenitors, is

by the good providence of God granted unto us, and hath been

lately concluded and settled by both parliaments, we shall each

one of us, according to our place and interest, endeavour that

they remain conjoined in a firm peace and union to all posterity,

and that justice may be done to the wilful opposers thereof, in

the manner expressed in the preceding article.

" We shall also, according to our places and callings, in this

common cause of religion, liberty, and peace of the kingdoms,

assist and defend all those that enter into this league and

covenant, in the maintaining and pursuing thei-eof, and shall

not suffer ourselves, directly or indirectly, by whatsoever com-

bination, persuasion, or terror, to be divided, and withdrawn

from this blessed conjunction and union, whether to make

defection to the contraiy part, or to give ourselves to a detest-

able indifferency, or neutrality, in this cause, which so much
14
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concerneth the glory of God, the good of the kingdoms, and

honour of the king, but shall all the days of our lives zealously

and constantly endeavour to continue therein, against all oppo-

sition, and promote the same according to our power, against

all lets and impediments whatsoever ; and what we are not

able of ourselves to suppress and overcome, we shall reveal and

make known, that it may be timely pi*evented, or removed.

All which we shall do as in the sight of God.
" And because these kingdoms are guilty of many sins and

provocations against God, and his Son Jesus Christ, as is too

manifest by our present distresses and dangers, the fruits

thereof ; we profess and declare before God and the world, our

unfeigned desire to be humbled for our own sins, and for the

sins of these kingdoms, &c. And this covenant we make in

the presence of Almighty God, the Searcher of all hearts, with

a true intention to perform the same, as we shall answer it at

the great day, when the secrets of all hearts shall be disclosed,

most humbly beseeching the Lord to strengthen us by his

Holy Spirit to this end, and to bless our desires and proceed-

ings with such success, as may be deliverance and safety to his

people, and encouragement to other Christian Churches groan-

ing under, or in danger of the yoke of antichristian tyranny, to

join in the same, or like association and covenant, to the glory

of God, the enlargement of the kingdom of Jesus Christ, and

the peace and tranquillity of Christian kingdoms and conmion-

wealths."

Theuniver- The University begin their answer, by objecting to the pre-

jedLfto the amble of the covenant ; wherein, amongst other things, it is

jireamble. affirmed, that the person swearing had oifered several petitions

and remonstrances for removing the grievances pretended.

But the university deny they had ever petitioned for that

purpose. It is likewise suggested in the preamble, that this

covenant was formed upon the laudable custom of these king-

doms in former ages. And that it was no more than a copy

of a solemn engagement made by the people of God in foreign

countries. The university can by no means agree to this

assertion : they positively declare, there was never any resem-

Phii. Nye. blaucc of any such combination amongst the English subjects :

witrNairi- ^leitlier do they know of any laudable precedent (as the pre-

tive, p. 12. amble speaks) for such a practice beyond sea : on the other
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side, some of their own party declare this covenant is a perfect CHARLES

original. ^
',

'

After this, they make some general exceptions :

First, They cannot understand the annexing penalties to the

refusal of this engagement. They conceive the menacing

people to a compliance, does not suit the nature of what is

tendered. A covenant is a contract. It supposes the volun-

tary consent of the parties contracting. That proselytes are

to be gained by persuasion ; and that the reasons are not to

be rammed down with terror and compulsion.

Secondly, This oath cannot be taken without betraying Some other

those liberties, which by their solemn protestation they have ries!'"""^'

already engaged to maintain, and are now to repeat the obli- 852*.

gation by the third article of the covenant : now the putting
'f^ffjfi^,^

'"'

an oath upon the subject without the authority of an act oiia^eninthe

parliament, they conceive is wholly inconsistent with the i Charles' 3.

liberties above mentioned, with the petition of right, and the kj^o'

declaration published by the lords and commons.
krtionf

"'

Farther, supposing this engagement was not forced by way p. 859, 860.

of authority, but only recommended ; they cannot perceive dedared, the

which way they could be in a condition to acquiesce : for how
^^"^f^^J^^g^

can it be reconcileable with the duty of subjects to enter into i>;iact ofpar-

a covenant, where the interest of their sovereign is concerned, not ohUge the

without having either his express or presumptive consent ?
f"'kean'oat/t

By doing this, the provision in the SOth of Numbers would

by parity of reasoning be applicable to their case : and thus in

all equity of construction, it would be in the sovereign's power

to make void their engagement.

To this they add, that since his majesty has by proclama-

tion declared his pleasure upon this point ; since he has ex-

pressly forbidden the covenant ; which way can the subject

engage without a gross failure in the duty of natural allegiance,

and that required by statute ? And that upon both these ties Tfie oaths of

they are bound to obey the king's commands, when neither ulJ^al-
"^

contrary to the holy Scriptures, nor the laws of the realm. %*««<'«•

After these preliminaries, the university proceeds to argue

against the first article.

First, they are apprehensive the contents of this article They argue

obhge to a contradiction of the condition of an oath required ^^'s/",^;<,^

in Scripture ; where we are commanded to swear in judgment.

Now by this article wc engage, say they, to support the re-
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That is, the

Scotch pro-
noimciuri

episcopacy
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christian

government :

and that

1-ites, indif-

ferent in

their own
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unlaiiful in

practice.

To which
mat/ he

added, their

making their

discipline

and the

Presbyterian

government
a mark of
the true

Church, ^c.

ligion of another kingdom ; which as we are not much con-

cerned to know, so we confess ourselves unacquainted with.

But as far as the misfortune of these times has informed us,

we are of opinion, that as the doctrine professed in that king-

dom is not better ; so the worship, discipline and government,

is worse than our own.

And yet if for the time to come, we should discover any

thing in this Scotch religion (which is not impossible) which

seems to have a tincture of popery, superstition, heresy or

schism, or carries a repugnancy to orthodoxy and good morals;

we shall be obliged to endeavour its extirpation by virtue of

the next article : and thus one article will bring us under a

counter oath to another.

And to speak clearly, we have, as we conceive, discovered

some assertions bordering closely upon superstition and schism.

And therefore think it more reasonable to remind the Scotch

of correcting their own system, than that we should be pressed

to maintain it.

As to the other branch of this article, importing a reforma-

tion of religion in this kingdom, with respect to doctrine,

worship, discipline, and ecclesiastical government : since re-

formation necessarily implies alteration ; we are not yet

satisfied such an attempt is in our power.

First, because by endeavouring a thing of this kind, we

should desert from the famous bishops and other eminent

divines, who from the beginning of the Reformation to the

present time, have by their martyrdom and writings signalized

themselves in defence of the Church of England.

Secondly, We cannot charge the Church of England with

defects and corruption, without injuring our consciences, and

exposing our fortunes and reputation. For we conceive we

have very good reasons to conclude the Church of England

settled upon a much better consistency with the word of God,

and the practice of the Catholic Church, than that religion

we must be sworn to maintain by the former branch of the

article.

And lastly. We conceive it is impracticable for us to engage

without apparent danger of perjury. This covenant being

contrary not only to our protestation and solemn vow above

mentioned, but likewise to the oath of supremacy.

In their exceptions to the second article, they remonstrate
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and argue thus :—We cannot but extremely regret (say they) CHARLES

to find that ancient form of Church government, upon which ^—^^^

our reformation was established, and which has since flourished JptLm'to

to the envy and admiration of foreigners : to find this form '^VJ"^'^

of government marked for destruction without the least

reason assigned, either for the necessity, or so much as the

conveniency, of so prodigious a change. And over and above,

ranged with very exceptionable company, with popery and

superstition, with heresy, schism, and profaneness. And as

if this censure did not go deep enough, an innuendo is thrown

in, as if this form of government was so plainly opposed to

sound doctrine, so destructive of the power of godliness, that

a man is under a necessity either of endeavouring the demo-

lition of this establishment, or being partaker of other

men's sins : now this is more than at present we are able to

believe.

Farther, we desire it may be seriously considered, that if an

engagement couched in a resembling form, was put to the city

of London, by virtue of which they were all of them obliged

to swear, " that without respect of persons they would do

their utmost endeavour towards the suppressing of treason,

the city government by the lord mayor, aldermen, sheriffs, and

common-comicil ; and of all nuirder, adultery, theft, defraud-

ing the public, &c. for fear of being partakers of other men's

sins :" can it be imagined that such an oath could be relished

by any citizen, who was not altogether lost to all sense of

liberty and courage ?

Secondly, It is our opinion we cannot with a safe conscience

swear to contribute our endeavours for the extirpation of

episcopacy, for these four considerations : that is, if we con-

sider either the thing itself, or ourselves, the Church of Eng-

land, or the obligations we lie under to his majesty.

First, With respect to the thing itself; we conceive epis-

copacy, if not strictly juris dhini, is at least of apostolical

institution. That this government has all along spread to the

extent of Christianity, and continued through all countries,

without interruption for fifteen hundred years together. That

during all this long period, there was scarcely any person ex-

cepting Aerius, who had the assurance to declare for a parity

between bishops and presbyters ; and that Aerius was pro-

nounced a heretic for this presumption. And therefore if we
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should swear the suppressing an order so firmly established,

and supported by so remarkable a prescription ; the Papists

would triumph in the first place, and charge us with contempt

of antiquity : neither should we be in a condition to throw off

the imputation. Besides, by such a compliance, the argument
drawn from the judgment and practice of the universal Church

(which is the best expositor of Scripture in things not clearly

expressed) would be much weakened : and yet this must be

851. granted a good topic for proving a great many things, relating

both to faith and manners : and that without such an autho-

rity, we should often be at a loss to defend ourselves against

Socinians, Anabaptists, and other sectaries. Amongst these

points may be reckoned several orthodox applications concern-

ing the attributes and co-equality of the Three Persons in the

Godhead ; the number, use, and efficacy of the sacraments,

baptism of infants, the observation of the Lord's day ; and

which is most principally valuable, the distinguishing the canon

of holy Scripture from human compositions.

Secondly. Swearing this article must be extremely shocking
" with respect to ourselves :" for,

—

1. All of us, who have taken any degrees, have subscribed

the Thirty-nine Articles, and, by consequence, signed the

approbation of episcopal government : for, in the Tlnrty-sixth

Article, it is expressly declared, that the ordinal for consecra-

tion of bishops " contains nothing contrary to the Word of

God."

2. All of us in holy orders have been ordained by bishops.

Now, it would be a scandalous return in us, to sign an obliga-

tion for setting aside the bishops, who have lent us their hands

for conveying our own character.

3. Not a few of us, some years since, petitioned the parlia-

ment for the continuance of episcopacy, and subscribed our

address ; and, since we are not conscious of having done amiss,

we should be glad to repeat the same application, provided

there was any hope of success.

4. Some of us are members of cathedral and collegiate

churches, and owe our subsistence to the distinction of deans,

deans and chapters, &c., condemned by this article. Now,
unless the thing censured was unlawful in itself, we conceive

the obliging people to swear they will " sincerely, seriously,

and heartily endeavour " to ruin their fortune, and destroy the
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best part of their livelihood, is a sort of usage never put upon CHARLES

people since the world began, vi—,J
^

Thirdly. With regard to the Church of England, we are

afraid it is not in our power to swear the attempting the

abolition of a government established by authority, and settled

upon a long prescription, especially since we have no cogent

reason for such an endeavour, either suggested by ourselves or

offered by others.

1. On the other hand, we are sensible all alteration in

public establishments, besides the disadvantages already in

view, brings a great many unforeseen inconveniences, which it

is impossible either to prevent or so much as to discover, till

the mischief is past remedy. To apply the case : for aught we

know, these consequences may follow upon so great a change

in ecclesiastical government. And these fears work stronger

upon us when we consider that this kind of ecclesiastical

government has lasted many ages in this kingdom, and is so

closely interwoven with the civil administration, that it may
be reasonably feared the taking it away would disconcert the

State, and in a great measure unsettle the constitution.

2. Moreover the house of commons has some time since de-

clared that it was never their intention to abolish " the ecclesi-

astical government, but rather to support all distinctions in the

Church of England, in the course of order and discipline, in

which they are settled by acts ofparliament, and that they should

look upon those as mal-intentioned persons who raised any jea- Dec. ir>,

lousy to the contrary." Now, since the commons (continues the £°act Coii.

university) have declared themselves in this manner, it would p- ^^^

be the last imprudence in us to bring ourselves under the

imputation of fomenting such a jealousy : for thus, over and

above, by swearing the second article, we should make our-

selves liable to the penalties mentioned in the fourth.

8. Since several acts of parliament declare the holy Church

of England " founded in the state of prelacy," we are afraid the

extirpating prelacy should overturn the foundations ; and thus, Statute of

as far as in us lies, we should make ourselves instrumental in 05 ^Aw. 1.

precipitating the ruin of a most flourishing Church : a Church,
.y-l^^j", »

which both the dictates of our conscience and the particular

regards of our station oblige us to support and maintain.

Their last reason for incompliance with this article is drawn
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from the oath of supremacy, from the insecurity of the prero-

gative, if the Presbyterian discipUne should prevail ; and from

the sacrilegious alienation of the Church's patrimony, which

appears to be the consequence of this project.

Havino- gone over these two articles, the remainder of the

covenant is despatched with more expedition.

The third article, as the convocation goes on, sits uneasy

TUy arciue upou US. Here our profession of loyalty is clogged with a

lihird''articie. dangerous limitation. We swear ourselves ready to maintain

and defend the king's person and authority " in the preservation

and defence of the true religion and the liberties of the king-

dom."

Our exception to this clause is,

—

1. Because neither the oaths of supremacy or allegiance,

the solemn protestation or the Word of God, have any such

limitations.

2. Our endeavour for preserving the rights and privileges of

parliament are sworn in the same article without any condition

or reserve.

3. This qualifying restriction leaves the subject, as it were,

at large in his allegiance, and makes a loose provision for the

crown : so that, whenever the people have a mind to desert

from their duty to his majesty, this mysterious clause will

furnish them with a colour for their misbehaviour.

4. After we have sworn the article with this limitation, and

broke in so remarkably upon the prerogative-royal, it will look

like a strange piece of assurance to appeal to the world at the

same time, " that they may bear witness with our consciences

of our loyalty, that we have no thoughts or intentions to dimi-

nish his majesty's just power and greatness."

5. Lastly, the swearing with this limitation seems a new

and incomprehensible instance of allegiance. There is room
enough in it for the most mistaken and dangerous conscience ;

and the most bigoted Papists, the rankest heretics and sectaries,

may easily swallow it.

Thefourth As to the fourth article, we desire these few things may be
article eon- ,-, ^ ^ • -, -,

o ./

tested. thoroughly considered :

—

]. Whether it does not lay a necessity upon the son of

informing against his father, and prosecuting him to death, in

case he believes him an incendiarv, a malignant, &c. ?—But to
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pursue so close and venerable a relation in this manner is, in chart.es
our opinion, flying in the face of nature, and a plain revolt from . ^

;

all religion and humanity.

2. We desire to know whether this clause does not open a

passage to parricide, and other outrageous villanies of this

nature ? For, under the pretext of the covenant, children may
assassinate their parents, husbands murder their wives, and 852.

one relation destroy another : for, if any of these happen to

lie in the way of interest or pleasure, it is but cliarging them
with malignancy, and the work is done.

3. Since, by our solemn protestation, we have obliged our-

selves to maintain "the liberty of the subject,"—since the

house of conmions have publicly censured all instances of

arbitrary government,—should we not scandalously betray th(^

birthright of Englishmen and the privilege of the subject, if

we should swear a resignation of our lives, of our liberties, and
fortunes, to such arbitrary justice, to such uncertain, undistin-

guished judges, as may call us to an account upon the highest

charge, and condemn us without form of law, and, after all,

indemnify themselves, and retire under the protection of this

article ?

The substance of the fifth article relates to the settling and Their rea-

preserving the "peace and union" of the three kingdoms/thef/fh"''^

This is both our duty and inclination, to promote by all defen- "''^'^'^•

sible methods ; and, therefore, we should very willingly swear
this part of the covenant, were it not for two obstructions.

1. We cannot yet discover the happiness consequent upon
the blessed peace in the three kingdoms, mentioned in this

article. For the war not only rages in Ireland, but the other

two kingdoms continue embroiled.

2. Since justice is the only solid basis for peace, and this

virtue cannot subsist without giving every one their own, it is

incredible to us that these kingdoms should ever enjoy a last-

ing peace, unless the king, the parliament, and the subject,

have their due shares of authority, power and lijjerty, inviola-

bly maintained : and that all this be done pursuant to the

laws and ancient usages of each kingdom : and which were
never contested till the late commotions.

Farther, our consciences are by no means satisfied with the

sixth article.
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Tlie laivful-

riess of the

sixth article

disproved.

Rom. iii.

The scan-

dalous

prayer in

the conclu-

sion of the

covenant.

1. Because the whole article stands upon a supposition,

which we could never find supported with any solid reasoning.

The thing taken for granted is, that this covenant of mutual

defence engaged in for carrying on the late war, " is the com-

mon cause of religion, liberty, and peace of the kingdoms, and

has a great tendency to promote the glory of Grod, and the

honour of the king."

2. Granting this supposition was clear enough to command
our assent, yet we cannot see which way our consciences could

get through the remainder of the article, unless it covild be

farther demonstrated that the means used in maintenance of

this clause were unquestionably lawful. For since " evil is

not to be done that good may come on it :" we are not at pre-

sent sufficiently convinced that the " interest of religion, the

glory of Grod, the public repose, the good of these kingdoms,

and the honour of the king," can always be promoted by

methods unsuitable to the ends pretended ; and which, as far

as we understand, have no manner of countenance, either from

the laws of God, or those of the realm.

Lastly, We cannot read the conclusion without astonish-

ment : for here the Covenanters beg of God Almighty, " that

all other Christian Churches may be encouraged by their ex-

ample to join in the same or like association and covenant,

for delivering themselves from the yoke of Antichristian

tyranny.

Now, not to mention our knowing nothing of the Antichris-

tian yoke these kingdoms lie under, or of our being delivered

from this grievance by the covenant and civil war, waiving our

ignorance of this matter, we cannot at present discover any

such blessings consequent upon this covenant, as to make it

part either of our prayers or wishes, that other churches

should follow the precedent.

To put up our petitions to God Almighty for this purpose,

would, in our opinion, be in effect to pray :

—

First, That God would inspire the Church with the spirit

of animosity and discord ; bring war and confusion upon

Christendom, and banish peace and good correspondence from

the face of the earth.

Secondly, That the reformed religion, and tlie very name of

Protestancy, may be hated and hissed tlirough the universe.
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Thirdly, That all the princes of Europe may be cautioned CHARLES

to treat the Protestants with rigour, or rather to expel them > J

—

i

their dominions ; for that otherwise it is impracticable for

crowned heads to sit safe upon the throne.

And to despatch their conclusion, supposing the Antichris-

tian yoke should be put upon the subjects'* neck by their lawful

princes ; in this case we are not to throw it off by applying to

force : this would be " resisting tlie ordinance of God :" on

the other hand, such an affliction ought to be undergone with

Christian fortitude. We must boldly confess the truth, " en-

dure the cross," and maintain our conscience with passiveness

and submission to the government.

After this disproof of the lawfulness of the covenant, the

university proceeds to charge the articles with contradiction,

obscurity, and farther dangerous meaning. And in the close

they return an answer to the arguments usually made use of in

defence of this engagement : and here they expose the Cove-

nanters' fallacies with all imaginable clearness, and shew the

insignificancy of the subterfuges they retire to.

The convocation having done with the covenant, go on to

the " Negative Oath," which stand thus :

—

" I, A. B., sincerely swear, that during this war, I will The negative

neither directly nor indirectly adhere to, or voluntarily assist
""' *

the king against the parliament ; or contribute to the service

or assistance of any forces whatsoever, which shall be levied

without a warrant from both houses of parliament. I likewise

swear to resign myself to the power and protection of the

parliament, and to a submission to that authority, without any

intention or reserve which may be prejudicial to the present

parliament, or their interest. And all this I swear without

any command from the king, without any communication or

concert with him, or advice of the king, his council, or other

ministers whatsoever. So help me God, through Jesus Christ,

preached in this holy Gospel."

This oath, we are afraid, (say the university) cannot be Reasons

taken without throwing up that liberty, which by prior obliga- "•''"'"*' ''•

tions we are engaged to maintain : for forcing an oath upon

the subject, without any warrant from law, is, as we think,

))lainly subversive of this liberty.

vol.. VIII. /.
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2. This negative engagement is a direct breach of that duty
a subject naturally owes to his prince, and evidently counter

to the oaths of supremacy and allegiance, already taken by us.

By all which solemn ties we are bound to defend the king to

the utmost of our power. Whereas by this negative oath we
must swear, and swear heartily, we will not defend his majesty,

nor afford him any assistance.

853. Farther, we cannot come under this new obligation without

falling foul on the third article of the covenant, and diminish-

ing his majesty's just power and greatness in a very remarkable

manner : that is, by owning an authority in either, or both

houses of parliament, in opposition to his majesty. Whereas
we franldy declare, it is farther than we understand, that any

lawful authority unsubordinate to the crown, can be exercised

in this kingdom.

A7id against As to the provision for settling the Church discipline and

hyterian the Directory ; the university are not satisfied of their being
disnpiine ^^ liberty to obey an ordinance of the two houses, not con-

redoiy. firmed with the royal assent : especially, considering these

ordinances command things contrary to the statutes of the

realm : and which looks still somewhat more surprising,

declare an authority in the two houses, for repealing the

laws and statutes passed by king, lords and commons. Now
since making and unmaking is a property peculiar to the same
authority, the university cannot understand, an inferior power

or jurisdiction, can null the acts of a superior.

With reference to ecclesiastical discipline, they cannot

submit to the ordinance touching that matter, without con-

senting to the abolition of an establishment, so much recom-

mended by antiquity, so firmly settled by law% and so well

accommodated to the civil government. And here, after

some exceptions to the Presbyterian scheme, they proceed

to the ordinance for the Directory. By this ordinance the

Common Prayer is suppressed : the university therefore

declare, their consciences will by no means allow them to

consent, for the following reasons. 1. Because the greatest

part of them have subscribed their approbation of the Com-
mon Prayer : solemnly promising, that they wowid make use

of no other form in the public service : that pursuant to their

promise and subscription, they had all along officiated by this

book to their great comfort and benefit. And farther, they
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do not believe there are any passages really exceptionable in CHARLES
the Liturgy. Nothing but what has been sufficiently defended: .

.^ ;

nothing but what they believe themselves able to maintain

against all cavil, and opposition whatsoever. After this, they

insist upon the obligation they lie under for officiating by the

Common Prayer, from several statutes provided for this pur-

pose : but these I have had occasion to mention already.

This resolution upon the covenant, the negative oath, &e.

after having been considered in the colleges, passed smoothly

in convocation. It was carried by an universality ; one

member excepted, who came from Geneva. This, consider-

ing the circumstances they were under, was a bold piece of

honesty, a noble defence of the Church and constitution. The

town was now garrisoned with parliament forces. The visitors,

they knew, must take their apology for an open defiance,
y.^^,^ specitc

However, they had the courage to assert their principles and tafidei et

face a victorious rebellion. They chose rather to abandon constaiitia;

their fortunes and risk their Hves, than suffer in their con- ^5™"^';;^^!.

science, tarnish their honour, and submit to a criminal com- 7««'« ««-_

pliance . mtcesiverit.

Neither the assembly divines, nor any others of that party, Hist.'el

had the courasre to return an answer to this apology. To Antiq Uni-
° ^ °*'

. vers. Oxoii.

finish this matter, I shall break through the regards of time lib. i.

and observe, that after the restoration of king Charles II.,
''"

'

"''

when the parliament sat at Oxon, the commons ordered thanks

should be returned the university, for having made so learned

and noble a stand. The order runs thus

:

"Martis, 31 Octob.l 665. 7,,,^,,,,,,.

" Resolved, oZl"L
" That the thanks of this house be returned to the chan- ^Y" ^H

chancellor

cellor, master and scholars of the university of Oxon, for ami sfwimts

their remarkable loyalty to his majesty's father of happy the'hook^

memory, in the late rebellion : especially for that extraordinary ''f^*''^^
" '^^'"

•' '

. .
Jiidiinieul of

instance of their, duty, in making a bold opposition to the i^>e Umvcr-

rebellious visitors, and refusing to submit to their league and '

'

'

covenant : and lastly, for the illustrious performance they

' This apology of the Oxford university in favour of the Establishment is certainly a

very adniirablc composition, rendered interesting in the highest degree by the circum-

stances of tlie case.

z 2
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Wood,
ibid.

durini) the

rehdlion.

printed, entitled, 'The Judgment of the University;"' in which

they have learnedly maintained the justice of the king's cause.

'

As to the visitors, what they could not deal with in argu-

ment, they answered by force ; and turned out the heads and

most of the members of the university for refusing the cove-

AVood. nant, and the other novel and rebellious engagements.

midl^!'^ And here it may not be amiss to give a brief account of

Tiie loyalty ^Jjat the univcrsity of Cambridge suffered, during the course
mid suffer-

*' mi- • i t n a i i

iniisoftJie of tliis Unnatural war. io begm : m the year lo4J, the

cwirlt^e masters and fellows of all the colleges sent their plate to the

king then at York. This piece of loyalty was interpreted

encouraging the war, and made a great crime by the two

houses at Westminster : and to fright the university from

assisting the king any farther, Dr. Beale, Dr. Martin, and

Dr. Stern, masters of St. John's, Queen's, and Jesus colleges,

were sent guarded up to London, and imprisoned in the Tower,

for their forwardness in the plate business. The next year Dr.

Holdisworth was seized, and put in the Tower for executing

the king's command, and printing his declarations at Cam-

bridge. About the same time, the vice-chancellor and heads

of houses summoned to meet in the consistory, were required

to contribute to the assistance of the parliament : for such a

comphance would set them right in the opinion of the two

houses, and wipe off the imputation of malignancy. But they

refused to gratify the rebels; and frankly told them, that

contributing to such purposes was not to be reconciled to

true religion and a good conscience. For this handsome

declaration some of them were afterwards imprisoned. About

this time the earl of Manchester was sent down by the two

houses to purge the university of malignant members, as they

called them. To give light into this matter, and make their

scrutiny more significant, an oath of discovery was put. This

test obliging them to inform against their friends, tutors, and

masters, and betray the interest of their societies, was uni-

versally refused : it was likewise contrary to their statutes, viz.

" Non revelabis aliquod secretum collegii, nee malum aut

damnum inferes cuilibet sociorum." Not long afterwards, the

members of the university were all ordered to appear within

twelve days, and take the covenant. This, not to mention the

thing, was thought a great hardship with respect to the short

warning. And therefore Ash, one of the lord Manchester's

Querela
Cantabri-

giensis,

p. 20.

Id
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chaplains, reports they had longer time afterwards given them. CHARLES

But no leisure for recollection could reconcile them to this ^——^ '

„ „ , , Fiuler''s

compliance : the covenant was generally refused, the non-com- Hist, of the

pliers turned out of their preferments, and ordered to quit the
^["c^"',!"'^

university within three days. In Queen's college they made a ^rifige,

thorouo-h reformation : the master, all the fellows, and scholars deinc.

were turned out ; for here they could not debauch so much as ^^'^•

a sinde member of the foundation. The masters or heads of

the following colleges were ejected, viz.

1

.

Peter-house.—Dr. John Cosens, dean of Peterborough, Heads
„ ^P^ ,

turned out

and prebendary oi Dui-nam. of the uni-

2. Clare-hall.—Dr. Thomas Pask, archdeacon of London,
''camhrilje.

3. Pemhroke-hall.—Dr. Benjamin Laney, dean of Rochester.

4. Cams-college.—Dr. Thomas Badgcroft.

5. King's-college.—Dr. Samuel Collins, the king's professor.

6. Queens'-college.—Dr. Edward Martin, chaplain to arch-

bishop Laud.

7. Catharine-hall.—Ralph Brownrigge, bishop of Exeter.

8. Jesus-college.—Dr. Richard Stern, chaplain to archbishop

Laud.

9. St. Johi's-college.—Dr. William Beale, chaplain to the

king.

10. Trinity-college.—Dr. Thomas Cumber, dean of Carlisle.

11. Enianuel-college.—Dr. Richard Holdsworth, archdeacon

of Huntingdon.

12. Sidney-college.—Dr. Samuel Ward (in effect but a pri-

soner) died a natural death.

To this list may be subjoined some other misfortunes suf-

fered by the university : The soldiers were quartered in their

colleges, their chapels plundered and defaced, the Common
Prayer-books torn in St. JSIary's before the coming out of the

suppressing ordinance. Their bridges were broken, their ma-
terials for building seized, their groves felled ; and, which was
almost an irreparable damage, a choice collection of antiquity

in coins and medals, weighing twenty-two pounds, was plun-

dered from St. John's college. And for a further mortifica-

tion, their estates, formerly exempted, were taxed, and the

assessment j)roportioned by the townsmen.

To proceed : a general assembly met at Edinburgh on the

4th of August this sunnner. Two of the Scotch com-
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missioners, Bailly and Gillespy, who sat with the divines at

Westminster, produced a copy of the Confession of Faith made
by the assembly at Westminster, part of their Catechism, the

Directory, and Rouse's Paraphrase on the Psalms. Gillespy

likewise laid a copy before them of the prolocutor's speech,

made to him at his taking leave of the assembly at West-

minster.

Tiie We^t- By the prolocutor's speech, it appears Gillespy had dropped

loc^utorS^'^'
some suspicion of the English assembly's defection. The

speech to grounds for this imputation, the prolocutor endeavours to dis-

Scotch mi- prove. " He excuses the Directory's not being punctually ob-

a>mm^-^ served ; complains the assembly have no power to call offenders

^f'^
"' to account ; ' and that the Lord was pleased still to exercise

minster them with many wrestlings.' He confesses their affairs are
)/.

^^^^^ much embarrassed, and that they are, as it were, in a

chaos at present. He takes notice what distress the parlia-

ment was formerly in ; that the common enemy, (meaniug the

king) was high and strong ; and that their extraordinary suc-

cess was owing to the prayers of their brethren of Scotland,

and other Protestants abroad. He makes an apology for their

not returning an answer to several letters sent them from the

Edinburgh assembly. And here he puts Gillespy in mind of

the restraints they lie under from the parliament : and that this

MS. penes was no proper juncture to apply for leave, it being a time of

Archibald general darkness and sad apprehension." Their meaning is,

Campbei. ^[jgy were afraid the Independents would top them, pull their

This speech schcuie in pieccs, and set up their own fancies ; which happened
of the West- ,• ^

minster pro- accordmgly,

atteliedl
"^^^^ ucxt day, this Mr. George Gillespy gave the Scotch

Adonirahi assembly a letter from the Churches of Zurich, Berne, Basil,

c/erkor and Scliaffliausen, in Switzerland, directed to the assembly at
actuary to Edinburgh.
tlie assemdly. o
Aueust 7, In the beginning of their letter they profess a hearty

The Swiss friendship and strong sympathy with the Scotch Covenanters,

fetterfotfl ^^^ regret the civil commotions. A great part of their letter

general is spent in lamenting the misfortune of the elector palatine,
assenmy at J-

i • • r» i • i -i
• •>

Edinburgh, and that his mterest was no farther considered m the treaty at

Munster. By the way, this elector palatine, for whom they

solicit so earnestly, had deserted the king, his uncle, at York

;

notwithstanding his majesty had interposed so far in his

nephew's behalf, and embroiled his affairs for his restitution :
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notwithstanding all the assistance given this elector and his Charles

father, he left the king at York, transported himself to Hoi- ^

land, returned afterwards to England, caressed and joined the (^42'*
^^'^"'

two houses at Westminster, and sat in the assembly of ^y'''^l°FV*
•' Memorials,

divines. p. 97. 103.

To return. These Swiss take their leave with a prayer, ms. 'penes

" That God would dispose the king; to a reconciliation with the Archib.

Scots, and their Church government." Aimig.

And thus, notwithstanding his majesty's manifesto to justify

the English hierarchy, to expose the innovations and danger-

ous practice of the Covenanters ; notwithstanding this pre- See above.

caution, these foreign Protestants close with the revolters,

address them with respect, take them into intimacy and union,

and make themselves a party to the British rebellion.

About two months forward, the general assembly at Edin-

burgh appointed a fast throughout the kingdom, and assigned

several reasons for this public humiliation.

They begin with a complaint, " That ' notwithstanding their T/ie Edin-

solemn engagement, a multitude of heinous sins abound every ul/^compicdn.

where in the land, and that they fall short of that sobriety, ofapostacy

.
•' ''in iLngiand.

righteousness, and holiness, which becomes the Gospel. They

suggest the great danger to religion and civil government,

from the prevalency of the sectaries in England : and that this

kingdom has made a fearful defection from the solemn league

and covenant. They lament the distressful condition of those

who are zealous for the work of God in England : that such

good people are now oppressed by those, who, vmder the pre-

tence of liberty, aim at no less than tyranny and arbitrary

power. And, lastly, they instruct the people to pray, that,

God would preserve the kino; from farther snares, ' and bow Rusbwortb's
14' f f 11

his heart to the obedience of his will in all those things that pan 4.

"

concern religion and righteousness."'

"

!'• '''*^-

The reason of the Scotch complaining thus tragically of the

apostacy in England, was occasioned by a surprising turn which

happened in the beginning of June last. For when the Pres- .iimc 4.

byterian party had disabled the king in the field, and got him IJlJiJ,'!^'

into their custody at Holdenby ; when they had battered down ^'^^t'"'^ h <''«=

11 p ^
Iiidcpend-

the Church, ousted the greater part 01 the regular clergy, and ents.

procured a settlement of their discipline from the two houses

;

855.

when they had surmounted so many difficulties, and thought

their prosperity established ; when they were thus far ad-
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vanced, they met with unexpected misfortune. For the two
houses having bi-ought the war to an end, and dismissed the

Scots, resolved the disbanding a great part of the army. But
these measures were by no means acceptable to some of the

general officers. They were altogether unwilling to quit their

commands, and lose the advantage of so much hazard and
fatigue. These men therefore declared against disbanding,

stood on their guard, and marched towards London, contrary to

the orders of the two houses. After this, they proceeded more
directly towards a rupture, and impeached eleven members of

AA'hiiiock's the liouse of commons of high treason. And beinoj sensible
Memorials. , •iiii-i iii i

Rusbvvoitii's iiow serviceaole the king s person would be to them, they sent

palt 4.
° cornet Joice, with a party of horse, to bring his majesty to

their head-quarters at Woburn, in Bedfordshire. Joice exe-

cuted his commission, and succeeded in the attempt, without

meeting with any resistance. And thus the Presbyterians having

embroiled the kingdoms, kindled and carried on a calamitous

war, during which, more seats were plundered and burnt, more
Diigdaie's churches robbed and profaned, more blood spilt, within the
Short View „ „ ^ 1.1 7. • 1 /. 1

of the Ti oil- compass 01 tour years ; and, m short, more frightful scenes

knd^p.^sl! opened of ravage, of slaughter and confusion, than had been
et deinc. acted in the long contest between the houses of York and

Lancaster ; the Presbyterians, I say, after having thrown their

country into all this misery and convulsion, met with nothing

but infamy and disappointment. For after having wTested the

sword out of the king's hands, and brought the rebellion to

their wishes, when they thought of nothing less than dividing

the prey, and raising vast fortunes out of crown and church

lands, their hopes were suddenly scattered, they were turned

out of their scandalous acquisitions, and publicly exposed to

contempt and scorn. For now the Independents forced them
to retire from Westminster, seized their posts, and made them-

selves masters, upon the matter, both in Church and State.

But of this more afterwards.

As for religion, it was in no better condition than civil

interest : the Presbyterians preached up the purity and the

power, till they left neither. I shall make a report of this

matter from an eminent champion for the cause : it is Edwards,

who wrote the " Gangrsena ;" a book in which the errors.

From i64-'>
^^^rcsics, blasphemies, and lewd practice, which broke out in

to J646. the last four years are recited. This divine, in his dedication
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to both houses, sets forth how firm he had been to their ser- Charles

vice, and how forwardly he had engaged when their affairs ^ J ^

were most unpromising. He tells them he had laid out his

fortune, and exposed his person in the pulpit and the field

;

and all this when some of the grandees were ready to dis-

engage and shift for themselves. A man thus well affected,

we may be sure would not make things worse than they were,

nor paint the new reformation in the harshest complexion.

Let us hear then what account the gentleman gives of this

matter.

u nThings every day," says he, "grow worse and worse; you Aimndance

can hardly imagine them so bad as they are. No kind oi liatp{^mws,

blasphemy, heresy, disorder, and confusion, but it is found
^^-

J""'?'

^

among us, or coming in upon us. For we, instead of reforma- </'? imiinniny

tion, are grown from one extreme to another ; fallen from heiUon.

Scylla to Charybdis ; from popish innovations, superstitions,

and prelatical tyranny, to damnable heresies, horrid blasphe-

mies, libertinism, and fearful anarchy. Our evils are not re-

moved and cured, but only changed : one disease and devil

hath left us, and another as bad is come in the room. Yea,

this last extremity into which we are fallen, is far more high,

violent, and dangerous, in many respects, «Sz;c. Have we not a

deformation, and worse things come in upon us than ever we
had before \ Were any of those monsters heard of heretofore,

which are now common among us, as denying the Scriptures,

&c. ? You have broken down the images of the Trinity, Virgin

Mary, Apostles ; and we have those who overthrow the doc-

trine of the Trinity, oppose the divinity of Christ, speak evil

of the Virgin Mary, and slight the Apostles. You have cast

out the bishops and their officers, and we have many that cast

down to the ground all ministers in all the reformed Churches.

You have cast out ceremonies in the sacraments, as the cross,

kneeling at the Lord's Supper ; and we have many who cast

out the sacraments of baptism and the Lord's Supper. You
have put down saints' days, and we have many who make
nothing at all of the Lord's-day and fast-days. You have

taken away the superfluous, excessive maintenance of bishops

and deans, and we have many that take away and cry down
the necessary maintenance of ministers. In the bishops"' days

we had singing of psalms taken away in some places, conceived
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prayer and preaching, and, in their room, anthems, stinted

forms, and reading brought in : and now we have singing of

psahns spoken against, and cast out of some churches : yea,

all public prayer questioned, and all ministerial preaching de-

nied. In the bishops' time, popish innovations were intro-

duced, as bowing at altars, &c. : and now we have anointing

the sick with oil. Then we had bishoping of children, now we

have bishoping of men and women, by strange laying on of

hands. In the bishops"' days we had many unlearned minis-

ters ; and have we not now a company of Jeroboam\s priests ?

In the bishops' days we had the fourth commandment taken

away ; but now we have all the ten commandments at once,

by the Antinomians ; yea, all faith and the Gospel denied.

The worst of the prelates, in the midst of many popish, Armi-

nian tenets, and popish innovations, held many sound doc-

trines, and had many commendable practices : yea, the very

Papists hold and keep to many articles of faith and truths of

God, have some order amongst them, encourage learning, have

certain fixed principles of truth, with practices of devotion and

good works ; but many of the sects and sectaries in our days

deny all principle of religion, are enemies to all holy duties,

order, learning, overthrowing all ; being ' vertiginosi spiritus,""

whirligig spirits. And the great opinion of an universal tolera-

tion tends to the laying all waste, and dissolution of all religion

and good manners, &c. What swarms are there of all sorts of

illiterate mechanic preachers ; yea, of women and boy preach-

ers : what liberty of preaching, printing of all errors, or for a

toleration of all, and against the Directoiy, Covenant, monthly

fast, Presbyterial government, and all ordinances of parliament

in reference to religion 1—These sectaries have been growing

upon us, ever since the first year of our sitting, and have every
GangisMia y^^-j, increased more and more."
Epist. Ded. •'

And to dismiss this author, he reckons no less than one

hundred and seventy-six heretical and blasphemous tenets,

maintained by the sectaries in the compass of time abovemen-

tioned\

The next remarkable occurrence, is the treaty in the Isle of

Wight. In this island his majesty was confined after his

' Edwards's Gangrsena affords an awful warning to those wlio by means of rebellion,

would bring about reform, and do evil that good may come.
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escape from Hampton-court. The party of the two houses, CHarises

who were wilhng to preserve the king, though under their own •- ,'^ »

direction, prevailed so far as to send commissioners down, and 856.

propose an accommodation. The treaty commenced on the

fifteenth of September. I shall only relate that part of it in Sei)t. 15,

which religion is concerned. And here the two houses con- The treaty

sented that several bishops and other divines might wait on
'J^f'^/'^^

'^^

his majesty, inform him in any points of controversy, and

resolve any difficulties intervening upon the course of the

argument. The divines, who attended the king, were Juxon

bishop of London, Duppa bishop of Salisbury, Dr. Sanderson,

Dr. Sheldon, Dr. Fern, Dr. Henchman, Dr. Morley, and

some others. Notwithstanding this liberty, the connnissioners

acquainted his majesty, they could not admit any person

should be present in the room where the treaty was debated : Fuller.

this preliminary made the assistance of the bishops and the lendon!

rest, in a manner, insignificant. At last the commissioners
][) fi!^^^^-^.^'*

and his majesty agreed, that the bishops and divines might

stand behind a curtain, and hear what passed : and when any

difficulty occurred, the king might retire to his chamber, call

those he thought proper to advise with, and then return to

the commissioners, argue farther upon the point, and declare

his resolution. The parliament divines were Mr. Stephen

Marshal, Mr. Joseph Oaryll, Mr, Richard Vines, and Mr.
Lazarus Seaman. The question debated was, Whether epis-

copacy was of Divine institution ? The method was by ex-

changing of papers. The king's argument was read by Mr.
l*hilip Warwick, and Mr. Vines read what was drawn up by

himself and his assistants. The business of the king's first Oct. 2.

paper was to prove that the Apostles, by commission from our

Saviour, exercised a distinguished and peculiar authority in

ordinations, in settling Church regulations, and inflicting cen-

sures : that St. Timothy and St. Titus had a character con-

veyed to them from the Apostles for exercising the said power
in the three branches last mentioned : and that the Anj^els of John xx.

the seven Churches, mentioned in the Revelations, were all ^^j j 5

single persons, had an authority paramount over their re- i^«^ • " -^ "'•

spective Churches, and superintended both pastors and people.

From these grounds the king inferred the Divine institution

of episcopacy, and supported his conclusion from the records

of the primitive Church, from St. Ignatius's Epistles, and other

testimonies of the ancients : and lastly, his majesty desired to
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2 Tim. iv. 5,

October 6.

The king's
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be satisfied concerning the substantials of Church government

settled by our Saviour and his Apostles, in v^'hose hands the

administration of these essentials are deposited? Whether

they bind to perpetual use, or whether they may be relaxed on

occasion, and how far ?

The next day the parliament divines delivered in their

answer, and confessed the places of Scripture cited by his

majesty, proved the conveyance of a power for the purposes

abovementioned : but then they denied the persons exercising

that authority were bishops in the modern restrained sense,

or governed the Church under that distinction.

And here, omitting their coincidences with Henderson, I

shall only relate what is farther suggested upon the question.

They affirm Timothy and Titus were Evangelists, and seem

willing to infer an inconsistency between this office and an

episcopal character.

2. They pretend these saints could not be bishops, because

they were not fixed to a diocese, but frequently removed from

place to place.

To the text in the Revelations, they answered, Angels of

the Churches was an allegorical addition, and there was no

solid arguing from such figurative expressions : and, besides,

that these letters of St. John, though superscribed to one,

were, in the meaning of them, sent to the whole body of the

Church.

They seem to give little credit to the writings of the an-

cients, and the testimony of the Church posterior to the

Apostles, and throw off" Ignatius's Epistles, as if they were

the forgery of later ages. As to the point of substantials in

Church government, instituted by our Saviour, they gave only

this general and evasive answer, that such substantials were to

be found in the Scripture.

After three days the king rejolied to their paper. And here,

waiving his majesty's reasons urged against Henderson upon

this head, I shall only report what was returned to their ob-

jections above-mentioned. Their endeavouring to turn off" the

force of the text touching St. Timothy and St. Titus, by re-

tiring to a notion of their being Evangelists, is clearly con-

futed by Scultetus, Gerrard, and other Protestants of eminency.

And that Timothy and Titus were bishops, is confirmed by

the consentient testimony of antiquity. And here his majesty

cites St. Jerome, and a list of twenty-seven bishops of Ephesus
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succeeding each other without interruption, with St. Timothy Charles

at the head of the catalogue. For this his majesty's author is > .1 *

Dr. Reynolds against Hart.

His majesty goes on with the rest of their argument, and

puts the question, that if the angels mentioned in the Reve-

lations were not single persons, who presided episcopally over

the Church, he desires to know, whether they were either the

Church diffusive, or such a number of pastors, or the whole

college of the presbytery, or the respective presidents of those

colleges ? For into all these opinions the Presbyterians are

divided in their modern expositions.

As for the ages posterior to the Apostles, his majesty grants

their authority rises no higher than human testimony ; but

argues their report touching matter of fact ought not to be

questioned upon this score : and though the men were fallible,

we may have a moral certainty of the things delivered by them.

And thus for instance, there is no reason to question the

existence of Aristotle, or his being a Grecian philosopher. As
for Ignatius's Epistles, though some, out of disaffection to

bishops, have denied their genuineness, and endeavoured to

strike them out of all regard ; yet their objections are little

better than bare affirmation and assurance : that several of

this martyr''s Epistles are so strongly attested by antiquity, that

the author cannot be disputed without great partiality and

ignorance. And granting the Epistles belonged to Ignatius,

there can be no clearer proof of the contested distinction be-

tween a bishop and a presbyter.

Lastly, His majesty declared himself unsatisfied with their

dark and general answer touching the "perpetual and unal-

terable substantials of Church government." Fuller's

The parliament divines, after eleven days for respite and Hist.

recruit, returned an answer to the king's last paper, and set p°232.

forth, they could not apprehend, by what warrant " this writ 2','"°'^'" ^^;

p • • ^^^1n>•n ^ ^ ^ '
second

of partition of the Apostles office was awarded : their mean- paper.

ing, as they explain themselves, was, by what authentic autho-

rity it could be proved that the governing function should be

lodged with the bishops, and the teaching part and administer- 857..

ing the sacraments assigned the presbyters. And that they

were not sensible the Scriptures had settled any such distinc-

tion of office. The rest of their answer is either trifling, or

already considered upon other occasions. Only I nnist not
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omit the giving up a principal point of doctrine held by their

brethren of Scotland, the old English Puritans, and several of

the reformed beyond sea. For instance, these divines own the

power of episcopacy imder Christian and Pagan princes is the

same : but the exercise lies resti^ained under the former ; and

that the Church officers are subordinate to the civil magis-

tracy. From hence it appears, their courage was not of the

highest kind, and that they were servilely overawed by the

Id. p. 23.5. parliament.

The king, in his last paper, acknowledges the pains these

divines had taken to inform his judgment, as they thought,

and bring him to their own persuasion. His majesty likewise

does not forget the decency of their manner, and the respect

of their application. But then he told them, they mistook his

meaning when they talked of a writ of partition ; as if his

majesty had supposed a division of the spiritual government

:

that one part of it was granted to the bishops, and another to

the presbyters ; and that both these allotments were appor-

tioned and exclusively assigned to each other : whereas the

king only meant, that the function of teaching was common to

both, but the governing part peculiarly reserved to the bishop.

Though the main of the controversy was debated in writing,

it seems the commissioners gave the parliament clergy liberty

to put in upon occasion. Some of these men misbehaved

themselves to a remarkable degree. Two of them plainly told

the king with some commotion, that unless he consented to

the utter abolishing episcopacy, he would be damned. But

his majesty had temper enough to be unconcerned at this

Lord Cla- rudcness.

Hist""f the
When the parliament divines had spent their force, and

Eebeiiion, came oflF with disadvantage, the commissioners presented their

part 1 . proposals : it was a paper of considerable length, and parts of

their demands were altogether new. The king referring his

last resolution till he met the two houses at Westminster,

made the following concessions at present.

His ma- His majesty agreed, that the sitting of the assembly divines

^nfvers to at Westminster should be confirmed for three years by act of

^Uommade parliament. And that the Directory should be settled by the

^'if'f.'^JI'
s^™6 authority throughout the three kingdoms. That the

form of presbyterian government should likewise be confirmed

by act of parliament for the kingdoms of England and Ireland,

14

mis>iioneri
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during the same period. But here the king threw in a proviso, CHARLES

that neither himself, nor any others who scrupled this govern- v
^.

j

ment and worship, might be obliged to compliance, but enjoy

the liberty of serving God in their own way.

His majesty agreed that a free consultation might be had

with the assembly divines at Westminster, twenty of his own

nomination being taken into the conference : that the questions

concerning religion being debated by this body of divines

before his majesty and the two houses, the differences upon

these heads might be adjusted : and that the articles of re-

ligion, offered by the commissioners, the reformation insisted

on, and the indulgence of tender consciences, might be con-

sidered and settled in the same way.

Farther, the king considering several of his subjects had

parted with great sums of money, upon security of being

repaid out of the bishops' lands, he was contented to pass an

act of parliament that those Church lands should be leased out

for ninety-nine years, towards the satisfaction of such mortga-

gees, purchasers, or others ; provided the old rents, or some

other moderate ones, were reserved to the bishops. And in case

such leases did not satisfy, his majesty was willing to conde-

scend farther
;

provided the property of those lands might

still remain in the Church, pursuant to the intention of the

founders.

To proceed: his majesty offers his royal assent for the better

observance of the Lord's day, for suppressing innovations in

divine worship, for the farther encouragement of preaching,

for an act against pluralities and non-residence, for reforming

both the universities, together with the colleges of Westmin-

ster, Winchester and Eton.

His majesty likewise agrees to pass a bill for the better dis-

covery and conviction of popish recusants, and for the educa-

tion of the children of such recusants in the Protestant

religion ; for levying the penalties against Papists, and for

disposing of the forfeitures levied, in such manner as shall be

agreed by both houses. His majesty likewise offers his assent

to an act for preventing the practices of Papists against the

State, for putting the laws in execution ; and for a stricter

expedient to prevent the hearing and saying of mass. But as Bib. Rcgia,

to the covenant, his majesty is not satisfied to impose it on Heine.

^
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the consciences of others ; neither does he think the insistinfic

on it proper at present.

The commissioners having transmitted an account of what
passed, to their principals at Westminster, dehvered a second

paper to the king. His majesty, finding his former concessions

not satisfactory, made larger overtures, and promised, that for

settling the public peace, he would sign a bill for the taking away
all archbishops, chancellors, commissaries, deans, and other

Church distinctions, and officers already mentioned in the pro-

positions sent him to Oxford : and that these acts should extend

to all England, Wales, and Ireland ; that the exercise of all

episcopal functions and jurisdiction, should be suspended for

three years, and no form of Church government used during

that time, excepting the Presbyterian'. That in case no

Church settlement shall be agreed by the king and the two
houses, that then, after the expiration of three years, the

power of ordination shall not be managed by bishops, without

the advice and assistance of presbyters : and that no other

episcopal jurisdiction shall be exercised, but such, and in such

manner, as shall be agreed by his majesty and his two houses

of parliament.

The commissioners putting in their exceptions to these con-

cessions, his majesty explained himself farther, to prevent

misunderstanding : he declares against any intention of making-

new bishops during the three years ; or that after the end of

this term, the power of ordination shall be practised in the

customary manner. That whereas forznerly the bishops were

at liberty to make use of what presbyters they pleased, but

under no obligation to act with their concurrence ; his majesty

now consents, that bishops shall not ordain without the advice

858. and approbation of a certain number of presbyters : and that

these coadjutors, as they may be called, shall be chosen in such

a manner, as shall be settled by his majesty and his two houses.

As for that part of their proposal touching the Common
Prayer, he is contented not to insist upon the continuance

of the Liturgy in his own chapel, either for himself or his

a i^p-j L 055 household ; and declares over and above, that he intends to

use some other set form of Divine service.

' If the king had made moderated concessions during the life of Laud, these desperate

ones would have heen unnecessary ; as it was, they came too late.
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In another paper his majesty takes notice the main dissa- CHARLES
tisfaetion of the two houses lay in his not consenting to the .

'

,

abolition of the order of bishops, the sale of their lands, and ^°^- ^^-
. .

his resolution for the using a form of Divine service ^^^^^^'^'u/^^iaui fkf
chapels. To the two first, his majesty declares himself fully aI//^^T^^*/^>ir?Oi

persuaded episcopacy is an apostolical institution, and that the <^^^'**^">^-

alienation of church lands is plainly sacrilege. Neither with

reference to the third, can his majesty communicate with a

Church, where it is wholly uncertain " what the minister will

offer to God Almighty." Therefore, if his two houses do not

think fit to recede from part of their demands in these parti-

culars, his majesty resolves to cast himself upon the' goodness

of God, and rather stand the event, how uncomfortable soever,

than strain his conscience to restore his affairs.

Two days after, the connnissioners delivered in their last

paper upon the subject of religion.

And here they insist, that the bill for the abolition of epis-

copacy, does not strike at the bishops of apostolical institu-

tion : that the episcopacy desired to be set aside by the two

houses is only the hierarchy formerly established by law. That

this order was grown up to a burdensome height of pomp and

power. That it was plainly a grievance to the subject, a hin-

drance to piety, an encroachment upon the authority of the

civil magistracy ; and, in short, sat heavy upon the fortunes

and consciences of the people. That for these reasons the

parliament desired his majesty^s concurrence for suppressing

this episcopacy : that their bill did not meddle with the apos-

tolic bishops, nor determine the power and privileges of that

character. The parliament desires nothing more than to put

down those bishops by a law, which the law had set up.

Nothing being more usual for parliaments than to alter or

repeal laws, as experience directs, for the benefit of the public.

But supposing the bill desired should come closer, and affect

the apostolical bishop, they humbly conceived this would be no

bar in conscience against the passing it. And here they argue

upon a distinction between practice and precept, between what

was done, and what was commanded by the Apostles, and

take it for granted that episcopacy was of the first kind ; that

circumstances are sometimes a strong dispensation, and super-

sede the common rules of conduct. And here they leave it to

his majesty's consideration, whether circumstances could ever

vol,. VIIT. A a
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have a greater weight, and operate more strongly, than in the

present case ?

That as to the sale of bishops"' lands, when the bishoprics

are dissolved, their estates revert to the cro^vn of course, and

by consequence the disposing of such estates by act of parlia-

ment, they humbly conceive cannot come under the imputation

of sacrilege \ That such alienations of church revenues were

frequently made in the reigns of his majesty's predecessors

:

and that, even under the ceremonial law, consecrated things,

in cases of necessity, were lawfully transferred to secular

uses.

And whereas his majesty was pleased to say, he could not

communicate in Divine service, where it is uncertain " what

the minister will offer to dod Almighty :" they humbly desire

his majesty to consider, that the Directory prescribes the

matter of the minister's prayer, and only leaves expression and

enlargement at liberty. And thus his majesty may be pre-

acquainted with the substance of the worship.

After this, they return to the business of episcopacy, and

suggest that the suspension of this government for three

years is too feeble a remedy : and that great inconveniences

must follow upon the return of this order, and the revival of

the authority reserved for it. For in case the points of

Church government remain unsettled between the king and

parliament, the bishops return of course at three years' end

;

and then their power will stretch to a nuisance as formerly

:

for instance, they will have a negative voice in ordinations

;

which claim, they humbly conceive, is more than the Scrip-

ture supports. As for the offer of encumbering their revenues

with leases of ninety-nine years, this concession comes short

of satisfaction to the two houses : for since the property is to

remain in the Church, the old grievances will be brought back

Nov. 20. upon the kingdom ; so that it is impossible to discharge the

people's fears, and the consequent distractions, without a

larger and more effectual provision. Besides, since the Pres-

byterian government has so short and precarious an establish-

ment, a general compliance must be impracticable : neither is

Id. p. 350. it likely to go on in the mean time with much countenance or

ffist.'coii.'
* comfort. And whereas his majesty hoped the houses would

r'i33r> not press him to act counter to his persuasion ; they desire he

' This avEjnnieiit is shrewdly stated.
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would be pleased to remove this obstacle himself, and get his CHARLES

conscience better informed. k J >

The next day the king returned them his last answer touch-

ing the abolition of episcopacy. His majesty observed, he had

consented to the lopping all that additional jurisdiction his

predecessors had bestowed upon that order ; that nothing was

left but what was plainly instituted by the Apostles ; and that

his majesty believed he had proved this point in his paper to

their divines.

That though circmp.stances changed the nature of moral

actions, yet if the things now in question are neither fit, nor

lawful, his majesty conceives the consideration of circum-

stances, and the regards of public peace, ought rather to pre-

vail with the two houses to make a cession, and relax in their

demands. That precedents for secularising bishops' lands,

are topics short of conviction : they prove things were done,

but not that it was lawful to do them. Now that the total

alienation of Church revenues amounts to sacrilege, has been

ever agreed by divines, though otherwise of different persua-

sions. That by retrenching the forementioned powers and

appendages belonging to the bishops, the return of the greiv-

ances objected will be effectually barred. As for the bishops'

negative voice in ordination, his majesty wonders this pri-

vilege should be contested : and that it should be denied being

a branch of authority, practised by the apostolical bishops

:

and that it is evident, from the Epistles to Timothy and

Titus, that this part of government was sometimes under the

sole management of the bishops. Lastly, his majesty having
Tit'.'i.' J.' "

'

declared, in his reply of the 4th instant, that he intended to 8r)9.

use a set form of Divine service, distinct from the Common
Prayer, having now considered the latitude of the Directory, Nov. 21.

he retracts that expression. But, as to all other particulars,

adheres to his former answer. Bibi. Re?.

When the treaty broke up, the commissioners made their 5^;/^^; ^'^.;,^,,y

report at Westminster ; and his maicsty's concessions with ;>';;'«"<'•« ««-

respect to the Church and otlier thmgs, are voted unsatisiac-
'

tory. However, being menaced by the army Independents, wiiitiock'a

they resume the debate, and after a long struggle, resolve the

king's compliance a ground to proceed on for the settlement of

the nation. But they were in no condition to go on with an

accommodation : for now the army make a loud remonstrance,

\ a 2
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march up to London, menace the parhament, seize several

members of the lower house, and overawe the rest of the

Presbyterian party. Thus the Independents being strength-

ened to a majority ; the commons retract their former vote,

and come to a contrary resolution : and soon after, their votes

of non-addresses are repeated. In short, the king is removed

from Carisbrook to Hurst castle ; from hence conveyed by the

army to Windsor, and from thence to London. And now

they began to lay aside the mask more fully, and discover the

barbarity of their intentions : the king was treated without

ceremony, the marks of sovereign respect forbidden, and a

committee appointed by the commons to draw up a charge of

high treason against him. This insolent impeachment was

unanimously rejected by the peers, who then adjourned.

Upon this the commons declare themselves the supreme

power, clap a padlock on the house of lords, and go on with-

out them. Their next step was the erecting a high court of

justice in Westminster hall: when the king was brought

hither, he denied the authority of their court, argued against

their impudence, and behaved himself with that greatness and

dignity which became a prince. Upon his refusing to plead,

they condemned him to be beheaded : and the sentence was

pronounced by their president Bradshaw.

This unparalleled outrage on majesty, and the constitution,

struck the Presbyterian ministry with horror: these men,

though they had been zealous in the revolt, and preached up

the war against the king, had no intention of going this

hideous length. They were for rebelling within a rule, sinking

the crown to a doge of Venice ; and as Hobbs speaks, making

the English government " a commonwealth, with a king under

them." Therefore when they found the king's trial resolved

by the rump, they made a remonstrance against it. It is an

address to general Fairfax and his council of war, and entitled

" A Serious and Faithful Representation of the Judgments of

the Ministers of the Gospel within the Province of London."

In this address the Presbyterian ministers justify the war

carried on by the parliament, but disclaim the authority of the

army. And to bring them off from the extremity of their

"proceedings, they suggest the several oaths and covenants

generally taken throughout the kingdom : particularly the

protestation of May 5, 1641, in which, pursuant to the duty
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of their allegiance, they engage in the presence of Almighty Charles

God to maintain and defend his majesty's person, honour, and '
'

-

estate with their lives and fortunes. After this they mention tei^ianminl'-

the solemn league and covenant, by virtue of which they own ^^^'^ '«»*<'«-

themselves tied to the same duty. against try-

" And here they insist very honestly upon the sacred and*"^^^ *"^'

inviolable obligation of oaths : which though some, as they

continue, may esteem no more than an almanac out of date

;

yet they look upon such religious solemnities as the oath of

God. They put the general in mind, how severely God
revenged the breach of his covenant made by Zedekiah to the

king of Babylon : though this engagement was extorted and

prejudicial to the king of Judah. After this they cite the pek. xvii.

text which stands thus : Shall he prosper, says God, shall he 19!

*

escape that doth such things \ Or shall he break the covenant

and be delivered ? As I live, saith the Lord, seeing he

despised the oath by breaking the covenant, (when, lo ! he had

given his hand) he shall not escape. Therefore thus saith the

Lord God, as I live, surely mine oath that he has despised,

and my covenant that he has broken, even it will I recompense

upon his own head.

" From hence they proceed to put the army upon recollec-

tion 'to remember from whence they are fallen, and repent

and do their first works :*" that now they had eclipsed their

glory, and tarnished their merit, and therefore they could not

assist them with their character, and bless them in the name
of the Lord, and bid them God speed, lest they should be par- p^^j j.^,.,^

takers of their evil deeds.' That instead of preservino; the *!
, ,

,

2 John 1

1

purity of religion in belief and worship, these ministers were

afraid the army and their abettors were opening a door to

damnable heresies, and licentious practice : that by this mis-

behaviour their religion was in danger of being the jest and
diversion of the world : that they had laid the honour and
authority of magistracy in the dust. That they could not but

know how strictly obedience to government is enjoined in holy

Scripture, and that St. Jude denounces a woe against those

that 'despise dominion, and speak evil of dignities. They j^j^, fj u
proceed to awaken them with reciting the vengeance executed

upon Corah, Dathan, and Abiram, for their mutiny against •

Moses and Aaron. They press the concurrence of Protestant

divines, both at homo and abroad, asserting the unlawfulness of
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opposing the civil magistrate by private persons, and that they

all detest the murdering of kings upon any specious pretences

whatever.

The Pres- " They desiro them not to infer the justice of their pro-

ministers cccdings from succcss : that they ought to distinguish between

CaivhFs" Grod's permission, and approbation ; and that God suffering

false prin- men to orospcr in wicked courses is one of the severest iudo'-
ciple, that . . .

jmrfiaments meuts. That their customary argument from providence is no

'tdstrMi/m'e
^^^"^ YvXe^ especially when practice and revelation clash with

(luardians of eacli Other : that by this logic David might have made use of
the people's . i i •n i o i n p
liberties, and the Opportunity and killed Saul. liut no favourable juncture,

tTfiqI/tiwir "o former provocations could justify such an attempt, 'for
princes in ^ho, as himsclf spcaks, can stretch forth his hand against the
cases of en- -^ ' . .

'^

croachment. Lord s anointed, and be guiltless V

i.^riAi^' "And to disarm them farther, they argue that the pretence
1 s^am. XXVI. ^f extraordinary impulses or supernatural impressions, is no

warrantable direction ; especially when such impulses are

contrary to moral precepts, and the inspired writings. That
unless we try this inward call by the written word, the temp-

860. tations of the devil may pass undiscovered. The test, in this

case, is to have recourse to the law and the ' testimony, if they

speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light
isa. xxviii. in them.''

" In the next place, they confute the Independents' plea from

necessity : to this they answer, that no necessity can oblige a

man to sin : that God stands in no need of our wickedness to

govern the world, and to execute his pleasure : that this plea

of necessity is of less w^eight in the present case, because it is

feared the ends aimed at are no more justifiable, than the

means ; and farther, that the necessity insisted on, is no better

than pretended, and the consequence of their own miscarriage.

Farther, they remind them once again how they stood engaged

by their oaths to preserve his majesty's person, and therefore

it is most evident that no necessity can justify perjury, or

dispense with lawful oaths : that dreadful flying roll being

Zccii. V. 4. ready to seize those who ' swear falsely by the name of God :'

and here they mention the judgments which fell upon the

country for SauPs breaking his oath to the Gibeonites, though

• these people had surreptitiously gained the protection they

2 Sam. xxi. lived under.

" They conclude with exhorting them to recover themselves,

14

2. C.
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and learn their duty from St. John Baptisfs advice, ' to do CHARLES
violence to no man.*" After this they make no scruple to tell v .; ,

them, that if they persist in their proceedings, ' their sin will ^^^^^ "' ^^•

find them out.'
"

Num. xxxii.

And here to do justice to the memory of these ministers, ' '

I shall give the reader a list of their names, which stands

thus

:

Thomas Gataker, pastor of Rotherhithe.

George Walker, pastor of John Evangelist's.

Arthur Jackson, pastor of MichaePs, Wood-street.

Charles Offspring, pastor of Antholine's.

Henry Robrough, pastor of Leonard's, Eastcheap.

Nicholas Profot, minister of the Word at Foster's.

Thomas Case, minister of Maudlin's, Milk-street.

Stanly Gower, minister of the Gospel at Martin's, Ludgate.

Andrew Janeway, of AUhallows-on-the-Wall.

Samuel Clark, minister of Bennet Fink.

Thomas Clandon, pastor of Allhallows, Barking.

John Wale, minister of Michael's, Cornhill.

James Oranford, pastor of Christopher's.

James Nalton, pastor of Leonard's, Foster-lane.

Thomas Cawton, pastor of Bartholomew's, Exchange.

John Fuller, minister of Botolph's, Bishopsgate.

Francis Roberts, pastor of Austin's.

William Jenkin, pastor of Christchurch.

Elidad Blackwell, pastor of Allhallows, Undershaft.

William Harrison, minister of Gracechurch.

John Sheffield, minister of Swithin's.

Matthew Haviland, minister of Trinity-parish.

George Smalewood, pastor of Mildred's, Poultry.

William Taylor, pastor of Stephen's, Coleman-street.

Christopher Love, pastor of Ann's Aldersgate.

Robert Mercer, minister of Bride's.

Ralph Robinson, pastor of Mary's, Woolnoth.

William Blackmore, pastor of Peter's, Cornhill.

Francis Peck, pastor of Nicholas Aeons.

Stephen Watkins, minister of the Gospel at Saviour's,

Soutlnvark.

William Wickins, pastor of Andrew Hubbard.

J olm ^^"allis, minister of Martin's, Ironmongcr-lanc.
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Thomas Manton, minister of Stoke Newinffton.

Thomas Gouge, minister of Sepulchre's.

Thomas Watson, pastor of Stephen's, Walbrook.
Nathanael Staniforth, minister of Mary Bothaw.

John Halk, preacher at Allhallows-on-the-Wall.

John Glassock, minister of the Gospel at Andrew's, Under-

shaft.

Thomas Whately, pastor of Mary's, Woolchurch.

Jacob Tice, pastor of Botolph's, Billingsgate.

Jonathan Lloyd, pastor of James', Garlickhithe.

John Morton, pastor of Newington-Butts.

Joshua Kirby, minister of the Word.
Arthur Barham, pastor of Helen's.

]3enjamin Needier, pastor of Margaret's Moses,

John WeUs, minister of Olave's Jury.

Robert Matthew, minister of Andrew's, Wardrobe.

AVarwick's
Memoirs.
And mur-
dered at

Wldtelicdl.

Sontethinp

fuHlier of
his cha-

racter.

This address was handsome, it was plain-dealing ; it was a
bold reprimand of a victorious army, and exposed the villainy

of the Independent faction with advantage enough. But these

men were impenetrably hardened, and out of the reach of

admonition : they, like " the deaf adder, refused to hear the

voice of the charmer ; charm he never so wisely."

To return. On the 28th of January, at night, and not

sooner, Juxon, bishop of London, was admitted to assist his

majesty in his devotions. On Tuesday following the execrable

murder was committed on the side of the Banqueting-house,

at Whitehall. The king appeared on the scaffold undisturbed,

both in aspect and motion, supported his character to the last

minute, and declared himself of the communion of the Church
of England, as it was settled in the time of his father, king

James.

To shut up this melancholy scene in a word or two of gene-

ral description : he was a prince of great abilities, equal and
dispassionate in his temper, and remarkably regular in his

private life. He never entered on his diversions abroad till he
had first paid his duty to God at the public prayers. He was
likewise very strict in observing the hours for his cabinet devo-

tion. He would not endure any licentious jests, any rallying

of religion, though never so much recommended by pleasantry

and wit. He was well furnished with capacity and resolution
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to advise at the council-board, and execute in the field. One Charles

of his greatest misfortunes seems to have been an excess of v '^ ,

clemency : of this the pacification at Berwick was a fatal in-

stance. He had likewise too modest a sense of his judgment

and sufficiency : this diffidence made him sometimes over-ruled

by other men"'s opinions, worse grounded than his own. The

extent of his knowledge, the force of his reasoning, and the

nobleness of his manner, are sufficiently discovered in his printed

works. The beautiful turn and lustre of his compositions are

seldom met with in English authors of that age. To conclude

:

the lord-chancellor Clarendon, who knew him very well, gives

him the character of " the worthiest gentleman, the best mas-

ter, the best friend, the best husband, the best father, and the

best Christian, that the age in which he lived produced.'" Hist, of the

This prince left issue three sons, Charles, prince of Wales, vol
3.'°"'

who succeeded him ; James, duke of York, a;fterwards king

of England ; and Henry, duke of Gloucester, who died soon

after the Restoration. His daughters were, the princess Mary,

married to the prince of Orange ; Elizabeth, who died during

the Usurpation, at Carisbrook castle, in the Isle of Wight

;

and Henrietta, married to the duke of Orleans.

Note.—To the account -which Collier has given us of the melancholy fate of

Charles I., we add the following illustrations from Lingard and other historians :

—

" As the day of trial approached, Charles resigned the hopes which he had hitherto

indulged : and his removal to "Whitehall (.January l!)th) admonished him to prepare for

that important scene in which he was soon to appear. Without information or advice,

he could only resolve to maintain the port and dignity of a king, to refuse the authority

of his judges, and to commit no act unworthy of his exalted rank and that of his ances-

tors. On the 20th of J.anuary the commissioners appointed by the act assembled in the

painted chamber, and proceeded in state to the upper end of \Vestmin8ter-h.all. A chair

of crimson velvet had been placed for the lord-president, John Bradshaw, serjeant-at-

l.aw : the others, to the number of sixty-six, ranged themselves on either side, on

benches covered with scarlet; at the feet of the president sat two clerks at a table, on

which lay the sword and mace ; and directly opposite stood a chair intended for the

king. After the preliminary formalities of reading the commission, and calling over

the members, Bradshaw ordered the prisoner to be introduced '.

" Charles was received at the door by the serjeant-at-arms, and conducted by him

' " The commissioners, according to the act (for bills passed by the commons alone were

now denominated .acts), were in number 133, chosen out of the lower house, the inns of

court, the city, and the .army. In one of their first meetings they chose Bradshaw for

their president. He was a native of Cheshire, bred to the bar, had long practised in the

Guildhall, and two terms before had been made Serjeant. In the first list of commis-

sioners his name did not occur ; but on the rejection of the ordinance by the upper

liousc, the names of six lords were erased, and his n.amc with those of five others was

substituted. He obtained for the reward of his services the estate of lord Cottington,

the chancellorship of the duchy of Lancaster, and the office of president of the council."
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within tlic bar. His step was firm,—liis countenance erect and unmoved. He did not

uncover; but first seated himself, then arose, and surveyed the court with an air of

superiority, wljich abashed and irritated his enemies. While the clerk read the charge,

he appeared to listen with indifference ; but a smile of contempt was seen to quiver, on

his lips at the passage Mhich described him as ' a tyrant, traitor, murderer, and public

and implacable enemy to the commonwealth of England.' At the conclusion Bradshaw
called on him to answer ; but he demanded by what lawful authority he had been

brought thither. He was king of England, and acknowledged no superior upon earth
;

the crown which he had received from his ancestors he would transmit, unimpaired by

any act of his, to his posterity. His case was the case of all the people of England ; for

if force without law could alter the fundamental laws of the kingdom, there was no man
who could be secure of his life or liberty for an hour. He was told that the court sat

by the authority of the house of commons. But where, he asked, were the lords ?

Were the commons the whole legislature ? Were they free .'' Were they a court of

judicature ? Could they confer on others a jurisdiction which they did not possess

themselves? He would never acknowledge an usurped authority. It was a duty

imposed upon him by the Almighty to disown every lawless power that invaded either

the rights of the crown or the liberties of the subject. Such was the substance of his

discourses delivered on three different days, and amidst innumerable interruptions from

the president, who would not suffer the jurisdiction of the court to be questioned, and

at last ordered the ' default and contempt of the prisoner' to be recorded.

" The two following days the court sat in private, to receive evidence that the king

had commanded in several engagements, and to deliberate on the form of judgment to

be pronounced.^ On the third (January 27th) Bradshaw took his seat, dressed in scar-

let ; and Charles immediately demanded to be heard. He did not mean, he said, on

this occasion either to acknowledge or deny the authority of the court; his object was to

ask a favour, which would spare them the commission of a great crime, and restore the

blessing of tranquillity to his people. He asked permission to confer with a joint com-

mittee of the lords and commons. The president replied, that the proposal was not alto-

gether new, though it was now made for the first time by the king himself : that it

pre-supposed the existence of an authority co-ordinate with that of the commons, which

could not be admitted ; that its object could only be to delay the proceedings of the

court, now that judgment was to be pronounced. Here he was interrupted by the

earnest expostulation of colonel Downes, one of the members. The king was immedi-

ately removed ; the commissioners adjourned into a neighbouring apartment, and almost

an hour was spent in private and animated debate. Had the conference been granted,

Charles would have proposed (so at least it was understood) to resign the croA^Ti in

favour of the prince of Wales.
" When the court resumed, Bradshaw announced to him the refusal of his request,

and proceeded to animadvert in harsh and unfeeling language on the principal events of

his reign. The meek spirit of the prisoner was roused ; he made an attempt to speak)

but he was immediately silenced with the remark, that the time for his defence was
past ; that he had spurned the numerous opportunities offered him by the indulgence of

the court ; and that nothing remained for his judges but to pronounce sentence : for they

had learned from Holy Writ, that ' to acquit the guilty was of equal abomination as to

condemn the innocent.' The charge was again read, and was followed by the judgment,
' that the court being satisfied in conscience that he, the said Charles Stuart, was guilty

of the crimes of which he had been accused, did adjudge him as a tyrant, traitor, mur-
derer, and public enemy to the good people of the nation, to be put to death by the

severing of his head from his body.' The king heard it in silence ; sometimes smiling

with contempt, sometimes raising his eyes to heaven, as if he appealed from the malice

of man to the justice of the Almighty. At tlie conclusion, the commissioners rose in a

body to testify their assent, and Charles made a last and more earnest effort to speak;

but Bi-adshaw ordered him to be removed, and the guards hurried him out of the hall.

" During this trial, a strong military force had been kept under arms to suppress any

demonstration of popular feeling in favour of the king. On the first day, when the

name of Fairfax, as one of the commissioners, was called, a female voice cried from the
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gallery, 'He has more wit tlian to be here.' On anotlier occasion, when Bradshaw (jjjj^RLji^S
attributed the charge against the king to the consentient voice of the people of England, I.

the same female voice exclaimed, 'No, not one-tenth of the people.' A faint murmur '^ ' '

of approbation followed, but was instantly suppressed by the military. The speaker was

recognised to be lady Fairfax, the wife of the commander-in-chief; and these affronts

probably on that account were suffered to pass unnoticed.

" When Coke, the solicitor-general, opened the pleadings, the king gently tapped him
on the shoulder with liis cane, crying, ' Hold ! hold !' At the same moment the silver

head of the cane fell off, and rolled on the floor. It was an accident which might have

happened at any time ; but in this superstitious age it could not fail to be taken for an

omen. Both his friends and enemies iutei'preted it as a presage of his approaching deca-

pitation.

" On one day, as the king entered the court, he heard behind him the cry of 'justice,

justice.' On another, as he passed between two lines of soldiers, the word ' execution'

was repeatedly sounded in his ears. He bore these affronts with patience ; and on his

return said to Herbert, ' I am well assured that the soldiers bear me no malice. The
cry was suggested by their officers, for whom they would do the like, if there were

occasion.'

" On his return from the hall, men and women crowded behind the guards, and

called aloud, ' God preserve your majesty.' But one of the soldiers venturing to say,

' God bless you, sir,' received a stroke on the head from an officer with his cane.

' Truly,' said the king, ' I think the punishment exceeded the offence.'

" By his conduct during these proceedings, Charles had exalted his character even in

the estimation of his enemies ; ho had now to prepare himself for a still more trying

scene,—to nerve his mind against the terrors of a public and ignominious death. But
lie was no longer the man he had been before the civil war. Affliction had chastened

his mind : he had learned from experience to submit to the visitations of Providence
;

and he sought and found strength and relief in the consolations of religion. The next

day, the Sunday (January 28), was spent by him at St. James's, by the commissioners

at Whitehall. Thci/ observed a fast, preached on the judgments of God, and prayed for

a blessing on the commonwealth. He devoted his time to devotional exercises in the

company of Herbert and of Dr. Juxon, bishop of London, who at the request of Hugh
Peters (and it should be recorded to the honour of that fanatical preacher) had been

permitted to attend the monarch. His ne])hcw, the prince elector, the duke of Rich-

mond, the marquis of Hertford, and several other noblemen, came to the door of his

bed-chamber, to pay their last respects to their sovereign : but they were told in his

name that he thanked them for their attachment, and desired their prayers ; that the

shortness of liis time admonished him to think of another world : and that the only

moments which he could spare must be given to his children. These were two,—the

princess Elizabeth and the duke of York ; the former wept for her father's fate : the latter,

too young to understand the cause, joined his tears through sympathy. Charles placed

them on his knees, gave them such advice as was adapted to their years, .and seemed to

derive pleasure from the pertinency of their answers. In conclusion he divided a few

jewels between them, kissed them, gave them his blessing, and hastil}' retired to his

devotions.

" On the last night of his life he slept soundly .about four hours ; and early in the

morning .awakened Herbert, who lay on a pallet by his bed-side. ' This,' he said, ' is

my second marri.age-day (Jan\iary 30th). 1 would be .as trim .as maybe; for before

night I liope to be espoused to my blessed Jesus.' He then pointed out the clothes

wliicl) he meant to wear, and ordered two shirts, on account of the severity of the

weather. ' For,' he observed, ' were I to shake through cold, my enemies would attri-

bute it to fear. I would have no such imput.ation. I fear not death. Death is not

terrible to me. I bless my God I am prepared '.'

' " I may here insert an anecdote, which seems to prove that Charles attributed his

misfortunes in a great measure to the counsels of archbisliop Laud. On the last night
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" The king si)cnt an hour in privacy with the bishop : Herbert was afterwards admit-
ted

;
and about ten o'clock colonel Hacker announced that it was time to proceed to

Wliitchall. He obeyed ; was conducted on foot, between two detacbments of military,

across the park, and received permission to repose himself in his former bed-chamber.
Dinner had been prepared for him ; but he refused to eat, though afterwards, at the
solicitation of the bishop, he took the half of a manchet and a glass of wine. Here he
remained almost two hours in constant expectation of the last summons, spending his

time partly in prayer, and partly in discourse with Dr. Juxon. There might have been
nothing mysterious in the delay ; if there was, it may perhaps be explained from the

following circumstances.

" Four days had now elapsed since the arrival of ambassadors from the Hague to

intercede in his favour. It was only on the preceding evening that they had obtained

audiences of the two houses, and hitherto no answer had been returned. In their com-
pany came Seymour, the bearer of two letters from the prince of Wales : one addressed
to the king, the other to the lord Fairfax. He had already delivered the latter, and
with it a sheet of blank paper subscribed with the name and sealed with the arms of the
prince. It was the price which he offered to the grandees of the army for the life of
his father. Let them fill it up with the conditions : whatever they might be, they were
already granted,—his seal and signature were aifixed. It is not improbable that this

offer may have induced the leaders to pause. That Fairfax laboured to postpone the
execution, was always asserted by his friends ; and we have evidence to prove, that

though he was at Whitehall, he knew not, or at least pretended not to know, what was
passing.

" In the meanwhile, Charles enjoyed the consolation of learning that his son had not
forgotten him in his distress. By the indulgence of colonel Tomlinson, Seymour was
admitted, delivered the letter, and received the royal instructions for the prince. He
was hardly gone, when Hacker arrived with the flital summons. The king jjroceeded

through the long gallery, lined on each side with soldiers, who, far from insulting the
fallen monarch, appeared by their sorrowful looks to sympathise with his fate. At the
end an aperture had been made in the wall, through which he stepped at once upon the
scaffold. It was hung with black. At the farther end were seen the two executioners,

the block, and the axe ; below, appeared in arms several regiments of horse and fbot

;

and beyond, as far as the eye was permitted to reach, waved a dense and countless crowd
of spectators. The king stood collected and undismayed amidst the apparatus of death.

There was in his countenance that cheerful intrepidity, in his demeanour that dignified

calmness, which had characterized, in the hall of Fotheringay, his royal grandmother,
Mary Stuart. It was his wish to address the people ; but they were kept beyond the

reach of his voice by the swords of the military; and therefore, confining his discourse

to the few persons standing with him on the scaffold, he took, he said, the opportunity
of denying, in the presence of his God, tlie crimes of which he had been accused. It

was not to him, but to the houses of parliament, that the war and all its evils should be
charged. The parliament had first invaded the rights of the crown by claiming the
command of the army; it had provoked hostilities by issuing commissions for the levy
of forces, before he had raised a single man. But he had forgiven all, even those,—
whoever they were (for he did not desire to know their names),—who had brought him
to his death. He did more than forgive them : he prayed that they might repent. But

of his life, he had observed that Herbert was restless during his sleep, and in the morn-
ing insisted on knowing the cause. Herbert answered that he was dreaming. He saw
Laud enter the room : the king took him aside, and spoke to him with a pensive coun-
tenance; the archbishop sighed, retired, and fell prostrate on the ground. Charles
replied, ' It is very remarkable : but lie is dead. Yet had we conferred together during
life, it is very likely (albeit I loved him well) I should have said something to him,
might have occasioned his sigh:—Herbert's letter to Dr. Samways, published at the end
of his memoirs:''
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for tliat purpose tliey must do tlirce things : tlicy must render to fiod his due, hy CHARLES
settling the Church according to the Scripture ; they must restore to the crown those I.

rights which belonged to it bylaw; and they must teach the people the distinction ^ / '

between the sovereign and the subject ;—those persons could not be governors who were

to be governed : they could not rule, whose duty it was to obey. Then, in allusion to

the offers formerly made to him by the army, he concluded with these words :
' Sirs, it

was for the liberties of the people that I am come here. If I would have assented to an

arbitrary sway, to have all things changed according to the power of the sword, I needed

not to have come hither; and therefore I tell you (and I pray God it be not laid to

your charge), that I am the martyr of the people.'

" Having added, at the suggestion of Dr. Juxon, ' I die a Christian according to the

profession of the Church of England, as I found it left me by my father,' he said,

.addressing himself to the prelate, ' I have on my side a good cause, and a gr.acious

God.'
" Bishop. ' There is but one stage more : it is turbulent and troublesome, but a

short one. It will carry you from earth to heaven ; and there you will find joy and

comfort.'

"
Kitiff.

' I go from a corruptible to an incorruptible crown.'

" Bishop. ' You exchange an earthly for .an eternal crown-^a good exchange.'

" Being ready, he bent his neck on the block, and after a short pause stretched

out his hands as a signal. At that instant the .axe descended, the head rolled from

the body, and a deep groan burst from the multitude of the spectators. But they had

no leisure to testify their feelings; two troops of horse dispersed them in different

directions '.

" Such was the end of the unfortunate Ch.arles Stuart ; an awful lesson to the pos-

sessors of royiilty, to watch the growth of public opinion, and to moderate their preten-

sions in conformity with the reasonable desires of their subjects. Had he lived at a

more early period, when the sense of wrong was quickly subdued by the h.abit of sub-

mission, his reign would probably have been marked by fewer violations of the nation.al

liberties. It was resistance that made him a tyrant. The spirit of the people refused

to yield to the encroachments of authority ; and one act of oppression phaced him under

the necessity of committing another, till he had revived and enforced all those odious

prerogatives, which, though usually claimed, were but sparingly exercised, by his prede-

cessors. For some years his efforts seemed successful ; but the Scottish insmrection

revealed the delusion. He had parted with the real authority of a king, when he for-

feited the confidence and affection of his subjects.

" But while we blame the illegal measures of Charles, we ought not to screen from

censure the subsequent conduct of his principal opponents. From the moment that

war seemed inevitable, they acted as if they thought themselves absolved from all obli-

' " The royal corpse, having been embalmed, was after some days delivered to the earl

of Richmond for private interment at Windsor. Tiiat nobleman, accompanied by the

marquis of Hertford, the earls of South.impton and Lindsey, Dr. Juxon, and a few of

the king's .attend.ants, deposited it in a vault in the choir of St. George's chapel, which

already contained the remains of Henry VIII. and his third queen, Jane Seymour.

Notwithstanding such authority, the .assertion of Clarendon, that the place could not

be discovered, threw some doubt upon the subject. But in 1813, it chanced that tiic

workmen made an aperture in a vault corresponding in situation, and occupied by three

coffins; and his majesty George IV., then prince regent, ordered an investigation to

ascert.ain the truth. One of the coffins, in conformity with the account of Herbert, was

of lead, with a leaden scroll, in which were cut the words ' King Charles.' In the

upper lid of this .an opening was m.ade; and when the cere-cloth and unctuous matter

were removed, the features of tiie face, as far as they could be distinguished, bore a

strong rcsembhancc to the portraits of Charles I. To complete the proof, the head was

found to have been separated from the trimk by some sharp instrument, which had

rut throuch the fourth vertebra of the neck."
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gallons of lionoiiv and honesty. Tlicy never ceased to inflame the passions of the people

by misrepresentation and calumny; they exercised a power far more arbitrary and for-

midable than had ever been claimed by the king; they punished summaril}^, on mere
suspicion, and without attention to the forms of law ; and by their committees they

established in every county a knot of petty tyrants, who disposed at will of the liberty

and property of the inhabitants. Such anomalies may perhaps be inseparable from the

jealousies, the resentments, and the heart-burnings , which are engendered in civil

commotions; but certain it is, that right and justice had seldom been more wantonly

outraged than they were by those who professed to have drawn the sword in the defence

of right and justice.

" Neither should the death of Charles be attributed to the vengeance of the people.

They, for the most part, declared themselves satisfied with their victory ; they sought

not the blood of the captive monarch : they were even willing to replace him on the

throne, under those limitations which they deemed necessary for the preservation of

their rights. The men who hurried him to the scaffold were a small faction of bold and
ambitious spirits, who had the address to guide the passions and fanaticisms of their

followers, and were enabled through them to control the real sentiments of the nation.

Even of the commissioners appointed to sit in judgment on the king, scarcely one half

could be induced to attend at his trial ; and many of those who concun-ed in his con-

demnation, subscribed the sentence with feelings of shame and remorse. But so it

alwa)'s happens in revolutions. The most violent put themselves forward ; their vigi-

lance and activity seems to multiply their number, and the daring of the few wins the

ascendancy over the indolence or the pusillanimity of the many."

As this is one of the most extraordinary and important epochs in our history, and
one which has excited the talents of our most illustrious political authors, we shall, in

addition to the foregoing, give the sentiments both of Hume and Hallam : who may be

considered the chief writers of each party. The former has embodied all the arguments

of the royalists, and the latter has most carefully, and apparently impartially, summed
up, with a constitutional predilection.

We commence with Hume :
—" The character of this prince, as that of most men, if

not of all men, was mixed; but his virtues predominated extremely above his vices, or,

more properly speaking, his imperfections : for scarce any of his faults rose to that pitoh

as to merit the appellation of vices. To consider him in the most favourable light, it

may be affirmed, that his dignity was free from pride, his humanity from weakness, his

bravery from rashness, his temperance from austerity, his frugality from avarice ; all

these virtues, in him, maintained their proper bounds, and merited unreserved praise.

To speak the most harshly of him, we may affirm, that many of his good qualities were
attended with some latent frailty, which, though seemingly inconsiderable, was able,

when seconded by the extreme malevolence of his fortune, to disappoint them of all

their influence ; his beneficent disposition was clouded by a manner not very gracious
;

his virtue was tinctured with superstition; his good sense was disfigured by a deference

to persons of a capacity inferior to his own ; and his moderate temper exempted him
not from hasty and precipitate resolutions. He deserves the epithet of a good, rather

than of a gi'eat man ; and was more fitted to rule in a regular established government,
than either to give way to the encroachments of a popular assembly, or finally to subdue
their pretensions. He wanted suppleness and dexterity sufficient for the first measure

;

he was not endowed with the vigour requisite for the second. Had he been born an
absolute prince, his humanity and good sense had rendered his reign happy and his

memory precious ; had the limitations on prerogative been in his time quite fixed and
certain, his integrity had made him regard, as sacred, the boundaries of the constitution.

Unhappily, his fate threw him into a period when the precedents of many former reigns

savoured strongly of arbitrary power, and the genius of the people ran violently towards

liberty. And if his political prudence was not sufficient to extricate him from so peril-

ous a situation, he may be excused ; since, even after the event, when it is commonly
easy to correct all errors, one is at a loss to determine what conduct, in his circum-
stances, could have maintained the authority of the crown, and preserved the peace of

the nation. Exposed without revenue, without arms, to the assault of furious, implaca-
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ble, and bigoted factions, it was never permitted liim, but witli tbc most fatal consc- CHARLES
quenccs, to commit the smallest mistake;—a condition too rigorous to be imposed on the I.

greatest human capacity. "-z

" Some historians have rashly questioned tlie good faith of this prince ; but, for this

reproach, the most malignant scrutiny of his conduct, which, in every circumstance, is

now thoroughly known, affords not any reasonable foundation. On the contrary, if we

consider the extreme difficulties to which he was so frequently reduced, and compare

the sincerity of his professions and declarations, we shall avow, that probity and honour

ought justly to be numbered among his most shining qualities. In every treaty, those

concessions which he thought he could not in conscience maintain, he never could, by

any motive or pereuasion, be induced to make. And though some violations of the

petition of right may perhaps be imputed to him, these are more to be ascribed to the

necessity of his situation, and to the lofty ideas of royal prerogative, which, from former

established precedents, he had imbibed, than to any failure in the integrity of his prin-

ciples.

" This prince was of a comely presence,—of a sweet, but melancholy aspect. His face

was regular, handsome, and well-complexioncd : liis body strong, healtliy, and justly-

proportioned : and being of a middle stature, he was capable of enduring the greatest

fatigues. He excelled in horsemansliip and other exercises ; and he possessed all the

exterior, as well as many of the essential qualities, which form an accomplished

prince.

" The tragical deatli of Charles begat a question, whether the people, in any case, were

entitled to judge and punish their sovereign ; and most men, regarding chiefly the atro-

cious usurpation of the pretended judges, and the merit of the virtuous prince who

suffered, were inclined to condemn the republican principle as highly seditious and

extravagant ; but there still were a few who, abstracting from the particular circum-

stances of this case, were able to consider the question in general, and were inclined to

moderate, not contradict, the prevailing sentiment. Such might have been their reason-

ing : ifever, onany occasion, it were laudable to conceal truth from the populace, it

must be confessed, that the doctrine of resistance affords such an example ; and that all

speculative rcasoners ought to observe, with regard to this principle, the same cautious »

silence, wliicli the laws in every species of government liave ever prescribed to them-

selves. Government is instituted in order to restrain the fury and injustice of the

people; and being always founded on opinion, not on force, it is dangerous to weaken,

by these speculations, the reverence which the multitude owe to authority, and to

instruct thcni beforehand, that the case can never happen, when they may be freed from

their duty of allegiance. Or sliould it be found impossible to restrain the licence of,

human disquisitions, it must be acknowlegcd, that the doctrine of obedience ought alone

to be inculcated, and that the exceptions, which arc rare, ought seldom or never to be

mentioned in popular reasonings and discourses. Nor is there any danger that mankind,

by this prudent reserve, should universally degenerate into a state of abject servitude.

When the exception really occurs, even though it be not previously expected and

descanted on, it must, from its very nature, be so obvious and undisputed, as to remove

all doubt, and overpower the restraint, however great, imposed by teaching the general

doctrine of obedience. But between resisting a prince and dethroning him, there is a

wide interval ; aud the abuses of power which can warrant the latter violence, arc

greater, and more enormous, than tliose which will justify the former. History, how-

ever, supplies us witli examples even of this kind; and the reality of the supposition,

though, for the future, it ought ever to be little looked for,—nmst, by all candid

inquirers, be acknowledged in the past. But between dethroning a prince and punishing

liim, there is another very wide interval ; and it were not strange if even men of the

most enlarged thought should question, whether human nature could ever in any

monaich reach that height of depravity as to warrant, in revolted subjects, this last act

of extraordinary jurisdiction. That illusion, if it be an illusion, which teaches us to pay

a sacred rcg.ard to the persons of princes, is so salutary, tliat to dissipate it by the formal

trial and punishment of a sovereign, will have more pernicious effects upon the people,

tli.nn the example of justice can be sup|>osed to liave a beneficial influence upon princes.
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bj' checking tlicir career of tyianny. It is dangerous, also, by tbese examples, to reduce

princes to despair, or bring matters to such extremities against persons endowed with

great power, as to leave them no resource, but in the most violent and most sanguinary

counsels. This general position being established, it must however be observed, that no

reader, almost of any party or principle, was ever shocked when he read, in ancient

history, that the Roman senate voted Nero, their absolute sovereign, to be a public

enemy ; and, even without trial, condemned him to the severest and most ignominious

punishment,—a punishment from which the meanest Roman citizen was, by the laws,

exempted. The crimes of that bloody tyrant are so enormous, that they break through

all rules, and extort a confession, that such a dethroned prince is no longer superior to

his people, and can no longer plead, in his own defence, laws which were estabhshed for

conducting the ordinary course of administration. But when we pass from the case of

Nero to that of Cliarles, the great disproportion,—or, rather, total contrariety,—of cha-

racter immediately strikes us ; and we stand astonished, that, among a civilized people, so

much virtue could ever meet with so fatal a catastrophe. History, the great mistress of

wisdom, furnishes examples of all kinds, and every prudential, as well as moral precept,

may be authorized by those events which her enlarged mirror is able to present to us.

From the memorable revolutions which passed in England during this period, we may

naturally deduce the same useful lesson which Charles himself, in bis later years,

inferred ; that it is dangerous for princes, even from the appearance of necessity, to

assume more authority than the laws have allowed them. But it must be confessed,

that these events furnish us with another instruction, no less natural, and no less useful,

concerning the madness of the people, the furies of fanaticism, and the danger of merce-

nary armies."

We conclude this eventful part of our history with the judgment pronounced by

Hallam.
" A very small number among those who sat in this strange tribunal upon Charles I.

were undoubtedly capable of taking statesman-like views of the interests of their party,

and might consider his death a politic expedient for consolidating the new settlement.

It seemed to involve the army, which had openly abetted the act, and even the nation,

by its passive consent, in such inexpiable guilt towards the royal family, that neither

common prudence nor a sense of shame would permit them to suffer its restoration.

But by the far greater part of the regicides such considerations were either overlooked

or kept in the back-ground. Their more powerful motive was that fierce fanatical

hatred of the king, the natural fruit of long civil dissension, inflamed by preachers more

dark and sanguinary than those they addressed, and by a perverted study of the Jewish

scriptures. They had been wrought to believe, not that his execution would be justified

by state-necessity, or any such feeble grounds of human reasoning, but that it was a

bounden duty, which with a safe conscience they could not neglect. Such was the per-

suasion of Ludlow and Hutchinson, the most respectable names among the regicides
;

both of them free from all suspicion of interestedness or hypocrisy, and less intoxicated

than the rest by fanaticism. ' I was fully persuaded,' says the former, ' that an accom-

modation with the king was unsafe to the people of England, and unjust and ^vicked in

the nature of it. The former, besides that it was obvious to all men, the king himself

had proved, by the duplicity of his dealing with the parliament, which manifestly

appeared in his own papers, taken at the battle of Naseby and elsewhere. Of the latter

I was convinced by the express words of God's law, that ' blood defileth the land, and

the land cannot he cleansed of the blood that is shed therein, but by the blood of him

that shed it.' (Numb. xxxv. 33.) And therefore I could not consent to leave the guilt

of so much blood on the nation, and thereby to draw down the just vengeance of God

upon us all, when it was evident that the war had been occasioned by the invasion of

our rights, and open breach of our laws and constitution on the king's part.' ' As for

Mr. Hutchinson,' says his high-souled consort, ' although he was very much confirmed

in his judgment concerning the cause, yet being here called to an extraordinary action,

whereof many were of several minds, he addressed himself to God by prayer, desiring

the Lord, that if, through any human frailty, he were led into any error or false opinion

in those great transactions, he would open his eyes, and not suffer him to proceed, but
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that he would Lonfiim his spirit in the truth, and lead him by a right-enlightened con- CHARLES
science ; and finding no check, but a confirmation in his conscience, that it was his duty I.

to act as he did, he, upon serious debate, both privately and in liis addresses to CJod, and -.
'

in conferences with conscientious, upright, unbiassed persons, proceeded to sign the

sentence against the king. Although he did not then believe but it might one day come

to be again disputed among men, yet both he and others thought they could not refuse

it without giving up the people of God, whom they had led forth and engaged them-

selves unto by the oath of God, into the hands of their enemies ; and therefore he cast

himself upon God's protection, acting according to the dictates of a conscience which

he had sought the Lord to guide ; and accordingly the Lord did signalize his favour

afterward to liim.'

" The execution of Charles L has been mentioned in later ages by a few with

unlimited praise ; by some with faint and ambiguous censure ; by most with vehement

reprobation. My own judgment will possibly be anticipated by the reader of the pre-

ceding pages. I shall certainly not rest it on the imaginary sacredness and divine origin

of royalty, nor even on the irresponsibility with which the law of almost every country

invests the person of its sovereign. Far be it from me to contend, that no cases may be

conceived, that no instances may be found in history, wherein the sympathy of mankind

and the sound principles of political justice would approve a public judicial sentence as

the due reward of tyranny and perfidiousness. But we may confidently deny that

Charles \. was thus to be singled out as a warning to tyrants. His offences were not,

in the worst interpretation, of that atrocious character which calls down the vengeance

of insulted humanity, regardless of positive law. His govei'nment had been very arbi-

trary ; but it may well be doubted whether any, even of his ministers, could have

suffered death for their share in it, without introducing a principle of barbarous vindic-

tiveness. Far from the sanguinary misanthropy of some monarchs, or the revengeful

fury of others, he had in no instance displayed, nor does the minute scrutiny since made
into his character entitle us to suppose any malevolent dispositions beyond some prone-

ness to anger, and a considerable degree of harshness in his demeanour '. As for the

charge of having caused the bloodshed of the war, upon which, and not on any former

misgovernment, his condemnation was grounded, it was ill established, as it would have

been insufficient. "Well might the earl of Northumberland say, when the ordinance for

the king's trial was before the lords, that the greatest part of the people of England were

not yet satisfied, whether the king levied war first against the houses, or the houses

against him. The fact, in my opinion, w.-is entirely otherwise. It is quite another

question, whether the parliament were justified in their resistance to the king's legal

authority. But we may contend, that when Hotliam, by their command, shut the gates

of Hull against his sovereign, when the militia was called out in different co\inties by an

ordinance of the two houses,—both which preceded by several weeks any levying of

forces for the king,—the bonds of our constitutional law were by them and their

sers'ants snapped asunder ; and it would be the mere pedantry and chicane of political

' " The king's manners were not good. He spoke and behaved to ladies with indeli-

cacy in public. He once forgot himself so far as to cane sir Henry Vane for coming

into a room of the palace reserved for persons of higher rank."

—

Carte s Ormond

;

where other instances are mentioned by that friendly writer.

" He had, in truth, none who loved him, till his misfortunes softened his temper, and

excited sympathy.
'' An anecdote, strongly intimating the violence of Charles's temper, has been rejected

by his advocates. It is said that Burnet, in searching the Hamilton papers, found that

the king, on discovering the celebrated letter of the Scots covenanting lords to the king

of France, was so incensed, that he sent an order to sir William Balfour, lieutenant-

governor of the Tower, to cut off the head of his prisoner, lord Loudon, but that the

marquis of Hamilton, to whom Balfour immediately communicated this, urged so

strongly on the king that the city would be up in arms on this violence, that with

reluctance he withdrew the warrant,"

VOL. VIII. B b
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casuistry to inquire, even if the fact could be better ascertained, wbetlier at Edgebill, or

in the minor skirmishes that preceded, the first carbine was discharged by a cavalier or a

roundhead. The aggressor in a war is not the first who uses force, but the first who
rendei's force necessary.

" But, whether we may think this war to have originated in the king's or the parlia-

ment's aggression, it is still evident that the former had a fair case with the nation,

—

a cause which it was no plain violation of justice to, defend. He was supported by the

greater part of the peers, by full one third of the commons, by the principal body of the

gentry, and a large proportion of other classes. If his adherents did not form, (as I

think they did not) the majority of the people, they were at least more numerous,

beyond comparison, than those who demanded or approved of his death. The steady

deliberate perseverance of so considerable a body in any cause takes away the right of

punishment from the conquerors, beyond what their own safety or reasonable indemnifi-

cation may require. The vanquished are to he judged by the rules of national, not of

municipal law. Hence, if Charles, after having by a course of victories, or the defection

of the people, prostrated all opposition, had abused his triumph by the execution of

Essex, or Hampden, or Fairfax, or Cromwell, I think that later ages would have disap-

proved of their deaths as positively, though not quite as vehemently, as they have of his

own. The line is not easily drawn, in abstract reasoning, between the treason that is

justly punished, and the social schism which is beyond the proper boundaries of law

;

but the civil war of England seems plainly to fall within the latter description. Tiiese

objections strike me as unanswerable, even if the trial of Charles had been sanctioned

by the voice of the nation through its legitimate representatives, or at least such a fair

and full convention as might, in great necessity, supply the place of lawful authority.

But it was, as we all know, the act of a bold, but very small minority, who, having

forcibly expelled their colleagues from parliament, had usurped, under the protection of

a military force, that power which all England reckoned illegal. I cannot perceive

"what there was in the imagined solemnity of this proceeding,—in that insolent mockery

of the forms of justice, accompanied by all unfairness and inhumanity in its circum-

stances,—which can alleviate the guilt of the transaction ; and if it be alleged that many

of the regicides were firmly persuaded in their consciences of the right and duty of con-

demning the king, we may surely remember that private murderers have often had the

same apology.

" In discussing each particular transaction in the life of Charles, as of any other sove-

reign, it is required by the truth of history to spare no just animadversion upon his

faults ; especially where much art has been employed by the writers most in repute to

carry the stream of public prejudice in an opposite direction. But when we come to a

general estimate of his character, we should act unfairly not to give their full weight to

those peculiar circumstances of his condition in this worldly scene which tend to account

for and extenuate his failings. The station of kings is, in a moral sense, so unfavour-

able, that those who are least prone to servile admiration should be on their guard

against the opposite error of an uncandid severity. There seems no fairer method of

estimating the intrinsic worth of a sovereign than to treat him as a subject, and judge,

so far as the history of his life enables us, what he would have been in that more private

and happier condition, from which the chance of birth has excluded him. Tried by this

test, we cannot doubt that Charles I. would have been not altogether an amiable man,

but one deserving of general esteem ; his firm and conscientious virtues the same ; his

deviations from right far less frequent than upon the throne. It is to be pleaded for

this prince, that his youth had breathed but the contaminated air of a profligate and

servile court; that he had imbibed the lessons of arbitrary power from all who sur-

rounded him ; that he had been betrayed, by a father's culpable blindness, into the

dangerous society of an ambitious, unprincipled favourite. To have maintained so much

correctness of morality as his enemies confess, was a proof of Charles's virtuous disposi-

tions ; but his advocates are compelled also to own, that he did not escape as little

injured by the poisonous adulation to which he had listened. Of a temper by nature,

and by want of restraint, too passionate, though not \nndictive; and, though not abso-

lutely cruel, certainly deficient in gentleness and humanity, he was entirely unfit for the
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very difficult situation of royalty, and especially for tliat of a constitutional king. It is

impossible to excuse his violations of liberty on the score of ignorance, especially after the

petition of right ; because his impatience of opposition from his council made it imsafe

to give him any advice that tlnvarted his determination. His other great fault was want
• of sincerity,—a fault that appeared in all parts of his life, and from which no one who
" has paid the subject any attention will pretend to exculpate him. Those, indeed, who
know nothing but what they find in Hume, may believe, on Hume's authority, that the

king's contemporaries never dreamed of imputing to him any deviation from good faith

;

as if the whole conduct of the parliament had not been evidently founded upon a dis-

trust, which on many occasions they very explicitly declared. But so far as this insin-

cerity was shown in the course of his troubles, it was a failing which untoward circum-

stances are a])t to produce, and which the extreme hypocrisy of many among his adver-

saries might sometimes palliate. Few personages in history, we should recollect, have

had so much of their actions revealed, and commented upon, as Charles ;—it is perhaps

a mortifying truth, that those who have stood highest with posterity have seldom been

those who have been most accurately known.
" The turn of his mind was rather peculiar, and laid him open with some justice to

very opposite censures,—for an e-xtreme obstinacy in retaining his own opinion, and for

an excessive facility in adopting that of others. But the apparent incongruity ceases when
we observe that he was tenacious of ends, and irresolute as to means; better fitted to

reason than to act; never swerving from a few main principles, but diffident of his own
judgment in its application to the course of affairs. His chief talent was an acuteness

in dispute,—a talent not usually much exercised by kings, but which the strange events

of his life called into action. He had, unfortunately for himself, gone into the study

most fashionable in that age, of polemical theology ; and, though not at all learned, had

read enough of the English divines to maintain their side of the current controversies

with much dexterity. But this unkingly talent was a poor compensation for the

continual mistakes of his judgment in the art of government, and the conduct of his

affairs.

" It seems natural not to leave untouched, in this place, the famous problem of the

Icon Basilike, which has been deemed an irrefragable evidence both of the virtues and

the talents of Charles. But the authenticity of this work can hardly be any longer a

question among judicious men. We have letters from Gauden and his family, asserting

it as bis own in the most express terms, and making it the ground of a claim for reward.

We know that the king's sons were both convinced that it was not their father's

composition,—that Clarendon was satisfied of the same. If Gauden not only set up a

false claim to so famous a work, but persuaded those nearest to the king to surrender

that precious record, as it had been reckoned, of his dying sentiments, it was an instance

of successful impudence which has has hardly a parallel. But 1 should be content to

rest the case on that internal evidence, which has been so often alleged for its authenti-

city. The Icon has, to my judgment, all the air of a fictitious composition. Cold,

stiff, elaborate, without a single allusion that bespeaks the superior knowledge of facts,

which the king must have possessed, it contains little but those rhetorical conimon-

pl.iccs which would suggest themselves to any forger. The prejudices of party, which

exercise a strange influence in matters of taste, have caused this book to be extravagantly

praised. It has doubtless a certain air of grave dignity, and the periods are more artifi-

cially constructed than was usual in that age (a circumstance not in favour of its authen-

ticity): but the style is encumbered with frigid metaphors, as is said to be the case in

Gauden's acknowledged writings; and the thoughts are neither beautiful, nor always

exempt from affectation. The king's letters during his imprisonment, preserved in the

Clarendon State Papers, and especially one to his son, from which an extract is given in

the History of the Rebellion, are more satisfactory proofs of his integrity than the

laboured self-ptinegyrics of the Icon Basilike."

li b -2
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CHARLES IL

January 30, When the king was murdered, the prince of Wales was at

the Hague, and not ill, though somewhat cautiously enter-

tained by the States of Holland, The English rebels forbid

861. the proclaiming him under the penalty of high-treason: they

Regicides voted the liouse of lords useless and dangerous, giving the peers
form a pre- igayg notwithstanding, to sit in the house of commons, pro-
tended go- ^

' o'
_

^ i^

vernment. yided they Were elected. The Rump -parliament, now at the

Hist. Coll. helm, proceeded to abolish kingly government, and choose a

Walker's
couucil of state, with whom they lodged the executive part of

Hist, of the rebellion. From hence they advanced to repeal the oaths

(lency. of allegiance and supremacy. Thus, when the rebels had made

\^'^^l'
themselves liable to the highest forfeitures by a continued

3 James 1. breach upon these laws, they thought it necessary to take them

ScobeiVs out of the way. This was a shrewd expedient ! And by the

Actsr&c! same authority a set of libertines may abrogate the seventh

5,'^; ^„ commandment ; or, to bring the resemblance a little nearer,
Feb. 9, .

'

p ^ ' •

A.D. 1648-9. by the same right a company of thieves, who have raised their

enjoining the fortuucs by their profession, may meet together, dub them-
oaths of ai- ggiyes the legislature, and declare the statutes against burfflarv
leyiimce and

. .

o J.

supremacy and robbing void, and of none effect. " But that when many
lepeae

.

^^^^^ swcar singly, they may, when assembled, absolve them-

selves if they please," was a piece of law which even Hobbs
Behemoth, coufesscs lie could uot Understand.

A little after, a petition was addressed to his excellency

Thomas Fairfax, " lord general of the forces raised for the

defence of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and the enlargement of

the liberty of the well-affected English." The address makes
a recital of the sins and corruption of the times, and prays,

A petition " 1. That none but men of known integrity, fidelity, and

foiUo the' well-affected to the cause, may be put into any office, military

^FairfyJ^'^^
Or civil, and that no delinquent (that is, no royalist) may be

trusted with any public employment.
" 2. That the scandalous, ignorant, and malignant clergy,

may no longer take the word of Grod into their mouths, but

that a godly and painful ministry may be settled throughout

the kingdom, and that all rectories may be restored for their

maintenance."
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But here these well-affected petitioners seem to forget CHARLES

themselves ; for immediately after they moved, " That tithes v
,^—

'

may be wholly taken away, and every minister have a hundred

pounds per annum, to be raised by a rate upon the respective

parishes. They insist farther upon purging the schools and

the universities, and reforming the law: for instance, they

would have perjury and subornation capitally punished, that

no cause should hang above two terms, and that the number

of lawyers should be retrenched, and the fees made less, and AVhitiock's

\ ,,
Memorials,

ascertamed. &c. p. 379.

The Presbyterian ministers, not having interest enough to
JJ-„f^^f^'

prevail with the army and the Westminster junto, for pre- nisters en-
^ *' i-xi?v deavour a

venting the king's murder, endeavoured to wipe on the asper- vindication

sion of their being a party to this wickedness : for this pur-
f^^^fj^f''"'

pose they published a paper, in which they disclaimed and'^-A-jr/ye o/

detested the proceedings of the regicides. Their vindication is cer?ied in

signed by fifty-nine ministers : among these abhorrers are Cor- ^„^,.(/"^/

nelius Burges, William Gouge, Edmund Stanton, Thomas a Vindica-

Temple, doctors in divinity ; Edmund Calamy, pastor of Alder- Ministers of

manbury; William Spursthow, of Hackney; with several i„!jnd'about

others unmentioned in the former list. But these divines did London, &c.
Ljonuon .

not well consider, that by their preaching up the warrant- printed in

ableness for fighting the government, and their zeal for the i648.

parliament cause, they failed in their allegiance, and broke the

laws ; and in consequence of this, were unhappily instrumental

in disabling the king, and laying him at the mercy of the

rebellion.

About this time Fairfax and the army published a paper,

entituled, " The Agreement of the People :" this, as the

Presbyterians rightly judged, gave a dangerous liberty to all

persuasions. To prevent ill impressions from this quarter, the

ministers of Essex, Leicestershire, and Lancashire, appeared in

print : in managing the argument, they take notice the agree- Kssex Men's

ment suggests, " That the Christian religion shall be held AVord, &c.

forth and recommended as the public profession in this
^f^"iffj''fi,g

nation ;" but then they do not define Christianity, nor distin-
"^'.'/'f'';

guish it from other religions : farther, " the Agreement would b,j th- mi-

nisters o/

thehave the public profession so held forth, that none may be
'^^',!;-J

|>

compelled bv penalties, or otherwise, but onlv mav be endea- p'fr^.rr of

voured to be made one by sound doctnne, and the example of The hanUc

a good conversation." It is true, they exclude popery and Y^n^ofthe

prelacy from this privilege : but this limitation doth by no committee.
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inimsh-y, ^c means satisfy the Presbyterians. Tliey conceive the indulgence
in tlie comity .

'' " iiiiAix-iA j.'

of Leicester, takes in too large a compass, and that Anabaptists, Antino-

un%i^swerfo o^ians, Arians, Socinians, and other gross mispersuasions, may
«j'";"''; be comprehended. However, the agreement pretends this

Afjreement liberty is " fundamental to our common right, to our freedom

'people;' &c. ^^^ safety :" to this the Presbyterians return, they would be

glad to know what right there can be in a liberty for iniquity?

In a liberty to corrupt the articles of faith, and break the ordi-

nances of God ; to propagate infection, to disconcert the unity

of the Church, and destroy the souls of men I What sort of

freedom is it to ramble from truth, and revolt from God, and

to be led away by ignorance and error ? What safety can be

Deut. vii. 5. expected by opening the sheep-folds for the wolves to enter, to

xiii. f, 2. give heresy an unlimited range, and feed the disease without

[jj<'"^-"^^i^'-.,
thinking of a remedy ? And, to enforce this reasoning, they cite

1 Tim. ii. 1, a great many texts, both from the Old and New Testament.

'i Joiin 10. The Rump-parliament, finding the Presbyterian ministers

rl'^is^lit
perplexed the cause, committed a bill, prohibiting ministers

lel '
^ intermeddling with state affairs ; and, to soften this restraint a

Gal. i. 9.
' little, and reconcile the different parties, they gave order for

^^d'eda^' ^ declaration touching matters of religion, and settling the

ration con- Cliurcli : the expedient imported, that tithes shall not be taken

liyion". away, till another maintenance, equally large and honourable,

be provided for the minister : that as soon as such a provision

can be made, tithes shall be taken off, and the national Church

AD. 1(149. establishment shall be the Presbyterian government : and,

lastly, that an expedient should be found out for the admitting

all such Churches as tend to godliness : and that such congre-

\A'iiiiiock's gations shall be tolerated, and free from disturbance.

Upon the strength of these indulgences, the office of preach-

ing was sometimes invaded by the laity, and strange flights of

enthusiasm and phrenzy thrown out for prophecy. For instance,

at Walton upon Thames, in Surrey, a soldier coming into the

church with a candle and lanthern, and being refused to hold

forth there, went into the church-yard, and told the people,

" he had a vision, and received a command from God, which

he was to deliver, and which they were to govern themselves

by, under pain of damnation : it consisted of five lights

:

8(;2. " 1. That the sabbath was abolished as unnecessary, Jewish,

A desperate ^^^j merely ceremonial ; and here (says he) I sliould have put
rnihusiasi s •'

. . . i
• i -r t i "j.

five lights, out my fii'st light, but the wind is so high I cannot light it.

" 2. Tithes are abolished as Jewish and ceremonial, a great
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burthen to the saints of God, and a discouragement of industry CHARLES
. II

and tillage : and here the second light should have been put ^ .,1 -

out, but for the reason above mentioned.

" 3. Ministers are abolished as anti-Christian, and of no

longer use now Christ himself descends into the hearts of his

saints, and his Spirit enlightens them with revelations and

inspirations.

" 4. Magistrates are abolished as useless, since Christ him-

self is, in the purity of the Spirit, come amongst us, and has

erected the kingdom of the saints upon the earth : besides,

magistrates are tyrants, and oppressors of the liberty of the

saints, and tie them down to laws and ordinances, mere human
inventions."

After this, he pulled a Bible out of his pocket, held it up to

the people, and then went on with the following blasphemy.

" Here is a book you have in great veneration, consisting of

two parts, the Old and New Testament : I must tell you (says

he) it is abolished : it contains beggarly rudiments, milk for

babes : but now Christ is in glory amongst us, and imparts a

fuller measure of his Spirit to his saints than this can afford

;

and therefore I am commanded to burn it before your faces :""

upon this, he set fire to the leaves, and then putting out the

candle, let them know his fifth light was extinguished. Hist, of in-

To impose upon the people, and carry on the farce the part 2.
"^"^

'

better, the Rump-parliament erected a corporation for " pro- p-
^'^"^•

moting and propagating the Gospel in New England." For

this purpose they ordered a general collection throughout the Scobei's

kingdom, that the parish ministers should read their pretend-
Acti^ &c!^

ed act, and recommend a subscription for this purpose. fo- fi*^.

And now having set up for a commonwealth in form, they rhe'reMs

fortified their scheme with an oath called the engagement:
^'^'^^^{ll"li^e(athl'

their officers, civil, military and others, swore to be true and «"'^,'"''^/''«

„ . „ 1 1 r> T-i 1 1 • • 1
lords useless.

faithful to the commonwealth of England, as it is now estab-

lished, without king or house of lords. And here those who

took the oath had the liberty, either of laying their right hand

on the Bible, or holding it up when this engagement was

administered. The penalty of non-compliance was, that those id. f;.i. ««.

in public employment should lose their offices ; and others '

*^^^'' '

'

who refused were barred the benefit of the law, and disabled

to sue in any court. This latter severity passed the house ^
-' 11 Deccni.

some months afterwards, and pressed the engagement upon all Avintiock's

persons throughout the kingdom.
p. m""*

''
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The Scotch The Scotch Covenanters who began the rebellion at home,

appiuTothe ^^^ Supported it here, came now to a rupture with their

km(] but English confederates. They found their covenant discoun-

ture of mis- tonanced by the Rump at Westmmster, and it may be, they
e aiioui

. j^jg}^^ think the rebellion carried too far : in short whatever

the motives of their disgust were, they pretended themselves

highly injured, and complained loudly against the regicides.

This dissatisfaction brought them towards some thoughts of

loyalty to the present king : though it must be said, they

managed themselves very untowardly in this recollection. For

instance, the general assembly of the Kirk sent a declaration

to the king, in which there appears a very odd mixture of duty

and ill manners. " They take the freedom to reprimand his

majesty for adhering to the council of James Graham, (mean-

ing the brave marquis of Montrose) and his accomplices : they

advise him to settle the Presbyterian government and worship,

in all his dominions : upon this condition, they promise him

their assistance ;
' but that otherwise all the blood shed by his

Ibid. father will be laid to his charge.''"

The Rump At Westminster an act passed for the advancement of the

Imrninqm Grospel, ES they Called it, in Ireland ; for settling several

Ireland. parcels of land upon the college of Dublin, formerly belonging

to the see and cathedral of that city : there was likewise a

,, ,
provision for the erecting and maintenance of a free school in

March, a.d. ^
. .

^
. . . . „ ,

1649-50. Dublin. This ordinance was a varnish for the miquity of the

They sup- times ; and thus they endeavoured to bribe the university into

press the
^j^g revolt. This act was followed bv another for abolishing

liierarchy, ;
.

^
cmd prohibit the hierarchy in Ireland, and forbidding the use of the
the Common ^^ t-, , i

Prayer itt Commou Frayer there.

donJ'^"'^'
^^ ^^^^ beginning of the next year, Williams, archbishop of

The death of York, departed this life. This prelate, upon the breaking out

"wi'/iiams! of the rebellion, distinguished himself in the king's service.

His active loyalty brought him in danger of being seized and

murdered at his castle of Cawood. To execute this design,

young Hotham came thither with a party in the night. But

the archbishop having notice some hours beforehand, made his

escape. However, his house was plundered, and his learned

collections and compositions destroyed. He retired into

Wales, where he promoted the king's interest considerably,

fortified the castle of Abberconway at his own expense, and

March ^5 P^^ ^^^® country in a posture of defence for his majesty. The
A. D. 1650. king, informed of the service the archbishop had done him,
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wrote several letters to testify his great satisfaction ; and CHARLES

which goes somewhat towards a justification of what happened >

'^
>

afterwards, the king gave Williams the custody of Abbercon-

way castle, by a letter under his signet, with an authority to

keep it till his expenses were reimbursed : notwithstanding

this grant, sir John Owen, by virtue of a commission from

prince Rupert, seized the fort, and made prize of the arch-

bishop's effects, and those of the country, lodged there. The

archbishop thus ousted, sent a complaint of this usage to

Oxford ; but his messenger brought no redress. About fifteen

months after, when Oxford was invested, and the king's affairs

not likely to recover, the archbishop made terms with colonel

Milton, who commanded for the parliament ; and promised to

assist him in storming the castle, upon condition his effects,

and those of the neighbourhood, might be restored. Williams

with his relations attacked sir John Owen, and helped to

force him to a surrender. This indulging the warmth of his

temper, and pushing his resentment too far, made his former

services almost forgotten, and proved unserviceable to his

memory.

After the murder of the late king, the archbishop lived very

retired, seemed to take no satisfaction in his life, and used to

rise every night at midnight to his devotions. As to the rest

of his character, I shall only add, he was a prelate of great

learning and courage, and well qualified for business both in

Church and State : his private life was unexceptionably re- Bishop
Hackct's

gular, and his fortune creditably spent in charity, benefactions Life of

and hospitable living. He was born at Abberconway in the wiii'iams!^

county of Carnarvon, and was a gentleman well descended on 863.

both sides.

The extravagant indulging of opinions, and flourishing upon Thelevdlers

the liberty of the subject, encouraged the levellers, called the ««'^'"**-

planters of commons, to address the rumpers for general free-

dom. " They desired they might be restored to the privilege of

Adam's descendants ; that some of the restraints of property

might be taken off, and the earth made common to industry :

that every body's labour might furnish them freely with the

conveniences of clothes and diet : that the incumbrances of

paying of rent, and doing homage to a fellow creature of their

own kind, might be no longer suffered ; and that the mark of

servitude and tyranny being thus taken out of the way, all
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people might live at ease, and enjoy the benefit of their crea-

Whitlock's tion."

p. 432.
' *' To keep on the mask of reformation, the pretended parlia-

f tiLt
"^ent passed a bill for discountenancing licentiousness. By their

incest, adul- act, inccst and adultery are made felony, and fornication pun-
' ' ^ ished with three months' imprisonment : panders and bawds are

whipped, pillored, marked with a hot iron in the forehead with

^.^y'
'^'^- the letter B, and imprisoned three years for the first offence :

ScobeiPs the second offence is felony without benefit of clergy,

fol. 121. ' By another act made this summer against atheistical, blas-

phemous, and execrable opinions, the reader may collect the

declension of morality, and the lamentable condition to which

belief and practice were now reduced : in this pretended sta-

tute it is enacted, amongst other things, that if any person
August. shall profess, " that the acts of adultery, drunkenness, swear-

against bias- iug, and the like open wickedness, are in their own nature as

^execrable ^oly and riglitcous as the duties of prayer, preaching, or giving
opinions. tliauks to God ; or whosoever shall avowedly profess that hap-

piness consists in the commission of such crimes ; that there

is really no such thing as unrighteousness or sin independent

of conscience and opinion ; that there is neither heaven nor

hell ;" with some other blasphemies too horrid to be inserted :

if any person shall be convicted of maintaining such frightful

doctrine, they were to suffer six months'* imprisonment for the

first, and be banished for the second offence : and in case they

Id. fol. 124. returned without leave, they were to be treated as felons.

The Scotch In Scotland, the Kirk not finding the king compliant with

disenqaqe ^ their oxtravagaut demands, drew off" to a distance, and set

Urn ^'ai d ^^ ^°^ themselves. In short, his majesty's household was purged,

are defeated and most of the royalists obliged to quit the country and retire

to Holland. And now many of the military list going into

the Kirk interest, they levied forces, and fortified the castle

of Edinburgh. This looked like menacing, and made the

Rump apprehensive their affairs might be embroiled from that

quarter. And therefore, by way of precaution, they gave

Cromwell the command of the army, and ordered him to

march into Scotland, to check the commotions there. Lieu-

tenant-general Cromwell was made commander-in-chief of their

forces ; for their general, lord Fairfax, chose rather to lay

down his commission than attack the Covenanters. To pro-

Sept. 3. ceed : the Kirk prevailed with the officers to fight the English

14
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at Dunbar ; where, notwithstanding the superiority of their Charles
numbers, the Scots were entirely defeated. Before the battle, * l^^ .

the Kirk, relying on the strength of their forces, and being

confident of success, would neither permit the king nor the

English royalists to appear in the army : as for Cromwell, he

lost no time in improving this victory. He marched farther

into the country, and made himself master of Leith and Edin-

burgh, excepting the castle of the latter. And the better to

recommend his moderation, and make them believe the fight- whitiotk.

inff their religion was no part of his business, he sent word to 9'«'""7.'''

the governor of Edinburgh castle, that the ministers with him self/mm the

might return to their churches, and preach without being dis- Vuurhmg

turbed. To this the ministers*' answer was, " that they found
'/'|;/J^!ff

"'

nothing expressed from whence they might infer security for %«'«•

their persons ; and therefore they resolved to reserve them-

selves for better times, and wait upon him who had hidden his

face for a while from the sons of Jacob."

Cromwell, to vindicate himself from the imputation of in-

sidious dealing, replied in a letter to the governor to this

eft'ect : " that his kindness offered to the ministers in the //« tu-o let-

castle was meant fairly, and without any fraudulent reserve, '^''* ^' '''^
.

''
'

_

•' ' governor of

and that he expected to have met with the same candour and ^Edinhnrnh-

frankness ; and that if their JNIaster's service, as they jDretend, tTis sidfjwt.

was their principal concern, the fancy of suffering would not

have made them so excessively cautious : that these divines

misreport the conduct of his party when they charge them
with drawing a persecution upon the ministers of Christ in

England.
" The ministers of England," continues Cromwell, " are

countenanced and supported : they have the liberty to preach

the Gospel, though not to rail at discretion, nor under any

pretended privilege of character to top the civil authority, and

sink it towards insignificancy. No man, as he goes on, has

been disturbed in England or Ireland for preaching the Gos-

pel ; nor has any minister been molested in Scotland since the

English forces came thither." And to deliver the rest of the

letter in Cromweirs language, " The speaking truth," says this

gentleman, " becomes the ministers of Christ. When minis-

ters pretend to a glorious reformation, and lay the foundation

thereof in getting to themselves power, and can make worldly

mixtures to accomplish the same, such as their late agreement

with their king, and hopes by him to carry on their designs
;
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they may know that the Sion promised and hoped for will not

be built with such untempered mortar.

" And for the unjust invasion they mention, time was when

an army of Scotland came into England, not called by the

supreme authority. We have said in our papers, with what

hearts, and upon what account we came, and the Lord hath

heard us ; though you would not, upon as solemn an appeal as

any experience can parallel.

" Let them trust purely to the sword of the Spirit, which

is the word of Grod, which is powerful to bring down strong-

holds, and every imagination that exalts itself, which alone is

able to square and fit the stones for the New Jerusalem,

—

" Then, and not before, and by that means and no other,

shall Jerusalem (which is to be the praise of the whole earth),

1,1
the city of the Lord, be built, the Sion of the Holy One of

Sept. 9. Israel : I have nothing to say to you, but that I am,

" Sir, your humble servant,

" O. Cromwell."

864. The Scotch ministers returning an answer to this letter,

Cromwell sent them a second proof of his rhetoric, much in the

same strain with the former.

" We look," saith he, " upon ministers as helpers of—not

lords over—the faith of God's people. I appeal to their con-

sciences, whether any denying their doctrines and dissenting

shall not incur the censure of sectary ? And what is this,

but to deny Christians their liberty, and assume the infallible

chair ?

" Where do you find in Scripture that preaching is included

in your function ? Though an approbation from men hath

order in it, and may do well, yet he that hath not a better than

that, he hath none at all. I hope He that ascended up on

high may give his gifts to whom he please ; and, if those gifts

be the seal of mission, be not envious, though Eldad and Medad
prophesy : you know who bids us covet earnestly the best gifts,

but chiefly that we may prophesy.

" Which the apostle explains there to be a speaking to

instruction, and edification, and comfort, which the instructed,

edified, and comforted, can best tell the energy and effect of.

" If such evidence be, I say again, take heed you envy not
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for your own sakes, lest you be guilty of a greater fault than CHARLES

Moses reproved in Joshua for envying for his sake. v ,'.—

^

" Indeed you err through the mistake of the Scriptures :

approbation is an act of conveniency, in respect of order ; not

of necessity, to give faculty to preach the Gospel.

" Your pretended fear lest error should step in is like the

man who would keep all the wine out of the country lest men

should be drunk. It will be found an unjust and unwise

jealousy to deny a man the liberty he hath by nature, upon a

supposition he may abuse it. When he doth abuse it,— id. p. 458.

judge."

Some few^ days after the victory at Dunbar, the governor of

Edinburgh-castle charged Cromwell and the Westminster

juncto with falling off from their first principles, and not

being true to the ends of the covenant ; and, secondly, he

objected, that, in England, men of secular employments had

usurped the office of the ministry, to the scandal of the

reformed Kirks. P":'^'^''^

In answer to the first part of this expostulation, Cromwell p. 476, &c.

desired to know, whether their bearing witness to themselves j/jn^ei/from

was frood evidence of their having prosecuted the ends of the ./«'•'''«' ""-."'... putaiion of

covenant, and whether their own affirmation is sufficient to beingfalse to

justify their conduct ? He tells them, that to infer this, is to
^^(g '^covenant.

have too favoui*able an opinion of their own judgment and

impartiality ; that their doctrines and practice must be tried

by the touchstone of God's Word ; that other people must

have a liberty of examining them upon these heads ; and,

where there is a right to try the cause, there must be a liberty

allowed for giving sentence.

As to the charge of indulging the use of the pulpit to the

laity, Cromwell replied in these words : " Are ye troubled," //« defends

saith he, " that Christ is preached ? Does it scandalize the
f,^/,','fZy'.

reformed Kirks, and Scotland in particular ? Is it against the men, ami

covenant 1 Away with the covenant, if it be so. 1 thought reasoning

the covenant and these men would have been willing that any-''^'^'"
^^^" **

should speak good of the name of Christ : if not, it is no cove-

nant of God's approving ; nor the Kirk you mention so much,

the spouse of Christ.

" In answer to the witness of God upon our solemn appeal,"

continues Cromwell, " you say you have not so learned Christ,

as to hang the equity of a cause upon events. We could wish
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that blindness had not been upon your eyes to those marvellous

dispensations which God hath lately \vi-ought in England. But

did not you solemnly appeal and pray? Did not we do so

too ? And ought not we and you to think with fear and

trembling of the hand of the great Grod, in this mighty and

strange appearance of his, and not slightly call it an event ?

Were not your expectations and ours renewed from time to

tiine, whilst we waited on God to see how he would manifest

himself upon our appeals 1 And shall we, after all these our

prayers, fastings, tears, expectations, and solemn appeals, call

these bare events I The Lord pity you !"

M. This canting logic sufficiently showeth the fallacy of reason-

ing from success. Thus, Cromwell argued closely ad hominem

against the Scotch Covenanters, and turned their own artillery

upon them. This fortunate campaign in Scotland raised the

spirits of the independent party at Westminster, and made

them more hardy in executing their scheme ; and now, to

recommend themselves farther to the populace, and draw all

the sectaries to their interest, they passed a repeal of several

cap! 1. penal statutes for not coming to church. The preamble sets

23 EHz. forth, that, " by the said acts, divers religious and peaceable

35 Eiiz. people, well affected to the prosperity of the commonwealth,

SeT)t. 27. have not only been molested and impi-isoned, but also brought
Pe?tai sta- Jj^^q damper of abiuring; their country, or, in case of return,
t?cies ar/mnst '^ .; o

. .

Dissenters to suffer death as felons, to the great disquiet and utter ruin
repealed. n ^ i j ii i 11

ScobeFs 01 sucli good and godly people.

^\*'t!f*&

°^ This year, George Fox, an ordinary mechanic, preached his

foi. fsi. " new light,"" and began the sect of the Quakers.

The Scotch The defeat the Scots received at Dunbar brought the

appiy^to'tjl Covenanters to some temper, and recovered them towards
king, and j^^-y ^q ^j^g government ; and, for a proof of their recollec-
crown him J o

<> i tt-
ut Scone. tion, they invited the king to return from the Highlands, and

Hist, of In- crowned him at Scone, with the customary ceremony and
dependents, -n 1

part. 4. magnmcence .

' It is to be regretted that Collier's History of the Reign of Charles II. is so much
shorter and less elaborate than his account of the reigns preceding. What we might

have expected and desired is precisely the reverse ; for the historic notices of our

monarchs, and the affairs of the Church, ought to grow and expand the nearer they

approach to our own times. But whether Collier's health and patience were exhausted,

or whether, finding himself treading on dangerous ground,

—

in suppositos cineres,—he

indulged a degree of timidity and diffidence, which were foreign to his nature and his

usual conduct, we know not ; but certain it is, that his reign of Charles II. is the least
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At ^Vestm^nster, the house had a warm debate upon a bill Charles

for turning all law-books and proceedings in courts of justice v ,^

into English. To make way for the bill, Whitlock, a member j^'JJf;^-

of the lono:-robe, declared he did not think it reasonable the turning tlw

generality should implicitly depend upon the skill oi others, into English.

nor altogether rely upon foreign integrity ; and that, since tlie

lives and fortunes of the people are governed by law, and

subject to it, he thought it should be penned in the mother-

tongue, and lie open to common view.

To support this opinion, he observes that ISIoses read the

law to the Jews in the Hebrew tongue ; that God commanded

him to write and explain this public provision in the language

of the country ; that they were deeply concerned to know

where their rights, their privileges, were settled, where the

forfeitures were marked out ; and not be kept in ignorance of

the rule by which their interest was directed. The laws of tlie

Eastern nations (continues this gentleman) were in their

mother-tongue. The laws at Constantinople were in Greek ;
•

at Rome, in Latin ; and in France, Spain, Germany, Sweden,

Denmark, and other places, their laws stand published in their

native language. As for your own country (saitli he), every-

body, that can read the Saxon character, may find the laws of

your ancestors in the English tongue. Pursuant to this regu-

lation, William, duke of Normandy, commanded the laws to

be proclaimed in English, that none might pretend ignorance. gg^
And, to reinforce these authorities, he takes notice, that

36 Edward III. it was ordered in parliament that pleadings

should be made in English ; and in the reigns of those times,

when our statutes were enrolled in French, the sheriffs were whitlock's

obliged to proclaim them in English. In this speech, this Memorials,

member endeavours to disprove the English laws being intro- fieinc,

duced by the Conqueror: and here his reasoning seems to hTsi. pt. ?.
vinder the

reitrn of

William the

satisfactory of the series. It consists of no more than forty-four pages, though it shoukl Conqueror,

have been extended to six times as many ; and is defective in that compass of conception

and minuteness of detail, for which its author's other works arc celebrated. The plan of

this edition wiil not permit me to add those large stores of valuable matter, which might

be selected from otlier sources, to illustrate the text. But should the public favour my
design of composing a continuation of Collier's History (a design, the execution of which

depends on the encouragement of subscriptions), I shall endeavour to make the reign of

Charles H. a far more complete and inclusive work. Nor shall I be less careful to

make the ecclesiastical records of his successors as full of useful facts and reflections as

my opportunities of study «hall permit.
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fail. But this argument, having been ah-eady considered in

the first part of this work, needs not be repeated.

As for the bill, the house passed it in the form following :

—

Abillpassed
" The parliament have thought fit to declare and enact, and

for this pur- \^q [^ declared and enacted by this present parliament, and by

the authority of the same, that all the report-books of the

resolutions of judges, and other books of the law of England,

shall be translated into the English tongue : and from and

. after the first day of January 1650, all report-books of the

resolutions of judges, and all other books of the law of Eng-

land, which shall be printed, shall be printed in the English

tongue only.

" And be it farther enacted, by the authority aforesaid, that

from and after the first return of Easter term, which shall be

in the year one thousand six hundred fifty and one, all writs,

process, and returns thereof, and all pleadings, rules, indict-

ments, inquisitions, certificates, and all patents, commissions,

records, judgments, statutes, recognizances, rolls, entries,

and proceedings of courts-leet, courts-baron, and customary-

courts, and all proceedings whatsoever in any courts of justice

within this commonwealth, and which concerns the law and

administration of justice, shall be in the English tongue only,

Nov. 22, and not in Latin, or French, or any other language than Eng-
A.D. 1650.

ijgjj^ any law, or custom, or usage, heretofore to the contrary

notwithstanding. And that the same, and every of them,

shall be written in an ordinary, usual, and legible hand and

character, and not in any hand commonly called court hand.

" And be it lastly enacted and ordained, that all and every

person and pei'sons offending against this law, shall for every

such offence lose and forfeit the full sum of twenty pounds of

lawful English money ; the one moiety thereof to the use of the

commonwealth, and the other moiety to such person or persons

as will sue for the same in any court of record, by action of

debt, suit, bill, plaint, or information ; in which no wager of

Scobel's law, essoyn, or other delay, shall be admitted or allowed."
Collect.

ApiH^ A D.
About four months forward, an act passed for referring the

1651. translation of law-books and forms of process to the speaker,

the commissioners of the great seal, the two chief justices, and

the chief baron. And what was agi'eed by these, or any two

of them, was to pass for an authentic translation, and have the
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great seal fixed to it. And here a proviso was thrown in, that Charles

these acts were not to extend to the courts of admiralty ; but < .^ '

that the proceedings there might pass and be certified in Latin,

according to ancient usage. id. foi. 154.

Mr. Love, who had preached seditiously against the late Love tried

king at Uxbridge, fell under the displeasure of those at the^^^J^^'^

helm, and was tried for high-treason. He confessed himself «««^ «'^'«-

privy to a design for concerting with the Scots, and was sen-

tenced to lose his head. Upon the day fixed for his execution,

a petition was presented to the pretended parliament by several

London ministers, requesting, that in case it was not thought

proper to grant a pardon, they might at least prevail for a re-

prieve. This address procured a month"'s respite, after which

he was beheaded on Tower-hill. Whitiock's

The Scotch Royahsts and Covenanters, being now tolerably p. 468. 471'.

reconciled, the king appeared at the head of a considerable *"' ^^'^'

army in that country ; and, after having tried his fortune to

some disadvantage with Cromwell, entered England by way of The Ung

Carlisle. Massey, who had signalized himself at Gloucester ZTann/^^''

against the late king, was now returned to his duty, and ^*'*° ^"ff-
, , 1 , ,. , . rni • 1 , . land, and
trusted by his present majesty. 1 his gentleman being an is defeated

officer of character, and an eminent Presbyterian, was detached
"'"'°''^''*''^''-

with some troops, and ordered to keep about a day's march
before the army ; his business was to give notice of the king's

approach, prepare the gentry to attend him, and bring in those

of his own party.

This expedition, though not the worst concerted, is said to

have been ruined by entertaining a committee of Scotch minis-

ters in the army. These divines observed, that after the king's

entrance into England, those about his majesty grew cooler in

their regards for the covenant. L^pon this shocking discovery,

they sent an express to Massey, without acquainting the king

with such an extraordinary freedom. This messenger was
furnished with letters and a declaration, which Massey was
required to publish. The instrument set forth " the king's

and the whole army's zeal for the covenant, and their resolu-

tion to prosecute the true intent of this engagement ; they

likewise forbid him entertaining any soldiers, excepting such
who would subscribe the same obligation." The king, who
had quickly notice of this dispatch, sent a countermand to

Massey : but, before this order was received, the business took
VOL. VIII. c c
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air, spread through the kingdom, discouraged his majesty's

friends, and made a great many people less forward to serve

Lord cia- him than formerly. Notwithstanding this accident, the king

Hist, of the held on his march to Worcester, and entered the town. And
p^399'°"" "ow Cromwell and Lambert being come up with a superior

army, a decisive battle was fought on the 3d of September.

During the action the king distinguished himself, and did his

own part to great commendation. But his troops being over-

laid with numbers, were, after a stout resistance, broken, and

routed. After this defeat the king lay concealed for some

time, and with much difficulty got himself transported to

France. Cromwell, in his letter to the pretended parliament,

confesses the battle was fought with various success for some

hours. I shall give the reader some of his religious cant upon

this occasion :

—

Cromwcirs " The dimensions of this mercy are above my thoughts : it

flediom'^' is, for aught I know, a crowning mercy ; surely if it be not,

upon the gygjj an one we shall have, if this provoke those that are con-
'vzctow

This letter is ccmed in it to thankfulness, and the parliament to do the will

tZ^s^aker. of Him who hath done his will for it and for the nation, whose

good pleasure is to establish the nation and the change of the

866. government, by making the people so willing to the defence

thereof, and so signally to bless the endeavours of your servants

in this late great work.

" I am bold humbly to beg, that all thoughts may tend to

the promoting His honour, who hath wrought so great salva-

tion, and that the fatness of these continued mercies may not

occasion pride and wantonness, as formerly the hke hath done

to a chosen people.

" But that the fear of the Lord, even for his mercies, may
keep an authority, and a people so prospered and blessed,

and witnessed to, humble and faithful, that justice and righte-

ousness, mercy and truth, may flow from you, as a thankful

return to our glorious God : this shall be the prayer of

" Sir,

" Your most humble and obedient servant,

AVhitinck, " Worcester, " O. Cromwell."
P-**^^- "Sept. 4,1 65L
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After the English had overrun Scotland, and brought that CHARLES
. . .... 11

nation to submission, the Presbyterian discipUne was quickly J >

checked. For instance, the lord of Drum, being cited by the fic'scotch^^

presbytery of Aberdeen, summoned them to appear before discipline.

colonel Overton : he declared himself under the protection of

the parliament of England, and refused to acknowledge any

other jurisdiction. But provided the Kirk would wave their

pretences to authority, he offered to purge himself from the

imputation of popery. This laird gave lieutenant-general The laird of

JNIonk a letter of thanks for restoring conscience to its just fertothe^'

freedom, and rescuing the people from the tyranny of the p'-eshiiicrs of

presbyteries. It must be said, Monk brandished his sword

over the assembly, and published an order that neither any

oaths, nor the covenant, should be imposed upon any person,

without direction from the State of England. And that unless

they acquiesced in these points, he should treat them as

enemies. He likewise commanded the magistracy not to seize

the estates of any excommunicated persons, prohibit corre-

spondence with them, or give them any other disturbance.

And thus the discipline of the Kirk was disabled, and laid

asleep. But the Presbyterians, headed by the lord Wariston,

resolved to contest the matter as far as a remonstrance, and
sent a letter to major-general Lambert, in which they charge

the English with downright invasion and shedding the blood of

many of the Scotch saints : however, they confessed themselves

justly punished for their late treaty with the king. They pro-

ceed in their expostulation, and complain of the English army
for countenancing deposed ministers, and allowing them the

pulpit ; for silencing others of that function, upon the score of

intermeddling in their sermons with matters of State ; they

complain of their permitting officers to preach ; for their sub-

ordinating the Church to the State in spiritual things ; for

tolerating the gathering of Churches, pursuant to the practice

in England ; for lessening the authority of Kirk assemblies,

and putting magistrates upon them of unorthodox principles.

In the close, they offer to comply as far as their conscience

and the liberty of the Kirk will give them leave, and intreat

Lam])ert to use his interest on their behalf, with the rest of

the English commissioners, id. p. 497.

By the way, upon Cromweirs successes, the Scotch sur-

rendered the administration to the Rump-parliament, and were
c c 2
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governed by eight English commissioners, Lambert and Monk
being two of the number. To proceed, notwithstanding Monk,

by order from the commons at Westminster, had laid an im-

bargo upon the Scotch disciphne, the Kirk went vigorously on

with their jurisdiction, and declaimed with great freedom

and vehemence against the English : and Cant, a celebrated

preacher, harangued his audience to prepare for suffering,

pressed the covenant, and when parents offered their children

to baptism, he made them promise to educate them for that

engagement.

The presbytery of Aberdeen made another trial upon the

laird of Drum : they let him know, they resolved to excom-

municate him, unless he made a submission and revoked his

appeal. This notice was given him in a letter, in which they

exhorted him to prevent this dreadful sentence, putting him in

mind, that presbytery is the Lord's ordinance ; and for proof,

cited 1 Tim. iv. 14. and that religious swearing is not only

lawful, but commanded by God himself. To this letter the

laird of Drum returned an answer in writing, in which he

acquaints them, that he could neither in conscience nor honour

comply with their demands, and that he was not at all con-

cerned at the menace of their censure. He endeavours to

press them with a dilemma, and argues, they are either infalli-

ble, or fallible, in forming their resolutions : and here he con-

cludes, they have not assurance enough to challenge the first

quality, though their practice oftentimes requires no lesser

privilege to support it : however, if they should claim thus

high, their counter-marches and frequent changes would dis-

prove them. And since they must confess themselves fallible,

he is not much affected with a fallible sentence ; he conceives

there is a great deal of reason to believe them actually mis-

taken in urging him to swear, that this Presbyterian scheme

is the only Church government established by Christ. And as

for their proof from 1 Tim. iv. 14. he tells them, this Epistle,

and that to Titus, affords much stronger argument for epis-

copacy. He grants, that oaths are a branch of religious

worship, but that they ought not to be taken without a re-

serve, without the limitations of judgment and truth. He
desires them to remember, how strongly they had remonstrated

against the tyranny of bishops, though they were willing to

relax in some points, and come to a temper for tender consci-
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ences. But, as this laird continues, when the Presbyterians Charles

Jield the reins, neither minister nor laird, no condition or sex, < ,^

—

>

had the least share of indulgence. All people were forced to

comply, and swear to the length of the Kirk's appointment,

notwithstanding these guides knew many of the people prac-

tised one thing and believed another. Farther, that though

they complained so much of the grandeur and pompous dis-

tinctions in the bishops ; though they have not assumed the

title of lords, they have exceeded the jurisdiction of the

bishops, and strained up to a papal authority, and that their

little finger has been heavier than the weight of the episcopal

body. He wonders they should assert the same Presbyterian

government is estabhshed by law in England, when it is well

known the Presbyterians there have no such power of cen-

suring, or forcing men upon oaths : that by such a permission

the commonwealth of England would disimprove their con- 867.

dition, and make the restraints of conscience 'nore trouble-

some than those they lay under from the prelates. That

success hardened the Kirk against compassion, and made

them more intolerable, and excepting pike and musket, was the

strongest argument they ever used. At last he charges them

with very remarkable rigour ; that they had set up an inqui-

sition against him, and that when other evidence failed, they

forced his servants to swear the discovery of their knowledge

of what passed in the house. This laird's name was Irving. id. p. 500.

To return to Westminster, Several passages in the Cracovian ]652.'

Catechism being reported to the house, this summary of belief
^^jj'f^^^^

was voted to contain matters "blasphemous, erroneous, and r/araCa-

scandalous," and all the printed copies of that book ^^v^ ordered to

ordered to be burnt'.
*'*"'"'•

Cromwell, who was now strengthened in his interest, and

elated by a course of victory, grew weary of the Rump-parlia-

ment. At these men, lying cross to his greatness, and hinder-

ing his ambition from mounting, he resolved to make a bold

push ; and having concerted the design with his officers, he

marched to the parliament-house with some troops, placed a

guard at the door, and entered the house with a file of mus- Cromweii

queteers. His manner of address was suitable to his military ^^^^p^^J^'Jf

appearance : for, with an air of haughtiness and passion, he lament in a

I !!• iij.li disi/rare/id

commanded the speaker to leave the chan- ; told the house ,nd>incr.

' This is the favourite Catechism of the Sociniiins.
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" they had sate long enough, unless they had done more good ;"

pointed to some of the members, and gave them coarse lan-

guage ; bade one of his soldiers " take away that fool's bauble.

Id, p. 529. the mace ;
" stayed till the house was empty, and then ordered

1603.' the doors to be locked. The assembly of divines at West-
minster, who had gone less and less for some time, and dwin-

dled to a committee, were now entirely disabled, and sunk with

Fuller's this loug parliament.

book IL

"

The first usurpation being thus melted down, Cromwell cast

]). 113. j^ jj^ ^ j^Q^y niould of his own contrivino; ; and after some days
June. ... -, .

of " humiliation, and solemn pretences of seeking God," he

issued out circular letters to a select number of his creatures

to take upon them the government of the commonwealth.
Barehones' Tliis Set of men was called Barebones' parliament. These

Id. p. 532. members, for a proof of their zeal and capacity, voted down

tithes, discouraged the ministry, harassed the universities,

attempted almost an entire change of the constitution, and ran

to the last extremes of folly and extravagance. This over-

driving was ill relished without doors, as might well be expected.

The enthusiasts, therefore, being apprehensive they might be

called to an account, quitted their post, and resigned the

government to Cromwell, who accepted the overture under the

Dec. A. D. title of lord protector. The administration was conveyed to

^ him by a solemn instrument ; by which, amongst other things,

a provision was made for successive triennial parliaments.

The aidho- To go back a little : the Scotch Kirk, which had struggled

rityofthe y^nth the English commonwealth for some time, was now
Scotch Kirk t x i i

quite broken entirely broken. In July last a general assembly met at

Ustcom-'^' Edinburgh, and, after a sermon, went to their house and
miasioners. entered upon business. But before they had made any pro-

gress, heutenant-colonel Coterel, breaking in upon them,

mounted a bench, and made proclamation, " that no judicatory

ought to sit that had not authority from the parliament of

England." Upon this, ordering them to retire, he guarded

them off till they had passed the west gate. The next com-

mand they received, was to throw themselves into a circle, then

surrounding them with his troops, he reprimanded them for

the presumption of their meeting, took away their commissions,

commanded them to disperse, not to meet three together, but

to quit the town immediately, and repair to their respective

dwellings.
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Cromwell, now seated in his protector's chair, summoned a CHARLES

pretended parhament, where Lcnthall was speaker. These x ^—>-

members passed an act for settHiiff a committee of triers, for ^ committee

mi 1 1 ' T
^' triers

the approbation of pubUc preachers. Those who were admitted settled.

to any benefice or lecture, were obliged to pass the test of this

committee, and receive an instrument equivalent to letters of

institution or induction. It is true, the majority of these triers

were ministers ; but since eight of them were laymen, and any

five enabled to execute the powers of the act, it might some- ^^^'''!'
"cq' <i ... -* "• 1653-4.

times happen that none but secular men might act in this post,

and determine upon the qualifications of those who were to

preach and administer the sacraments, : This act was confirmed 5,'^*?!"^^!'%
X

^
Collect. &c.

in the next pretended parliament, held in the year 1656. fol. 279.

Their next statute provides for removing scandalous and

insufficient ministers and school-masters ; that is, those who

had continued firm to the Church and Crown. For this pur-

pose a considerable number of secular commissioners are nomi-

nated for each county. There is likewise a list of ministers, a. d. 16'54.

throughout the same divisions of the kingdom, appointed for

this purpose. By the act, the lay-commissioners could deter-

mine nothing without the approbation of the ministers, who

were joined in commission with them. It must be said,

these usurpers did not plunder and persecute without some

resemblance of compassion ; for by the act a fifth part of the TJw. fifth

n i> 1 1 f» • 11 11 • 1 1 -1 1
part q/ the

profits of the benefice is allowed to the wives and children oi profits and

the ejected ministers. And here likewise the ordinance for aiiowedthe

due payment of the tithes and other duties, made in the year yetted
' ^ . .

clerpy.

1647, is confirmed ; and so was this act afterwards in the year id. fol. 335.

1656. It must not be forgotten, that, by a clause of this act,

none was permitted to teach a school in the parish whence he

had been ejected. And to make the pulpits more inoffensive,

by an act passed soon after, no clergymen ejected for delin-

quency were to be re-admitted by the triers, without express

order from his highness, as they called him, and his council. ^'^^ ^''^- ''^^'^•

This pretended parliament, grasping at the administration, J-''"- '2*-',

and endeavouring to recover their former sway, were in the

latter end of this year dissolved by Cromwell.

In February, the next year, James Usher, archbishop oi Primate

Armagh, departed this life. This most learned prelate was
!j,,l'f/[,'i„fi

born at Dublin, in the year 1 580. He was extracted from an <-iiaracter.

ancient and considerable family of the surname of Nevil. In

the reign of king John, one of his ancestors, who was gentle-
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man-usher to that prince, changed his name to that of his

office. His father, Arnold Usher, was a lawyer of character,

and one of the six clerks of Chancery. His mother's father,

James Stanyhurst, esq., was recorder of Dublin, one of the

masters of Chancery, and speaker of the house of commons in

three parliaments. The archbishop made an early progress in

learning, and gave extraordinary proof of his capacity and im-

provement at eighteen years of age. His inclination leading
°"^- him to the study of divinity, he entered into orders, and made

a very considerable figure in that profession. In his younger

time he adhered to the Calvinian side of the predestinarian

controversy. However, he afterwards drew the union canon
between the Churches of England and Ireland. But the

warmth of his affection to the Protestant interest in general,

and his zeal for a close correspondence between all the re-

formed Churches, made him depart a little from the primitive

government, give too great an allowance to the Presbyterian
Smith's scheme, and qualify the episcopal jurisdiction too much in

Usseri'.
* favour of the schismatics. And it is supposed the relaxations

made upon the head of episcopacy by the late king, in the Isle

of Wight, were suggested by Usher. When the rebellion

broke out, this archbishop was nominated by the parliament in

the list of the assembly divines : but being dissatisfied with

the convening authority, and foreseeing the fatal consequences

of that meeting, he refused to appear.

When the king made Oxford his head quarters, the arch-

bishop retired thither, declared strongly against the rebellion,

and both by his sermons, other discourses, and letters, con-

firmed several who were wavering, and recovered some from an

open revolt.

When Cromwell took the title of lord protector, he treated

Usher with particular marks of esteem, sent for him to his

court, and pretended to suggest a scheme for promoting the

Protestant interest both at home and abroad. A regard for

the Protestant religion was then a plausible cover to keep the

usurpation out of view. For at this time of day Cromwell had

not quite pulled off the mask, but by his discourses to Usher,

seemed tolerably reconciled to the Church of England and

episcopacy. But this year Cromwell finding himself strong

enough to explain his malevolence, published a declaration, by

virtue of which, those of the loyal clergy who either managed
private schools, or officiated in noblemen's families, were
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ordered to be imprisoned. When a new storm threatened CHARLES
those wlio had lost their fortunes before, some of the ejected ^

'^
»

divines desired Usher to use his interest with Cromwell, and

try to prevail for some abatements of rigour. The archbishop

addressing the usurper, requested the episcopal clergy might

have a share in the common indulgence, and use the liturgy

without disturbance from the soldiers. Cromwell promised to

recall the declaration, or at least to prevent its being executed,

provided the clergy were inoffensive in their discourses, and

stood clear from meddling with matters of State. But when
Usher made him a second visit to get this promise signed, the

usurper told him, " that having advised with his council, and

farther considered the matter, himself and the rest were of opi-

nion that it was not safe for him to grant a liberty of conscience

to those men who were declared enemies to his government." id. et Pan's

To proceed : the primate had a slender opinion of the Sep- Usher.

tuagint. For he would allow that nothing but the Pentateuch

was at first translated. And thus far Aristseus, Josephus,

and St. Jerom agree with him. That this first translation,

lodged in Ptolemy's library at Alexandria, was destroyed by

the accident of a fire. That the other version, made not long

after, comprehending all the books of the Old Testament, and
used by the Hellenist Jews and primitive Christians, was
made after the fourth year of Ptolemy Philometer. That it

was the performance of an obscure Jew, who was very unequal

to the undertaking. That this man had taken an unaccount-

able liberty with the text, and made a great many omissions

and interpolations : and that the difference between the He-
brew original and the Greek, is owing to this foul dealing.

That the Jewish priests and Levites who officiated in Onias'

temple at Heliopolis in Egypt, were imposed on by negligence

and sloth, and took this version upon content. These are

some of Usher's singularities upon this subject, for which he
was called to account by the learned Valesius. Annot.

Usher, as has been remarked, was a strict Calvinian, and His^i^ccles.

held the prcdcstinarian controversy in the sense of the Lam- S"f^-,'",
,

L .'ilcc. V id.

beth articles. But sometime before his death he changed his Prcfat. da-

opinion touching the " five points," came over to the other vLrs!"70.

''

side, and was reconciled to bishop Overalls sentiment. Tliat

this is matter of fact, appears by the signed testimonies of Dr.

Bryan Walton, Mr. Peter Gunning, and Mr. Herbert Thorn- vTt Jacob.

dike.
'-'"^"-
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Davenant's
Deterruinat

Q. 42.

Dum texit

Imaona
UalcBsus,

Arcadia
infdix tela

dat pectus

inermum.
Virg. JEn.
X. 4-25.

A.D. 1655.

Smith's
Vit. Jacob.

Usseri.

This learned prelate, as has been observed, seemed to have

an overbalance of affection for the foreign Protestant Churches.

This put him upon some strain to vindicate their orders, and

make their ministrations valid. For this purpose he revived

the novelty of some of the schoolmen, and made no scruple to

affirm that the office of bishop and priest was the same as to

substance, and only different degrees of the same order.

J3ishop Davenant was likewise of Usher*'s opinion in this point.

But with all reasonable deference to this most learned primate,

there appears more charity than caution in this latitude. This

straining of courtesy for the Protestants abroad, seems to

throw us off our guard, and weaken the English Reformation.

It is the safest way to keep close to the earliest ages. These

were times of light and truth, of zeal and union, of disinterest-

edness and courage. It is dangerous to cross upon the judg-

ment of the first five centuries, and desert the practice of the

primitive Church. As for the modern distinctions of Chris-

tianity, it may, in my humble opinion, be most advisable to

stand aloof, and wish them well ; to leave them to their own
recollection and God's mercy ; to pray their prejudices may be

no longer too strong for them ; that they may disengage from

their novelties, and govern themselves by the ancient standard.

As to the archbishop's opinion upon this question, it is some-

what remarkable, considering his publishing " St. Ignatius's

Epistles :" for in the genuine writings of this martyr, the dis-

tinction between bishop and priest is plainly marked ; the pre-

rogative of the former set very high, and the supreme direction

of ecclesiastical affairs lodged with him'.

But notwithstanding this charitable bias. Usher made no

difficulty to censure the practice of the English and Scotch

Presbyterians. He would neither allow their orders, nor com-

municate with them. He charged them with downright per-

jury and revolt from the bishops ; to whom they had engaged

their faith, and sworn canonical obedience ; that their minis-

trations were sacrilegious invasions of the episcopal privilege,

and that they had no colour for their schism. And here it

must be observed, that this archbishop, notwithstanding his

relaxations already mentioned, maintained that bishops had a

peculiar extent of spiritual authority. That this superiority

' Usher's views are somewhat more orthodox than Collier would seem to infer, and

in tliose views may yet be discovered a method of reconciling many ecclesiastical differ-

ences.
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was no concession of councils, no privilege of after ages, but Charles
settled by the apostles themselves. To conclude the arch- ^ l^^ ,

bishop's character ; he was a great genius, a person of inde- 869.

fatigable industry, and in his life altogether regular and ^'^

unblemished. And as to his attainments, to omit other

instances of his proficiency, he was a great master in eccle-

siastical learning and chronology. The learned works, either April,

written or published by him, are too long to mention. He ^°- ^^^^•

was buried in Westminster-abbey, Cromwell allowing two

hundred pounds for the expense of the funeral. wintiock's

This year, James Naylor, and some others imprisoned at &c!'p°632^.'

Bristol, being charged with blasphemy, the house ordered a

committee to send for them, and examine the witnesses. Nay-

lor was accordingly brought to the bar of the house, and, upon

hearing the cause, they resolved him a grand impostor, and

guilty of horrid blasphemy. The sentence pronounced against

this criminal was, to stand in the pillory two hours at West-

minster, to be whipped from thence by the executioner to the

Old Exchange, and there to have his punishment in the pillory

repeated ; his tongue was likewise to be bored through with a

hot iron, and his forehead stigmatized with the letter " B.,''

with some other circumstances of correction*. id. 643,044.

It was ordered, at the grand committee for religion, that a A committee

sub-committee should advise with Dr. Walton, Mr. Hughes, 4"^
'/""4"es

Mr. Castle, Mr. Clerk, Mr. Poulk, Dr. Cudworth, and such ^"'"/'"'ff ^''^

others as they thought proper, to consider of the translations the English

of the Bible, and to offer their opinions to the committee ; o/the^mue.

and, to speak in the language of those times, the care of this
^^^^

j'^'

business was I'ecommended to the lord-commissioner Whitlock.

This committeee met frequently at W]ntlock''s house, consulted

several of the most celebrated men for the oriental tongues,

furnished themselves with learned observations upon this sub-

ject, pretended to discover some mistakes in the last English

translation, which yet they agreed was the best extant. But
this design, as Whitlock reports, miscarried by the dissolution

of the })arlianient. M.

About the latter end of this year. Dr. Walton published the T/ic /'.,/y-

Polyglot Bible. jiS.
The Anabaptists, disappointed by Cromweirs ambition, and

harassed with his arbitrary excesses, applied to the king. In

' Tliib Navlor was a Quaker of great notoriety.

14
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this address, they declaim with a great deal of warmth, and

lament their own misbehaviour in very remarkable expressions.

I shall give the reader part of it in the words of their ad-

dress :

—

Th^ Ana- " We must confess,"" say they, "we have been wandering,

addllss to deviating, and roving up and down, this way and that way,
the king. through all the dangerous, uncouth, and untrodden paths of

fanatic and enthusiastic notions, till now, at last, but too late,

we find ourselves intricated and involved in so many windings,

labyrinths, and meanders of knavery, that nothing but a divine

clew of thread, handed to us from heaven, can be sufficient to

extricate us, and restore us. We know not, we know not,

whether we have juster matter of shame or sorrow administered

to us, when we take a reflex view of our past actions, and

consider into the commission of what crimes, impieties, wicked-

nesses, and unheard-of villanies, we have been led, cheated,

cozened, and betrayed by that grand impostor,'' &c.

And, after having railed plentifully upon Cromwell, they go

on in this tragical manner against themselves :
" What have

we done," say they,—" nay, what have we not done,—which

either hellish policy w^as able to contrive, or brutish power to

execute ? We have trampled under foot all authorities ; we
have laid violent hands upon our own sovereign ; we have

A.D. 1658. ravished our parhaments ; we have defloured the virgin liberty

of our nation ; we have put a yoke, a heavy yoke of iron, upon

the neck of our own countrymen ; we have thrown down the

walls and bulwarks of the people's safety ; we have broken

often repeated oaths, vows, engagements, covenants, protesta-

tions ; we have betrayed our trusts ; we have violated our

faith ; we have lifted up our hands to heaven deceitfully ; and

that these our sins might want no aggravation to make them

exceeding sinful, we have added hypocrisy to them all ; and

have not only, like the audacious strumpet, wiped our mouths,

and boasted ' that we have done no evil ;' but in the midst of

all our abominations (such as are too bad to be named amongst

the worst of heathens,) we have not wanted impudence enough

to say, Let the Lord be glorified : let Jesus Christ be exalted :

let his kingdom be advanced : let the Gospel be propagated :

let the saints be dignified : let righteousness be established

:
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' pudet hsec opprobria nobis aut dici potuisse, aut non potuisse CHARLES

refelli'.'" ""TT^
It must be said this is downright confession and honest re- radons

pentance : this plain dealing looks much better than artificial ^°^- ^•

distinctions ; than retiring under the protection of Knox and

Calvin, and applying to varnish and palliation.

During this usurpation, though the year is not mentioned, a

paper wa^ drawn up by some of Cromwell's divines for admit-

ting the Jews with limitations. I shall report their resolution

on this point in their own language :

—

" The Jews desiring it," as these divines determine, " may a resolution

be admitted into this nation, to trade and traffic and dwell "^romwelfs

amongst us, as Providence shall give occasion. divines

. • 7 1 i> 1 i> 1
touching the

" This, as to pomt of conscience, we judge lawful tor the permitting

magistrate to admit, in case such material and weighty consi-
j^rZ/fefe

*^" *

derations as hereafter follow be provided for : about which, f^inc/doms.

till we are satisfied, we cannot but in conscience suspend our

resolution in this case.

" I. That the motives upon which Manasses Ben Israel, in

behalf of the rest of his nation, in his book lately printed in

the English tongue, desires their admission into this common-

wealth, are such as we conceive to be very sinful for this or any

other Christian state to receive them upon.

" II. That the danger of seducing the people of this nation

by their admission, in matters of religion, is very great.

" III. That their having synagogues, or any public meetings

for the exercise of their worship or religion, is not only evil in

itself, but likewise very scandalous to other Christian Churches.

" IV. That their customs and practices concerning marriage

and divorce are unlawful, and will be of very evil example

amongst us.

" V. The principles of not making conscience of oaths made,

and injuries done to Christians in life, chastity, goods, or good

name, have been very notoriously charged upon them by valu-

able testimony.

"VI. That great prejudice is like to arise to the natives

of this commonwealth in matter of trade, which, besides other

' The Anabaptists seem at last to have become aware that rebellion mnst always

entail a countless host of miseries and disappointments, for a coiTupt tree cannot bring

forth good fruit.
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dangers here mentioned, we find very commonly suggested by

the inhabitants of the city of London.

870. " VII. We humbly present,

" ] . That they be not admitted to have any public judica-

tories, whether civil or ecclesiastical ; which were to grant

them terms beyond the condition of strangers.

"2. That they be not permitted to speak, or do any thing

to the defamation or dishonour of the name of our Lord Jesus

Christ, or of the Christian religion.

" 3. That they be not permitted to do any work, or any

thing to the open profanation of the Lord's-day, or Christian

sabbath.

" 4. That they be not admitted to have any Christians to

dwell with them as their servants.

" 5. That they have no public office, or trust, in this com-

monwealth.
" 6. That they be not allowed to print any thing which in

the least opposes the Christian religion in our language.

" 7. That so far as may be, they be not suffered to discou-

rage any of their own from using, or applying themselves, to

any which may tend to convince them of their error, and turn

them to Christianity : and that some severe penalty be im-

posed upon them, who shall apostatize from Christianity to

Paper-office. Judaism^."

A D 1659 After Oliver Cromwell's death, the usurpation appeared more
The usiirpa- floating, frequently shifted posture, and rolled through several

throuuh forms till the Restoration. For instance : Richard, Olivers

farml cldest SOU, having sat at the helm about half a year, was laid

aside, and the Rump parliament revived. These men drew up

an oath for abjuring the king : the entering into this bond of

Pj
, , , iniquity was likewise pressed in the pulpit by their clergy. But

View of the thesc Ruuipcrs were quickly thrown out of the seat by Lam-

EngkncL
° bcrt and Fleetwood, and some other officers of rank. These

w hillock's
genej-als put down the Rump's council of state, and settled a

Hist, of ' " commission of safety f but the administration rested but a

.parr4!"
'

little while in their hands. Upon petitions from several parts

fesgJo' of the kingdom for a free parHament, the Rump recovered.

April 25,
1660. ' To the exertions of Menasses Ben Israel may be traced many of the privileges the

Jews now enjoy in Britain—privileges which may yet be extended with advantage.
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Monk marched from Scotland, came to London, and admitted CHARLES
the sechided members. The next turn was the dissolution of ^ l^^ >

the Long Parliament : a council of state was formed, and a

new set of lords and commons met at AVestminster.

These lords and gentlemen recollected themselves to purpose,

returned to their duty, and invited the king to the government. Lord Cla-

He was now at the Hague, and honourably received by the j^st^of the

States of Holland, Here his majesty published a declaration :
Rebellion,

I shall transcribe one paragraph of this instrument, relating to

the Church : the words are these :

—

" And because the passions and uncharitableness of the TkeMw/s

times have produced several opinions in religion, by which men a?iireda^

are engaged in parties and animosities against each other
;

p,"^''"'ff^

which, when they shall hereafter unite in a freedom of conver- conscience.

sation, will be composed, or better understood ; we do declare

a liberty to tender consciences, and that no man shall be dis-

quieted, or called in question, for differences of opinion in

matters of religion, which do not disturb the peace of the king-

dom ; and that we shall be ready to consent to such an act of

parliament, as, upon mature deliberation, shall be offered to

us, for the full granting that indulgence."

The Restoration being concerted, the lords and commons The Pres-

sent a committee to wait upon the king at the Hague. The dirineJ^tcait

peers sent six, and the lower house twelve, of their body : the f^""'
'^'*,

City likewise dispatched fourteen persons of their corporation Hague, and

for the same purpose. About eight or ten of the Presbyterian audience.

^

divines went in company with these commissioners. Reynolds,

Calamy, Case, JSIanton, and some other eminent persons of

that party, were pitched on for this affair. They chose to

appear by themselves, and make a distinct representation : the

business of chaplains, they knew, was commonly misconstrued,

and taken at disadvantage : for this reason they were unwill-

ing to be mistaken for persons of that character. This con-

duct shows them men of sense and spirit, and that they

understood the world. Having agreed upon this manner of

address, they requested an hour, and at their public audience

made large professions of duty, and magnified the affections of

themselves and their friends. " Thev had always," they said, „, . ,

.
" J ^ ^

J 1 Tlwir ad-
" pursuant to the obligation of the covenant, wished his dress, with

majesty very well ; and upon the late opportunity which God rt,^«t.c"f

'
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had put into their hands, had reminded the people of their

duty, and awakened them to loyalty : and they presumed his

majesty might have heard these applications of theirs were

not without considerable success. They thank God for his

constancy to the Protestant religion, and declared themselves

no enemies to moderate episcopacy : they only desired that

such things might not be pressed upon them in God's worship,

which even, in the judgment of those who used them, were

owned to be matters indifferent, and that others stood off from

Lord Cia- them as altogether unlawful."

Hil'tory^f The king, receiving them kindly, said, " he had heard of

the Re- their g-ood behaviour ; that he had no intention to impose hard
bellion,

~
. . i.iii

vol. 3. conditions, and embarrass their consciences : that he had re-

ferred the settling all differences of the nature they mentioned,

to the wisdom of the parliament : and that the two houses

were the best judges what indulgence and toleration was neces-

sary for the repose of the kingdom."

These divines being willing to discourse with the king farther

upon this subject, desired several private audiences, which were

granted. And now they took the freedom to suggest, that

the Common Prayer had long been discontinued in England

:

that many of the people had never once heard it ; and there-

fore it would be much wondered at if his majesty, at his first

landing, should revive the use of it in his own chapel : and,

therefore, to prevent the people's being shocked at such un-

customary worship, they entreated him not to use it in form,

and by rubrical directions ; but only to order the reading some

part of it with the intermixture of other good prayers.

The king replied, with somewhat of resentment, " that

since he gave them their liberty, he should by no means resign

his own ; that he had always used that form of service : that

he thought it the best in the world ; and that he had never

discontinued it in places, where it was more dishked, than he

hoped it was by them : that when he came into England, he

would not make any strict inquiry how they officiated in other

Churches ; though he did not question he should find the

Liturgy regularly received in many places : but, let that be as

it would, he was resolved not to suffer any other public devo-

tion in his own chapel."

871

,

These addressers despairing to carry this point, importuned

his majesty, " That the use of the surplice might be discon-

tinued by his chaplains, because the sight of this habit would
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give great offence to the people." But this request made no CHARLES

impression. The king told them plainly, "he would not be v ,[ ,

restrained himself, when others had so much indulgence : that

the surplice had been always reckoned a decent habit, and

constantly worn in the Church of England, till these late ill

times ; and that he had all along retained the use of it in

foreign parts ; that though he thought himself obliged for the

present to connive at disorder, and tolerate a failure of

solemnity and decorum in religious worship, yet he would

never abet any such irregularity by his own practice, nor

discountenance the ancient and laudable customs of the Church

in which he was bred."

This firmness in his majesty was no small disappointment

to these divines : they expected to have found him more com-

pliant with their schemes. However, they declined giving

him any more trouble upon this head, hoping to meet with a

more favourable opportunity in England.

The king having been eight or ten days splendidly enter- May 26.

tained by the States, went on board the English fleet, arrived restored.

at Dover, and was received by the kingdom with all imaginable

marks of duty and inclination '.

At this happy return, the Church recovered with the crown;

though this ground was not gained without some contest with

the Dissenting party. Neither is this struggle much surpris-

ing, if we consider, that for fourteen or fifteen years last past,

the hierarchy had been broken, the Liturgy laid aside, and a

new form, both as to worship and government, publicly pre-

vailed. The Presbyterians had several circumstances of ad-

vantage to support their hopes. Possession of the chair, the

inclination of no small numbers of the people, the countenance

of great men, and the king's declaration at Breda, gave this

party no uncomfortable prospect. To keep them somewhat

sanguine in their expectations. Dr. Reynolds, Dr. Spurstow,

Dr. Wallis, Dr. Bates, Dr. Manton, Mr. Calamy, Mr. Ask,

Mr. Baxter, Mr. Case, and two or three more, were made the

king's chaplains in ordinary ; though none of them ever

preached before his majesty, excepting Calamy, Reynolds,

Baxter, Spurstow, and Woodbridge ; and none of these but

' The English preference for monarchy was more than ever confirmed by the horrible

disasters of the rehellion, for all the experiments of the democratic party had signally

disappointed them, even by their own confespion.

VOL. VIII. D d
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Some of the

Presbyterian

ministers

wait upon
the king and
discourse

with him
upon the sub-

ject of
Church-
government
and ceremo-

once. However, this appearing in the chapel made their

access to his majesty the more easy. To pursue their interest

therefore, they waited on his majesty soon after the Restora-

tion, being introduced by the earl of Manchester, In their

address, " They recommended the uniting the kingdom in

matters of religion : that if his majesty would please to con-

tribute his assistance, nothing could be more promising than

the present juncture : they intreated that the terms of union

might include nothing but necessary things: that the true

exercise of Church discipline might be allowed: that those

ministers who were most serviceable for this branch of the

function might not be laid aside, nor unworthy unqualified

men put upon the people,"

The king declared himself much pleased with their reconcil-

ing temper, and resolved to do his part for promoting what was

suggested : but told them withal, '• That this agreement could

not be expected without something of cession and abatement

on both sides : that if the issue did not answer, it should not

be his fault, but their own : that he was resolved to leave no

proper methods unattempted, for procuring a harmony, and

drawing the distant persuasions to a good understanding. To

this end he desired them to lay some proposals before him

touching Church government. That this main difference

being once settled, other matters would be easily accommo-

dated," And here his majesty ordered them to set down the

full length of their concessions. " They told the king they

were but a small number, and had no commission from their

brethren to declare themselves upon this head. They desired

therefore they might have leave to acquaint their brethren in

the country with his majesty's commands, and receive their

sentiments upon this argument," The king replied, "that

method would be dilatory, and make too much noise : that

therefore he had rather the proposals should come from

themselves ; and that for fuller information, they might com-

municate this affair with their friends in the city," To this

their answer was : " They were in no condition either to speak

for, or oblige other people: and therefore what they offered

his majesty could only be taken for their own sense." The

king let them know, " they should be construed no otherwise,

and that he did not design to convene a synod or assembly of

the other party, but only make use of a few for adjusting this

14
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matter." Upon this, these divines begged the king, "that when CHARLES

they laid their concessions before him, his majesty would order ^ ^J ,

their brethren of the Church of England might deliver in a Caiamy's

paper of the utmost they could yield : that when the relaxa- Baxter,

tions of both sides were compared, the success might the

better be conjectured." The king, thinking this reasonable,

promised their request.

About three weeks after, the proposals were agreed: the ^''"^T^''"'
, ^, ,

°
.

posal tor an
paper was mostly drawn by Galamy and Reynolds. It begins accommoda-

with four preliminary requests :
" That serious godliness might ephmpal

be countenanced ; a learned and pious minister in each parish ?'"''^y-

encouraged ; that a personal public owning the baptismal

covenant might precede an admission to the Lord's table

;

and that the Lord's day might be strictly sanctified." After

this general introduction, they proceed to particulars. And
here they offer, as they pretend, " to allow the true primitive

presidency in the Church, with a due mixture of presbyters.

That this scheme was necessary to avoid the corruptions,

partiality, and tyranny incident to the administration of a

single person." The things which they chiefly blamed in the

English hierarchy, were ;
" The great extent of the bishops'

diocese ; their deputing commissaries, chancellors, and officials

to act in their stead ; their assuming the sole power of ordi-

nation and jurisdiction ; and acting so arbitrarily in visitation

articles." Besides this, they objected, their bringing in new
ceremonies, and suspending ministers at pleasure : for reform-

ing these evils, as they called them, they proposed that bishop

Usher's notion of episcopal government might be received as

the ground-work of an accommodation. This primate's scheme
is couched under the four following propositions.

I. Usher would have it, " That in every parish the rector, primate

or the incumbent pastor, together with the churchwarden
^j'/^n'tbj.

and sidemen, may every week take notice of such as live episcopal

scandalously in the congregation ; who are to receive such ^72
several admonitions and reproofs, as the quality of their offence

shall deserve ; and if by this means they cannot be reclaimed,

they may be presented unto the next monthly synod, and in

the mean time, be debarred by the pastor from access unto the

Lord's table.

"IT. AN'hereas, by a statute in the 26th of Henry VTIT.

n d 2
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(revived in the 1st of queen Eliz.), suffragans are appointed to

be erected in twenty-six several places of this kingdom, the

number of them might be very well conformed unto the several

rural deaneries, into which every diocese is subdivided ; which

being done, the suflPi-agan (supplying the place of those who, in

the ancient Church, were called ' chorepiscopi,') might every

month assemble a synod of all the rectors or incumbent pastors

within the precinct, and, according to the major part of their

voices, conclude all matters that should be brought into debate

before them. To this synod the rector and churchwardens

might present such impenitent persons as, by admonition and

suspension from the sacrament, would not be reformed ; who,

if they would still remain contumacious and incorrigible, the

sentence of excommunication might be decreed against them
by the synod, and accordingly be executed in the parish where

they lived. Hitherto, also, all things that concerned the paro-

chial ministers might be referred, whether they did touch their

doctrine or their conversation ; as also the censure of all new
opinions, heresies, and schisms, which did arise within that

circuit, with liberty of appeal, if need so require, unto the

diocesan synod.

" III. The diocesan synod might be held once or twice in

the year, as it should be thought most convenient ; therein aU

the suffragans, and the rest of the rectors or incumbent pastors,

' or a certain select number out of every deanery within that

diocese,' might meet ; with the consent of the major part of

whom, all things might be concluded by the bishop or super-

intendent (call him which you will), or, in his absence, by one

of the suffragans, whom he should depute in his stead, to be

moderator of that assembly. Here all matters of great

moment might be taken into consideration, and the orders of

the monthly synods revised, and, if need be, reformed. And
if here also any matter of difficulty could not receive a full

determination, it might be referred to the next provincial or

national synod.

"IV. The provincial synod might consist of all the bishops

and suffragans, and such of the clergy as should be elected out

of every diocese within the province. The primate of either

province might be the moderator of this meeting (or, in his

room, some one of the bishops appointed by him), and all mat-

ters be ordered therein by common consent, as in the former
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assemblies. This synod might be held every third year, and Charles
if the parliament do then sit, both the primates and provincial ^ !,^^ .

synods of the land might join together, and make up aint,

.

national council, wherein all appeals from inferior synods might ^'t- Jacob.

be received, all their acts examined, and all ecclesiastical con-

stitutions which concern the state of the Church of the whole

nation established."

The Presbyterian divines refined upon this plan, and went The.^e mi-

farther in their demands. They moved, " that the suffragans uponarct^''

should be chosen by their respective synods ; that districts ^"''°^

may be reduced to a moderate extent ; that ministers should

be under no oaths, or promises of obedience to the bishops, as

being responsible for all breaches upon the law ; that the

bishops may not govern at discretion, but be restrained to the

direction of canons, or constitutions ; and that these should be

either made or confirmed by act of parliament.

" As to the liturgy, they owned the lawfulness of a pre-

scribed form of public worship ; but desired withal, that some
learned, pious, and moderate divines of both parties might be

employed either to draw up a new Liturgy, or reform the old

one. And here they propose the adding some variety of com-

posure couched in Scripture phrase, to be used or omitted, as

the minister should think fit. As to the ceremonies, it was

their humble opinion, divine service was perfect without them

;

that in matters of worship God has declared himself a jealous

God ; that most of the Reformed Churches abroad rejected the

English ceremonies ; that at home they had been matter of

dispute and contention ever since the Reformation ; that many
pious and useful ministers had been silenced upon this score,

and separations from the Church occasioned from hence

;

that these externals were no immutable circumstances, and See tn-o

therefore they intreated that kneeling at the sacrament niio-ht^*^^''*^

not be imposed ; that the wearing the surplice, the cross in ^c- humhii/

baptism, and bowing at the name of Jesus, rather than of/oiw,«a.

Christ or Emanuel, nn'Mit be laid aside ; and that care might -^r,'''-"f'*'/^'f
' o

^

^ o i rcsbyfenan

be taken to prevent innovations contrary to law." ministers.

Farther : they desired the king, " that none of their minis-

ters might l)e ejected from sequestered livings where the epis-

copal incumbents were dead ; that his majesty would please to

give a public signification of his pleasure, that no oaths, sub-

scriptions, or renunciation of orders might be required till the
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present debate was gone through, and the controversy brought

to an issue."

The king treated them with regard, told them he was much
pleased with their declaring for a liturgy, and yielding to the

essentials of episcopacy ; and promised them, that where the

old incumbents were dead, the benefices should be confirmed

Calamy's to those in posscssion.

Rixter Not long after, the bishops returned an answer to the Pres-

p. 147. byterians' paper of proposals.

The hisiiops-
" As to their preliminary requests, they conceive the laws of

the'prJsiy- the realm have made a sufficient provision, and that no farther

terians' securitv cau be given. As for liberty of conscience, thev are
proposals.

.,i- i -i i i i «
willing to comply, provided a passage may not be opened for

private conventicles ; for should such an indulgence be granted,

the consequences might prove very unserviceable to the State.

That they approve the fixing a godly minister in each parish,

but do not understand what is meant by ' residing on his cure,'

nor how far those words may be stretched : nor what farther

provision can be made upon that head. As for confirmation,

and the barring scandalous persons from the communion, they

thought the Church had taken sufficient care of that matter.

And touching the observation of the Lord's-day, they reply,

the laws of the kingdom were stricter than those of any

foreign reformed communion whatsoever. As to Church
government, they insist upon continuing the former hierarchy

without any alteration ; and that the Presbyterians' objections

against a single person's administration in the Church were

equally applicable to the State. The extent of the dioceses

873. tl^sy conceive well enough fitted to the bishops' inspection and

management ; and that the share of ecclesiastical jurisdiction

put into the hands of chancellors, &c., was regular in the main.

Archbishop Usher's plan for retrenching the bishops' autho-

rity, they declare inconsistent with two other discourses of that

prelate ; and that his four propositions, at the best, were but

some private thoughts thrown together. They pronounce the

offices in the Common Prayer altogether unexceptionable, and

conceive the book cannot be too strictly enjoined ; especially

when ministers are not denied the exercise of their ffifts in

praying before and after sermon ; which hberty, for extempo-

rary or private compositions, stands only upon a late custom,

without any foundation from law or canons ; and that the

feommon use of this practice comes only from connivance.
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However, they are contented to yield the Uturgy may be charles
reviewed, in case his majesty thinks fit. As for the ceremo- ^ ;j ,

nies, they are unwilling to part with any of them : being

clearly of opinion, that the satisfaction of some private pei'sons

ought not to overrule the public peace and uniformity of the

Church ; and that if any abatements were made, it would

only feed a distemper, and encourage unquiet people to farther

demands." Caiamy's

And here it may not be improper to observe, that nine of Baxter.

the bishops survived the rebellion, and recovered their sees at

the Restoration ; viz., William Juxon, bishop of London, The bishops

translated this year to Canterbury ; William Pierce, bishop of "^^"^^5^/,^.

Bath and Wells ; Robert Skinner, bishop of Oxford, trans- Hon.

lated afterwards to Worcester ; John Warner, bishop of

Rochester; William Roberts, bishop of Bangor; Matthew

Wren, bishop of Ely ; Bryan Duppa, bishop of Salisbury,

from whence, after the Restoration, he was removed to Win-
chester ; Henry King, bishop of Chichester ; Accepted

Frewen, bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, and this year pro-

moted to the archbishopric of York. Besides these, there

were six bishops consecrated on the first Sunday in Advent,

viz., John, lord bishop of Durham ; William, lord bishop of Cosem.

St. David's ; Benjamin, lord bishop of Peterborough ; Hugh, Laney.

lord bishop of Llandaff" ; Richard, lord bishop of Carlisle ; Sfern.

Bryan, lord bishop of Chester ; and John, lord bishop of oauden.

Exeter : when Juxon w-as translated to Canterbury, Gilbert

Sheldon was made bishop of London. The other bishoprics See Arch-

were quickly filled with well qualified persons. croft's Life

To return : soon after the bishops had sent the answer ^^^s
"^

above mentioned, the Presbyterian ministers were told the

king would put all he thought proper to grant them into a

declaration : that they should see this instrument before it

was published, and have the liberty to report what they hap-

pened to dislike. A copy of this declaration was accordingly

sent them by the lord chancellor Hyde. Some little time

before it was issued out, this lord gave notice of it in a speech

to the parliament. Here he acquaints the houses, " he was Lord-ckan-^

commanded to mention two things recommended to them by ''^ce'ch tfpoV

his majestv in his declaration from Breda, the one for com- ^^j"^^'^''
'^

posing those unhappy differences and distempers in religion,

which had too much disturbed the peace of the kingdom.
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JUXON, This" saith he, " is a sad argument indeed, it is a considera-
Abp. Cant. .

,
,. . , '

^-—

V

' tion that must make every rehgious heart bleed to see rehgion,

which should be the strongest obligation and cement of affec-

tion and brotherly kindness and compassion, made now by the

perverse wranglings of passionate and froward men, the ground
of all animosity, hatred, malice, and revenge ; and this unruly

and unmanly passion, I fear, too frequently transports those

who are in the right, as well as those who are in the wrong,

and leaves the latter more excusable than the former. When
men who find their manners and dispositions very conformable

in all the necessary obligations of human nature, avoid one

another's conversation, and grow first unsociable, and then

uncharitable to each other, because one cannot think as the

other doth.

" My lords and gentlemen, this disquisition hath cost the

king many a sigh, many a sad hour, when he hath considered

the almost irreparable reproach the Protestant religion hath

undergone from the divisions and distractions which have been

so notorious in this kingdom. What pains he hath taken to

compose them, after several discourses with pious and learned

men of different persuasions, you will shortly perceive by a
declaration, which he will publish upon that occasion ; by
which you will see his great indulgence to those who can have

any pretension from conscience to differ from their brethren."

The Presbyterian divines having perused the declaration,

drew a petition to the king, and subjoined some remarks on

the declaration. They delivered what they had done to the

lord chancellor, who thought it most advisable to drop this

address, and never called on them to present it to the king.

However, he desired they would give in the particulars of what

they thought proper should be altered ; upon which they deli-

vered him minutes upon these heads. And now a day was

fixed for his majesty's perusing the declaration, as the lord

chancellor had drawn it. Accordingly, the king came to the

lord chancellor's with the dukes of Albemarle and Ormond,

the earls of Manchester and Anglesey, the lord HoHis, and

some others of the court ; with these appeared Sheldon,

bishop of London, Morley, bishop of Worcester, Hinchman,

bishop of Salisbury, Cosens, bishop of Durham, Gauden, bishop

of Exeter, Dr. Hacket, Dr. Berwick, Dr. Gunning, &c. On
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the other side, the Dissenters were represented by Reynolds, Charles

Calamy, Ash, WalHs, Manton, Spurstow, Baxter, and some > ^—>

others. The business of this day was not to argue, but as the

lord chancellor read the declaration, each party was to speak

their exceptions, and, after all, the king was to overrule the

debate, and settle the form. There were several objections

raised touching prelacy, re- ordination, and other particulars.

When the whole was read, the lord chancellor pulled out

another paper, and acquainted them that the king had been

petitioned by the Independents and Anabaptists, for indulging

their respective persuasions. Upon this he read a supple-

mentar clause in the declaration, to this effect : "that others

also might be permitted to meet for religious worship, provided

they give no disturbance to the public peace ; and that they

may not be molested by any justice of peace or other officer."

This clause was suspected upon the score of the latitude in

which it was expressed, and that there might be a design to

bring the Papists within the compass of the toleration ; for

this reason, probably, it was neither approved by the episcopal

or Presbyterian party. However, the point being nice, and 874.

the construction somewhat uncertain, there was nothing ob-

jected ; only Baxter took the freedom to declare against the

tolerating Papists and Socinians : to which his majesty re-

plied, " the laws had sufficiently provided against danger from

the Papists." And thus the matter was dropped. Before the

meeting broke up, the king settled the sense of the declara-

tion : and if there happened any dispute touching the manner

of expression, this point was to be referred to bishop Morley

and bishop Hinchman, Reynolds, and Calamy. And in case

they happened to disagree, the earl of Anglesey and the lord

Hollis were to determine the difference. Calamy's

On the 25th of October, his majesty set forth his " Declara- Baxter.

tion to all his loving subjects of his kingdom of England and

dominion of AVales concerning ecclesiastical affairs." I shall

give the reader part of this instrument :

—

" In our letter," saith the king to the speaker of the house Thekimi'»

of commons, " from Breda, we declared how much we desired
j(f,^//||"o

''"

the advancement and nroiiaffation of the Protestant relio-ion ;
ecdedasticai

. affairs.

that neither the unkindness of those of the same faith towards a.d. ieeo,

us, nor the civilities and obligations from those of a contrary
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JUXON, profession, (of both which we have had abundant evidence,)

^

—

'^.-^ could in the least degree startle us, or make us swerve from it,

and that nothing can be proposed to manifest our zeal and
affection for it, to which we will not readily consent. And we
said then, that we did hope in due time ourself to propose

somewhat for the propagation of it that will satisfy the world

that we have always made it both our care and our study, and
have observed enough what is most like to bring disadvantage

to it. And the truth is, we do think ourself more competent

to propose, and with God's assistance to determine, many
things now in difference, from the time we have spent, and
the experience we have had in most of the reformed Churches

abroad, in France, in the Low Countries, and in Germany,
where we have had frequent conferences with the most learned

men, who have unanimously lamented the great reproach the

Protestant religion undergoes from the distempers and too

notorious schisms in matters of religion in England. And as

the most learned amongst them have always, with great sub-

mission and reverence, acknowledged and magnified the esta-

blished government of the Church of England, and the great

countenance and shelter the Protestant religion received from

it before these unhappy times ; so many of them have with

great ingenuity and sorrow confessed that they were too easily

misled by misinformation and prejudice, into some disesteem

of it, as if it had too much complied with the Church of Rome

;

whereas they now acknowledge it to be the best fence God
hath yet raised against popery in the world : and we are per-

suaded they do with great zeal wish it restored to its old dig-

nity and veneration.

" When we were in Holland, we were attended by many
grave and learned ministers from hence, who were looked upon

as the most able and principal assertors of the Presbyterian

opinions ; with whom we had as much conference as the mul-

titude of affairs which were then upon us would permit us to

have, and, to our great satisfaction and comfort, found them
persons full of affection to us, of zeal for the peace of the

Church and State, and neither enemies (as they have been

given out to be) to episcopacy or liturgy, but modestly to

desire such alterations in either, as without shaking foun-

dations, might best allay the present distempers, which the

indisposition of the time and the tenderness of some men's
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consciences had contracted. For the better doing whereof, charles

we did intend, upon our first arrival in this kingdom, to call a >
'^

;

synod of divines, as the most proper expedient to provide a

proper remedy for all those differences and dissatisfactions

which had or should arise in matters of religion. And in the

mean time we published, in our declaration from Breda, a

liberty to tender consciences, and that no man should be dis-

quieted, or called in question, for differences of opinion in

matters of religion, which do not disturb the peace of the

kingdom, and that we shall be ready to consent to such an act

of parliament as, upon mature deliberation, shall be offered to

us for the full granting that indulgence.

" We need not profess the high esteem and affection we

have for the Church of England, as it is established by law

;

the reverence to which hath supported us, by God's blessing,

against many temptations : nor do we think that reverence in

the least degree diminished by our condescensions, not peremp-

torily insisting on some particulars of ceremony, which, how-

ever introduced by the piety and devotion, and order of former

times, may not be so agreeable to the present, but may even

lessen that piety and devotion for the improvement whereof

they might happily be first introduced, and consequently may
well be dispensed with. And we hope this charitable com-

pliance of ours will dispose the minds of all men to a cheerful

submission to that authority, the preservation whereof is so

necessary for the unity and peace of the Church, and that they

will acknowledge the support of the episcopal authority to be

the best support of religion, by being the best means to con-

tain the minds of men within the rules of government. And
they who would destroy the exercise of that holy function

within the rules which were observed in the primitive times,

must remember and consider, that the ecclesiastical power

was in those blessed times always subordinate and subject to

the civil ' : it was likewise proportioned to such an extent as This is a

was most agreeable to that. And as the sanctity and simpli- Scc't'ii'e first

city, and resignation of that age, did then refer many things 'j'j^'^'^"^^*^''''*

to the bisTiops, which the policy of succeeding ages would not arid .-iboVe

admit, at least did otherwise provide for ; so it can be no re- Second.

proach to primitive episcopacy, if where there have been great

' By civil, the king means royal ; in which sense he is right, for the Crown is superior

both to Church and State.
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JUXON, alterations in the civil government from what was then, there
Abp. Cant. ,,,.,. -,.™ , , . . , ,

V
^ ' nave been likewise some ditlerence and alteration m the eccle-

siastical, the essence and foundation being still preserved."

The king''s concessions shall next be inserted.

" 1. We do, in the first place,"" continues his majesty,

" declare our purpose and resolution is, and shall be, to pro-

mote the power of godliness, to encourage the exercise of reli-

gion, both public and private ; and to take care that the Lord's

day be applied to holy exercises, without unnecessary diver-

tisements ; and that insufficient, negligent, and scandalous

ministers be not permitted in the Church. And that as the

875. present bishops are known to be men of great and exemplary

piety in their lives, which they have manifested in their noto-

rious and unexampled sufferings during these late distempers,

and of great and known sufficiency of learning ; so we shall

take especial care to prefer no man to that office and charge, but

men of learning, virtue, and piety, who may be themselves the

best examples to those who are to be governed by them. And
we shall expect and provide the best we can, that the bishops

be frequent preachers, and that they do very often preach

themselves in some churches of their diocese, except they be

hindered by sickness, or some or other bodily infirmity, or some

other justifiable occasion, which shall not be thought justifiable

if it be frequent.

"2. Because the dioceses, especially some of them, are

thought to be of too large extent, we will appoint such a

number of suffragan bishops in every diocese, as shall be

sufficient for the due performance of their work.

" 3. No bishop shall ordain or exercise any part of jurisdic-

tion which appertains to the censures of the Church, without

the advice and assistance of the presbyters : and no chancellor,

commissaries, or officials, as such, shall execute any act of

spiritual jurisdiction in these cases; viz. excommunication, abso-

lution, or matters wherein any of the ministry are concerned,

with reference to their pastoral charge. However, our intent an

meaning is, to uphold and maintain the profession of the civil

laws, so far and in such matters as it hath been of use and

practice within our kingdoms and dominions : albeit, as to

excommunication, our will and pleasure is, that no chancellor,

commissary, or official, shall decree any sentence of excom-
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munication or absolution, or be judges in those things wherein CHARLKS

any of the ministry are concerned, as is aforesaid : nor shall . ,^ >

the archdeacon exercise any jurisdiction without the advice and

assistance of six ministers of his archdeaconry, whereof three

are to be nominated by the bishop, and three by the election

of the major part of the presbyters within the archdeaconry.

" 4. To the end that the deans and chapters may be the

better fitted to afford council and assistance to the bishops

both in ordination, and the other offices mentioned before, we

will take cai'e that those preferments be given to the most

learned, pious, and discreet presbyters of the same diocese.

And moreover, that an equal number to those of the chapter,

of the most learned, pious, and discreet presbyters of the

same diocese, annually chosen by the major vote of all the

presbyters of that diocese, present at such elections, shall be

always advising and assisting, together with those of the

chapter, in all ordinations, and in every part of the jurisdic-

tion which appertains to the censures of the Church, and at

all other solemn and important actions in the exercise of the

ecclesiastical jurisdiction, wherein any of the ministry are

concerned ; provided that in all such meetings, the number of

the ministers so elected, and those present of the chapter,

shall be equal, and not exceed one another ; and that to

make the numbers equal, the juniors of the exceeding number

be withdrawn, that the most ancient may take place. Nor
shall any suffragan bishop ordain, or exercise the fore-men-

tioned offices and acts of spiritual jurisdiction, but with the

advice and assistance of a sufficient number of the most

judicious and pious presbyters annually chosen as aforesaid,

within his precincts. And our will is, that the great work of

ordination be constantly and solenmly performed by the

bishop and his aforesaid presbytery, at the four set times and

seasons appointed by the Church for that purpose.

" 5. We will take care that confirmation be solemnly and

rightly performed, by the information and with the consent of

the minister of the place, who shall admit none to the Lord's

supper, till they have made a credible profession of their faith,

and promised obedience to the will of God, according as is

expressed in the considerations of the rubric before the cate-

chism : and that all possible diligence be used for the in-

struction and reformation of scandalous offenders, whom the
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JUXON, minister shall not suffer to partake of the Lord's table, until

>—L,J—^ they have openly declared themselves to have truly repented

and amended their former naughty lives, as is partly expressed

in the rubric, and more fully in the canons ;
provided there be

place for due appeal to superior power. But besides the

suffragans and their presbytery, every rural dean (those deans

as heretofore to be nominated by the bishop of the diocese)

together with three or four ministers of the deanery chosen by

the major part of all the ministers within the same, shall meet

once in every month, to receive such complaints as shall be

presented to them by the ministers or churchwardens of the

respective parishes ; and also to compose all such differences

betwixt party and party, as shall be offered to them by way

of arbitration, and to convince offenders, and reform all such

things as they shall find amiss by their pastoral reproofs and

admonitions, if they may be so reformed : and such matters as

they cannot by this pastoral and persuasive way compose and

reform, are by them to be prepared for, and presented to the

bishop ; at which meeting any other ministers of the deanery

may, if they please, be present. Moreover, the rural dean

and his assistants are in their respective divisions to see that

children and younger sort be carefully instructed, by the re-

spective ministers of every parish, in the grounds of the

Christian religion, and be able to give a good account of

their faith and knowledge, and also of their Christian con-

versation conformable thereunto, before they be confirmed

by the bishop, or admitted to the sacrament of the Lord's

supper.

" 6. No bishop shall exercise any arbitrary power, or do, or

impose any thing upon the clergy or the people, but what is

according to the known law of the land.

" 7. We are very glad to find, that all with whom we have

conferred, do in their judgments approve a liturgy, or set

form of public worship, to be lawful ; which in our judgment,

for the preservation of unity and uniformity, we conceive to be

very necessary, and though we do conceive the liturgy of the

Church of England contained in the book of Common Prayer,

and by law established, to be the best we have seen ; and we
believe, that we have seen all that are extant, and used in this

part of the world, and well know what reverence most of the

reformed Churches, or at least the most learned men in those
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Churches, have for it ; yet since we find some exceptions made CHARLES

against several things therein, we will appoint an equal number v ^-—>

of learned divines of both persuasions to review the same, and ^^^•

to make such alterations as shall be thought most necessary,

and some additional forms (in the Scripture phrase as near as

may be) suited unto the several parts of worship, and that it

be left to the minister's choice to use one or other at his dis-

cretion. In the mean time, and until this be done, although

we heartily wish and desire, that the ministers in their several

Churches, because they dislike some clauses and expressions,

would not totally lay aside the use of the book of Common
Prayer, but read those parts against which there can be no

exception, which would be the best instance of declining

those marks of distinction which we so much labour and desire

to remove : yet in compassion to divers of our good subjects

who scruple the use of it as now it is, our will and pleasure is,

that none be punished or troubled for not using it, until it be

reviewed, and effectually reformed as aforesaid.

" In the mean time, out of compliance and compassion to-

wards those who would forbear the cross in baptism, we are

content that no man shall be compelled to use the same, or

suffer for doing it. But if any parent desire to have his child

christened according to the form used, and the minister will

not use the sign, it shall be lawful for the parent to procure

another minister to do it : and if the proper minister shall

refuse to omit the ceremony of the cross, it shall be lawful for

the parent, who would not have his child so baptized, to pro-

cure another minister to do it, who will do it according to his

desire.

" No man shall be compelled to bow at the name of Jesus,

or suffer in any degree for not doing it, without reproaching

those who, out of their devotion, continue that ancient cere-

mony of the Church.
" For the use of the surplice, we are contented that all men

be left to their liberty to do as they shall think fit, without

suffering the least degree for wearing, or not wearing it ; pro-

vided that this liberty do not extend to our own chapel, cathe-

dral, or collegiate churches, or to any college in either of our

universities ; but that the several statutes and customs, for

the use thereof, in the said places, be there observed as

formerly.

" And because some men, otherwise pious and learned, say
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JUXON,
Abp. Cant.

they cannot conform unto the subscription required by the

canon, nor take the oath of canonical obedience, we are con-

tent, and it is our will and pleasure (so they take the oaths of

allegiance and supremacy), that they shall receive ordination, in-

stitution, and induction, and shall be permitted to exercise their

function, and to enjoy the profits of their livings, without the

said subscription, or oath of canonical obedience : and more-

over, that no persons in the universities shall, for the want of

such subscription, be hindered in the taking their degrees.

" Lastly, That none be judged to forfeit his presentation, or

benefice, or be deprived of it by the statute of the thirteenth

of queen Elizabeth, chapter the twelfth, so he read and declare

his assent to all the articles of religion, which only concern the

confession of the true Christian faith, and the doctrine of the

sacraments, comprised in the book of articles in the said

statutes mentioned. In a word, we do again renew what we

have formerly said in our declaration from Breda, for the

liberty of tender consciences, that no man shall be disquieted,

or called in question for differences of opinion in matters of

religion, which do not disturb the peace of the kingdom : and

if any have been disturbed in that kind since our arrival here,

it hath not proceeded from any direction of ours^
."

Calamy's
Life of

Baxter.

It must be said, those who penned this instrument carried

the prerogative to an extraordinary extent : the declaration

seems not only to reach into the business of synods, over-

rules the canons, and disables the discijjline of the Church ;

but, over and above, dispenses with statutes to the construc-

tion of a repeal, and lies hard upon the civil constitution. For

this reason it was overlooked at the assizes and sessions in

several places in the country, where the dissenting ministers

were indicted for not conforming pursuant to the laws in force.

However, upon application to the king and the lord-chancellor,

they were commonly discharged. And thus, generally speak-

ing, the declaration suspended the execution of the law, and

sheltered the dissenting ministers for more than a year.

During part of this interval, several of the Presbyterian

ministers were invited to Church preferments : Calamy had

the bishopric of Coventry and Lichfield offered him, Reynolds

that of Norwich, and Baxter that of Hereford ; Manton was

' Charles the Second seems to have had more enlightened views of ecclesiastical

policy than any of his royal predecessors.
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offered the deanery of Rochester, Bates the deanery of Coven- CHARLES

try and Lichfield, and Bowlas the deanery of York : but all ^
^^;

,

of them, excepting Reynolds, refused these promotions. It

seems they were afraid the concessions in the declaration

might be recalled by the king, or over-ruled by an act ofcakmy's
!• , Life of

parliament. Baxter.

About this time the Fifth-monarchy men, heated with en- The imur-

thusiasm, projected the conquest of the universe ; and having
\lf''Fijih-

lately discovered some signs of frenzy, and alarmed the go- monarchy

vernment, colonel Overton, major Allen, cornet Day, and

some other leading men of that sect, were seized and impri-

soned. However, the rest of them being rather animated than

disheartened by this correction, broke out into open rebelHon,

under the command of their preacher, Thomas Venner, a wine-

cooper. Thus, on Sunday, in the evening, Jan. 6, they sallied

out of their meeting-house in Coleman-street : and though

their number was not above sixty at first, nor increased much

afterwards, they fought the train-bands and the guards with

incredible obstinacy and fury : at last they were broken, and

Venner, with about sixteen of his men, taken prisoners. These

rebels were tried at the Old Bailey, and found guilty : they

continued impenitent to the last, and railed upon the king and

the judges at their execution.

The king having promised, in his late declaration, that the

liturgy should be reviewed, in order to have it farther accom-

modated to a general satisfaction, a commission was granted to

several persons of each persuasion for this purpose. The

instrument runs thus :

—

" Charles II., by the grace of God, king of England, Scot- Thecom-

land, France, and Ireland, defender of the faith, &c. To ourX'S^/'"'

tnistv and well-beloved the most reverend father in God/^*"''^ '>/

« r 1 1 • 1 1 <> 1
.the iiavot/.

Accepted, archbishop of York, the right reverend fathers in

God, Gilbert, bishop of London, John, bishop of Durham, 877.

John, bishop of Rochester, Humphrey, bishop of Saruni,

George, bishop of Worcester, Robert, bishop of Lincoln,

Bonjainin, bishop of Peterborough, Brian, bishop of Chester,

Richard, bishop of Carlisle, John, bishop of Exeter, Edward,

bishop of Norwich ; and to our trusty and well-beloved the

reverend Anthony Tuckney, D.D., John Conant, D.D.,

William Spurstow, D.D., John Wallis, D.D., Thomas Manton,

VOL. VTIl. E e
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JUXON, D.D., Edmund Calamy, D.D., Richard Baxter, clerk, Arthur

V
^'

^

^"
i Jackson, Thomas Case, Samuel Clerk, Mathew Newcomen,

clerks ; and to our trusty and well-beloved Dr. Earles, dean of

Westminster, Peter Heylin, D.D., John Hacket, D.D., John

Berwick, D.D,, Peter Gunning, D.D., John Pearson, D.D.,

Thomas Pierce, D.D., Anthony Sparrow, Herbert Thorndike,

D.D., Thomas Hortar, D.D., Thomas Jacom, D.D., William

Bate, John Rawhnson, clerks, William Cooper, clerk, Dr.

John Lightfoot, Dr. John CoUings, Dr. Benjamin Woodbridge,

and William Drake, clerk, greeting.

" Whereas, by our declaration of the 25th of October last,

concerning ecclesiastical affairs, we did (amongst other things)

express our esteem of the liturgy of the Church of England,

contained in the Book of Common Prayer ; and yet, since we

find exceptions made against several things therein, we did by

our said declaration declare we would appoint an equal number

of learned divines of both persuasions to review the same ; we

therefore, in accomplishment of our said will and intent, and of

our continued and constant care and study for the peace and

unity of the Churches within our dominions, and for the

removal of all exceptions and differences, and the occasion of

such differences and exceptions from among our good subjects,

for or concerning the said Book of Common Prayer, or any-

thing therein contained, do by these our letters-patent require,

authorize, constitute, and appoint you the said, &c., to advise

upon and review the said Book of Common Prayer ; comparing

the same with the most ancient Liturgies which have been

used in the Church in the primitive and purest times. And to

that end, to assemble and meet together, from time to time,

and at such time within the space of four calendar months now
next ensuing, in the master's lodgings in the Savoy in the

Strand, in the county of Middlesex, or in such other place or

places as to you shall be thought fit and convenient : to take

into your serious and grave consideration the several directions

and rules, forms of prayer, and things in the said Book of

Common Prayer contained ; and to advise, consult upon and

about the same, and several objections and exceptions which

shall now be raised against the same, and (if occasion be) to

make such reasonable and necessary alterations, corrections,

and amendments therein, as by and between you the said arch-

bishops, bishops, doctors, and persons hereby required and
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authorized to meet and advise aforesaid, shall be agreed upon Charles

to be needful and expedient, for the giving satisfaction to ten- > ^^ .

der consciences, and the restoring and continuance of peace

and unity in the Churches under our protection and govern-

ment ; but avoiding (as much as may be) all unnecessary

abbreviations of the forms and liturgy, wherewith the people

are altogether acquainted, and have so long received in the

Church of England. And our will and pleasure is, that when

you the said archbishop, bishops, doctors, and persons autho-

rized and appointed by these our letters-patent, to meet,

advise, and consult upon and about the premises aforesaid,

shall have drawn your consultations to any resolution and

determination, which you shall agree upon as needful or expe-

dient to be done for the altering, diminishing, or enlarging the

said Book of Common Prayer, or any part thereof ; that then

forthwith you certify and present to us, in writing, under your

several hands, the matters and things whereupon you shall

so determine for our approbation ; and to the end the same,

or so much thereof as shall be approved by us, may be estab-

lished. And forasmuch as the said archbishop and bishops

have several great charges to attend, which we would not dis-

pense with, or that the same should be neglected upon any

great occasion whatsoever ; and some of them being of great

age and infirmities, may not be able constantly to attend the

execution of the service and authority hereb)^ given and

required by us, in the meeting and consultation aforesaid ; we
will therefore, and hereby require you the said Dr. Earles, &c.,

to supply the place and places of such of the archbishops and

bishops (other than the said Edward, bishop of Norwich) as

shall by age, sickness, infirmity, or other occasions be hindered

from attending the said meeting or consultation ; that is to

say, that one of you the said Dr. Earles, &c., shall from time

to time supply the place of each one of them the said arch-

bishop and bishops (other than the said Edward, bishop of

Norwich) which shall happen to bo hindered or to be absent

from the said meetings or consultations ; and shall and may
advise, consult, and determine, and also certify and execute

all and singular the powers and authorities before mentioned.

in and about the premises, as fully and absolutely as such

archbishop and bishops which shall so happen to be absent,

should or might do by virtue of these our letters-patent, or

E e 2
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JUXON, any thing herein contained, in case he or they were personally

. LJ^ present. And whereas in regard of the distance of so.ne, the

infirmity of others, the multitude of constant employment and

other incidental impediments, some of you the said Edward

bishop of Norwich, &c., may be hindered from the constant

attendance in the execution of the service aforesaid ; we there-

fore will, and do hereby require and authorize you the said

Thomas Horton, &c., to supply the place or places of such

the commissioners last above mentioned, as shall by the means

aforesaid, or any other occasion, be hindered from the said

meeting and consultations, that one of you the said Thomas

Horton, doctor, shall from time to time supply the places of

each one of the said commissioners last mentioned which shall

happen to be hindered or absent from the said meeting and

consultations ; and shall and may advise, consult, and deter-

mine, and also certify and execute all and singular the powers

and authorities before mentioned, in and about the premises,

as fully and absolutely as such of the said last mentioned com-

missioners, which shall so happen to be absent, should or might

A.D. 16G1. do by virtue of these our letters-patent, or any thing therein

. contained, in case he or they were personally present. In

878. witness whereof we have caused these our letters to be made

patent. Witness ourself at Westminster, the 25th of March,

in the thirteenth year of our reign.

" Per ipsum regem. " Barker."

The first The parliament which met on the 25th of April, before the

partiainent Restoration, was dissolved on the 29th of December. I shall
dissolved. '

_

mention only two of the acts passed ; the one was tor a per-

petual anniversary thanksgiving on the 29th of May, the day

on which the king made his entry into London : the other was

for restoring ejected and sequestered ministers, and confirming

some others who had the title of resignations from the incum-

bent, and had not renounced their orders received before the

i2Charies2. 25th of December, 1659. The two houses not being; convened
cap. 14 . ...
12 Charles 2. by the king's writ, were looked on as essentially defective in
cap. 19.

i^heir authority, and therefore theii" acts are all confirmed in

the next parliament.

Tfie con- To return to the conference : the bishop of London's lodg-

'^Tes'mml. i^gs in the Savoy were appointed for the place of meeting

;

when the parties appeared, the bishop of London acquainted
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the Presbyterian ministers, " that themselves, and nut the CHARLES

bishops, had requested the conference for making alterations ^ .;

—

'

in the liturgy : that therefore nothing was to be done till they

had delivered their exceptions in writing, together with the

additional forms and alterations which they desired." These

ministers were willing that the debate might be carried on by

way of verbal debate. This method they conceived was pur-

suant to the directions in the commission, and most likely to

answer the end of the meeting :
" writing," they said, " would

be a tedious expedient, and hinder the coming to a close under-

standing with each other." Bishop Sheldon adhering to his

former opinion, it was agreed at last they should bring in all

their exceptions at one time, and their additions at another.

The exceptions were accordingly drawn up by Dr. Reynolds,

Dr. Walhs, Dr. Bates, Dr. Jacomb, :Mr. Calamy, Mr. New-

comen, Mr. Clerk, &c.

In this paper, laid before the bishops, they move "that the Thegam-al

prayers and other materials of the liturgy might not be clogged "tkPp'-.eZy

with any thing that was doubtful, or questioned among pious, '''"^"^j^^^g

learned, and orthodox persons. Common-

" 1 . That the imposing things of doubtful disputation, as terms
'^"'^^^'

of communion, had in all ages been the ground of schism and

separation : and for this they cite the authority of Mr. Hales \ iiaies's

" 2. That as the English reformers, at first out of their Schism.

great wisdom, formed the liturgy in such a manner as was

most likely to gain upon the Papists, by varying as little as

might be from the offices anciently received ; so according to

the same rule of prudence and charity, they desired the liturgy

might be so composed as might best reconcile it to those Pro-

testants who are agreed in the substantial points of religion.

" 3. To proceed : they vvoukl have the repetitions and re-

sponsals of the parish clerk and people, and the alternate read-

ing of the psalms and hymns omitted. They pretend this

custom raised a confused noise in the congregation, and made

what was read less intelligible. They argue, farther, that the

minister ought to be the people's mouth in all public services

:

and that by the holy Scriptures the people's part is only to

attend with reverential silence, and declare their consent in

the close by saying Amen.
" 4. For this reason they would have the divided petitions

^ Vide Bhickbunic'b Confessional.
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JUXON, in the litany thrown into one solemn prayer, to be pronounced

^^^^l^ by the ministers.

" 5. That nothing might remain in the liturgy which seems

to countenance the observation of Lent as a religious fast

:

that the example of our Saviour's fasting forty days and forty

nights was above human strength, and never designed for imi-

tation. To corroborate this reasoning, they take notice that

by an act of parliament, made the 5th of Elizabeth, abstinence

from flesh is prohibited not upon the score of religion, and

only recommended for politic considerations.

" 6. That the religious observation of saints' days, together

with their vigils, may be laid aside : and that if any of them

are continued, they may be called festivals, and not holy days,

that they may not be made equal with the Lord's-day, nor

have any peculiar service appointed, nor the people obhged

wholly to forbear working : and that such names in the calen-

dar which are not inserted in the first and second books of

king Edward VI., may be left out.

"7. That the gift of prayer being one special qualification

for the ministry, they desire the liturgy may not be so strictly

imposed as totally to exclude the exercise of that faculty in

any part of public worship ; and that in consequence of this,

it may be left to the discretion of the minister to omit part of

the stated service, as occasion shall require. And this liberty

(they pretend) was allowed by the first Common Prayer-book

of Edward VI.
" 8. That in regard of the many defects observed in the

version of the Scriptures used in the liturgy, they move these

misperformances may be struck out, and the new translation

allowed by authority substituted instead of the former. That

the version in the liturgy is either obsolete in language, or

mistaken in sense, they endeavour to prove from the following

instances :—In the Epistle for the first Sunday after Epi-

phany, Rom. xii. 1, it is read, ' Be ye changed in your

shape :' and in the Epistle for the Sunday next before Easter,

Phil. ii. 5, our Saviour is said to be ' found in his apparel as

a man :'' and in the Epistle for the fourth Sunday in Lent,

Gal. iv., the old version runs, ' Mount Sinai is Agar in Ara-

bia, and borders upon the city which is now called Jerusalem :'

in the Epistle for St. Matthew's-day, 2 Cor. iv., they translate,

' We go not out of kind :'' in the Gospel for the second Sunday
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after Epiphany, John ii., it is translated, ' When men be CHARLES

drunk r' in the Gospel for the first Sunday in Lent, taken out of ^ ,^ .

Luke xi., it is turned, ' One house does fall upon another :'

and lastly, in the Gospel for the Annunciation, taken out of

Luke i., ' This is the first month which is called barren."'

" 9. That the canonical Scriptures, containing all things

necessary to salvation, they desire the Apocryphal books may

not be read : these writings having no unquestionable autho-

rity for recommending matters, either of belief or practice.

"10. That the minister may not be enjoined to read any

part of the liturgy at the communion-table, excepting such

portions as properly belong to the Lord's supper ; and at 879.

such times only when the holy sacrament is administered.

"11. That whereas the word minister, and not priest or

curate, stands in the rubric for the Absolution, and divers

other places ; it is requested this usage may be continued

through the whole book; and that the Lord's- day may be

inserted instead of Sunday.
" 12. And in regard singing of psalms is a considerable part

of public worship, they desire the version set forth and allowed

to be sung in churches may be mended, or that they may have

leave to make use of a more correct translation.

" 1 3. That all obsolete terms and expressions in language

worn out, may be altered to words of common use." This is

repeating part of their English objection. Their instances

are ' Aread,' used in the Gospel for Monday and Wednesday

before Easter ; and ' then opened he their wits," in the Gospel

for Easter Tuesday.
" 14. That no portions of the Old Testament, or of the

Acts of the Apostles, be called epistles, and read as such.

"15. That the phrase in several offices which presumes all

persons within the communion of the Church, regenerated,

converted, and in an actual state of grace, may be reformed :

for considering the want of ecclesiastical discipline, confessed

in the Commination, such a supposition is more than the

utmost charity can admit.

" 16. That the petitions in the prayers might have a more

orderly connexion, and the forms carried on to a more com-

petent length : that this method would be more to edification,

and gain farther upon the people's esteem.'"
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JUXON, Under this head they are somewhat more particular:

—

Abp. Cant.

^' ' And first, " they charge the Collects with being generally

too short, many of them consisting but of one, or at most but

of two sentences of petition. That they are generally pre-

faced with a repeated mention of the name and attributes of

God, and presently concluded with the name and merits of

Christ. That by this disposition of the service, many unne-

cessary breaks are occasioned ; and that when many petitions

are to be offered at the same time, these interruptions are

neither agreeable to scriptural examples, nor suited to the

gravity of that holy duty.

" Secondly, They object the prefaces of many Collects have

no clear and direct reference to the following petitions. That

the petitions are put together without due order or natural

connexion, and falling short, instead of being suitable to the

occasions for which they are used, seem to have been the effect

of chance and inadvertency. It is therefore desired, that in-

stead of those discontinued Collects there may be one me-

thodical and entire form of prayer composed out of many of

them."

" 17. They observe the public liturgy of a Church ought to

comprehend the sum of all such sins as are ordinarily to be

confessed in prayer, and take in such petitions and thanks-

givings as are commonly to be put up by the Church : and

that the catechisms, or public systems of doctrine, should con-

tain a brief abstract of all such doctrines as are necessary to

be believed : and the points should be set down in a clear, ex-

plicit manner. And here they pretend the liturgy is defective

as to all these matters.

1. Say they, " there is no preparatory prayer in the begin-

ning of the service for God's assistance and acceptance ;" and

yet many collects in the middle of the worship have little or

nothing else.

2. " The Confession," as these ministers continue, " is veiy

defective : original sin is not clearly expressed, nor the number

of actual sins, with their aggravations, sufficiently enlarged on

;

that the form goes too nmch upon generals ; whereas confes-

sion, being an exercise of repentance, ought to be more par-

ticular."
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3. They complain of "a great defect in the forms of pubHc CHARLES

thanksgiving." * .'^—

/

4. They object " the whole body of the Common Prayer is

too much wrapt up in generals : as, ' to be kept from all evil,'

' from all enemies,"' ' from all adversity,"* ' that we may do God"'s

will,'' &c., without dilating upon the particulars included."

5. They pretend "the Catechism is defective in many neces-

sary doctrines, and that some of the essentials of Christianity

are not mentioned, unless in the Creed."

18. They allege " the liturgy enjoins the use of several

ceremonies, which, from the time of the first Reformation, have

been judged unwarrantable by divers learned and pious men."

The impositions complained of are, " first, the enjoining the

use of the surplice ; secondly, that none may baptize or be

baptized without the transient image of the cross, vi'hich has at

least," say they, " the appearance of a sacrament of human
institution ; thirdly, the enjoining the posture of kneeling at

receiving the Lord's supper,"—and here they cite the au-

thority of our Saviour and his apostles for a different gesture ;—" and that the Church of England contradicts the practice of

the Catholic Church for several ages, and runs counter to the

canons of the most venerable synods ; and, lastly, that the

weight of these impositions is still made more bui'thensome

by the canons requiring the clergy to subscribe their lawful- of all the

11 Proceedings
'^6SS. of ti,g (jom.

iTiissioners

To these exceptions, the commissioners, who represented
sua''si'on/&c

the Church of England, returned an answer, part of which London

:

shall be laid before the reader :

—

tiie"yeai

16(U.

1. The Presbyterian ministers objected, "the liturgy had 77,6 a„sit,.e,-

all alons; given dissatisfaction to several persons of pietv and '^/^'f
'^°'""00

^ ^ ^
i v J misswners

learning." To this the episcopal divines returned, "that \X\Qforthe

passages complained of in the liturgy ought to be evidently

proved unlawful before any alterations can be demanded ; that

it is no argument to say, a great many pious persons scrupled

the use of it, unless it can clearly be made out the liturgy has

given just ground for such scruples : for, otherwise, if the bare

pretence of scruples is a sufficient plea to discharge us from

obedience, all law and order can signify nothing." To this

they add, " that, if the liturgy should be altered as the

An Account
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JUXON,
Abp. Cant.

880.

Their an-

swer to ike

Presbyte-

rians' first

proposal.

ministers*' paper requires, the generality of the soberest and

best members of the Church of England would have just cause

of disgust : for that such an alteration would imply a concession

that this liturgy was an intolerable burthen upon tender con-

sciences, and an usage plainly superstitious : for these are the

pretences suggested for an alteration. Now, the granting all

this must infer the justifying those who have separated from it,

and the condemning all those who have adhered to it with the

hazard and loss of lives and fortunes." After this introduction,

they proceed to give an answer to the first general proposal,

and affirm, " that the English reformers had been careful to

put nothing into the liturgy but what is either evidently the

Word of God, or has been generally received by the Catholic

Church." To the next proposal they answer, " that great care

must be taken to suppress private conception of prayer, both

before and after sermon ; that, otherwise, private opinions will

be brought into pulpit-prayers. For what else can be ex-

pected, if private persons may have the liberty of making

public devotions V
To that part of the proposal, that prayers may consist of

nothing " doubtful or questioned by pious, learned, and ortho-

dox persons," the episcopal divines reply, " that, since it is not

defined and ascertained who those orthodox persons are, they

must either take all those for orthodox persons who have the

assurance to affirm themselves such ; and, if so, the demand is

unreasonable : for some, who deny the divinity of the Son of

God, will style themselves orthodox ; and yet there is no rea-

son we should part with an article of our Creed for their

satisfaction. Besides, the proposal requires an impossibility :

for there never was, nor ever will be, any prayers couched in

such a manner as not to be questioned by some people who
call themselves pious, learned, and orthodox. But if by
' orthodox ' is meant only those who adhere to Scripture and
the Catholic consent of antiquity, they are not of opinion that

any part of the English liturgy has been questioned by

such."

To the general objection, of "the English service being

loaded with church-pomp, imagery, many superfluities, and

reviving obsolete customs,"—to this they answer, " that, if

these generals are intended to be applied to the liturgy, they

are gross calumnies, and a contradiction to the confession of
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these very ministers, in the latter part of their exceptions. CHARLES

But, if no appUcation is intended, they are foreign to the pur- « .^J >

pose ; and, therefore, it had been more prudence and candour

not to have mentioned them."

To go on with the Church commissioners, who need not be

mentioned at every article :

—

" It was the wisdom of our reformers," say they, " to draw

up such a liturgy as neither Romanists nor Protestants could

justly except against : and therefore, as the first never charged

it with any positive errors, but only with the want of something

they conceived necessary ; so was it never found fault with

by those properly distinguished by the name of Protestants,

—

that is, those of the Augustine confession. And as for others,

who have brought the Church-service into dislike Avith some

people, this practice of theirs has been their fault and their

sin ; so that, to urge the present state of affairs as an argu-

ment why the book should be altered, is by no means reason-

able. To do this would be to gratify these men in an error,

and make their own unwarrantable conduct of advantage to

them.
" The third and fourth proposals may go together, the The answer

demand in both being against responsals and alternate read- af,d/otirth

ings in hymns, psalms, &c. ; and that upon such a motive P''^p^^^^'

as really rather proves the necessity of continuing them in

their present condition. They would take these usages away
' because they do not edify.' Now, for this very reason, they

ought to be kept on : for, that they do edify, is plain ; if not

by informing our understandings, (the prayers and hymns being

never made for a catechism,) yet by quickening, keeping up,

and uniting our devotion, which is apt to sleep or grow

languid in a long-continued prayer. Our edification, there-

fore, is best consulted by being called on and awakened by

frequent ' amens ;" by being excited by mutual exultations,

petitions, and holy emulations, which of us shall go farthest in

showing his own zeal for the glory of Cod, or contribute most

to that of others. For this purpose, alternate reading, repeti-
^|"i"'

tions, and responses, are far more serviceable than a long Kzia iii.

tedious prayer. Nor is this our opinion only, but the judg- Ko'cnu. iib.(i.

ment of former ages, as appears by the practice of the Jewish
^I'J"^ ]jij 2

and ancient Christian Churches. f-ip- --i-
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JUXON, " But these demandants object this custom clashes with the

V- ^'_ ^" '• Scripture : that these inspired writings declare the minister's

being appointed for the congregation in public prayers : that

the people's part is only to attend with silence, and signify

their assent by saying amen. Now if these gentlemen mean
that the people in public services must only say the word

amen, they have no text to prove their assertion. Besides,

they themselves practise the direct contrary in one of their

principal parts of worship ; we mean their singing of psalms,

where the people have as great a part as the minister. Now
if this may be done in Hopkins'', why not in David's psalms ?

If in metre, why not in prose ? If in a psalm, why not in a

litany l

A,/sweriu " Farther, it is desired that nothing should be in the liturffv

ohjrctiwi. which so much as seems to countenance the observation of

Lent as a religious fast : this is requested as an expedient for

peace, and is in effect to desire our Church may shew herself

contentious for the sake of peace, and divide from the Catholic

Church, that we may correspond the closer at home, and live

at unity among ourselves. But St. Paul reckons those con-

tentious who oppose the custom of the Churches of Grod. Now
that the religious observation of Lent was a custom of the

Hom^Ti in
Churches of God appears by the testimonies of the fathers.

Heb. 10. This demand therefore has no tendency to peace, but dissen-

myst. 5. ,st.' sion. And here the fasting forty days may be practised in

I2"f"^j
4qP* imitation of our Saviour, notwithstanding what is objected to

(Iks ante \^q contrary : for though we cannot reach up to his divinitv,

servetur, follow limi passious wquis^ and abstam wholly from meat for so

luetudo 7^-' long a time, yet we may fast forty days together, either as
boravit. Comelius did, till three o'clock in the afternoon, or till noon.
And S>t. o T-« T 1 1

Jerome, Ep, as St. Pctor did, or at least we may come up to Daniel's fast,

says it'was' ^"^^ forbear entertaining our palate : and thus far, without
secundum question, it is possible for us to imitate our Lord. Nor does

Apostolo- the act of parliament, 5 Eliz. forbid fasting in this manner, or

upon the view above mentioned : we dare not suppose the par-

liament had any intention to prohibit a custom commanded by
881. the Church of Christ: neither does the act determine any

Lenten fast, but only provides for the increase of the navy,

and encouraging the fishery upon that score. Besides, we
must not interpret one statute so as to make it clash with
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another. Now the 1 Eliz. cap. 2, still in force, confirms the CHARLES

whole liturgy, and by consequence the religious keeping of ^ I »

Lent ; and this with a severe penalty upon all those who speak

in derogation of any part of the Common Prayer. And there-

fore that other act of 5 Eliz. cap. 5, must not be interpreted

to a counter sense, and as if it prohibited the religious keeping

of Lent.

" The observino: saints"" days is not enioined as of divine, but -4».wer to

„ , . . , P . .
, ,

"i . . thesMthpro-
of ecclesiastical institution : that thei*eiore it is not necessary posai.

they should have any particular appointment in Scripture

:

their being useful for the promoting piety, and serviceable to

the general end recommended in holy writ, is sufficient for

this purpose. That the observation of these solemnities was

a primitive custom, appears by the rituals and liturgies, by

the consentient testimony of antiquity, and by the ancient

translations of the Bible : for instance, by the Syriac and

Ethiopic versions, where the lessons appointed for holy days

are particularly marked. Now the former of these transla-

tions comes near the apostolic age. Farther, our Saviour

himself kept the feast of the dedication, which was a solemnity •'^"''" ^- ""

of the Churcirs institution. And the chief business of these

days, being not for feasting, not for entertainment and diver-

sion, but the exercise of holy duties, they are more properly

called holy days than festivals : and though they are all of a

resembling nature, it cannot be inferred they all require an

equal regard. As for the people, they may be indulged work-

ing after evening service, if authority shall think fit. The
other names excepted against, stand in the calendar, not that

they should be kept as holy days, but upon the score of their

being useful for preserving the memories of some eminent

persons : they are likewise serviceable for leases, law days, &c.

"Their proposal touching the gift of prayer, makes i\\Q ^'^ nswr to

liturgy, in effect, wholly insignificant : for what else can be proposal.

the consequence, if every minister may put in and leave out at

discretion \ As for the gift, or rather the spirit of prayer, it

consists in the inward graces of the Holy Spirit, and not in

extemporary expressions: such unpremeditated effiisions are

only the effects of natural parts, of a voluble tongue and un-

common assurance. ]3ut if there is any such gift as is really

I)retendcd, this extraordinary qualification must be subject to

the prophets and the order of the Church. l Cor. xiv.
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JUXON,
Al)p. Cunt.

Concil.

Carthag.

can. 106.

Concil.

Milov.

can. 12.

Anmver to

the ninth

prnjwsul.

Ansiver to

the tenth

proposal.

" Considering the mischiefs coming by impertinent, ridi-

culous, and sometimes seditious, wicked, and blasphemous ex-

pressions, under pretence of giving liberty for exercising the

gift of prayer; considering the honour of God is so highly

injured, and religion suffers so much this way, it is reasonable

those who desire such an indulgence in public devotions,

should first give the Church security, that no private opinions

should be put into their prayers : and that nothing contrary to

the faith should be uttered before God, or offered up to him

in the Church. To prevent which mischiefs, the former ages

knew no better way than forbidding the use of any prayers in

public, excepting such as were prescribed by public authority.

" The Presbyterians'' objections against the obsolete lan-

guage, and mistaken sense in the translation used in the

liturgy, are all true, and all amended."

The Church commissioners proceed to consider their excep-

tions against reading Apocryphal lessons in the Church.

And here they observe, " the Presbyterians demand an altera-

tion upon such grounds as would exclude all sermons as well

as the Apocrypha. Their argument is, the holy Scriptures

contain all things necessary with reference both to belief and

practice. This plea is returned upon them with a dilemma

:

If the inspired writings, say the Church commissioners, are so

comprehensive, to what purpose are there so many unnecessary

sermons ? Why have we any thing more than the reading of

holy Scriptures? But if notwithstanding the sufficiency of

the Old and New Testament, sermons are necessary, there is

no reason why these Apocryphal chapters should not be

reckoned equally useful : for most of them deliver excellent

discourses and precepts of morality : and it is much to be

wished the sermons of these ministers were no worse : if they

are afraid these books may by this regard come up to an equal

authority with the canon ; the Church has secured them

against this apprehension, by calling them Apocryphal : now

it is the Church's testimony which teaches us to make this

distinction. And lastly, to leave out these Apocryphal lessons,

were to cross upon the practice of former ages.

" That the minister should not read the communion service

at the communion table, is not reasonable to demand, since

it was the practice of all the primitive Church : and if we do

not govern ourselves by that golden rule of the council of

14
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Nice, (' Let ancient customs be continued,') unless reason plainly Charles

requires the contrary, we shall give offence to sober Christians «
.'.—

/

by a causeless departure from Catholic usage, and put a

greater advantage in the hands of our adversaries, than it is

to be hoped our brethren the Dissenters would willingly allow.

As for the priest's standing at the communion table, it seems

an invitation to the holy sacrament, and reminds us that it is •

the duty of some of us at least, to receive every Sunday : and

though we happen to neglect our duty, it is fit the Church

should suggest recollection, and keep her standing.

" It is not reasonable the word minister should only be used Answer to

in the Common Prayer : for since some parts of the liturgy-
*I^^J^^^

may be performed by a deacon, and others, such as absolution

and consecration, by none under the order of a priest, it is fit

some such word as priest should be used for those offices

which are appropriated to his character : the term minister

being of too low and lax a signification for this purpose. The

word curate likewise signifies those who are entrusted by the

bishop with the cure of souls, and therefore very fit to be used.

Sunday being a very ancient distinction of the day upon which

our Saviour rose from the dead, there is no reason that name just. iMart.

should be disused.
^ ''° '

""

" Singing of psalms in metre," continue the Church com- Amver to

missioners, " is no part of the liturgy, and by consequence no
f^J^jJ^i

part of our commission.
" In answer to the fifteenth objection, they allege, that the Answer to

Church's phrase in her prayers, is no more offensive than St. ^^,1
^^^''

PauFs : this apostle, in his epistles to the Corinthians, Gala- 882,

tians, and others, calls them in general the Churches of God

sanctified in Christ Jesus, and saints by their vocation. And
yet amongst these, there were many, who upon the score of

their open irregularities, could not properly be styled such

:

however, St. Paul denominates the whole from the greater

part, and puts the rest in mind of their profession, what they

have undertaken in their baptism, and the privileges and

honourable distinctions to which that sacrament has given

them a title. »

" As to the connexion of the parts of the liturgy, it \^^ Ansu'erto

conformable to the example of the Churches of God, and has
Ji/cc£"'^'

as nuich coherence as usually occurs in many petitions of the

same psalm. And the method of these offices they must
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JUXON, believe to be admirable, and beyond exception, till the Pres-

v_J'^J^ byterians can suggest a better, which is not yet done.

" The collects, by their brevity, are best suited to devotion,

and resemble those short but prevalent prayers in Scripture,

' Lord, be merciful to me a sinner. Son of David, have mercy

on us. Lord, increase our faith."

"

After this, proceeding to the remainder of the objection,

they subjoin, " We cannot imagine why the repeated name

and mention of the attributes of God, should not be most

acceptable to any person religiously disposed : or how this

repetition should seem any burthen, since David magnified one

Psai.i'xxxvi. attribute of God's mercy six-and-twenty times together. Nor

can we conceive why the name and merits of Jesus Christ

should be less comfortable to us than to former saints and

martyrs : and since the hopes of obtaining our petitions are

founded upon the attributes of God, such prefaces of prayers

as are taken from the divine perfections, are not to be cen-

sured as unsuitable and casual, though they should have no

special reference to the following petitions."

Answer to From licnce they advance to the 17th exception: " And
the seven- , .

,

i • j i j

i

,

teenth oh- whcrcas it was objected there was no preparatory prayer m our
jechon. Hturgy for God's assistance or acceptance, they answer, this

is plain misreporting the Common Prayer. For, besides a

preparatory exhortation, there are several prayers upon the

heads in which it is pretended they are deficient. The in-

stances are these :
' Despise not, Lord, humble and contrite

hearts. These things may please him that we do at this pre-

sent. Lord, open our lips,' " &c.

" As to the Presbyterian objection against the Chui'di's

Confession being couched in general terms, the episcopal

divines answer, that this is rather a perfection than a disad-

vantage : that the offices are intended for common use : that

general services would cease to be such, by descending to par-

ticulars. To come closer to the case : when confession of sins

is general, all persons may and must join in it, considering ' in

many things we offend all.' But if the enumeration of sin were

particular, it woijld not be so well suited to the use of the con-

gregation : for it may well be supposed to happen, that some

persons may, by God's grace, have been preserved from several

of those sins recited : and therefore, by confessing themselves

guilty, they would lie to God Almighty ; and thus stand in
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need of a new confession. As for original sin, they conceive it CHARLES

sufficiently acknowledged in the Church's confessing, that, v .'.—*

' without God's help, our frailty cannot but fall ; and that our

mortal nature can do no good without him.""

" And whereas the Presbyterians complained of the want of

stated forms for several public occasions ; the Church com-

missioners answer, they are not conscious of any such defect

:

however, if any such thing can be made good, the Church will

provide accordingly.

" The Dissenters complain, the Liturgy goes too much upon

generals, in their application for God's grace and protection,

and instance in these expressions :
' that we may do God's

will ; that we may be kept from all evil.' Now these, reply

the Church commissioners, are almost the very terms in the

Lord's Prayer. So that they must reform that, before they can

pretend to mend our liturgy in these petitions."

The principal demand of the Presbyterians was, " That Answer to

the cio}it6€7itJi

those rubrics which impose any ceremonies, especially the ohjeetion.

surplice, the sign of the cross, and kneeling, might be abro-

gated." Their reasons for this demand are these

—

" 1. It is doubtful," as the Presbyterians argue, " whether

God has empowered men to impose such significant signs. For

though they call them significant, they have no real goodness

in the judgment of the imposers themselves : for they call

them things indifferent, and therefore they cannot fall under

St. Paul's rule of omnia decenter, neither are they suitable to

the simplicity of Gospel worship'.

"2. Because it is a violation of the royalty of Christ, and

an impeachment of his laws as insufficient."

Their other two reasons, drawn from their being scrupled

by several learned and orthodox men, and giving occasion to

divisions and persecution, have been mentioned already.

The Church commissioners, before they answer particularly

to these reasons, premise some general rules for supporting

their following discourse :

—

*

"1. They observe, that God has not only given a ^ower^ piw geuerai

' Milton has expressed this objection with peculiar force :
" How cruel," says he,

" must that inilifFerency be which can violate the etrictest necessity of conscience.'"

VOL. VIII. F f
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JUXON, but likewise commanded the imposing whatever shall be truly

> ^\
"'"

"> decent and becominsc his public service. That after St. Paul

d^own by tiie
^^^^ ^^^^ down some particular rules for praying, thanksgiving,

Church-
_

prophesyino; &c. he concludes with this general precept,
commission- tiii. / i • i i
ers. ' Let all thnigs be done Ewcrxrjuovwc, m a decent manner : and

that there may be uniformity in these circumstances of decency,

1 Coi. xiv. the apostle adds, 'let there be a ra^tc,' a rule, or canon, for
40. .1 .

that purpose.

" 2. Superiors, not inferiors, must be judges of what is

decent and convenient : those who have authority to order that

every thing be done decently, must of necessity first judge of

the quality of things.

"3. These rules for decency, made and enjoined by supe-

riors, ought to be obeyed by inferiors, till it is made as clear

that they are not bound to obey in the particular case, as it is

evident in general, that it is their duty to obey their superiors

:

for if the exemption from obedience is less clear than the com-

mand to obey, it must be sin not to obey.

"4. Pretence of conscience is no discharge from obedience,

for the law, as long as it continues, binds to obedience : it is

883. the apostle's doctrine, ' Ye must needs be subject.' As to
Rom. xiii.

^j-jg pretence of a tender or reluctant conscience, this plea can

never disable the law : for it neither takes away the authority

of the legislator, nor makes the matter of the law unlawful.

Besides, if pretence of conscience was a sufficient excuse for

non-obedience, laws would signify nothing ; for every body

might pretend this plea ; which, if allowed, anarchy and con-

fusion must inevitably follow.

" 5. Though charity moves for compassion, and may dispose

superiors to relieve those that are really over-scrupulous and

perplexed, yet we must not break God's command out of good

nature ; and, therefore, we must not suffer the public service

to be indecently or disorderly performed for the ease of tender

consciences."

Having premised this general answer, the Church-commis-

sioners proceed to argue,

—

Their ati- "1. That thosc things which they call indifferent, because

ticlVrs.^^^' neither expressly commanded nor forbidden by God Almighty,

have something of natural proportion, goodness, and decency in
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them, and for this reason they are imposed. Thus, by St. CHARLES

PauFs rule, and many others in Scripture, authority is given v__^l__>

to governors to impose signs, which certainly are never the ^ ^°'^' ^'^"

worse because they carry a signification of decency and regard.

On the other side, if the Church should enjoin the use of cere-

monies which were wholly insignificant, such an exercise of

power might rather be questioned.

"2. To make such laws upon the score of decency is no

violation of Chrisfs royalty : it is only exercising a branch of

that authority granted to his Church ; and, therefore, disobey-

ing such commands of superiors is a plain opposition to his

sovereignty. Farther, making laws for the sake of decency

does by no means imply a charge of insufficiency upon our

Saviour's institutions : for it is evident, by the precepts them-

selves, that our Saviour never intended to determine every

minute circumstance of time, place, and manner : He only

commanded the substance of religious duties in general, and

directed to the right ends of the performance. As to other

matters, our Lord left every man to the suggestions of reason,

for private services ; and appointed governors of the Church to

determine such particularities for the public. Thus, for in-

stance, our Saviour commanded prayers, fasting, &c.; but

time and place for these duties are undetermined. Thus,

by parity of reasoning, to make laws for regulating the points

of decency is no imputation upon his oeconomy : for it is plain

it was not his design to state these matters. He has left us

governors for this purpose : their commission is express to all

imaginable advantage : 'As my Father sent me, so send I

you ;' ' Obey those that have the rule over you.' He has

likewise told us, that, if we will not hear his Church, we must

be reckoned no better than ' heathens and publicans.'

" And whereas the Nonconformists plead they cannot obey

the commands of the Church, for fear of violating the precept

which forbids ' adding to the Word of God ;' "—to this the

Church commissionei'S answer, " these ministers do not well Dent. xii.

consider, that it is no addition to the Word of God to com-
'

"

mand things for order and decency, provided they are not

enjoined as God's immediate instructions, but only as regula-

tions of human authority. But, on the other hand, to affirm

that superiors are not allowed to command things unforbidden

by God Almighty, is an undeniable ' addition to the AVord of

F f 2
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JUXON, God.' And likewise, to deny ecclesiastical or civil governors

v__£^^_!!!j that power which the Scriptures have given them, is demolish-

ing God's Word, which is no less forbidden in the text last

mentioned.
" And, supposing some people continue perplexed and under

scruples, the Church may, notwithstanding, without sin, insist

upon her commands for complying with decent ceremonies

;

and all this without being guilty of ' offending our weak bro-

ther :' for here the scandal is taken, and not given : it is the

prejudice and mistake of the scrupulous person that disturbs

himself ; and, therefore, he may be justly said to lay the

stumbling-block in his own way,

Rom. xiv. " Neither will the case of St. Paul's ' not eating flesh if it

offended his brother ' do any service to the complainants : for

here, it must be observed, the apostle speaks of things not

commanded by God or his Church, of matters which had

nothing of decency or significancy for religious purposes;

and therefore, in a case thus foreign and unrelated to divine

worship, St. Paul was willing to resign his liberty rather than
' offend his brother,"' But, if any man should venture to break

a just law or custom of the Church, the apostle marks him for

1 Cor. xi. a ' contentious ' person.
^^' " That these ceremonies have occasioned many divisions, as

it is pretended, is no more their fault, than the misunderstand-

ings between the nearest relations accidentally consequent upon

the preaching of the Gospel can be fairly charged on the

Luke xii. Christian religion."

After this they proceed to justify the use of the surplice, by

alleging, " that both reason and experience may inform us that

decency in ornament and habit strike the senses and excite

reverence and regard. Upon this view, they are made use of

in the equipage of princes, and in courts of justice. And
why, then, should the service of God be refused this common
advantage I And, to come to the particular case, no habit is

more suitable at holy ministrations than white linen : it is an

emblem of purity and beauty : angels have appeared in this

dress ; and, therefore, what colour can be more proper for

jjg^ ;
those whom the Scripture dignifies with that name ? And

ciirysost. ^^^^ this habit was anciently used in the Church, we may learn
Horn 60. ad from g^^ Chrysostom.
pop. An-

,, .

tiodi. " The cross, contmue these episcopal divines, " was always
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used in the Church in immortali lavacro. To testify, there- CHARLES

fore, our communion with the saints of former ages, as our > '

Creed teaches us, and to signify we are not ashamed of thecoion."

cross of Christ,—for these reasons, they conceive it proper
Jutfpefix.

this ceremony should be continued, and cannot imagine it

should trouble the conscience of any person that desires to be

satisfied."

As to the posture of kneeling, they argue " it best becomes

the solemnity of the holy eucharist : that the most valuable

blessings ought to be received with the greatest marks of

reverence and submission. That postures of familiarity are not

acceptable to God Almighty upon so solemn an occasion, may

be collected from Malachi i. 6, 8. That, when the Church

used standing at her prayers, the manner of receiving was 884.

tnore adorantimn ; that, since this posture of standing has been 1^;^^^^^"?';-

disused, and kneeling practised instead of it,—since this cir- Cyrii.

cumstanee is thus altered by the Church's appointment,—to Mytag. 5.

stand at the communion now, when we kneel at prayers,

would be by no means decent, neither was it ever the custom

of the best times."

The Church commissioners conclude their general answer

with taking notice " that there were ancient liturgies in the

Church, as appears plainly from St. Chrysostom's, St. Basil's,

and others : and the Greeks," say they, " mention St. James's,

much older than the rest. And though we cannot trace

entire liturgies through all the centuries of Christianity, yet

that there were such in the earliest ages, may certainly be

concluded from the fragments remaining : such as ' Sursum

corda,' &c., ' Gloria Patri,' ' Benedicite,' ' Hymnus,' ' Cheru-

binus," &c., ' Vere dignum et justum,' &c., ' Dominus vobis-

cum, ct cum spiritu tuo,' with several others : and notwith-

standing the liturgies now extant may be interpolated, yet Papers that

where the forms and expressions are agreeable to Catholic tMcen the

doctrine, they may well be presumed uncorrupted remainders, cioJ^rs'at

and primitive usage, especially since general councils are silent '''c ^^^^y
i

. . . .
Conference.

as to the original of these liturgies." See above.

To this answer the Nonconformists put in a reply too long
"e"gn'^of K.

to insert. And here I shall only observe, that though they^'^"'-^-

could not break the answer of the episcopal commissioners

;

though truth is inflexible, and the nature of the cause made it

impaf congi'i'ssus : yet it must be said they did not make the
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JUXON, worst defence, nor shewed themselves unquaHfied with parts
Abp. Cant. J 1

•
^

>

—

' and learning.

Somefarther As to their more particular exceptions against the rubric

thTNo'n-^ ^^^ ^he offices in the Common Prayer, they seem not alto-

Tofhrcom S®^^®^ ^^'6® from prejudice and a disputing inclination. To
mon Prayer, give somc iustanccs :

—" In the litany they would have, ' from

all other deadly sin,' altered to ' from all other heinous sins.'

' From sudden death,' they moved might be changed to ' un-

prepared dying suddenly \' They take check at the Church's

praying ' for all that travel,' and insist the expression may be

qualified ' to those that travel.' In the office for the visita-

tion of the sick, they except to the form of absolution, press

for declarative and conditional expressions ; as I ' pronounce

thee absolved if thou dost truly repent and believe.' " To this

the Church commissioners answer, " that the form of absolv-

ing in the liturgy is more agreeable to the Scriptures than

that which these ministers desired. For where the apostles

and their successors, the bishops and priests, are commis-

sionated for this purpose, it is declared, ' whose sins ye remit,

John XX. they are remitted,' not ' whose sins you pronounce remitted ;'

neither needs the condition be expressed, being always neces-

sarily understood.

"In the office for churching of women, they would have

this prayer, with the responsal, omitted ; ' Lord, save this

woman, thy servant. Answer. Which putteth her trust in

thee.' The reason of their exception is, that it may happen a

woman may come to give thanks for a child born in adultery

or fornication. But to this the episcopal divines reply, ' that

in such cases she is to do penance before she is churched.'

And, which is the last I shall mention, they except against the

rubric's enjoining the woman to ' offer the accustomed offer-

ings :' this they pretend looks too like a Jewish purification.

To this the Church commissioners return, ' that offerings are

required as well under the Gospel as under the law ; and that

when we give thanks for special blessings and deliverance from

danger, it is a proper occasion for such religious acknow-

ledgments.'" The rest of the Nonconformists' objections,

Pai)eis that though all of them not altogether so slender as some of those
passed l>e-

twccn the

Commis- ' "^^'^ suggestion is important : all may cordially deprecate untimely death, but not

tioners at sudden death, which may, perhaps, be sudden glory, and a consummation devoutly to be
the Savoy wished.

Conference.
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recited, received a sufficient answer from the Church comniis- Charles

sioners. But I shall detain the reader no longer upon this ^
^ J >

subject. However, it may not be improper to observe, there

were some few concessions for alteration agreed to on the

Church's side. See Records,

Besides the exceptions already mentioned by the Noncon- Baxters
'

formists, there were larger additions, or new forms, referred to Yuun^'^

Baxter's management. This divine went a great way in his

commission, and drew up an entire service, which he entitled

the " Reformed Liturgy." This, though performed by a

single hand, not well practised in antiquity, was read by the

ministers, and generally approved. The Common Prayer is

very much altered in this composition : the additions and

omissions are considerable ; and both matter and form re-

markably different. It was laid before the bishops and other

divines in the commission. In the recommendatory address

before it, the Nonconformists had the modesty to declare,

" that if any of those rules or directions upon debate shall be

judged by the commissioners unnecessary or over long, we shall

be very ready," say they, " to submit either to the alteration

or omission of them." At last, in the close of their applica-

tion, they desire "the several particulars thereof may be in-

serted into the respective places of the liturgy to which they

belong, and be left to the minister's choice to use the one or

the other, according to his majesty's gracious declaration con-

cerning ecclesiastical affairs." Petition for

To proceed : about ten days before the commission expired, tii?Re^^

the Nonconformists desired a personal conference with the
o^th''"""

bishops upon the subject of the papers exchanged. This re- Liturgy,

quest being agreed, three of each party were pitched on to a-d/iggl

manage the dispute : the bishops chose Dr. Pearson, Dr.
lieretiie

Gunning, and Dr. Sparrow : the ministers' managers were Dr. '*5'"^«>" ™'*y

see Baxter's
Bates, Dr. Jacomb, and Mr. Baxter. When they met, the Keformed

conference, through want of order, frequent interruptions, and //^"A'bw-

personal reflections, turned to no account. conjhrmists

Time being thus spent to little purpose, bishop Cosens at so7iat. con-

last produced a paper, containing an expedient to end the con- {^^eaTtlm'

troversy. The principal thing in this paper was a proposal '^p^<^<!P!^

" to put the complainants upon distinguishing between things conformist

they charged as sinful, and others which they opposed upon '

"*"'^''

the score of inexpetliency." The three disputants on tlie

ministers' side were desired to draw up their sense u]ion this
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JUXON, subject against the next morning. This was accordingly done
Abp^Cant

^j^j deUvered, but in their own names only : for here they

would not pretend to represent their party. In this discourse

they charge the rubric and injunctions of the Church with

eight things, flatly sinful, and contrary to the word of God.

They are these :

—

TheNon- " \, That no minister be admitted to baptize without the
co?iformists , ... „

^

,

make eight transient Ullage 01 the cross.

TmmstlL
" ^- "^^^^^ ^^ minister be permitted to read or pray, or

rjibrio, but exercisc the other parts of his office, that dares not wear a
/ail in the . .

proof. surplice.

885. " 3. That none be admitted to communion in the Lord''s

supper that dare not receive it kneeling ; and that all ministers

be enjoined to deny it to such.

"4. That ministers are obliged to pronounce all baptized

infants regenerate by the Holy Ghost, whether they are chil-

dren of Christians or not.

" 5. That ministers be forced to deliver the sacrament of

the body and blood of Christ unto the unfit, both in health

and sickness, and that with personal application putting it

into their hands : and that such are forced to receive it,

though against their own wills, in the conscience of their im-

penitency.

"6. That ministers are forced to absolve the unfit, and that

in absolute expressions.

" 7. That ministers are forced to give thanks for all whom
they bury, as brethren whom God has delivered and taken to

himself. And,
" 8. That none may be a preacher that dares not subscribe

there is nothing in the Common Prayer-book, book of Ordina-

tion, and the Nine-and-thirty Articles, that is contrary to the

Calamy's WOrd of God."
Life of Bax-
ter, p. 16-1.

But this charge looks like naked affirmation ; for aught that

appears, they either begged the question, or else failed in the

proof. Besides, in the fifth and sixth articles, they went upon

a supposition evidently false ; for, by the Common Prayer-

book, the priest was not forced to administer either the holy

eucharist, or the absolution, to persons unfit. This way of

management, on the side of the Nonconformists, gave but a

slender prospect of an accommodation. However, the episco-
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pal divines being willing the others should go their whole CHARLES

length, and exert their force, it was at last agreed to argue in ..
'

writing. The most remarkable things in this debate were these

two :

—

First. They had a long argument about settling the sense

and appHeation of Rom. xiv. 1, 2, 8, " Him that is weak in the

faith, receive you, but not to doubtful disputations," &c. But

the meaning of a resembling text having been discussed in the

Church commissioners'* answer, I shall waive the recital of

what passed upon this head. Only here it may be observed,

that the Presbyterian ministers were the opponents.

In the other part of the dispute, the question was, " Whe-
ther it was sinful to enjoin ministers to deny the commnion to

those that would not receive it kneeling?" And here the

episcopal divines who opposed, urged several arguments, that

things in their own nature indifferent might become necessary,

as to their use, when commanded by lawful authority. In

this debate Baxter seems to have been either perplexed in his

understanding, or indisposed for closing the difference ; for no

proposition could be made plain enough to gain his assent.

For instance, the episcopal divines argued thus :
" That a Baxter's

command which commands only an act in itself lawful, is not manner of

sinful." This was denied by Baxter, upon the score that some "'^y"'^"-9-

imlavvful circumstance might hang on the command, or because

the penalty might be overcharged. The opponents reinforced

their proposition thus :
" That command which commandeth

an act in itself lawful, and no other act whereby any unjust

penalty is enjoined, nor any circumstance whence directly, or

per accidens^ any sin is consequent, which the commander ought

to provide against, is not sinful." This Baxter denied, for this

dark reason, " Because the first act commanded, may be

accidentally unlawful, and be commanded by an unjust penalty,

though no other act or circumstance be such." This, besides

the obscurity of the answer, appears no more than a repetition

of what he had answered before. However, to disentangle

this divine, the opponents endeavour to set the argument in a

stronger light, if possible. To this purpose, they improve

their proposition, thus :
" That command which commandeth

an act, in itself lawful, and no other act whereby any unjust

penalty is enjoined, nor any circumstance whence directly, or

per accidens, any sin is consequent, which the connnander
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Ah^c^' ought to provide against, hath in it all things requisite to the
'

: ' lawfulness of a command, and particularly cannot be guilty of

commanding an act per accidens unlawful, nor of commanding
Id p. 167, an act under an unjust penalty." This proposition, thus

demonstratively couched, was denied by Baxter for his reasons

last mentioned. His talent lay in retiring to foreign distinc-

tions, and misapplications of the rules of logic. But whether

this involving the argument, and raising a mist, was art, or

infirmity, is hard to determine. However, let the most cha-

ritable construction pass. This cavilhng and chicane,—as it

appeared, at least, in Baxter's management,—was complained

Letter to a of in print, by bishop Morley. This prelate takes notice, that

Vinditatioii
Baxter's denying that plain proposition last mentioned, was

"f himself not Only a frivolous and false manner of arguing, but likewise

Baxter's destructive of all authority, human and divine ; that the reject-
a umii)

. .^^^ propositions of such evidence, strikes the Church out of all

authority for making canons for the settling of order and disci-

pline. And more than this, such a sceptical length of denial

takes away all legislative power from the king and parliament,

and even from God himself; for no act can be so good in

itself, but that it may lead to a sin by accident. And if to

Calamy's command such an act be a sin, then every command must be a
Life of" Bax- .

ter, p. 168, Sm.

77^ fo
And thus the conference at the Savoy ended without an

ferenceut accommodatiou. Whether the encouragement the Noncon-

wiihout an foruiists reccivcd from the king and the ministry, the assur-

ances they might have from some leading members in parlia-

ment, or their interest they reckoned on with the people ;

whether all, or any of these motives made them stand off, and

less compliant, is farther than I shall pronounce.

Before I take leave of this subject, I shall just mention

those Church commissioners who had the greatest share in the

debate. Henchman, then bishop of Salisbury, and afterwards

of London, is reported well acquainted with the Fathei's and

councils : he discoursed with great temper, but was strongly

against large abatements and schemes of comprehension. This

prelate, together with Sheldon and Morley, are said to have

had the chief management of this affair. Dr. Pearson, after-

wards bishop of Chester, disputed with great exactness. The

ministers on the other side had a particular regard for him,

and believed that if this divine had been an umpire in the

accommoda-
tion.
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controversy, his concessions would have gone a great way :
CHARI.es

and, to mention only one more, Dr. Gunning, afterwards ^—

'

bishop of Ely, had a principal part in the debate : he had a

ready pronunciation, and argued with great learning and

vigour. His regard for the practice of antiquity made him

adhere strictly to the ceremonies and constitution of the

Church : and he thought it by no means reasonable to give up

usages and regulations, so primitively settled and supported.

At the close of the last day it was mutually agreed, that

the report of the conference should be delivered to the king in

writing, and that each party should give in this general

account, " That the Church's welfare, that unity and peace,

and his majesty's satisfaction, were ends upon which they were

all agreed : but as to the means, they could not come to any 886.

harmony."

Soon after this conference, the Nonconformist commissioners

drew up an account of their performance, together with a

petition to his majesty for those alterations and abatements

which had been lately promised. It was presented by bishop

Reynolds, Bates, Manton, and Baxter, Part of their address

runs thus :

—

" As your majesty, under God, is the protection The Non-

whereto your people fly, and as the same necessities still re- addre^the

main which drew forth your gracious declaration, we most f"^/,"'/f.,
•

OCTiGjlZ Of fiib

humbly and earnestly beseech your majesty, that the benefits late dedam-

of the said declaration may be continued to your people, and
''"''

in particular that the additions may be made to the liturgy,

that are therein expressed. We shall wait in hope, that so

great a calamity of your people as would follow the loss of so

many able, faithful ministers, as rigorous impositions would

cast out, shall never be recorded in the history of your reign ;

but that these impediments of concord being forborne, your

kingdoms may flourish in piety and peace," &c.
i,i ^ j^f;

But this application failed of success. The king might pro-

bably be of opinion, that these ministers came off" with disad-

vantage, and sunk in the controversy.

While the debate at the Savoy was on foot, a new parlia- May n,

ment met at Westminster ; the members of both houses were

well affected to the Church and crown. And, not to mention
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JUXON, other things, of this we have an instance, in their order for

V—L.^
^"

'j burning the " National Vow and Covenant," by the common
May 22. hangman.

A new par- -^t the Summoning this parhament, the Church was not per-
hament fectlv re-cstabhshed ; and the kinff, as has been observed, had
meets at ''

_ _ Y .

Westmin- granted a commission to a certain number of Episcopal and

Presbyterian divines, to treat an union at the Savoy : for

these reasons, it was once almost resolved by the court, not to

call a convocation with the pai'liament. Before this matter

was fully settled. Dr. Heylin wrote a letter to a principal

minister of state, to solicit the king that the clergy might be

continued in their ancient privilege of holding synods. I shall

give the reader only some part of this application :

—

Dr. Heyliiis " My LoRD,

minister of
" If it is objected,"" says the doctor, " that the

state. commission, now on foot, for altering and explaining certain

passages in the public liturgy, may either pass instead of a

convocation, or else is thought to be neither compatible nor

consistent with it ; I hope far better in the one, and must

profess, that I can see no reason in the other. For, first, I

hope that the selecting some few bishops, and other learned

men of the lower clergy, to debate on certain points contained

in the Common Prayer-book, is not intended for a representa-

tion of the Church of England, which is a body more diffused,

and cannot legally stand bound by their acts and counsels.

And if this conference be for no other purpose, but only to

prepare matters for a convocation, (as some say it is not) why
may not such a conference and convocation be held at once ?

For neither the selecting of some learned men, out of both

orders, for the composing and reviewing of the two liturgies

digested in the reign of king Edward VI., proved any hinder-

ance in the calling of those convocations which were held,

both in the second and third, and in the fifth and sixth, of the

said king''s reign. Nor was it found that the holding of a con-

vocation, together with the first parliament, under queen Eli-

zabeth, proved any hinderance to that conference, or disputa-

tion which was designed between the bishops and some learned

men of the opposite parties ; all which considered, I do most

humbly beg your lordship to put his majesty in mind of send-

ing out his mandates to the two archbishops for summoning a
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convocation (according to the usual form) in their several pro- CHARLES

vinces ; that this poor Church may be held with some degree -^ ^—*

of veneration, both at home and abroad.

" Your lordship''s,'''' &c.

Upon the strength and seasonableness of this application,

the king, it is probable, dispatched his mandate for a convo-

cation in each province ; the writs for summoning the parha-

ment having been issued some unusual time before. His

majesty's writ to William, archbishop of Canterbury, for meet-

ing his suffragans and clergy at St. Paul's, London, was dated

April the 11th.

At the time appointed the convocation was opened with Themnvn-

T-... . 1 ii'ix'i"rk cation meets.
Divme service, and a sermon was preached m Latm, by Dr. Session 2.

Thomas Pierce, on Acts xv. 28. And the archbishop, being

somewhat disabled by age and ill health, the bishop of London

presided. On the 16th of May the convocation met upon

prorogation, in the collegiate church at Westminster, And Acta Supe-

here Dr. Fearn, dean of Ely, elected prolocutor in the former mu"cM*voc.

session, was presented to Sheldon, and confirmed. After this Vid Synod.

r»ii 1 !• T' t ^ -I
• ^

Auglic. Ill

the clergy of the lower house bemg dismissed, the bishops Append.

consulted for a form of prayer to be used on the 29th of May,
Heine.

^"^

and another for the 30th of January. The drawing these

forms was referred to two several committees, each consisting

of four bishops, and eight of the inferior clergy.

After the next prorogation, the president delivered the form Scss. 3.

of prayer for May 29, to the prolocutor, who was to lay it

before the lower house for their consent. And now this prece-

dent suggested the want of a particular " form for the minis-

tration of baptism to those of riper years," and referred it to

a committee of three bishops, and six of the lower clergy. la.

July the 17th, the bishop of Sarum brought in a draught of Scss. 18.

some canons, which were read, amended, and recommitted. id. p. 80.

At the second meeting of the parliament, Nov. 20, the con- id. p. 84.

vocation met the day following, when the king's letters were

read for the review of the Common Prayer, and a committee

was appointed for that purpose. This weighty business en- ^ess. 48.

gaged the whole synod till December 20, when the Book of

Common Prayer, revised and amended, was approved and
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JUXON, signed by all the members of each house. In the fifty-sixth ses-

V—U, 'j sion, the upper house consulted about the " Act for Uniformity

Marchfi D.
of Public Prayers.''

1661-2. In ^hg seventieth session, the president sent for the lower

house, and told them, " that the Book of Common Prayer,

Id. p. 106. and Administration of the Sacraments, and other Rites and

Ceremonies of the Church, according to the use of the Church

of England, together with the Form of Ordaining and Conse-

crating Bishops, Priests, and Deacons, as revised by the convo-

cation, had been well received by the house of lords ; and that

all the temporal peers returned thanks to both houses of con-

887. vocation, for their great care and industry in that matter."

Sess. 71. On Saturday, March the 22d, the president and bishops

consulted about a form for consecrating parish churches and
III. p. 107. chapels, and referred that business solely to the management

of John lord bishop of Durham.

The. con- Upon the tenth of June, this summer, the king directed his

'^Yorkscnd Writ to Acccptcd Frewcu, archbishop of York, to summon a
proodes to couvocation for that province. And upon the 22d of Novem-
London to *

, i-iii-i
transact bcr following, his majesty, m a letter to the said archbishop,

^vincfof^^'^' empowered this synod to review the Common Prayer and the

Canterhimj. ordinal, and to make such additions or alterations as they

thought proper. But his majesty requiring all possible ex-

pedition, and this northern synod considering they were too

far distant for consulting with the Canterbury convocation

;

and that the sending dispatches to London, and receiving

them from thence, would take up too much time : for this

reason the upper and lower house agreed to make proxies to

transact in their names, with the province of Canterbury

;

obliging themselves to abide by their vote, under the forfeiture

of all their goods and chattels. Their representatives, furnished

with procuratorial letters for this purpose, were : John Berwick,

D.D. and dean of St. Paul's, London ; John Earles, D.D.

and dean of Westminster; Henry Fearn, D.D. and dean of

Bishop Ely; Henry Bridgeman, D.D. and dean of Chester; Robert

Appendix to Hich, D.D., archdoacou of Leicester; Matthew Smalwood,

the Chmch D.D., convocation-man for the archdeaconry of Chester and

transcribed '

Lichficld ; Audrow Saudiland, clerk, rector of Skeringham,

Convocation and proxy for the clergy of the archdeaconry of the East-

York,p*-240. riding in the county of York ; Humphry Floyd, clerk, proxy

14
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for the chapter of York. And here we are to observe, that Charles

the commission of these gentlemen was limited to the business v
I.

,

of reviewing the Common Prayer, and book for ordination.

In the beginninsf of this year, a parliament was held at Episcopw^
o o J ^ \.

^
^ restored xn

Edinburgh in Scotland, where, amongst other things relating Scotland.

to religion, it is expressly declared, " That there is no obliga-

tion upon this kingdom (of Scotland) by covenant, treaties or

otherwise, to endeavour by arms, a reformation of rehgion in

the kingdom of England, or to meddle with the government

and public administration of that kingdom. And farther^
the'aciTrf^

his majesty, with advice and consent of the estates of parlia- '«''% '« tf'e

ment, does discharge and inhibit all his majesty""s subjects there.

within this kingdom, that none of them presume upon any

pretext of any authority whatsoever, to require a renewing or

swearing of the said league and covenant, or of any other

covenants, or public oaths concerning the government of the

Church or kingdom, without his majesty's special warrant and

approbation." ciiaiies 2.

About this time, Mr. James Sharp, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. cap. 7.

Barwell, and Mr. Loghton, all in Presbyterian orders, came to ^J^^%
London ; where, after being ordained deacons and priests,

they were consecrated bishops by the bishop of Winchester,

with the assistance of two other English prelates. At this

solemnity, they expressly disclaimed the validity of their

former ordination : they likewise procured a proclamation,

declaring the king's pleasure for restoring the government

of the Church by archbishops and bishops, as it was settled

in the year 1637. It was likewise farther signified in this

instrument, that his majesty had nominated and presented

archbishops and bishops to their respective sees, to exercise

and enjoy the same authority, with which the prelates governed

that Church in the reign of his royal grandfather.

Pursuant to this proclamation, the privy council of Scotland

strictly discharged all ecclesiastical meetings at synods, pres-

byteries, &c. till they should be authorized for that purpose by January 9,

the archbishop and bishops. accor]^\o

At the second session, begim at Edinburgh upon the 8th of""' -'''^'^'*'^^'

- .
,

. . « • r- 11 compiifalioji.

May 1dd2, the restitution 01 episcopacy was confirmed by act nhrrethe

of parliament. The statute sets forth ; " That his majesty ^ontJteHrof

and his estates of parliament, taking to their serious considera- •^'"""""i'-

tion, that in the beginning of, and by the late rebellion within
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JUXON, this kingdom, in the year one thousand six hundred and thirty

>—1,
i- seven, the ancient and sacred order of bishops was cast off;

their persons and rights were injured and overturned, and a

seeming parity among the clergy factiously and violently

brought in, to the great disturbance of the public peace, the

reproach of the reformed religion, and violation of the excellent

laws of the realm, for preserving an orderly subordination in

the Church : and therewithal considering what disorders and

exorbitances have been in the Church, what encroachments
*

- upon the prerogative and right of the crown, what usurpations

upon the authority of parliaments, and what prejudice the

liberty of the subject hath suffered by the invasion made upon

the bishops and episcopal government which they find to be

the Church government, most agreeable to the word of God,

most convenient and effectual for the preservation of truth,

order, and unity, and most suitable to monarchy, and the peace

and quiet of the State ; therefore his majesty, with advice and

consent of his estates of parliament, hath thought it necessary,

and accordingly doth hereby redintegrate the state of bishops

to their ancient places and undoubted privileges in parliament,

and to all their other accustomed dignities, privileges, and

jurisdictions, and doth hereby restore them to the exercise of

their episcopal function, presidence in the Church, power of

ordination, inflicting of censures, and all other acts of Church

discipline, which they are to perform, with advice and assist-

ance of such of the clergy as they shall find to be of known
Charles 2. loyalty and prudence."

sess.
2." By another statute it is enacted, " That whatsoever minister

shall, without a lawful excuse to be admitted by his ordinary,

absent himself from the visitations of the diocese, which are

to be performed by the bishop, or some of the ministers to be

appointed by him, or from the diocesan assembly ; or who
shall not according to his duty concur therein, or who shall

not give them assistance in all the acts of Church discipline,

as they shall be required thereunto by the archbishop or bishop

of the diocese, every such minister so offending shall, for the

first fault, be suspended from his office and benefice till the

next diocesan meeting; and if he amend not, shall be deprived,

and the Church and benefice to be provided for as the law

alloweth in other cases of vacancies."

By this act likewise, all meetings or conventicles in houses

act 1.
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for religious exercises, are prohibited ; and none are permitted charles

to preach in pubhc, or in famiUes, or teach any pubHc school, .J—

-

or be tutors to children of persons of quality, without a licence

from the ordinary of the diocese. ^^- '"^' '^•

And to mention another provision in this session, all persons

in public trust or office, are obhged to sign the following decla-

ration :

—

" I, A. B., do sincerely affirm and declare, that I judge it

unlawful to subjects, upon pretence of reformation, or other

pretence whatsoever, to enter into leagues and covenants, or

take up arms against the king, or those commissionated by

him: and that all these gatherings, convocations, petitions, 888.

protestations, and erecting and keeping of council tables, that

were used in the beginning, and for carrying on of the late

troubles, were unlawful and seditious. And particularly, that

these oaths, whereof the one was commonly called the national

covenant (as it was sworn and explained in the year one thou-

sand six hundred and thirty eight, and thereafter) and the

other entitled a solemn league and covenant, were, and are in

themselves unlawful oaths, and were taken by, and imposed

upon the subjects of this kingdom, against the fundamental

laws and liberties of the same. And that there lieth no obli-

gation upon me, or any of the subjects, from the said oaths, or

either of them, to endeavour any change or alteration of the

government either in Church or State, as it is now established

by the laws of the kingdom." f'l ••'ct •^•

Before I take leave, I must observe, that the act for reviving

the right of patronages seized by the Presbyterians passed this i<i. m t. 3.

session.

To retuni to England : at the opening of the parliament at Lord-chan-^

Westminster, the lord- chancellor Hyde harangued with great
^J,^°^'ji

•"
**

vehemence against the Dissenting preachers. He tells the ''•"""';' "'^

lords and commons, they were " the great physicians of the pirarhers.

kingdom ;" and then, applying this character, he suggests,

"' there is a sort of your patients that I must recommend to

your utmost vigilance, utmost severity, and to no part of your

lenity and indulgence ; those who are so far from valuing your

prescriptions, that they look not upon you as their physicians,

but their patients; those who, instead of repenting of anything

vox,. VIII. G g
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JUXON, they have done amiss, repeat every day the same crimes, for

V
^'

^
**" "> the obhvion whereof the act of indemnity was provided. These

are the seditious preachers, who cannot be contented to be

excused from their full obedience to some laws established,

without reproaching and inveighing against those laws how

established soever ; who tell their auditories, that the apostle

meant, when he bade them ' stand to their liberties,'' that they

should stand to their arms ; and who, by repeating the very

expressions, and teaching the very doctrine they set on foot in

the year 1640, sufficiently declare that they have no mind that

twenty years should put an end to the miseries we have under-

gone. What good Christian can think, without horror, of

these ministers of the Gospel, who by their function should be

messengers of peace, and are in their practices the only trum-

pets of war and incendiaries towards rebellion ? And, if the

person and place can aggravate the offencO; as no doubt it

does before God and men, methinks the preaching rebeUion

and treason out of the pulpit should be as much worse than the

advancing it in the market, as poisoning a man at a communion

would be worse than killing him at a tavern,"

And, after having gone on with great force and severity of

language, he concludes thus : "If you do not provide for the

thorough quenching these firebrands, king, lords, and com-

mons shall be their meanest subjects, and the whole kingdom

kindled into one general flame."

The rhetoric and interest of this great minister might pos-

sibly make an impression upon both houses, and occasion the

A.D. 1G62. passing the Act for Uniformity in the condition it now stands.

This bill received the royal assent May the 19th, when his

majesty prorogued the parhament to the 18th of February.

This act, being prefixed to the Book of Common Prayer and

lying open to general view, I shall be short in the recital of the

The Art/or contcnts. By this statute, " all and singular ministers are
Uniformity. -^^^^^ ^q ^gg ^jjg morning prayer, evening prayer, and all other

common prayer, in such order and form as is mentioned in the

book ; and that every parson, vicar, or minister, shall, before

the feast of St. Bartholomew, 1662, after the reading of the

said book, declare his unfeigned assent and consent to the use

of all things in the said book, in these words :
—

"• I, A. B., do here declare my unfeigned assent and consent
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to all and everything contained and prescribed in and by the CHARLES
book entitled, ' The Book of Common Prayer and Administra- v

^^ ,

tion of the Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremonies of the

Church of England : together with the Psalter, or Psalms of

David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in Churches ; and

the form or manner of making, ordaining, and consecrating of

Bishops, Priests, and Deacons."*
"

The penalty for refusing was deprivation. Farther, all

ministers and schoolmasters are bound, at their admission to

their promotion or employment, before the feast of St. Bartho-

lomew above-mentioned, to subscribe the declaration foliow-

" I, A. B., do declare, that it is not lawful, upon any pi'e-

tence whatsoever, to take arms against the king ; and that I

do abhor the traitorous position of taking arms by his authority

against his person, or against those that are connnissioned by

him ; and that I will conform to the Liturgy of the Church of

England as it is now by law established. And I do declare,

that I do hold there lies no obligation upon me or on any other

person, from the oath commonly called the ' Solemn League

and Covenant,' to endeavour any change or alteration of

government, either in Church or State ; and that the same

was in itself an unlawful oath, and imposed upon the subjects

of this realm against the known laws and liberties of this

kingdom."

This declaration, excepting the clause for conformity to the

Church of England, had already been couched in the form of

an oath in the beginning of this session, and required of all

magistrates and officers in corporations ; and, a year forwards, 13 Charles 2.

the subscribing the declaration was enjoined all vestrymen in cap."]?

"'

cities or towns corporate. ioC)iaiics2.

. . . ^'-'P-
^

The militia act passed this session : being farther explana-

tory of the constitution upon this head, I shall transcribe part

of it. The statute begins thus :

—

" Forasmuch as, within all his majesty's realms and domi-

nions, the sole supreme government, command, and disposition

of the militia, and of all forces by sea and land, and of all

f: IT 2
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JUXON, forts and places of strength, is, and by the law of England
Abp. Cant.^

ever was, the undoubted right of his majesty and his royal

predecessors, kings and queens of England ; and that both

or either of the houses of parliament, cannot nor ought to

pretend to the same, nor can nor lawfully may raise or levy any

war, offensive or defensive, against his majesty, his heirs, or

i3Char]e92. lawful successors," &c.
cap. 6.

889. These statutes are remarkably extensive and determining ;

they point particularly against all evasion and reserve : the

force of language could not, one would think, secure the crown

better, nor bar resistance more effectually than this provision.

To proceed a little farther with the Statute for Uniformity,

by which it is enacted, " that no person shall be capable of

any benefice, or presume to consecrate and administer the

sacrament of the Lord's supper, before he be ordained priest by

episcopal ordination, upon pain to forfeit for every offence the

sum of an hundred pounds."

And, which is the last branch I shall mention, it is provided

that none " be received as a lecturer, or permitted to preach

or read any sermon or lecture in any church or chapel, unless

approved and licensed by the archbishop or bishop, and shall

read the Thirty-nine Articles of religion, with a declaration of

13 & 14 an unfeigned assent to the same."

^ap^Y^
' This act pressed hard upon the principles of the Presbyte-

Abouttzvo ministers, and though the grounds for non-compliance

tu non- were not the same to every individual person, yet about two

'mwhters^ thousaud of them lost their preferments upon scrupHng some
ejected. parts of the statute. Now if these divines would have sub-

scribed the declaration, owned the diocesan for head of their

communion, taken orders from the bishops, forbore opposition

to the established Church, and not perpetuated their singulari-

ties by ordaining others : provided they would have advanced

thus far, a question may be asked whether they might not

have been dispensed with for their nonconformity in other

matters, and suffered to enjoy their livings ? Whether these

terms were offered and refused before the bill passed, is

more than I can discover. But had the Church and govern-

Caiamv's mcut relaxed to these conditions, I find it would have been

Life of Bax- ghort of Satisfaction to the most moderate Nonconformists.
ter p. 497.

et deinc. However, to say nothing more, the misfortune of their per-
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suasion cannot be remembered without regret : those who quit CHARLES

their interest are certainly in earnest, and deserve a charitable > >

construction : mistakes in religion are to be tenderly used, and

conscience ought to be pitied when it cannot be relieved'.

' I shall quote Rapin's observations on this Act of Conformity :

" St. Bartholomew's-day being come, on which the Act of Uniformity was to take

place, two thousand Presbyterian ministers chose rather to quit their livings, than sub-

mit to the conditions of this act. It was expected that a division would have happened

amongst them, and that a great number of them would have chose rather to conform to

tlie Church of England than see themselves reduced to beggary. It was not, therefore

without extreme surprise that they were all seen to stand out—not so much as one suf-

fering himself to be tempted'. As this is a considerable event of this reign, it will not be

improper to inquire into the causes of this rigour against the Presbyterians : I say the

Presbyterians, because it was not the other sects that the Church of England most

dreaded.
" ]. It cannot be denied, that the high churchmen, who prevailed in the parliament,

acted in a spirit of revenge. But this revenge should not appear very strange, consider-

ing the persecution, and, at last, the entire destruction, brought upon the Episcopal

Church by tlie Presbyterians, if honour had not been wounded, nor any promise made

to the Presbyterians. The Church of England was tlie national Church, which had

flourished from the Reformation to the time of the war between Charles I. and the

parliament, when the Presbyterians entirely subverted it. It was, therefore, but just

to restore it to its former condition. But it was injustice to violate the promise made

to the Presbyterians, especially as they had greatly contributed to the king's restoration,

and, withal, to that of the very Church, which persecuted them after being re-established

by their assistance.

" 2. But revenge was not the sole cause of the present rigour exercised against the

Presbyterians. The desire of self-preservation was no less concerned. Experience of

what liad passed, taught the Church of England, that if the Presbyterians should ever

find an opportunity like that which they once luad, they would not fail to improve it.

They were always irreconcilcable enemies, though, in the present juncture, they were

unable to do any hurt, and obliged to sue for mercy. It was, therefore, undoubtedly,

the interest of the Church of England, to use all possible precautions to hinder the

increase of a party already too powerful, and which, probably, would never cease con-

tending for the superiority.

" 3. We have seen what were the notions of this parliament, and of High Church,

concemiug the royal prerogative, and to what height it was carried. The Presbyterians,

as well as the other sects, were known to follow quite contrary maxims, and if they

were not entirely republicans, at least they endeavoured to reduce the royal power

within very narrow bounds, as appeared in the resolutions and conduct of the parlia-

ment of 1640. But while the Church of England liad no suspicion of the king's re-

ligion, and believed him a zealous member, it was her interest to support and extend

the prerogative, and consequently to disable the Presbyterians from prosecuting their

maxims.
" 4. The Church of England's interest required that she should improve so favourable

an opportunity, which, perhaps, might never return. It was seen liow greedy the king

was of money, to throw it away with the greatest profusion, and that he could not be

without the assistance of his ])arliament ; and the Church had the good fortune to have a

parliament consisting of her most zealous members, and disjioscd to sacrifice to the king

a little of the nation's treasure, provided the king would, in his turn, make them a

sacrifice of the Presbyterians. Though he was not suspected to be a Papist, it could

* Kcnnct's Register, p. 747, &c. Baxter's Life. Burnet.
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JUXON, At the beginning of this session, the parhament repealed an

,

'''. /'"^"^y act passed in the last reign, " For disabling all persons in

cl '"'iT^^'^^
^ holy orders to exercise any temporal jurisdiction or authority."

l3Chaiies2. To givo some account of the proceedings of the convocation

The proceed- during the time the Act of Uniformity was going forward in

tZ!:£n. parliament.

Synod. To begin : the bishop of London, as president, and the rest

Append.
* of the bishops, consulted touching a subscription to the three

Aprif
12^^' articles in the thirty-sixth canon ; and referred the drawing

A.D. 1GG2.

not be thought, he would, from a pure principle of honour and honesty, quarrel with a

parliament so favourable to him, for the sake of the Presbyterians, whom he neither

did, nor had reason to love. There was nothing, therefore, but what might be expected

from his complaisance, provided care was taken to supply him with money. Such a

juncture was not to be neglected.

" 5. But there was another still more powerful cause of the parliament's severity against

the Presbyterians : this was the interest of the Papists, who had ever a great influence

during this reign. Some made an open profession of their religion, and yet were looked

upon with a very favourable eye by the court. Others, after the king's example, pre-

tended to be good Protestants, and zealous members of the Church of England, in order

to be more serviceable to their party. The first used their utmost endeavours to incite

the parliament to a severe treatment of the Presbyterians, in order to destroy a party

which had so openly declared against the royal power. The others, concealing them-

selves under a false zeal for the Protestant religion, laboured with the same ardour to

excite the enmity of the heads of the Church of England, and of those whom they

knew to be most warm against men, who would not spare them, if ever they were in a con-

dition to ruin them, as they had manifestly shown. But while they were thus zealously

labouring to bring things to extremities, they were endeavouring, on the other hand,

by their emissaries, to encourage the Presbyterians, and exhort them to the closest

union, by insinuating it to be the most effectual means to defeat the measures of their

enemies. They were told their number was so great, that, in all likelihood, it would

deter the parliament from attempting the ruin of so many at once for fear of exciting

new troubles. Whereas, if their party should divide, they would be insensibly and

irrecoverably ruined. In short, to induce them the more easily not to despair, they

were told, the king, provoked with the ill-treatment they received, notwithstanding his

promise to them, would protect them openly if they would remain united; but a

division would put it out of his power to do them any service. It is certain the court

was in this disposition, not from any pity to the Presbyterians, or regard to the king's

honour, but from the hopes that the union amongst the Nonconformists would procure

them more favourable conditions, of which the Papists might make an advantage. But

when I say the court, I do not pretend to include the earl of Clarendon, though prime

minister. This justice must be done him, to say, that not only he did not contribute to

the designs of the king and the Papists, but was the man that broke their measures, by

secret intrigues, well knowing what was concealed under this feigned moderation of the

king to the Presbyterians. However, the king, the duke of York, and the other lead-

ing Papists, believed it necessary to push the Presbyterians, and then encourage them

to hold together, that the danger arising from their union might prevail witli tlie par-

liament to grant to all the Nonconformists in general, a toleration which should extend

to the Papists. This is not a bare conjecture. All the king's proceedings demonstrate

this was the scheme he had formed '

.

' Burnet, p. L04. Keuaet.
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up a form of subscription to a committee of bishops. It was CHARLES

likewise resolved by the upper house, that no ordination of >

'-
'

clerks should be made by any bishop but only within the four

Ember weeks solemnly appointed for that purpose ; and that no

bishop should ordain beyond the bounds of his own district, un-

less by letters dimissory first obtained from the lord archbishop

of Canterbury. Three forms of prayer for the 5th of November, April 2(J,

the 30th of January, and the 29th of May, were brought up

into the upper house and unanimously approved ; and the care

of translating the Book of Common Prayer into Latin was com-

mitted to Dr. John Earl, dean of Westminster, and Dr. John
Pearson. A few days forward, the president and bishops held id. p. no.

a debate upon a message received from the house of commons May lo.

touching " reverent and uniform gestures and demeanours at

the time of divine service :" and here it was agreed by the

majority that the constitution in the book of canons, made in

the year 1603, and entitled " Of solemn reverence to be used

in time of Divine Service," it was agreed, I say, this constitu-

tion should be laid before the house of commons, having been

first considered by the lower house of convocation. After two

days this constitution was brought up to the bishops from the

lower house, with some amendments, to which their lordships H. p. ill

agreed. And now, without making any farther progress, the ' ^^
"

convocation was prorogued by the king's writ to February the

19th, next ensuing.

In December following, his majesty set forth a declaration, Dec 26.

in which, amongst other things, " he declared his resolution to The Ung's

maintain the Act of Uniformity; only he should dispense with y^o^ "n'JLwa-

some matters in it." And in his speech at the next session 'l'^-?
"" "'"... .

aulgencc to

he concluded with a smooth intimation of some indulgence tlw Nonmn-

granted to Dissenters. The mention of this favour was
"'"*

couched in wary and gentle expressions, and which seemed

almost to give up the dispensing power. His majesty's words

are these : "that if the Dissenters would demean themselves

peaceably and modestly, he could heartily wish he had such

power of indulgence to use upon occasion."

The house of commons might probably suspect this tolera-

tion might comprehend more persuasions than they desired

should be sheltered ; and over and above they might be appre-

hensive the dispensing in this manner would carry the prero-

gative too far, press the constitution, and bear down upon
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JUXON, property and civil right. In short, they resolved to present

V—^;^^^ an address, importing " that it was the humble advice of their

house that no indulgence be granted to Dissenters from the

Act of Uniformity." They likewise ordered a committee " to

collect and bring in the reasons of the house for this vote."

Feb. 16, The next day a report was made to the house from the com-

Feb. 17. mittee by sir Heneage Finch, his majesty's solicitor-general

;

and after some amendments, the address was agreed, and pre-

sented by the speaker to his majesty at the banqueting-house

at Whitehall. I shall insert only that part of their application

in which their reasonings are mentioned.

Th^; com- " We have considered," say they, " the nature of your

vimlirance
"^^josty's declaration from Breda, and are humbly of opinion

upon tfiis that your majesty ought not to be pressed with it any farther.

" Because it is not a promise in itself, but only a gracious

declaration of your majesty's intentions, to do what in you lay,

and what a parliament should advise your majesty to do ; and

no such advice was ever given, or thought fit to be offered ;

nor could it be otherwise understood, because there were laws

of uniformity then in being, which could not be dispensed with

but by act of parliament.

" That they who do pretend a right to that supposed pro-

mise, put the right into the hands of the representatives,

890. whom they chose to serve for them in this parliament, who
have passed, and your majesty consented to, the Act of Uni-

formity ; if any shall presume to say, that a right to the

benefit of this declaration doth still remain after this act

passed.

" It tends to dissolve the very bonds of government, and to

suppose a disability in your majesty and the houses of parlia-

ment, to make a law contrary to any part of your majesty's

declaration, though both houses should advise your majesty

to it.

" We have also considered the nature of the indulgence

proposed, with reference to those consequences that must

necessarily attend it.

" It will establish schism by a law, and make the whole

government of the Church precarious, and the censures of it

of no moment or consideration at all,

" It will no way become the gravity or wisdom of a parlia-
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ment, to pass a law at one session for uniformity, and at the Charles
next session (the reasons of uniformity continuing still the . ^^ ,

same) to pass another law to frustrate or weaken the execution

of it.

" It will expose your majesty to the restless importunity of

every sect or opinion, and of every single person also, who
shall presume to dissent from the Church of England.

" It will be a cause of increasing sects and sectaries, whose

numbers will weaken the true Protestant profession so far, that

it will at least be difficult for it to defend itself against them

:

and, which is yet farther considerable, those numbers, which

by being troublesome to the government, find they can arrive

at an indulgence, will, as their numbers increase, be yet more
troublesome, that so at length they may arrive at a general

toleration, which your majesty hath declared against ; and in

time some prevalent sect will at last contend for an establish-

ment, which, for aught can be foreseen, may end in popery.

" It is a thing altogether without precedent, and will take

away all means of convicting recusants, and be inconsistent

with the method and proceedings of the laws of England.

" Lastly, it is humbly conceived, that the indulgence pro-

posed will be so far from tending to the peace of the kingdom,

that it is rather likely to occasion great disturbance. And on

the contrary, that the asserting of the laws and religion

established, according to the Act of Uniformity, is the most

probable means to produce a settled peace and obedience

throughout your kingdom : because the variety of professions

in England, when openly indulged, doth directly distinguish

men into parties, and withal gives them opportunity to count

their numbers ; which, considering the animosities, that out

of a religious pride will be kept on foot by the several factions,

doth tend directly and inevitably to open disturbance.

" Nor can your majesty have any security, that the doctrine

or worship of the several factions, which are all governed by

a several rule, shall be consistent with the peace of your

kingdom."

His majesty gave them hearty thanks for their address,

acknowledged that never any king was so happy in a house of

commons, as himself in this ; telling them withal, that their

paper and reasons being long, ho should take time to consider

them, and send them a message.
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JUXON,
Abp. Cant.

The king

inclined to

make tlie

Dissenters

easy.

By this answer, and his late declaration, we may collect,

the king was unwilling to part with the toleration. W^hether

this unwillingness proceeded from good nature, or to make a

return to some of the Nonconformists for promoting the Re-

storation ; or because he thought the public tranquillity might

be better preserved by such usage : which of these motives, or

whether all of them affected his majesty, cannot certainly be

determined : but it is pretty plain, he was not a little desirous

the indulgence should have passed, and that the non-complying

divines should have been gently treated, and suffered to live at

their ease '.

The next remarkable occurrence was the providing a better

maintenance for the clergy. The appropriations of rectories

made by the popes to religious houses ; the secular views of

some great persons of the temporal ty at the Reformation, con-

tinuing the alienation of the great tithes, and settling them
upon the laity ; and farther depredations being afterwards

made upon the patrimony of the Church ;—this unfortunate

conduct had reduced many of the parochial clergy to a lament-

able condition. In many towns the whole profits were appro-

priated, and only a slender stipend allowed to the person

officiating. In many others a vicarage was settled, but so

meanly endowed, that a vicar, though without the charge of a

family, could not tolerably subsist upon it. This mismanage-

ment of the consecrated revenues has been the calamity and
scandal of the nation. For without a competent settlement

for the parochial clergy, it was reasonably concluded the Church
of England could never be happily established. And in regard

many of the impropriate rectories were annexed to sees, to

cathedral and collegiate bodies, and other ecclesiastical digni-

ties, it was thought proper the precedent for restitution should

be set by the bishops and clergy : the ecclesiastics being, at

that juncture, particularly furnished for augmenting slender

livings, upon the score of the considerable fines lately received

by them. For this purpose a bill was depending in parlia-

ment for laying down rules and proportions to be observed in

the augmentation of poor vicarages, and other cures not com-

petently endowed. But the disadvantages arising from the

• Charles II. had been well initiated iu the syncretic policy of Grotius, he was also

a man of the world, and illustrated the text, that " the children of this world are wiser

in their generation than the children of light."
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passing such a bill being foreseen, or at least suspected, it was Charles

thought more advisable to refer the matter to the kinf>;''s in- <

'.

-

structions. Pursuant to this suggestion, his majesty directed his

letters to the archbishops, bishops, deans, and chapters, " That V^'^
^*"^'*

n y ' ^ • • i i/»i • pii i
instructions

lorthwith provision be made lor the augmentation of all such for uug-

vicarages and cures where the tithes and profits are appro- vicaraffe^"^^

priated to them and their successors, in such manner, that ^"^•

they who immediately attend upon the performance of minis-

terial offices in every parish, may have a competent portion out

of every rectory impropriate," &c.

These letters were readily complied with, and very consi- 2"% arc

derable augmentations made in most of the parishes appro- the der^i;/-'

priated to ecclesiastical corporations : but lay impropriators '^^^p>'°P''^^-

stuck too close to the point of interest, and refused to be

governed by his majesty's direction. It is true, many of the 891.

house of commons seemed well disposed to a remedy for this

evil, and several resolves were made to this purpose ; but

these pious advances came to nothing. The miscarriage is

supposed to have happened, either by the members being

diverted and called off by the king's pressing for supplies, by

the covetousness of impropriators, or by the disaffection of

some lay patrons, who envied the clergy a better supported and

independent condition.

In January last, Sanderson, bishop of Lincoln, departed Bkhop San-

this life. He was youngest son of Robert Sanderson, of Gilth-
'^J^^ath.

*

wait-hall, esq., in Yorkshire, by Elizabeth, daughter of Richard -T-^"-
1:^\^ .,

Carr, gent., of Rutherwait-hall, in Ecclesfield, in the same
county. He was educated at Lincoln college, Oxford, where

he was regius professor of divinity. In the year 1647 he was
principally concerned in drawing up the university's reasons

against the covenant and negative oath formerly mentioned.

The next year he was turned out of his professorship and

canonry of Chi-istchurch, by the parliament visitors. After

this he retired to Boothby Pannel, in Lincolnshire, where he

was plundered and imprisoned. In his younger time ho was
inclined to Calvinism : but having argued the quinquarticular

controversy with Dr. Hammond, he came off from Calvin and

Tvviss, and disliked both the supra and sublapsarian schemes.

Soon after the Restoration he was promoted to the see of

Lincoln, and assisted at the conference of the Savoy, but did not

engage much in that debate. He was a prelate of considerable
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^mvJ"
learning : the talent which distinguished him most was the

Abp. Cant, resolution of cases of conscience, in which he was particularly

eminent. His principal works are, " De Juramenti Obliga-

tione Prselectiones Septem ;"" " De Obligatione Conscientise

Life of Prselectiones Decem/"" Nine Cases of Conscience in English,
Bishop San-

g^^^j ^ volume of Scrmous in folio.
(lerson.

Athen. The uext summer, in June, William Juxon, archbishop of

The death of Canterbury, died in his palace at Lambeth, and was buried in

J^n!'"^ the chapel of St. John s college, Oxford, to which he was a

considerable benefactor. He received his education in this

society, and was some time afterwards student in Gray's-inn.

In the late reign he was first preferred to the bishopric of

Hereford, next to that of London, and upon the Restoration

was translated to the see of Canterbury : but part of his cha-

racter being touched already, I shall add nothing farther.

Upon his death, Gilbert Sheldon, bishop of London, was made

his successor, and Humphry Henchman, bishop of Sarum,

removed to London.

Andofpri- About this time, John Bramhall, archbishop of Armagh,
mate Bram- departed this life. He was a gentleman of an ancient family,

descended from the Bramhalls of Bramhall-hall, in Cheshire.

He was educated in Cambridge, where he commenced doctor

of divinity. Being beneficed in Yorkshire, he engaged a Jesuit

in a conference about transubstantiation, and had the advan-

tage in the dispute. Upon this he was made chaplain to

Mathews, archbishop of York, and not long after prebendary

of York and Ripon. In 1633 he resigned his prefemients in

England, and settled in Ireland : where, by the recommenda-

tion of the lord deputy Strafford, he was made bishop of Derry.

At his coming to Ireland he found the revenues of the Church

miserably wasted, and procured several acts of parliament for

securing the ecclesiastical revenue ; and, not stopping at the

preventing future encroachment, he regained the rights of the

Church by argument, law, and purchase
; got fee farms sur-

rendered, and recovered between thirty and forty thousand

pounds per annum in four years time. To conclude : at the

Restoration he was made archbishop of Armagh, and speaker

of the house of lords in the parliament at Dublin. To take

leave of his memory, he was very considerable in the argu-

mentative part of learning, a great controversial divine, a

good governor and statesman, and furnished with courage
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suitable to his character and principles. He was far from being Charles

straitlaced in his notions, and uncharitable in his censures ; v
.

'.—

<

being famous for his distinction between articles of peace and
Bram'ilairs

articles of faith.
hil%VoTks^

To proceed. Several of the Nonconformist divines, though in folio.

they believed the terms for ministerial conformity imprac- Preti!fterkm

ticable, vet made no scruple in ioinino; in lay communion with mmhters^

the established Church. Thus, after the exercise of u\q\v with the

ministry, they usually came to their parish church at Divine "church.

service, and were sometimes communicated there. And this

is supposed to have been the rise of occasional conformity. ^^?"P^'j.'®

The Church being now brought forward to so good a settle- Engianci,

ment, the convocation acquiesced, and moved little further.
^°

"
•

This session ended with the prorogation of the parliament for Jiiiy 27,

the summer. From this time, till the dissolution of the parlia- a further

ment in the year 1678, the clergy met mostly for form sake.
"Z'^convfca-

As for synodical business, there was little done, excepting three '«"«•

things of no great importance. This small business was a Synod.

committee appointed to inspect a new grammar. May the i„'ApJ.en*d.

4th, 1 664 ; an order about a Latin Prayer-book, May the p- ^-^' ^-^^

18th; and a petition, October 11, 1667, agreed to be pre-

sented to the king, on behalf of Dr. Duport, to have the sole

liberty of printing his Greek translation of the Psalms for

seven years. And thus the reader can expect nothing farther

from the convocation.

Upon the 18th of June, a third session of the first parlia- Ads relating

ment began at Edinburgh. The preamble of the first act sets made in the

forth, " that it was his majesty's express pleasure, that, in the ^^"^j™!"'

constitution of parliaments, and choosing lords of the articles i>urgh.

at this session, and in all time coming, the same form and

order should be kept wliich had been used before these late

troubles, especially in the parliament holden in the year 1 633 ;

and the manner of election of lords of the articles being now

seen and considered by the estates of parliament, they did in

all duty humbly acquiesce in his majesty's pleasure ; and, in

prosecution thereof, the clergy retired to the exchequer-

chamber, and the nobility to the inner house of the session,

the barons and burgesses keeping their places in the parliament-

house. The clergy made choice of eight noblemen to be on

the articles ; and the nobility made choice of eight bishops."

Both these divisions are named. This being done, to speak in
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SHEL- the language and order of the act, " the clergy and nobility

Abp. Cant, met together in the inner exchequer-house ; and, having shown
their elections to each other, they jointly made choice of eight

barons and eight commissioners of boroughs, who were likewise

892, named. After this, they represented the whole election to his

majesty's commissioner, the earl of Rothes, who, being satisfied

therewith, did then with the clergy and nobility return to the

parliament-house, where the list of eight bishops, eight noble-

men, eight barons, and eight burgesses being read, it was
approven. To this list his majesty's commissioner added the

officers of state, and appointed the lord chancellor to be presi-
Charles 2. (jg^t in the meetings of the lords of the articles."

sess. 3. I shall give the reader part of one act more passed this
^^^'

' session, relating to the establishment and constitution of a

national synod. By this statute it is enacted, there shall be a

national synod of the Church of Scotland :
" and that this

synod for the lawful members thereof shall consist and be con-

stitute of the archbishops of St. Andrew's and Glasgow, and

the remanent bishops of these two provinces, of all deans

of cathedral churches, of archdeacons, of all the moderators of

meetings for exercise allowed by the bishops of the respective

dioceses, and of one presbyter or minister of each meeting to

be elected by the moderator and plurality of presbyters of the

same, and of one or two from the university of St. Andrew's,

one from Glasgow, one from the King's-coUege, one from

Marshall's-coUege of Aberdeen, and one from the college of

Edinburgh. And this synod, thus constitute, is to meet at

such places and times as his majesty by his proclamation shall

appoint, and is to debate, treat, consider, consult, conclude, and

determine upon such pious matters, causes, and things concern-

ing the doctrine, worship, discipline, and government of this

Church, as his majesty shall from time to time, under his

royal hand, deliver or cause to be delivered to the archbishop

of St. Andrew's, president of the said national assembly, to be

by him offered to their consideration. It is likewise declared,

that, unless his majesty or his commissioner is present, no

national assembly can be kept. It is farther enacted, that no

act, canon, order, or ordinance, shall be owned as an act of the

national synod of the Church of Scotland, excepting that which

r
shall be considered, consulted, and agreed upon by the presi-

ifi()4. dent and major part of the members above specified."
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I am now to remark an extraordinary change in the manner CHARLES

of taxing the clergy. Soon after the planting of Christianity v ,^ /

in England, the Clmrch, as has been observed, was largely
,^;f.^ ^^.^^|'^

endowed, and the estates of the clers;y covered in some mea- '" '^'^ '"^"^

sure from the common burthens. It is true, m the oaxon mons in par-

reigns they were charged with contributing towards pontage,
""'*^" *

murage, and expedition ; and the Conqueror afterwards put

the bishops and religious houses under knight's service. This,

notwithstanding the credit of the tenure, was reckoned a great

oppression. However, this imposition affected but a few of the Mattiiew

rectories, or other ecclesiastical endowments of lesser value.

No small part of the clergy being therefore exempt from public

charges, farther projects for making them more serviceable to

the government were set on foot. Sometimes the popes taxed

the Church for the king's use ; and sometimes, upon an extra-

ordinary emergency, the bishops were prevailed with to enjoin

their clergy the granting a subsidy to the king, by way of

benevolence ; and, that their property might not be encum-

bered, they had letters of security from the crown to prevent

this aid being drawn into a precedent against them. These

contributions to the public were commonly made at diocesan

synods ; and here, either their bishops, their archdeacons,

or other proctors of their own choosing, were empowered for

this purpose. Thus the matter rested, till the reign of king

Edward I. This prince, after some other experiments, fixed

at last upon an establishment which has in some measure been

ever since continued. His method was this : having; issued

out his customary writs for the bishops to come to the parlia-

ment, he inserted a new clause in the writs directed to these

prelates, wliich, from the first word, is called the " prsemu-

nientes " clause. It runs thus : the bishop is required " to

give notice to the prior or dean and chapter of his cathedral

church, to the archdeacons and all the clergy of his diocese,

that they, the said prior or dean, and archdeacons, in their

proper persons, the chapter by one, an'd the clergy by two well

qualified proxies sufficiently empowered by the said chapter and

clergy, should by all means be present at the parliament with

him, to do and consent to those things which, by the blessing

of God, shall by their common advice happen to be ordained in

the affairs sjiecified : and the executing this command he was Po""'*

by no means to omit.''"' The design of this new assembly was p:in'i.

'^'

14
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SHEL- to transact matters of civil right, and grant aids to the crown,

Abp.^Ca'nt. in the name of the whole body of the clergy.
' - ' Whether the inferior clergy sat in the same house with the

commons, how long they appeared in this civil capacity and

acted as members of parliament, and whether this custom was

discontinued in the reign of king Henry VI., I shall nut

inquire. But, let that be as it will, it is certain the praemu-

nientes clause inserted in the bishop's writ was kept on and

Fcgist. executed, and the clergy gave subsidies for their own body as

&c!temir^* before. The proportion which every one was to pay was

\°
^'"a

assessed by ecclesiastical commissioners, and the money levied

1572. Re- by methods of their own appointment. In case of non-

Litch. An] payment, the censures of the Church were exerted ; and, if the

i/^'^'oin
sheriff proved negligent in executing the writ de excoimnunicato

Lib. Act. capiendo, the bishops had prisons in their respective dioceses,

20?fo'i, 204. to mortify those who proved refractory. Besides, we may

Bishop
^*'^"' reasonably conclude, it was within the jurisdiction of the

Wake's diocesans to sequester the profits of those incumbents who

Churcii,&c. refused to comply with the assessment. These aids, from the

reign of king Henry VIII. downwards, are generally confirmed

by act of parliament ; and therefore, from this time, I suppose

the property of the clergy came under the compulsion of the

laws, and the money might be levied by way of distress. The

provincial convocation of the clergy is to be considered under

a capacity distinct from that above-mentioned, and met only

for transacting Church business. This assembly was some-

times convened by the archbishop's mandate, without any

authority from the king. Of this we have an instance as late

, [
as archbishop Warham, about the beginning of the reign of

Regist. I king Henry VIII. However, these two different conventions
1
zjames.

^^^^ ^^ degrees, as it were, into one body : the provincial

893. writs and the prsemunientes clause generally bringing the

clergy together at the same time. And, to return more

directly to the matter in hand, it has all along been the

custom for the English clergy to tax themselves. The rebel-

lion in the reign of king Charles I., and the following usurpa-

tions, were the first that broke in upon this privilege : for

now the Dissenting ministers, either out of voluntary com-

pliance, affectation of popularity, or because they wanted

proxies to represent their body, had their benefices taxed with

the laity, in the pretended parliaments. But when the king
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10.

returned, this ancient right of the Church was restored with CHARLES
him ; and thus the matter continued for three years. For ^__^_;
instance, in the fifteenth year of this prince's reign, the

clergy""s grant of four subsidies was confirmed by act of;

parhament. But now, as it happened, some of the bishops ischaik

and clergy fell into sentiments much different from those of
'^''^

their predecessors. They began to think this customary

method of taxing themselves somewhat burthensome : they

thought, it is possible, the expectations of the court might

be set too high upon them this way ; and that the commons
were often discontented, unless they overcharged themselves,

and swelled their subsidies beyond a reasonable proportion.

How well these jealousies were founded, I shall not examine

;

but, it is supposed, the being apprehensive of such incon-

veniences brought archbishop Sheldon and some other leading

prelates into a concert with the lord-chancellor Hyde, the lord-

treasurer, and some others of the ministry. And now, at

a consultation, it was concluded the clergy should silently

waive the custom of taxing their own body, and suffer them-

selves to be included in the money-bills prepared by the

commons ; and, to encourage their assent to this cession, tvvo

o^_their four subsidies were to be remitted ; and, over and

above, they had the promise^ of a clause~for saving their
|

.

ancient rights. This security was accordingly given, and

a very^cTear~comprehensive proviso inserted in the statute

for this purpose. The act stands thus :

—

16 & 17
^ ^ Charles 2.

cap. 1.

" Provided always, and be it enacted by the ^"!-//^'^J

authority aforesaid, that all spiritual promotions, and all lands, ej'preas

possessions, or revenues, annexed to, and all goods and chat- resemnfj

tels growing, or renewed upon the same or elsewhere, apper- ''"""" «'"''<'"'

taining to the owners of the said spiritual promotions, or any

of them, which are or shall be charged, or made contributory

by this act towards the payments aforesaid, during the time

therein appointed (which was to be raised, levied, and paid in

the space of three years) shall be absolutely freed and dis-

charged from the two last of the four subsidies granted by the

clergy to his majesty, his heirs and successors, by an act

made in a former session of this present parliament, entitled,

' An Act for confirming of four Subsidies granted by the

Clergy,' any clause or thing in the said act to the contrary

vol.. vin. H h

7-ia/it.
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SiiEL- notwithstanding, Provided always, that nothing herein

Abp. Cant, contained, shall be drawn into example to the prejudice of the
' " ' ancient rights belonging unto the lords spiritual and temporal,

or clergy, of this realm, or unto either of the said universities,

or unto any colleges, schools, alms-houses, hospitals, or cinque-

ports."

That the clergy were gainers by this change, is more than

appears ; were they allowed to elect some of their function to

represent them in the house of commons, the quitting their

ancient right would be more intelligible. But such a choice

will not pass the committee of elections. The consenting

therefore to be taxed by the temporal commons, makes the

clergy more dependent on a foreign body, takes away the right

of disposing of their own money, and lays their estates in

some measure at discretion. And being in no condition to

give subsidies, and present the crown, it is well if their con-

vocation meetings are not sometimes discontinued, if they do

not sink in their significancy, lie by for want of a royal license,

and grow less regarded when their grievances are offered. And

here I cannot forbear saying, their having the liberty of poll-

in o- for parliament men, seems short of an equivalent for the

privileges resigned. However, the reader may see there is an

express clause in the act for reserving their right, and return-

ing them to their former circumstances.

But if this should be insisted on, it is a great question, in

the opinion of a late historian, whether the house of commons

Complete would allow the saving clause mentioned. Does this learned

FSami ^VTiter then suppose this extraordinary usage would be the con-

p. 255. '

sequence of such a claim 1 He grants the clause for reserving

the rio-ht to tax themselves is sufficiently plain and explicit.

Can he then imagine those gentlemen who represent the com-

mons, would strain the statute, and deny the subject the

benefit of the constitution \ Or are the clergy the only people

that must claim no advantage from the laws ? Must they fare

the worse on the score of their character, and suffer for their

commission from Christ Jesus ? Does not such a supposition

sound harshly, and imply somewhat of reflection on a Christian

legislature ?

To proceed. The behaviour of the Nonconformists grew

more unacceptable to the government. It cannot be denied,
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there was some umbrage given for jealousy and caution. Some Charles

fanatics took service under the Dutch, against their own ^ .J

prince and country : for which they were attainted in the

Oxford parliament ; and even some of the moderate Dissenters

discovered a disinclination to a war with Holland. Farther,

the Conventiclers in Scotland appeared bold and mutinous, and

were supposed to correspond with some of that party in Eng-

land. Now, to be better informed of the numbers and strength id.

of these dissenting and disaffected people, orders were sent

from the archbishop of Canterbury to the suffragans of his pro-

vince, "requiring them punctually to observe all the canons J"^y^'

and rules concerning ordination, and that for the future they

yearly certify the names of all ordained by them, and that they

forthwith make a return of the names and degrees of all the

beneficed clergy, and of lecturers, schoolmasters, ushers, and

practitioners of physic, as likewise of all ejected Noncon-

formist ministers, with their place of abode and manner of

life." The returns of the several bishops are still remaining in

Lambeth library.

The Oxford parliament being apprehensive of danger from 894.

the Dissenters, passed an act, " That no parsons, vicars, curates, ^'f
Ojford

'A '
^

i ' ' ' act against

lecturers, and other persons in holy orders, or pretended holy conventicles.

orders, should come within five miles of any city or town cor-

porate, or borough, that sends burgesses to parliament, or

within five miles of any parish town, or place, wherein he or

they have, since the act of oblivion, been parson, curate, sti-

pendiary, or lecturer, or taken upon them to preach in any

unlawful assembly, conventicle, or meeting, unless they take

and subscribe the oath following :

—

" 'I, A. B., do swear that it is not lawful upon any pretence

whatsoever to take arms against the king : and that I do abhor

that traitorous position, of taking arms by his authority

against his person, or against those that are commissioned

by him in pursuance of such commissions ; and that I will not

at any time endeavour any alteration of government either in

Church or State.'

"

It is farther provided, that those who were restrained from

coming to any city, town corporate, &c. as aforesaid, or any

other person who shall refuse to take the oath abovernentioned,

H h 2
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SHEL- and not frequent Divine service at Church, shall not be allowed

Ab^.^cl'it, to teach any public or private school, or take any boarders.

The penalty of contravening this proviso, and the former part

of the statute, is forty pounds, and six months imprisonment,

17Charles2. uuless they take the said oath before their commitment.
^^'^'^'

Another act passed this session, for uniting Churches in

cities and towns corporate. I shall insert the preamble, which

An actfor begins thus :
—" Forasmuch as the settled provision for minis-

ciurcVs i{ ters in most towns corporate within this realm, is not sufficient

cities. %~c.
fQj. ^|jg maintenance of able ministers fit for such places,

whereby mean and stipendiary preachers are entertained to

serve the cures there ; who wholly depending upon the good-

will and liking of then- auditors, have been, and are hereby

under temptation of too much complying, and suiting their

doctrine, and teaching to the humour, rather than the good

of their auditors ; which has been a great occasion of faction

and schism, and of the contempt of the ministry : the lords

and commons in parliament assembled, being deeply sensible

of the evil consequences thereof, and piously desiring able

ministers in such places, and a competent maintenance for

them in the union of Churches ; which is also become neces-

saiy by reason of the great ruin of many Churches and parishes

in the late ill times, and otherwise. It is therefore enacted,"

&c.

By this statute, no union was to be good where the settled

maintenance exceeded an hundred pounds per annum clear.

It is likewise farther enacted, that all proprietors of tithes, or

owners of impropriations, may lawfully convey, annex, and

unite the said tithes, or any part of them, to any parish

or chapelry, within the kingdom of England or dominion

of Wales, where such tithes shall lie. They are likewise

enabled to settle the same in trust for the benefit of the

said parsonage or vicarage, or of the curate, where the parson-

age is impropriated, and no vicar endowed : and this settle-

ment they are allowed to make without any licence of mort-

main. And, lastly, it is " lawful for the parsons, vicars, and

incumbents, to take, receive, and purchase to themselves and

successors, lands, tenements, rents, tithes, or other heredita-

l7Charies2. ments, without any licence of mortmain.'"'
cap. 3. When the king recovered his dominions, the hierarchy of

Ireland revived to their former condition. To give the Church
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and crown a firmer establishment in that kingdom, the Act for Charles

Uniformity passed this year. The preamble of this statute, ^ .'^—

-

being somewhat remarkable, shall be transcribed. It stands

thus :

—

" Whereas nothing conduceth more to the honour of God, Thesuh-

the settling the peace of a nation, which is desired of all good En;tiil Act

men, or to the advancement of religion, than an universal/^'"'
'

.
formity

agreement in the public worship of Almighty God ; and to i\\Q'passed in tim

intent that we his majesty's subjects of this his kingdom of a"x)«WtM.

Ireland may in this Church of Ireland hold the same con-

formity of common prayers and administration of the sacra-

ments, and other the rites and ceremonies of the Church,

according to the use of the Church of England, together with

the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung

or said in churches, and the form or manner of making, ordain-

ing, or consecrating of bishops, priests, and deacons, which

was recommended unto both houses of convocation here

assembled in Ireland ; to consider whether the same form

of public worship might not be profitably received as the

public form of divine service in this your majesty""s kingdom

of Ireland.

" Whereupon both houses of convocation did diligently con-

sider the same, and after mature consideration, well weighing

the great advantages that must necessarily arise unto the

whole kingdom from the uniformity of public prayers, did fully

approve and allow the same."

The substance of the act, being the same with that passed

in England in the fourteenth year of this reign, shall be

omitted. Irish Acts,

The same session, an act passed in the parliament at Dublin,
Charles 2

for disabling spiritual persons from holding bishoprics, bene- «^ai>- ^•

fices, or ecclesiastical dignities, in England and Ireland at the

same time. 17 ^ 18

Mr. Calamy, in his " Abridgment of Baxter's Life," re- ^!)'''"}^*
^'

ports, that the lord-keeper Bridgman desired to discourse with

Dr. !Manton and Baxter upon the subject of a " comprehension

and toleration." At their waiting upon him, it was agreed to

go fii-st upon the business of comprehension. Dr. AV^ilkins and

one ]\Ir. Burton were consulted upon this occasion. The point
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SHEL-
DON,

Abp. Cant.

A. D. 1668.

of re-ordination stuck most between them. At last, sir

Matthew Hale suggested a temper to adjust the difference.

The expedient was, that those Nonconformists who had been

ordained before should be admitted into the ministry of the

Church of England with this form :

—

,

A n essay to

accommo-
dixte the dif-

ference be-

tween the

Noncon-
formists of
England.

895.

It miscar-

ries.

Calauiy's

Life of

Baxter.

A.D. 1669.

Id. p. 589.

The As-
sertory Act
of the par-
liament at

Edinhuroh.
Nov. 1669.

" Take thou legal authority to preach the Word of God and

administer the holy sacraments, in any congregation of England

where thou shalt be lawfully appointed thereunto.""

It was likewise agreed, that ceremonies should be left indif-

ferent, the liturgy altered, and that those who could not be

comprehended should be indulged : and, for security to the

government, the names of the teachers and all the members of

the congregation were to be registered. A bill was accordingly

drawn by the chief-justice Hales against the ensuing parlia-

ment ; but, when the houses sat, the episcopal party crushed

the design, and carried a vote against bringing in a bill of this

nature.

In September, the next year, the Dissenters were informed

that a public acknowledgment of the clemency of his majesty's

government, and the liberty enjoyed under it, would be an

acceptable application. Upon this, an address was presented

by Dr. Manton, Dr. Bates, Dr. Jacomb, and Mr. Inness.

The king received them graciously, in the earl of Arlington's

apartments, and promised to do his utmost to get them com-

prehended within the public establishment.

This year, at the parliament at Edinburgh, the Assertory Act
of the king's spiritual supremacy was made. It is penned in

strong comprehensive language. The words are these :

—

" His majesty, with advice and consent of his estates of

parliament, doth hereby enact, assert, and declare, that his

majesty hath the supreme authority and supremacy over all

persons, and in all causes ecclesiastical, within his kingdom

;

and that, by virtue thereof, the ordering and disposal of the

external government and policy of the Church doth properly

belong to his majesty and his successors, as an inherent right

to the crown ; and that his majesty and his successors may
settle, enact, and emit such constitutions, acts, and orders,

concerning the administi'ation of the external government of
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the Church and the persons- employed in the same, and eon- chaklks
cerning all ecclesiastical meetings and matters to be proposed

»

^^-
,

and determined therein, as they in their royal wisdom shall

think fit." ciMiics 2.

pari. 2.

cap. 1.

By virtue of this act,—whether strained or not I shall not V'^ "'f^i-

examine,—Burnet, archbishop of Glasgow, was dispossessed of Giast/oiv

his see, and Dr. Leighton put in his place. This remove was jl'X^ «"<

made by the high-commissioner Lauderdale. However, the wid restored.

court, being sensible this was pushing the regale to an unusual

extent, gave Leighton only the title of "commendator of

Glasgow," till archbishop Burnet was prevailed with to sign a

resignation. But this being looked on as an involuntary

cession, the Scottish bishops were shocked at it. The arch-

bishop of Canterbury likewise, and the English prelates,

thought the common interest of their order affected, and

that the episcopal authority was struck at in the Glasgow

precedent.

In short, they solicited so heartily in the cause, and repre-

sented the business in so persuasive a manner to the king, that

his majesty revoked his proceedings, and archbishop Burnet

was restored.

The next session an act passed against " Invaders of Minis-

ters," as the title runs. And here it is enacted and declared,

" That whatsoever person or persons should be found guilty of yiw act

the assaulting of the lives of the ministers, or robbing their "ZlTwho

houses, or actually attempting the same, shall be punished "^^'"^'e*' '/'<-'

with the pain of death, and the confiscation of their goods." Charles 2.

How well this act has been since regarded, the period of my sess! 2.

history will not give me leave to inquire. "^'^P-
'^•

To return to England, In the parliament at Westminster, a.d. kjfo.

an act passed " for preventing and suppressing Seditious Con-

venticles." By this statute, •' if any person upwards of sixteen An actfor

should be present at any assembly, conventicle, or meeting, ledMous"^

under colour or pretence of any exorcise of religion, in any <^onveiitides.

other manner than according to the liturgy and practice of the

Church of England, where there were five persons or more

besides those of the said household ; or if they met in the

fields, where there were five persons met for the purposes above-

mentioned ; in such cases the offenders were to be fined five

shillings for the first offence, and ten shillings for the second.
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cap.

Promotions
it! the

Church.

1671.

SHEL- And the preachers arid teachers in any such meetings were to

Apb.Cant. forfeit twenty pounds for the first, and forty for the second
"'^

' offence. And lastly, those who knowingly suffered any such

conventicle in their houses, barns, yards, &c. were to forfeit

22 Charles 2. twenty pounds."
^^^' '

To say something copcerning promotions in the Church :

the honourable Nathanael Crew, son to the lord Crew, and

clerk of the closet to his majesty, bishop elect of Oxon ; and

Dr. Thomas Wood, late dean of Lichfield, bishop elect of

Coventry and Lichfield, were on Sunday, July the second,

solemnly consecrated in the chapel at Lambeth, by the lord

archbishop of Canterbury, assisted by the bishops of London,

Ely, Lincoln, Worcester, and Rochester. On Sunday, Octo-

ber 1, Dr. Henry Bridgeman, dean of Chester, was, in the

cathedral of that city, elected bishop of Man, by the bishop

of Chester, deputed for that purpose by Stern, archbishop of

York; the bishops of St. Asaph, Bangor, and Clogher,

assisting at the solemnity.

On February the 12th following, John Cosens, lord bishop

of Durham, remarkably eminent for his loyalty and learning,

departed this life. Besides his " Devotions," already mentioned,

he wrote a " Scholastical History of the Canon of the

Scriptures." This tract, written at Paris, is a very learned

and solid justification of the Church of England, as to this

branch of the controversy ; the extending the canon by the

council of Trent, being sufficiently disproved from the Fathers

and Catholic tradition. After the see of Durham had been

kept vacant for some time, Crew, lord bishop of Oxon, was

translated thither.

When the war broke out a second time between England

and Holland, the king, who seemed inclined to favour the Dis-

senters, thought this a proper juncture to quiet the minds of

his subjects, and set them at ease in matters of religion. To

this purpose, by the advice of his privy council, he published

the declaration following :

—

The king's

declaration

for an in-

dulgence.

Charles Rex,
" Our care and endeavours for the preservation of

the rights and interest of the Church, have been sufficiently

manifested to the world by the whole course of our government

since our happy restoration, and by the many and frequent
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ways of coercion that we have used for reducing all erring or charles

dissenting persons, and for composing the unhappy differences >
.'.

•

in matters of religion, which we found among our subjects upon

our return ; but it being evident, by the sad experience of

twelve years, that there is very little fruit of all those forcible ^95,

courses, we think ourself obliged to make use of that supreme

power in ecclesiastical matters, which is not only inherent in

us, but hath been declared and recognized to be so by several

statutes and acts of parliament : and tlierefore we do now
accordingly issue this our declaration, as well for the quieting

the minds of our good subjects in these points, for inviting

strangers in this conjuncture to come and live under us, and

for the better encouragement of all to the cheerful following of

their trade and callings, from whence we hope, by the blessing

of God, to have many good and happy advantages to our

government ; as also for preventing, for the future, the danger

that might otherwise arise from private meetings and seditious

conventicles.

" And, in the first place, we declare our express resolution,

meaning, and intention, to be, that the Church of England be

preserved, and remain entire in its doctrine, discipline, and

government, as now it stands established by law ; and that this

be taken to be, as it is, the basis, rule, and standard, of the

general and public worship of God, and that the orthodox

conformable clergy do receive and enjoy the revenues belonging

thereunto ; and that no person, though of a different opinion

and persuasion, shall be exempt from paying his tithes, and

other dues whatsoever. And farther we declare, that no per-

son shall be capable of holding any benefice, living, or ecclesi-

astical dignity, or preferment of any kind, in this our kingdom

of England, who is not exactly conformable.

" AVe do, in the next place, declare our will and pleasure

to be, that the execution of all and all manner of penal laws in

matters ecclesiastical, against whatsoever sort of Nonconform-

ists, or Recusants, be immediately suspended ; and they are

hereby suspended. And all judges, judges of assize, and gaol

delivery, sheriffs, justices of the peace, mayors, bailiffs, and

other officers whatsoever, whether ecclesiastical or civil, are to

take notice of it, and pay due obedience thereunto.

" And that there may be no })retcncc for any of our subjects

to continue their illegal meetings and conventicles, we do
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SHEL- declare, that we shall from time to time allow a sufficient

Abp. Cant, number of places, as they shall be desired, in all parts of this
* '' ' our kingdom, for the use of such as do not conform to the

Church of England, to meet and assemble in, in order to their

public worship and devotion ; which places shall be open and
free to all persons.

" But to prevent such disorders and inconveniences as may
happen by this our indulgence, if not duly regulated, and that

they may be the better protected by the civil magistrate, our

express will and pleasure is, that none of our subjects do pre-

sume to meet in any place until such places be allowed, and
the teacher of that congregation be approved by us.

" And lest any should apprehend, that this restriction

should make our said allowance and approbation difficult to

be obtained, we do farther declare, that this our indulgence,

as to the allowance of the public places of worship, and appro-

bation of the preachers, shall extend to all sorts of Noncon-

formists and Recusants, except the Recusants of the Roman
Catholic religion, to whom we shall in no wise allow public

places of worship, but only indulge them their share in the

common exemption from the execution of the penal laws, and

March 15, ^^G cxerciso of their worship in their private houses only.
1671-2. a

^j^^j jf^ after this our clemency and indulgence, any of our

subjects shall presume to abuse this liberty, and shall preach

seditiously, or to the derogation of the doctrine, discipline, or

government of the established Church, or shall meet in places

not allowed by us ; we do hereby give them warning, and

declare, we will proceed against them with all imaginable

severity : and we will let them see, we can be as severe to

punish such offenders, when so justly provoked, as we are

indulgent to truly tender consciences.

" Given at our court at Whitehall, this 15th day of

March, in the four-and-twentieth year of our

reign.

Pgj, J
The next session of parliament, the king, in his speech to

1672-3. both houses, acquainted them, he had granted an indulgence,

and was resolved to stand by it. The lord chancellor Shafts-

bury dilated upon wHat his majesty had delivered. It was in

this speech that he applied that remarkable sentence, "L^elenda
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est Carthago," to the Hollanders : and endeavoured to prove a CHARLES

competition for interest and trade, between England and the v .^ >

united provinces : and that the Dutch would always be enemies

to his majesty's kingdoms, upon this principle.

The commons being apprehensive the dispensing power ^^« ^ow-

, 11 1 •! mons rerf

might make the scale too heavy on the crown side, reinon- stratimj

strated against it: and in their address acquainted his majesty,
^it^l"recaiied.

that " considering his declaration of indulgence, they found

themselves bound in duty to inform him, that penal statutes in

matters ecclesiastical, cannot be suspended but by act of par-

liament." The king in his answer endeavoured to prevail with

them to solicit no farther, but drop the motion. But the

house not being satisfied with what his majesty had offered,

repeated their application, and argued against the legality of

dispensing to such compass and latitude. In short, they

pressed the complaint with so much vigour, that his majesty

found himself obliged to comply : and thus the indulgence was

recalled, and taken off the file.

Soon after this address, the commons resolved, "nemine

contradicente," that " a bill be brought in for the ease of his

majesty's subjects, who are Dissenters in matters of religion

from the Church of England." This bill passed the lower Feb. 14.

house, but was thrown out Ijy the lords.

To go back a little to the parliament at Edinburgh ; where

an act passed against unlawful ordinations. The statute

ordains, " That no person or persons whatsoever presume to A Scotch

appoint or ordain an}' person to the office and work of the fiament^'

ministry, except those who have authority approved by the ^'''^f
^"\.

laws of the kingdom for that effect ; and that no person take nations.

ordination from any but such as are thus lawfully authorized

to give the same : declaring hereby all pretended ordinations

of any persons since the year 1661, which have not been, or 897.

hereafter shall not be according to the appointment of the

law, to be null and invalid." By the way, the reader may Charles 2.

observe, John duke of Lauderdale was high commissioner of gess'-j'

Scotland during the first, second, third and fourth sessions of '^^i'-
^•

this second parliament.

Another statute in this session sets forth, " that upon the

13th of August, 1670, an act had been made against con-

venticles : and that upon the 20th of the said month, in the

year aforesaid, another act passed against separation, and

14
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SHEL- withdrawing from the pubhc meetings for divine worship."

Ahp. Cant. These acts being only temporary provisions for three years,

* ^ ' (excepting his majesty should think fit to prolong the term,)

" they are now continued three years forward, and as much
longer as his majesty shall please to appoint." It is likewise

farther enacted, " that no outed minister, not licensed by his

majesty's council, nor other person not authorized nor tole-

rated by the bishop of the diocese, presume to preach, ex-

pound Scripture, or pray in any meeting, excepting in their

own houses, and to those of their own family :" but in the

next clause the statute is explained to a sense of relaxation,

and gives leave for four persons to be present besides those of

Charles 2. the family.

less. 3. At AVestminster, this session of jDarliament, the sacramental

Thelacra-
^®^^ ^^ enacted ; it is entitled, " An Act to prevent dangers

mental test wliich may happen from Popish Recusants,"''' By this statute

all persons in ofiice, civil or military, are obliged to take the

oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and to receive the sacra-

ment of the Lord's supper, according to the usage of the

Church of England, in some parish church, upon some Lord's-

day. Such persons are likewise required to subscribe the

following declaration :

—

" I, A. B., do declare that I do believe that there is not

any transubstantiation in the sacrament of the Lord's supper,

or in the elements of bread and wine, at or after the consecra-

tion thereof by any person whatsoever."

A.D. 1673. The forfeiture of breaking through the act, besides a dis-

ability of prosecuting any suit, or acting in the capacity of

other subjects in several respects, is 500?. There are, how-

25 Charles 2. ever, somo saving provisos which need not be mentioned.
i^ap. -. Upon the passing this act, the duke of York, w^ho was high

admiral of England, and the lord-treasurer Clifford, laid down
their places. This year a reconciling motion between the

Church and Nonconformists was suggested by the earl of

Orrery, who desired Baxter to draw up the terms. Baxter
gave in proposals for this purpose, which being much the same
with those offered by the Presbyterians at the Savoy confer-

ence, need not be repeated. The earl of Orrery, some time

after his receiving Baxter's proposals, returned them with
Caiamy's Bishop Morlcy's animadversions. In short, both sides keep-

ter, p. 600. ing at the usual distance, the business came to nothing.
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When the next session of parliament drew near, bishop CHARLES
Morley and bishop Ward are reported inclined to abatements, ^ i >

and taking the Nonconformists by the hand. Upon this en-

couragement it is probable Dr. Tillotson and Dr. Stillingfleet

desired a meeting with Dr. Manton, and Dr. Bates with Pool

and Baxter, in order to adjust an accommodation : and it was

pretended there were several lords spiritual and temporal in

the same sentiment. Baxter is said to have met only Tillot-

son and Stillingfleet at first. And here, after several schemes

disliked, they fixed upon one they agreed to. This was com-

municated to the Nonconformists, and approved by them.

But when the bishops perused the draught, they could by no

means assent to the concessions. When the treaty broke off,

Tillotson, in a letter to Baxter, acquainted him, " that as cir-

cumstances stood, such an act (as it seems the Nonconform-

ists moved for) could not pass in either house without the

concurrence of a considerable part of the bishops, and his

majesty's countenance, which at present he saw little reason

to expect." The terms of union were little different from

those above-mentioned to the earl of Orrery '.
Id. p. 60.5.

The see of Worcester being void by the death of bishop August 29,

Blandford, Dr. James Fleetwood, provost of KingVcollege in
^^''^•

Cambridge, was promoted to that see. Not long after, bishop

Henchman departing this life, the honourable Henry Comp- Promotions

ton, D.D., son to the loyal and brave earl of Northampton,
^y/j^^/^

was translated from Oxon to London : and upon the vacancy

of the see of Oxon, the learned Dr. Fell, dean of Christ-

church, was consecrated for that diocese. The next year,

Anthony Sparrow, bishop of Exeter, was translated from

thence to Norwich ; and Dr. Thomas Lamplugh, dean of Nov. 1-2,

Rochester, preferred to the bishopric of Exeter.

At the session of parliament the year following, an act

passed " for confirming and perpetuating augmentations made An actfor

by ecclesiastical persons to small vicarages and curacies." f/fJ^/,[^',^/g'jf

These augmentations, as the reader may remember, were '"'''*" "/

granted by the bishops and dignified clergy soon after the carages.

Restoration. It is provided, '• that no future augmentations 1(177.

^'

shall be confirmed by virtue of this act which shall exceed one
29 Charles 2

moiety of the clear yearly value, above all reprizes, of the rec- cap. 2.

' Thus the best designs of union and p.icification were continually demolished by the

exclusiveness of party spirit on one side or the other.
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SAN- tory impropriate, out of which the same shall be granted or
CROFT, 1 ^?

Abp. Cant, reserved.

sgchariesi! "^^^^ sessioiis a bill passed both houses, and received the

The writ ^^J^^ assent, for " taking away the writ de hceretico comhu-

"/>e HcBre- rencloT The making this statute is said to have been pro-

burendo" motod by his royal highness the duke of York.

^h^^uct^f^
In November, this year, Sheldon, archbishop of Canterbury,

parliament, departed this life. He was descended from an ancient and
considerable family in Staffordshire. He received his educa-

tion at Trinity-college, in Oxon, where he commenced doctor

in divinity. He was made clerk of the closet to king Charles

I., and elected warden of his own college. He was remark-

ably eminent for his loyalty, and lost his wardenship upon that

score. And not to repeat what I have already related con-

cerning him, his public benefactions were extraordinary. He
built the theatre at Oxon, a fair library at Lambeth, and, in

short, spent above threescore thousand pounds in encourage-

ments of learning, and in bounties and legacies to pious and
Athen. charitable uses.
*""• He was succeeded by Dr. William Sancroft, dean of St.

Paul's, a person well distinguished for his loyalty and learning,

1677-8!' ^"^ unexceptionable through the rest of his character.
Gates'sNar- The uext thing which occurs is " Titus Oates's Narrative of

Popish plot, a Plot carried on by the Jesuits, and other Roman Catholics,

against his majesty's life, the Protestant religion, and the

government of this kingdom." This Oates had received orders

898. in the Church of England, and officiated as a curate in Kent.

He was afterwards reconciled to the Church of Rome, and
entered in the college of St. Omers. And thus, as he reports,

coming to a close correspondence with Jesuits and Priests, he

was let into the design discovered by him. To confirm his

testimony, he referred himself to letters and papers in the

custody of Coleman, then secretary to the duke of York.
These letters were afterwards seized and published. As to

the contents, it is somewhat foreign to this work : but touch-

ing the main and blackest part of the plot, I shall give the

reader the judgment of an author who seems by no means in-

clined to blanch or extenuate matters of this kind. " What
superstructure," says he, " might have been afterwards built

upon an unquestionable foundation, (meaning Coleman's let-

ters,) and how far some of the witnesses of that plot might
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come to darken truth by subsequent additions of their own, CHARLES

must be deferred till the great account to be made before a v ^'.—_>

higher tribunal : and till then, a great part of the popish plot, Me^ioiX
*

as it was then sworn to, will, in all human probability, lie ^"^p^^j.'®

among the darker scenes of our English history \" England,

The two houses now under apprehensions of the increase of p°364'.

popery, and the danger which might arise from that quarter,
f/^^l^f""

passed a bill, which was signed by the king, " for the more Papists

effectual preserving the king's person and government, by dis- ilZ'ithlr^"^

abling Papists from sitting in either house of parliament."" By ^^^^^q%^"''^'

this statute, no peer or commoner is allowed to be a member

of either house, unless they first qualified themselves by taking

the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and likewise subscribed

and audibly repeated the declaration following :

—

" I, A. B., do solemnly and sincerely, in the presence of

God, profess, testify, and declare, that I do believe that in the

sacrament of the Lord's supper there is not any transubstan-

tiation of the elements of bread and wine into the body and

blood of Christ, at or after the consecration thereof, by any

person whatsoever ; and that the invocation or adoration of

the Virgin Mary, or any other saint, and the sacrifice of the

mass, as they are now used in the Church of Rome, are super-

stitious and idolatrous. And I do solemnly, in the presence

of ^od, profess, testify, and declare, that I do make this de-

claration, and every part thereof, in the plain and ordinary

sense of the words read unto me, as they are commonly under-

stood by English Protestants, without any evasion, equivoca-

tion, or mental reservation whatsoever, and without any dis-

pensation already granted me for this purpose by the pope, or

any other authority or person whatsoever, or without any hope

of any such dispensation from any person or authority what-

soever, or without thinking that I am or can be acquitted

before God or man, or absolved of this declaration, or any part

thereof, although the pope, or any other person or persons, or

power whatsoever, should dispense with or annul the same, or

declare that it \yas null and void from the beginning."

The statute concludes with a proviso, "that nothing con- 30 Charles 2.

tained in this act shall extend to his highness the duke of "^'"^P-
^•

York."

' This Complete History of England, in three volumes, folio, was edited by Dr.

Kennett, whose account of the Stuarts was severely criticised by North.
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SAN- On the 24th of January, the long parUament, which had sat

Abp. Cant. Seventeen years, was dissolved, and another summoned to meet

^;^j^;^
—

' at Westminster on the 6th of March following. The convo-

pariiament cation for the province of Canterbury met on the 3rd of April,
dissolved.

,
-. - , .

but did no busmess.

May 3. In May following, James Sharp, archbishop of St. Andrew''s,

Sharp assas- was murdered by nine Cameronian assassins. These wretches
smated.

assaulted him on the road in his coach, first wounded some of

his retinue and his daughter, and then gave him two-and-

twenty wounds with sword and pistol. He was a prelate of

great natural parts, well improved with books and business.

He had a share in retrieving the Scottish Church and govern-

ment ; and did his part towards restoring episcopacy and the

royal family.

AD. 1G69. In England, the new parliament being dissolved this sum-

mer, another was summoned to meet at Westminster, on the

17th of October, but was, by several prorogations, continued

A.D. 1680. till the 21st of October, 1680. From this time the session held

Utionloes' till the 10th of January following, and then being prorogued to

}w business ^\-^q 20th of the Same month, the houses were dissolved. The
during the pi • o ^ ^• iii
two ensuing next day after the meetmg oi the parliament, both the convoca-
par lamen

. ^-^j^g were assembled, and continued to the 21st of January,

but nothing of business was done by either by them.

This year the lord bishop of London, in hopes to recover

the Dissenters to the communion of the Church, wrote to

Monsieur Le Moyne, professor in divinity at Leyden ; to Mon-

sieur L'Angle, preacher to the reformed Church at Charenton,

near Paris ; and to Monsieur Claude, another learned French

divine, who had signalised himself against Monsieur Arnauld's

" Perpetuity of the Faith." The design of his lordship's

letters was, to receive the judgment of these divines upon the

controversy between the Nonconformists and the Church of

England.

I shall give the reader part of their answers sent to the

bishop upon this head. To begin : Monsieur Le Moyne,

speakmg of episcopal government, declares himself thus

;

Part ofM. " What is there in it that is dangerous, or may reasonably

letter 'to the givc an alarm to any mane's conscience ? If such a form of

lord bishop spiritual administration is capable of depriving us of eternal

touching the happiness, or shutting up the passages to heaven, who could

f„"rmkts. possibly get thither for more than fifteen hundred years to-
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gether ? For during this whole time, no Churches in the Charles

world have been under any other government. If episcopacy ^ ,'^— >

were thus destructive of truth and future happiness, is it ima-

ginable that God would have given it such marks of open

approbation, and suffer his Church to be thus tyrannically

oppressed for so many centuries ? For who have all along-

governed this spiritual society ? Who have been the members

both of general, provincial, and diocesan councils ? Who are

they that have combated the heresies with which the Church

has been disturbed through every age \ Were not these

fathers the bishops ? And has it not been the effect of their

prudent conduct, next under God, that the word of God
has made its way against all opposition, and that truth has

triumphed over error 'I And, without tracing the history of the Sept. h.

Church to its beginnino;, who was it that recovered England in
^'^'

the last century from the mispersuasions they lay under ?

Who was it that revived primitive belief in so wonderful a 899.

manner \ Was not all this compassed by the ministry, the

zeal, and resolution of the bishops V After a great deal more

to this purpose, he takes notice " that all the Protestants of

France, those of Geneva, those of Switzerland, Germany, and

Holland, have a profound veneration for the Church of Eng-

land. How comes it to pass, then, that the English should

be thus singular in their conduct, thus unhappy in their

belief, as to break with them \ Is not this plainly coming to a

rupture with all the Churches of antiquity, with all the eastern

Churches, with all the Protestant Churches, who have always

had a great regard for the English communion, upon the

score of the purity of her doctrine and constitution ? Is it not

a strange degree of severity and assurance, to excommunicate

her without mercy, and to imagine themselves the only persons

in England, or indeed in the whole Christian world, that are

predestinated to eternal happiness, and maintain those truths

that are necessary to salvation ? Certainly one might draw a

very disadvantageous parallel between these teachers g^d pope

Victor, who would needs excommunicate the Asian Churches,

because they would not keep the Easter festival upon the same

day it was observed at Rome : the comparison might be car-

ried farther between these ministers and the Audseans, who
went off from the communion of the Church, and would not

endure the bishops should be any thing wealthy : between

VOT,. VIII. I i
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M.De
VA ngle's

letter upon
the same
subject.

SAN- them and the Donatists, who would maintain no spiritual cor-

Abp. Can't, respondeuce with those who had been ordained by bishops that
'^ had been traditors ; the Donatists, I say, who fancied their

society the only true Church, and that the spouse in Canticles

fed his flock in the south."

To take leave of Monsieur Le Moyne, who has sufficiently

discovered his opinion in what has been recited already. Mon-
sieur De L'Angle shall be the next. After some introductive

lines of ceremony, he comes close to the question, and argues

upon the following acknowledgment. " Since," says he, " the

Church of England is a true Church,—since her worship and

doctrines are pure, and have nothing in them contrary to the

Word of God,—and since, at the English Reformation, episco-

pacy, the liturgy, and ceremonies now used were jointly esta-

blished at the same time,—it is, without doubt, the duty of all

the reformed of that kingdom to keep themselves inseparably

united to your Church ; and those, who decline such con-

formity, upon pretence they must insist upon more plain and

unornamented ceremonies, and have less inequality amongst

the ministers, are undoubtedly guilty of a great sin : for

schism is the most terrible evil that can possibly happen to the

Church."

After this, he cites the authorities of Calvin and Beza in

approbation of the English episcopacy. In the close of the

letter, Monsieur De L"*Angle acquaints his lordship M. Claude

is entirely of the same opinion. However, it may not be amiss

to let this last divine speak a little for himself.

To pass over some of his letter more remote from the con-

- troversy in hand, I shall begin with that part of it in which

Edit.Francf. he delivers his judgment concerning the Independents. " I

Nov. 2f), could wish with all my soul," saith he, " that those who fly out

fesir
"^^ °' ^*^ ^^^ ^^ ^° think of nothing less than coming to an absolute

M. Claude's rupture, and throwing off all dependence and subordination, in
letter upon i , • , • i ,

•
, p

the same Order to givc cvcry particular congregation a sort oi sovereign

government,—I could wish these people would thoroughly con-

sider, whether their scheme is not a direct contradiction to the

spirit of Christianity, which is a spirit of union and social cor-

respondence, and not of division ; that they would consider,

that, though the principle of the reformed Churches will by no

means suffer ' men should have dominion over their faith,*" and

govern the conscience at discretion, and that such arbitrary

Oct. 31.

Calvin.

Edit.

Atnstel.

torn. 8.

p. 60.

Beza contra

Sarrav. ad
cap. 8. art .3

arqument.
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and implicit methods are destructive to religion,—that, not- Charles
withstanding this,—it does by no means follow that it is lawful « !!^ ,

for Christians to take check at discipline, to throw off the yoke
of government, and deprive themselves of those assistances

which are the consequences of general union ; and that such a

subordination in the parts of this spiritual society is very ser-

viceable to secure orthodox belief and regular practice. And,
lastly, I desire they would consider, that the same reason which

makes them insist upon the independence of one congregation

upon another will carry them much farther than they desire,

and may be made use of to break the union of particular con-

gregations, and make every single person independent of each

other : for one congregation has no more right to claim an

independency of other congregations, than one single person

has to set up himself independent of others in the same con-

gregation. This principle, therefore, must of necessity destroy

all discipline, throw the Church, as far as in us lies, into a hor-

rible confusion, and expose the ' heritage of our Lord ' to the

reproach of the adversaries.

" As for those amongst you," continues Monsieur Claude,

" who are called Presbyterians, though I persuade myself they

are not vmfurnished with knowledge, judgment, and zeal, yet I

could wish with all my heart they had shown more temper in

resenting the scandal they fancy has formerly been given them
by the bishops, and that they had distinguished the order from

the men. Persons in public stations are not only liable to

miscarriage, but it may happen that the most holy and consi-

derable functions are sometimes managed by ill people ; and,

in this case, both reason and religion will tell us, that the

minister and the employment ought not to be intermixed and

thrown together ; and since at present, by the blessing of God,

there is no such pretence for disgust, and that my lords the

bishops are remarkable for their piety, their zeal, and constancy

to their religion, 1 hope the advantage of their example will

have a good effect upon the generality, compose the minds of

those formerly disaffected, and sweeten their disposition. Be-

sides, the Dissenters should please to consider, that, if the

episcopal government is attended with some troublesome

inconveniences,—as I do not question but it may be,—so, on

the other side, the Presbyterian constitution is not without

very gi'eat disadvantages. No order or function, where mortal

I i 2
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SAN-
CROFT,
Abp. Cant.

900.'

Stilling-

fleet's Un-
reasonable-

ness of

Separation,

p. 395. et

deiiic.

March 21,

16B0-1.

men have the management of it, is exempt from inconveniences.

Equality amongst the ministry is subject to blemishes and

excesses, no less than superiority. The safest and most pru-

dent conduct, therefore, is not to run from one settlement to

another, nor to hazard the shaking the whole frame in hopes of

a better constitution, though we had both authority and power

to make such an experiment. Prudence, justice, and Chris-

tian charity, will by no means give us leave to push the point

thus far, and venture on such dangerous extremities only for a

different form of government. The best expedient is to endea-

vour the drawing towards a temper, and lessen, as much as may
be, the inconveniences we are afraid of, and not to have recourse

to violent remedies. My lord, I make no scruple to call the

setting up private meetings, declining the public congre-

gations, and withdrawing from your lordship's government,

violent remedies. Such practice is apparently no better than

a formal schism : a crime, in its own nature hateful to God and

men ; and for which, both those who set it up, and encourage

it, must expect to give an account at the great day."

The remainder is too long to be inserted. From what has

been already recited, it is plain these three celebrated divines

have justified the communion of the Church of England, and

given the cause against the Dissenters.

In the latter end of this year, the parliament was summoned
to Oxon, and dissolved after one week's sitting. The convo-

cation was ordered to meet at St. Paul's, London, March 22nd,

but was first prorogued, and afterwards dissolved, without

doing any business.

This summer, a parliament was held at Edinburgh, his

royal highness the duke of York being high commissioner.

The first act relates to religion, and stands thus :

—

The parlia-

ment at

Edinlmrgh
providesfor
the security

of the reli-

ffion esta-

blished.

Charles 2.

pari. 3.

cap. 1.

"Our sovereign Lord, with the advice and consent of the

estates of parliament, ratifies and approves all and whatsoever

laws, acts, and statutes, made by his royal grandfather and

father of blessed memory, or made and passed in any of his

majesty's former parliaments, for settling and securing the

liberty and freedom of the true Kirk of God, and the Protest-

ant religion, presently professed within this realm, and all acts

made against popery ; and ordains the same to stand in full

force and effect, and to be put in execution according to the
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tenour and purport of these acts, as if they were specially men- Charles
tionecl and set down herein." v ^^ ,

This session, a test was enacted for the farther security of The Scotch

the established religion and government. This solemn engage-

ment was to be sworn by all persons in public trust in the

Church, in the State, and the army. And here, to say some-

what more particularly, the national covenant and the solemn

league and covenant are renounced ; the endeavouring any

alteration, either in Church or State, is disclaimed ; the de-

fence of the crown as fully engaged for, and the doctrine of

non-resistance as strongly asserted, as can well be expressed. ciiaiies 2.

Those who refuse to swear pursuant to the tenour of this caj). 6.

act, are declared incapable of all offices and public trust, both
J^'^i y)!',!;^.'

in Church and State : and were to be punished over and above
'^l'^^'-^

°-f\

With the loss of their moveables, and life-rent escheat. But omied hy

notwithstanding the heavy penalties of this statute, the test continue the

was generally refused by the Scottish bishops and clergy, till
%^^,l^^l""'^

it was explained to an inoffensive sense by the king s^ndidurimi'the

council, and the inherent rights of the Church expressly centuries,

guarded and reserved. This being a matter of considerable
^i£'^Jrince$

moment, and much to the commendation of the Scottish

hierarchy, the reader shall have the public instruments of this

process inserted at large.

^^ An Act of Council explanatory/ of the Test ; Edinburgh^ the

third day of November, 1681.

" Forasmuch as some have entertained jealousies, and pre-

judices, against the oath and test appointed to be taken by all

persons in public trust, civil, ecclesiastic or military in this

kingdom, by the sixth act of his majesty""s third parhament,

as if thereby they were to swear to every proposition, or clause

in the confession of faith therein mentioned ; or that invasion

were made thereby upon the intrinsic spiritual power of the

Church, or power of the keys ; or as if the present episcopal

government of this national Church, by law established, were

thereby exposed to the hazard of alteration, or subversion ; all

which are far from the intention and design of the parlianicnt''s

imposing this oath, and from the genuine sense and meaning

thereof: therefore his royal highness, his majesty^s high-com-
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SAN- missioner, and the lords of privy-council, do allow, authorize,
CROFT . • . .. .

Abp. Cant, ^nd inipower the archbishops, and bishops, to administer this
'^

' oath and test to the ministers and clergy in their respective

dioceses in this express sense ; that though the confession of

faith, ratified in parliament, one thousand five hundred sixty

and seven, was framed in the infancy of our reformation, and

deserves its due praises ; yet by the test we do not swear to

every proposition, or clause therein contained ; but only to the

true Protestant religion, founded on the word of God, con-

tained in that confession, as it is opposed to popery, and

fanaticism.

" Secondly, That by the test, or any clause therein con-

tained, no invasion, or encroachment, is made, or intended

upon the intrinsic spiritual power of the Church, or power of

the keys, as it was exercised by the apostles, and the most

pure and primitive Church, in the first three centuries after

Christ, and which is still reserved entirely to the Church.

" Thirdly, That the oath and test is without any prejudice

to the episcopal government of this national Church ; which is

declared by the first act of the second session of his majesty's

first parliament to be most agreeable to the word of Grod, and

most suitable to monarchy, and which upon all occasions, his

majesty has declared he will inviolably, and unalterably pre-

serve ; and appoints the archbishops, and bishops to require

the ministers in their respective dioceses, with the first con-

veniency, to obey the law, in swearing and subscribing the

aforesaid oath and test, with certification ; that the refusers

shall be esteemed persons disaffected to the Protestant reli-

gion, and to his majesty\s government, and that the punish-

ment appointed by the aforesaid sixth act of his majesty's

j)01. third parliament, shall be impartially, and without delay,

Rebeaisa], inflicted upon them.
vol. 1.

'

num. 163.

" Extracted forth of the records of privy-council, by

" William Paterson, CI. Sti Concilii."

To this record I shall subjoin his majesty's letter of appro-

bation.

" Charles Rex.
'" Most dear, and most entirely-beloved brother ; right
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trusty and well-beloved cousins and councillors; right trusty CHARLES
and well-beloved councillors ; and trusty and well-beloved ^^"

>

councillors, we greet you well. Whereas, by one of your letters

directed unto us, bearing date the 8th instant, we do find that

some having entertained scruples and prejudices against the test,

by mistaking the true sense and meaning thereof ; and others

having put false and unjust glosses and senses upon it, tending

to defeat its excellent design for the security of our govern-

ment, and that upon this account you found it necessary, by

an act of that our council (which we have seen) to declare its

true and genuine sense, and to allow and empower the bishops

to administer the same in this sense to the clergy in their

respective dioceses ; we are so well pleased with that explana-

tory act, that we will not delay to send you our cheerful appro-

bation thereof, with our hearty thanks for your zeal in our

service upon all occasions, especially in what relates to the

security of the persons, rights, interests, and privileges of our

orthodox clergy, which we do now (as we have often done

before) in a particular manner recommend to your care, as a

matter wherein you may render unto us the most acceptable

services ; and therefore we expect that you will upon all fit

occasions give them all possible encouragement, as those whom
we have received, and will constantly shelter under our royal

protection, against all their enemies. So we bid you heartily

farewell.

" Given at our court at Whitehall, the fifteenth day

of November, one thousand six hundred eighty

and one, and of our reign the thirty-third year.

" By his majesty's command,

" MORRAY."

And here it may not be improper to advertise the reader,

that by the Scottish constitution, the king and the council are

the authentic interpreters of the legislature ; and their expla-

nation of the sense of an act stands for law, unless afterwards

disallowed in parliament, which never happened in the present

case.

And thus, upon the whole, we have a full acknowledgment

from the State of the Church's independency in spiritual mat-
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SAN- ters ; that the power of the keys, as it was exercised by the

Abp. Can't, apostles, and by other ecclesiastical governors through the first

' -^ ' three centuries, is still reserved entirely to the Church as a

peculiar and unalienable jurisdiction. From whence the next

inference is, that the Christianity of princes implies no cession

of authority in the hierarchy, or the forfeiture of any branch of

our Saviour's commission to the apostles and their successors,

the bishops.

Soon after his royal highness returned to England, seven of

the Scotch bishops wrote to the archbishop of Canterbury, to

acquaint him how sensible they were of the benefit of the

duke's administration. Their letter stands thus :

—

Edinburgh, "May it please your Grace,March 9,
, _

'

1682. But " His royal highness having passed from hence on Monday
I'ish '^compl- last, being called by the king to attend his majesty at New-

^U^l-h
market ; we should prove very defective in duty and gratitude,

The Scotch if, upon tliis occasion, we should forget to acknowledge to your

ter hywmj gracc how much this poor Church and our order do owe to his

fed^e^l' , fW^'^^^y ^^"^^ ^'^^ goodness, that his majesty and the worthy
the benefit of bisliops of England may from you receive the just account

administra- thereof.
^°"" " Since his royal highnesses coming to this kingdom, we find

our case much changed to the better, and our Church and

order (which, through the cunning and power of their adversa-

ries, were exposed to extreme hazard and contempt) sensibly

relieved and rescued ; which, next to the watchful providence

of God (that mercifully superintends his Church) we can

ascribe to nothing so much as to his royal highnesses gracious

owning and vigilant protection of us.

" Upon all occasions he gives fresh instances of his eminent

zeal against the most unreasonable schism, which, by rending,

threatens the subversion of our Church and religion, and con-

cerns himself as a patron to us, in all our public and even per-

sonal interests ; so that all men take notice of his signal

kindness to us, and observe, that he looks on the enemies of

the Church as adversaries to the monarchy itself; nor did we
ever propose or offer to his royal highness any rational expe-

dient which might conduce for the relief or security of the

Church, which he did not readily embrace and efifectuate.

" The peace and tranquillity of this kingdom is the effect of
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his prudent and steady conduct of affairs ; and the humours CHARLES

of our wicked fanatics are much restrained from dangerous ^

eruptions, upon their apprehensions of his vigilance and jus-

tice ; for they dread nothing so much as to see him upon the

head of his majesty's councils and forces against them.
" We hope your grace will make our dutiful acknowledg-

ment to his royal highness for all his princely favours to us,

and give him the most firm assurance of our most sincere

endeavours to serve him, and of our most fervent prayers for

his temporal and eternal happiness, as the bounden duty of,

" May it please your grace,

" Your grace's most humble
" And faithful servants,

" Alexand. St. And. Ja. Gallovidiens.

"Jo. EoiNBURGENS. GeORGE BrECHIN.
" Andr. Dunkelden. Ja. Dunblanen."
"Arch. Glascuens.

That these seven bishops were solicited for this acknow- 902.

ledgment ; that they were caressed or overawed into a com-

pliment ; and that they wanted matter of fact to support their

letter, is an uncourtly and uncharitable supposition, and argues

they had nothing of that truth and resolution required in their

character. However, something of this is glanced at by a late

historian. The duke, it seems, must have a blow, at all adven- Complete

tures ; for it is not uncustomary with this learned author to England,

take extraordinar)^ freedom with that prince's memory.
""^^ir

Upon the breaking out of the Rye-house plot, and some

other bold practices against the government, the university of

Oxon thought it their duty to do their part for disabling such

treasonable attempts. To this purpose they passed a solemn

censure of twenty-seven propositions extracted from modern

authors, who most of them had either acted in, or abetted the

late rebellion. This decree was drawn up in Latin by the pro-

fessor in divinity, passed the convocation on Saturday, July

21st, and was presented to his majesty in English on the 24th

of the same month. It is to the tenor following :

—
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SAN- " The Judgment and Decree of the University of Oxon,

Abp. Can't. passed in their Convocation on July the 21st, 1683, against

ThTdZ^ certain pernicious Books and damnable Doctrines, destruc-
o/t/wuni- tive to the sacred persons of Princes, their State, and
versity oj * '

Oxfwd. Government, and of all human society."

A.v. 1G83.
J s]2all omit the introductive discourse, and pass to the

scandalous assertions, which are these :

—

" The First Proposition.

" All civil authority is derived originally from the people.

" The Second.

" There is a mutual compact, tacit or express, between a

prince and his subjects ; and that if he perform not his duty,

they are discharged from theirs.

" The Third.

" That if lawful governors become tyrants, or govern other-

wise than by the laws of God and man they ought to do,

they forfeit the right they had unto their government."

—

Lex
Bex. Buchanan, de jure Begni. Vindicice contra Tyrannos.

Bellarm. de Conciliis, de Pontijice. Milton, Goodwin, Baxter,

H. C.

" The Fourtli.

" The sovereignty of England is in the three estates, viz.

king, lords, and commons. The king has but a co-ordinate

power, and may be overruled by the other two."

—

Lex Bex.

Hunton, of a limited and mixed Monarchy. Baxter''s H. G.

Polet. Catechis.

" The Fifth.

" Birthright and proximity of blood give no title to rule or

government ; and it is lawful to preclude the next heir from

his right and succession to the crown."

—

Lex Bex. Hunfs
Postscript. Dolmaris History of Succession. Julian the Apos-

tate. Mene Tekel.

" The Sixth.

" It is lawful for subjects, without the consent, and against
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the command of the supreme magistrate, to enter into leagues, charles
covenants, and associations for defence of themselves and their v___^l__^

religion."

—

Solemn League and Covenant. Late Association.

" The Seventh.

" Self-preservation is the fundamental law of nature, and

supersedes the obligation of all others, whensoever they stand

in competition with it."

—

Hohhs de Give. Leviathan.

" The Eighth.

" The doctrine of the Gospel, concerning patient suffering of

injuries, is not inconsistent with violent resisting the higher

powers, in case of persecution for religion."

—

Lex Rex. Julian

the Apostate. Apolog. Belat.

" The Ninth.

" There lies no obligation upon Christians to passive obedience

when the prince commands any thing against the laws of our

country ; and the primitive Christians chose rather to die than

resist, because Christianity was not settled by the laws of the

empire."

—

Julian the Apostate.

" The Tenth.

" Possession and strength give a right to govern ; and suc-

cess in a cause or enterprise proclaims it to be lawful and

just : to pursue it is to comply with the will of God, because

it is to follow the conduct of his providence."

—

Hohhs. Owerbs

Sermon before the Regicides, Jan. 31, 1648. Baxter. JenhivCs

Petition, October, 1651.

" The Eleventh.

"In the state of nature there is no difference between good

and evil, right and wrong : the state of nature is a state of

war, in which every man hath a right to all things.

" The Ticelfth.

" The foundation of civil authority is this natural right,

which is not given, but left to the supreme magistrate, upon

men's entering into societies : and not only a foreign invader,

but a domestic rebel, puts himself again into a state of nature,

to be proceeded against, not as a subject, but an enemy ; and

14
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CR OFT ^^"^^^l^^'^^Jy acquires, by his rebellion, the same right over the

Abp. Cant, life of his prince, as the prince, for the most heinous crimes,
^~~~''^'

' has over the life of his own subjects.

" The Thirteenth.

" Every man, after his entering into a society, retains a

right of defending himself against force ; and cannot transfer

that right to the commonwealth, when he consents to that

union whereby a commonwealth is made : and in case a great

many men together have already resisted the commonwealth,
for which every one of them expecteth death, they have liberty

then to join together to assist and defend one another : their

bearing of arms, subsequent to the first breach of their duty,

though it be to maintain what they have done, is no unjust

903. act ; and if it be only to defend their persons, it is not unjust

at all.

" The Fourteenth.

" An oath superadds no obligation to pacts, and a pact

obliges no farther than it is credited : and, consequently, if a

prince gives any indication that he does not believe the pro-

mises of fealty and allegiance made by any of his subjects,

they are thereby freed from their subjection ; and notwith-

standing their pacts and oaths, may lawfully rebel against, and

destroy their sovereign.''

—

Hohhs, de Civ. Leviathan.

" The Fifteenth.

" If a people, that by oath and duty are obliged to a sove-

reign, shall sinfully dispossess him, and, contrary to their cove-

nants, choose and covenant with another ; they may be obliged

by their latter covenants, notwithstanding their former."

—

Baxter''s H. C.

" The Sixteenth.

" All oaths are unlawful, and contrary to the word of God."
—Quakers.

" The Seventeenth.

" An oath obligeth not in the sense of the imposers, but the

takers."

—

Sheriff's Case.
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" The Eighteenth. Charles

" Dominion founded in grace. ^ .-—

'

" The Nineteenth.

" The powers of this world are usurpations upon the prero-

gative of Jesus Christ ; and it is the duty of God's people to

destroy them, in order to the setting Christ upon his throne."

—Fifth Monarchy-men.

" The Twentieth.

" The Presbyterian government is the sceptre of Christ's

kingdom, to which kings, as well as others, are bound to sub-

mit : and the king's supremacy in ecclesiastical affairs, asserted

by the Church of England, is injurious to Christ, the sole king

and head of his Church.'"

—

Altare Damascenum. Apolog. Relat.

Hist. Indulg. Cartwright. Travers.

" The Twenty-first.

"It is not lawful for superiors to impose any thing in the

worship of God, that is not antecedently necessary.

" The Twenty-second.

" The duty of not offending a weak brother, is inconsistent

with all human authority of making laws concerning indifferent

things."

—

Protestant Reconciler.

" The Twenty-Third.

" Wicked kings and tyrants ought to be put to death ; and

if the judges and inferior magistrates will not do their office, the

power of the sword devolves to the people ; if the major of the

people refuse to exercise this power, then the ministers may
excommunicate such a king : after which it is lawful for any

of the subjects to kill him ; as the people did Athaliah, and

Jehu Jezebel."

—

Buchanan^ Knox, Goodynan, Gilhy, Jesuits.

" The Twenty-fourth.

" After the sealing of the Scripture canon, the people of

God, in all ages, are to expect new revelations for a rule of

their actions ; and it is lawful for a private man, having an

inward motion from God, to kill a tyrant."

—

Quakers and other

enthusiasts^ Goodman .
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SAN- " The Twenty-fiftlt.

Abp.^Caii't
" "^^^^ example of Phinehas is to us instead of a command :

*
V ' for what God hath commanded or approved in one age, must

needs obhge in all."

—

Goodman^ Knox, Naphtali.

" The Twenty-sixth.

"King Charles I. was lawfully put to death; and his mur-

derers were the blessed instruments of God"'s glory in their

generation."

—

Milton, Goodwin, Owen.

" The Tioenty-seventh.

"King Charles I. made war upon his parliament : and in such

a case, the king may not be resisted, but he ceaseth to be

king."

—

Baxter.

" We decree, judge, and declare all and every of these pro-

positions to be false, seditious and impious, and most of them
to be also heretical and blasphemous, infamous to Christian

religion, and destructive of all government in Church and
State.

A.-D. \cm. " We farther decree, that the books which contain the

aforesaid propositions, and impious doctrines, are fitted to

deprave good manners, corrupt the minds of uneasy men, stir

up seditions and tumults, overthrow states and kingdoms, and

lead to rebellion, murder of princes, and atheism itself. And
therefore we interdict all members of the university from the

reading of the said books under the penalty in the statutes

expressed. We also order the before-recited books to be

publicly burnt by the hand of our marshal, in the court of our

schools.

" Likewise we order, that, in perpetual memory hereof,

these our decrees shall be entered into the registry of our con-

vocation ; and that copies of them being communicated to the

several colleges and halls within this university, they be there

publicly affixed in the libraries, refectories, or other fit places,

where they may be seen and read of all."

The rest may be omitted.

cfh,Sks-'
Those who blame these gentlemen of the university, as if

cap. 3. they set the obedience of the subject too high, do not seem to
13Charles2 . . .

cap. 6'.
^
" have fully considered that the homilies and statutes make sub-

it^e^''^^^'
mission to the crown no less absolute, the passive chain alto-
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gether as heavy, and strike the resisting principle as strong, CHARLES

as any inference which can be drawn from the Oxford decree, v ^^ ;

The Cambridge address, pubhshed about this time, is par- ^^p^o"^'
^'

ticularly remarkable for loyalty, and elocution, and deserves to i4Ciiaries2.

be remembered : it was presented to the king at Newmarket, Hoinii. lo.

by the vice-chancellor Dr. Gower. It is this :—
S'^ibe-'^'""

dience.

^^ j^
Homil. 33.

oIR, Afrainst Dis-

" We your majesty's most faithful and obedient subjects of °nj'\vi[rui

the university of Cambridge, have long, \A'itli the greatest and Rebellion.

sincerest joy, beheld what we hope is in some measure the
ff^^ ^,„,„_

'

effect of our own prayers, the generous emulation of our f^'-idije uni-

fellow-subjects, contending who should first and best express address.

their duty and gratitude to their sovereign, at this time

especially, when the seditious endeavours of unreasonable men
have made it necessary to assert the ancient loyalty of the

English nation, and make the world sensible, that we do not

degenerate from those prime glories of our ancestors, love and
allegiance to our prince.

" That we were not earlier seen in those loyal crowds, but

chose rather to stand by, and applaud their honest and re-

ligious zeal, we humbly presume will not be imputed to the

want of it in ourselves, either by your majesty, or your people ;

for it is at present the great honour of our university, not

only to be steadfast and constant in our duty, but to be

eminently so, and to suffer for it, as much as the calumnies

and reproaches of factious and malicious men can inflict upon

us : and that they have been hitherto able to do no more than

vent the venom of their tongues ; that they have not pro-

ceeded to plunder and sequestration, to violate our chapels,

rifle our libraries, and empty our colleges, as once they did,

next to the overruling providence of Almighty God, is only

due to the royal care and prudence of your most sacred

majesty.

" But no earthly power, we hope, no menaces or misery,

shall ever be able to make us renounce or forget our duty.

We will still believe and maintain, that our princes derive not

their title from the people, but from God ; that to him only

they are accountable, that it belongs not to subjects either to

create, or censure, but to honour and obey their sovereign,

wlio comes to be so by a fundamental hereditary right of
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SAN- succession, which no rehgion, no law, no fault, or forfeiture,
CROFT, 1^ T • • 1

Abp. Cant, can alter or dniiinisn.

*
'' ' " Nor will we ever abate of our well-insti'ucted zeal for our

most holy religion, as it is professed and established by law in

the Church of England, that Church that hath so long stood,

and is still the envy and terror of her adversaries, as well as

the beauty and strength of the reformation.

" It is thus that we have learned our own, and thus we
teach others their duty to God and their prince : in the con-

scientious discharge of both which, we have been so long pro-

tected and encouraged by your majesty's most just and gracious

government, that we neither need nor desire any other decla-

ration than that experience, for our assurance and security for

the future.

" In all which grace and goodness we have nothing to return.

We bring no names and seals, no lives and fortunes, well capa-

ble of your majesty's service, or at all worthy of your accept-

ance ; nothing but hearts and prayers, vows of a zealous and

lasting loyalty, ourselves and studies, all that we can or ever

shall be able to perform, which we here most sincerely promise

and most humbly tender at your majesty's feet,—a mean and

worthless present, but such an one as we hope will not be

disdained by the most gracious and indulgent prince that

Heaven ever bestowed upon a people."

Michaelmas Titus Oatcs, uow in the declension of his credit, was indicted

1684.' "at the King's Bench and at the Old Bailey for perjury ; but his

dicMfor ^"^^ w^^ deferred till Hilary term. And, since thus much of

perjury. Oates's history has come in the way, the reader may probably

expect not to be left in suspense about the issue. We may
Oates' Trial, observe therefore, that, in May, the next summer, he was

prosecuted for the same crime upon two indictments, and

found guilty. The particulars upon which he was convicted

are the disproof of some material circumstances sworn by him

at the trials of Ireland, Whitebread, and others. Oates lived

to a favourable juncture for reversing these judgments, and

brought his writs of error for that purpose. However, after a

full debate upon the cause, the lords could not be prevailed

ffist.V/^ with to blanch his character, or restore him to the capacity of
England, being an evidence in any court.

p. 530. To return : at the latter end of this year, the king fell sick
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of an apoplexy, and died at Whitehall, on the 6th of February, charles
To conclude in a word or two, by way of character : he was a v ,^ ;

prince of extraordinary natural endowments, of great quickness 77^'
J

'',-^.'^"

and penetration, and admirably qualified for the station he was <^(^^t..

born to. But these advantages were not without abatements

in private life. It must be granted his pleasures were too

strong for him. These sallies proved unserviceable to his

exchequer, and drove hira upon inequalities in the adminis-

tration. Thus, being sometimes exhausted, he stooped his

authority to disadvantage, and caressed a party, no friends to

the crown. However, in the latter end of his reign, he recol-

lected himself for business, recovered his ground, and died with

the faction at his feet. He married Donna Oatharina, infanta

of Portugal, but had no issue by her.

Note.—As Collier is very brief in this part of his history, I select from Lingard's graphic

narrative the following particulars illustrative of Charles's death and character :

—

" On Monday, the 2nd of Februarj', after a feverish and restless night, the king rose

at an early hour. To his attendants he appeared drowsy and absent : his gait was

unsteady ; his speech embarrassed. About eight, as he walked across his room, he fell

on the floor in a state of insensibility, with his features strongly convulsed. ' It fortuned

that two physicians were within call, of whom one, who had practised as a surgeon,

instantly opened a vein ; the blood flowed freely. The most stimulating remedies were
subsequently applied, and the royal patient gradually recovered his consciousness and
the use of his speech. In the evening lie suffered a relapse, but unexpectedly rallied

the next morning, and improved so much in the course of the day, that his physicians

began to cherish the hope of his recovery ; but in twenty-four hours the prospect

changed, "fhc king's strength was exhausted. He repeatedly fell into a state of stupor;

and on the fifth evening it became evident that his dissolution was rapidly approaching.

The impression which these changes made on the public mind furnishes a strong proof

that Charles, with all his faults, was beloved by his subjects. The announcement of

his malady spread a deep gloom over the metropolis. The report of his convalescence

the next day was received by the citizens with expressions of joy, tlic ringing of bells,

and numerous bonfires. When at last the danger became manifest, crowds hastened to

the churches to solicit from Heaven the health of their sovereign ; and we are assured

that repeatedly the service was interrupted by the sighs and sobs of the congregation.

In the two ro}al chapels the ministers succeeded each other in rotation ; and the prayers

were continued without intermission till his death.

" After the first attack, the moment the king recovered his speech, he had asked for

the queen, who came immediately, and continued to wait on him with the most affec-

tionate attention, till the siglit of his sufferings threw her into fits, and the physicians

forbade her to leave her own apartment. Interest, as well as affection, prompted the

duke of York to be present ; nor did he ever quit the bcd-sido of his brother, unless it

were for a few minutes to receive reports concerning the state of the city, and to give

orders for the maintenance of tranquillity and the securing of his own succession. In

like manner the archbishop of Canterbury and tlio bishops of London, Durham, Ely,

and Bath and Wells, were constantly in attendance, and one of tjiem watched in his

VOL. vrir. K k
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SAN- turn during the night in the king's chamber. Early on the Th\irs(lay morning, Kenn,
CROFT, of Batii and Wells, seized a favourable moment to warn the monarch of his danger; and

^ "P' ^^^nt- the air of resignation with which the announcement was received, encouraged him to

read the ofKce appointed for the visitation of the sick. When he came to the rubric

respecting confession, he paused,— observed that it was a matter not of obligation, but of

choice,—and, receiving no answer, asked whether the king repented of his offences

against the law of God. Charles replied in the affirmative ; and the prelate, having

pronounced the usual form of absolution, asked if he might proceed to the administra-

tion of the sacrament ? The king appeared to take no notice of the question ; but Kenn

renewed the proposal with a louder voice, and Charles replied, in a faint tone, that there

was still time enough. The elements were, however, brought and placed on a table;

and the question was repeatedly asked by the bishop, who could extort no other answer

from the dying man, but that he would 'think of it.'

" The duke of York, though aware of his brother's preference of the Catholic worship,

and reminded of it by the French ambassador, at the instance of the duchess of Ports-

mouth, had hitherto abstained from speaking to him on the subject of religion. He
heard, however, the discourse between him and the prelate, and perfectly understood

the import of the king's reluctant and evasive language. Motioning to the company to

withdraw to the other end of the room, he approached the pillow of the sick monarch,

and asked, in a whisper, if he might send for a Catholic priest. ' For God's sake, do,'

was the king's reply ;
' but,' he immediately added, ' will it not expose you to danger ?'

alluding to the penalties enacted against those who were instrumental in the reconcilia-

tion of others to the Church of Rome. The foreign clergyman, to whom the duke sent,

could not be found ; but Huddleston, the same who waited on the king at Moseley after

the battle of AVorcester, was desired to supply his place. James ordered all present to

quit the room except the earl of Bath, lord of the bed-chamber, and the earl of

Feversham, captain of the guard, whose attendance he thought necessary, to prevent

any sinister reports ; and then introduced Huddleston with the words, ' Sir, this worthy

man once saved 3'our life ; he now comes to save your soul.' The priest threw himself

on his knees, and offered the monarch the aid of his ministry. To his inquiries Charles

replied, that it was his desire to die in the communion of the Roman Catholic Church
;

that he heartily repented of all his sins, and in particular of having deferred his recon-

ciliation to that hour; that he hoped for salvation from the merits of Christ his

Saviour ; that he pardoned all his enemies, asked pardon of all whom he had offended,

and was in peace with all men ; and that he pui-posed, if God should spare him, to prove

the sincerity of his repentance by a thorough amendment of life. Huddleston,

having received his confession, anointed him, administered the eucharist, and withdrew.

It was desirable that the object of his visit should be concealed. But the eyes of all

had been fixed on the royal bed-chamber ; the exclusion of the physicians and attend-

ants during three-quarters of an hour awakened suspicion ; and in a short time the real

fact was whispered throughout the palace.

" During that night the king suffered at times the most distressing pain ; but in the

intervals between the paroxysms his mind was calm and collected, and he spoke of his

approaching death with composure and resignation. The queen by a messenger excused

her absence, and begged him to pardon her any offence which she might liave given.

'Alas, poor woman!' he exclaimed, 'she beg my pardon.' I beg hers with all my
heart. Take back to her that answer.' Looking on the duke, who was kneeling at the

bedside and kissing his hand, he called him the best of friends and brothers ; desired

him to forgive the harsh treatment which he had sometimes received ; and prayed that

God misrht grant him a long and prosperous reign. The name of Monmouth never

passed his lips ; but he sent for his other illegitimate sons, recommended them to James^

and drawing each to him by the hand, successively gave them his blessing. At tJHS

sight, one of the prelates observed, that the king, the Lord's anointed, was the common
father of all his subjects; every one present instantly threw himself on his knees, and

Charles, being raised >ip, pronounced a blessing over them. He then expressed a hope

to his brother that ' poor Nelly (Gwjnne) would not be left to starve;' recommended
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the duchess of Cleveland to his protection ; and spoke warmly in favour of the duchess CHARLES
of Portsmouth, who might, he feared, on account of her political conduct, incur the II.

resentment of his successor. Thus the night passed away. In the morning he lost the
"^ '

faculty of speech; and about noon calmly expired.

" In person Charles was tall and well-proportioned, his complexion swarthy, his fea-

tures singularly austere and forbidding. He inherited from his father a sound and

lohust constitution, which in his youth he had impaired by indulgence, and afterwards

laboured to restore by attention to diet and exercise. In health he was wont to pur-

chase, at exorbitant prices, the secrets of empirics ; but in sickness his good sense taught

him to rely on the skill of his physicians.

" The disposition of his mind presented an extraordinary contrast to the harsh and

repulsive lines traced on his countenance. He was kind, familiar, coumiunicative.

He deliglited in social converse, narrated with infinite humour, and, as he was the first

to seize and expose what might be ridiculous in others, so he never refused to join in

the laugh when it was raised at his own expense. Parade and ceremony he held in

aversion. To act the part of a king, was to him a tiresome and odious task ; and he

would gladly burst from the trammels of ofKcial greatness, that he might escape to the

ease and comfort of colloquial familiarity.

" AVitli talents, said to be of the liighest order, he joined an insuperable antipathy to

application; whence it happened, that to the scanty stock of knowledge, which he ac-

quired in his youthful days, he made but few additions in a more advanced age. He
sought amusement, and displayed taste in planting, gardening, and building: sometimes

solicitude for his health led him to attend anatomical dissections, anil sometimes a spirit

of curiosity engaged him in chemical experiments : but tiie suhjcf't of his favourite

study, if study it may be called, was naval architecture ; in which he liad the credit, not

only of being a proficient, but of having made some valuable improvements.
" Impatient of trouble, and fearful of opposition, he looked upon the practice of dis-

simulation as the grand secret in the art of reigning. A king, he argued, was surrounded

by men, who made it their object, as it was tlieir interest, to deceive him. His only

protection consisted in the employment of the same weapon : it was necessary for him

to deceive, that he might not be deceived. But Charles practised this doctrine to an

extent which marred his own purpose. Experience taught others to disbelieve him as

much as he di: believed them. They distrusted his most soleum promises and assevera-

tions; they paid no attention to his words, but studied his looks to ascertain his real

meaning; and the result repeatedly proved that in seeking to impose on otheis he had

in reality imposed on no one but himself.

" From the commencement to the close of his reign he was the slave of women :

but thougli he tolerated their caprice, though he submitted to their intrigues, he was

neither jealous nor fastidious, freely allowing to them that latitude of indulgence whicli

he claimed to himself. His example in this respect exercised the most pernicious influ-

ence on the morals of the higher classes of his subjects. His court became a scliool of

vice, in wliicli the restraints of decency were laughed to scorn, and the distinctions which

he lavislied on his mistresses, with the bold front which he enabled them to put on their

infamy, held out an encouragement to crime, and tended to sap in youthful breasts tliosc

principles of modesty which are the best guardians of female virtue. Tliere may have

been other periods of our history in which immorality prevailed; but none in which it

was practised with more ostentation, or brought with it less disgrace.

" Of his pecuniary transactions with the king of France, no Englishman can think

without feelings of shame, or speak but in the language of rc])robation. He may have

attempted to justify them to his own conscience; he may have persuaded himself that

he only took the money of another fordoing that which it was Iiis own duty to do : but

it is plain that from the moment in whicli he became a pensioner, he ceased to be an

independent agent. The possession or forfeiture of a considerable income must neces-

sarily have had great weiglit in the deliberations of a needy and jirodigal monarch. But
this was not an age of public virtue, ^\'e shall look for it in vain either in the sove-

reign, or in the patriots who opposed him. Both sacrificed at the shrine of the same idol

their own interest.

K k 2
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SAN- " It was the persuasion of Charles that his political adversaries sought the re-esta-

CKOFr, hlishment of a commonwealth, theirs that he cherished designs subversive of the liber-

^
P' '^

'^ ties of the subject. These jealousies, founded perhaps in prejudice more than in truth,

produced their natural effect. They led each party to the adoption of measures which

it was not easy to justify: they provoked on the one side the extortion of charters,

forced constructions of law, and unwarr.antable severity ofjudgment from the bench, and

on the other, the false and factious votes of the house of commons, the arbitrary

arrests of the individuals called abhorrers, and the disgraceful proceedings arising out of

the imposture of Titus Gates. As far as regards despotic power, whatever might have

been the inclination of Charles, he certainly was not the man to win it by force. To a

prince of his indolent disposition, and attached so much to his own ease, the acquisition

would not appear worth the trouble and the risk of the attempt. We are told by one

who knew him well, by Barillon in a confidential dispatch to Louis XIV., that ' he

viewed such plans with reluctance ; that he cared not much for additional authority

;

and that in reality his wish was to live at ease, and to improve his revenue.'

" With respect to his religion, if we believe two noble writers who were much in his

company, the marquess of Halifax, and Sheffield, duke of Buckingham, he was in fact a

deist ; while others have represented him as a most accomplished hypocrite, who had

embraced the Catholic worship before the Restoration, and yet for five-and-twenty years

held himself out to his subjects as an orthodox Protestant. Each of these assertions is

incorrect. Charles never abandoned the belief of Christianity, nor was he ever recon-

ciled to the Church of Rome before the eve of his death. If we compare his proceed-

ings in consequence of the secret treaty of 1670, with his subsequent conduct in relation

to his brother, whom he sought, with the aid of the bishops, to recall within the pale of

the establishment, and in relation to his nieces, whom he took from their father that

they might be educated in the Protestant faith, and whom he maiTied to Protestants

that he might secure a succession of Protestant princes, we shall perhaps come to the

conclusion, that for the greater part of his reign he looked on religion as a political ques-

tion, and cared little to which of the two Churches he might belong. It is true that

afterwards, in 1683, he gave to the subject more attentive deliberation : yet even then

he did no more than deliberate, and never came to a decision till he learned from his

physicians that in a few hours he would cease to live.

" In conclusion, it may be proper to remark, that during his reign the arts improved,

trade met with encouragement, and the wealth and comforts of the people increased.

To this flourishing state of the nation we must attribute the acknowledged fact, that,

whatever were the personal failings or vices of the king, he never forfeited the love of

his subjects. Men are always ready to idolize the sovereign under whose sway they feel

themselves happy.

" Charles left no issue by his queen, Catherine of Portugal. Of his illegitimate

children he acknowledged James, duke of Monmouth, by Lucy Walters ; Charlotte,

countess of Yarmouth, by lady Shanon; Charles, duke of Southampton, Henry, duke

of Grafton, George, duke of Northumberland, and Charlotte, countess of Lichfield, by

the duchess of Cleveland ; Charles, duke of St. Albans, by Eleanor Gwynne ; Charles,

duke of Richmond, by the duchess of Portsmouth ; and Mary, countess of Derwent-

water, by Mary Davies."

We refer to Hume, giving liis character of Charles ; at the same time reminding

the reader how able an advocate he is ; and how partial, in spite of himself, to the

Stuarts :

—

" If we survey the character of Charles II., in the different lights wliich it will admit

of, it will appear various, and give rise to different, and even opposite sentiments : when
considered as a companion, he appears as the most amiable and engaging of men ; and

indeed, in this view, his deportment must be allowed altogether unexceptionable : his

love of raillery was so tempered with good breeding, that it was never offensive : his

propensity to satire was so checked with discretion, that his friends never dreaded their

becoming the object of it : his wit, to use the expression of one who knew him well, and
who was himself a good judge, could not be said so much to be very refined or elevated,

qualities apt to beget jealousy and apprehension in company, as to be a plain, gaining,
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well-bred, recommending kind of wit : and though perhaps he talked more than strict CHARLES
rules of behaviour might permit ; men were so pleased with the affable, communicative H-
deportment of the monarcli, that they always went away contented both with liim and ~'

'

with themselves. This indeed is the most shining part of the king's character ; and ho
seems to have been sensible of it : for he was fond of di'opping the formality of state,

and of relapsing every moment into the companion.

" In the duties of private life, his conduct, though not free from exception, was, in

tlie main, laudable ; he was an easy, generous lover, a civil, obliging husband, a.friendly

brother, an indulgent father, and a good-natured master : the voluntary friendships,

however, which this prince contracted, nay, even his sense of gratitude, were feeble •

and he never attached himself to any of his ministers or courtiers with a sincere affec-

tion : he believed them to have no motive in serving him but self-interest ; and he was
still ready, in his tuiTi, to sacrifice them to present ease or convenience.

" With a detail of his private character we must set bounds to our panegyric on

Charles : the other parts of his conduct may admit of some apology, but can deserve

small applause. He was indeed so much fitted for private life preferably to public, that

he even possessed order, frugality, and economy in the former ; was profuse, thought-

less, and negligent in the latter. When we consider him as a sovereign, his character,

though not altogether destitute of virtue, was in the main dangerous to his people, and

dishonourable to himself: negligent of tlie interests of the nation, careless of its glory,

averse to its religion, jealous of its liberty, lavish of its treasure, sparing only of its

blood ; he exposed it by his measures, though he ever appeared but in sport, to the

danger of a furious civil war, and even to the ruin and ignominy of i foreign conquest

:

yet may all these enormities, if fairly and candidly examined, be imputed in a great

measure to the indolence of his temper :—a fault which, however unfortunate in a

monarch, it is impossible for us to regard with great severity.

" It has been remarked of Charles, that he never said a foolish thing nor did a wise

one;—a censure whicli, though too far carried, seems to have some foundation in his

character and deportment. When the king was informed of this saying, he observed,

' that the matter was easily accounted for ; for that his discourse was his own, his actions

were the ministry's.'

" If we reflect on the appetite for power inherent in human nature, and add to it the

king's education in foreign counti'ies and among the cavaliers—a party which would

naturally exaggerate the late usurpations of popular assemblies on the rights of mo-

narchy—it is not surprising that civil liberty should not find in him a very zealous

p.atron. Harassed witli domestic faction, weary of calumnies and compLaints, oppressed

with debts, straitened in his revenue, he sought, though with feeble efforts, for a form

of government more simple in its structure and more easy in its management: but his

.attachment to Fr.ance, after all the pains which we have taken by inquiry .and conjec-

ture to fathom it, contains still something, it must be confessed, mysterious .and inex-

plicable. The liopcs of rendering himself absolute by Louis's assistance seem so chime-

rical, that they could scarcely be retained with such obstinacy by a prince of Cliarles's

penetration : and as to pecuniary subsidies, he surely spent much greater sums in one

season, dui'ing the second Dutch war, than were remitted him from Fr.ance during the

whole course of his reign : we are apt therefore to im.agine, that Charles was in this par-

ticular guided chiefly by inclination, and by a prepossession in favour of the Frencli

nation : he considered that people as gay, spriglitly, polite, eleg.ant, courteous, devoted

to their prince, and attached to tlie Catholic faith ; and for these reasons lie cordially

loved them : the opposite character of the Dutch liad rendered them the objects of his

aversion ; and even the uncourtly humours of the English ni.adc him very indifferent

towards them. Our notions of interest are much warped by our affections ; and it is

not altogetlier without ex.ample, that a man may bo guided by national prejudices, who

h.as ever been little bi.assed by private and personal friendship.

" The character of this i>rincc lias been elabor.itely drawn by two great masters, per-

fectly well acquainted with him, the duke of Buckingham and the marquess of llahfax ;

not to mention several elegant strokes given by sir William Temple ; doctor Welwood
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SAN- likewise, and bishop Burnet have employed their pencil on the same subject ; but the

CROt T, former is somewhat partial in his favour, as the latter is by far too harsh and malignant.
Abp. Cant.^

Instead of finding an exact parallel between Charles II. and the emperor Tiberius, as

asserted by that prelate, it would be more just to remark a full contrast and opposition :

the emperor seems as much to have surpassed the king in abilities as he falls short of

him in virtue : provident, wise, active, jealous, malignant, dark, sullen, unsociable, re-

served, cruel, unrelenting, unforgiving ; these are the lights under which the Roman

tyrant has been transmitted to us : and the only circumstance in which it can justly be

pretended he was similar to Charles, is his love of women ; a passion which is too gene-

ral to form any striking resemblance, and which that detestable and detested monster

shared also with depraved appetites."

We conclude this reign with the character given to it and Charles, by Fox :

—

" There is some reason for believing that the court of Versailles had either wholly

discontinued, or at least had become very remiss in, the payments of Charles's pension

;

and it is not unlikely that this consideration may have induced him either really to

think of calling a parliament, or at least to threaten Louis with such a measure, in order

to make that prince more punctual in performing his jiart of their secret treaty. But

whether or not any secret change was really intended, or if it were, to what extent, and

to what objects directed, are points which cannot now be ascertained, no public steps

having ever been taken in this affair, and his majesty's intentions, if in truth he had any

such, becoming abortive by the sudden illness which seized him on the 1st of February,

1685, and which, in a few days afterwards, put an end to his reign and life. His death

was by many supposed to have been the effect of poison ; but although there is reason to

believe that this suspicion was harboured by persons very near to him, and among

others, as I have heard, by the duchess of Portsmouth, it appears, upon the whole, to

rest upon very slender foundations '.

" With respect to the character of this prince, upon the delineation of which so much

pains have been employed, by the various writers who treat of the history of his time,

it must be confessed that the facts which have been noticed in the foregoing pages, fur-

nish but too many illustrations of the more unfavourable parts of it. From these we

may collect, that his ambition was directed solely against his subjects, while he was

completely indifferent concerning the figure which he or they might make in the gene-

ral affairs of Europe; and that his desire of power was more unmixed with the love of

glory than that of any other man whom history has recorded ; that he was unprincipled,

ungrateful, mean, and treacherous, to which may be added vindictive and remorseless.

For Burnet, in refusing to him the praise of clemency and forgiveness, seems to be per-

fectly justifiable, nor is it conceivable upon what pretence his partizans have taken this

ground of panegyric. I doubt whether a single instance can be produced of his having

spared the life of any one whom motives, either of policy or of revenge, prompted him

to destroy. To allege that of Monmouth, as it would be an affront to human nature, so

would it likewise imply the most severe of all satires against the monarch himself, and

we may add too an undeserved one. For in order to consider it as an act of meritori-

ous forbearance on his part, that he did not follow the example of Constantine, and

Philip II., by imbruing his hands in the blood of his sou, we must first suppose him to

have been wholly void of every natural affection, which does not appear to have been

the case. His declaration that he would have pardoned Essex, being made when that

nobleman was dead, and not followed by any act evincing its sincerity, can surely ob-

" ' Mr. Fo.x had this report from the family of his mother, great-granddaughter to

the duchess of Portsmouth. The duchess of Portsmouth lived to a very advanced age,

and retained her faculties to the period of her death, which happened in 1734, at Au-

bigny. Mr. Fox's mother, when very young, saw her at that place ; and many of the

Lennox family, with whom Mr. Fox was subsequently acquainted, had, no doubt,

frequently conversed with her."
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tain no credit fi'om men of sense. If he had really had the intention, he ought not to CHARLES
have made such a declaration, unless he accompanied it with some mark of kindness to IL

the relations, or with some act of mere)' to the friends of the deceased. Considering it

as a mere piece of hypocrisy, we cannot help looking upon it as one of the most odious

passages of his life. This ill-timed boast of his intended mercy, and the brutal taunt

with which he accompanied his mitigation (if so it may be called) of Russell's sentence,

show his insensibility and hardness to have been such, that in questions where right and

feelings were concerned, his good sense, and even the good taste for which he has been

so much extolled, seemed wholly to desert him.
" On the other hand, it would be want of candour to maintain that Charles was

entirely destitute of good qualities ; nor was the propriety of Burnet's comparison be-

tween him and Tiberius ever felt, I imagine, by any one but its author. He was gay

and affable, and, if incapable of the sentiments belonging to pride of a laudable sort, he

was at least free from haughtiness and insolence. The praise of politeness, which the

stoics are not perhaps wrong in classing among the moral virtues, provided they admit it

to be one of the lowest order, has never been denied him, and he had in an eminent

degree that facility of temper which, though considered by some moralists as nearly

allied to vice, yet, inasmuch as it contributes greatly to the happiness of those around

us, is, in itself, not only an engaging, but an estimable quality. His support of the

queen during the heats raised by the popish plot, ought to be taken rather as a proof

that he was not a monster, than to be ascribed to him as a merit ; but his steadiness to

his brother, though it may and ought, in a great measure, to be accounted for upon

selfish principles, had at least a strong resemblance to virtue.

" The best part of this prince's character seems to have been his kindness towards his

mistresses, and his affection for his children, and others nearly connected to him by the

ties of blood. His recommendation of the duchess of Portsmouth and Mrs. Gwynne,
upon his death-bed, to his successor, is much to his honour ; and they who censure it,

seem, in their zeal to show themselves strict moralists, to have suffered their notions

of vice and virtue to have fallen into strange confusion. Charles's connexion with those

ladies might be vicious, but at a moment when that connexion was upon the point of

being finally and irrevocably dissolved, to concern himself about their future welfare,

and to recommend them to his brother with earnest tenderness, was virtue. It is not

for the interest of morality that the good and evil actions, even of bad men, should be

confounded. His affection for the duke of Gloucester, and for the duchess of Orleans,

seems to have been sincere and cordial. To attribute, as some have done, his grief for

the loss of the first to political considerations, founded upon an intended balance of

power between his two brothers, would be an absurd refinement, whatever were his

general disposition ; but when we reflect upon that carelessness which, especially in his

youth, was a conspicuous feature of his character, tlie absurdity becomes still more
striking. And though Burnet more covertly, and Ludlow more openly, insinuate that

his fondness for his sister was of a criminal nature, I never could find that there was

any ground whatever for such a suspicion ; nor does the little that remains of their epis-

tolary correspondence give it the smallest countenance. Upon the whole, Charles II.

was a bad man, and a bad king : let us not palliate his crimes ; but neither let us .adopt

false or doubtful imputations, for tlic purpose of making him a monster.
" Whoever reviews the interesting jicriod which we have been discussing, will find,

that, from the consideration of the past, to prognosticate the future, would, at the mo-
ment of Charles's demise, be no easy task. Between two persons, one of whom should

expect that the country would remain sunk in slavery, the other, tiiat the cause of free-

dom would revive and triumph, it would be difficult to decide, whose reasons were
better supported, whose speculations the more probable. I should guess that he who
desponded, had looked more at the state of tlie public, while he who was sanguine, had

fixed his eyes more attentively upon the person who was about to mount the throne.

LTpon reviewing the two great parties of tlie nation, one observation occurs very forcibly,

and that is, tliat the great strength of the whigs consisted in their being able to brand

their adversaries as favourers of popery ; that of the tories (as far as their strength de-

m
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SAN- pended upon opinion, and not merely upon the power of the crown), in their finding

CROFT, colour to represent the whigs as republicans. From this observation wc may draw a

Abp. Cant, further inference, that, in proportion to the rashness of the crown, in avowing and press-

^ ing forward the cause of popery, and to the moderation and steadiness of the whigs, in

adhering to the form of monarchy, would be the chance of the people of England, for

changing an ignominious despotism for glory, liberty, and happiness."

THE END OF THE EIGHTH VOLUME.
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